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CHAPTER ONE
The assassin checked the massive razor wire. The electricity was indeed off. The
massive bastion which once was the Ritz Hotel was dark. The power off so the towering
block long edifice formed a dark and looming silhouette as sinister as it once was
glamourous. The assassin used his wire cutters to deftly cut his way through the
massive barrier. Then he slipped up behind and used his silencer topped hand gun to
kill the demoralized guards hunkered by the lavish entrance which recently had been
massively retrofitted as if to fend off attack. Then the assassin slunk unchallenged into
the lobby of the once famous hotel turned into the corporate headquarters of one of the
corrupt global consortiums which paid millions to defeat Brexit and chain Great Britain to
the EU Super State forever. The glory days of the edifice were long gone. The dark
trashed lobby seem more like a dark cavern. Cold. Damp. Foul smelling. But the lobby
appeared deserted. The assassin used his small torch to survey the heart of the enemy.
And apparently the heart of his enemy was rotten through and through.
The windows were boarded over with salvage as if to withstand a siege. One chandelier
hung crazily as if about to plunge down to crystal oblivion. A pile of smashed furniture
was shoved into a corner. Towering mirrors were completely smashed. The threat of
seven years bad luck apparently no longer mattered. Or perhaps the seven years of bad
luck had already arrived. There were piles of weapons next to piles of garbage.
Everything was smashed. Bashed. Vandalized. Crates of stolen loot were piled together
as if for a getaway. Renoirs next to Picassos. Anthony van Dycks next to John Singer
Sargents. Rembrandts next to Dalis. Gainsboroughs next to Reynolds. Monumental
Stubbs oils of horses next to gentle landscapes by Constable. Voluptuous Ruben nudes
next to teasing oils of Lady Hamilton the mistress of Nelson of Trafalgar. Chaste
Victorians by Ford Madox Brown and William Holman Hunt next to luscious Victorian
sirens by Millais and Rossetti. A semi-pornographic drawing by Beardsley next to semipornographic oil by Lucian Freud. In another corner were semi-crated Greek bronzes
next to crates of French Rococo porcelain cocooned in straw. But the unfinished state of
the packing of the loot meant that either the quarry was already fled or else was so
panicked he was preparing to flee unencumbered by anything more than the most
portable of loot: diamonds and gold.

Cast aside were piles of corporate and financial records of the colossal global
consortium which once strangled the world with its slimy tentacles. Its malevolent global
corruption suffocating as it screwed the people of the world with its venal rapacity which
knew no bounds. Creating a migrant economy to force desperate workers to compete
for rock bottom wages in sweatshop conditions. Pitting desperate White European
migrants from poor Balkan nations against the indigenous but equally desperate
peoples for fewer and fewer jobs at lower and lower wages. Cynically unraveling social
cohesion and national identity with globalist NWO piffle to weaken possible rebellion.
Destroying unions and safety protocols along with the middle class. Grinding the
desperate down to a bloody pulp. Gutting out nations with bribery and exploitation.
Dissolving patriotism as if with acid. Devouring prosperity as if a glutton. Eating out
honest democratic governance with cynical bribery. Turning the metro elite against the
increasingly improvised rural regions, rust belts, small towns, and decaying suburbs.
Suborning taxation into a farce as corporate raiders wallowed in tax havens. Turning
once Advanced World super states into Third World failed states. Buying presidents and
prime ministers by the bakers’s dozen. Wreaking economics and hollowing out
infrastructure. Raping the environments of nation after nation with its polluting industries
while bankrupting company after industry leaving behind only wreckage.
Poisoning child laborers in Africa with arsenic from gold mining. Burying child laborers
alive in Asia alive in unsafe ruby mines. Leaving peasant child laborers deformed by
industrial cancers from noxious computer ‘recycling’. Enslaving children of displaced
migrants while turning their females into under age prostitutes. Even buying females
from the desperate to harvest transplant organs for the global black market. Selling
weapons to the worst of the worst to aid and abet wars. Starting stock panics to destroy
banks to embezzle the life savings of millions of people. Besmirching distant Edens of
poor indigenous natives by befouling their rivers to dig up rare minerals or else with
reckless oil drilling. Cutting down forests. Envenoming aquifers with fracking.
Besmirching distant rural paradises with illegal dumping. Polluting the oceans until
entire fisheries died and piled up on coastlines as if mountains of rot. Turning the land
putrid. Turning the rivers putrid. Turning the air putrid. Turning the world putrid.
Using the totalitarian power of the corrupt EU bureaucracy and then even more corrupt
Islamic dictatorships to silence critics and gag public indignation while strangling
competition and destroying rivals so it could monopolize every market and sell lousy
products at inflated prices for obscene profits. Buying up companies and then gutting

them before bankrupting them while leaving thousands of workers unemployed. Even
their pensions stolen. Trashing big and small businesses alike as if a marauding robber
baron devastating and destroying everything in his path. Buying and selling national
treasures smashed and looted by the Rival Caliphate called ISIS on the international
arts black market. Trashing ancient sites to cannibalize the relics. Blowing up majestic
tombs and pyramids to cull a few ancient trinkets. Bribing curators to loot national
museums. And looting Great Britain’s national treasures through corrupt firemen whose
jobs were to burn the precious Jahiliyyah in cahoots with the Procurer of the Caliph.
Everywhere leaving a swath of destruction and death.
All of it aided and abetted by crooked Quislings and duplicitous bureaucrats and
traitorous politicians and cynical caliphs and corrupt sultans and most of all: the
nefarious Loki Insider Traitors. One of the most venal power brokers behind the
nefarious Loki Insider Traitors. Corrupting democratic governments on every level to
represent only corporatism. To only represent him: The Monster. Selling weapons in
Syria to start the civil war, and then profiting off the civil war, and then campaigning for
open borders for out- of- control migrants to invade Europe and Britain because of the
civil war, to exploit the Muslim migrants as if a Trojan Horse to destroy Europe and
Britain from within. All in order to profit off its destruction as if a fat vampire courtesy of
Brussels Junta and its faceless byzantine bureaucracy embedded as if maggots inside
the Body Politick.
All while exploiting the EU paramilitary police and EU mercenaries masquerading as the
EU Super Army aided and abetted by mercenaries masquerading as the blue helmet
UN Army goons. Reducing European countries to unraveling banana republics and then
failed states. All hand in hand with bought and paid for national governments which
were suppose to protect their citizens against filth such as this contemptuous monster. It
is hard to fight when the enemy is inside the gates and dining with the rulers as their
special guests. The game is rigged when the robbers are given the keys to the kingdom
on a silver platter by Quislings.
The assassin checked the ballroom and found it filled by weaponry but no mercenaries.
The rats were obviously already abandoning the sinking ship. The assassin pulled out a
small contraption. He turned it on to send out a radio signal to a mysterious address.
Then the assassin in his black couture and mask slipped silently up the once luxurious
staircase. Floor after floor appeared empty. Deserted. The massive corporation which

once preyed on the world now appeared to have entirely evaporated. But then there
was not much left of the world to devour anymore. So the assassin moved toward the
penthouse.
He eased his way out of the emergency stairwell and surveyed the hallway. There were
a few guards hovering about the entrance to the princely suite. Some guards were
hauling a few suitcases into the elevator to levitate up to the roof and the helicopter pad.
But The Monster was still inside his penthouse. But how many body guards were inside
protecting him? So the assassin moved back into the stairwell and slipped up to the
roof. The helicopter was parked but the spotlights were off. Apparently almost all of the
power was shut off. Only the elevator and the penthouse still had electricity. The
helicopter would soar off in the darkness to not provide a target, slipping away like a
thief in the approaching night. The assassin studied the roof and then eased his way
into the best position as if a shadow in the growing shadows as the sky burned a gory
red and putrid green. Then he checked his machine gun. Then he hunkered down in a
cold wind and waited for The Monster to appear.
*** ***
The Wild Children hunkered into their fort. The wreaked debris of a burned out bus. The
oldest child, eleven, conducted fantastical rites of worship on the altar of their guardian
spirit: a radio. His dirty face desperate. His dark hair a foul tangle. Scurvy sores all over
his face. His teeth already rotting. Suddenly the radio in the middle of the burned out
hunk of metal which once was part of the driving seat of the bus burst into wild spasms
of static, electric dots and dashes, knocking sounds, buzzes, blitzes of mechanical
screeches, weird bursts of music, and bizarre bits of ancient advent commercials. “Our
guardian spirit is speaking to us!” the prematurely aged child cried as he heaped bones
with bits of human flesh still intact on the altar over the radio. The altar crafted out of a
human skull garnished by a broken toy of Mickey Mouse. The Wild Children all bowed
and kowtowed toward the radio as it erupted into gibberish. “Bless us! Bless us!” the
prematurely aged child cried as he held up a squirming rat. Then he slashed the rat’s
throat to rain down blood on the human skull altar arranged over the decayed radio. The
paint blistered by the fire. The knobs melted. Flies buzzing around the human skull as
blood oozed down. Flies buzzing around the mound of decayed bones from prior
sacrifices which filled the fire gutted floor of the gutted out bus.

The radio screeched. Then a ghostly voice announced ‘Start your day with Tyroo Tea!
And have a tippy do day!’ Then the radio burst into an lush rendering of Strauss’ The
Emperor Waltz ---- before cutting off mid beat into silence. “Bless us! Bless us!” the Wild
Children cried as they bowed to the radio still somehow generating erratic bursts of
sounds in the burned out bus. The eleven year old leader of the tribe frantically smeared
more rat blood on the human skull altar as he muttered weird prayers of incoherent
words half remembered from Arabic prayers and English commercials. “Bring more
sacrifices!” the eleven year old cried to his tribe. Then the all but naked, diseased, and
starving children picked up their sticks and ran out of the gutted metal. Howling.
Gibbering. The eleven year old child reached over to the driver of the bus, a charcoal
corpse, and whispered “Am I doing the prayers right Mister Kafir? Does The Lord of the
Flies still love us?”
*** ***
“Did you send that old Morse Code over the ham radio waves?” Jack Philips asked
Jasper Sylvester. “It is obsolete you know.”
“Yes. But I also know that was Wyrd Davy’s favorite code. And precisely because it is
obsolete I thought it would not endanger him. Unless Stephen can extract him our
fireman will die at midnight.”
“Well MI 5 In Exile is mad as hell. You know it endangers what Agent Valerie Odette is
doing.”
“It is not endangering what Agent Valerie is doing” the old spy told the relatively
youngish spy ----- at least when compared to him. “It was the first code I taught Wyrd
Davy to use. We used the code extensively between us. He will know that I am sending
it.”
“If he has a ham radio or telegraphic wire which we know he no longer has” Jack
Phillips said.
“So we use hidden wires vented through bogus radio receivers in gutted out wreckage
to deliver short bursts of intel at certain times to try to contact our deep ops. Genuine
codes sent through the Knockers sound pollution of bogus taps and fey whispers and

misleading mis-communications sandwiched between old radio advertizing feeds. The
Twilight Zone Channel. To scare while trying to make contact with our deep ops who are
almost beyond all contact now. Wyrd Davy still occasionally tries to make contact that
way. Mr. Mole said he tried to do so this very evening. Listening to the Knocker Echos. If
Mr. Mole had known we were trying to extract the boy he would have opened his
chained door to him.”
“MI 5 In Exile wants you to stop. It might compromise what Agent Valerie is trying to
achieve.”
“So we abandon one of our own?” the old spy asked.
“Wyrd Davy was never one of us” Jack Phillips replied.
“Then what was he?” the old spy asked.
“Expendable.....”
*** ***
Meanwhile, the very expendable fireman walked hard and fast toward the lurid setting
sun as the fetid wind blew cold in his face. “I won’t make the rendezvous in time!” he
snarled to himself. “I will be caught near the Green Park Migrant Jungle as darkness
falls! I should have stayed back at that haunted hotel! Why did I leave it? Why do I think
I am going to die tonight?”

*** ***
“I still remember the defeat of Brexit as if a knife blade through my heart!” the assassin
mused bitterly as he waited on the roof to ambush The Monster. “I worked in The City
for Dyson. He was one of the few honest entrepreneurs left. A Leave. The only honest
businessmen left were for Leave. Everyone not on the EU graft and gravy train wanted
out. The EU was a blood sucking vampire. A protectionist racket fast turning into an
extortion racket for the crony corporatists. Our Parliament was almost entirely bought
and paid for to those bastards. Tories and Labor both. Both parties sold out to the

Global Elite. The entire Establishment sold out to the Global Elite. Everyone bought out.
Everyone selling out. The British People had been betrayed. Betrayed for years. Tricked
from the start to enter something which from the beginning was conceived by ex-Nazis
to become the wet dream of Hitler. Nazism wedded to Corporatism disguised in the
tattered togs of the Regressive Left.
After all, Nazism and Fascism both used the word ‘Socialism’ in their titles no less than
the propaganda of the EU. And Fascism and Nazism and the EU all dreamed the same
dream: reducing Europe to one gigantic super state where a tiny group of elite co-joined
at the hip with international crony capitalists and the military industrial complex would
rule Europe and Britain from their commanding heights. The EU Trojan Horse was just
more cunning in disguising itself so the citadels would open their gates to the enemy.
And they did. The Regressive Left and the Four Ps swallowed the poison pill as if candy.
Hell! They shoved the entire jar of poison pills blindly down their greedy throats. They
could not get enough of the poison pills of the EU the way Jim Jones’s cult could not get
enough of that poisoned Cool Aid.”
The assassin stared at the bloody sky. “Everyone was selling out to the global elite and
their best pals the crony capitalists. The one percent who owned everything. The
international consortiums. The global corporations. The world banks. Soros the bastard
who broke the Bank of England. The New World Order which was nothing more than a
paper mask concealing the Elite power brokers of global consortiums and corporations
and banks and the military industrial complex. Almost every establishment party,
quango, lobbyist, bureaucrat, civil worker, reporter, ‘economist’, and so-called ‘expert’
was bought and paid for by the corrupt faces behind the metro elite who fronted for the
distant elite of the Brussels Junta who served as the bought and paid for prostitute for
the corrupt. No one gave a damn about the ordinary indigenous lawful citizens. Much
less the pawns: the Muslim migrants. The cynical elite of Statist Corporatism were just
using the migrants to destroy each nation so the Vampires could feed off the carcasses.
A nation has a history and patriotism to possibly fight back. That is why the global elite
was determined to destroy every nation. Unmoored citizens in economic free fall can’t
fight back. Why else was European and British nationalism deliberately being
destroyed? Every vampire and vulture and blackguard and maggot housed in style in
Brussels was feasting off the carcass of Europe and Britain. Brussels one gigantic
spider’s web of corruption in the center of which a coven of great bloated black spiders

lurked. The map of the city a maze of lobbyists and quangos and headquarters of every
rotten consortium and corporation and bank. The EU headquarters a magnet of
corruption. Everyone selling out the people they were suppose to be guarding and
protecting.
All secret globalist treaties were rubber stamped which step by step was destroying
nations and citizenry alike while one trillion euro EU budgets were squandered and
billions was embezzled. All while cutting secret insider deals with crooks. All with zero
accountability. Faceless and unelected bureaucrats ruling behind a papier-mâché mask
of a toothless EU parliament which was nothing more than a powerless sham talk shop.
Every so-called democratic representative paid graft to betray their people back home.
Everyone told to ignore local or national public fears and disregard democracy for the
world view. Democratic popularism ranked as more ‘dangerous’ than Islamic terrorism.
The EU view. The EU was the Red Queen in ‘Alice In Wonderland’. ‘We are all mad
here!’...”
*** ***
Wolfe checked the clock dangling crazily in the lobby of the abandoned hotel. “Eternally
seven o’clock” he mused. He checked his watch. “Were you here earlier Davy? Why
didn’t you stay? What a surprise it would have been! To meet again! To wage war side
by side! With you fighting openly on the right side when the Chimes toll at Midnight...”
*** ***
“....The New World Order” the assassin snarled as he shivered in the cold wind on the
roof of the destroyed Ritz while waiting for The Monster to appear. “The BIG LIE. Keep
the lie simple. Keeping repeating it. And sooner or later everyone will believe the BIG
LIE. Hitler was right. The EU was the BIG LIE and every Four P just kept repeating the
BIG LIE over and over and over until the brainwashed believed it. Conceal the facts.
Censor exposure. Prosecute whistle blowers. Ban the truth as ‘fake news’. Sell fakes
news as the truth. Brush aside referendums. Damn democratic popularism. Suppress
elections. And doctor elections even if that meant engaging in fraud. All to keep power in
Brussels.
The Drunkard openly saying any public democratic election which defied Brussels
would be deposed by an EU sanctioned coup. As paramilitary police were created to

enforce EU sanctioned coups. All as the Four Ps propagandized the need to get rid of
democracy as too dangerous. The rabble was to dangerous to be allowed to have a say.
‘Voting’ was deemed too ‘antiquated’ and ‘dangerous’ to be tolerated. The only ‘safe’
and ‘responsible’ means of governing featuring only the tiny elite who shared the New
World Order vision. And when the Guardian and the BBC started promoting this
dangerous propaganda and members of Parliament openly started to say elections and
the public will should be ignored then the democratic rabble knew they were about to be
screwed....”
*** ***
The fireman walked furiously toward the dangerous Green Park rendezvous as he timed
the descent of the fiery sun into the far horizon. “I think I made a fatal mistake leaving
the haunted hotel. My second sight is like this nagging thing in the back of my mind.
Saying I have done a fatal mistake while declining to say why. Yet at the same time I
feel a siren is also calling me toward her. Madame X.....”
*** ***
The madwoman paced before the oil painting of Madame X. “I fear we are going to die
tonight. You and I” she told the Olympian oil looming over her as if a demi-goddess. “Yet
at the same time I feel as if throwing open the doors to someone standing there waiting
to be invited in. Such a strange feeling! For I have not seen another human soul for over
ten years now. Except for you of course. My fellow madhouse inmate!” The old woman
looked up at the towering demi-goddess hanging high up on the satin covered wall.
“Why did Father love you more than he ever loved me?”
*** ***
The assassin shivered in the cold wind as the livid sun turned the helicopter into a black
silhouette as if a black bug. He checked his watch. Then he mused how he ended up
here on this cold roof with a gun in his hand. “All the while more and more Europeans
were panicking as they plunged into poverty. The Greeks were literally starving. Their
teeth rotting from scurvy from malnutrition. Every middle class was unraveling. Fifty
percent of the people said they lived in fear. And almost every politician was ordered to
ignore their people and their fears and their suffering in order to do the EU will which

was the will of the New World Order. The Dutch Prime Minster was ordered to ignore
the Dutch referendum. Ditto the Greek referendum. Our referendum. The Hungarian
referendum. The Austrian referendum after the fraudulent Austrian election. The Irish
were ordered to vote and vote and vote until they ‘got it right’.
The Czech government was deposed before it could hold its referendum. The Slovak
president was assassinated before he could calendar his referendum. Then the second
Polish president died in a second mysterious plane crash just before their referendum.
The Finns were threatened. The Danish prime minster was blown up in a so-called
terrorist bombing. The Italian Identitarian reform mayor of Rome was assassinated
before she could even move into her offices. The A of D Identitarian leader was
murdered when she demanded a referendum. Then there was the Bavarian massacre
followed by Farage’s assassination. He had retired because of death threats and
especially threats toward his young daughters by Muslims threatening to gang rape
them. His death which was never investigated mean it was open season.
Politicians who defied the EU were destroyed or assaulted or threatened. Political
parties who defied the EU were blackballed. Called illegal. Arrested. Jailed. Regressive
Left Anarchists were given free rein to violently attack everyone who dared to opposed
the EU and the New World Order. The Black Bloc was given free rein to terrorize
anyone. Murders. Massacres. It was worse than the ever growing spike in Islamic
terrorism. The Snowflake useful idiots and Luvvies were exploited to ‘front’ for
‘democracy’ in order to shut down genuine democracy. Hate speech was used to gag all
public protest. Twitter and Facebook and Youtube were censored when it was not used
by Far Left trolls to threaten anyone who opposed them. Doxxing went after covert
bloggers followed up by arrests and prosecution. Statistics were outlawed. The press
was muzzled. The truth was suppressed. The Four Ps said the so-called Far Right was
violent but the violent thugs threatening to kill everyone and attacking everyone with
impunity were the Far Left thugs. And no one stopped them. All as terrorism after
terrorism erupted for which the EU and their minions did ABSOLUTELY NOTHING
WHATSOEVER....”
*** ***
The fireman marched toward the setting sun. But his skin pricked. He was being
followed! “The captain of my fire department suspects me. He wanted me gone tonight.

He rigged the short straw. He wanted me gone tonight. There is going to be a burning
tonight. He has found Madame X. And he suspects me.”
*** ***
The mad woman paced before Madame X. She picked up the Adams revolver but it was
too heavy. She put it down on an antique French Rococo table. She paced nervously.
Her withered arms and shaking hands nervously writhing. “Why did you build this place
Father which has become our asylum? Asylum. A curious word which can mean both a
sanctuary and a madhouse. I remember when you confronted the man you called The
Monster here in this exquisite room. His sinister black armored limo parked out front.
One wheel crushing the red roses with such brutal carelessness. That unconscious
gesture of callous disregard for life so revealing. That unconscious gesture of the power
mad demigod before which we mere human beings have long since been reduced to
that of bugs. Nothing more. More bugs to be squashed. Black uniformed bodyguards
with concealed arms deliberately poorly concealed. Then The Monster himself emerging
from that limo as if a god. The god behind the global elite. The god for whom the whole
world order crawled. The god before whom every ruler bowed and every leader cravenly
cowered. The god who trumped democracy even here in the Western World where once
democracy used to rule for the people. By the people. Until The Monster conquered the
world without firing a shot.
An aged, withered, shriveled, pasty faced creature with the most frighteningly empty,
hollow, soulless, grey eyes. Gesturing mutely. Imperially. Then a goon pounding in the
door. You finally gesturing as you stood in the hallway. Your valet opening the door as
you retreated here. An act of instinct which proved to be your undoing. The Monster
marching in uninvited. As if owning this place. As if owing the whole world. My knees
almost bucking as if his will was forcing me to bow before his god-like authority. Forcing
his way into this exquisite room to confront you merely by waving an imperial hand. The
entire world subjugated. All of humanity reduced to minions. The heavy wooden doors
sliding closed behind The Monster. You trapped here with The Monster. This exquisite
room as if a cage trapping you here with The Monster.
It was just after your last desperate attempt to stop The Monster from buying the last
shares of stock to force you off the board of directors. The Monster was victorious. You
were utterly destroyed. So why did The Monster feel the need to confront you here in

your exquisite domain? Here? In this drawing room? Me standing outside the closed
doors as The Monster shouted at you inside this exquisite room. That was so
unexpected. His screeching. His bloodless screeching. Your voice more muffled.
Hungarian. Was it Hungarian? Was The Monster speaking Hungarian? What did you
have on him? The Monster’s voice was actually scared. What blackmail did you have on
him? The most hated man in the world?....”
*** ***
“.....2016 was the point of no return” the assassin mused. “The Muslim Migrant Crisis
was overwhelming and destabilizing every nation. There was a terrorism attack almost
every other month. Cities reported that law and order was all but out of control. In
Sweden the crime and rape rate was up 300% by migrants. More likely it was up 500%.
Every Swede knew the police refused to report any crime by Muslim migrants. Code
291. Cities were on fire. The Calais Animals were swelling out of control. Only the
French Army could stop them at that point — except Hollande refused to call out the
French Army. ISIS terrorists were coming back inside the out of control migrant crisis to
wage war unimpeded. Prisons all over Europe and the UK were filled with Muslim
criminals being radicalized and the prison guards were so terrified they were handing
over the prisons to the radicals.

Every nation’s prison system including ours was a horrific copy of the French prisons.
Hot houses nurturing radicals. France and Sweden being the canaries in the mine. Both
nations struggling with the largest percentage of Muslims to the indigenous population.
And the France had the largest Muslim population of all. Between six and ten percent of
the country with between 800,000 and 1,000,000 asylum requests a year. All but open
borders. Whole villages and towns and cities turning into Muslim majorities. No go
zones around every single city. I remember a Broker pal of mine who was forced to flee
his dream Provence village home after ten years because the entire Provence village
had become all but completely overrun by Muslim migrants. And those Muslim migrants
were attacking the indigenous Provence villagers and every tourist and holiday resident
like him. He said the last straw was when his pretty home was attacked. The police told
him they were utterly powerless to do anything. When he continued to protest one of the
robbers lounging on the public street gestured to ‘cut his throat’.

And the invaders refused to integrate or assimilate. Dropping out of schools. Refusing to
learn French or anything. Refusing to work. Monopolizing the dole. Pathologically
antisocial. Brutally destructive. Proudly barbaric. Utterly contemptuous. Grossly entitled.
Shockingly violent. Draining France dry as if locusts. Scaring away tourists. Scaring
away anyone with money who could flee. Scaring the French who could not afford to
flee. Set up homeless camps everywhere while turning France into some sort of Third
World country while turning exquisite Paris into the sordid Calais Jungle. Sewage and
filth and garbage covering exquisite streets as the modern day vandals defiled every
beautiful thing with their unspeakable ugliness and thuggery. Devouring France’s
prosperity and culture while unraveling its ancient civilization while besmirching its
beauty while importing aggression, violence, and intimidation from every alien Third
World failed state with brutal, savage cultures totally hostile to France. And most
alarmingly of all: the invaders were pathologically criminal. Yet The Monster spent
millions to spread the propaganda that all of this was a necessity!
A necessity! A necessity! Why were we being compelled to cut our own throats? A
necessity? A necessity? It had to happen! It could not be stopped! A necessity? Why
was it a necessity? The Monster even admitting the invasion was overwhelming the
West and bankrupting the West while insisting it was a necessity. The cross the West
must bare. A future the West could not avoid. The climax of two thousand years of
Western Progress. A manifest destiny we had no power to desist. Why did The Monster
want this so-called necessity? And why was the entire post national globalist elite on
board with it? No election. Fiat accompli. No one asking the French people if they
wanted it. A done deal. A necessity. Their manifest destiny.
What France faced was not atypical. Every single European nation and the UK faced
exactly the same thing. Out of the prison population of 67,5000 in France over 47,250
were Muslim. Only 20,250 were non Muslim. A 70% Muslim criminal rate. Other Muslim
incarceration statistics indicated a 727% rate. This was horrific. Out of control criminality
eats a nation away as if acid. It bleeds a nation’s economy dry as if a slashed throat. It
overwhelms law and order. It feeds chaos and anarchy. It is the first falling domino
which brings everything down. And worse: every French prison was a school for
radicalization. 27% of French Muslims between the age of 18 and 24 supported ISIS.
22% of Muslims between the age of 25 and 34 supported ISIS. 20% of Muslims
between the age of 35 and 44 supported ISIS. 35% of French Muslims over all
supported suicide bombing. Young Muslims supported suicide bombing by 42%.

This proved that Second Generation Radicalization was not only real but terrifying. The
Nice truck murderer proved this connection between Muslim criminality and jihad. So
did the Paris bombers and the Brussels bombers. And it was willful Regressive Left
blindness to insist that such killers were not jihadists because they were merely drug
addicts or petty criminals or drunks or drug gangsters or wife beaters or dole deadbeats
or parasites or failures or despicable scum instead of what they are: jihadists. The
Muslim penchant for criminality as well as dole abuse was the express roadway to
radicalization and jihad no less than the 9/11 jihadists who were your conventional
jihadists: middle class, well educated, young, and implacable in their fanaticism.
Muslim drug and criminal gangs were huge, the Muslim version of the Mafia,
destabilizing, destroying, and were the alter egos to conventional Islamic radicals. Both
conventional Islamic radicals and Muslim criminal gangsters shared the same
characteristics. They saw themselves as Muslims first. Muslims waging war against the
West which they saw as foiling Islamic Triumph. Muslims waging war against the West
which they saw as waging war against Islam’s manifest destiny to dominate and rule the
world. Muslims waging war against Westerners who they saw as triumphing over them
and therefore humiliating their brittle Islamic egos.
Both saw the West as Dar ul Harb Abode of War justifying warfare including economic
warfare through dole abuse, conventional warfare, and atypical warfare of terrorism and
criminality. All forms of jihad are lawful against the Dar ul Harb West. And no Muslim can
be loyal to any Dar ul Harb country. To attack any Dar ul Harb country in any way
whatsoever is entirely halal. Not even gratitude is halal. The West was not sanctuary.
The West was not refuge. The West was not for second chances or to build new lives.
The West was the enemy. The West was the target. Only an Apostate or religious traitor
to Islam could be patriotic to a Dar ul Harb nation. That is why no Muslim migrant or
dole abuser or gangster no less than any Muslim fundamentalist or fanatic or jihadist
ever expressed any patriotism or loyalty or gratitude toward their host Western
countries. From the beginning they were 5th columns invading from within.
Every Muslim criminal gangster saw themselves as subversive 5th column anarchists
using crime to destroy the enemy they hated from within. They hated the Western
countries who foolishly allowed them in. They saw themselves as destroyers ---- while
exploiting the wealth and dole and freebies of the countries they pathologically hated

and plotted to destroy. They saw themselves as jihadi anarchists. Jihadi irregular
soldiers for Allah. Their weaponry being criminality. Or to use the historic term: Ghazi
Razzia. Their battlefields were the cities and towns and villages they systematically set
out to destroy. They glorified violence and sooner or later that violence led to jihad and
terrorism. And no less than their more conventional jihadists, the Muslim gangsters also
pathologically hated Jews and Gays and Freemasons and Women they saw as whores.
That is why their criminality especially targeted them.
The Muslim gangsters also rejected all Western authority and deliberately targeted
figures of authority including teachers, community leaders, police, firemen, and even
ambulances. And sooner or later they ended up in prison where they radicalized into full
blown terrorists. Yet the Loki Insider Traitors and the Quislings refused to allow anyone
to connect the dots even as terrorism was becoming routine. Horrifying routine. It was
not IF but WHEN the next terrorism would occur. Fear saturated the soul of every
European and Britisher. Yet the Four Ps traitorous social media Quislings such as
Twitter and Facebook and Google and to a lessor extent Youtube censored and
suppressed with Thought Police tactics worthy of Big Brother in order to conceal the
extent of the Great Betrayal. ...”
*** ***
“....The only words I could hear through the heavy wooden doors was when you
shouted ‘This is the greatest betrayal in the history of Western Civilization! Why are you
doing this?” And then I heard The Monster ......laugh.....” The old madwoman
shuddered.
“As the siding doors opened. The Monster laughed. The laughter all the more chilling for
his soulless, empty, grey eyes accented by the flaccid, sagging, grey flesh hanging
beneath them a if withered spidery flesh of a decayed corpse. And inside this exquisite
room you were crying. I never saw you cry before Father. You were crying. And The
Monster paused and turned around and gestured to Madame X. “But for her you could
have been in the position to stop me Lucian. But because of her your blackmail against
me is voided by my blackmail against you! I need only make a phone call and you will
be arrested for the theft of her. I hope Madame X is worth it Lucian! Worth the Decline
and Fall of Western Civilization! Because you cannot stop me now....”

*** ***
“We have broken her Sir” the torturer told the commander of The Tower. “Well. Almost.
She is whimpering uncontrollably. She is about to break. Then she will tell us
everything!”
The commander of The Tower grimaced as he sat at his desk, one gloved hand keeping
the other gloved hand out of sight to conceal the evidence of the escalating deadly
symptoms. “She does not know anything. She is just meat for us to wipe our sins off on”
the bitter commander snarled.
“The hunter is sure she does know something” the torturer replied.
“The hunter is paranoid that something is about to go down. Nothing is about to go
down. And she is not from MI 5. She is just a starving Kafir whore who surfaced to steal
food and got snared instead. Everyone is starving now! Everyone is reduced to eating
anything! Anything! She does not know anything. If she knew anything she would have
told us days ago. You have been mangling her for damn near a week now. The hunter is
wrong. This Valerie whore is nothing but meat for the boys to enjoy before her
execution. Do whatever you want to her. Whatever thy right hand possesses do with as
you will.”
“The hunter is sure something is about to go down Sir” the torturer said.
“Oh get out! Get out!” the commander screamed. The torturer shrugged and left the
office.
Then the commander rushed to the door to lock it. Then he staggered to the small
mirror fixed to the grimy wall and stared at his red eyes in his gaunt face. “No! No! No!
Please! Please!” he whimpered as one pus tear oozed down one infected eye. “Allah!
Please! No! No! I don’t want to die this way! A body rotting before it is even buried! I
won’t go to Paradise! Please! Please! A body has to be buried intact to go to Paradise!
Maybe if I go out and wage personal jihad and die while killing a Morlock I can.... show
my ....battle scars and ....” The man pulled one dirty sleeve back but instead of a
jihadist’s battle scars or battle wounds to open wide the gates of Paradise he beheld a
rotting carcass of an arm. The flesh so putrid it was already oozing. “Allah! Allah! Save

me! Everyone knows a ...... a ..... I can’t even say the word! Are not allowed into
Paradise! Allah! Please! Please! I don’t want to die a soulless ......Feral....”
*** ***
The assassin watched the setting sun in all of its putrid glory. “.....Everyone whispered
that the Press had become the Lying Press. The Propaganda Press. Bought and paid
for by The Monster. But no one dared to say it out loud after a Germany family was
arrested for saying that on their Facebook. Arrested and prosecuted!” the assassin
remembered. “And anyone who dared to say it on Youtube were arrested. Anyone who
said it on any social media was arrested and prosecuted. Everyone whispered that the
Four Ps, the professors, the police, the press, and the politicians, were now
Propagandists for the Establishment which were propagandists for the Global Elite who
were the bought and paid for minions of The Monster. But no one dared to contradict
The Big Lie.
Propaganda was now called being politically correct. The truth was now called inciting
racism or bigotry or xenophobia or Islamophobia. Facts were now called racist and
statistics were now called bigoted. Reporting the truth was now called a hate speech.
And now hate speech was a crime. The crime of thinking was equated with the crime
of .....well..... rebelling. Fighting back against the manifest destiny The Monster was
creating for us. For the Western World. His Medina Trench the gift to the West. An open
grave. His gift to the West. And we were powerless to stop it. All while the establishment
passively allowed Islamic thugs and bombers as well as radical Leftist anarchists and
the Black Bloc to terrorize everyone into submission. The Thought Police. 1984 had
come true. But behind the projections of mouthing minions performing as puppets there
was shadow of a great black spider. Big Brother The Monster. Everyone remembers
Orwell basing his book on Nazism. It wasn’t Nazism! It was Socialism! Communism’s
pretty paper face concealing its evil face! It was the Left which Orwell wrote his
cautionary fable upon! And the Regressive Left had become Orwell’s prediction! And the
Regressive Left sold its collective soul to The Monster.....”
*** ***
The madwoman stared at Madame X. “Today the West is dying my dear. Are you the
cause? Was your beauty worth the West dying my dear?....”

*** ***
“....Terrorist bombings occurred in city after city now” the assassin mused as he
watched the putrid sun descend. “Which of course justified Martial law which of course
was then never lifted. Threats were so nonstop the Alert was frozen at Red. The top
danger. The declaration of martial law was so convenient to crush any last resistence by
the terrified population. Yet every Four P refused to use the term Islamo-Terrorism or
Regressive Left Terrorism. Instead, the Four Ps said the terrorism was because of
Reactionary Christians or Zionist Jews or Sports Hooligans or Far Right Terrorists or
Xenophobes or Islamophobes or racists or bigots or ethnic nationalists. Anything except
what was really happening. After all. If they actually admitted who the real enemy was
they would have had to do something. And the whole point was NOT to do something.
Interpol warnings that 5000 ISIS terrorists had entered Europe hidden in the migrants
were ignored. Every attempt to close the borders was damned as bigoted or racist or
xenophobic or Islamophobic. ‘Closed borders is not who we are’ our leaders told us as
millions of Muslim men and boys of war age marched in. At the same time we were told
to get used to terrorism because terrorism was now ‘the new norm’. Something we just
had to ‘get used to’. The official big lie was that the populists and nationalists and the
‘Far Right’ were the danger. Not open borders. Not globalism. Not Islamic migration. Not
the ideology of Islam. Not Islam’s manifest destiny to conquer and subjugate and
dominate and rule the world. Not the gross decadence of popular media or the lying of
the press. Not the fact our elected leaders were sold out to The Monster. We the people,
by the people, for the people were the problem.
A German government was accidentally leaked report which admitted that 2500 Hamas
and other extreme Islamic terror groups had cells in Germany. But that was quickly
hushed up. More reports of the growth of radical Wahhabists financed by the Oil
Kingdoms were leaked. They were covered up. More terrifying Leftist riots erupted.
Terrifying Black Bloc riots by paramilitary thugs in black crushed any alternative dissent.
After Milo was brutally beaten to death on camera by the Black Bloc no one was safe.
The big lie was repeated au nauseam that the danger came from ‘Far Right’ populists
and nationalists. Not Muslim migrants and hemorrhaging open borders. Not from
globalists or crony corporatism or corrupt banks or escalating social welfare costs or the
bankrupting of national health care or the obvious state of our sick economics or the

ballooning costs of open borders as our cities went up in smoke. Certainly not the far
more terrible truth that Europe and the UK was being bankrupted by terrorism were we
voluntarily importing by the hundreds of thousands and then the millions. We were
paying for our own terrorists to destroy us! Terrorism on the dole! Every country was
hemorrhaging billions. Billions! Unsustainable economic losses precisely as the 68ers
were starting to retire. It was the economic version of the Perfect Storm! The barbarians
were at the gates and gates were wide open. And no one dared to scream out the
truth!....”
*** ***
Amidst the gigantic stench of the notorious Green Park Migrant Camp which covered
the muddy earth as far as the eye could see, a child was held up by the silhouette of a
nearly naked man of skin and bone. The four year old child screamed. A nightmare
scene being played out before the lurid sunset of gory reds and blues and putrid greens
which filled the horizon. “How much for this virgin child?” the starved silhouette cried as
masses of hundreds of thousands of creatures scarcely resembling humanity crawled
out of muddy holes to see the vision of purity. Mud and filth and sewage and feces and
unspeakable rot covering every inch of the ground and the creatures who lived in what
was known as the exquisitely beautiful Green Park. Now it was one gigantic cesspool of
starvation and decay and disease and death. The creatures, barely humanoid, all male,
emerged from fetid holes in the oozing knee deep cesspool to crawl toward the angelic
vision. The naked four year old girl child screaming as she was held up into the lurid red
sky. The sun gilding her pure flesh and fragile hair with gold. Then silhouettes of
hundreds of thousands of naked arms and hands reached out. Hands missing fingers.
Arms missing hands. Carcasses missing limbs. Faces missing features. Mouths mere
holes in faces of rot.
“How much to buy purity?”
In the gutted out ruins of fire burned townhouses which ringed the outer perimeter of the
notorious migrant camp a sniper peered through the cross hairs. Then he sighed and
put down his high range rifle. “Jesus. I can’t! I can’t deliver the coup de grace to that
poor child! The mercy of death!” He looked up at other grim faced Morlocks.

“We can’t give away our position” his captain told him. “Not till the Chimes toll at
Midnight!...”
*** ***
“What did Father have on The Monster? Oh why didn’t he try to barricade the doors?
Then burn you before The Monster came back with the police! Destroyed all evidence of
your existence you bitch!” the madwoman shouted at the oil painting. “Then Father still
could have tried to blackmail The Monster! Probably with evidence that the evil
Hungarian sold Jewish names to the Nazis during the war! Except everyone knows that!
And the Left is still so besotted with The Monster they don’t care! What can be worse
than collaborating with Nazis during WW II? Yet no one cares! The Monster is immune
to shame or guilt! So what was it Papa? What was the blackmail you had on him? The
Monster? The one thing which could have stopped him from doing this?” the
madwoman screamed as she gestured. “Why do I think I am going to die tonight? Burn
tonight? I am frightened! I am frightened!” She fell to the floor. A fragile and terrified old
woman. “I don’t want to burn!....”
*** ***
“...Then it was revealed that most of the mosques in Europe were controlled by the
Dictator of Turkey as part of his Caliphate project or else were controlled by radical
Saudi Wahhabists” the assassin recalled. “That was hushed up. So were Hamas Cells.
Muslim Brotherhood Cells. The majority of alienated young Muslims including the
criminals and dole deadbeats said only these radical forms of mutant Islam were the
legitimate form of Islam. That any Muslim who followed a ‘moderate’ ‘Western’ form of
Islam was committing apostasy. That no ‘good’ Muslim’ could be loyal to the degenerate
Najis filthy, Jahiliyyah polluted West. That was hushed up. Videos of ‘moderate’ Western
Muslims cheering radical imams was hushed up. Evidence of so-called ‘moderate’
Western Muslims advocating the overthrow of the West and the imposition of Sharia
was covered up. ‘Moderate’ mosques were time and again exposed as radial mosques.
Whenever a touchy feely religious service of world faiths was held the Muslims always
managed to silkily slide in an insult ---- in Arabic ---- as if a stiletto through the heart of
the gullible Christian sheeple. And when exposed the Christian leaders just passively
cringed as if eunuchs. Accepting insult after insult after insult. All as Youtube videos of

radical clerics damned the West while inciting jihad in their alienated and sullen
followers in every Western country. Surveys of global Muslims and Western Muslims
supporting Islamic fundamentalism, intolerance, bigotry, violence, murder, terrorism, the
murder of Jews and Gays, the persecution of Christians, the embrace of Jihad, the
hatred toward the West were all covered up time and again. Trevor Jones’ denouncing
of multi-culturalism as a fatal canard was covered up. The frightening Putnam Report on
the actual dangers which diversity actually posed was suppressed. Not one official
media outlet reported the proven conclusions that diversity destroys social cohesion
which is the glue which hold any nation together! Instead, the Four Ps doubled down in
multi-culturalism and diversity despite both being proven to be fatal for the long term
survival of any nation! All as every nation bankrupted itself as millions of gimmegees
poured into the West!
Or more correctly the Four P brainwashing simply cowered everyone into embracing the
BIG LIE even as it was become ludicrously apparent it was all one great big lie.
Everyone was too terrified of authority to refuse to drink the Jim Jones Cool Aid. And the
authorities were too terrified of The Monster to stop the end of Western Civilization
which The Monster was creating. God! What the hell did the West do to cause The
Monster became so obsessed with destroying the West? What evil did he see as a
young boy during WW II that he became obsessed with destroying The West? Because
everything The Monster was doing was destroying the West! Deliberately destroying the
West!...”

*** ***
The Drug Gangsters drove their decayed jeep over screaming migrants littering the
streets and sidewalks as it careened down decayed street toward the setting sun. Their
machine gun blasting out bullets at another retreating Drug Gangster decayed Range
Rover. Machine gun bullets filling the foul air in both directions as the rival drug gangs
fought a furious war over turf and drugs. Bullets indiscriminately slaughtering everyone.
On drug gangster lobbed a hand grenade which missed and blew out a decayed store
front filled by hundreds of starving migrants. Another hurled a Molotov cocktail which
exploded as it struck the jeep. The jeep erupted into fire as it crashed into a burned out
lorry as the drug gangsters inside were hurled out — on fire. The flying figures jerking
as if dark silhouettes in fiery halos of flames as their machine guns continued to rat-tat-

tat bullets everywhere. Starving migrants screaming as the carnage spilled all over the
street once own as Piccadilly the Promenade of Billionaires
*** ***
The assassin winced. “In this country it was revealed that 50% of our mosques were
controlled by the fanatic Indian Wahhabi Deobandi which was directly linked to terrorism
including the Taliban and 9/11 terrorists including direct links to One Eye Omar and most
of the rest were controlled by Saudi Wahhabists. Both advocated the total destruction of
the West and this country. It was covered up. Every ‘moderate’ mosque was exposed a
dangerously radical. Every so-called ‘moderate’ Muslim council was exposed as
dangerously radical. If there actually were ‘moderate’ Muslims they were all terrified
apostates cowering as lunatics highjacked their religion. At the same time weapons
were increasingly found stockpiled in mosques. Soon Islamic sedition was open and
brazen and no one did a thing. Treason was openly advocated and no one did anything.
Sharia patrols became ever more outrageously defiant as more No-Go-Zones
appeared. Terrified Brits fled Muslim enclaves as they were harassed. You could wave
the ISIS flag and not be arrested. Yet if you dared to wave the Flag of Saint George or
the Welsh flag or the Union Jack you were arrested. Even the Scottish flag was soon
banned. So much for dreams of Scottish independence. Not under the EU jackboot.
Second Generation Radicalism was as obvious as it was horrifying and yet despite
Trevor Phillips’ belated mea culpa that was covered up. Muslims were not integrating or
assimilating and in fact were becoming ever more radical. That was covered up. Only
20% of Muslims said they could obey the Magna Carta and Common Law and that was
covered up. Almost 50% of Muslims even in this country supported the theory of lawful
violence in defense of Islam and to spread jihad. That was covered up. Muslims in this
country were openly demanding Sharia or else. Not only for themselves. To be forced
upon everyone. To forcibly Islamize Great Britain. 64% demanding that the UK become
a Sharia country. And the best that bitch May could do was say that Sharia was a
wonderful consolation for people in the UK while continuing to say that the EU Human
Rights Commission laws would always trump British laws because there was no ‘will’ of
the indigenous people stop it. What the fuck was the call for Brexit about except the will
of the people to reclaim the Magna Carta and Common Law? British law? And British
democracy? But then what could one except of May or anyone who supported Dhimmi
Dave and conspired to defeat Brexit?

Post Rotherham Muslim migrant rapes and molestations were still not reported. Not
even the taharrush rapes. They even tried to cover up Cologne after trying to cover up
Rotherham. And every bastard who did Cologne were set free without a jail term ---- if
they were arrested at all. A zero prosecution rate. So much for justice. Molestations
were not reported. When hideous molestations of small children and underage girls did
leak out EU human rights lawyers got the Muslim molesters off and insisted that the
human rights of Muslim migrants trumped the safety of the vulnerable indigenous. So
the rapes and molestations kept happening. Everywhere. Over and over and over and
over. Rape after molestation after rape after molestation. And no one did anything to
stop it!
It was defacto Devshirme! The culling of the children of Dhimmis as sex slaves! And it
was allowed to go on and on and on! One Somali rapist not only got off. He got half a
million pounds for being illegally held! A Swedish rape victim had half of her face literally
bitten off by a Muslim migrant and he got off. Swedish girls were raped and molested in
rock concert after rock concert and the only thing the police did was hand out rubber
bracelets as if that could stop the taharrushes occurring every month. And no one did
anything. Much less was anyone arrested. A Swedish cripple, wheel chair bound, who
was gang raped found herself on the dock for not ‘fighting back hard enough’ against
her attackers. Everyone of whom got off scott free....”
*** ***
The fireman ducked as the careening Range Rover roared past him. Carnage spilling
out everywhere. He ducked behind a burned our carcass of a lorry and waited for the
carnage to trickle down into moans and screams. His gun in both hands. Then he eased
his way out. Surveying the carnage. Bodies on fire in every direction. Dead or dying
bodies in every direction. Then he carefully picked his way through the carnage as he
resumed his desperate march toward the rendezvous dangerously close to the Green
Park Migrant Camp. “Why couldn’t Marlowe have met me at the Isle of Dogs? I am too
old for this shit.....”
*** ***

“....Whole villages and small towns were being held hostage to migrants who
outnumbered them” the assassin mused as he waited in the cold wind for The Monster
to appear. “Saying after night fell they had to cower in their homes. Terrified of attack.
And the police did nothing. Every train station become Taharrush Central and all the
authorities said was that maybe girls should give up jobs and schools and stay home if it
was too dangerous. Before the damn migrants appeared the cities used to be safe.
Safe! So-called ‘Feminists’ said girls should understand the ‘mind set’ of Muslim
migrants and their ‘loss of face’ and their ‘Islamic cultural values’ and ‘frustrations’ and
‘humiliations’ being migrants and their ‘confusion’ living in the ‘decadent’ and ‘immoral’
and ‘degenerate’ West if they did not want to be assaulted.
Translation: veil and never leave home without a male bodyguard able and willing to
fight for your virtue. So much for Western feminism! The radical feminists were so in bed
with Islam the Woman’s March celebrating Big Sis’ election actually was organized by a
fanatic Muslim woman with direct ties to Hamas who advocated Sharia in America. And
she created the iconic image of the march: an American woman wearing the American
flag hijab. So much for feminism when a symbol banning ‘uncovered meat’ asking to be
raped was the official symbol of the last women’s march in Washington DC!
Heaven forbid any Muslim migrant rapeugees might actually be arrested and
prosecuted and jailed and then deported. That would violate their human rights. Instead,
politicians and professors and the press and police and especially ‘Feminists’ blamed
the victims. And time and again the Muslim rapists and molesters were let off. Or else
given a six month suspended sentence. Or else given counseling which was nothing
more than cartoons showing how Muslims could have proper sex with Whites ----- with
or without Swedish wrist bands pleading to be asked before being taharrushed.....”
*** ***
The old woman pulled herself together. She stood up. “Oh Father! What did you do? Or
more correctly what did you fail to do? You could have stopped this nightmare! For
behind the globalist elite of the New World Order and the EU and the UN and The
Drunkard and The Dictator of Berlin and the Butcher of Istanbul and Dhimmi Dave was
The Monster! That great black spider spinning his nightmare web which became this!”
she shouted. “The West dying! And your daughter dying tonight! Because you chose
Madame X over me! And over your duty to the board of directors! And over your

citizenship to this country! You who built this monument to Western Civilization! This
treasure house! You could have saved Western Civilization by stopping The Monster!
And you didn’t! You couldn’t! Because you stole Madame X and substituted a forgery in
its place!...”
*** ***
“....Arson was not reported even as every night was soon filled by burning cars” the
assassin remembered. “Criminality was not reported as the cities burned. Churches
were attacked and that was covered up. A 50% jump in church attacks and it was
covered up. Red Cross workers who were attacked or raped were ordered to stay silent.
A German female politician openly admitted she was raped and yet she censored her
own assault. Victims of rape by migrants were told it was politically correct for them
NOT TO REPORT THEIR RAPES. Reporting their rapes would be ‘racist’. If they were
raped it was their fault.
More rapes of children were covered up. More rapes and molestations at swimming
pools were covered up. More rapes and molestations at schools were covered up. More
rapes and molestations done on underage girls by ‘child’ migrants with beards who were
obviously over twenty years old were covered up. Muslim pedophiles were given carte
blanche. It was a drum beat of rapes and molestations everywhere. Swimming pools
and rock concerts and bars and carnivals and parties and schools and public streets. A
old woman coming home from placing flowers on the grave of her husband was raped.
A nun was raped. Busses. The Underground. Movie theaters. You name it. You could
not attend evening service at a church because of it. And every single crime was
covered up. Every crime committed by Muslim migrants was covered up and not
prosecuted despite horrifying statistics including a 500% jump in Muslim gang rapes in
some cities. And no one did anything. Even Farage’s nine and fifteen daughters were
openly threatened with ‘train’ style Muslim gang rape ----- with total impunity. And after
Farage’s murder the youngest daughter was raped to death. No one was arrested.
So were discoveries of boat loads of migrant supplies destined for migrant camps which
turned out to be weapons. Caught on video yet completely covered up. Soon machine
gun battles and hand grenade battles moved from Sweden to here. There. Everywhere.
Every night became a war zone. And nothing was done. Interpol warnings of ISIS
infiltrating the migrants was ignored. Everyone was just waved in. No vetting. No one

knew who the hell one and a half million Muslim males of war age were. And by early
summer another one half million were invading. Then another one half million. Then
another one half million. The elite establishment of Brussels just kept waving in
hundreds of thousands and then half millions and then millions of Muslims of war age
and no one know who the hell they were. All the leaders kept saying was that it was a
humanitarian crisis and human rights required the West to open its borders and its heart
to people from every shockingly violent and backward Third World failed state who were
exterminating every Christian and Hindu and Sikh and Jew in their own unspeakably
violent and backward countries. Yet the Oil Kingdoms did not accept a single migrant
and the Asian Triad closed its borders while openly saying the West was committing
national suicide.
Why wasn’t NATO called out? What the use as that EU super army? And our army and
navy and coast guard were confiscated. For now on the EU controlled all borders.
Except the EU wasn’t! Deliberately! So the UK was wide open for invasion. And the
Calais Animals marched right in. Everyone sat on their fat arses in Brussels and let us
be invaded. It was a defacto invasion and no one did anything!” The Assassin bit his
arm to stop himself screaming. The memories of what brought him here so very painful.
“And belated reports not entirely censored revealed that the vast majority of these
Muslim migrants were not Syrians and not women and children but rather males of war
age . Migrants. Illegal migrants. Mostly illiterate. Totally unskilled. No language skills.
From alien cultures totally incomparable with Europe or Britain. Of low IQs. Dangerously
inbred. Dangerously diseased. Aggressive. Even the few genuine ‘children’ were
shockingly violent. Grossly self entitled. Willing to attack anyone and everyone and burn
down a refugee camp or center at the drop of a hat. Violent inside their refugee camps.
Violent outsider their refugee camps. Unable to work. Unwilling to work. Who had no
intention of ever working. Who even after ten years would probably still not be working.
Who every expert said were ‘unemployable’ and would probably always be
‘unemployable’. Who displayed such psychopathic behaviors they knifed anyone if
caught alone with them. And laughed when exposed as liars and cheats. And laughed at
court when convicted of even the most heinous of crimes. Including child molestation.
The most shameful child molestation. Totally without guilt or remorse. Jeering their
victims in court without mercy. Boys and girls! Every age! Until no swimming pool or
park was safe!

Animals who openly said the dole was jizya. Who openly said they were entitled to do
anything and there was nothing we could do about it. And we could not deport them. Not
any of them. Not even the most vicious of them. And it was costing every nation millions
in not only health care and social safety schemes already strained by the retirement of
the 68ers but criminality and destruction of the infrastructure. Not to mention suffering
humanity of their bleeding victims. The Calais Animals alone cost the UK millions.
Millions each year. And that was just our share. The French hemorrhaged millions in
costs too. The Euro-rail. Truckers. Importers and exporters. Tourism. Therefore the
British stock market. Everyone was hemorrhaging millions in costs from the Calais
Animals.. Dead losses. Just from the Calais Animals alone. Millions and millions and
millions and millions of pounds in losses. And soon it was billions and billions and
billions in pounds in losses. An unsustainable economic hemorrhage. All the Calais
Animals did was destroy. It was all they wanted to do. Destroy. And they were
unleashed to destroy with full immunity....”
*** ***
The madwoman paused as she checked the parameters of the Treasure House as a
single piercing scream of a small child coming from afar off. “The Green Park Jungle is
devouring someone again” she whispered to a sculpture of an Greek god. “Don’t think
about it! Don’t visualize it! Don’t wonder who the child is! Or else it will drive you mad!
You are quite mad enough! Save the House! Save the House! Save the House! Your job
is to save the House!....”
*** ***
“.....German Security reports were leaked that proved it” the assassin snarled to his
soul. “German education reports. EU reports. Swedish reports. Swiss reports. French
reports. Every sort of police report. UK reports. Every sort of report was leaked. All
revealing the same thing. Besides the shocking criminality and sheer sadism of child
molestations and gang rapes! As if that was not bad enough! The majority of the Muslim
migrants plus all of the previous hordes of Muslim migrants were almost all entirely
‘unemployable’! The reason for their existence Merkel told us to justify her irrational
actions! ‘Unemployable’!

Out of the 2015 lot of 1.5 million Muslim migrants only 54 got top jobs in Germany. Only
2000 were employable but only in low wage pretend work jobs. Manual laborers
employed in pretend work as tax deductions. Paid two euros an hour in pretend work.
Not even capable of entering two year apprenticeships. Much less able to graduate. In
fact the vast majority of all of the Muslim migrant workers dropped out of German
apprenticeships in less than two years. And every country said likewise. Including
politically incorrect facts and statistics in our country. As the spoiled Swedish Muslim
migrants openly said: the dole was jizya. And every migrant openly acted as if the dole
was jizya. Their entitlement as the Best of Peoples. We were Dhimmis. Conquered in all
but name. Muslims were the new Ubermensch. The new Eloi. We were the new
Untermensch. The Morlocks. The White Slaves. Expected to toil and slave to serve our
new masters. Muslims!
And at the same time the Berlin Journal (before it was burned down) reported a secret
report by the ‘Refugee Integration Challenge For German Municipalities’ which
documented that over a third of all German municipalities were going into debt to house
and clothe and feed and supply free health care and free pocket money and free
schooling and free everything to these so-called refugees.1.1 billion per municipality up
to 70 Billion. The Berlin Journal said if all of the unleashed facts were tabulated then fifty
percent of all German municipalities were in hock. Being driven into insolvency. In sort:
bankruptcy. It was not just our shires going bankrupt. It was every shire and municipality
and district.
The vast majority of this year’s crop and pervious year’s crops just sat on the dole. Not
even willing to learn the languages. Much less bothering to even pretend to work.
Unemployed. Under employed. Lounging while play video games or else taking endless
selfies. Hanging out on streets to sexually harass the terrified girls. Invading swimming
pools to masturbate while sexually assaulting children. Beating up old people.
Terrorizing people. Trashing stores. Invading churches to steal the tithe boxes. Urinating
and shitting in public and smearing their feces everywhere. Throwing their trash and filth
and garbage everywhere. Wallowing as everyone toiled to maintain them in the style
they expected to enjoy as the Best of Peoples. The new Eloi. At least the poor White
Balkans Europeans and Poles mostly wanted to work even if they were taking three
quarters of all low wage jobs away from the indigenous workers. But not Muslim
migrants. They openly boasted they were shopping for the best freebies and if they
worked at all it was to do the absolute minimum to get the most freebies.

In Italy the indigent migrants even demanded the best Italian designer clothes and
shoes! All while driving up every crime rate and arson rate while overwhelming each
nation’s infrastructure and housing. While attacking churches! Every nation’s crime and
arson and rape statistics spiking dramatically as Muslim migrants poured into Europe.
Every nation’s infrastructure and housing spiking into a crisis. Everyone nation’s dole
and health care spiking into a crisis. Here. There. Everywhere. Instead of filling
apprenticeships to replace the 68ers the Muslim migrants were just filling up the dole
and health care and housing. Including taking 50% of every council house while also
filling up jail cells. And the Muslims were also filling up the ranks of jihad. All as red ink
hemorrhaged everywhere. Red ink spattering! Becoming red blood spattering!...”
*** ***
The fireman knew he was being followed. “Has my arrest papers been thumb printed?
That Hunter who stared at me last month. He was going inside the office to meet the fire
captain. As the Morality Police set a Hunter on my tracks? Why hasn’t my handler
extracted me then? Or is the Green Park rendezvous just that? To extract me? Has my
cover been blown?....”
*** ***
“.....Every village and town and city and district and shire and country was bankrupting
itself” the assassin recalled bitterly as the cold wind blew into his eyes. “All for an alien
and invasive species which openly said it hated us. All for an alien and invasive species
which openly called us Najis filthy, immoral, degenerate, hell bound damned, gross pig
eating and bestial, and a people of no morality or intelligence on par with urine and
feces and rot and decay and pigs and dogs. All for an alien and invasive species which
openly persecuted species similar to us in their own barbaric and backward countries. If
such an invasive species openly persecuted and terrorized and killed Hindus and Sikhs
and Buddhists and Jews and Christians and Gays and Secularists and moderate
Westernized Muslims and Women in their own countries then why did the Regressive
Left assume they would NOT openly persecute and terrorize and kill Hindus and Sikhs
and Buddhists and Jews and Christians and Gays and Secularists and moderate
Westernized Muslims and Women here?

If such an invasive species openly said they still believed in their 1400 plus year jihad to
conquer and dominate and rule the world in their own countries and embraced an end
of world vision which demanded the violent genocide of everyone who refused to
convert to their religion then why did the Four Ps think they would embrace peace here?
Especially when ‘peace’ was defined as ‘submission’ to the ‘Divine Slavery?’ Especially
when their holy book featured over two hundred verses inciting unspeakable violence
against us? Especially when their holy book abrogated the peaceful verses in favor of
verses advocating never ending war? Especially when the North Western Advanced
World countries were called Dar ul Harb abodes of war legalizing Ghazi Razzia Holy
Jihad?
If such an invasive species historically never tolerated any deviancy from their own
intolerant mono-culture and rigidly Islamic dogma and exclusionary supremacy identity
as well as professing an intense loathing for all other cultures and values and ideals and
alternative moralities which they call Jahiliyyah alien barbaric pollution and Kufr and
Shirk in their own notoriously intolerant countries with bloody track records in violent
persecution then why did the touchy feely Snowflakes and Luvvies assume such an
invasive species would dramatically change its spots and become touchy feely
politically correct and multi-culturally tolerant inhabitants here?
If such an invasive species turned their own countries into Third World failed states of
backwardness, violence, illiteracy, corruption, and UN confirmed bastions of economic
and scientific and technological failure with a proven low output in anything except
aggression and religious violence and fanaticism then why did EU ‘experts’ assume
such an invasive species would dramatically turn 180 around and become successful
and positive members of the Advanced World here? And why did the brainwashed
sheeple dutifully baaahed on cue ‘Multip-cultural diversity is our strength’ as if
performing ‘Animal Farm’? When Trump campaigned to close borders after the horrors
being inflicted on Europe in 2016 he was assassinated as Hitler! That big fat black
spider The Monster had everyone mesmerized! Big Sis not only pulled a Merkel! She
topped Merkel! She opened the borders to millions and won the god damn Nobel Peace
Prize for finishings Merkel’s job and destroying America and the Western World!....”
*** ***

The fireman climbed across a crude bridge over a pool of sewage as he covertly looked
back. All he saw were hundreds of thousands of starving migrants milling aimlessly
around. Every sidewalk covered by starving migrants. The entire street on gigantic
cesspool of filth and garbage and corpses. Rats scurrying around the decaying flesh
and rancid blood to feed. People scurrying around the decaying flesh and blood to
pounce on the rats to feed. “By the pricking of my thumb something wicked this way
comes ---- with a warrant for my arrest to the Tower Fortress!” He felt the weight of his
gun lodged in the flap of his black tunic. How many bullets do I have left?....”
*** ***
“.......For that matter, how many millions and millions and millions of diseased and
illiterate and dangerously inbred manual laborers of proven low IQ in the 80s did the
advanced Western Industrial World need?” the assassin asked his soul. “What high tech
industries in any country needed millions and millions and millions of diseased and
illiterate and dangerously inbred manual laborers of proven low IQ in the 80s? What
highly demanding industrial job skills required millions and millions and millions of
diseased and illiterate and dangerously inbred manual laborers of proven low IQ in the
80s? It was not as if we were importing millions and millions and millions of highly
disciplined and famously productive and incredibly hard working Chinese and Japanese
and South Koreans who were highly educated and trained and productive industrial
workers graduating from top schools with over achieving standards of proven high IQ in
the 100s.
According to every EU and UN report what we were importing by the millions and
millions and millions were peoples from failed states who were the exact opposite of
every definition of Advanced World success. There was not even a potential for
Advanced World success proven by the fact the overwhelming vast majority of migrants
in Europe and the UK refused to learn the language or integrate or assimilate when they
had a chance, refused to work when they had a chance, dropped out of school and
apprenticeships wherever possible, took more out of every nation than they contributed,
and only embraced one thing enthusiastically: criminality ---- besides of course dole
abuse and taking endless selfies between raping and molesting the children and
females of the indigenous population they expected to be their White Slaves and
maintain them in the style they expected as the Eloi Best of Peoples. Every statistic
proved this was not going to be a repeat of the Nineteenth or even Twentieth Century

American immigrant Dream. Quite the contrary. This was a lethal virus invading us
intent on killing their hosts...”
*** ***
The old spy hovered in the growing darkness at the surface of the subterranean lair. He
checked his watch again. “Where are you Wyrd Davy? Where are you?....”
*** ***
“......So much for Merkel’s darlings!” the assassin snarled to himself. “So much for the
promised salvation proclaimed by ‘experts’. The German International Monetary Fund
and the Deutsche Bank and the EU and the elite experts and Merkel all said before the
crisis started that this would be the salvation of Germany. Europe. The UK. An economic
boom. A renaissance. Or at least a cure. All of the aging German baby boomer workers
and every aging 68er who were retiring could be effortlessly replaced by Muslim
migrants. Voila! The socialistic ponzi scheme of the too lavish dole would be
miraculously cured! All despite the fact German Second Generation Turkish migrants
were 65% on the dole!
In fact the German Second Generation Turkish migrants were mostly dropping out of
school and apprenticeships, rarely graduated to any sort of top jobs whatsoever, were
low skill workers at best, manual workers at worst, rarely even learned German properly,
openly said their ambition was to either live on the dole or else join a drug gang, and
were proven to mostly achieve the dubious goal of either the dole or else crime. In fact
80% of German Turks were taking more out of the dole than they were putting into the
dole. A net negative. In fact only 20% of all German Turks contributed a net positive to
Germany. And our statistics were pretty much the same. All of Europe’s statistics were
pretty much the same. Muslim migrants were bleeding us dry. Every statistic proving
they were the most unemployed, the most under employed, the most under productive,
the most unproductive, the less displaying of work ethic, putting in the least time,
displaying the least effort, taking the most out, the most expensive to maintain, the most
disruptive, the most costly, and the most likely to end up in jail. But the new Muslims
would be an economic boom. Like hell they were! ...”
*** ***

Jack Phillips nodded. Then he folded the Petit Bleu telegraphic message into a small
square in nervy fingers. A tear dripped down one eye. He looked at his fellow agents.
“Valerie is about to ......break.....”
*** ***
The fireman deliberately zigzagged across the foul street of Piccadilly. Every sense
pricking. The sun sinking. “I won’t make the rendezvous in time unless I run. And that
will expose the fact I am trying to make a rendezvous.” He leaned against a filthy wall
and panted. Having had no food since dawn he was starving now. His thin body shook.
Then he bent over and retched. Nothing came up. But he leaned against the filthy wall
dizzy. Then he snarled “Don’t even think about it!” as he brandished his gun at the
Scavenger Rats. “I am a genius at Darwin’s theory of survival of the fittest predator!”
Then he forced himself to march forward.
*** ***
The assassin watched the bloody sky with one eye and watched the helicopter with the
other eye. “Frankfurter Allgemeiner Zeitung confirmed the previously leaked German
Security Report and the leaked EU report and the leaked German Police report which
all told a terrible economic truth: that the damn migrants were ‘unemployable’ while
being amazingly criminal. There were over ten million Muslim migrants in Europe and
the UK and they were mostly ‘unemployable’ — but highly criminal when that shocking
unemployment was overlaid with criminal statistics. And three million more such
migrants were due in 2016. Unemployable. But in all probability highly criminal.
Criminality no less than dole abuse and the overwhelming of infrastructure highly
destructive of each nation’s economic ability to survive. Like a parasite draining the
host. The top industries and high tech and financial companies all said the lot was
unemployable. Economic rubbish. Dead losses. Red ink. Not a doctor or brain surgeon
or engineer in the lot. Basically they were criminals and chancers and riffraff and scum
being vomited out of every Third World Islamic failed state. Even the DAX confirmed it
was a disaster rather than a boom.
In fact rumors were circulating that Merkel was covering up red ink. In Germany. Red
ink. The German government was hemorrhaging red ink. A deficit! And Germany was all
but paralyzed in the hopes of removing any of the dead weight of economic negatives.

Double economic negatives of unemployability plus criminality and diseases. All as their
health care and dole were strained no less than ours. Strained to bankruptcy. Their jails
filling up. Housing strained. Arson burning down refugee center after refugee center.
Mostly migrant arson. Muslim drug gangs wreaking every city. Muslim migrant
criminality bleeding every city. Their education system buckling no less than ours ---while producing damn little except dangerous disruption in the education of future
German children. Devouring the very hope for the future. Local German municipalities
protesting the costs of hosting such expensive economic dead beats no less than our
local councils. Yet deporting just three such darlings cost almost ten thousand euros.
One year on almost no illegal migrants had been deported. No matter what crimes they
committed. No matter the statistics which showed that two thirds of all Germans were
becoming terrorized by their house guests and wanted them gone. Wanted them gone
so desperately many were openly asking for another dictator like Hitler to come to save
Germany from Muslim migrants and Islam. The 2016 Poll of the EU revealed that 70%
of Europeans believed that Muslim migrants poised a serious threat to Europe. 86%
feared Islamic terror attacks. The majority feared Muslim migrant criminality and
terrorism would destroy their prosperity and cultural integrity. So much so that sales of
legal and illegal weaponry was out of control. 63% saw their culture and identity was at
risk. 70% feared that the raising Muslim population was an existential threat to Europe.
83% wanted border controls. 77% blamed the EU and Merkel. As Germany saw its once
hallowed surplus turned into a deficit! What should have been Germany’s greatest
pathological fear! A deficit! And it was all ignored! ...”
*** ***
The old spy shook his head wearily. An advanced scout tugged his jacket tails from
behind. “Sir. You can’t stand this close to the surface! The Eloi will see you!”
“Where are you Davy?” the old spy whispered as he batted the advanced scout away.
“Where are you?”
*** ***

“....The Kiel Basal Institute of World Economics further confirmed the German Security
and EU reports that the migrants were mostly functionally or completely illiterate” the
assassin recalled as the cold wind blew into his black covered face. “No language skills
or ability to learn German. Only 2% were remotely, possibly trainable. The majority
anticipated to still be unemployable even after ten years. Luger Wossmann of the
Centre for Economics of Education of Munich proved previous reports that two thirds of
the migrants were completely illiterate and incapable of learning anything. The only
thing they would likely ever contribute would be Third World diseases and sectarian
conflicts and violence and criminality and rape and molestation and radicalism and
terrorism.
All while unraveling social cohesion and alienating and terrorizing the indigenous
population while driving them ever more toward the Far Right and against the EU.
Merkel’s darlings were costing Germany and Europe and the UK billions. Literally
billions if you factored everything they impacted. A dead loss in the billions. And year
after year and decade after decade it would be a dead loss in the billions. And that was
just the cost for 2015's horde. Forget about the costs of family reunification or the cost
of 2016's horde. Every unemployable Mo becoming 20 unemployable Mos. All on the
dole. All at the very time when the baby boomers were retiring.
Instead of saving the crisis Merkel’s darlings were the last straw on the economic
camel’s back. I mean! Couldn’t anyone at least see the bare suicidal economics of it all?
I mean! If Merkel really meant what she said about needing a few million bodies to
come to Germany to work to replace the aging German Baby Boomers when why didn’t
she import a few million unemployed Spanish or French or Italian people? They all have
almost 40% unemployment! So why not import well educated and healthy Christian
Europeans? Why deliberately import millions of totally unemployable, uneducated,
diseased, and violent Muslim Males of War Age.....”
*** ***
The fireman shivered as he marched toward the lurid sun as he kept one hand on the
butt of his gun lodged inside the flap of his sinister black uniform. His very skin pricked.
“I am being followed! But by who? Scavenger Rats? Druggies? Drug Gangs? Wild
Children? Or Hunters from The Tower Fortress?...”

*** ***

“....Muslim migrants would bankrupt every European country including us” the assassin
mused as he shivered in the cold wind. Waiting for The Monster. “House of Lords
reports dating to 2009 proved that Muslim migrants were a net loss to the UK. The Enzo
Weber Institute Employment research report based in Nuremberg projected the long
term economic effects and declared them to be a disastrous high negativity. A net loss
dragging down Europe’s already precarious economies rendered stagnant by EU
mismanagement. Absolutely debunking Merkel’s dreams of cheap reserve force to
replace the baby boomers. No qualifications. No education. High illiteracy. No language
skills or ability to learn. Low IQ in the 80s. No discipline or self control or work ethic.
Absolutely no concept of precision needed by industry.
The migrant crisis was a disastrous tax drain effecting every nation’s GDP. Billions were
hemorrhaging out of every nation’s economy to support these violent males of war age.
Bankrupting the already strained dole. Bankrupting health care. Bankrupting housing.
Overwhelming and unraveling and bankrupting infrastructure. Bankrupting villages and
towns and cities and districts. Bankrupting our nation and every nation. The migrant
crisis would break the back of Europe’s economy and break the back of our economy.
There was absolutely no economic silver lining to the migrant crisis at all. Even the IMF
admitted the diseased euro and the out of control migrant crisis could and probably
would scuttle Europe. So why didn’t anyone do anything ---- except open the borders
ever wider?....”

*** ***
He is not coming Sir” the advanced scout told the old spy. “He is not coming....”
*** ***
“.....The Danish example sent chills through me” the assassin remembered. “He was not
the most violent but being an financier he terrified me the most. The bastard refused to
work or even learn Danish. He curst the Danes as immoral and degenerate. He
demanded a free house and free car and free dole and free everything. And he

demanded as his ‘human right’ for the Danes to support not only himself forever on the
dole but also his three wives and twenty children. Forever. A billion euro loss over the
lifetime of his worthless life. And every bastard in that horde would demand the same.
One and a half million ‘unemployable’ Muslims would become twenty million
unemployable Muslims. All on the dole. Forever. It would bankrupt Europe. Us. And the
EU projected another three million new migrant arrivals in 2016. And ten million in
another five years. And 303 million mostly Muslim Africans said they wanted to come to
Europe and especially the UK as soon as they could. And the Muslim/African World
were now the highest Malthus Population Bomb countries on earth. And Islam forbad
birth control or family planning and in fact blessed large families, poverty, and prayers
as the most holy piece of economic shit on earth.
It was an equation for disaster. Especially as scientists started to crunch numbers for a
Grand Solar Minimum. As we suddenly saw vegetables rationed as winter storms
destroyed whole crops. Wiping out entire crops. I mean entire nation’s crops. I
remember switching to food investments and food stocks as the winter turned cold.
Investment strategies of food crops when winter storms or spring floods wiped out
whole crops. But how the hell could we feed ourselves and the entire Third World? The
novelty of food rationing and food speculation assuming a terrifying patina. Then I heard
that a genuine black market in vegetables had started. A black market! That was when I
knew things really were going south....”
*** ***
“I can smell the Green Park Migrant Camp from here” the fireman snarled. He eyeballed
the level of the lurid sun to the horizon. “I’m too late....”
*** ***
“....And Turkey was blackmailing the EU for billions while not doing anything whatsoever
to really stop the deluge” the assassin remembered. “Muslim Africa was vomiting out ten
thousand migrants a week. Half a million had already arrived before summer even
peaked. Almost all Muslim males of war age. Low IQ. Diseased. Illiterate. Violent. And
the EU was threatening the Visegard nations and the Swiss to actually take down their
razor wire and move their tanks from the passes to allow the horde to invade under the
insane demand for ‘free movement’.

Luvvies actually insisted every poor person in the world now had a ‘human right’ to
migrate into Advanced World country with their empty hands held out! Gimme! Gimme!
Gimme! Of course the Asian Triad promptly declined that ‘human right’ to be invaded by
the indigent of the world. That left us! And their only acknowledgment of the disaster
was the requirement for each nation to take a quota each year of the deluge. Every
nation including the UK would be forced to take millions or else be fined millions. Each
unproductive migrant was valued by the EU as ten times a producing European citizen!
The Hungarian Prime Minster estimated it would take each of his hard working citizens
34 years of toil to pay for one migrant according to the Brussels quota. It was financial
suicide! National suicide! No! National genocide!...”
*** ***
The old spy gave up and retreated down into the subterranean depths of the lair. The
advanced scout closed the hatch and firmly spun the wheel to lock it. “I have lost my
man” the old spy said sadly.
“Well! Out in the cold he is” the advanced scout replied. The Morlock patted the iron
hatch door. “Wasn’t there some movie about that? The spy who came in from out of the
cold?”
The old spy shook his head. “Wyrd Davy was always one to be a tad too late even for
his own funeral....”
*** ***
“....And the EU ordered everyone to lie” the assassin snarled to his soul. “To lie! To lie!
And Brexit was defeated by the lies. And then voila! The crime reports were leaked. The
extent of the financial hemorrhaging was leaked. The reality of these non workers who
would never be productive workers was leaked. The abuse of the dole was reported.
The overwhelming of health care was reported. The reality of the highly contagious
diseases they were spreading was leaked. That we and every European nation would
have to build entire towns the size of Stockholm or Oxford every ten years was leaked.
That 50% of all housing would have to go to migrants. That migrants were bankrupting
the NHS on top of health tourism. And that was not even factoring in the devastation

caused by migrants who routinely burned down their migrant asylum centers. That
London was almost 50% Muslim migrant was leaked. Compete with no-go zones. The
reality that these bastard were bankrupting every national health care and safety net
and infrastructure and local district was leaked. That even the Turks were twittering ‘No
Syrians.’ and the Oil Kingdoms would not accept one damn migrant as obvious safety
and security risks while the Asian Triad was openly saying we were committing national
suicide.
That while the national GDP was growing howbeit insipidly the GDP per capita proved
that over half of the indigenous population was growing steadily poorer and three
quarters of all so-called new jobs were low wage and were being taken by White
European migrants which was destroying the indigenous workers. The statistics proved
that the entire middle class was withering on the vine. And every North Western
Hemisphere economy was pegged to the consumer middle class. So when the middle
class died so would die the economies of the North West unless the economics were
transformed entirely into Military Industrial Complex economies totally devoted to war.
Only war grew the GNP comparatively to consumer capitalism ----- at least as far as the
Merchants of War were concerned. The global elite were of course heavily infested in
the exportation of war....”
*** ***
The fireman marched toward the overpowering stench of the notorious Green Park
migrant camp. The foul smell carried on the cold wind. The setting sun filling the entire
sky with a fiery vortex of livid reds and golds and putrid greens. “I’m too late....”
*** ***
“....And neither capitalism or socialism was designed to carry large populations of
economically under achieving or non achieving populations” the assassin snarled to his
soul as he waited for The Monster to appear. “Much less such a loadstone population
which only generated negative economics. Actually devouring the economy from within.
Actually eating up economic productivity. Like acid! It was not just their passive non
production! It was their active destruction! Statistics indicated up to half of Muslim males
went straight into prison or else straight into the criminal under strata. They hogged and
bankrupted health care. Housing. Infrastructure. They attacked and destroyed policing

and fire control. They bled insurance. They burned. They destroyed. They unraveled.
They spread chaos and anarchy. They undermined every part of the economy. They
drained every part of civic government. They even destroyed education upon which our
future depended. They attacked every part of the Body Politick. And neither capitalism
or socialism was designed to carry such large populations of expensive, non productive,
violent, chaotic, de-stabilizing, and destructive denizens. They literally were the
Barbarians at the Gates of the Citadel. And our leaders were only opening the gates
wider. And the brainwashed Luvvies and Snowflakes were preventing anyone from
protesting. And the Four Ps were rationalizing the insanity. And behind all of it was The
Monster! Smiling his cold smile as his soulless grey eyes savored the spectacle of the
West voluntarily destroying itself!
Ten thousand Africans alone were coming per week. And it was not the height of
summer yet. And the EU was either incapable of stopping the deluge or else had
absolutely no intention of stopping the deluge. Despite the red ink. And despite the fact
neither capitalism or socialism was designed to cope with such a hemorrhage such red
ink. It was as if the EU and our nation’s leaders did not care about the hemorrhage of
red ink caused by the migrant crisis on top of the financial crisis caused by the retiring of
the 68ers. Yet only a suicidal madman would not be terrified of the out of control
hemorrhaging of red ink! All on top of the economically stagnated EU and the terminal
Euro and the heavily indebted EU banks as well as the nearly 50% unemployment rate
as well as the near insolvency of the Southern European countries. Even German
banks were rotten....”
*** ***
The madwoman roamed the treasure house as both hands held the too heavy gun.
“Perhaps I should General Sir Banastre Tarleton.” She entered her cluttered bedroom
where endless books were stacked between endless oil paintings. The clutter so great
she could barely maneuver around the old four poster bed. She went up to the wall
where a dashing American Revolutionary War Hero stood in the debris of hot war ---howbeit for the wrong side. Right side. Whatever the side. The British side. The dashing
officer stood perfectly dashingly amidst fallen flags and rearing horses. His short green
tunic showing off his trim waist. Pale buckskin breeches showing off his fine thighs. As
fur topped helmet framing his handsome face. “General Tarleton” the madwoman said.

“I need your advice how to defend this bastion. No retreat my dear General! Retreat is
not an option! Nor surrender! Our backs are to the wall!....”
*** ***
“....Law and order was collapsing” the assassin remembered. “That was leaked. Child
molestation and rape was out of control. That was leaked. That Turkey was being fast
forwarded for full EU membership was leaked despite Turkey’s rapid transformation into
a radical Islamic Third World dictatorship which would allow some twenty or thirty or
forty or fifty million Turkish Muslim migrants into Europe which we would be forced to
take. That was leaked. Our nonexistent coast guard was not stopping the invasion as
hundreds of illegal Muslim migrants used rubber rafts and smugglers to invade every
small English port every night. That was leaked.
That the Calais Animals would be unleashed. Animals who had attacked every driver
coming and going to Calais. Including welding steel poles as if spears and even chain
saws at drivers! Attacking tourists! Attacking any vehicle which moved! Attacking Calais
until every French citizen inside that trashed down lived in terror once the sun set! Who
burned automobiles and lorries and harvests with total immunity! Filthy creatures who
could not speak a coherent word in any Western language and were obviously illiterate.
Completely unskilled except in crime. And it was announced that every migrant who
invaded our island would be granted automatic asylum. And despite the Brexit lies every
invading Mo migrant would continue to be fully entitled to every freebie. In fact per the
latest EU laws they were go to the front of the queue. In fact per the latest EU laws it
was now legally required to discriminate against the indigenous population in favor of
these migrants in all things. Their ‘dignity’ trumped not only our legal rights as lawful
citizens but economic sanity....”
*** ***
Morlocks crept out along rooftops to set up sniper nests. They blinked their eyes as they
beheld Piccadilly in the gory reds of the sunset. “Shiva!” a Hindu Rajput whispered.
“Lord Shiva! Dance your Dance of Destruction! For behold! This used to
be ......London!....”
*** ***

“.....And by now of course the EU Paramilitary Police was a reality” the assassin
remembered bitterly. “But not to stop migrants. And the EU Super Army was about to be
launched. But not to stop migrants. What would they be used for then? Well! I think we
all knew the answer by that point. And our army and navy and coast guard was now
controlled by Brussels. But not to stop migrants. And then the final shoe dropped: the
EU Super State was announced. Now that we were being disarmed and the migrant
crisis was out of control Brussels would save the situation by assuming full control of
our governments, our laws, our judicial, our executive, our financial, our military,
everything. Brussels would control Great Britain entirely. Every European nation. Even
our Magna Carta and Common Law and Parliament and Royal Courts were taken away.
Even our banks. Even The City in The Mile. Brussels would now rule us entirely. And
now it was all too late to protest. Brexit was defeated.....”
*** ***
“Excellent advance my dear dashing General!” the madwoman replied after a heated
conversation with an oil painting. “No retreat! No surrender! The House will fight back!
To the bitter end! Yes Sir!” The madwoman picked up the heavy gun and tottered out
rejuvenated by the advice of a dead man and a nip of brandy from a bottle she kept
behind bed board. “I forgot the House is designed to fight back!...”
*** ***
“.....And a top secret poll by Szazadveg Foundation proved that the majority of
Europeans no less than the British lived in fear” the assassin mused. “The majority now
openly feared Muslim migrant criminality no less than terrorism was out of control.
Spikes of 30 to 50% in every crime and assault and rape. The German police were
openly admitting they were running out of jail cells. Every nation’s police were running
out of jail cells. Austria admitted crime was all but totally out of control. Almost all
entirely caused by migrants. That was proven when migrants mugged a famous
Austrian musician on a train platform. Breaking a finger. Being a world famous violinist
that was a disaster. Despite the cameras the migrants thugs got off scott free. Western
Music would pay the price. Soon everyone would pay the price.

All as Europeans and we Britishers were being threatened and robbed and assaulted
and molested and raped by Muslim migrants. Mostly with impunity. Even if caught on
camera and posted on Youtube. Above the law. Beyond the law. Outside of the law. Or
else released. Rapists. Released. Molesters. Released. Arsonists. Released. Robbers.
Released. Waving ISIS flags. Released. Yet in country after country even Mace and
Pepper Spray was being outlawed. We were being disarmed and the Muslim migrants
had machine guns and hand grenades.
Too late the terrified whispered of their terror. 63% of all Europeans feared Islamization.
The loss of their peace. Their prosperity. Their culture. Their values. Their safety. Their
identity. Their nation. 70% of Europeans feared the ever increasing Muslim migrant
population was an existential threat to them. 80% feared Islam. 83% desperately
wanted border controls. 80% wanted border fences. 77% blamed the EU. It was not just
us Little Englanders. It was everyone. And now with Brexit defeated we were all
prisoners in the EU Madhouse. Even some of the Nordic laggards were now snared.
Only the Swiss were completely free. They had just withdrawn their application while
explaining ‘Only lunatics would want to join the EU now.’ And the Visgard countries who
were heretofore defying the EU now faced EU paramilitary police and EU army units in
their capitals enforcing EU coups against their democratic leaders for daring to listen to
their terrified populations’ pleas to defy the EU.
All the while Capitalism was being perverted into Crony insider Corporatism. Democracy
was being perverted into Commanding Heights dictatorship. All local and national
governments were being erased as the EU Super State consumed Europe and us.
Even as indigenous laws, values, cultures, identities, flags, and human rights were
being nullified. The New World Order was translating into nothing more than robber
barons and oligarches running amok as totalitarianism crushed Europe and us as if a
steamroller. The Free Market was turning into a grotesque monstrosity. The Free
Exchange of goods was turning into monopolies. Quality and quantity was going down.
Prices were going up. Prosperity and productivity was dropping. Unemployment was
swelling. The middle class was unraveling. Health care was collapsing. The social
safety nets were imploding. The infrastructure was buckling. Everything was being
overwhelmed and everything was collapsing. Commanding Heights micro managing
incompetence and monomania and the abuse of power were all leading us right off the
cliffs into annihilation....”

*** ***
The madwoman stood in the greenhouse. “I can’t remember how I built this contraption
to help the House fight back!” she cried. “I can’t remember! I can’t remember!”
Frantically she found an old box of cigarettes and lit one to get her nerves back. “Mike
Jagger was right! What a drag it is becoming old!...”
*** ***
“.....It was unsustainable” the assassin remembered. “It was suicidal. So why was it
happening and why was the EU and the UN and the global elite aiding and abetting it?
Why was The Monster doing this? Deliberately destroying the West?...”
*** ***
The madwoman tapped her cigarette against a retrofitted wheel attached to the
contraption taking up almost the entire greenhouse. As she tapped her withered fingers
against the Turkish cigarette she smiled. “Silly me! If I built this I must remember how it
is suppose to work! The House is built to defend itself against attackers! Right my dear
General?...”
*** ***
“And the out of control migrant crisis and the so-called ‘free movement of labor’ was
driving down wages and un-employing the native citizenry” the assassin told his soul
bitterly. “Proven fact. Every economist worth his salt knew that. You can have a
temporarily prosperous socialistic state (ultimately facing insolvency of course ). Or else
you can have a prosperous middle class capitalistic state. Or else you can have a
migrant economy of a migrant state. But you can’t have it all. And a migrant economy
and a migrant state is by definition a Third World failed state. Out of control migration
hollows out and ultimately devours any Advanced World state. We faced national
bankruptcy in ten years. Not just twenty years as we anticipated. Ten years. Maybe five
years. It was not economically sustainable. Why couldn’t anyone see that? How could
any so-called ‘expert’ back Remain or Open Borders?

It was economically unsustainable. Why didn’t the EU stop it? That is what everyone in
The City was asking themselves as we watched Europe and the UK implode. Why were
the global elite doing this? Why was The Monster doing this? The Euro was diseased.
European banks were crippled by debts. Most nations were heavily burdened by debts.
And this was even before the migrant crisis started. Not even Germany was safe
anymore. The economics were so sick Europe had become the ‘Sick Man of the World’.
Every indicator said the Euro was about to go bust. Half of Europe’s banks were about
to tank. Unemployment was up to nearly fifty percent in some countries. Germany was
quite possibly fatally compromised. Deutschebank was about to fall. All of Italy’s banks.
Greece was a walking economic zombie. France was a hollow sham. And Great Britain
was nothing more than an enslaved cash cow being drained dry. An once noble lion
being devoured by jackals as vulture and black flies spiraled overhead to devour the
leftovers. And everyone in The City kept asking why did The Monster what this to
happen?....”
*** ***
Mr. Mole stared at the message which MIMIR spat out in a computer code. Then he
looked at Mr. Donkey. “The Gjallar Horn has wailed.”
Far away in the mysterious military bastion the military commander ripped up the
teletype fax and then ritually burned the pieces before dropping them into his trash can.
Then he sat on his chair and stared at the glowing embers....
*** ***
“.....I worked as a broker in The City” the assassin mused. “I was working on the Swiss
Proposal. It was a revolutionary scheme to pool the Swiss stock market, London stock
market, Hong Kong stock market, and Singapore stock market together to capture the
world. Combined with The City’s strengths of a brilliant work force, stable laws based on
sane Capitalism, world class regulators defying the EU obsession to micro manage
everything and everyone to death, deep liquid capital, healthy banks, global markets,
and the use of English, this would be a win win for The City and stop all attempts by
Juncker to steal our trade over to Luxemburg or Merkel to steal our markets over to
Frankfurt. But I could see first hand how we were being betrayed.

Project Fear was nothing but a bunkum of lies. Every so-called ‘expert’ was lying. Every
Elite minion was lying. Europe was being strangled by the EU. Even as its baneful grasp
snared country after country the economy and productivity and share of the global
market fell from 30% to 17% . Dropping like a rock. Only poor countries were coming in
which simply further drained the once rich countries. It was Marxism gone amok. It was
a ponzi scheme about to explode. Our EU share was sky rocking. Billions. Where was
our money going? And we got squat in return. Even as the EU paid companies and
businesses to leave the UK. Stagflation wedded to suicidal protectionism amounting to
a protection racket. No one able to escape the EU garrote to sell their products abroad
without penalties. Our businesses outside of the EU were being strangled and we sold
most of our dwindling goods outside of the EU. The EU was sabotaging our global trade
even as they were knifing us in the back!
Our small businesses were being destroyed by the EU. Our pharmaceuticals were
being destroyed by the EU. Our new start up enterprises were being destroyed by the
EU. The EU bureaucracy was preventing our businesses from operating effectively per
even the most fundamental laws of basic Capitalism. Unable to respond to new
opportunities or to change course when events changed. The EU was a straitjacket on
us. Our feet planted in concrete. We were being paralyzed by strangling EU inertia. The
fossilized EU bureaucracy was strangling every economy and especially our economy.
The Commonwealth was expanding and in five years would pass the EU as the biggest
trading group bar none. But we were hampered from trading even with the
Commonwealth. Much less America. Japan. China. New Zealand’s trade negotiators
had a better track record than the EU which was burying us under a tonnage of EU
bureaucracy and regulations run amok.
EU regulations were destroying out industries. Destroying our entrepreneurs.
Destroying our High Street. Destroying our fishing industries. Destroying our farming
industries. All while the French were winked at and allowed to use EU corruption to
protect their inefficient businesses to keep them chained to Germany as Merkel’s
poodle. The EU was a promise of bogus protectionism for the incompetent and
inefficient from the global free market while in fact strangling everyone. The EU
promised the deluded a safe place from economic reality while offering only an
economic grave. Competition and Freedom brings out the best in business.
Entrepreneurial Free Enterprise Competition in the Free Market Place is what creates
quality and quantity at the lowest price for the most productivity and prosperity for the

most people. Freedom is Capitalism. Capitalism is Freedom. And Capitalism wedded to
Freedom is what created the North Western Advanced World to begin with.
Capitalism wedded to Freedom is what created Western Democracy and Meritocracy.
Capitalism wedded to Freedom is what created Western Progress. Capitalism wedded
to Freedom is what created the largest middle class in human history. Capitalism
wedded to Freedom is what created the most prosperity in history. Capitalism wedded to
Freedom is what created The Great Divergence of the North Western Hemisphere,
hurling first North West Europe and then North America into the stratosphere of
unparalleled success in the entire history of mankind. And that was not a hyperbole. And
with Capitalism wedded to Freedom has come the most inventions, the most
discoveries, the most modern medicines, the most industries, the most technology, the
most foodstuffs, the most productivity, the greatest achievements, the longest life spans,
the most prosperity, the most human rights, the most progress in human rights and
rights for women and minorities.
Everything which has made the North Western Hemisphere so much better than every
Third World failed state is rooted in Capitalism wedded to Freedom as well as Western
values, Western ideals, Western heritage, Western culture, and Western identity. And to
say any Third World failed state equals what the West has achieved is a brainwashed
fool. And to invite the entire Southern Hemisphere of Third World failed states into the
North Western Hemisphere is suicidal. But the EU twisted monstrosity of berserk
Socialism wedded to Crony Insider Corporatism and Totalitarianism was killing
Capitalism and Freedom both. And the EU was destroying everything which Capitalism
and Freedom has ever achieved. If the EU could outlaw gravity it would. And what the
EU was doing was all but deliberately destroying the North Western Hemisphere of
Beau Europe and Great Britain....”
*** ***
The madwoman walked around the contraption in the middle of the greenhouse. “If I
built this I have to remember how it works! I can remember how it works! I created this
to help the House fight back when ..... they come. The Firemen....”
*** ***

“....And the EU was leering at us in The City” the assassin remembered. “To smother us
with a redundancy of strangling regulations while threatening to take away our ‘passport’
rights to trade in Euros as well as international currencies and the pound in the EU
market. Juncker was trying to steal our businesses over to Luxemburg and so was
Germany. We were being undermined. I saw it every day I traded in The City. And I
knew the Chancellor was lying every time he sold the Project Fear to stop Brexit. Our
economy was being destroyed. Our nation was being destroyed. Our only hope to
survive was to escape the EU. And instead the bastards colluded with the EU and
bogus ‘experts’ global elitists to betray the nation by stopping Brexit. And Dhimmi Dave
was the chief traitor in stopping Brexit. And he was a minion of The Monster. They all
were! Minions of The Monster!
The final straw was the EU proposal to ‘streamline’ ports to conform to EU standards.
Translation: to attack our British ports because they were all Capitalistic free enterprise
zones. Germany’s ports were government owned. And Merkel wanted Frankfurt to have
a monopoly. So she told The Drunkard to destroy British ports. And he did. The fix was
in. And when this charming exercise of bureaucratic sabotage was green lighted all
British ports would be screwed. All British trade would be destroyed. Our ability to be a
global trading nation would be destroyed. Destroyed. Deliberately. Like the deliberate
destruction of our last steel mills by the EU. All to advance Germany.
Why was the only nation ensnared in the entire fucking EU which was prospering was
Germany? No one else. Germany was a goddamn vampire draining Europe dry. Deindustrializing country after country so only German industries prospered. Gutting The
City so only Germany would control finance. Undermining our banks and businesses.
Undermining our economy. Undermining us. Draining us dry. Turning Europe and the
UK into a captive market controlled entirely by Germany. The Euro deliberately over
valued in every country except Germany to destroy every economy. Deliberately under
valued to help Germany’s economy.
Everything Brussels did was gamed to advance Germany and screw everyone else. I
saw it every day in The City. Great Britain was being screwed by Germany. By Merkel.
Then the EU and Merkel in cahoots with the biggest global banks and corporations and
consortiums and The Monster who boasted how he broke the Bank of England bribed
the Four Ps to stop Brexit. The Elite Metro Snowflakes and the Luvvies gayly turning the
tide of an election garnished by poll fraud to vote for the corrupt establishment and

distant EU dictatorship against indigenous democracy and sane economics. And when
we tried.....well.... how did all go so terribly wrong?....”
*** ***
The fireman felt his back pack as he walked hard but precisely toward the sun. Refusing
to attempt to run. He tried to feel the location of the enemies trailing him. How many?
How many? And how did they plan to ambush him?....”
*** ***
“....The breaking point for me was when the Brussels Junta used the incident of the
Hyde Park Heroine to ban the powerless talk shop EU Parliament forever and ban
referendums” the assassin recalled as he waited for The Monster to emerge from his
lair. “Ban national democratic governments. Ban democracy. To stop all future hopes of
democratic revolution. The farce of EU Democracy was now openly declared obsolete.
So was the farce of European nations and European democracy. For now one the
European Union would become the European Super State. The Brussels Junta would
take control of every nation’s army, navy, coast guard, criminal police force, judicial,
financial, social safety net, health care, migrant border controls, and parliaments. Even
their flags. Their national identity. Their national authority. Their national education.
Everything. It would not even be a United States of Europe. It would be the European
Union Super State. Indigenous localism and nationalism and everything which defined
and reinforced indigenous localism and nationalism would be outlawed forever along
with Direct Democracy. The Brussels Junta would use its new paramilitary police force
along with its new super army to impose INTERNAL SECURITY while also taking
control of NATO to insure EXTERNAL SECURITY/AND/OR OFFENSIVE WAR.
Translation: attack us! The people!....”
*** ***
The madwoman followed the crazily jerry rigged pipes from the contraption inside the
House. Then the stood in the great hallway as the cigarette smoked. The smoke slowly
floating upward. “Hell!” She stomped the cigarette out on an expensive Turkish carpet. “I
do remember now!....”

*** ***
The assassin shivered in the cold air as he waited for The Monster. “....New star
chamber Brussels courts and Brussels judges would arrest, prosecute, condemn, and
jail all ‘nationalistic fascists’ and ‘indigenous Nazis’ and ‘anti open borders racists’ and
‘Islamophobes’ and ‘xenophobes and ‘Christian fanatics’ who refused to accept the
reality that Christianity and Judaism no less than European culture and heritage and
values were existentially evil while Islam was the ultimate incarnation of all things good.
Ditto ‘colonial bigots’ who refused to atone for the supposed sins of history by allowing
unlimited migration from the Southern Hemisphere of everyone who was ever
supposedly historically victimized by the North West Hemisphere in its entire history.
Ditto ‘White racists’ who refused to apologize and atone for the supposed sins of being
White and European by agreeing to the UN Agenda 21 to redistribute their illegal wealth
and immoral prosperity to their many victims in the Southern Hemisphere. In other
words: Reparations. Collective punishment for supposed sins of history. But only toward
one group. The group invading us.
Ditto the ‘reactionary rejecters’ of Multi-culturalism and Cultural Relativism who were
erasing our indigenous cultural values and heritage and identity while besmirching our
past while erasing our future. Ditto the ‘traditionalists’ and ‘moralists’ who objected to the
increasingly loathsome degeneracy being unleashed by popular mass media with its
glorification of sordid sex and degeneracy and increasingly gross sexual abnormalities
masquerading as trendy icons as well as pedophiles. Ditto the ‘indigenous reactionaries’
who rebelled against the Social Warriors and their pathological hatred of all White
Europeans as the incarnation of racial evil requiring their total extinction. For what else
was the Great Displacement leading to the Great Replacement leading to the Great
Erasure except European and British Genocide? Ditto anyone who challenged the
Olympian Elite of the Brussels Junta. Ditto ‘referendum anarchists’ and ‘sedition
anarchists’ and ‘disruptive workers’ who might provoke strikes or defy EU authority by
rebelling against tyranny and their extermination.
And the Brussels Junta would impose news media controls and social media controls to
outlaw all ‘hate speech’ which challenged or contradicted or disputed or defied the New
World Order Vision of the Brussels Junta. The Regressive Left’s version of the Though
Police. Only the Brussels Junta’s ‘Narrative’ of the official truth would be allowed in the
press, on radio and TV, in Social Media, and in public debate and even public

conversation. Even libraries. Even books. Especially libraries and books which
contained the most dangerous pre-New World Order and pre-Brussels Junta memories.
Our past would be erased first. Then our culture. Our values. Our heritage. Our identity.
Combined with multi-cultural brainwashing and open borders it would effortlessly result
in the Great Erasure. Our genocide. In sort: cult brainwashing to make everyone
voluntarily want to drink the Cool-Aid of genocide masquerading as voluntary suicide.
And politically correct social warrior teachers would encourage their beautifully
indoctrinated children to spy on their reactionary parents to report them to authorities.
As the failed Brexit proved, older people with pre-New World Order memories and preOpen Borders memories and pre-Brussels Junta memories poised a profound danger. A
very profound danger. In fact they were the enemy. Unlike the brainwashed youth, their
memories were an existential danger to the Brussels Junta. And all enemies had to be
crushed. Fortunately the millions of migrants pouring into Europe and Britain from the
Southern Hemisphere had no such memories. Indeed they hated everything the
Brussels Junta hated. And they agreed with everything the Brussels Junta was doing.
No less than the brainwashed youth, they hated everything the Brussels Junta hated.
Was that just chance?
Democracy was obviously too dangerous. Democracy was only as good as its weakest
link and all you needed was one weak link who was a rebel to inflame democracy into
anarchy. And the next thing you know you have referendums. Rebellions. And
Revolutions. Western History from Ancient Greece to the failed Brexit all proved that the
Northern Hemisphere had a very dangerous vein of democracy combined with a very
dangerous penchant to reject Olympian Elitism with or without its Marxist Socialistic
mask. Western and especially British contrary willfulness posed a danger to the
steamroller which was the Commanding Heights authoritarian micro management by
the Olympian Elite.
People with dangerous memories saw through the mask of the bogus rubber stamp talk
shop pretend democracy which veneered Brussels totalitarianism. The oldsters of the
rapidly vanishing WW II generation of the last good war. The biter Generation Xers were
seeing thorough the tattered mask too. Sullen. Bitter. Defiant. So did Generation Z.
Such born rebels despite their then youth. But the Baby Boomers and the Millennials!
The goddamn Millenials! Such a herd mentality! And how the Baby Boomers could defy
all logic! It was chilling really how well Orwell caught the fatal flaw of the Baby Boomers!

1984 unfolding before our eyes! Walking voluntarily into slavery! The once so proudly
free West walked voluntarily into slavery! Slavery and genocide!
The Muslims of the Divine Slavery always cottoned to totalitarianism which is why their
entire history was one gigantic dictatorship after another. The very name ‘Divine
Slavery’ pretty much revealing the ugly truth about Islam. The original fascism.Which is
why of course The Monster selected them to displace and replace us. People who boast
that their religion is the ‘Divine Slavery’ is a bunch of cult sheeple. The perfect new
inhabitants of the West once we the indigenous peoples were eradicated. A god whose
gift is the ‘Divine Slavery’ is a god I will curse forever. And though the new cult sheeple
selected to inhabit the destroyed West might think they worship Allah and Mohammad
they will really worship at the altar of the Lord of the Flies: The Monster...”
*** ***
The Wild Children came back with a royal sacrifice for the Lord of the Flies: no less than
twelve human skulls they took from the dead and dying who littered the latest battle site
of the non stop drug wars. They stacked up the human heads in a pyramid before their
god. The radio. The eleven year old priest chanted gibberish as he arranged the bloody
trophies in endless arrangements as great black clouds of flies erupted from the stench
and decay to buzz and dance over the fresh flesh and blood. Suddenly their god spoke
to them: “And tonight’s radio program will be Doctor Who! The Mad God!” Then
electronic music thundered out ---- before frizzing out.
“Bow to the Lord of the Flies! Bow to the Lord of the Flies!....”
*** ***
Old Jasper turned off the antiquated ham radio and gave up. By now it was obvious
Wyrd Davy was outside of the range of his antiquated transmissions. The old spy sighed
and pulled off his glasses. He sat in his old chair and stared at a broken Greek bust of
Pericles.
“The West is the polar opposite of the Islamic Divine Slavery. The West is rooted in
Ancient Greek democracy and Roman republic ideals. The West is rooted in philosophy
which is predicated on the right of every free conscience to choose. To think. Therefore I

am. No wonder the word ‘conscience’ does not exist in Arabic. Nor the word ‘citizen’.
The West invented both. Islam denies both. The West is rooted in the free and open and
curious mind. Virtue cannot exist without choice. Morality requires choice. The freedom
to choose. That is why God created Lucifer. That is why the West is also rooted in such
concepts as self responsibility and self control and self determination as well as self
awareness. In short: individualism which is also the root of the economic concept of
enterprise and entrepreneur.
That is why Capitalism is the alter ego of Freedom. The Free Market Place of free ideas!
And it was in the free market place of free ideas of Athens that Democracy was born!
Literally! Democracy playing out in the Athenian Free Market Place! And last but not
least is the fact the Free Market Place guarantees competition. Darwinian competition
guarantee the best wins and the worse fails. Competition is essential in both evolution
and commerce and ideas and ideologies and religions and democracy!
Islam and every totalitarianism is rooted in compulsion sans freedom or competition.
Dominating dictatorship leading to corruption. All controlling authority leading to
incompetence. Micro managing authoritarianism leading to tyranny. Domination
extinguishing liberty. Submission extinguishing individuality. The faceless group
extinguishing democracy and meritocracy. Obedience out of terror is the exact opposite
of virtue or morality. It is a straight jacket binding a withered conscience and shriveled
self control and an atrophied mind. And needless to say curiosity and the ability to
question or discover or explore or invent is also smothered. Slavery, divine or otherwise,
is crippling. Bounded and gagged by heresy and blasphemy laws. Blinded by
censorship. Crushed by thought police. Be that slavery moral or legal or economic it is
tyrannical. Therefore it is doomed to fail in anything except crushing humanity under its
jackboot!
Anglo Saxon Common Law blessed Great Britain. No wonder the first resurrection of
democracy was the Magna Carta. And that defining event proved our deviant and
depraved anarchistic tenancies. And look what resurrecting democracy caused. The
British Civil War. The Glorious Revolution. American Revolution. The French Revolution.
We infected the world with our deviant and depraved anarchistic tenancies. 1848 when
imperial European regime after regime fell to democracy. Post war democracy.
Democracy in every form except Soviet Communist ‘Democracy’. We spread our
deviant democracy to all of our colonies. The only stable democratic family of nations in

the rest of the world. We spread genuine and therefore dangerous democracy and
freedom loving Common Law all over the world. And Common Law is predicated on
freedom. What a disaster for tyrants everywhere...”
*** ***
The assassin shivered as he waited to ambush The Monster. “We almost saved the
West! Brexit almost toppled the Brussels Junta! Damn Obama! ‘Back of the queue’
when we tried to revolt against the Brussels Junta. Damn Obama! Damn him! I will
curse that bastard until I die. No less than Merkel and Juncker, I will die cursing
Obama!” The assassin pricked his ears. But the bodyguard was only delivering a
suitcase. What was holding up The Monster? Waiting until the shadows deepened?
“And the fall of Kings after WW I and the fall of Fascism and then Communism after
WW II only set back the public embrace of Commanding Heights authoritarian micro
management by the Olympian Global Elite under a mask of bogus rubber stamp talk
shop pretend democracy” the assassin mused. “Yet the EU and the globalists still chose
to embrace Commanding Heights dictatorial Socialism wedded to Crony Corporatism.
Something not tried since Fascism and Nazism. Not one nation which tried that or
Marxism or Communism or Socialism or Commanding Heights Totalitarianism or the
Divine Slavery has ever prospered. Compare the Third World of the Islamic Levant to
the Advanced World of Europe before the Divine Slavery invaded. Compare North
Korea to South Korea. Compare pre Revolution Cuba to Post Revolution Cuba.
Compare Communistic China to Capitalistic and quasi democratic China.
Compare the basket cases of Socialistic Venezuela to Capitalistic Peru or even
malfunctioning Mexico before the volcanic holocaust. Compare Socialistic India to
Capitalistic India. Or at least before the Islamic civil war started there. Compare
Socialistic Sweden to Capitalistic Sweden until Islam invaded. Nineteenth Century
capitalistic Europe often boasted of a 100% GDP growth rate. Gigantic industries.
Towering productivity. An explosion of inventions. A cornucopia of enterprises. And
eruption of prosperity. Europe was the Beau Epoch. But now? The Socialistic and
dictatorial EU Europe boasted less than one percent growth. More often than not
negative growth. Stagflation. Shrinking industries and pigmy productivity. Of course now
it is all gone. Totally destroyed. Thanks Merkel. You have finally exceeded Adolph Hitler
in destroying Europe.

And Brexit would have not only restored the freedom loving Magna Carta and freedom
loving Common Law and vigorous Democracy and genuine Capitalism. It might have
overthrown the Brussels Junta by triggering a cascade of revolt inside the prison of the
EU!
Hell! The Olympian Elite view point is that only bureaucrats safely distanced from the
contagion of the indigenous rabble as brutish as cattle can rule with beautiful
detachment from their Olympian Heights. Demigods. Or as the Ancient Greeks called
such superior species: tyrants. Only Olympian Commanding Heights Authoritarianism of
the Global Elite can rule for the New World Order clearly. Fuck you Obama for siding
with the tyrants. And look how well your ‘Back of the queue’ has turned out. For your
country. For my country. For the world. A butterfly flaps its tiny wings and unleashes a
cascade that can become a hurricane. Look how your ‘Back of the queue’ has
transformed the world!”
*** ***
The fireman confronted the morality policeman in the middle of a sewage stinking street.
The lurid sun casting both black clad men into silhouettes. Each nervy man in a sinister
black uniform and armed to the teeth. Each man challenging the authority of the other.
Don’t pull your pidgin rank on me” the fireman snarled. “Morality Police don’t have
authority over Firemen!”
“Don’t pull your English on me!” the dirty morality policeman snarled back in a pidgin
mess of bad Arabic and worse English. “You are wanted back at The Tower!”
“By who?” the fireman retorted as each man held their hand over their firearm. The
fireman’s firearm was nestled inside the inner flap of his sinister black tunic. The
morality policeman’s gun rested inside the pocket of his sinister black tunic. The fireman
bluffed. But it was a desperate bluff. But then he realized the hand of the morality police
was nervy and his uniform was especially dirty and his flip flops were especially foully
dirty. The morality police had to at least maintain the pretense of five prayers a day.
Therefore ritually bathing their feet. This man’s feet had not been bathing recently. The
fireman’s hand rested firmly on the butt of his gun. “Who has ordered my arrest?” the
fireman said.

“You don’t ask the questions around here! I do!” the morality policeman shouted as that
hand shook as it hovered over the budge inside his pocket.
The fireman saw another dirty morality policeman hovering in the shadows. “Show me
the thumb print on the warrant!”
“I don’t have to show you no stinking thumb print!” the morality policeman snarled.
The fireman suddenly smiled. “We don’t need no stinking badges eh?” he suddenly
laughed angelically. As if a child recognizing a familiar line. “So your boss contacted Fire
Captain Bogart eh?”
“Eh? Ah! Yes! Yes!” the morality policeman shouted. “So give up!”
“The treasure of Mexican gold for the taking eh?” the fireman laughed as he counted the
shadows of three morality police deserters circling around him. “Deserters can be shot
you know” he said with a sudden radiant smile which totally discombobulated the
deserter turned robber from The Tower.
The deserter desperately tried to bluff. “I am going to...” At that moment both men drew
their guns. But the fireman drew his gun first and shot the man dead before pirouetting
as he ducked to shoot the second deserter sneaking up behind him as bullets whizzed
over his head. Then he throw himself to the ground and rolled as bullets pepper the
mucky street and ricocheted. As he rolled the fireman blasted the third deserter. Both
men shouting out at the same time. Then the final deserter staggered before falling face
first into a pile of excrement.
The fireman staggered to his feet. He brandished his gun so the Scavenger Rats
hovering in the growing shadows would not be tempted to attack him. “Attack the fresh
corpses over there boyos!” the fireman snarled. “Whatever thy right hand possesses do
with as you will!” Then he stood up straight and laughed angelically. As if a child. A smile
brightening his grim face. “Not even winged! Who said watching all of those old
Jahiliyyah Hollywood movies was a waste of time! Bogart! Cooper! Thanks for the
cues!” Then the fireman marched off toward the darkening sunset. “No one is after us!
No one suspects us! We have fooled the whole Elephant & Castle Fire Department! No

one can resist Mohammad’s sincerity or Ahmad’s angelic smile! And no one knows who
is hiding in plain sight behind Mohammad and Ahmad! No one suspects me at all”......
Back at the Elephant & Castle Fire Department the Fire Captain watched the sun set.
“Tonight you will burn Madame X! And I fear who I will find there. But this time your
angelic smile won’t deceive me. Allah might be the Greatest Deceiver but tonight you
will not deceive me David Mohammad Ahmad. And if I find you there tonight I will know
you are the Great Betrayer.” Then the Fire Captain went to his desk and pulled out his
revolver. “Whenever you uttered the Declaration of Faith you were so convincing you
would almost make me weep. But now I know you for what you really are.....”

*** ***
“Oh think like a member of Obama’s beloved UN EU New World Order of the Global
Elite” the assassin told himself as he waited for The Monster to surface. “Think like The
Monster! Crawl inside The Monster’s evil brain to comprehend why he has done this evil
thing! Only more and more global treaties can enmesh the world into one gigantic super
state which the Global Elite can rule. Post national. All nations erased just as all cultures
and histories and values and beliefs are erased. Humanity reduced to clogs in the
machinery. Grounded down to a bloody pulp. Prosperity defined by the GDP of the top
percentage of the Global Elite, international banks, corporations, and consortiums. The
international banks and corporations and consortiums need to efficiently dominate and
rule the rabble.
Unruly and disruptive democracy must be gagged to stop its disruption of the New
World Order. Commanding Heights Crony Corporatism is so much better clearly.
Competition is expensive and pointless. And meritocracy cannot be tolerated. Class
resentment as the top third prospers and the top one percent triumphs while everyone
else perishes must be silenced. Just stupify the sheeple with sports extravaganzas as if
Ancient Rome. Just nullify the sheeple with the debauchery and decadence of mass
media. Just confuse the sheeple with the Ministry of Truth. Nought but Big Lies. Just
divide and conquer the sheeple with identity politics. Just divert the sheeple with wedge
issues. No! Pit them against a nonstop deluge of migrants. What a beautiful way to
divide and conquer and ultimately destroy the defiant and unruly indigenous citizenry! It
is brilliant! Really! When you think about it.

The international global migrant economy is so much more moral than growing or
treasuring the localized indigenous middle class — at least for the bottom line of The
Monster’s pocket book. Import the entire population of the Southern Hemisphere into
the North Western Hemisphere. Drive wages to the rock bottom. Perfect! Nullify the
social contracts by deliberately bankrupting the nations. Perfect! Pit geographic
disparities of the prosperous Metro Elite against the rural misery of everyone else. The
Global Elite in their shiny urban utopias cannot be overshadowed by petty issues such
as the decline and fall of the Middle Class or the all devouring Rust Belt. Perfect!
Unemployment and under employment is the perfect way to cripple and rule the rabble.
Break the backs of unions. Make them so desperate to just survive they cannot see that
they are drowning. Perfect! The established political parties cannot be confused by
needs of the rabble. That is so distracting to international global priorities. After all! Who
do they serve? The rabble or The Monster? Indigenous Nationalism threatens the New
World Order. Nations have constitutions and accountability to the rabble. That cannot be
allowed to stand. It must be destroyed. The best way to destroy the strength of the
rabble is to destroy nations. That destroys democracy and accountability. That frees the
Global Elite to spread their wings and soar!
What is the best way to destroy nationalism and especially Western nationalism in order
to cripple the indigenous rabble in order to erase their damnable urge toward selfish and
disruptive democracy? I know! It is by erasing not only nationhood but Western identity.
So everything which affirms Western identity must be erased. Western history. Western
religion. Western values. Western heritage. Western ideals. Western culture. So multicultural relativism and Third World diversity along with Cultural Marxism is perfect to
erase every last vestige of ‘Western’. And thus identity. And thus the indigenous
Western citizenry can be erased no less than their nations. Importing their sheeple
replacements is so much more moral for the bottom line of The Monster. Eradicating the
entire indigenous Western population with politically correct slow motion genocide is so
much more moral. The only good indigenous White European or Britisher is a dead
White European or Britisher. The only good indigenous White Canadian or American is
a dead Canadian or American.
And if you can cloak the Great Displacement and the Great Replacement and the Great
Erasure in bogus platitudes of political correctness and ‘racism’ and ‘bigotry’ and

‘xenophobia’ and ‘red neck stupidity’ and ‘Little Englander imbecility’ as well as
implanting suicidal self loathing and irrational guilt then all the better. Erase the Western
indigenous citizenry and you erase democracy. Meritocracy. Rebellion. Revolution.
Freedom. And Capitalism. Then there is no need for nations. And there is only the
desperate sheeple left. Preferably the low IQ imported sheeple.
The whole world becomes the oyster for the Global Elite of the New World Order. What
is not to like about the New World Order and its goal to displace and replace and erase
every last Westerner and especially every last Britisher on earth? Their replacements,
Third World failed state Muslim migrants, can be controlled effortlessly and manipulated
and exploited so much more easily. At slave wages. As the new slave force. And look
how well it has turned out!...”
*** ***
The fireman shot down five Scavenger Rats as he quickly loaded another clip into his
gun. The starving forming a ragged circle around him. A walking humanoid who might
have something, anything, worth killing for. The fireman laughed his feral laugh as he
shot a Druggie in the brains before pivoting to shoot a starving Wild Child in his hand.
The crude knife dropping as the wild creature screamed. “I have all night to kill every
single bastard here!” the fireman shouted as he waved his gun. The circle of starving
crumbled before his vicious determination to live. “Go devour those Morality Police
deserters! They must have something worth killing yourselves over!” The starving
lunged for the easier corpses. The fireman then warily retreated before resuming his
force march toward the Green Park migrant camp. But the setting sun told me he was
too late.
*** ***
“.....Only more and more and more red tap bureaucracy can strangle defiant free will”
the assassin mused to keep himself from going mad as he waited for The Monster to
merge from his lair. “Only more and more and more bureaucratic authority can crush
unruly indigenous mutiny. Only more and more and more regulations to micro manage
every moment of every citizen’s life can cage such rebellious evil. Only more and more
and more laws can bridle such defiance. Only chains of autocracy and manacles of
autarchy can extinguish Self will. Self initiative and self responsibility must be stamped

out as vigorously as self determination. Individuality is the problem. And so is History.
Memories of the Past. Expunging, sterilizing, caging, and most of all indoctrinating the
willful and depraved human mind and you would turn individualistic delinquents into
quietly interchangeable clogs and industrious drones and domesticated sheeple. The
best slaves of all. Voluntary slaves....”
*** ***
The fireman marched at a fast pace but his growing weakness warned him his starved
body could not keep up the pace needful to survive. Much less get to the rendezvous.
He panted. His breath coming shallow and fast. The cold wind foul and stinking. The
stench of the notorious migrant camp already overpowering. The sun filling the horizon
with gory reds and putrid greens. “Why didn’t I stay back at the haunted hotel? It was a
fatal mistake. It was my fatal mistake....”
*** ***
Wolfe checked his soldiers as they slipped into the haunted hotel. Then he checked his
watch again. “Were you here earlier Davy? Why didn’t you stay? We could have fought
the good fight side by side. Oh Davy! Why did we fight that night in the Greenwich
Tunnel? Why.....why..... Over her? Was she worth it Davy? And if she was worth casting
me aside then why were you here alone tonight? Here? Where? Where? Where are you
Davy? Where? ....”
*** ***
The assassin watched the lurid sky blossom obscenely over devastated London from
his cold roost. The overpowering stench from the notorious Green Park migrant camp
so pungent even from up here it make him want to retch. “But how? A cult perhaps? A
cult which autocratic bureaucratism can head? A cult which the Olympian Elite can profit
from exploiting? A cult which The Monster can rule as if God Incarnate through his
minions? A cult which blesses autocratic and all controlling Commanding Heights
authority while winking on corruption while instilling unquestioning obedience? A cult
which blesses fatalistic passivism and bottomless self sacrifice? A cult which
encourages the intoxication of shocking violence against anyone who opposes their
Beloved Leader or Big Brother? A cult which bans the Humanities and everything which

humanizes and softens the soul in order to brutalize and render the adherents cruel and
merciless to the Greater Cause? A cult which defines ‘peace’ as ‘submission’? A cult
which blesses a large family, prayers, and poverty as the ideal? A cult which blesses
Fear & Power and Terror & Control? A cult which fears Freedom and blesses
Ignorance? A cult with a proven track record in thought control? A cult with a strong
embrace of heresy and blasphemy laws and a loathing for books and reading? A cult
which blesses illiteracy because its founder was illiterate? A cult with a pathological
hatred of the West and all the West incarnates? A religious cult?
The right type of non Western religious cult which historically and pathologically hates
the West and everything the West incarnates? A religious cult which has waged war
against the West for over 1400 years? A religious cult which historically and
pathologically hates liberty so much it calls itself the ‘Divine Slavery’? After all. No
autocratic tyrant wants to be blood thirsty and massacre or torture rebels needlessly?
No! Being benevolent a tyrant would want to rule as graciously as Big Brother through a
kindly cult. But what cult would bless such a totalitarian vision with the patina of
religion? And isn’t religion the opiate of the masses? A cult with some sort of future
paradise to justify hell on earth? Um? And if Capitalism is being replaced by the Military
Industrial Complex of Crony Corporatism then the profit will be in war. And what
religious cult blesses nonstop war? 1400 plus years of nonstop war? Islam and Sharia
perhaps? ...”
*** ***
The fireman eyeballed the staving as they followed him with their eyes. Thousands of
starving men and boys huddled along every sidewalk and between mounds of garbage
and rot on the sewage stinking street. He kept his hand firm on the butt of his revolver
lodged in the flap of his sinister black uniform. “My uniform used to scare the animals
away. Not now. I swear! They would jump a cleric or mug an imam. They would lung at
the caliph himself! No one is safe now. Not anymore. London is too far gone. It is worse
than ever the Calais Jungle was...”
*** ***
“....Sharia is Islam incarnate” the assassin mused as he pulled his mask further over his
nose to block the stench. “Sharia controls every sphere of life and death. Sharia is

political Islam. Sharia is legal Islam. Sharia is Islamic Economics and Islamic Finance.
Sharia is education. Sharia is morality. Sharia is personal Islam. Sharia is national
Islam. Sharia is global Islam. Sharia is the Caliphate. Sharia is the micro managing of
every moment of every human life by Islam. Sharia is Islam shoved into every heart and
soul and every inch of every mind. Sharia melts individuality and controls every thought
and feeling of every single person. Sharia is Islam dominating and ruling the world.
Sharia erases the Pre-Islamic Past. Sharia damns and destroys anything not of the
Koran or Islam as Jahiliyyah alien barbaric pollution. Sharia damns and destroys
anyone or anything willfully conspiring to avoid domination and rule by Islam. Sharia is
pathologically opposed to all Kufr and Shirk ---- which is the West. And Asia. Everything
not of the cult of Mohammad which can be co-opted so beautifully by any dictator who
sees himself as god. The Rules for Radicals and The Monster.
Sharia damns anyone who refuses to be conquered and ruled by Islam as the Infidel.
The Unbeliever. The Kafir. The Shirk. The Harbi. The Takfir Kafir. The Apostate. The
Heretic. The Free Thinker. The Doubter. The Disputer. The Defiant. Luciferian. The Dark
Side of God. Everything and everyone who is the West Incarnate. Or the East. Asia. The
world which is not yet dominated and ruled by Islam and The Monster. They are all Najis
filthy. Jahiliyyah polluted. Hell bound deviant. Damned. Deserving of death. And must be
destroyed. And Sharia is just the thing to do it!
Sharia is the antipode of Western history, Western values, Western Ideals, Western
Heritage, Western Culture, Western Religion, Western Democracy, Western
Meritocracy, Western Freedom, and Western Individuality. And like all totalitarian cults
Islam and Sharia does not tolerate. Much less share. Sharia is Islamic Totalitarianism’s
outer form. Sharia is Islamic Dictatorship’s jack boot. Sharia is the original fascism
before the word ‘fascism’ was coined. And Sharia is the antipode to Western Capitalism.
Every economist and historian has agreed on that. Islam and Sharia is the antipode to
everything which defines the Best of the West And Sharia is such a beautifully
autocratic Commanding Heights example of all devouring religious/moral/political/
economic authority and law. And Sharia is obsessed with conquering and dominating
and ruling absolutely. With monomania. With fanaticism. Every means justified by the
glorious end which is the triumph of Islam over everyone and everything else. All while
winking on corruption. Heck. Aiding and abetting corruption by the elite. Complete with

an absolute caliph or sultan just like tyrant. A global caliphate which opposes
nationalism which is dedicated to waging nonstop jihad holy war.
Complete with a concept of Jahiliyyah and Kufr and Shirk which totally eradicates unruly
and defiant local culture and history and values and ideals and identity and religion and
law and individuality. Especially languages. Words like democracy can be such pesky
things! Heck! Sharia especially pathologically hates Western local culture and history
and values and ideals and identity and religion and law and individuality and even
Western languages and especially certain Western words. Sharia is the Great Eraser.
And Islamic history confirms that Sharia and Islam has committed no end of genocides
over 1400 years of world conquests and imperial empires and colonies. Eraser is good.
Genocide is even better. All while being obsessed with the ‘unfinished business’ of
conquering the North Western Hemisphere for Islam. 1400 plus years of waging war to
finish the unfinished business of Islamic conquest. That is some obsession. Including
providing a free army of millions of Muslim Males of War Age if some authority could
open the gates of the citadel ie the borders to them.
And Sharia can impose an official cookie cutter mono-culture Islamic Ummah sheeple
identity while extinguishing and sterilizing anything Western as BID’a. Complete with
heresy and blasphemy laws which would eradicate all Old Memories as well as
contradictory thoughts. The ultimate Thought Police. Big Brother’s ultimate wet dream.
And Islam’s history proves Islam and Sharia loves to burn books and authors both. And
the Islamic madrassa has a proven track record in brainwashing children to be young
Sheeple and robotic jihadists. All while reducing the unruly indigenous population to a
sub human sub citizenry or else defacto slavery. Heck. Islam and Sharia has just
exterminated every last Christian in the Islamic Levant outside of Israel. In fact Sharia
and Islam has a proven track record in what the global elite and The Monster wants
most: dominating and ruling as the Undisputable/Divine Slavery. Heck. Islam and Sharia
not only forbids rebellion it prevents the very thought of rebellion. In Islam there is not
even a word for rebellion! Much less freedom!....”
*** ***
The minion knocked on the door of his boss. “Sir? Sir? The Kafir bitch is about to break.
Do you want to attend the interrogation?”

“No! No! Go away!” The minion shrugged and retreated. In the dirty office the
commander of The Tower Fortress stared into the dirty bit of broken mirror at his
ravished face. “Do they suspect me yet? Is it revealing itself yet? When will the
symptoms become too obvious? How much longer can I conceal the truth? How much
longer can I hold on to my ......humanity?”
*** ***
The assassin checked his watch. “Come on you foul monster! Come on! Hell! ...Sharia
also has a Warq Board of Directors without any accountability whatsoever which would
be totally unhampered by stockholders or bylaws who could do absolutely anything they
want ---- or at least until they bottom the assets. That was very promising. Sharia is
‘paperphobic’ which is to say Sharia does not acknowledge paper corporate law or
paper contracts so the Warq would have carte blanche. The elite would love that. Sharia
prefers the gold standard which is good for global elitists even if it is bad for ordinary
people. Sharia despises the consumer middle class. In fact Sharia blesses large
families, poverty, and prayers along with jihad. That is ideal when capitalism and the
middle class are replaced by war and cannon fodder.
Sharia has absolutely no accountability whatsoever except to Allah. That is ideal too.
For after all, the clerics and imams and mullahs get the 5% Prophet’s share for signing
off on the dictator’s will. And they have the monopoly on interpreting Allah. Perfect!
Every hand in every body’s pocket. Sharia is barbaric and causes bottomless suffering
and terror. That should keep the rabble cowering. Excellent! Sharia blesses actually
slavery and reduces women to possessions. Property of men. Wonderful! And Sharia
damns democracy and meritocracy no less than liberty and freedom and human rights.
What is not to like? The governing Caliphate would not be responsible for running
anything responsibly for the well being or prosperity of the rabble. Only for the triumph
of Allah and Islam and Jihad ( and the Caliph and his insider cronies of course). No
accountability for living standards combined with nonstop war. Perfect!
Sharia has absolutely no ‘We hold these truths to be self evident that all men are
created equal. They are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights
including life, liberty, or the pursuit of happiness’. Perfect! And the CEOs and the
Brussels Junta would only be mildly hampered by the oversight of the Divine Leaders

who could be offered the lavish five percent Prophet’s share to rubber stamp all
decisions as long as the Divine Slavery triumphs and World Conquest by Islam is being
waged and Muslims dominate and rule. And it is so easy for anyone to ‘revert’ to the
winning ummah. It is all so wonderfully cult-like. Jim Jones down to the Cool Aid. Make
the Cool Aid Jihad martyrdom. And Democracy and Meritocracy and Capitalism and
Free Will and Self Responsibility and Individuality and Western Ideals and Western
Values and Old Memories are all so conveniently Kufr and Haram. The Divine Slavery.
And being divine no rebellion would be possible. What is not to like?
In short: the Kalergi Plan.. Only the Kalergi Plan could finish the goal of ultimate closer
union resulting in the exquisitely crafted totalitarian Global Super State ultimately
controlled by the all seeing eye of The Monster. The vision of Kalergi to cement the
grasp on absolute power by the 1% by reducing the indigenous citizens to a muddy race
of low IQ mongrels of no education and only limited industrial skills minus unions or
legal rights who could be pitted against each other in a migrant economy while inspiring
them to sacrifice everything as cannon fodder for Allah. Too bad Allah is but the paper
all seeing eye of The Monster...”
*** ***
The commander of The Tower stared into the broken glass. He rubbed one blood shot
eye. A pus tear oozed down. Then he checked his nose. It felt decidedly dicey. As if
about to fall off. Then he opened his mouth. The breath foul. He checked his badly
receding gums. The gums black. One tooth abruptly fell out. It fell into the dirty sink. He
stared at it with horror. The horror all the more horrible because he could not feel any
pain. He could not feel ..... anything.....
*** ***
The assassin shivered. “Wages dropping to below poverty levels. Living conditions
reduced to rockeries. Men and families kept separate to explode them more easily. As
migrants are brutally worked to death. All but slaves! Then thrown out mangled or dying
or dead. To be replaced by the next year’s crop of desperate migrants. Humanity
devolved into something worse than even peasantry or slavery. Industrial exploitation on
a scale not seen except in the nightmare movie ‘Metropolis’ by Fritz Lang. But a
nightmare come true! A nightmare only The Monster could embrace!

Remember the indentured workers brought into the Oil Kingdoms to be worked to
death? Exploited and then thrown out or else abused and tortured and then killed?
Men? Women? Children? But mostly men? Migrants from all over the Third World? All
brutalized to build and maintain the luxurious life of the Oil Kingdoms? Every fantastical
luxury city created and run by defacto indentured slaves being brutalized and worked to
death? Where do you think the Oil Kingdoms got their brutal work theories? And why do
you think so called New World Order ‘humanitarians’ like Dhimmi Dave or Blair or the
Clintons never complained? No one did! No one did! No Luvvy or Bleeding Heart
Liberal! Because what was being tested out in the Oil Kingdoms was the test run of the
Kalergi Plan! And that plan was ultimately turned on us! And we were mangled through
the Kalergi nightmare! All of the North Western Hemisphere turned from democratic
states of prosperity for all citizenry to nightmare dictatorships serving the 1% with
everyone else crushed under the gears of the Kalergi steamroller!
Mankind reduced to industrial cattle to be worked to death. Free men reduced to
indentured servitude. Powerless and cowering. Humanity reduced to interchangeable
expendable clogs. Exploited and then tossed. Enduring every sort of unsafe working
condition while living in sub human conditions. So desperate for work for even a
pittance they would endure every horror to route their pittance of a wage back home to
their starving families who were likewise routing their children into child slavery.
Sweatshop conditions becoming death traps. Divide & conquer conquering workers by
opening borders to the entire desperately poor Third World to force everyone to
compete against a flood of unlimited migrants of every stripe and desperation.
Work driven down to the lowest possible condition. Defacto slavery without even the
illusion of freedom. All but powerless despite supposedly being citizens. Then citizenry
ceasing entirely. No longer men but rather beasts of burden. All uppityness bred out of
them along with their genes for defiance and revolution which once the indigenous
British and European citizenry used to boast of. Citizenship reduced to this year’s crop
of desperate migrants from failed states. Next’s year’s crop of desperate migrants
replacing each previous crop to prevent anyone from ever securing enough leverage to
attempt to fight back. All of it under the all seeing eye of The Lord of the Flies: The
Monster....”
*** ***

The commander of the Tower Fortress stared at the tooth. He whimpered softly as he
picked it up as if a symbol of his devouring humanity. “I am ceasing to be ......human.....”
*** ***
“I might almost feel sorry for the Millennial Snowflakes” the assassin told his soul.
“Those herd lemmings. The ultimate casualties. They accepted without question the
new politically correct ideal of self sacrifice and suicidal atonement. Having no Old
Memories of life before the EU they could not see how insane it was. Being so over
protected they were too fragile to fight this nightmare of The Monster coming to life to
crush them. Brainwashed by the cultural Marxists they never read ‘1984' or ‘The Lord of
the Flies’ or even ‘Animal Farm’, much less the ‘Federalist Papers’ or any mature work
by any mature Western genius. Forget about ‘Hamlet’. The only book they ever read
was ‘Harry Potter’. They were human zeros. They had nothing to help them fight back
against the cult devouring them.
They were the cowering sheeple led by the Four Ps. All they ever knew were the Big
Lies. Beguiled by the Multi-cultural relativist Regressive Left bullshit they could not
rebel. Gaslighted, they could not ascertain reality from a computer game. Birthed too
few and nurtured in sterile day care centers they never knew normality. Not even the
normality of the family. Denied religion they were stultified by the depravity of mass
media while cowering in the herd of social media. They were the too young who had
nothing to measure their sense of reality or self worth against except the official
narrative. Denied their sense of an indigenous past, of a worthy and honorable heritage,
of noble Western values, of alternative ideals which equaled Islam, much less were
superior to Islam, or any sense of distinctive identity, even denied morality or religion,
they were reduced to squelchable meat for Muslims to wipe their rape and envy off on
---- no less than their sins. Rape and molestation and assault were now moral
entitlements as atonement moved toward genocide.....”
*** ***
The commander of the Tower Fortress sat down as his black gloved hands cradled the
tooth. He whimpered helplessly as he held the tiny token to his chest. “Allah! Why?
Why? Why are you allowing this to happen?....”

*** ***
The Hellwaine Hell Wagon stayed parked in the growing shadows. “Anything yet?” the
head of the Monuments Men asked the driver in his formaldehyde smelly funeral suit
and deadman’s makeup.
“No.”
“What is taking him? We should be receiving the second signal!”
“Murdering a monster takes time” the driver with the deadman’s face replied as he
looked through the rear view mirror at the nervy curator. “We are armed to the teeth and
the second hearse is carrying the rest of the Hooligans with more guns.”
“I though the assassin was going to kill everyone?” the nervy Monuments Man asked.
“Kill The Monster. Your bodyguards might have to mop up the rest of The Monster’s
bodyguards.”
“Oh!” the nervy Monuments Man said as he rubbed his face with one nervy hand. The
deadman’s face looked into the rear view mirror. “This never gets any easier does it?”
the Monuments Man asked.
“Your last rescue” the hearse driver told the Monuments Man. “The Chimes toll at
midnight.”
“There are rumors of a lost treasure house.”
“So make this the second to the last rescue.”
“Mack is handling the lost treasure house.”
“Make this your last rescue. Then it is all over. By dawn you will just be a curator again.
You can spend the rest of your life repairing and sorting and hanging the nation’s
precious surviving treasures. The Second Restoration.”
The Monuments Man sighed. “My last gig .....”

*** ***
“Meanwhile the multi-cultural eraser came out” the assassin mused. “And for some
reason it very busily erased everything except Islamic mono-culture. When Manchester
Muslims shoved handbills into every mail slit demanding that all non Muslims kill their
Najis filthy dogs because Najis filthy dogs offended Muslims and violated Islamic purity
the brainwashed did just that. Multi-culturalism required everyone to kowtow to Islamic
‘purity police’. To bad the brainwashed did not know that the next bend in the road
would be the announcement that they were just as Najis filthy as dogs and pigs and
urine and feces and rot and decay and foul blood so they would have to segregate
themselves so as not to offend Islamic purity and the ‘purity police’. Likewise in Nybro
Smaland Sweden the Swedish girls found handbills announcing that ‘Women who don’t
wear a head scarf are asking to be raped’. And oh yes! Islam and Sharia will replace
Democracy! They were expected to comply and did. Soon every indigenous female
faced the same ultimatum. So much for multicultural tolerance! The greatest civilization
in the history of the world kowtowed to the most barbaric Seventh Century sub
civilization known to Mankind!
All white European and British and American History and Literature and Economics and
Law and Religion were ordered optional as politically incorrect courses. Soon they were
banned entirely as offensive and racist and bigoted and xenophobic. Only minority and
especially Muslim history and culture and law and religion was taught. All White authors,
even females, even homosexuals, were banned as offensive. All oil paintings of White
statesmen and academics and scientists and inventors and economists and discoverers
and authors were taken down as offensive. All White over achievers were erased from
the official narrative as offensive. Or else they were portrayed as invaders or homicidal
maniacs or degenerates or else failures. All positive White European or British role
models were besmirched. Ridiculed. Declared offensive. Even if they were females or
homosexual or lower class. If they were White Europeans or British they still erased. If
they were mixed blood like Beethoven they were still erased. Anyone who was proudly
European or British in identity was erased even if they there Hindu or Sikh or Jewish or
Buddhist. Anyone who immigrated into Europe and Britain and assimilated and
integrated was erased as Uncle Toms and Oreo traitors to their race and betrayers of
the Southern Hemisphere. Their success contradicted the official narrative of

victimhood. It implied the West might possibly be the best or at least something to be
embraced. Or at last tolerated and endured.....”
*** ***
The head of the Monuments Men went through a file of museum post cards of the
suspected treasures in the Ritz lair of The Monster. Flipping over plastic sheathed
photographs of priceless Western Art. Degas. Renoir. Monet. Manet. Picasso. Of
Rubens. Van Dyck. Rembrandt. Of Gainsborough. Reynolds. Lawrence. Of Turner. Of
Constable. One hand shook. “My last gig” he whispered. “What will be left there which
The Monster has not trashed?”
*** ***
The assassin checked his watch. He grimaced. The men guarding the helicopter paced
nervously. “What is keeping that bastard?” The assassin rubbed the cold sweat off his
brow. “Why were they so pathologically obsessed with destroying everything the West
ever achieved?” he mused. “Not just the barbarians invading us who just saw a
masterpiece as something to vandalize or burn or violate. The brainwashed! Our own
brainwashed children! Raised to hate the West and every achievement of the West!
Hate the great poetry of the West! Hate the great theater of the West! Hate the great
books of the West! Hate the great art of the West! Hate the great music of the West!
Hate the great architecture of the West! Hate everything which was beautiful and
glorious and majestic of the West! Hate the Renaissance! Hate the Enlightenment! Hate
the Industrial Revolution! Hate the Beau Epoch! Hate everything! Everything!....”
*** ***
“....My last gig” the Monuments Man whispered as he flipped post card after post card.
“So why do I think I am going to die tonight?....”
*** ***
“....... It could not be endured or allowed to continue. It had to be eradicated. Displaced.
Replaced. Erased. And destroyed utterly. Even if that meant destroying a people and a
place which was the most amazingly successful and over achieving and abundant and

spectacular civilization in history in order to replace them with a people from a place
which heretofore only specialized in brutally ugly failure. Once the people of a place
which was too spectacularly successful was eradicated, displaced, and replaced and
erased by a people from a place which heretofore only specialized in brutal ugly failure
then the people from a place which heretofore only specialized in brutal ugly failure
would blossom and bloom. The shadow of oppression removed as if a mighty oak tree
was chopped down to allow a weed to grow. The result would be utopia.” The assassin
looked around the devastation of destroyed London. “And look how well it has turned
out .... for the weed.....”

*** ***
Wolfe watched his company assemble. “Oh what are you pondering oh Wolfey The
Great & Terrible?” his second in command asked.
“Oh!” the aging Millennial replied ruefully to the flamboyant Guy. “Davy. Davy and what
happened in that Greenwich Tunnel. After we quarreled for the last time I went back. A
month later or so. I realized Davy was doing something when I intercepted him. Crying.
Upset. Tormented. That is what triggered our final quarrel. So I went back. I found a sort
of ..... hole in a tile wall. The derelict tunnel was basically deserted you know by then.
Fenced off. Condemned. I found the body of a dead man. Some old Irish fellow....”
“Murdered?”
“Oh no. Dead of natural causes. Age. Hunger. Just some old ‘D’ who crawled into the
glass dome terminus of the Greenwich Tunnel to die. But further down the tunnel I found
a hole dug and chipped out. Then the tiles arranged back over the hole as if a sort of
crypt. And there were withered weeds. As close to flowers as anyone could get by then.
Weeds arranged carefully over the crypt. I ..... did not violate the obvious crypt.”
“Whose ashes were concealed there?” the other soldier asked.
“Oh dear! I fear I know but Davy never did confess her ......murder .... death .....
murder ..... probably murder ..... to me. But clearly he created that crypt to hold her
ashes, of course it would be ashes, and kept it as a sort of shrine.”

“Who was she?”
“Davy’s fiancee” Wolfe said softly.
‘But didn’t you say....”
Wolfe shrugged. “I was! Sure! Davy was my first love. But Davy was so deep into the
Mohammedan closet I scarcely could inch my way toward hinting.... But all the time
Davy would pretend he had this make believe fiancee. I never saw her. No one did. He
would describe her in a make believe way. As if echoing one of those old operas I used
to show him. ‘Pelleas Et Melisande’. Most Gays are suckers for Broadway. I was always
a sucker for Opera. Anyway! Everyone assumed ..... I assumed ..... she never existed
except as a fantasy ‘beard’ to explain away Davy’s repressed homosexuality. So I was
damned shocked to realize that...... well.... she was ....... and clearly .....she died badly.
Because clearly Davy was so guilty about it he has haunted her grave ever since. A
shrine to his guilt.”
“But why would David kill her? Whoever she was?”
“‘We always kill the thing we love....’”
*** ***
“.....The teenaged Snowflakes spent their entire childhoods and early adolescence in
this toxic self hating stew presided over by the Four Ps of the Regressive Left which
was manufactured by the EU Brussels Junta” the assassin remembered. “Including my
own darling Snowflakes. How they turned on me! My children! Their infantile hatred for
me being a Leaver boiling over with juvenile rage! So in love with their Big Brother! And
they loved Big Brother! They never read ‘1984' but they loved Big Brother! They thought
Big Brother was a TV show. They never read ‘1984' or watched the movie. So they
embraced their Stockholm Syndrome enthusiastically. They would eradicate and erase
and displace and replace everything which created and defined and represented the too
successful North Western Hemisphere off the map. Including eradicating and erasing
and displacing and replacing themselves. Wiping the West off the face of the map ---literally. Sterilizing the real estate for their replacements. They would enthusiastically aid

and abet the Great Displacement and the Great Replacement and the Great Erasure of
the North West Hemisphere by the Southern Hemisphere and Islam by voluntarily
drinking the Cool Aid of cultural and actual suicide.
They would commit self genocide. And they would do it voluntarily and enthusiastically
because they had absolutely no Old Memories whatsoever. Their schooling made sure
of that. Their minds were entirely malformed and deformed by Big Brother’s
brainwashing. They were so brainwashed they had a melt down when for a few days it
looked as if Brexit would win and they would be liberated from the EU prison which they
saw as their cocoon safe space. Like Winston Smith in ‘1984', all they knew was that
Truth was Propaganda. Up was Down. Life was Death. Poverty was Normality. War as
Peace. Slavery was Freedom. Liberty was Terrifying. Not having a past was wonderful.
Not having a future was even more wonderful. Except Winston Smith had an instinct for
at least realizing something as missing which they entirely lacked. Winston Smith knew
there was a hole in the official narrative called ‘reality’ big enough to drive a tank
through. But my darling snowflakes were so brainwashed .......
And the Snowflakes disliked books. They disliked reading. Their attention span was
artificially short because they were raised by new technology. Not old technology like
newspapers or books or libraries or historical perspectives or rational debate or logical
analysis or analytic thinking or philosophy. Not burdened by history. Untroubled by facts
and statistics. They were the Twitter Generation. They were the Facebook Generation.
They were the Selfie Generation. They were the Snowflake generation. They were
narcissists entirely defied by the selfie. They loved everything which their hateful
parents and grandparents fought against in World Wars. They unquestioningly
embraced the EU and its Commanding Heights Big Brother anti-democratic authority. It
did not bother them that the EU was the brain child of ex-German Nazis and was
copying the worst of not only Nazism but Communism and Marxism as well a Socialism.
All of which were historically proven nightmares. Just as it did not bother them that
proven Russian spies were behind the founding of the UN. Just as it did not bother them
that Marxists had infiltrated the Four Ps and even Greenpeace and their Prophet of
Doom was a Tennessean charlatan promoting a ponzi scheme while buying and
expensive property by the ocean.
They accepted blindly the New World Order which their hateful parents and
grandparents and Generation Xes and even their older 30ish Millennial generation

protested. They were utterly flummoxed why the Generation Zers were rebelling against
every sacred cow they worshiped uncritically. They voted down Brexit precisely because
global consortiums and corporations and big banks and the global elite and especially
the Brussels Junta opposed it. Led by self absorbed Luvvies who also loved the EU
based on total Selfie ignorance as well. Functional illiterate Movie stars know so much
more than WW II grandparents. Functional illiterate entertainers who only know how to
perform porn set to electric music while lip synching know so much more than
Generation Xers who were trying to pick up the pieces of the messes left by the 68ers.
Instead of even using their beloved new technology, the Internet and Youtube, to
research anything, much less actually listening to the Old Memories of their WW II
grandparents or fears of the Generation Xers, the Snowflakes blindly accepted what the
Four Ps told them and voted down Brexit because Brexit was based on Old Memories
instead of touchy feely groovy emotional narcism.
They did not study what was really happening on the continent. They did not study the
madness of Sweden or ask why the Swiss were saying ‘Only lunatics would join the EU
now’. They did not even listen to the Millennials who were split. The most eloquent
Millennials on Youtube and the Hipster Identitarians were waxing eloquent about Brexit.
The most eloquent speakers on Youtube and the most eloquent Cassandras of all were
the Millennials. They were cavalierly ignored. Like sheeple, the Snowflakes calmly
walked to the chopping block and placed their heads before the halal butcher’s knife to
have their jugulars slashed.
The Snowflake Generation blindly voted down the last chance they had to save
themselves and their country the same way they blindly accepted their demotion from
the Ubermenish of the Great Divergence North Western Hemisphere Advanced World to
become the new Untermensch from the Third World’s worse failed states invaded them
by the millions. Surrendering their parents and grandparents values and ideals and
identity and prosperity and success and any hopes for a future in return for a nightmare.
Passively. With infantile emotionalism. With curiously fatalistic narcissism. As if human
lemmings the Sheeple Snowflakes accepted their EU sanctioned economic decline and
fall from Great Divergence Advanced World prosperity and success into under
employment, unemployment, dropping wages, increasing poverty, escalating crime,
decaying infrastructure, bankrupted NHS, bankrupted social safety networks, draconian
social media censorship, the unraveling of democracy and meritocracy, the collapse of
human rights. They enthusiastically embraced the new Migrant Economy which was the

exact opposite of what the Advanced World Great Divergence Consumer Middle Class
Economy was suppose to be. They embraced the future The Monster created for them:
a nightmare third world failed state.
This was the first example of an Advanced World super state deliberately devolving
back into a third world failed state. The ultimate third world failed state. They voluntarily
embraced a nightmare. They were not even Winston Smith of ‘1984'. They were the
sheeple of ‘Animal Farm’. ‘All animals are created equal but some are more equal than
others.’ Which was to say the pigs who embraced The Monster. The tragically pathetic
Snowflakes gave away their country and everything it ever achieved over two thousand
years as well as their futures without so much as a fight.
The same fatalistic passivity also led step by step to the Snowflakes accepting the loss
of the previously accepted life style which their parents and grandparents and great
grandparents fought and died for. The hope for homes. Health care. Social benefits. The
hope for retirement. Holidays. Unions. Worker rights. Nice work places. Saturday and
Sunday off. Parks. Sports. Amusements. Museums. Consumerism such as Capitalism
fixated on. Products. Luxuries. Even necessities. Unfettered social media. Then any
media. Unable to tell the difference between facts and propaganda they lost the truth
the same way they lost their past. They accepted increasingly desperate competition
with more and more migrants for less and less good jobs at lower and lower wages with
more sweat shop conditions and longer hours. They accepted the parks and green belts
being plowed up for migrant camps. More slums. More shanty towns. More beggars.
More homelessness. They accepted their own homelessness as migrants took every
housing while they were literally pushed out into the cold. More crowds until the crowds
reached Soylent Green levels. More threats. More aggressions. More assaults. More
rapes. More danger. More terrorism. Less investment. Less maintenance. More
corruption. More decay. Less and less consumer products which were of less and less
quality and less and less quantity. Then rationing. Longer and longer queues for rations.
Then less and less rations as more and more migrants sucked every penny out of their
lives. They accepted the buckling of infrastructure. They accepted the bankrupting of the
dole. They accepted the bankrupting of the NHS. Rotting teeth. Out of control Third
World diseases. Plagues. Urine and feces everywhere. Sewage everywhere. Then the
Thames nothing more than a cesspool. Then their cities as cesspools. Garbage
everywhere. Their Advanced World devolving into Third World poverty and failure.

They accepted self loathing. Self debasement. Self demotion. Disenfranchisement.
Persecution. Dhimmitude. They accepted sexual assaults and then sexual segregation
and then their own segregation as Najis filth. They accepted their lives turning into
nightmares. And they assumed they deserved it. Deliberately left fundamentally
uneducated, they could not stand up for the West or Great Britain or themselves. They
could not withstand Islamic indoctrination and domination. They could not withstand
Double Speak or Thought Police or Taqiyya. So politically correct cultural masochism
easily slipped into sadistic masochistic Dhimmitude. They accepted the need to
embrace millions and millions and millions and millions and millions and millions of
migrants even as their tiny island was buried under the weight of it. They accepted their
Great Displacement and their Great Replacement leading to their Great Erasure. Self
genocide which Muslims were so enthusiastic about afflicting on them as Najis filthy
Kafirs. Mere vermin and filthy under their dirty trainers.
It was the same sadistic masochism of the Regressive Left indoctrinated Malmo
feminists who embraced their rapists because their rapists was Muslim. Because they
were the brainwashed Children of the EU they thought it was not only logical but moral
to be told to not report their rapes and assaults and molestations because that might
hurt the migrant rapists and prove they were racists. After all, they deserved to be
raped. Such brainwashed Snowflakes would embrace self genocide as the ultimate act
of self sacrifice on the altar of multi-cultural political correctness. It was reparations. It
was atonement. It was voluntary ethnic and cultural suicide. It was voluntary genocide.
Such brainwashed Children of the EU would hurl names like ‘racism’ and ‘bigotry’ and
‘fascism’ and ‘Nazism’ willy nilly at anyone who disagreed with them without
understanding that their perceived enemies were not their aging parents or grandparent
or right of center political parties or Islamo-sceptics or antsy Millennials or nervy
Identitarians or even the defiant Sports Hooligans or else the young kids of today: the
Children of World War Three. The Generation Zers. Rather, their enemy was Big
Brother. Except they loved Big Brother the way the dying cultists loved Jim Jones. Bring
on the Cool Aid. So step by step the Snowflakes allowed themselves to be boiled to
death as if frogs. Functional illiterates despite their fancy degrees, they never were told
that power corrupts and absolute power corrupts absolutely. So the remote
Commanding Heights EU and its absolute power without democratic representation or
accountability would sooner or later turn horrific. And sooner or later all Big Brothers and
Beloved Leaders and Divine Leaders turn into Tyrants. Big Brother. Jim Jones and his

Cool Aid. Peal off the pretty mask and look deeply into the dead grey eyes of the Lord of
the Flies: The Monster.
And the Snowflakes could not ask themselves why Merkel invited the entire Southern
Hemisphere into the North West Hemisphere. Why? Europe had high unemployment.
Youth unemployment was hovering around fifty percent. If Germany needed more
workers why not recruit the unemployed from Spain, Italy, Portugal, and Greece? The
Unemployed from Visegarth nations of Eastern Europe? The desperate from the
poorest new EU nations like Romania or Bulgaria or the else the Ukraine? They at least
shared the same European history and Christian values and mind set. Why not recruit
the exiled Germans in South America who wanted to go home but were handicapped by
their Nazi grandparents? Why import millions and millions and millions of Muslims from
the Islamic Levant and Africa and Southeast Asia of Pakistan and Bangladesh? All
Muslims? All from Third World failed states which were the antipodes of the West?
While driving down wages and creating a dangerous Migrant Economy which would
destroy the Middle Class? If every country had such high unemployment then why bring
in millions and millions and millions and millions and millions of Muslims from the most
backward, violent, intolerant, and brutal Third World failed states?
Why recruit millions and millions and millions from countries which shared absolutely no
values with the West, hated the West, and hated the indigenous Europeans and
Britishers as Najis filthy Kafirs per Koranic verse 9:28? Why bring in millions and
millions and millions and millions of Muslim migrants who followed the Medina Koran to
the letter and absolutely saw as their final marching orders the Sword Verses which
ordered them to kill all Infidels and Unbelievers and Kafirs and Shirks who refused to
convert to Islam or else surrender to Islam? Marching orders which abrogated and
trumped the Mecca peaceful verses? Marching orders which defined ‘peace’ as
‘submission’ to the ‘Divine Slavery’? Islam? And there were no end to Youtube videos of
Muslim clerics and imams and mullahs saying that?
Why recruit millions and millions and millions of Muslim males of war age who would
bringing dangerous Third World diseases and an even more dangerous Islamic Third
World mentality as well as illiteracy and low IQs in the 80s along with them? All with a
penchant for unspeakable violence which Merkel admitted before 2015? Admitting that
penchant for criminality along with the fact that Multi-culturalism was a proven failure?
Admitting millions and millions and millions despite Germany already struggling with a

large 5th column Turkish minority who were not integrating or assimilating and boasted
such alarming statistics as a 65% drop out rate and 80% abuse of the dole?
Why would the Snowflakes allow the importation of millions and millions and millions of
Muslim migrants whose mind sets were completely incomparable with their own touchy
feely infantile Snowflake mind sets? Why allow the importation of millions and millions
and millions of Muslim migrants from countries where Muslims too busy throwing Gays
off roofs and killing Jews and Christians and in Pakistan and Bangladesh while the
Asian Muslim states were also killing Hindus and Sikhs and Buddhists? All of those
Islamic homicidal maniacs were not worrying about micro aggressions as they
committed massive aggressions. Why import millions and millions and millions of a
particular religion who thought ‘Whatever thy right hand possesses do with as you will’
gave them carte blanche to rape? Why import millions and millions and millions of a
particular religion who believed that the Koranic verse 33.59 about moral females veiling
if they did not want to be assaulted meant anyone who refused to veil was a whore?
Why import millions and millions and millions of a particular religion who pathologically
hated all Infidels and Unbelievers and when strong enough to do so, would kill them? As
proven by history? A proven by their conduct in their own failed nations?
Why didn’t the Snowflakes ever ask themselves why the West was morally obligated or
physically able to accept millions and millions and millions and millions of Muslim
migrants from every violent failed state when the Oil Kingdoms refused to accept one
migrant? When the Asian Triad did not accept one? When Australia was frantically
rolling up its borders? When the Swiss were rolling out tanks to guard their passes?
Why didn’t the Snowflakes wonder why Merkel loved ‘Visions of 2050' which envisioned
Germany devoid of Germans and an Islamic state? Why didn’t they listen to the Dalai
Lama who warned them that Germany should remain Germany and the every European
nation and Great Britain had the right to remain who and what they were and the entire
Southern Zone of the Islamic World did not have a right to invade the North Western
Hemisphere or the North Eastern Hemisphere or India or the Americas?
‘If you asked us why we died it was because our fathers lied’. The Snowflakes died for
lies. But they died for lies after killing Brexit which was the world’s last chance to stop
what was about to happen: the deliberate destruction of not only Europe or Britain but
the entire North Western Hemisphere.” The assassin winced. “I have not seen my poor

dear Snowflakes for over eight years. I do not know if they are even alive. Or how they
died. Or what happened to them. After Brexit failed they cut me off forever. I cut them off
forever. I quit my job in The City. I kidnaped my last Zer son during the divorce from my
nutter of a feminist ex-wife and fled to a Ragnarokkr survivalist bastion to prepare for
the coming war. My Zer son Billy died during the Guy Fawkes Night Riots. I know how
this hit is going to go down...... one way or the other.....”
*** ***
The fireman marched toward the bloody sun. “Orfeo! Orfeo! Sing for me Orfeo! Sing
with your magical voice such songs as you were once famous for! Neither you or the
Irish Bard I found dying in the Greenwich Tunnel helped me balm my guilty soul. With or
without your magical voice or the magical Irish harp or the Ergot! My one foray into
drugs of enchantment. What did Orfeo’s last words mean when I left him in the ruins of
my Deceptive Sanctuary? In the haunted house I always called my Dickens Sanctuary
of golden make believe? I always promised Ahmad and Mohammad that we could hide
there if things got really bad. Our secret hiding place where no one would never find us.
But the ghostly haunting place glowing with the golden halos of fatal gaslight monoxide
was nought but a hollow sham. So why did Orfeo lead me by the hand to that secret
place known only to me and that survivalist Wolfe and I met at the notorious Shadow
House of Sussex?
I never told him about it. I never told anyone about it. So how could Orfeo lead me to
that desperate haunting place? My eyes closed the whole time? From the grave of my
Beloved to Hell to There? A magical journey from guilt and despair from the grave of my
Beloved to Hell to Nowhere. From unresolved guilt to fey hallucination to that magical
place I have always clung to as my last desperate final escape if things ever turned
dire? Escape from the horrors of reality into what? Haunted houses never invite visitors
inside as house guests. Especially a haunted house which has been nought but a
gutted out shell since it burned down over a hundred years ago. A fatal illusion such as
only I could conceive. A futile delusion only Mohammad and Ahmad could believe.
Or was all of it a mere delusion? My adventure with Orfeo? To Hell! To Hades! To my
Deceptive Sanctuary? Was Orfeo just a figment of my ergot drugged imagination? Like
Lledrith? Except you are real Lledrith! My second shadow who haunts my every step! I
did not dream you up! I only wish I did! Because then I might be able to exorcize you!

Why did Orfeo lead me by the hand there? Why? Why? I left Orfeo to die there. A dying
Irish bard started my magical haunted journey in the abandoned Greenwich Tunnel and
a dying Greek bard ended my haunted journey at my special place. But is my special
place nought but a ruin which oozes fatal monoxide? Or is it my predestined grave
where I am destined to die? My body moldering unless I dig my own personal Medina
Trench grave first before falling into it? I never returned there after leaving Orfeo there
dying. If ever I do return there it will be to die there myself.
I was born fey. Touched. Possessed. Magic has always followed my footsteps as if my
second shadow. And the paranormal has always touched my hand as if my co-walker.
Eh Lledrith? What is mere mundane reality to me? My life has always been a creative
alternative to reality. After all! When reality is hell on earth who does not want to
escape? I have spelunkered the forgotten and the abandoned and the fey places all of
my lonely life. Some only rumored to be haunted. Some I wished were haunted. And
some which were really haunted. The Shadow House of Sussex. Your haunted House.
And my secret haunted place. The ghostly gaslight forever luring me inside to sleep the
enchanted sleep of death.
But the paranormal has never helped me. My clairvoyance scares everyone away. Like
her. I ..... scared her. Even before I could explain Mohammad and Ahmad she was
terrified of me. And don’t go on and on about how it is you who is the clairvoyant
Mohammad! Nor has my second sight ever helped me except to dodge reality whenever
it becomes too unbearable. And believe me there are times when co-habituating with
such whining whelps is all but unendurable!
And of course if the Fire Captain of the Elephant & Castle Fire Department would ever
suspect that I ..... we.... possessed the gift of second sight and can commune with the
spirits of the dead and converse with ghosts and met Orfeo and traveled to Hades and
possess a second shadow called Lledrith I would be burned as a warlock. The entire
Elephant & Castle Fire Department torching me with howling relish! If ever there was a
people totally freaked out by the occult it is the Ummah! I don’t think Mohammad ever
recovered from conversing with an angel in that cave!
Am I going to die tonight Orfeo? Will you play your enchanted harp and sing over my
ashes? Why did you lead me by the hand to my Deceptive Sanctuary? My Dickens
Never Never Land because we can never never go there. As if implying I was destined

to die there. But as I am walking toward the notorious Green Park Migrant Camp to
probably miss a rendezvous with my handler I suspect I will perish there instead. Either
that or else one of those massive burned out districts around the far side of the sordid
lair of the Green Park Animals. Perhaps in one of those great gutted out ruins long ago
abandoned by Humanity. Not even I dare spelunker there. Those ruins are too
dangerous even for me to explore.....”
*** ***
The madwoman stared out of the boarded out window at the bloody sun as it sank into
the massive ring of ruins which encircled her forgotten treasure house. The old gun felt
heavy in her aged hands. “No one comes. No one ever comes. Am I lucky this part of
town burned so dreadfully and now is nought but massive jagged ruins? The perfect
shieldwall. Am I dying tonight? If I do die tonight it will be out of such loneliness! I have
not talked with a living soul since..... when was the last time? I cannot remember! Oh
God! I am dying of old age and loneliness! I both long and yet fear seeing another
human face! And it has all but driven me mad! So mad I talk to Madame X! And that is
madness indeed! Because Madame X is such a narcissistic bitch she ignores me
entirely....”
*** ***
The assassin watched the bloody sun. “But of course this voluntary self destruction
meant the EU bureaucracy and crony capitalism of global consortiums and corporations
and banks and quangos would not have to provide expensive social benefits or health
care or clean water or sewage treatment or air quality or housing or consumer goods or
medicine or Jeffersonian happiness or clean cities or safety or honest government or
accountability or anything whatsoever. Freedom of movement meant labor was a
commodity. Freedom of movement meant wages would go down and workers could be
exploited. Every global consortium and corporation and bank wanted a Migrant
Economy. That is why they sold their souls to the Lord of the Flies: The Monster. Their
bottom line would fatten as every worker increasingly starved. Free Market Capitalism
competition for quality and quantity at the lowest price is redundant if you are the global
elite in full control and draining the world dry for their own personal enrichment. You
don’t have to modernize with robotics or invest or do anything responsible or needful if
you are only focused on the short term good of the grossest of venal personal

enrichment. You don’t have to worry about the deaths of millions or the destructions of
entire nations if your only goal is the grossest of avaricious self enrichment and no one
can stop you from your goal of the grossest of covetous self enrichment.
Of course a Migrant Economy and Commanding Heights Totalitarian Corporatism
manufacturing a bogus nonstop world war while using a cult to keep the sheeple
brainwashed into blindly dying ultimately destroys the host as if a virus. But for the
Global Elite of Tyrants and Crony Capitalists it was at least initially enriching. That is the
genius of the vision of Kalergi after all. The rabble of workers would be so desperate to
survive as they are slowly boiled to death as if frogs they would never be able to rebel
---- especially if they were brainwashed Snowflakes and delusional 1960s cult Baby
Boomers and useful idiot Luvvies and crazy Migrant jihadists who thought Europe was a
cash cow of bottomless riches and their invasion and destruction of the West would
complete the ‘unfinished business’ of Jihad. So the only winners would be Big Brother’s
cronies of the New World Order. But everyone would be too brainwashed to realize it.
Either that or else too busy selling their souls to the Lord of the Flies: The Monster.”
The assassin stared at the bloody sky. “And how well has it turned out?” Then he heard
a sound. The Monster was coming out of the elevator. The assassin who long ago used
to be a City stock broker checked his machine gun as The Monster prepared to enter
his helicopter. The Monster paused as he entered the roof launching pad. His withered
carcass attached to a wheel contraption dangling oxygen tubes and other advanced
medical tricks to artificially prolong life. The withered carcass shriveled inside an
expensive silk suit which hung as if from a clothes hanger rather than a living being. The
flaccid flesh of his withered face sagging lifeless. The hollow grey eyes still remarkably
empty. Soulless.
The Monster paused as he surveyed the devastation of London which was his perverse
monument. Then he gestured mutely. The huge blades started to whirl. The body
guards were fawning. Who was going to be able to save himself by being invited on
board? The assassin counted the heavily armed goons. Then he unleashed two hand
grenades before spraying the helicopter with bullets. Screams and blood erupted across
the retrofitted roof launching pad as he raced out toward The Monster who was
desperately trying to jump on board the huge if decayed helicopter as it struggled to lift
off. Bullets and metallic grinding sounds filled the roof. Blood spraying into the bloody
sky. The surviving bodyguards turning their machine guns on the assassin.

Everyone shooting at one time. Bullets spraying everywhere. Bodies spraying blood
before the blood red sky. The Monster screaming in panic as the damaged helicopter
started to careen crazily. The rotary blades spraying oil as the helicopter lunged and
jerked off the roof as if a gigantic bug. The Monster entangled in the medical life support
tubes and tumbling. The assassin screaming as he machine gunned The Monster even
as bodyguards machine gunned him. Blood exploding from his chest under the impact
of bullets despite his armored jacket. Bullets hitting his arms. His legs. His face. The
Monster also screaming as bullets jerked his withered carcass around and around as if
a puppet on a string.
Then as machine gears jammed and screeched, the helicopter lunged off the edge of
the roof. Desperately it heaved half way into the bloody sky. Flailing. Gears grinding. Oil
spraying out as if black blood. Then the shrieking metallic thing spiraled downward in a
crazy wheeling corkscrew before crashing into the decayed street below. A gigantic
explosion hurling smoke upwards. At the same time the assassin was also falling. His
machine gun jerking out of his dying hands as he fell. Then the assassin hit the roof as
his bullet riddled body exploded into blood and gore. He crashed into the other bullet
riddled bodies. Bodies bleeding together. A pile of bodies. Then the roof became oddly
quiet. The last two wounded but surviving bodyguards crouched defensively. But the
roof was now unerringly still. So they came and kicked the assassin’s body over. The
dying assassin choked as he vomited blood. One bodyguard knelt down. Then he stood
up and kicked the corpse with contempt before delivering the coup de grace. “The
copter is splat on the sidewalk below. What did the bastard say?” the other bodyguard
asked.
“I think he was trying to say ‘Obama’” the contemptuous bodyguard replied.
“Fuck. That fucker died a befitting death worthy of his....... achievements .... in creating
the New World Order. This!” the bodyguard said as he shoved a rag into his bloody side.
“How the hell do we get away to Southampton Depot now?”
“Steal a druggie gangster jeep to make a race for it I guess!” the other bodyguard said.
“Power going. It will be a long walk down the emergency stairwell.”

Meanwhile, in the decayed lobby shadows moved in. Sports Hooligans in their garish if
decayed sports tunics covered with bizarre metal armor and strangely improvised
helmets held guns as they secured the ground floor. Young Generation Zer kids who
had grown up only knowing WW III marveled at the decayed grander of the once
famous bastion to a lost world. The now aging Millennials were more bitter. “We need to
secure the parameters. The assassin was suppose to take down the penthouse but we
have to make sure.....” More quietly the unassuming and unarmed Monuments Men
claimed their prize. One aged curator pulled out the binder of museum post cards in
plastic sheathes. “Right. Let’s check the inventory....”

CHAPTER TWO
The fireman marched toward the setting sun which bathed the sky with garish reds and
purples and greens as if the sky was as diseased as everything else in this dying city.
He kept one hand on his gun inside the flap of his sinister black tunic as Druggies
stared at him with hollow, glazed over eyes while Scavenger Rats debated charging at
him. He toddled on a precarious plywood bridge over a pool of sewage as a pack of
Wild Children ran past him. But they were giving chase to a dying Drug Gangster. Then
the fireman crossed over and resumed his march toward the livid red sky. “I won’t be
able to make the rendezvous at this pace. It is probably already too late. I will end up
near the Green Park Jungle. Anyone who ends up there is dead by dawn. I need to find
a ruin with a Pancras Plague warning sign to hunker down in. Why did my handler want
this unscheduled rendezvous? Is something happening? Fuck! It is not worth risking my
life if I end up hear the Green Park Jungle. Those migrants kill anyone and everyone.
How the hell did the world become like this? How the hell did London become like this?
‘And never will Allah grant to the unbelievers a way to triumph over the believers.’ The
Koran 4.141. Sharia enshrines the triumph of Islam over everything else. To hell with the
consequences. Sharia incarnates the Divine Slavery. The Sword Verses are clear.
Never ending war. Who cares how many die. And Muslims MUST dominate and rule.
Who cares how many are starving to death. There is no price too great to pay. Even if
we dig a Medina Trench all the way to China to hold every corpse in the world. Even if
we reduce the Earth to ash and cinder. We have waged war for almost 1500 years. But
it was too slow and difficult to kill the old fashion way. One on one. Or army to army. Or
even by carpet bombing. Barrel bombs. Chemical warfare. Biological warfare. Terrorism.
Flying airplanes into buildings. Heavy lorries careening into hundreds of people. Bombs
in the Underground. Bombs on trains. Dirty bombs. The rogue nuke that took out
Russia. We have tried them all. If the cost of victory is incineration we will pay it gladly.
Even if the price if Ragnarok we will pay it gladly. Allah u Akbar. Our god is greater. And
to hell with the consequences. Even if we turn the whole Earth into Hell. After all. As the
Best of Peoples we will get Paradise anyway. The Great Brothel in the Sky. So why not
incinerate the whole Earth? We have nothing to lose....”
*** ***

The commander of The Tower Fortress locked the door to his dirty office. He rubbed his
gloved hands together nervously as he paced. Every so often peering at his ravished
image in a broken piece of mirror attached to the dirty wall over a filthy sink. “Unless I
can get a fall guy the Hunter will sniff the trail to me! How could I know that the greatest
treasure of the Tower was that broken old prisoner? How can I explain his rescue? I
need a fall guy! I have nothing left to lose if I can’t get a scapegoat to bare my curse and
endure the punishment for my sins....”
*** ***
“.....What is the Fahrenheit temperature to burn every unbeliever and infidel off the face
of the earth?” the fireman snarled. “What is the Fahrenheit temperature to burn every
speck of Najis filth and Jahiliyyah pollution off the face of the planet? What is the
Fahrenheit temperature to sterilize every speck of Walaa wa al Baraa? That which Allah
hates. What is the Fahrenheit temperature for the genocide of Kufr and Shirk humanity?
Boko haram burns at Fahrenheit 451. We will need to burn the earth at a much higher
temperature.
But we will do it. Gladly. The Surtr Junta and Monomania go together like peanut butter
and jam. Remember when there used to be peanut butter and jam? The Surtr Junta and
Implacable go together like a suicide vest and a plastic key to paradise. The Great
Cause must triumph even at the cost of our own extinction. The Southern Surtr must
destroy the Northern Hemisphere even at the cost of the destruction of the world. After
all. Everyone we burn goes to hell. But we will go to Paradise. And Allah will love us.
Even if we reduce the earth to one gigantic Medina Trench. We will do it gladly. And
Allah will love us.
And guess who almost got hold to the British Trident nukes. God. But if Allah is on our
side who can question or doubt? God gave the Jews a choice between war and peace
but advised them to embrace peace. Allah give the Muslims a choice between war and
peace but ordered them to embrace war. Or more correctly Mohammad interpreted
Allah as ordering Muslims to embrace war. There is a reason why every peaceful verse
of the Koran was abrogated by the Sword Verses just as there is a reason why the
violent War Verses commanding death or else domination of non Muslims by Muslims in
the Koran and Hadith and Sira outnumber by 9.6 times the violent War Verses in the
Bible ---- which refer to specific battles and not to domination of non Jews by the Jews.

There is no limit to casualties in Jihad — especially as the War Verses are open ended
commands for Muslims to wage war to conquer and dominate and rule the world. And
innocence only applies to the vulnerable of the Ummah. Not to the Infidels. The contrary
in fact. The rapine of the Harbi War Booty and the enslavement or death of the children
of the Unbelievers are halal if it is part of jihad. No Harbi is innocent just as no Apostate
is innocent. Anyone who commits Kufr or Shirk or Jahiliyyah can never be innocent. We
fight Allah’s war. Even if we must blow up the earth we must fight Allah’s war....”
*** ***
The commander of The Tower Fortress paced his den as if a caged beast. Then he
rushed up to the mirror and checked his unraveling visage. Whimpering at what he saw.
“I need a scape goat to blame for the Morlocks rescue of that old prisoner. I need to
blame someone. I sold the location of the cell for the medicine I need to endue.” One
black gloved hand unconsciously scratched the heroin puncture wounds on his festering
arm. “So the black market owes me! I did not know who I was selling! They have to
create a fall guy!
That fireman the Hunter is pursuing for some treasure house! Why not him? I can blame
him! But only if he dies before the Hunter can interrogate him!” The commander rushed
to the decayed telephone. He struggled to dial. His hand shaking. But the line erupted
with static. He slammed down the telephone. Then he rushed to the broken mirror.
“Another cyst! There is another cyst! A pus tear oozed down from one inflamed eye. No!
No! Allah! Please! A miracle! A miracle! Please! Why are you condemning me to this foul
death! No Feral can see paradise! For the soul of a Feral reeks to high heaven! It dies
first! The soul! The soul rots first!....”
*** ***
“....The Nice lorry jihadist killed men and women and children but it was entirely halal”
the fireman snarled as he marched toward the rendezvous he doubted that he could
reach in time. “They were not innocent. As Harbi Kafirs they were not innocent. Nay!
Even the few Muslims who perished were not innocent. If they were celebrating
Jahiliyyah Bastille Day with fireworks alongside Najis filthy Harbi Kafirs they were Takfir
Kafirs. Apostates. So they deserved to die no less than the Harbi Kafirs. And the Nice
lorry jihadist not only should have gotten paradise but 72 divine virgins and 2 celestial

Houris with bright shining eyes and pale complexions and huge breasts which never
sag and also pearly boys and ---- and this is the sick bonus ----- also 70 Harbi War
Booty sex slaves so the women and children he killed literally go to paradise so he can
raped them eternally in the afterlife after killing them in this life. The only reason why the
Nice lorry jihadist went to hell was because one of the police snipers who shot him was
a woman. Bingo! Hell! If you die at the hands of a woman you go to hell! But that is the
only reason why the Nice lorry jihadist went to hell.
‘The Spoils of war are made halal for me.’ Sura 8 of the Koran. Be it Ghazi Razzia or
Jihad or Devshirme. The women and children of the Harbi are spoils of war. They are
only allowed to live if they can be despoiled as war booty. ‘Whatever thy right hand
possesses do with as you will.’ That pretty much sums it up. Do whatever you want to
do to the Harbi war booty after killing the males whatever way you want to kill them. No
casualty is too horrific. No cost is too great. No suffering is too terrible. We love death
more than the rest of humanity loves life so we will win. Unchain the Dogs of War of
Garmr. Unleash the Dire Wolf of Fenrir. Unfurl the Fiery Sword of Surtr.
And even if the cost is the destruction of the world. We will pay it. For the Ummah is the
army of Allah. And questioning and doubt in the Cause of Allah are forbidden. ‘Had the
one who ordered me to kill him ordered me to kill you I would have cut off your head!’
Muhayissa to his brother Huwayissa. Huwayissa was so awed he said ‘By Allah, a
religion which can bring you to this is marvelous!’ Violence is the ultimate intoxication in
Islam. It is the ultimate aphrodisiac. Throughout people have marveled at the ability of
Muslims to wage unspeakably violent and even genocidal war. ‘Allah has given my
victory through terror’ Mohammad boasted.
And did not Mohammad say the highest ideal was to die waging jihad. A martyr for
Allah. And come back and die waging jihad again. A martyr for Allah. And come back
and die waging jihad again. A martyr for Allah. And come back and die yet again waging
jihad. A martyr for Allah. Like that crazy movie ‘Groundhog Day’.Over and over and over
and over. Wage jihad and die a martyr and come back and wage jihad and die a martyr
and come back and wage jihad and die a martyr. Over and over and over. Until the end
of the world. Waging jihad. Eternal martyrdom for Allah. Mohammad’s vision for the
world. And every jihadist and every martyr need only show their battle scars and be
embraced in Paradise. Brownie points and little gold stars and pearly boys for every
corpse be it a dead child or dead woman or dead man or the whole of humanity

rendered dead. But every man who refuses to wage jihad burns in hell. Well. So much
for Islam being the religion of peace----ful submission to Allah ---- one way or the
other....”
*** ***
“....I want to see paradise!” the commander of The Tower Fortress cried. “I don’t want to
roast in hell eternally!” He stared at his ravished image in the broken mirror. The cyst
oozed pus. Green pus. Another pus tear dripped from one inflamed eyeball. He
whimpered. “Please! I am ....devolving..... into a .......monster!” He fell to the dirty floor
and prayed with his forehead to the filth. Reciting the prayers by rote. Without meaning.
Over and over. “Please! Please! Spare me Allah! If I die a martyr surely you must forgive
my sins! If I die a martyr then all sins are forgiven!”
He rushed for his gun but then staggered. The gun falling out of his fingers. He
collapsed on the dirty floor and wept. “Why? Why? Why?” But Allah did not answer his
prayers. So he heaved himself up and staggered to the desk. He opened the drawer
and pulled out the dirty needle and a half empty vial of Afghan black tar heroin. With
shaking fingers he yanked up his black uniform to give himself the balm his tormented
soul needed. But his flesh was black. Every injection site black with rot. His arm was
almost lifeless. And the stench was as if the open grave. “I don’t want to burn in hell!
Please! Please! Don’t let me die a Feral! Ferals are hurled straight down into hell! Allah!
I am already in hell!....”
*** ***
The fireman flinched as he saw starving children trying to catch rats among the dead
corpses which littered the decayed street. “I want my sock monkey” the fireman
whispered in a tiny child-like voice. His thin face and large dark eyes with their double
rows of long, dark eyelashes suddenly strangely vulnerable and touchingly appealing.
Then he snarled “Shut up! Shut up! Shut up! You whinnying whelp!” in a harsh voice.
His face as harsh as his voice.
“Mother said this was not what Islam was suppose to be” the fireman whispered in a
soft voice. “It was not the religion she converted to.”

“Shut up you whining whelps!” the fireman snarled in a harsh voice. “Any woman stupid
enough to convert to a religion which brutalizes women deserved to die the way she
died. Very, very badly. And oh yes! Remember where The Dominator got her from? The
dumping ground where Retards are kept. Thanks Mommy. We got your retardation!
Your special gift to us!”
“You are not retarded Davy. And it just shows how mean you are Davy to keep harping
on me. Blaming me. It is not my fault. Don’t blame me for your own .....”
“....I need my sock monkey!” the fireman cried as the memories of his mother’s terrible
death replayed in his traumatized mind. The gigantic spatter of blood and brains
dripping down the wall and merging into the bloody sunset. He placed both black gloved
hands before his eyes to blot out the vision as the bloody sun cast the carnage around
him in ruddy hues as if the whole world was oozing blood.
“God! I think I am going mad! Don’t remember it! Don’t remember it! It is her fault she
died so terribly. I could not saved her. I could only save us. I had to save us. It was
either/or. I could not save us and her both. You know that! The Dominator would have
killed us too. So fucking shut up! Stop crying your damn whelp! I saved us! Everything I
do saves us!”
“Perhaps our handler wants to extract us to safety” the fireman whispered softly.
“Toward safety. Perhaps we might meet Wolfey again. It was nice when we hung out
with Wolfey. Why did you have to fight with Wolfey in the Greenwich Tunnel that day?
This is all your fault Davy. We would still be with Wolfey now if you had not fought with
him. All of this is your fault. We should have stayed with Wolfey. You fought with Wolfey
because of her. Her. Despite us. You know she never would have allowed us to share
Seventh Heaven with you. And you deliberately fought with Wolfey who loved all of us
because you were selfish.
I hate you Davy! So does Ahmad! We both hate you Davy! You are as bad as The
Dominator! We hate you! We hate you! And we hate her! Even if she is dead. We will
always hate her! And it was you who killed her!” The fireman screamed as an image of
something hanging from a ceiling beam burst out of a locked room in the fireman’s
wounded mind. He screamed as he pulled out his gun to shoot a starving African about

to lung at him. The migrant toppled face first into the pool of sewage. Scavenger Rats
lunged after the corpse to rip off anything of value as the fireman staggered jerkily
toward the bloody sun in a demented zigzag as if losing whatever precarious control he
once possessed.
“Shut up! Shut up! Shut up!” the fireman screamed to the bloody sun. “Obey me you
whining whelps or else I will beat the shit out of you the way The Dominator used to
beat the shit out of us! Shut up and obey me! I am The Dominator here! Not you!
Consider it a test of Zikr. Eh Mohammad! Zikr blind obedience is the ultimate test of
Islamic faith. Isn’t that right Mohammad? Even if like Oscar Wilde’s premonition we are
reduced to blind men locked in a dark room struggling to find a black cat ---- and finding
it. We will find the fanaticism. And embrace the zealotry. And pay every cost. Even if we
must gorge out our own eyes to blind us to the cost of human suffering so we will not be
tempted to weep. And even if we must burn the Fikr brain of rationality with a red hot
poker of monomania so we will not be tempted by any peace except the peace of
submission to the Divine Slavery!....”
*** ***
The commander of the Tower Fortress stared at his ravished reflection in the broken
mirror. “I submitted every fiber of my being to you Allah! I thought nothing except for
you! I felt nothing but for you! I devoted every moment of my life to jihad! For you! I
dedicated every moment of my life to jihad! For you! No sports! No music! No arts! No
chess! No kites! No love! No tenderness! I sacrificed everything and everyone! For you!
I sacrificed my aged parents I abandoned back in Afghanistan to wage jihad! For you! I
sacrificed my sister who I sold into slavery to get the money to come here to wage jihad!
For you! I sacrificed my wife who died alone and abandoned in Afghanistan while I was
waging jihad here! For you! I sacrificed my children who perished because of careless
smugglers! I sacrificed everything and everyone to come here to wage jihad! For you!
Where is the victory? Where is the jihad? Where is the hope for paradise? Torturing and
executing and torturing and executing and torturing and executing....”
*** ***
“....We are the Best of Peoples!” the fireman snarled as he waved his gun at Druggies
and Scavenger Rats. “Destined to dominate the planet and rule the earth!” the fireman

shouted as he brandished his firearm at more Scavenger Rats to drive them off. The
starved denizens of the dying city tried to encircle him to take him down. Their rags and
diseased flesh turning them into a nightmare vision. The starved migrants waved crude
clubs or else chains. “Don’t you respect your betters you Raisin-heads?” the fireman
snarled. “Not only am I of superior Ashraf Quraysh Arabic blood and all but White but I
am a Fireman. Damn near the top of the food chain in this Animal House. Or do you
actually think the Ummah ever was a genuine meritocracy?” the fireman shouted at the
crazed mob trying to take him down.
“Even Mohammad called you fuckers Raisin- heads!” the fireman shouted. Apparently
anything but afraid. “The Arabic word for African means Abeed. Slave! And that is all you
fuckers ever were to the fucking Arabs. Slaves!” the fireman shouted at the crazed mob.
He gestured at them as if a homicidal maniac daring them to attack him. “Castrated
Slaves!” he snarled. “And in the hareems my ancestors only copulated with White
Concubines as your castrated ancestors looked on. You assholes. So much for Islam’s
definition of Universal Brotherhood. And fuck. But Arabs are still enslaving you fuckers.
You fuckers probably sold your own sisters to buy one way tickets to Hell on Earth!
London! Which shows how moronic you fuckers are!”
The starved mob kept trying to encircle him. His arrogance not awing them. So the
fireman shot another drug crazed African migrant in the belly. He fell screaming as the
fireman spun around to make sure no one was trying to attack him from behind. Two
more lunged right at him. He ducked whirling chains and shot them in the bellies. The
starving Africans fell screaming as they held their blood and guts in their dirty hands.
“Die very slowly so The Ferals will smell their way to you. You fuckers!” the fireman
screamed as he wheeled about to threaten the rest of the Scavenger Rat gang of
desperate men and boys. The starving inhabitants of the nightmare city backed away
from him. His homicidal nature on full display.
“I suggest you attack your own. You Abeeds! I am too armed and proficient in killing.
And just in case you have not guessed it by now I am also homicidal. I like to kill. And I
am good at killing. Just ask Mohammad and Ahmad. My death tally even beats The
Prophet’s death tally. After all. Mohammad just ordered his goons to do the dirty work of
killing for him. Me! I kill up close and personal!” The fireman shot another starving
migrant in his belly. “Stomach wounds are not only slow deaths. They are the most
painful of all slow deaths. And boy but The Ferals love to dine off stomach wounds! Only

Ferals love to eat actual loathsome guts. Not even animals eat guts but Ferals do. And
such juicy bloody guts too. But do I fucking care? So back away and keep your
distance!” the fireman screamed. “Or else!” Then the fireman marched toward the
bloody sun as the Scavenger Rats attacked their own dying members instead.
*** ***
The commander of The Tower Fortress stared at the unrecognizable face in the broken
mirror. “Is this still me?....”
*** ***
“...Mohammad is the perfect man which is why you and every other fucker are called
Mohammad!” the fireman snarled at himself as he marched toward the bloody sun. “And
if Mohammad, peace be upon him, ordered us to wage eternal war then war we will
wage eternally. And please note the sarcasm of that oxymoron of always saying ‘peace
be upon him’ when mentioning a homicidal war lord who butchered hundreds of
thousands of human beings while declaring eternal war upon the entire world.
‘....embrace Islam and you will be safe’ from nonstop Holy War. So fuck your namesake
Mohammad. And peace never be upon him. Look around you Mohammad. What sort of
fucking shit hole is this city now that Mohammad rules it? Look how well Islam is ruling
London. Look how well Eurabia is turning out. So shut up Mohammad! You too Ahmad!
Just fucking shut up and let me save us! Maybe I am a homicidal maniac but if that is
what it takes to survive then I will kill to save us!”
The fireman stopped abruptly and wept. His face suddenly fragile and tender. “I did not
want to become like this. God! God! This city has become hell on earth! The Medina
Trench! What else can I do? I have to survive. And someone has to save Mohammad
and Ahmad. Because God knows. They can’t. Thank you Mohammad. Thank you. What
a glorious vision to bestow on us. Your minions. Bless you Mohammad. Peace be upon
you for giving the world such a vision!” The fireman snarled as he stared around the
devastation of an all but destroyed city. The fiery setting sun drenching the ruination with
the ruddy hue of blood. “Am I going mad? Am I going to die tonight?”
*** ***

The madwoman rearranged the precarious stacks of salvage. “Oh do stop complaining
about her! Really! Yes! Yes! I know she is a cow compared to you! It was not as if I
planned to save her! I was saving that handsome Eighteenth Century English stud of a
military hero the divine General Sir Banastre Tarleton when I realized she was stacked
there to be burned too! As I could sweep her up I felt obligated! Oh do stop complaining!
Really! Yes! Yes! She is ugly compared to you! Who isn’t ugly compared to you? And
the smilie carved into her smiling face hasn’t helped her yellowed looks! But can’t we
share these digs without quarreling all of the time! All right! All right! I will move the
Italian cow to another room! Ok?”
Then the madwoman threw Madame X a dirty look. She picked up the slashed oil and
marched into a different room. Then she deposited the Mona Lisa besides a stack of
Playboy Magazines. “There! And don’t take it to heart my dear! Madame X is a bitch to
everyone! Someday if we survive this nightmare a curator can probably do some plastic
surgery on your face. At least on the smilie slash if not the jaundice!” Then the
madwoman marched out of the room. “All right! All right! What are you complaining
about now you damn French bitch!....”
*** ***
.....Suddenly a mad African rushed up to the fireman with a machete and gestured to
hack the fireman to pieces. The drug crazed African in his filthy rags and madness
screamed in homicidal rage. His machete raised up over his head. Then he threw
himself directly at the fireman. The fireman pulled out his revolver and shot the madman
dead. Then he wheeled around and shot the man’s accomplice who was trying to
ambush him from behind. Then he pivoted as he brandished his weapon. Other starving
and drug crazed migrants in the dead man’s gang gestured to surround him and take
him down. Their rags barely concealed their starvation and pox. Their filthy skin crawling
with lice. Flesh eating germs turning every injection site into stinking sores of putrid rot.
“Fuck. Now a Druggie Gang. What is next? Ferals?” Now the starving gang encircled
the fireman. Some welding pipes. Some welding clubs pierced with crude spikes. Some
welding rusty knives or pokers. But a bullet through the brains of the most aggressive
warned them to backed off. But to make sure the fireman shot another African in the
stomach as he brandished a butcher knife. Then he shot an eleven year old Tunisian
boy in the stomach for gesturing to rush him with a poker. Man and boy fell screaming in

the filthy street, their hands impotently trying to stop their guts and blood from pouring
out. “What will devour you first?” the fireman snarled at the dying. “Usually the wounded
are simply abandoned for the rats to devour ---- still alive. But as night is coming I will
wager The Ferals will sniff you out before the rats finish dining.” So now the rest of the
gang, high on drugs, backed away, temporarily sobered. But then they resumed their
circling around their prey: the fireman.
The fireman simultaneously pulled out another chip as he shot the closest Druggie
through the howling mouth to insure another horribly slow death before ramming in the
magazine chip to brandish his weapon. Fast deaths were not as feared as slow deaths.
These men were suicidal in their madness and drugs but not for slow and lingering
deaths. For the first time fear filled their drug crazed eyes. Then the fireman shot
another madman as he lunged at him with his crude club. In the stomach again. The
man fell screaming as the other wounded men rolled in the sewage and garbage as
they howled. Their guts hemorrhaging out. This time the Druggies took the hint and
backed away to find an easier victim to attack. “A block back I left a Scavenger pack. Go
attack them!” The Druggies ran into the darkness.
The fireman grimaced. Breathing deeply to control his fear so the maniacs would attack
weaker prey. Then he marched in a defensive zigzag across the sewage fouled street
between heaps of garbage and rotting corpses to the other side of the street. There he
saw more burned out store fronts filled by starving and drug crazed migrants. Clearly
this was epicenter of the drug den. And the bottom feeders of the rabble were waking
from their drugging to feed. Now some of the bottom feeder Druggies crawled toward
the fireman as if animals. Their starvation vying with the effects of the flesh eating drugs
which temporarily numbed their hunger while ultimately devouring their flesh. Rags
revealing bones and diseased skin and horrible festering sores squirming with maggots
at every injection site. Many with pox which was also openly rotting their flesh and
brains. Most of their hair gone from mangy skulls. Many missing noses. Their hollow red
eyes feverous. Drool dripping from their mouths filled by rotting teeth. Scarcely human.
Scarcely remembering when they once used to be human.
The fireman pulled out another clip and gestured to shoot. Then the Druggies gave up
and crawled back inside the burned out drug nest. Then the fireman marched in the
middle of the street while brandishing his weapon. Seeing his determination to live the
starving migrants crawled back into the urban wreckage which formed their barrows and

rolled into balls to conserve their limited strength. Others decided to lung for the rats
devouring the rotting corpses to devour them instead. One Druggie crawled up to one of
the stomach wounds to lick the pool of blood pouring out of the dying man. The dying
man screamed in horror. That was the cue. Other Druggies crawled toward the dying
men to shove their diseased faces into the blood and guts to suckle. It bought the
fireman time to escape. Then the fireman marched with firm determination toward the
bloody sunset. “Thank God. I am down to my last clips. I have to ration my bullets. The
Ferals have not even surfaced to feed yet. And I have already used half of my bullets
fending off Druggies. God. Why do I think I am going to die tonight?” Then the fireman
suddenly twisted about as if to check his shadow. And in the lurid reds of the setting sun
he fancied just for a moment that he possessed two shadows. “Still haunting me eh
Lledrith?”
High up over the urban shoot out Morlocks silently moved into their posts on the
rooftops to set up machine gun nests. One gestured to the shoot out. “A tenacious man
determined to live.”
“Yes. I am surprised” another Morlock said as he set up his machine gun. “I thought the
Feral Candy and flesh eating drugs were rotting the enemy out. Apparently not all are
brain dead sheeple waiting to be terminated.”
“I hope most of the Eloi are brain dead sheeple. H G Wells’ ultimate devolution of
mankind down to brain dead sheeple for us Morlocks to terminate as we will!” the first
soldier said. “Good position to pepper the street. Interception. A good crossfire if we can
post more men other there.”
“Being done!” the second soldier said as he gestured with his night goggles. We are
going to celebrate Saint David’s Day with a night of slaughter. Every man to his position.
Leeks blessing us. And Saint David blessing us.”
“Does that man trying so desperately to stay alive know he will not see the dawn?” the
first soldier said as he fingered his leek in a gesture of reverence.
“I can’t imagine he realizes he is marching toward his death. Wherever he is marching
to. It will be his death......”

*** ***
The madwoman cleaned her Smith and Wesson revolver. “Father taught me how to fire
every sort of gun. I inherited his entire weaponry collection along with his art collection
and his crimes and misdemeanors. Tonight is definitely a Smith and Wesson night!
Adams is tomorrow! Luger was yesterday. Father always said never trust a modern gun!
Buy quality names with history attached! Not some modern monstrosity called Glock!
What sort of gun is called Glock? It sounds like Glob! Now this is a gun worthy of
murder!” The madwoman expertly reassembled the gun and then loaded it
professionally. Then she stood at attention for General Sir. Banastre Tarleton to inspect
her. “Yes Sir! Ready to receive any house callers! If you could keep fighting despite
losing three fingers then I can!....”
*** ***
Mr. Mole watched his massive if precariously cobbled together network of computers
crunch the numbers. Then he shook his head again. “The answer is always the same.
The Red Rooster Crows. One of the three massive computers keeps confirming that the
Countdown of Ragnarok is commencing. The End of Worlds. Or is it simply the end of
our World? The end of the North West Hemisphere? Heimdall. Heimdall. Where are
you? Why aren’t you contacting me with more intel? What does the Gjallarhorn say?
Your last message was so enigmatic. What is the Long Range Forecast?” The eccentric
if aging man gestured to pound the massive mess of improvised computers. Then he
rubbed his aging face with both hands as the computers relentlessly ran through the
program yet again. “If the Golden Rooster does not crow and the Sooty Crow does not
crow then two out of three computers running algorithms support the Chimes tolling at
Midnight. Contact me Heimdall. Blow your Advanced Warning Gjallarhorn. You are my
Night-watchman. Give me a cue. What is happening? What is happening? Is it
Ragnarok? Or is it Götterdämmerung? The Odin Master Computer needs to know
before the Chimes toll at Midnight. What is happening? Have the Moles of Brussels cut
the power to the NATO nukes or not?.....”
*** ***
The commander of The Tower Fortress stared into the broken mirror. There was a knock
at the locked door. “Go away! Go away!” he shouted. Then resumed staring at the
unrecognizable face in the broken mirror. “Is that still me?....”

*** ***
As the sky filled with bloody reds fugitive figures slipped silently into the Greenwich
Tunnel shaft. They queued up under the broken glass dome as the setting sun turned
the garbage heaped circular antechamber toward the depths under the Thames River
brilliant red. The befouled white tiles reflecting brilliant red as if blood. Most were
painfully young teenaged soldiers. One under aged soldier kicked at a heap of garbage.
“Fuck. The bones of a dead man here.”
“What a charming omen!” the military officer said as he pulled up his black mask to
survey the corpse. He was the only middle aged soldier of the advanced guard of the
Youths of War. A senior citizen of war. The teenagers, both boys and girls, stared at the
grizzled face of the now middle aged Millennial. “It is just some old ‘D’ by the looks of his
clothes and wisps of white hair. Hush my children of World War. My disinherited
Children of Odin. Hush. Hush. It is hours yet to midnight....”
*** ***
“....No wonder all over the world Muslims have always displayed the least work ethic
and the lowest productivity!” the fireman snarled bitterly as he marched down the
devastated street, weaving around mounds of rotting garbage and burned out
automobiles, lorries, and buses. “By every Western statistic when there used to be a
West and the West used to keep statistics. By every historical statistic when there used
to be statisticians. By every EU and UN statistic when there used to be an EU and UN.
By every report by every rational institution when there used to be rational institutions.
Muslims are the failing byproducts of Third World failed states. And the key word being
failure. Failure. Failure. FAILURE. Failure. Every variation of the word failure. Failure!”
the fireman screamed to the bloody sunset. “What part of Failure don’t you
understand?” the fireman screamed as if a madman.
“Remember The Dominator! Eh! Eh! Remember how he used to call the dole jizya.
Calling drug dealing Ghazi Razzia. Calling welfare fraud jihad. Calling sloth entitlement.
Demanding quotas instead of meritocracy to legalize Islamic entitlement as the Best of
Peoples while also legalizing discrimination against everyone who was not Muslim.
Incarnating the mono-culture of Islam while cynically blessing Regressive Left multi-

cultural bigotry of low expectations. What did that infamous bitch of a Mo female say to
an interviewer which The Dominator so loved to quote? Oh yes! ‘Why should we
integrate? Everyone tells us we should integrate, but why should we pollute ourselves?
Islam is perfect, the imam and the Koran tells us so. That is why we will never integrate.’
Calling envy and jealousy of the amazing achievements of the West Jahiliyyah alien
barbaric pollution. Calling hard working people Najis filthy. Calling the genius of the
West disgusting Kufr. Calling the genius of the East disgusting Shirk. Insisting that hard
working people slave away on the dole so The Dominator could commit welfare fraud
and call it Dhimmitude. White Slavery. As is right and proper! Calling himself the Best of
Peoples with such arrogant conceit and strutting pride while being a morally superior
parasite. Saying rape was blessed by the Koran as Devshirme and all Kafirs were
nought but war booty so ‘Whatever thy right hand possesses do with as you will.’ Calling
sedition and treason halal because a country which graciously allowed him to enjoy its
peace and prosperity was Dar ul Harb Abode of War. Calling lying and betrayal halal
because it was taqiyya. Citing the Sword Verses to justify waging sedition and treason
and terrorism. The Dominator. And look what you and I and we have turned the world
into? Turned this island into? With our seven deadly Islamic virtues? Delusional Eloi!
The Best of Peoples ---- in our own inbred mind!
“The fireman marched down the middle of the Mad Max Street as he raved under his
breath. “The trouble with us Eloi is that we never accepted the fact that not only were
we expected to work. We did not believe we should work. Eloi and the Work Ethic have
never ever co-habituated the same evolutionary niche of biological appendixes of
useless biological redundancies as that Anarchist used to say. Wolfey. Wolfey. Are you
still alive Wolfey? I wonder what happened to him? Wolfey. Why did we have to fight in
that Greenwich Tunnel. Why? Why? And I only messed up things for that poor kid. The
Hyde Park Heroine. Trust me to try to do something constructive and only making things
worse. The Pepper Spray Man. A hero. Hell! I screwed up her life with my blundering
attempts to be a hero because I had a crush on her. I wanted her to admire me. Instead
I wreaked her life. She took the fall for me. She took the blame for my first murder. I
could barely salvage the mess I was responsible for by enlisting Wolfey and his
computer hackers. And by saving that pathetic little cardboard box of war mementos of
her dead brother to give to Wolfey to give to an Identitarian to give to her.

Me. A hero! The nonexistent boko haram of my haram life will end with me being snuffed
in a dark alley on a dark night like tonight by a Feral or else a Druggie. Or some other
sordid anticlimactic end. A hero? Me? An apostate’s heroic death? Hell no! I don’t even
have the guts to wage war on the right side. What is the right side? Allah? The Best of
Peoples? The Ummah? Or else is it Wolfey? MI 5? The Morlocks? Who is the right
side?” The fireman heard a sound and looked up along the roof line. “Are there people
up there? How? That is not possible. The roofs are all sealed off. Morlocks sealed them
off a long time ago. Pull yourself together! Pull yourself together! Yo have to pull yourself
together or else you will not last the night!....” Then he grimaced and marched toward
his unknown rendezvous with destiny.
*** ***
The Hunter surveyed the shootout scene. “Deserters you say? But a fireman shot them.
Yes. Yes. It has been reported that they deserted over a week ago. There is no doubt
they turned rogue. But the question is if our fireman has also turned rogue. What?
What? You say that suspect under interrogation is about to crack. I want to be there!
Don’t start the final mangling until I come.” The Hunter surveyed the crime scene and
then the ruins as the bloody sunlight tinged the roof lines. “By the pricking of my thumb
something wicked this way comes. I am hunting my own doppelganger. This fireman.
My alter ego. My haram me. What I might have been if I had allowed myself to be
seduced to the dark side of beauty...”
*** ***
Wolfe surveyed the decayed Art Deco hotel as his company of soldiers gathered inside
one by one to wait for the Chimes to toil at Midnight. “Did I ever tell you about my role in
saving the Heroine of Hyde Park” he told his second in command.”
“No oh Great and Terrible Wolfey. Oh. Oh! Do I spy a computer fraud with my little eye?
Don’t tell me you concocted the shocking scandal of the Somali Terrorist Link which
exonerated the Hyde Park Heroine?”
The middle aged, middle class, Anarchist smiled a loop sided smile. “But the biggest
irony was this: the chap who dreamed up the scheme to save the poor kid was a Mo.
Davy. Poor Davy. Such a damaged soul. But there were times when he would suddenly
smile the most extraordinarily innocent smile as if a lost child. Poor Davy....”

*** ***
The fireman marched toward the bloody sunset. “Deadbeats and parasites!” he snarled
out loud. “The lot of us! Dropping out of school the most. Like me. Dropping out of trade
schools the most or else dropping out of the work force to embrace the dole the most.
Well. That was not me. I refused to do that at least. Putting in the least hours. Doing the
barest minimum to score benefits. Or else struggling at the lowest wages while snarling
bitterly how the Best of Peoples could be reduced to such ignominy when the hated
Kafirs were triumphing. All while turning to drug gangs and criminality the most. Well.
That was not me. At least I had some human decency. Unlike The hypocritical Muslim
Drug Gangsters and The Dominator.
What a laugh when the Vienna police were forced to announce that 50% of their
precious Muslim migrants were nought but rapists, molesters, purse thieves, robbers,
drug gangsters, and the rest were dole abusers. Functional illiterates who never ever
intended to work. And what sort of fucking work could functional illiterates with no
language skills who were highly diseased and retarded do anyway? Every deadbeat
openly admitting they wanted to score Sweden or Germany or the UK to suck at the
teats of the welfare state. And at least Vienna was honest. Sweden lied through their
collective teeth about their precious darling Mos. And The Dictator of Berlin tried to. The
president of France tried to. And Dhimmi Dave definitely lied. Too bad the truth oozed
out as if pus despite the whitewash by the BBC.
Merkel was campaigning for the Nobel Peace Prize. The Four Ps were banging their
drums for her. The whole world was applauding her. Saint Merkel. Mommy Merkel.
Merkel the Great Humanitarian. Merkel The Savor. But despite every heavy handed
censorship of Merkel the Saint of Europe the terrible truth oozed out. First the German
police whispered about the total breakdown of law and order. Then they openly howled
about the total breakdown of law and order. Howling that they were running out of jail
cells. I mean. When a German howls he is losing control you know the tense of the
word is not ‘losing’ but rather ‘lost’. Way beyond losing control. As in past tense. Lost
control. Totally lost control!
All as cities erupted into lawlessness. Muslim drug gangs waging no holds bared drug
turf wars on the public streets. The police outnumbered and outgunned. Hell! The

German Army was outnumbered three to one. The entire German Army was
outnumbered and outgunned three to one! Migrant crime exploding. Every sort of
Migrant crime exploding. Every criminal statistic other than elite white collar crime. It
was a total breakdown of law and order in Germany of all places. Germany the bastion
of obsessive compulsive law and order and most of all control. Out of control!
An entire 5th column of hostiles who even outnumbered the fucking German Army were
openly running amok in Germany. When a German policeman screams in hysteria you
know you are screwed. All while protesting that The Dictator of Berlin had been gutting
their departments for years. Leaving them dangerously understaffed exactly as this
disaster was unleashed. No less than Sweden and France and Belgium and almost
every other European nation! The Cologne Taharrush happening because Cologne had
only 80 police out that night. Against thousands of Mos running amok and two thousand
Mo criminals very determinately committing unspeakable crimes. Over two thousand Mo
criminals against only 80 German police. It was ludicrous! There were more Muslim
migrants shooting off revolvers than there were police. And not just Cologne. Nearly a
dozen German cities. As in totally out of control. And instead of getting reinforcements
or calling out the German Army, The Dictator of Berlin who previously admitted Muslim
migrants hand a ‘penchant’ for violence and criminality deliberately let the crisis further
escalate....”
*** ***
The commander of the Tower Fortress stared at the ravished face in the broken mirror.
The cyst exploding into foul pus. A pus tear oozing down one inflamed eyeball. “Am I
still in there somewhere?....”
*** ***
“.....Soon train stations were overrun by molesters” the fireman snarled as he held his
hand firmly on the butt of his gun lodged in the flap of his sinister tunic to ward off any
attacks. In the growing darkness of the long shadows he could hear the Druggies
waking up. He paused. “What that a Feral?” He paused. “No. Druggies. Just
Druggies..... Rapists. Pick pockets. Purse snatchers. Robbers. Muggers. Drug
gangsters. Packs of feral migrant children stealing purses and looting and shop lifting in
a sick competition with feral migrant teenagers and hardened migrant criminals not

counting the German Turkish drug gangs and Balkan drug gangs who were running
amok. Shop keepers were openly protesting that migrant shop lifting was out of control.
Homes and shops and businesses were being busted into. Looted. Robbed.
Bus drivers were being openly robbed and assaulted. Train and bus passengers were
being openly assaulted. And even if caught on security camera or cell phone the
migrant attackers waltzed off scott free every time. Smirking. Laughing. Beyond the law.
Above the law. Outside of the law. Sick Molesters licking the faces of screaming girls
while shoving their dirty hands up their genitalia and they waltzed out of court laughing.
Rape and molestation and thuggery after rape and molestation and thuggery and the
bastards waltzed out of court laughing. Even child molesters and rapists. Waltzing out of
court while laughing. Caught on camera laughing as they jeered their victims. Justice
denied over and over and over and over until justice became an obscene joke. Then the
police were openly admitting it was no longer safe to be in any German city after dark. It
really was past tense. German law and order was not losing control. German law and
order had totally lost control!....”
*** ***
The commander stared at the decaying visage staring back at him from that broken
mirror. “When will I lose control? When will my soul die? Dying before the man? The
soul dead the carcass cannot soar up to paradise. The soul dead the carcass is only
putrid rot tumbling down into hell....”
*** ***
“....First the train stations became war zones” the fireman snarled as he marched in a
zigzag across the devastated streets to be less of a target of attack. “Then the streets
became war zones. Then bars and swimming pools became war zones. Then Christian
churches were robbed. All as poor German girls wept on Youtube as they told their sad
stories how terrified they were. Living in fear. Not just the abstract fear of terrorism. The
perpetual fear of criminal or sexual assault. Day and especially night. No longer able to
walk the streets safely without being insulted, leered, harassed, insulted, threatened,
robbed, molested, or raped. God. It sickened me to watch those videos. My neighbor
translating the English subtitles for me. Those poor young girls living in daily terror. And
even German boys and German men admitted on camera that they lived in fear.

Everyone begging for someone to save them. But Mommy Merkel was too busy inviting
another three million Muslim Males of War Age into Germany in 2016 to heed their cries
plus signing off on family reunification which brought in twenty million and signing off on
Turkey’s entry into the EU to dump fifty million on top of Muslim Africa dumping more
millions.
What The Dictator of Berlin did to the German people! God! God! God! Not willing to
wait for 2050 for her nightmare ‘Visions of 2050' to come true. The Great Displacement
leading to the Great Replacement leading to the Great Erasure of the German People
and their history, their culture, their legacy, and their achievements off the face of the
earth. She twisted the knife in their guts as the Germans screamed. Merkel tortured
them. The Germans. She tortured them with slow motion devolution into hell on earth.
Torturing the Germans with some absurd historic guilt complex so they would impale
themselves. Plunging the knives into their own bellies. Collective national suicide.
Germany turning into an open grave. Their open grave.
By 2016 the German authorities were compelled to admit how out of control the
situation was as the German people were belated told almost two million Muslim
migrants, mostly males of war age, entered Germany in 1015 alone. And another three
to six million were anticipated to come. Perhaps even ten million. Perhaps even twenty
or thirty or forty or fifty million. Even half a billion. And there was absolutely nothing
whatsoever they could do or would do to stop it. It was a facie accomplice as Old Jasper
explained to me. A done deal.
Even as the police admitted that law and order was completely breaking down. And the
Mos outnumbered the German Army three to one. Were outnumbering and out gunning
the police. And held the police in utter contempt. And while in theory German citizens
had strict gun controls the Mo gangs had absolutely no problem getting hold of not only
guns but machine guns and hand grenades as well as generic knives of all descriptions.
What did that one police chap in where was it? Oh yeah. North Rhine Westphalia said
that his prisons were designed to hold some 11,000 prisoners but he was already
overwhelmed with over 10,000 Muslim criminals. Both second generation and third
generation German Turks and also Muslim migrants.
And one by one every German region admitted it was well. 9% of the population were
committing 30% of the crimes at the cost of billions. And 50% of the migrants were out

and out criminals. Molesters. Rapists. Robbers. Murderers. And the other 40% were all
but illiterate, diseased, and retarded dole abusers. In reply the head of German
immigration insanely said Germany needed MORE MIGRANTS to fill the highly skilled
industrial jobs being vacated by the aging German baby boomers. When he was
screamed at for his insanity he clarified his ludicrous statement. Now he was looking for
White Europeans to come to Germany to fill the vacancies of Germans because the
dole was being dangerously strained by retiring Germans and unemployable Muslim
migrants.
The Head of the Federal Union of Prison Staff defied The Dictator of Berlin’s censorship
and admitted the horrors. The Federal Criminal Police Office backed him up. In places
like, what was it, Herford, sounds like a country of Kent, Herford Germany half of all
prisons were full of Muslim criminals. Just like Vienna. Yet the under armed and
overwhelmed police complained that The Dictator of Berlin and the EU prevented them
from arresting most of the Muslim criminals. And even if they were arrested they almost
always walked free. Unable to be indicted because they had no passports and refused
to identify themselves. So that was that. Immune from prosecution.
Criminals. Immune from prosecution. Even the most notorious. Untouchable. Immune
from prosecution.‘You can’t do anything to me. You have to be nice to us. Frau Merkel
invited us.’ Immune from prosecution. Forget about deportation. And the Muslim
bastards started to openly parade through streets of small towns and villages with ISIS
flags and pipes and clubs openly threatening the outnumbered Germans like that video
in that place Hannover which was posted on Youtube. In video! ISIS flags and
everything! As the indigenous Germans were cowering! On video for all to see! Not
even bothering to hide it! No wonder reports circulated that Germans no less than the
Austrians and Swedes were buying legal and illegal guns and weaponry of every
description as if a Fourth of July Gunnery Sale in Texas.
And then The Dictator of Berlin and the Caliph of the New Caliphate, otherwise known
as The Butcher of Istanbul, cut that infamous deal of musical chairs. For every migrant
sent to Greece one migrant will be returned. 485 were bounced back. But the Butcher
still got paid six billion. And that six billion was only the first installment payment. And
the rate of migrants pouring into Greece in 2016 was double that of 2015. Of course
The Butcher of Istanbul was paid per head through his smugglers. And he was also paid
per head by the EU. Profiting coming and going. Billions. Billions. As he screwed the

EU. Giving three million Syrian people instant citizenship to give them instant Turkish
visas to invade Europe (while he kept the well educated while dumping the criminals on
Europe). The Butcher of Istanbul screwed the European people while still flooding
Europe through bankrupted Greece. A failed state destroyed by uncontrollable
migration.
And then the EU fast tracked Turkey’s entry into the EU. Then the Butcher of Istanbul
unleashed almost 50 million Turks on Europe. He openly called it the First Wave of the
Caliphate. And he openly ordered all Turkish Germans to obey him as the head of the
New Caliphate. This was war in all but name! Millions of male Muslims of war age
flooding bankrupted Greece. Then invading Greece. The reconquest of Greece by the
New Ottoman Caliphate. Then using the hundreds of migrant camps which covered the
failed state to turn them into concentration camps ---- for Greeks. And for secular
Ataturk Turks. To achieve his own version of the Armenian Massacre. But then what do
you expect if you cut a deal with a man who openly boasts that ‘Democracy, freedom,
and rule of law .....For us these words have absolutely no value any longer’. The Kurds
warned us. The Butcher was resurrecting the Caliphate and what is the function of a
caliphate? To conquer the West. To conquer the world. So what did the EU arseholes
do? They gave the keys to the EU to The Butcher....”
*** ***
The Knockers passed a petit bleu message to their teenaged boss. “Some Black
Marketeers say the commander of The Tower Fortress wants them to serve up some
fireman as a scapegoat for his handing Norfolk over to us. Quid pro quo. They want to
know if that is ok?....”

*** ***
“.....And then there was Malmo” the fireman snarled as he force marched toward the
gory setting sun which was turning the entire sky empurpled. “Malmo was the
incarnation of Muslim Mad Max Mayhem. Arson every night. Automobiles torched every
night, Stores torched every night. Drug gangs lobbing hand grenades every night. The
police helpless. Outnumbered and outgunned. As everything burned down. The police
were actually ordered to use Code 291 to NOT REPORT CRIMES BY MIGRANTS.

Needless to say soon migrant crimes and arson and riots controlled the nights. Then the
days. And the Swedes not only found themselves to be foreigners in their own city but
outgunned and terrorized. Too scared to walk the streets after dark. Prisoners in their
own fortified homes. Then open season night and day. Told by the police to turn to
vigilantes if they wanted something done.
Or to ‘Preppers’. Survivalists. All as rape exploded out of control. A 300% spike turning
into a 500% spike. 97% all crimes and especially violent crime and especially rape and
molestations committed by Muslim migrants. And the only thing the police could do was
hand out rubber band bracelets with the words ‘Do not touch me’ in Swedish. As if that
would stop illiterate Muslim rapists obeying the Koran: ‘Whatever thy right hand
possesses do with as you will.’ Don’t even think about it!” he shouted as he pivoted
about to shoot a Paki with a marchette behind him. The Paki toppled into a pile of feces.
The fireman kicked the marchette into a pool of sewage burning with dancing methane
flames. Then he resumed his desperate march as the Druggies dragged the dead Paki
out of the feces to rob the corpse of anything of value.
“And equally ludicrous, the police who openly admitted they could not protect the
Swedes from their house guests instead spent all of their time conspiring to hunt down
and prosecute a supposed Neo Nazi rampage through a train station by Swedish males
protesting the collapse of law and order in Sweden. They were desperate to protect the
vulnerable Muslim migrant victims from this barbaric horde despite being utterly unable
to protect the Swedish Population from a genuine break down of law and order from a
barbaric horde which was occurring, and which the police half heartedly admitted was
occurring, which heavily censored and politically incorrect statistics proved was
occurring, which investigative reporters from Gatestone Institute proved was occurring,
which videos posted on Youtube proved was occurring, which crying victims proved was
occurring, which was probably twice the horrors being admitted because both the police
and the authorities and the victims were self censoring out of political correctness while
insisting all rape victims should not report their rapes if the rapists were Muslim.
Horrifically obvious despite almost all Muslim migrant crimes being filed under Code 291
to conceal them from view.
Why did the police failed in their heroic goal of saving poor Muslim migrants from the
barbaric horde of Swedish Vikings? The Swedish police failed utterly because the entire
thing was a made up canard. A myth perpetuated by one Regressive Far Left magazine

who mistook a domesticated group of weak wrist metro Swedes who could not fight a
gerbil much less a raping migrant gang who were simply handing out leaflets protesting
the break down of law and order. This was described by this one Regressive Left
Magazine as a ‘rampage’.
There was no rampage. Neo Nazi or Xenophobic or otherwise. It was entirely made up.
A piece of propaganda which every shameless Four P newspaper then blindly repeated
like urban myths. Then this one Regressive Far Left magazine used this propaganda to
hash tag ‘Not In Our Name’ for Swedish feminists to curse all offers of help or protection
from such vile rape culture, dangerously machismo, Swedish males. It was so much
better to be gang raped by Muslim migrants rather than accept the help of a mythic
group of nonexistent virile Swedish vigilantes....”
*** ***
The teenaged boss of the Knockers held the petit bleu. “Ahhh.....”
*** ***
“.... If anyone wanted an example of Stockholm Syndrome this was it!” the fireman
snarled as he marched through the Mad Max Mayhem. “Malmo rape statistics clearly
proved that one in four deluded Swedish feminists along with every female between the
age of nine and ninety nine WOULD ABSOLUTELY BE RAPED BY STRANGERS WHO
WOULD BE 97% MUSLIM MIGRANTS and SECOND GENERATION MUSLIMS. A
spike of 300% to 500% (factoring Code 291 suppression of crime reports) which
statistically corresponded with the migration of Muslims into Sweden. Undisputable and
horrific! Which proved beyond a shadow of a doubt the terrifying statistical probability of
Swedish females being MOLESTED AND GANG RAPED BY MUSLIM MIGRANTS.
Ditto all Swedish children, both boys and girls. Malmo and indeed all of Sweden was the
rape capital of Europe and the second worst rape nation in the entire world only
surpassed by South Africa. And Swedish molestation was just a bad and for exactly the
same reasons. So were Swedish assaults and robberies and arson and rioting.
Every statistic despite Code 291 absolutely proved this. Every censored or pixilated
photograph of Muslim migrant rapists proved this. Every censored report which called
the rapists ‘Swedish’ when they were obviously Muslim migrants proved this. Every rape

in and around migrant centers proved this. Every jail statistic proved this. Every trial
where every Muslim rapist walked free because the Regressive Left refused to
prosecute Muslim migrant rapists despite gruesome descriptions of brutal stranger and
gang rapes of children, under aged girls, teenagers, women, who were Swedish all
proved this. Every bloody photograph of a crying Swedish girl or woman on the stand
being called whores and sluts and drunkards asking to be brutally raped by Muslim
migrants and deserving of being brutally raped by Muslim migrants who laughed and
smirked and sneered them as nothing more than meat for Muslims to wipe their sins off
on proved this. Every Muslim imam and cleric and family and clan who justified their
darling boys and their golden penises raping and molesting away at bloody White
Swedish Female Trash proved this. Every Koranic sira like ‘Whatever thy right hand
possesses do with as you will’ and the Islamic concept of Devshirme and the Koranic
sira that all moral women who did not want to be assaulted MUST VEIL proved this.
Every threatening leaflet shoved through every postal box of every Swedish home
saying ‘Women who don’t wear a head scarf are asking to be raped’ proved this. Every
Swedish female and child who was molested or raped or murdered by raping Muslim
migrants proved this.
But rather than protesting such alarming rapes and molestations and assaults and even
murders the Regressive Left in Sweden manufactured a straw man urban myth to make
brainwashed Stockholm Syndrome females knee jerk spastically on Twitter and
Facebook damning any offer of rescue or protection from an obvious horrific threat -----damning all Swedish males and the drunken and debauched Swedish ‘Rape Culture’
---- while absolutely refusing to confront, much less damn, Muslim migrant rapists or
their Islamic imams and clerics and families and tribes and their EU human rights
lawyers who protected them and excused them and justified them and their brutal rapes
and molestations. All as rapes and molestations and assaults and even murders
continued. Many on camera. Many posted on Youtube. Rapes streamed live on
Youtube. A few even brought to trial ---- but almost never prosecuted. The danger
ignored. Denied. See no evil. Hear no evil. Speak no evil....”
*** ***
“The Hunter is coming back Sir” the Morality Policeman told the commander of The
Tower Fortress through the closed door. “He wants to attend the debriefing of the Kafir
female as she breaks. Do you....”

“No!” the shaking man shouted through the locked door. “Let the Hunter do as he will!”
The minion retreated as the shaking man stared at his face in the dirty piece of broken
mirror. “No. No. No. Not another tooth! Not another tooth! Maybe I can glue the teeth
back? Allah! Why are you doing this to me? I believed in you! Why...why....why?....”
*** ***
“....Or Molenbeek and Anderlecht Brussels” the fireman snarled. “No gone zones cheek
to jowl with the EU headquarters. Complete with Sharia law and terrorism universities.
Municipal elections blessing fanatics like Lhoucine Jeddig and Redouane Ahrouch who
openly boasted of their plan to not only impose Sharia in their no go zones but on all of
Brussels. All of Belgium. Openly proclaiming that their elections blessed the Islamism
and Islamization of Brussels and of Belgium. The seat of the EU. Democracy defined as
one vote once by Muslims to vote Sharia in and every other law out. Vote Islam in and
everything Western out. Vote Islamic domination and rule in and Dhimmitude or else
death upon everyone else once Muslims outnumbered the damn fools who allowed
them into Belgium to begin with. The Great Displacement leading to the Great
Replacement of the Belgium people. Then their Great Erasure. And it would be as if the
Belgium people never existed. And the very heart of the EU was so oblivious it was as if
Atlas merely shrugged.
Loki Insider Traitors and the good Muslims of Brussels were openly exploiting
democracy while openly engaging in treason. They openly proclaimed their mission to
promote Islam and advance Muslims into domination and power in order to impose
Sharia and Islamize Belgium. Because if mono-culture Islam is one thing it is
domination. And oh yes! Power! Openly proclaiming that the Koran and Islam trumped
all else. Openly using democracy while denouncing democracy. Openly shoving Sharia
down the throats of everyone. Including non Muslims. Especially non Muslims.
The infamous 40 points of Sharia platform to Islamize Belgium was horrifying real. It
was openly boasted of. The blueprint for the Islamism of Brussels and Belgium was the
campaign platform of madmen who were voted into power in Belgium. And the 40 points
included imposing an Islamic state on everyone in Belgium. Imposing Sharia law on
everyone in Belgium. Banning pigs and dogs as well as alcohol and tobacco on
everyone in Belgium. But not the drugs the Muslim gangsters loved. Replacing Western

laws and Western banking and Economic laws with Sharia. Outlawing Capitalism and
closing down banks and credit unions and insurance. Legalizing polygamy and preadolescent child marriage. Segregating the sexes. Segregating the Ummah from the
Najis filthy Kafirs. Imposing Islamic morality on everyone. Allowing Muslims to attack
any and all Kafirs. Gays. Jews. All moral deviance to be targeted. And also all Kafir
women who refused to veil and obey Islamic morality would be targeted. And defacto
allowing Muslims to attack all Western businesses and shop and assets until Belgium
was totally Islamized. The Harbi were legitimate targets. ‘The spoils of war are made
halal for me.’ Translation: Ghazi Razzia. Then Dhimmitude. Then Devshirme. Then
White Slavery. The madmen did not even hide it. And they won elections!
The future of Brussels and Belgium was openly announced by democratically elected
Muslims in the host city of the EU. And did anyone scream hysterically? No! Did anyone
stop it as sedition or treason? No! Did anyone ask why no mythic ‘moderate’ Muslims
were protesting? No! Because as the Butcher of Istanbul explained so famously, there is
no moderate Islam. There is only Islam. And did the EU stop it? No! And now look
around this dying city. The blueprint openly purposed in the host city of the EU has been
manifested through out all of Europe. And no one stopped it. And the Loki Insider
Traitors aided and abetted it.
The epicenter of the Mo epidemic oozed out of Molenbeek and Anderlecht to blight
more and more of exquisite Brussels until the epicenter of chocolate and tourists
became the epicenter of Muslim Mad Max Mayhem. Riots every night. Hand grenades.
More machine guns than the damn Belgium Army had. Missiles shot at the police. So
many automobiles and buses burned the place became a war zone. Craters in the
streets. Like something out of Beirut. Stores bombed out. Businesses bankrupted.
Corporations fleeing. Tourists running for their lives. Natives terrorized ---- yet damned
by the authorities for joining National Rightist parties or even buying illegal guns to try to
defend themselves.
Women harassed. Threatened. Molested. Acid thrown at them. Jews and Gays
attacked. Even killed. Ordinary Belgium citizens complaining they were systematically
attacked, robbed, terrorized, by Muslims as if card blanche to attack the Kafirs. A district
of a modern city devolving into Mad Max Muslim Mayhem and no one would even admit
it was happening. The police and authorities and the politicians unwilling or unable to
protect them. As if the nation only served migrants and Muslims. Not the indigenous

people. The lunacy all the worse for Brussels being the headquarters of NATO and the
EU. All as the economy completely collapsed.
Except for the dole of course. Allah bless the dole. It’s jizya. Police too scared to enter
the no go zones as the no go zones swelled up as if the pox. Must less able or willing to
restore law and order. And even with Sharia the breakdown of law and order continued.
Drug gangs out of control. Shops attacked. Looted. Torched. Everyone assaulted.
Robbed. Threatened. Intimidated. Muslim Mad Max Mayhem. Jihad Central. Where the
Friday The Thirteenth Terrorist Mastermind hid out for a month and was cheered as a
hero by the denizens who sheltered and protected him.
What was his name? Oh yes! Teun Voten who was something called a cultural
anthologist described the Belgium sleep walking into slavery as ‘Cultural Denial. See no
evil. Hear no evil. Speak no evil. Censoring the truth. Shooting the messengers.
Ostracizing reality. Ordering the lawful citizenry to disarm themselves as the Muslim
migrants lobbed hand grenades and missiles at everyone. Powerless in the face of
terrorism yet arresting anyone who twittered their fear or else joined the Identitarians or
Pegida. A terror enabling culture of willful ignorance and suicidal denial. Even after the
first and second and third Brussels Massacres. The potentates of the decaying EU was
so monumentally oblivious even as their own bastion, Brussels, was sliding into
anarchy!....”
*** ***
“Boss?” the young Knocker asked the confused teenager. “What should I tell the
freelance Black-marketeer?....”
*** ***
“....I am running out of bullets!” the fireman snarled. “There is no way my handler will still
be at the rendezvous! I need to find a hiding place to ride out tonight! Out here on the
streets I will be attacked until I run out of bullets! Hell! How did it come to this? Fuck!
Fuck! Fuck! Even as such nutters as my old madrassa’s favorite fanatic, Sheikh
Muhammad Abdullah of Nasar of Al Azhar University of Cairo, one of the biggest
bastions of Islamic thinking in the world, openly proclaimed that ISIS was entirely
Islamic. Therefore halal. Distressing perhaps but entirely halal.

Ditto that all apostates no less than Jews and Gay should and MUST be killed. Killing
them was the most merciful thing to do. Women were inferior. No ifs, ands, or buts.
Women who commit adultery (or were victims of rape ) must die. The law is the law is
the law. Slavery in theory was still entirely halal. Take that as you will. Jizya was still
valid. Sharia cannot be admitted or softened. Muslims must DOMINATE AND RULE the
Najis filthy moronic Kafirs precisely because the depraved and immoral and imbecilic
sub human filth could not be allowed to run amok. And hatred, loathing, contempt,
scorn, hostility, and persecution toward non Muslims was halal. It could be tempered but
at the end of the day the Koran was clear. Even terrorism was halal if it was conducted
correctly per the laws of jihad. For the West was Dar ul Harb. Abode of War. And the
Sword Verses trumped all peaceful verses. So the ‘Right Hand’ verses and the spoils of
war verses were halal. Jizya was halal. Rape during war to degrade and humiliate the
Kafirs was halal. As Yusuf al Qaradawi of the Muslim Brotherhood proclaimed openly:
Sharia and Islam cannot be reformed to conform to the West. The West MUST
CONFORM TO SHARIA AND ISLAM. As The Butcher of Istanbul so proudly bellowed:
there is no such thing as moderate Islam. There is only Islam. And Islam does not
change. The ultimatum of the West was what it always was: Submit. Surrender. Or
prepare to fight and die. Islam allows no other option. And if I can’t find a place to hide
out I will fight and die tonight!”
The fireman looked around. But this was not his preferred stomping grounds. The fetid
wind blew the stench of the Green Park migrant camp full into his nostrils until he all but
retched. He zigzagged around corpses and garbage and then over precarious plywood
bridge over another lake of sewage flickering with blue flames of methane. “Then the
London Police had to admit one third of all arrests were non Britishers. Translation: EU
and illegal migrants. Mostly migrants. Muslim migrants. And they admitted their statistics
were incomplete. Translation: London was probably a copy of Vienna.
Every European city was probably a copy of Vienna if the Four Ps would only ‘fess up.
Once civilized bastions of urban beauty and gracious gentility were devolving into
lawless and brutal and bleeding war zones which were fast becoming Third World cities.
So lawless and brutal and bleeding the police admitted they were completely losing
control. Losing control of us. Losing control to us. As the nightmares inside the no go
zones oozed out to engulf whole cities. All as we turned every civilized city in Europe
into Muslim Mad Max Mayhem. Taharrush Central. Molestation gauntlets. Purses

snatched as dirty hands shoved their dirty fingers everywhere in every private organ of
a female’s body as men and boys were kicked in faces as their skulls were crushed
against the dirty concrete stinking with Mo urine and feces and vomit.
Urban Warfare every night. Police attacked. Firemen attacked. Ambulances attacked. All
figures of authority attacked. Automobiles and lorries and buses on fire. Stores in fire.
The night ablaze with arson. Shoot outs like something out of the American Wild West.
Muslim drug gang turf wars waged with hand grenades. Acid and Anarchy. Turning
prosperity into poverty. Turning peace into terror. Turning beauty into ugliness. Turning
every civilized city into this! What a masterpiece of anarchy! Filth! And disease! Hell!
Even most of the respectable Anarchists like Wolfey got disgusted and joined the
Morlocks! That says something!
Mohammad? Are you proud of your boys? Are you proud of your creation? Islam? And
your minions? Muslims? Look at your handiwork Mohammad and tell me that Allah is
still smiling. The 9/11 nutters just killed a couple of thousand souls and destroyed two
ugly towers. But we have destroyed beautiful cities. And we have destroyed beautiful
Europe and beautiful Britain. And we have destroyed this once beautiful city formally
known as the two thousand year old London. And we have destroyed nearly the entire
North Western Hemisphere. And we destroyed this once beau place with anarchy and
arson and criminality. With rape and molestations. With fire. With terror. With urine and
feces and sewage and garbage. We have turned the world ugly. We have unraveled
civilization. We have vandalized history. We have destroyed beauty. We have burned
knowledge. We have turned the First Advanced World of Europe into the ultimate
Muslim Mad Max Mayhem Third World Failed State. That is such a greater achievement
than 9/11!” The image of an evil man laughing as he kicked a woman to death after
pounding her fractured skull against a bloody wall filled the fireman’s PTSD traumatized
brain. “God damn you! God damn you! The Dominator! ......Father......”
*** ***
“Sorry for using your telephone. But at least it actually works. A novelty increasingly. The
prisoner is about to break. I have to return to the Tower. But please. Tell me again what
your pre-hiring investigation said about this chap here” the Hunter from the morality
police asked the minion to the Fire Captain of the Elephant & Castle Fire Department.

He waved the file with photographs and fingerprints. Many gold stars. Three red marks.
Two black question marks.
“Despite being sixteen he was wonderfully expect in arson” the minion said. “And he
used to star in Youtube videos as an arsonist.”
“That is it? That was your pre-hire venting?” the Hunter asked incredulous.
“What else need we vent for?” the minion replied. “And he always volunteers to do the
Prep Op. He works harder than anyone else. A wonderful work ethic in arson. A genius
for arson. And when the department allows the boys to bring in war booty prisoners to
enjoy before their execution he always graciously offers to do his tri-night walk about so
more of us can sample the wares of your Tower. Your boys get some of our rations and
we get to sample the spoils of war. Prisoners before execution. War booty. ‘Whatever
thy right hand possesses do with as you will.’ ‘The spoils of war are made halal for me’
The Koran.
He might be impotent. The fireman you are interested in. He never ever samples the
wares. He once said he was engaged to be married. A fiancee. He wore a cheap knock
off wedding ring for a while. Right hand. To show he was engaged. I don’t know what
happened. He never said what happened. He probably is impotent. Sex appears to
make him want to vomit. He would always warn us about the risks of the pox. Lectures
on syphilis. So the parties never included him needless to say. The least desirable party
goer if you get my meaning. He probably is impotent. Maybe he has gonorrhea. That
causes impotence. But that is the only black mark by his picture in his picture file. That
an initial questions about the British Museum snafu of course. But that was cleared up.”
“Did you investigate his school where he dropped out?” the Hunter snarled.
“No. Why? Every good Muslim drops out of Kafir school. He dropped out of school
before the Kafirs could corrupt him. He was at a madrassa for a while. Therefore he
must be a good Muslim. He only knows emoji symbols. Icons. Like all of us. His mind is
Pak. Pure. Untainted by literacy. An odd fish. But that is the only mark in his picture file.
He has been somewhat erratic of late. Odd mannerisms. Talking to himself. I saw him
slashing one arm with his knife two days ago. But he insisted he was not trying to kill

himself. He was just venting he said. But his blind embrace of The One True Faith is
unquestioning.
And unlike a lot of the Faithful he has not resorted to ..... balms ..... if you take my drift.
So is it to be wondered if he or any of us feels desperate sometimes as the Global Jihad
drags on without victory and supplies start to run out ..... like pre-Caliphate military
rations ......so we are close to ..... well ...... and you know how dangerous it is to be
reduced to eating Halal R. But you can’t question his loyalty. He is a child of the One
True Faith. There is no way he could be a Takfir Kafir. An apostate. A traitor to Allah and
Islam. His faith is beyond doubt. His face cannot lie. His face is transformed when he
utters the Declaration Of The One True Faith in that soft sweet voice of his. Then his
whole faces shines. I have never known him to ever shout at anyone or be sarcastic or
snarly. Just the sweetish soul! Almost child-like.
And he is remarkably hard working. A fantastic work ethic ..... unlike some. A bit of a
loner. But always volunteering to do the prep. He works harder than anyone. The least
corrupt ...... if you take my meaning. His devotion to the job is beyond doubt. His flare
for fire is beautiful. A real genius for fire. Sure. Sometimes he talks to himself which is a
touch bizarre. And he is a bit of a loner. Shy. Withdrawn. I think sometimes he spends
too much time inside his head. When he sleeps in his bunk he sometimes cries out as if
in terror and huddles under his blanket and whimpers. I saw him trying to wash by a
water pipe one day. His back was shockingly scarred. His whole body was shockingly
scarred. I think he had a hard childhood. Brutalized by those filthy Kafirs. Bullied by
those evil Jews and gross pig eating Freemasons. You know how evil they were in
persecuting The Faithful. But when he smiles it is as if he is a child. An innocent child.
His face is transformed. I don’t know how else to describe it. As if the sweetish child you
can imagine. His face cannot lie!”
“But the two question marks?”
“I am not sure. I think one was the .....Wallace..... but I am not sure.... but the British
Museum Horror was cleared up. It was such a horrific nightmare it was understandable
that a sixteen year old boy would be tempted to run away. But he proved his valor by
going back to save his compatriot. And he got his photograph taken at Ten Downing
Street A hero! The hero of the British Museum Horror! He saved the life of one of the

two other firemen. But for him everyone would have perished during the British Museum
Horror.
You can’t suspect him can you? When he started he was such an innocent. Like a lost
child. He still is an innocent in so many ways. He still cries sometimes as if a small child.
There is such an unexpected sweetness about him. When he smiles that child-like smile
of his then he is irresistible. Such a child-like soul cannot be deceitful. Much less a Takfir
Kafir. And when he repeats the Declaration Of The One True Faith in that soft sweet
voice of his then you know he is a true believer. If there is a villain in this station he is
last man you can possibly suspect. And he is so very good at arson.”
“Do you know where he went to school before he dropped out so I can track down intel
about his childhood?” the Hunter asked.
“No. But he is a very good arsonist.”
The Hunter grimaced. “He is indeed a very good arsonist. Perhaps too good an
arsonist.....”
*** ***
“Fuck! Fuck! Fuck!” the fireman snarled in harsh, sarcastic voice. His face harsh. Mean.
Bitter. Homicidal. Marching toward the bloody sun as if a murderer with a mission. One
hand on the butt of his gun lodged inside the flap of his uniform. “Well. Maybe I dropped
out of school but at least I lived rough. I did not go on the dole like the rest of the
parasites or commit welfare fraud like the rest of the hypocrites. And I burned down that
goddamn madrassa The Dominator placed me in. After ...... after ...... after ..... I need
my sock monkey!” the fireman suddenly cried as a leering memory broke out of its cage
to terrify his traumatized memories again. “No! No! I knifed the bastard before he
could ....”
The fireman struggled as if fragmenting. But then he snarled as he got control of himself
again. “Ahmad does not remember what really happened. I knifed the pervert before he
could molest Ahmad. Stop whining Ahmad! Stop crying you whelp! You too Mohammad!
I knifed the pervert before he could molest you Ahmad! Then I burned down the fucking
madrassa after getting our revenge on both the cleric and the imam! My first beautiful

fire! So much for pearly boys! So much for your dancing boys! And I got our revenge on
The Dominator too! Didn’t I! Didn’t I!
And I have saved us. Time and again! Haven’t I! Haven’t I!” the fireman snarled as he
marched toward the bloody sunset. “After I had to flee the grammar school after that
murder I lived rough. I spelunkered abandoned places and live there. In abandoned
places. I lived rough. Rough was fun. It was spelunkering. It was a glorious adventure.
We were alone and therefore safe. Alone is safe. Alone is safer than being with
dangerous people and most people are dangerous. Even Mother was dangerous
because she was so retarded she could not protect us. I had to protect her and us! I had
to do everything for her and for us! I had to become the parent for all of us!
Living rough and alone was fucking better than living in that hell of a basement of The
Dominator and Mother the Retard. I took care of Mohammad and Ahmad. Better than
our so-called parents ever did. And I learned the art of arson. I might be an arsonist but I
put in long hours learning my dubious trade. I learn the secrets of every solvent and
paint and lighter fluid and petrol and kerosene. And I deliver a highly professional job.
My masterpieces are exquisite exercises in fiery beauty. I mean. The Wallace arson was
a masterpiece of counterfeit devastation. It takes a genius of an arsonist to do the
perfect counterfeit. And lets not forget the Shard Arson. The real McCoy. The greatest
arson of London since the Great Fire!” The fireman fought back a vision of an aged
curator begging the fireman on his hands and knees.
“Spare the Laughing Cavalier. Please! At least spare the Laughing Cavalier!”
“That guy? He is not even smiling. His mustache is. He is not laughing.” The younger
incarnation of the fireman retorted as he remembered the Wallace Arson.
“No! No!” the terrified curator cried as he cowered before the arrogant young teenaged
fireman. Begging. Begging. “No! No! See. Look closer. That was the genius of Hals. He
created the ultimate illusion. A fleeting moment of illusive emotion. The moment before
the moment of laughter. Hear it? Hear it? The laughter is in the mind’s eye. The Cavalier
is laughing at us in the twinkle of his eye. As we strain to catch the joke. Please hear the
laughter! Please save the Laughing Cavalier!”

Then the fireman remembered pulling out his revolver and pointing it directly at the oil
painting. “His eyes are following me. Wherever I move in the room his eyes are
following me.”
“That is the genius of Hals!” the cowering curator cried as he begged for the fireman to
spare the oil painting. “See how the loose brush strokes create a moment of utter
spontaneity. The very air is sparkling. The lace of his cuff is just starting to quiver. As if a
moment of time is caught mid breath. Just between the moment the sitter feels the urge
to laugh and the next moment when he actually laughs. He is just starting to laugh. At
us. Please! Please! Sweet Jesus! Please! Please!” The aged man groveled on his
hands and knees before the fireman. “Please! It is the only Hals left! Your people have
burned all of the rest of them! Hals! This is the only Hals left! If you destroy this it will be
as if Hals never lived! Please! Please!”
“So I will shoot you instead.” The gun moved from the painting to the groveling man.
“If you will save the Hals then do it. Shoot me. Shoot me instead!”
“So shoot the Kafir!” a shout at the end of the gallery room declared. “Come on David.
Prove that name of yours was an accident on the birth certificate. Shoot the damn Kafir.
Then let’s stack up this damn Jahiliyyah crap outside for the bonfire tonight. After the
British Museum botch up we have to do this right. The TV camera is coming at dusk.
The Nightly Fatwa wants a bonfire of the vanities. After the British Museum Horror
cockup the Nightly Fatwa needs a really good bonfire of the Jahiliyyah vanities.”
Then the gun in the hand of the younger incarnation of the fireman moved and pointed
at the other fireman standing at the end of the room. “Don’t call me that name! That
name was an accident on the Somerset House birth certificate. A foul up. By some
incompetent! How did you find out about that?”
“Oh come on. Every Muslim is always called Mohammad. Of course it was a foul up.
Some stupid Kafir just fucked up. Trust a Kafir to fuck up something like that.”
“You know I don’t like being called that” the younger incarnation of the fireman declared
harshly.

“Fuck! What a prick you suddenly are. Not your usual crying, whiny, childish self. Have
you just found your balls? I was just yanking your leg. Come on. Shoot the bastard so
we can haul this crap out to the courtyard and douse it with kerosene.” Then the gun
moved back to the painting. And the Laughing Cavalier ......laughed .....
“I won’t remember that! I don’t want to remember that! What happened at the Wallace! I
want to remember Gog and Magog!” the fireman shouted out loud. “The Guildhall
spelkunkering. The trial for high treason of the first and last Muslim Mayor of London by
Goldsmith. Fawkes Hyde. Knoll Sterling. Old Jasper. But even that did not turn out the
way I wanted it to. Not with me being a hero. The Jew died the hero. Not me. I am never
the hero of my own boko haram story. Goldsmith was the hero. Old Jasper was the
hero. I am always the coward. Islam is the perfect religion for cowards. And fence
sitters. And double agents. Loki Insider Traitors. But not anyone accidentally named
David.
Why did my retard of a mother foul that up? Oh hell! She was illiterate so she could not
read it being retarded. But why did that Somerset House Birth Certificate have to mix up
my name with someone else? What sort of Muslim is named David? David Mohammad
Ahmad? What sort of proper Muslim name is that? No wonder my life has run wrong.
The Dominator punched my mother bloody that night when he found out.
Mohammad is not a name for a double agent. And David should not be a name for a
double agent or else Takfir Kafir apostate. I don’t have the right name for what I really
am. Janus perhaps. Didn’t Old Jasper call me Janus once? Two faced. Two souls inside
one brain. Is Janus the right name for my duplicity? Is Janus the right name for a double
agent or Takfir Kafir? But a man who is a double agent or Takfir Kafir is not a hero either.
He is the exact opposite of a hero. And duplicity is not valor. Waging a dirty war for an
outlawed Harbi organization formally known as MI 5 is not the stuff of a movie by
Dickens such as I have always longed to star in. ‘David Copperfield’ perhaps. One of
the early Dickens movies where there is always a happy ending with the beleaguered
hero embraced by his golden family at last in some beautiful Victorian parlor or else a
wedding where the hero marries his fiancee at last. Happy ever after. But that is not how
the boko haram of my life will turn out. And whatever my destined end shall be it should
not be the end of a hero....”
*** ***

“Is the fire engine prepared for tonight?” the Fire Captain asked his crew. “The kerosene
loaded? The crap we are getting nowadays. Pretty soon we will be reduced to the black
market! But that I refuse to do! Tonight there will be such a glorious fire! We will be
firemen again!....”
*** ***
“The fireman unconsciously stroked something concealed inside his sinister black tunic.
“Why do you always recycle the painful memories Davy?” the fireman said in a softer
voice. “Why can’t you stop remembering. Just stop remembering. Reliving the horror
over and over and over and the ....Screaming” the fireman shouted in a childish
whimper.
“Stop it! Stop it!” the fireman snarled as he pounded his skull. “Go back inside your
padded cells you damn whinny whelps! I will find a place to hide us for tonight. The
Ferals won’t get us. The Druggies won’t get us. The Drug Gangsters won’t get us. The
Scavenger Rats won’t get us. The Wild Children won’t get us. Haven’t I always
protected you whining whelps?”
The fireman grimaced but then snarled. “I am an expert killer as well as arsonist.
Survival is my middle name. Right after Mohammad and just before Ahmad.” The
fireman marched toward the bloody sunset. “Is it a wonder every lying politician
concealed the facts that the biggest dole abusers were Muslims. That the prisons were
full of Muslims. That Muslims statistically were the worse criminals and rapists and dole
abusers. Job training officials like Eskild Dahl had to admit that 84% of all welfare
abusers were migrants despite being only 8% of the population at the cost of 11 billion a
year. German education officials had to admit that 65% of all German Turks no less than
recent migrants dropped out of school and trade schools and either jumped straight
onto the dole or else jumped straight into drug gangs. That the majority of even second
or third generation German Turks dropped out of apprenticeships after only two years.
Openly boasting their highest ambitions were to be either a dole abuser or else a drug
gangster. So much for being Merkel’s ideal replacement workers for the hard working
Germans!
And few of the damn migrants even so much as went through the motion of pretending
to learn German. And the Swedes even gave up trying to teach Swedish to their
precious migrants despite the fact an illiterate migrant who can’t even read or write his

name and can’t or won’t learn any Western language by definition will be a parasite who
will never be able to get a job as anything other than a dole abuser or welfare cheat.
Unlike me. I learned to speak English perfectly. And I never took the dole like The
Dominator. The sole exception to the rule that most Mos are Eloi parasites. But for
fortune I could have been one hell of a Morlock. Oh why couldn’t I have been born a
Morlock? I would have been one hell of a Morlock!
Fuck! Fuck! Fuck! The Four Ps lied and lied and lied!” the fireman screamed as he
marched into the bloody sun. His scared and gaunt face so bitter the starving migrants
littering the street fled before him as he snarled and ranted. “That in fact the hard
working citizens of Europe were actually supporting Islamic deadbeats at the cost of
millions of euros. Billions of euros. Parasites. Nought but parasites. Criminals. And
Rapists. Their nations were actually hemorrhaging millions, billions, in national monies
as if a bullet through the guts. Bankrupting the nations. And the EU bureaucracy was
not only corrupt, it was so incompetent it freely admitted that fifty percent of the EU
billions it culled from charging millions of euros per day from each captive EU country
was squandered or embezzled or else misplaced. Mostly on migrants. Throwing millions
of euros, billions of euros, at migrants to no avail. Every generation becoming more
alienated and hostile and fanatic than the previous. As Europe was overwhelmed and
swamped by first millions and then billions of indigent and illiterate and diseased
migrants. Locusts who have drained the carcass dry!
God! Who do I hate more? The fucking Mo Eloi or the Luvvies and Four Ps who aided
an abetted the Loki Insider Traitors?” The Fireman stomped a Druggie crawling toward
him. Then he kicked him brutally in his dying face before marching over carcasses
littering the decayed street amidst mounds of rotting garbage. “Don’t even think about
attacking me!” he screamed “All of your scum! I am not only a professional arsonist but
a cold blooded killer!” he screamed. The fireman grimaced as if struggling to control
himself. “Am I going mad? Why do I think I am going to die tonight?
If I do die tonight Lledrith will you be satisfied at last?” the fireman shouted to some
invisible person who was always following on his heels. “Oh why did I have to spelunker
a haunted house and collide with you! Lledrith! You and your secrets! You and your
murders! Damn you! Stop tailing me! Stop following me as if my second shadow! But for
having to fetch your goddamn parcel from your gutted out haunted house this evening I
could have made the rendezvous! Now look! The sun is setting and I am in the middle

of no man’s land! Damn you Lledrith! Damn you!” the fireman screamed at some
invisible person. Then he marched toward the bloody sun as if marching toward a
mysterious rendezvous with calamity.
*** ***
“My dear! My old bones say we will have company tonight! Some people feel rain
coming in their bones. I feel the enemy coming in my bones. I just know it! Who will it
be?” the madwoman asked Madame X. “Oh. The entire fire department? The Smith and
Wesson might not be enough then.” The old woman felt the weight of the gun in her
withered hand. “The Maxim! Will you help me feed the bullets? No? And the Vickers!
Side by side! Yes! Well! If we must die tonight we might as well die horrifically! I said
horrifically dear! Not horribly! There is a difference as Father used to say. I am a child of
a Merchant of War! I do know how to load a machine gun! Oh do shut up! If you will shut
up and let me prepare for our house guests I will play music for you? Who do you want
to listen to tonight? Not that fat old Italian again! Not if I am loading up Vickers! English!
Maxim! Belgium! Browning! American! Mauser! German! Yes! Yes! It must be Mauser!
This is a night for German! Mauser and what and who? Wagner’s The Ride Of The
Valkyries’. That goes with nitro in the morning and Vietnam. This is evening in London .
Ah! I know! The last concert at the Wigmore Hall we ever attended! Yes! He will be
perfect!....”
*** ***
“And Dhimmi Dave and the Four Ps deliberately buried psychological tests and IQ tests
which proved that mental illness, functional illiteracy, genetic deformity, and mental
retardation statistically abnormally featured in inbred Muslim migrants” the fireman
ranted and raved. Screaming at someone. Screaming at himself. “Especially IQ
retardation! Fifty percent of all Mos being inbred. Proven! Proven! And therefore
defective! Like me!” the fireman snarled as he marched toward the bloody sky. “Hear
that Mother! I did not even need your tainted genes because The Dominator bestowed
his tainted genes on me! Don’t turn your child-like face to me and cry so touchingly. If
you had just kept your legs crossed and stayed in that basket case place I would not
have been born to The Dominator. Perhaps I might have been born to a sweet English
retard. Or else not born at all. Which might have been for the best. What can one
pathetic specimen like me achieve in this hell on earth?

What did some Youtube commentator say? The Sweet spot of low IQ was the 80s if you
want an army of cheap cannon fodder. And guess which religion blesses incremental
incest resulting in predominate genetics such as IQs in the 80s? Hint: Not the Chinese.
Not the Japanese. Not the South Koreans. Not the Hindus or Sikhs. Not most
Buddhists. Hint! Hint! Hint! Which religion has blessed almost 1500 years of incremental
incest resulting in the perfect brain dead sheeple cannon fodder? Come on!” the fireman
snarled with uncontrollable self loathing. “Come on! You can guess it moron!”
The fireman pulled out his revolver and waved it at a pack of wild children. They snared
at him as if small animals. Clutching rocks and sticks. Their tiny, dirty, starved faces
spotty with oozing sores. Scurvy? Or Feralism? Their hair filthy and matted. Many skulls
featuring livid sores oozing pus. Their limbs rickety. Their lips oddly festering. Pus
oozing from their eyes as if pus tears. The Wild Pack snared at him with mouths full of
rotting teeth. Teeth like jagged fangs. “The Lord of the Flies wants another sacrifice!”
they screamed.
“So sacrifice one of your own!” the fireman shouted as he fired a warning shot. Then the
wild children ran away in their rags and diseases before his rage. “No wonder even in
South Asia and East Asia the Muslims are the bottom in every statistic!” the fireman
snarled as he marched toward the bloody sky. “Every other religion outproducing the
followers of Islam by every statistic. Chinese Confucius Buddhists. Hindus. Sikhs.
Christians. Jews. Atheists. Agnostics. Every sort of Pagan. Everyone else outproduces
Muslims. Every other group of people outperforming Muslims by every statistic. Even
non Islamic Africans out produce Muslims. In the production of books and patents. In
research and development. In medical research in top notch hospitals. In the
development of top notch vaccines and cures. In national vaccination drives. In exotic
research into the God Particle. In exploring the outer universe or the inner microbe
world. In psychology. In mathematics. In the generation of top tier engineers and
scientists per the ratio of population.
In cutting edge inventions. In cutting edge technology. In the literacy rates. In learning
other languages. In learning other cultures. In exploration of the planet. In botany and
biology and mineralogy. In the creation of the best schools and universities. In the best
research in those schools and universities. And research into Genii Power does not
count Pakistan! And neither does research into breeding goats or camels or falconry!

And neither does financing jihad you Oil Kingdom arseholes! In the production of foods.
In the production of the best manufacturing goods and products. In massive industry. In
massive engineering. In computers. And hiring Westerners to do the engineering and
computing and hiring hard working Chinese and Asians and Indians to do the hard work
of thinking doesn’t count either!
In transportation development. In aviation development. And in the highest employment
rates. In the highest GNP and per capita GNP. In everything! Even in basic sanitation.
Picking up the garbage. Hygiene. Forget The Humanities! Everything which defines
civilization! Everyone else is on top. Or at least they used to be before we launched
World War Three to destroy the world. Fuck! I guess if we could not be on top we simply
conspired to drag down the world to our barbaric level of ruination! We devolved
civilization down to our level of the Seventh Century Dark Age!
Even India trumped us. Even South Korea trumped us. Even South America trumped
us. We were and are and always will be the bottom. Only bottomed by Africa. Bottom!
Bottom! Bottom! And now we have dragged the West down to the bottom! Bottom!
Bottom! With us. Bottom! Bottom! Bottom! We took control of the First Advanced World,
Europe, Great Britain, and we turned all of it into horrific carbon copies of every Islamic
failed state on earth. Bottom! Bottom! Bottom! How is that for multi-cultural enrichment?
We have shared our grossly inbred and grossly over bred retardation, backwardness,
poverty, superstitions, paranoia, ignorance, illiteracy, violence, sectarian conflicts,
intolerance, bigotry, hated, wars, and failure with everyone. We have dragged down the
West to our level. Muslim Mad Max Mayhem. Then we destroyed Canada and America.
We would have destroyed Mexico and South America except the volcanic holocaust got
to them first. And now we are attacking the North East Hemisphere of Asia to destroy it.
If we can’t be on top then we will simply drag down the entire earth to our imbecilic
level..... I want my sock monkey!” the fireman cried. “I want to be ...... safe! Just once! I
want to be held! Just once! I want to be loved! Just once! Oh God! If only I could crawl
inside a haunted house or else one of Mohammad’s old Dickens movies and hide
forever! Hidden under Mohammad’s old blankie and clutching Ahmad’s old sock
monkey! I can’t keep this up! This facade of sanity! I can’t save us! I can’t save us! I
can’t save us!....”
*** ***

“I can’t do this!” the madwoman cried as she struggled with the antique machine gun. “I
can’t remember how to load the damn thing! What good is a collection of antique
weapons if you are too old to weld them! I can’t do this! I am over ninety years old! I
have not shot a machine gun of any model for over forty years! I can’t even load the
damn thing!” She threw the machine gun against a wall of mad magazines and
crumbled to the floor. There she wept as if a shapeless bag of bones barely held
together by withered skin. “I can’t fight off the whole fire department! I can’t! I can’t! I am
too old! Too damn old!” she screamed in fury. “But I can’t just surrender!” she cried. “Oh
God! Help me! I can’t save this treasure house alone!”
She pulled out a box of cigarettes and matches. “Oh goddamn it! Not in the house!
Damn it!” she threw the wilted cigarette away. Then she sagged over the box of old
cigarettes and the old matchbook as she wept. “God! What a drag it is to be old! The
Rolling Stones at least went out in style! Shot! What do I do now?” She held up the
matchbook. “The last nightclub I never visited! To drink the last legal booze before that
goddamn prig of a traitor of a Paki Mayor outlawed alcohol in public. Well! Stop
groveling you old biddy! Get up! We will smoke in the greenhouse! Is worse comes to
worse all that will happen to us will be death by drowning!....”
*** ***
Ghostly advance guard pickets moved into position on the roof of a gutted building
festooned with Pancras Plague skulls and crossbones. A soldier in night goggles
surveyed the future battlefield. “Some fireman is screaming below and scaring the
Retards” he said dryly as he used his sniper scope on his high tech gun to survey the
spectacle.
Another soldier put on his night goggles and surveyed the scene below as if a demigod
surveying tiny ants. The Welshman turned on microphones as he set up his high tech
gear to gather intel about the future battlefield. He chuckled as he listened to the
unhinged specimen of the doomed in his headphones. “The boyo appears to be having
a nervous breakdown. I think he is talking to himself. If he is not careful the morality
police will invite him to The Tower for a display of beheading.”

“Or he could be a Takfir Kafir. An Apostate” the first soldier mused as the one time
poacher eavesdropped on the headphones before resuming adjusting his high tech
sniper rifle.
“No such creature ever existed!” the other soldier retorted. Did you hear The Monster
roosting at The Ritz has just flamed down to hell.”
“That crash?”
“....Was his helicopter. Straight down to hell.”
“The Assassin?”
“No news yet if he lived. That bugger below us sure as hell won’t live to hear the
Chimes toil at Midnight. He sound as if he is cracking up.”
“Probably Syphilis or else Feralism exploding out of his brain. He won’t see the
dawn.....”
*** ***
At The Ritz the snipers among the Sports Hooligans took out the last bodyguards of The
Monster as other Sports Hooligans set up a defense gird. “The helicopters are erupting
out of the Tower. We don’t have time to set up a razor wire defense grid.”
“Use The Monster’s own razor wire grid the grizzled officer in command said. The only
professional soldier surveyed the area he had to defend. “Power up the electricity along
the wires. We brought a small power generator. Prepare the tear gas canisters and fake
Pancras gas canisters. Everyone keep their gas masks in reach. Put on the uniforms of
the corpses outside. Pose as The Monster’s goons. Make it appear his goons snuffed
their boss.”
“We can’t get these national heritage treasures out before the Chimes toil at Midnight”
the aged curator said. “There are so many. I am both overjoyed and terrified. There are
so many of our nation’s treasures here. Tate. National. Private collections. Some of the
V of A too.” The aged curator yanked off his spectacles and wept.

“So we have defend them here. And you chaps too” the commanding officer told the
Monuments Men. “We can’t expect you chaps to shoot a gun. You would probably just
wing us. But can you secure them better just in case bullets start flying? Right. Good.
‘Casuals’. Kids. Drag those corpses outside inside. Secure all entrances. Rev up the
power to restore electricity to the perimeters.”
“If the morality police know we took out The Monster they will attack. We are only
fifteen” a Sports Hooligan in his worn football tunic and cobbled together body armor
told the only professional soldier in the group. The football tunic which served as his
military tunic was so excessively repaired it was now mostly patchwork.
“So we make it seem the goons snuffed The Monster to take over his digs and loot his
riches” the professional soldier replied calmly. “ Bodyguards are turning on all of the
Oligarches and CEOs now. Every rat fleeing the sinking ships. The morality police won’t
bother fighting venal thugs. They know they would be outgunned. That’s it. Get into
those uniforms. Ignore the blood. You chaps over there. Climb up to the roof and haul
down uniforms of the corpses on the roof. Let’s put up a front of criminal venality worthy
of The Monster.”
“Why isn’t everyone castrating us for expecting them to fight and die for oil paintings?”
one Monuments Man whispered to another as they struggled to secure the vulnerable
art works.
“I heard that!” one thirteen year old kid said. “I volunteered for this gig precisely because
I was going to rescue the nation’s treasures. At dawn when London is liberated I want
you to show us what they are. These oil paintings. I have never seem them except as
computer images. What we have is stored away in mines in Wales or else the British
Museum Underground Vault. No one of my age has ever seen the real thing. These
things.” The painfully young teenager in his grimy improvised war tunic and cobbled
together armor stroked one mysterious oil painting of an aristocratic cavalier as if
stroking the face of a demigod.
“I will be honored to!” the aging curator told the young thirteen year old soldier who had
grown up only knowing WW III. “Thank you everyone for helping us save this. Our
children’s children will thank you. The future will thank you.”

“We have to save the past!” one grizzled old Sports Hooligan said matter of fact as he
put on a bloody uniform of a bodyguard. “How do I look?”
“Exquisite!” the curator laughed.
“Out you go my venal bodyguards!” the professional soldier told the counterfeits. “Out
you go. Use the dead men’s weapons. And don’t chatter. Boys. Secure the other
entrances until you are reinforced. And you kids.” The professional soldier knelt down to
the three twelve year olds. “That ballroom has a ton of weapons. Ammo. Start running
the stuff out to supply everyone. All right? Good. So. All we have to do is hold down The
Ritz until the Chimes toil at Midnight! Piece of cake!.....”
*** ***
“......No wonder Muslims have done the least on earth!” the fireman snarled to himself.
“Every Muslim nation a Third World failed state trailing behind everyone else. Propped
up by non Muslims. No wonder The Dictator of Berlin had to order her government to
cover up the fact every German department and bureaucracy and even the national
security agency said the migrants she was importing by the hundreds of thousands and
then millions were not only unbelievably violent and dangerously diseased and sexually
brutally misogynist and appallingly criminal and grossly entitled and shockingly lazy but
also all but totally unskilled. All but totally illiterate. Unable to read or write or properly
speak their own languages. Much less learn any other language. And highly unlikely to
ever be educated or trainable in any way whatsoever even after ten years and millions
of dollars.
Every expert reluctantly admitting that very politically incorrect fact. Two thirds to three
fourths were totally untrainable. Not even attempting to be trainable. Not even
pretending to bother to try to learn anything whatsoever. At best only qualifying for
manual labor. But mostly just refusing to work at all. Just lounging and taking endless
selfies. Whining that nothing was good enough but not lifting a finger to do anything
other than rape or molest in their camps. Burning down their expensive camps on the
slightest pretense liked the lack of gummy bears and Nutella spread. Whining there
were not enough video games and free wifi. Whining where all the free money was
while blowing it all on drugs and cigarettes and even booze. Refusing to even pretend to

learn German. Not making the least effort to do anything whatsoever while whining what
the hell was wrong with the Germans and why everything was not ready and luxurious
enough to meet their vaulted standards as the Best of Peoples. Dropping out of schools.
Dropping out of apprenticeships. Dropping out of every wonderful opportunity handed to
them on silver platters— while stealing the silver platters. Expecting to live on the dole
forever as Eloi while drugging away their days and raping away their nights.
And the Swedish lying bastards who ran Sweden right off the cliff lied up to the end
about the total destruction of their schooling system by migrants who just used schools
to rape. All but totally incapable of learning any language. All but totally illiterate and just
as totally incapable of learning how to read and write in their language or any language.
Much less learning advance job skills. Or even industrial skills. Much less cutting edge
science and engineering skills.” The fireman jerked his head violently. Then he stared at
the bloody sunset as he cried as if gutted. Absolutely gutted. “Not even trying! Not even
pretending to try! Never intending to learn. Never intending to work. Ever! Posing for
endless selfies dressed as Rapster gangsters! Dragging down education standards until
every student in Sweden couldn’t learn a damn thing. Until Sweden’s schools became
nonfunctional hell holes of rape and assaults and chaos and drugs.
The Swedish educators so overwhelmed they devolved down to the stone age of their
invaders. Watering down language qualifications and then giving up even trying.
Watering down graduation standards and then giving up even trying. Watering down
discipline and then giving up trying. Watering down rules and then giving up trying.
Watering down expectations and then giving up trying. Watering down job requirements
and then giving up trying. Watering down job skills and then giving up trying. Anarchy
replacing education. Violence replacing learning. Failure replacing success. Sloth and
venality replacing ambition. Schools burning down. Libraries burning down. Books
burning to ash and cinder. The future devoured as if by the Dire Wolf Fenrir limb by limb
and child by child. Hope devoured as if by the monstrous Garmr. There. Here.
Everywhere. And in every European country. In every part of the world which made the
fatal mistake of allowing Mos in....”
*** ***
“....I don’t know” the teenaged boss of the Knockers replied as he held the message
slip. “I ...who ..... should I ..... contact?....”

“MI5" the twelve year old telegrapher suggested.
“Oh. Yes. Could you?.....” He passed the petit bleu message to the twelve year old who
ambled back to the complex Edwardian machine as he licked his green tea lollipop. He
inserted the telegraphic slip into a cylinder and screwed on the ancient lid. Then he
dialed the ancient contraption. After pumping the compressed air he pulled the lever.
The cylinder roared through antiquated subterranean tubes to the basement of MI5 in
exile. But Jack Phillips was talking on the telephone to his superior about Marlowe’s
unauthorized gambit while Jasper Sylvester struggled to send out more ancient codes
via the ‘Twilight Zone’ drops. The cylinder dropped into a basket unnoticed.
*** ***
“.....Everything devolving down to the lowest level defined by the Muslim migrants” the
fireman snarled as he forced marched despite his growing physical weakness from lack
of food and his unraveling state of mind. He waved his gun at another pack of
Scavenger Rats to ward off another attack. Then he marched furiously toward the
bloody sky. “Too late! Too late! Too late!..... Watering down science and technology
standards and then giving up. Watering down medicine standards and then giving up.
Watering down every education standards and then giving up. Watering down literacy
and then giving up. Watering down Western concepts of morality and tolerance and
then giving up. Watering down Western Civilization and then giving up. Compromising
after compromising after compromising. Appeasing after appeasing after appeasing.
Diluting after diluting. after diluting. Overwhelmed by the sheer numbers of illiterate
Muslim migrants who had no desire to learn whatsoever. So proud of their destruction of
schools they boasted of it on Youtube.
Boasting how they were destroying the schools. Boasting how they were attacking the
indigenous school children and teachers. Boasting how they were disrupting classes
and preventing learning. Boasting how they wanted to destroy everything before
dropping out of schools entirely to join drug gangs. Until no Swede in a public school
could boast any education at all. In Sweden. Here. There. Everywhere. And in Germany
even ambitious German Turks admitted they desperately tried to find any genuine
German school which did not have Muslims in order to try to give their children some
sort of education. The education of future generations of Europeans and Britishers

going straight down the crapper as Muslims rioted and wreaked and then burned
schools and especially libraries and books. Boko haram! The future was incinerated
with every book!” The fireman unconsciously stroked something concealed over his
heart as tears welled up in his dark eyes.
“The difference between the West and us is that the West believes in ‘First do no harm.
Then try to do good.’ and we believe in ‘Always do harm. And never do good. Only wage
war because peace is ‘submission’ and our manifest destiny is to conquer and dominate
and rule. Nothing else! Just conquer and dominate and rule! We love death more than
you love life so we will win.’ So Western civilization devolved until only private schools
and private universities and private medical schools and private trade schools survived
were non Muslims huddled together in increasingly remote fortified mountain
sanctuaries the Eloi loathed to go near. Guarded by the ‘Preppers’. Survivalists.
Vigilantes. Even in Sweden. Especially in Sweden. The indigenous so desperate to
survive with at least some of their knowledge intact they self ghettoized in hidden places
even before Sharia ordered segregation and apartheid of all Najis filthy ‘D’s.
The gun totting Swedish Survivalists and Vigilantes along with elements of the
mutinying Swedish Army increasingly guarding smaller and smaller bastions as the
traitors in power, the Four Ps, ceded control of Sweden to the rioting Muslims no go
zone by no go zone, and city by city, and district by district, and region by region, as the
whole world watched Sweden devolve ---- yet refused to heed the warning of Sweden’s
devolving from an Advanced World super success into a Third World failed state.
Because of Muslim migrants. And so damn near the whole deluded North Western
Hemisphere followed Sweden right into the Medina Trench Tunnel to destruction!
Trudeau and Clinton eagerly opening the flood gates to millions and millions and
millions and millions of Muslim migrants even as Sweden and Europe devolved into
total destruction! To deliberately destroy their own nations!
Sweden was the canary in the mine of fragile Western civilization devolving because of
Islam and Muslim migrants. Precisely because the West was so advanced the West
was fatally fragile. Exquisite as crystal and just as breakable. A high tech hot house of
the fragile and vulnerable before the brutal boots of barbarians. Education going first.
Then peace. Security. Tolerance. Civility. Gentility. Beauty. Humanity. Graciousness.
Financial solvency. Law and order. Then no go zones. Then whole cities like Malmo.
Then every city. Open season on the entire indigenous population as everything broke

down. The indigenous population first too brainwashed to see how they were slowly
being boiled alive as if frogs. Then terrified as everything imploded. Their government
refusing to do a damn thing as their civilization and their nation was smashed to pieces.”
*** ***
The Monuments Men ducked behind crates as the Hooligans in their fake garb
exchanged challenges with Morality Police. Each side separated by decayed razor wire
which had not yet been re-electrified. One of the Hooligans inside the trashed lobby
gestured at the sole professional soldier who grimaced. The Morality Police had arrived
just before the electricity could be restored. The power generator was not yet turned on.
Half of the wiring had not yet been done. Everyone had to play for time. So the
Hooligans in their fake bodyguard togs bluffed. Or to be correct the one Hooligan who
could do pidgin bluffed and blustered.
“If the ....”
“.....is dead. As you can see he made a spectacular entrance to Hell. The bastard was
about to decamp before paying us. So we shot him. In the process his second in
command tried to take off in the helicopter while leaving the bastard high and dry.
Screwing everyone. A gun fight ensured. So more bastards died. Do you think we didn’t
want that damn helicopter to escape ourselves? So now we are amending our escape
plans accordingly. We will attack Drug Gangsters to highjack wheels to make our
escape. But we are taking our payola with us! Whatever is transportable! Tonight! You
and the firemen can come at dawn and pick up the heavy stuff and do whatever you
want with it. Burn it. Steal it. Keep it for yourselves to grease your own escape to
Southampton Depot. Whatever! We don’t give a fuck! But don’t you think you can
muscle into our gambit!”
“Bloody.....!”
“What?” the pidgin speaking Hooligan shouted. “Oh? Yeah! Flesh wound! But the
bastard who tried to wack me is dead!”
“How do we know you are the bodyguards of ....”

“...... How do we know you are morality police? Fuck! For all we know you are deserters
with fake uniforms trying to rob us! You morality police are robbing everyone no less
than the Drug Gangsters and the Scavenger Rats. If that is your plan then I suggest you
don’t even think about trying it! We are the last men standing and if have killed our exemployer then killing you will be no big deal! You guys never enforced shit as long as
that bastard was alive. Just because he is dead that does not mean we have laying
down our arms and surrendering to authority. What authority! Everyone sold out years
ago! So don’t pull your holier-than-thou shit on us. Bugger off until dawn! Come back
then for the crumbs. Don’t even think about making a move until then!”
Inside the trashed lobby a Hooligan gave a thumbs up to the professional soldier and
the Monuments Men. Then there were sounds of morality police retreating. Everyone in
the trashed lobby grinned. Then the pidgin speaking Hooligan entered the trashed
lobby. But he was not grinning.
“You bluffed it!” the nervy head of the Monuments Men exclaimed as the young kids
grinned.
“One of the bastards tested the razor wire. It was not turned on.”
“So?”
“So that means they were not awed by my bluff. They might be the real McCoy or they
might be deserters turned to robbing. But either way they will be back ---- with
reinforcements!”
“So get that damn wired up and sparking! Now!” the professional soldier bellowed.
“Everyone prepare for battle!”
*** ***
Where is Marlowe?” Jack Philips asked as he pressed the secured telephone to his
chest.
“You know where Marlowe is” the aged spy Jasper replied. “On the surface making
errands before trying to rendezvous with Wyrd David. Second Back Up Time.”

“Damn!” Jack Philips kicked the desk and then resumed his pleading to a disembodied
voice. The basket with the cylinder containing the message fell of the desk and dropped
to the floor where the cylinder rolled under a chair....
*** ***
“.... At least some Swedes found the Darwinian instinct for self preservation despite the
brainwashing” the fireman mused “Retreating to the remote countryside where Muslims
feared and loathed to go. Then to mountains. Then to underground fortified bastions.
Law and order and the military along with vigilantes increasingly only able to serve as
tiny private armies hired by factories to guard the factories and the factory workers, their
families, their scientists and engineers and technicians, their R & D researchers and
developers, along with some doctors and nurses and day care. Then moving
relentlessly to ever more remote locations by the violence, the Ghazi Razzia, the rapes,
the molestations, the robberies, the arson, the looting, and the terrorism.
Building their own remote infrastructure as national infrastructure collapsed. Building
defenses as national defense collapsed. Building walls as borders collapsed.
Maintaining everything on site as everything collapsed all around them. Pulling into
defensive modes in isolated bastions even before the coup de grace of the Jihadists
and then Dhimmitude and Devshirme imposed by Sharia. Finally driven entirely
underground in the remote mountains as the few surviving Swedes became Morlocks. A
hidden Sweden in the snowy depths far from the devastated cities where Muslim Mad
Max Mayhem rules.
But what happened outside of the remote and snowy Swedish Morlock bastions?
Apprenticeships became jokes. So no one was training to replace the 68ers. The bitter
Generation Xers fled to survivalist bastions along with the young and defiant Generation
Zers leaving the weakest Baby Boomers and Snowflakes to face the growing horror
defenseless. Education devastated, the pipelines into apprenticeships dried up.
Replacement workers dried up. Instead of helping the crisis of replacing the 68ers the
Muslim migrants simply rushed the crisis to the fatal end game. National insolvency.
Health care going first. Then senior care. Then the dole. Then national maintenance.
Then everything. All as it was revealed they had gutted their army for decades while
under staffing their police.

Understaffed industries which did not flee were attacked and looted as their work force
melted away to a few aging laborers who faced continuous attack huddled behind more
and more bard wire. As their power sputtered. As their infrastructure collapsed. As even
water and sewers stopped working. As their lorries were relentlessly attacked.
Increasingly cut off. Isolated. More and more dwindling Baby Boomer and rare Millennial
factory workers and their terrified families were reduced to living in their factories
surrounded by ever higher improvised razor wire and improvised power generators and
hastily recruited private vigilantes as the cities exploded into anarchy. Law and order
and government collapsing completely. Malmo the failed city becoming Sweden the
failed state.
Infrastructure overwhelmed and imploding. Everything breaking down from chaos and
deferred maintenance as the bankrupted government cannibalized all national assets
toward the bottomless black hole of the gluttonous migrants they housed in lavish hotels
and even luxury cruise ships. That had been secretly happening for a decade but now it
reached critical mass. Everything was being burned or trashed or blown up or
vandalized but now none of it could be repaired or replaced. Insurance companies went
bankrupt. Then any and all businesses and stores started to go bankrupt. Robbed.
Looted. Burned out. Destroyed. Without funds to rebuild. The careless and arrogant
migrants, used to vandalizing and burning and trashing because Sweden used to be so
rich, continuing their reckless destruction despite the fact nothing now could be rebuilt
or restored or even maintained. They continued to attack police, firemen, ambulances,
doctors, nurses, professionals even as they vanished. They devoured every asset of the
government as if a cancer until Sweden was utterly ruined as well as in hock to the EU
for billions in loans and unpaid EU fees.
The migrant violence was so intimidating the cowards in the Swedish government kept
appeasing the thugs as Sweden imploded. Even after they ran out of money. Even after
they bankrupted Sweden. No one was prepared for the collapse to occur so fast. The
cowards running Sweden appeased and lied and appeased and lied and appeased and
lied until their ponzi scheme of delusional deceit collapsed entirely. Then they simply ran
away leaving the Swedes to hold the bag of their cowardly treason.
And the millions of violent migrants who only came for Sweden’s riches and never
worked a day in their rotten lives now unleashed their violence in full when denied those

riches. And by now the cowardly leaders had been starving the military no less than the
police to maintain and appease and bribe and mollycoddle the violent Third World failed
state barbarians so there was no more Swedish army or police. They had been
underfunded for decades. Even by 2016 financial experts said the Swedish government
faced the Hobson’s Choice of either maintaining their expensive and totally parasitic
Muslim migrants or else their army. They could not do both. Hell. They could not
maintain their army or police or their lavish social state or take care of the 68ers and
mollycoddle their migrants. It was either the migrants or everything else because the
migrants were a black hole sucking all of Sweden dry. Guess what was axed? Guess
who got the shaft? The cowards just kept appeasing the violent horde who terrified them
as if a pet tiger while lying to everyone, assuming at least the Swedes would not eat
them but that pet tiger surely would.
All too soon what army and what remains of the police which still existed stopped being
paid. All while still being ordered to betray their oaths. All as security and law and order
unraveled utterly. Humiliated police who told Swedes they had to turn to private
vigilantes as law and order broke down in 2015 while being ordered to conceal Muslim
migrant crime under Code 291 became the first to defect. They became vigilantes for
embattled villages as Swedes retreated into the remote countryside. Or else they
became private security guards for the only industrial companies left in Sweden. So now
the barbarians ran amok among the defenseless Swedes as if wolves among the
sheep. And most Swedes had been so domesticated and femininized they were utterly
incapable of fighting back.
The once First World nation of Sweden becoming a third world failed state overwhelmed
by arrogant and greedy and entirely unskilled but extraordinarily violent illiterates from
alien and barbaric places who at best only qualified for manual labor and at worst
assumed that as the entitled Best of Peoples they could sit on their fat arses on the dole
forever while raping and dealing drugs. The pet tiger now devoured everyone and
everything in sight. Burning everything every night. Burning everything with wheels.
Looting every store and business. Looting every home. Looting every city and town and
village as if locusts while assuming they could suck the teats of the Swedish welfare
state forever even as they devoured Sweden. Bankrupting Sweden while devouring
Sweden down to the bone of the carcass. Soon every city was burning. Every town .
Every village. All as the infrastructure completely collapsed. It was like Brazil when it
imploded. It was like Venezuela and Argentina when they imploded. Devolution down to

failed state so fast no one could believe it. One day a super state. The next day
everyone was digging through the garbage as rationing turned to rioting.
Government went belly up. Socialistic administration imploded leaving the nation
rudderless. And the Swedes had become so domesticated by heavy handed socialism
they did not know what to do. Hospitals ran out of medicine and became warehouses of
the dying. Power generation vanished. Sanitation broke down. Pharmacies were looted
and burned. Banks were attacked and looted. Then burned. Money vanished. Anyone
with wealth or assets were attacked and looted. Everything breaking down to Mad Max
levels as chaos replaced order and madness replaced civilization. Any attempt to ration
failed as people attacked anyone rumored to have supplies. Mostly the migrants
attacking anyone rumored to have supplies. Hoarding. Black markets. Then everyone
fleeing with what they could flee with.
The saner Swedes tried to flee toward the snowy remote countryside the migrants
feared as rumors peculated that survivalist bastions existed called Ragnarokkr. And with
the ever creeping glaciers the remote wastelands were becoming fearsome places for
the unprepared. The more brainwashed Swedes simply were devoured ---- in some
cases literally as starvation kicked in. For the migrants were also spoiled by the heavy
hand of socialized migrant maintenance. Used to having everything provided, the
migrants also did not know what to do when the lavish monies and foodstuffs and
luxuries dried up — other than turning criminal of course. Feeding off the prey until
everything was devoured as if the Dire Wolf Fenrir. And the Afghanistani always had a
history of cannibalism as British soldiers who fought the First and Second and Third
Afghan Wars testified.
And the worst thing was the rampaging Muslim migrants wallowing in their senseless
destruction could not rein themselves in or make any attempt to build any sort of rational
government or nation amidst the ruins of the nation they destroyed. It was like the
Calais Jungle written large. It was like the Bassingbourn Barracks devolution into bestial
anarchy.‘They did not tell us the difference between right and wrong.’ It was like ISIS
except worse because it was even more chaotic. It was that movie ‘The Lord Of The
Flies’. Baby sat and spoiled as Eloi, the migrants could not find the wherewithal within
themselves to restore order as they turned feral. Too lazy to ever work, they simply
turned ever more criminal. They devolved in the ruins of a destroyed state, utterly
unable to maintain or rebuild anything whatsoever. Sharia simply becoming a

justification for sadistic torture garnished by slave markets and jizya turning to pillage
and rapine and murder.
Illiterate drop outs and criminals and Third World failed state denizens, they were not
qualified for any sort of industrial or scientific or medical or technological or even
administrative job whatsoever. Not even able to read and wrote. Only able to do emoji to
do selfies. Not even able to farm or build. Not even able to pick up their mounds of
garbage or urine or feces. Not even able to do the most basic of brain dead manual
labor without someone else taking responsibility and guiding them by pointing a gun at
them to force them. Unable to qualify in anything at all. Unable to do anything at all.
Unable to take responsibility for anything whatsoever. Fatalistic. Homicidal infantile
morons. Just angrily destroying everything around them and then throwing their now
broken cell phones against a filthy wall in rage when they were no longer able to take
selfies.
Civilization is a fragile thing. It is a hot house orchid. Chaos kills it. And guess which
religion has amassed the biggest reputation for generating chaos and banning books
and burning books and burning libraries and burning universities throughout history
while indiscriminately looting and burning and bombing everything and everyone? Yeah.
The same religion that blesses illiteracy as holy because our founder was illiterate. The
same religion which calls the study of a Seventh Century religion birthed in backward,
violent, medieval Arabia the ‘Islamic Sciences’. And calls all genuine sciences the ‘Kafir
Sciences’ which damns them entirely. If something has Kufr in its name I guarantee any
Muslim will damn it. Fuck! Muslim female nurses, before they were all murdered,
refused to use sterilizers. Alcohol base. Haram. Just spread those flesh eating germs
around. Fuck! Where billowing veils to destroy sanitation. And stop right in the middle of
an operation to pray. Yeah. That is really good for health of the patent.
No wonder Islam only confiscated the medical knowledge of the Greco Roman Hellene
World and then recycled it for centuries. Buying medicine off the shelf of Western
Genius like everything else. Yet refusing to vaccinate. Just spread the polio. Just spread
the smallpox. Insisting that even medicine had to pass heresy and blasphemy protocols.
And Darwin’s theory of Evolution was haram. Germs don’t mutate. There is no such
them as microbe mutation. Until old vaccines failed. As flesh eating parasites from Syra
mated with flesh eating germs from unsanitary hospitals to devour humanity. Then just
kowtow to Allah. Moon Allah with your arse in the air. Pray for a miracle with your arse

pointed straight up in the air and your brain dead skull buried in the dirty carpet. The
difference between the Christianity and Islam is this: Christians think miracles are an
exception to the laws of Science and Causality. Islam believes miracles replace Science
and Causality. Guess who has eradicated not only the NHS but modern medicine. And
dentistry.” The fireman rubbed his tongue over an abscessed tooth as one hand
scratched for lice. Then one hand unconsciously caressed some secret thing concealed
over his heart.
“It is the same religion which has for almost 1500 years blessed madrassas to teach
boys how to be good Muslims. Don’t go to any Western school. Don’t go to any Western
grammar school or public school. Go to the madrassa. Or else highjack the Western
school and turn it into a stone age madrassa. Ban everything but the Koran. Ban the
Sciences. Ban the Humanities. Ban the Arts and Music and Theater and Literature and
even Chess. Ban learning anything of the West. Or the East. Ban learning everything
except the Koran. By rote. In Medieval Arabic. By rote memorization. Without
translation. Usually without any other book in sight. Reciting holy gibberish. Sans
translation. Without even teaching the native language other than reciting Medieval
Arabic. And oh yes! Girls need not apply. Illiteracy is holy. The only thing I ever
graduated in was Holy Ill.....” The fireman jerked his head violently as if gutted.
“If any book supports the Koran it is redundant. Burn it. If any book contradicts the
Koran it is heresy. Blasphemy. Burn it. Boko haram. And what religion banned the
printing press to ban books and writing? You guessed it. Such a religion does not
maintain civilization. It destroys it. No wonder The Dictator of Berlin’s precious migrants
did nothing all day but play on their cell phones. Being functional illiterates that is all
they could do. Pictures. Icons. Imojs. Selfies. You don’t have to be literate to do a selfie.
Hell. Even I know how to read a low brow map or emoji. And anyway. The damn
migrants did not use high tech geo navigation devices. They freely admitted they simply
followed the trail of garbage left by previous migrants. Who needs to ‘blaze’ a trail or
read a traffic sign when you can just follow the trail of garbage. That sums us bastards
up to a T. Garbage.
And though this religion also banned Causality I will dare connect the dots between this
religiously blessed illiteracy, hated for books, hate for reading and questioning and
thinking and disputing, hatred for curiosity and inquiry, hatred for the printing press,
hatred for Kindle instead of selfies, and the contempt for genuine science and higher

learning with the fact that not only has Spain, when it existed, translated more books in
one year than the entire Islamic World in its entire history, South Korea has produced
more patents than the entire Islamic World in its entire history. And oh yes! Including the
only two genuine Nobels we ever got. Both by Apostates at Western bastions. Which
don’t count! And oh yes! A goodly chuck of those few ‘Islamic patents’ were actually
done by the hired White Slaves. Just like the baker’s dozen of so called Golden Age
‘inventors’ and ‘discoverers’ who were also not Arabic. Or Muslim. But rather White
Slaves. Jewish or Christian or Zoroastrian Persians or else Apostates. Culled from the
Late Classical Hellene Civilization which Islam conquered and destroyed.
Heretics. Agnostics. And Atheists. So much for the mythic Golden Age of Islam. Non
Muslims or Takfir Kafirs. All working from non Muslim Old Knowledge pre 666 or else
Chinese and Indian New Knowledge. Fuck! Even the Zero is an Hindu invention. Arabia
did not even have the fucking wheel. The closest thing to technology Mohammad ever
encountered was when he bought a Hellene catapult to hurl plague corpses over the
walls of his last victims. So is it a surprise that we managed to destroy Western
Civilization and devolve Europe down to the Islamic stone age? Or turn Great Britain,
the birthplace of the Industrial Revolution, into a dead corpse?
Sweden did not just devolve from an Advanced World economy to a Third World
economy. Sweden devolved from the Advanced World entirely to a Third World failed
state by every statistic. Even before its science and technology and manufacturing
collapsed. And its infrastructure caved in. And its dole and healthcare went bankrupt.
And its schools burned. And its policing collapsed. Now it is the very incarnation of
Muslim Mad Max Mayhem. Except for the remote mountainous Morlock bastions of
course. And in the ruins of the cities the Muslim migrants rampage among the ruins of
everything they have destroyed and burned and looted to the bone as they devour the
dregs down to the carcass. And now they finally simply devour themselves. And the
same terrible story repeats itself in every European nation where we bastards were
allowed into the bastions. We took the crown jewel of the West, Europe, Great Britain,
the Americas, and destroyed it. We turned the first Advanced World into Muslim Mad
Max Mayhem. Into the ultimate Third World failed state.....”
*** ***
The Hooligan who used to be an electrician struggled with the wiring. “This stuff is crap!
Whoever The Monster used as his electrician must have worked for Old Sparky! The

Yankee electric hot seat! And everything is so decayed! Crazily retrofitted! Patched! And
salvaged! It is crazy!”
“Can you get the front razor wire sparking?” the professional soldier asked as the aging
Hooligan cursed furiously.
“Yeah! Let’s try that!”
“Keep barricading the back alley and seal up the side entrance! At least The Monster
had prepared the Lobby for attack. Shove every piece of crap you can into the
perimeters to keep it sealed! Even if you have to use weaponry crates! Not munitions!
Weaponry! And prepare the gas canisters! Everyone keep your mask around your
neck!”
“And not arts crates!” the frightened Monuments Man cried as his tiny team all but threw
their bodies before the crates.
“Needless to stay!” the professional soldier replied.
“What happens if the morality police bring reinforcements?” the nervy Monuments Man
asked. “Battles are not my forte as you can guess!”
“More morality police? We can hold out! But if they bring the Elephant & Castle Fire
Engine? That is what worries me!” the professional soldier retorted. “We can’t fight fire!”
*** ***
In the depths of Morlock London, underground London, a computer map of London
glowed. Computerized logos of every regiment appeared on the screen and moved
stealthily as the secret army emerged toward the surface, creeping out of each secret
portal, slithering into their combat positions high up over the oblivious starving masses
huddled on the sewage sodden and garbage littered surface. “This computer is not
wired to the compromised internet or the few still existing Malware contaminated
satellites is it?” King Harry asked.

“No You Majesty. Of course not. It is strictly internal. Runners contact mobile wireless
operators. We have Enigma Machines to transmit to our Telecommunications Centers.
They further transmit by Petit Bleu. So we are not operating on Real Time but rather
Relay Time. That is the strength and weakness of maintaining security Your Highness”
the commander explained. “And we have littered the airwaves for years with garbage
ciphers and meaningless codes and gibberish messages in which we hide our true
ciphers and codes and messages as if needles in an airwave haystack.”
“Enigma was broken by us” the greying red haired man replied. “After some brave Poles
gave us a machine.”
“We have reinvented the Enigma cipher machine Your Majesty. And the code was
broken because of the laziness of German deciphers using familiar names. Girl friend
names. Stupid mistakes. And MI 5 never allowed Muslims to ever infiltrate Encryption
Your Majesty. The more Dhimmi Dave said we could trust Muslims the more we
distrusted Muslims. The more Dhimmi Dave ordered us to not only trust Muslims but
advance Muslims into positions of power the more we sabotaged his increasingly
treasonous schemes. To be brutally honest we even treat Apostates as potential double
agents. We never let any Muslims near anything we valued or needed.”
“The trouble with 5th columns is that you can’t tell the loyal from the disloyal” the
greying man said sadly. “And the worse security leaks are the secret Reverts. The
converts in sheep’s clothing. The Loki Insider Traitors make us question even the most
sincere of faces. Idealism once exploited never can be restored. And tolerance and
forgiveness and fair play once betrayed never can be brought back to life. The Baldr
Days are long gone when we could be gracious or trusting. Now we have all become
monsters no less than Loki or Garmr or the Dire Wolf Fenrir. When the enemy fights like
Surtr then everyone is driven to the dark road of ruthlessness. Trust has been murdered
no less than idealism. And Christian naivete is no more.”
“We have our own double agents in the Reverts Your Majesty. Reverts are a double
edge sword for both sides Your Majesty.”
“General Singh. Will the Chimes toll at Midnight?” the greying man asked his senior
general.

The Sikh stood at attention and saluted. “Yes Your Majesty. The Chimes will toll at
Midnight!”
“Has MIMIR contacted the Odin Master Computer with the latest program projections?”
“Two out of the three computers running projections say the Chimes will toll at Midnight
Your Majesty!” the Sikh replied.
“Has the Red Rooster alert been given then?” the suddenly worried king asked. “Or the
Sooty Crow?”
“War always has a Red Rooster crowing Your Majesty because no war is a guarantee.”
“Alert me is the Golden Rooster or Sooty Crow alerts come from MIMIR” the
prematurely aged man told his top general.
“Of course You Majesty. But this time the Vision of Ragnarok will play out for us Your
Majesty. This time the pivotal moment of the cusp of victory will play out in our favor.
This time Freyr will be armed Your Majesty when he leads the Round Table of the
Northern Alliance of Odin to victory over the Southern Invaders of Surtr. The Talisman is
coming Your Majesty. I received a Petit Blue from someone whose name I do not
recognize. But Freyr will be armed when he faces the fiery sword of his enemy the Surtr.
And the enemy will be disarmed this time. The Enemy leading the Invaders from The
South will be the one without his Fiery Sword.”
“I would rather have the Lost King by my side than the Lost Talisman!” the greying
haired king replied. “King Arthur. After all. He did ask Perceval to cast the Sword
Excalibur into the waters. There must be a reason for that. If I had the Once And Future
King by my side I would not need a talisman of a lost sword. Besides. The Lost Sword
of Freyr is more a metaphor for the North West’s loss of faith in its ideals. Its values. Its
heritage and legacy. Its destiny. We are fighting for our lives today because we threw
away our belief in ourselves and our cause. Our identity. Our right to exist.”
“Indeed Your Majesty” the Sikh replied. “The Great Displacement and the Great
Replacement only happened because we let the Loki Insider Traitors cast doubt in our
hearts. The ‘Visions of 2050' would have never come this close to fruition if we had not

entertained suicidal doubts which our enemies used to infect us. To weaken us. To trick
us into drinking the Cool-Aid of self murder. We Sikhs have fought for centuries against
extermination by foes obsessed with eradicating us. We don’t confuse misplaced guilt
with self genocide. We don’t confuse the right for self identity with the annihilation of
cultural relativism. We don’t confuse doubt with self extinction. And we don’t confuse
introspection with masochism. We don’t allow any invasive species to displace us or
replace us or exterminate us. We know how to face the implacable enemy dedicated to
our total destruction. We will prevail. The North West will arise as if the phoenix!”
“Ragnarokkr? I pray so. But Ragnarokkr was bought at the cost of the sacrifice of Odin’s
world. I can only pray we will not be sacrificed in turn......”
Meanwhile, the Knockers were on stressful alert as they relayed Enigma messages to
the Telecommunications Center while throwing bogus cipher confetti around the
airways. A distractive litter of bogus bunkum. “Oh no! No! No! No!” one painfully young
Bonus Boy wailed. He held up the message for his teenage boss to grab. “‘Are you
satisfied at last Lledrith?’ Oh hell! Why not resurrect ‘Kilroy was here!’ while we are at
it?” In reply a bonus girl held up an incoming message. Her young boss grabbed it as
she grabbed a hand full of seeds to munch nervously. ‘Kilroy was here!’ Fuck!” Then the
teenaged supervisor grabbed a penny and tossed it into the cursing jar.
“Just spike them on the Afterthought Spike. For after the Chimes toll at Midnight.
Tomorrow. Or the day after. Worry about the Boggarts and Bugaboos then Boss. The
stress has woken old ghosts.”
“Has anyone even located the Dead Mail Drop Department?” another Bonus Boy asked
as he sucked a green tea lollipop.
“No. No time. Why are ghosts tormenting us at this time?” the young teenaged boss all
but cried.
“Well. I guess the spectral Knockers are jealous that we have appropriated their name
and are spewing out mischief into the airways which has put the Real McCoy Knockers
out of a job.” The eleven year old Bonus Boy tossed his boss a green tea lollipop.

“Ahhhh!” another Bonus Girl cried as she yanked of her WW II headphones. “More
‘Kilroy was here!’ time slip hiccups. Ahhhh!”
“Now my machine is hiccuping!”
“And mine!”
“Which is worse? ‘Kilroy was here!’ from WW II or ‘Are you satisfied at last Lledrith?’?”
another young teenaged wireless operator shouted as he waved a time slip from WW II.
“How can we do our job if this continues?” the teenaged boss wailed. “Everyone is
depending on us! And we are getting old time slip WW II interference and an enigmatic
ghost interrupting our Enigma Machine Transmissions.”
Meanwhile in the Churchill War Rooms the Anarchists were also being bombarded by
‘Kilroy was here!’ time slip echos. “No! No! No! No!”
“I hope the Knockers are not getting these damn time echos” one Anarchist wailed.
“Stay calm and carry on!”
“What? No wise cracks oh Great and Terrible Minister of Propaganda?” an Anarchist
told his boss.
“What?”
“Stay calm and carry on.”
“I did not say that. Who said that?”
The room went deadly silent as every cynical Anarchist shook their head.
“Maybe Churchill said it oh Great and Terrible Demigod of Anal Anarchy.”
“Oh hell. Let’s take his advice. Whoever said it. Stay calm and carry on.”

*** ***
Outside in the growing shadows mysterious vans were slowly driving, lights off, into
darkening positions throughout the occupied city. White Van Blokes were carefully
delivering precious cargos of drones. As their dusty white vans paused, engines quietly
purring, their twin exhaust pipes spewing out more than pollution. Then compatriots in
strange white boilersuits and gas masks augmented by night goggles emerged from
each dusty, rusty white van. Then each White Van Bloke walked very mechanically, as if
an automaton, to the rear of each van, as tear gas spewed out of the second exhaust
pipe. The very mechanical quality, the inhuman quality, was deliberately
discombobulating.
Then each White Van Bloke mechanically unlocked the rear door to receive each drone
crate from a White Van Bloke inside the cargo compartment. Then each White Van
Bloke mechanically placed each drone crate on a platform attached by cables to a
quietly hovering mastiff drone. Once loaded, each platform then levitated up to the
upper story or roof of the decayed and semi -abandoned buildings garnished by razor
wire and Pancras Plague signs to be received by the quietly gathering army. Then the
mastiff drone quietly descended to pick up the next load of artillery drones or else crates
of artillery for machine gun nests and snipers. Everything silent. Mechanical. As if
inhuman.....
*** ***
The Oxford-In-Exile Advanced Unit moved into their position inside the old Pancras
Train Station Grand Hotel which had long ago been blacked out, festooned with razor
wire, and then converted to become the new home of Oxford-In-Exile. Behind blackout
shades and shuttered windows scientists, engineers, and technicians moved into new
war digs, check to jowl with the Pancras Mobile Hospital. Each moving into wings of the
once majestic Victorian hotel. The center lobby was already prepped as a military
staging theater. Operating Rooms were being finished off. Many of the prefabs still
draped in plastic. Cots were being opened in on long rows between surgical curtains in
the wards. Newly installed sterilization centers were being tested. Mobile sterilization
robots were moving from room to room to do final ultraviolet blasting to render each
room 100% sterile. Floor sterilizers were perpetually sweeping the new linoleum floors
with industrial disinfectant.

Robotic Telephone/TV communications were rolling out of lorries to beehive to
electronic numbers as military nurses walked down halls and in and out of rooms to slap
electronic numbers to act as homing devices. Other cargo robots were also rolling
toward to their electronic stations containing sterile equipment, bandages, medicines,
vaccines, antibiotics, sheets, blankets, electronic monitoring devices, pharmacies, and
also hot tea and broth and military rations disbursing compartments. Water sterilizers
and sanitation disposal robots likewise zoomed toward their electronic numbered
stations. As if bees returning to their mother hive, the robots zoomed down corridors
and into assigned rooms. One nurse had to hop out of a near collusion as robots rushed
around her to zoom into their designated stations.
Doctors and tech experts more slowly followed their personal robotic assistants to their
assigned positions. Each wheeled robot with telephone communications and also
personal sanitation gear. The top of each robotic assistant a sterilizer sink and glove
disbursal and removal and disposal. Though the robots had no human form whatsoever,
each doctor and nurse naturally had named their personal robotic assistant. “Slow down
Tommy T. Gramps is not longer young enough to race with you.”
“Rossy? Where is our assigned station? Oh? There?”
“Huckaberry? Where is our assigned position? I am so lost....”
A pair of Oxford-In-Exile watched as their creations briskly buzz as if bees here and
there. “The human element never works as well as the robot!” one aged scientist told
his compatriot. “Dyson would have loved to see this.”
“But the human element can deal with the unpredictable and unexpected better Sir. I am
just so proud that I have been part of the team Sir!” a very young Post Generation Zer
replied. “I hope to live up to the War Generation. Like the Warriors of Churchill Sir. The
Fighters of the Last Good War. WW II. The Children of Odin. We are waging our own
good war Sir. And you Sir serve us the way the WWI veterans served as mentors to the
WW II warriors.”
“Yes” the aging Baby Boomer replied. “The Generation Z is the backbone of this war.
The Generation X forms the bitter brains. And the tragic Generation X is the betrayed

heart. But we 68ers are trying to do our bit. Though even the ‘good wars’ have their
enigmatic qualities. The pity is my generation, the 68ers, were such damn fools we let
the enemy swagger right into our country. At least my parents, the Depression and WW
II Generation, had the guts to recognize conquest and fight it on the beaches. We are
fighting the enemy in our own capital!”
“Be the Chimes will toll at Midnight Sir. And we will take back our nation’s capital. We
are the people Sir!”
“Yes. It is simply a bloody shame we are forced to do so. Come on. Let’s check out the
Burn Unit. The Fireflies will be busy. And fires don’t always take down just the
enemy. ....”
*** ***
“.....No wonder every statistic says the Islamic World and especially the Islamic Levant
has produced practically nil!” the fireman snarled as he marched into the bloody sun.
Not even able to keep the power going. Not even able to haul away the mountains of
garbage as the sewers backed up. Not even able to maintain hospitals as everything fell
down around them. Not able to do anything — other than waging war and forcing the
Divine Slavery down the throats of people. We did not even invent the suicide vest. We
just supplied the suicide jihadists. But we could not achieve anything other than war and
terrorism. Certainly not in making the world a better place in any way whatsoever.
And the really sad thing is the nutters who have always run Islam genuinely think the
cure to everything is Islam. Just shove The Divine Slavery down the throats of everyone
and everything will be peachy. Don’t worry about Global Warming becoming a Grand
Solar Minimum. Earthquakes. Volcanic Winters. Cosmic Rays. Birkeland Currents.
Magnetic gyrations. Devastating floods and storms. Snow in June. Glaciers on the
march. Gross over population. Gross inbred imbecility. Genetic mutations from gross
inbreeding. Third World diseases. Syria Flesh eating parasites. Starvation. Nonexistent
education in anything but Medieval Islam. High illiteracy rates. Abuse of women. The
collapse of sanitation and infrastructure. Totalitarianism. Crony corruption. Nonstop
sectarian warfare. A global jihad going horribly wrong. Just keep shoving the Divine
Slavery down everyone’s throats until they choke to death.

Just as no one in Islam bothered to ask why it was the West which first roared up into
the Great Divergence and became the First Advanced World super states? Or why the
Islamic Levant since 1200 has been nought but a collection of failed states and failed
imperial empires? Or why Great Britain conquered so much of the world and also left
most of its colonies, other than Africa, as Great Divergence super states? Or why the
Ottoman Imperial Empire was the sick man of Europe? And no one in Islam bothered to
ask why India in South Asia and Japan and China and Taiwan and Hong Kong and
South Korea and Singapore in Asia all roared up into the Great Convergence and
became Advance World super states? But not the Islamic Levant. Or Islamic Africa. And
no one in Islam bothered to ask why Pakistan and Bangladesh and Afghanistan
struggled and failed to keep up with India. And no one bothered to ask why
Malaydonesia in Asia struggled to try to catch up with the genuine Asian tigers before
lapsing into a failed state?
And no one bothered to ask why every Islamic state was so grossly over populated.
Fifty, sixty, eighty million per failed state turning into one hundred million, five hundred
million, ten hundred million, fifty hundred million per failed state turning into billions.
Billions. All in the poorest failed states in the world. And no one in Islam bothered to ask
what would happen when hundreds of thousands and then millions and then billions of
indigent and diseased and mostly illiterate Muslim males of war age marched into every
nation of the North Western Hemisphere through the Trojan Horse of a bonus
humanitarian crisis caused mostly by Islamic sectarian wars, dictatorships, crony
corruption, and gross inbreeding and grosser over breeding. ‘One day millions of men
will leave the Southern Hemisphere to go to the Northern Hemisphere. And they will not
go there as friends. Because they will go there to conquer it and they will conquer it with
their sons. The wombs of our women will give us victory.’
Conquest by gross over population. Wonderful! Wonderful! A brilliant way to wage war.
Wonderful! Wonderful! But what happens then? In the light of global warming turning its
exact opposite. A Grand Solar Minimum. While we might have dementedly thought
global warming would help us a little ice age definitely is not on our side! The Sun going
into hyphenation. Terrible earthquakes. Devastating storms. Cosmic Rays. Unexpected
Volcanic winters even in summers. Harvests all over the world destroyed by erratic and
violent storms. Mass famine. The most productive farm regions now under glaciers and
snow. The most vulnerable regions being precisely those inhabited by Muslim Africans
and Muslims who are recklessly inbreeding and over breeding to conquer the very part

of the world which they actually need to help them survive the Maunder Little Ice Age
---- which is being devastated by the Maunder Little Ice Age.
What happens when the West is murdered? What happens when the North is
destroyed? What happens when the Advanced World is decimated? What happens
when the epicenter of industry and technology and medicine and agriculture are
annihilated? And what happens when the Great Displacement leads to the Great
Replacement and the Great Erasure? What happens when the Eloi, almost entirely
males of war age, byproducts of gross inbreeding and grosser over breeding, mostly
illiterate, unspeakably fanatic, self centered, self absorbed, out of control, ignorant, self
righteous, arrogant, conceited, grossly self entitled, lazy, narcissistic, almost entirely R
genetic, with the average IQ in the 80s rendering them only capable of acute lawless
criminality and homicidal violence as proven by the Bassingbourn Barracks Disaster,
devoid of any sense of conscience or even shame, much less guilt, displaces and
replaces and eradicates the entire indigenous population of K genetic, high IQ,
responsible, self controlled, highly educated, highly skilled, law abiding, hard working,
industrious, and amazingly productive Morlocks? And Eloi by definition is a symbiosis. A
parasite. A creature who cannot do anything and entirely relies on Morlocks to do
everything for it.
So what happens when Europe is cleansed of its European Morlock population and
culture and history and legacy and values and beliefs and work ethic and genius and
bottomless knowledge and amazing inventiveness and spectacular productivity? What
happens when everything which caused the Great Divergence into Advanced World
superstate success is annihilated? What happens then? What happens when the real
estate, burned, smashed, looted, wreaked, destroyed, emptied, and sterilized, is filled
up by millions, billions, of illiterate losers of low IQ from historic failed states sinking
under water and under the weight of billions of diseased and starving people who only
know one thing: how to wage jihad. ‘We loved death more than you love life so we will
win!’ Sure! But what happens then?
And what happens when the millions, billions, of Muslim migrants flood North West
Europe and North America and drain dry its wealth and riches accrued over some one
or two thousand years of hard work and genius by the Westerners which the Muslims
migrants are entirely incapable of comprehending, much less imitating, having never
ever comprehended it or imitated it in their failed states back home? And what happens

when migrants, first generation and second generation and third generation and those
fresh off the boat bring all of their historical failure to Europe and North America? All
while destroying everything which made Europe Europe and North America North
America under the arson and looting and sewage and garbage of millions and millions
and millions and millions of migrants? Mostly males of war age? Mostly violent? Mostly
illiterate? Mostly unskilled? Mostly R genetic. Mostly with IQs in the 80s? ...”
*** ***
Jack Philips hung up the secured coded telephone. “If Marlowe does what Marlowe is
trying to do then Marlowe will be arrested. Why are you still trying to contact Wyrd David
on the ‘Twilight Zone’ network?”
“Because that silly boy did his best to help me once during the Guildhall Fandango! That
is why!” the old spy retorted as he struggled with the ancient technology.
“You said he was a nuisance” Jack Philips said.
“The point was he tried to help me!” the old spy replied.
“What are you trying to tell him?” Jack Philips asked as he pulled out a cheap smoke.
“To find a hole to hide in!....”
*** ***

“.....I mean Libya sent its best to Bassingbourn Barracks to be trained as model military
policemen to help Libya’s stop its slide into total anarchy” the fireman snarled as he
waved his gun to ward off a pack of Wild Children. He was trying to get to a ‘Twilight
Zone’ bus wreckage which buzzed with static garnished with electric shrieks, garbles of
noise, random knocker sounds, and occasional bizarre bursts of ancient commercial
advents. And buried deep in the surreal, piercing, incoherence was a covert Morse
Code message for deep ops.

But the Wild Children used the burned out wreckage as their fort. Apparently the wild
creatures thought the wreckage was a sort of living god or spirit. They even hung bones
of sacrifices about the epicenter of the living god or spirit. Thehy were presently
arranging human heads around it. Their patron god. “The Lord of the Flies protects us!”
they shouted at the fireman. “But the Lord of the Flies wants another sacrifice!” The
fireman cursed them. One ear cocked to dots and dashes. What was it? Something
about a hole? A hole? Then the radio which was deeply wired via a well placed metal
plate to the subterranean depths went silent. The fireman swore but he could not drive
the all but feral creatures off. So he resumed his force march as he raved and muttered.
“A golden opportunity of advancement. To become the nation’s new police force. And
what happened? 240 Libyans devolved into total barbarity. Rapes. Assaults. Drug
abuse. Drunkenness. Arson. Stealing. Vandalizing. Desecrating. Attempting to sell the
indigenous citizenry into sex slavery. Attacking the pretty village nearby and wreaking it
after terrorizing it. Attacking women and children. Attacking British men and boys.
Attacking British soldiers. Attacking British officers. Burning the British flag. Burning and
trashing and urinating and defecating and besmirching the historic barracks which had
been modified to accommodate them. Attacking the suburbs of Cambridge and
committing such a brutal rape the victim called his rapists animals. Refusing to be
disciplined. Refusing to obey orders. Refusing to train. Mutinying.
They would have committed murder except the British Army ended up sending 300
soldiers to desperately try to control the mayhem. It took a British soldier to control each
maniac and the maniacs still finally had to be sent home. Untrainable. Out of control.
Absolutely incapable of even the minimum level of civilization expected in the West.
Incapable of self control. Much less an ability to focus to learn to achieve a golden
future. Pigs with their snouts in the trough! That was all they were! And were any of
those maniacs ashamed? Hell no! ‘They did not tell us the difference between right and
wrong’. It was all the British soldiers’ fault! The maniacs were victims! The victims! The
rapists even shamelessly applied for asylum during their rape trial. Not a twinge of
conscience! Not one iota of shame! Not a sub atomic microcosm of regret! So how
could anyone be surprised when Europe got the ‘Bassingbourn Barracks’ treatment as
well as the Cologne ‘Taharrush’ rape game treatment and the Rotherham Paki
Devshirme molestation of minors treatment and the Malmo ‘train’ gang raping
treatment? It was 666 all over again!

And what happens if even the established Muslim inhabitants of Europe, the presumed
future leaders of Eurabia, are only byproducts of Muslim no go zone ghettos? Who
mostly dropped out of schools? Who mostly dropped out of trade schools? Never
bothered to learn any Western language? Who never assimilated? Never integrated?
Never embraced the West or what made the West successful? Never embraced Europe
or embraced what made Europe successful? Dole abusers? Welfare cheats? Self
proclaimed Eloi who boasted all they ever did was over breed while inbreeding on the
dole to breed conquest? To displace and replace? Nothing else? Just over breeding
while inbreeding on the dole? Not even investing in the surplus of children? Just tossing
them out to survive or perish as soon as they could run? Uneducated? Abused? Raped
in the migrant camps? Brutalized by older migrants? Feral before the age of thirteen?
And by adolescence traumatized savages too vicious to adopt to any civilized place
even if they could score a rescue? Pick pockets? Petty thieves? Drug gangsters? Petty
criminals? Major criminals? Deadbeats? Parasites? Arsonists? Rapists? Molesters?
Murderers?
Madrassa nutters? Fanatics? Losers? Without language skills or job skills or tech skills
or any skills? Who never joined a factory line? Who never worked in an office? Who
never joined the police or military to learn discipline or responsibility? Who killed any
Muslims who tried to integrate or assimilate as Takfir Kafir Apostates or Uncle Tom
traitors? Who never developed a vested interest in preserving Europe? Only exploiting
Europe? Destroying Europe? Whose only concept of business skills was shop lifting?
Who only saw a bank as a place to rob? Whose only concept of generating income was
welfare fraud or else robbery? Whose concept of a work ethic was dealing drugs? What
happens then? What happens to Europe? What happens to Great Britain? What
happens to North America? What happens to the world?”
*** ***
Inside the trashed Ritz lobby the tiny company of men struggled to further buttress the
crudely retrofitted lobby to ward off attack. “Won’t The Monster’s defenses save us?” the
frightened leader of the five man team of Monuments Men asked.
“It was predicated on the morality police not being willing to test it” the professional
soldier replied. “The Monster had connections to the Caliph. Payola. Each greasy hand
in each other’s greasy pocket. Now that The Monster is dead his immunity has

evaporated. And a lot of the morality police are deserting. Devolving into pure criminality
themselves. This is The Monster’s treasure house! Why do you think The Monster kept
retrofitting his lair against attack despite his connections? Every animal out there has
been attacking the Oligarches and CEO reverts the moment they smell weakness. They
smell weakness now! And not just the morality police! The Drug Gangsters! The
Scavenger Rats! Every animal is going to try to get their share of the honey pot! The
only good news is the crash site means the bodies inside are too roasted to draw the
Ferals! The Ferals are cannibals who like their corpses fresh! Alive and screaming!
Then putrid and decomposing! But that crash is a gigantic announcement to all of
London that The Ritz is open for business! Come one and all! ‘Whatever thy right hand
possesses do with as you will!”
“If only the elevator worked we could retreat to the roof!” a Hooligan shouted. “But the
power is out! We can’t haul these art crates up the emergency stairs!”
“So we make our stand in the lobby! Set up a secondary defense square inside abutting
the stairs” the professional soldier replied calmly. Art crates in the center of the battle
square.”
As the Hooligans and their commander rushed to prepare for war the Monuments Men
huddled together. “Morally can we compel these chaps to fight to protect this art? If they
could survive by retreating to the roof ...”
“Don’t even think about it!” a small powder boy shouted as he dragged out ammo
crates. “We are here to save our nation’s legacy!”
“But you have never even seen your nation’s legacy!” the leader of the Monuments Men
marveled.
“I don’t have to! Show me at dawn after the Battle of London is won!”
*** ***
“.....And no one in Islam bothered to ask why non Muslims were more educated and
more productive and more skilled and more successful than Muslims. Everywhere! In
every country all over the world” the fireman snarled. “And no one in Islam bothered to
ask why even Muslim migrants in the Advanced World mostly scored in the bottom third.

Behind every other migrant group. Behind Sikhs and Hindus and Buddhists and every
other migrant in the West. Between 40% and 60% on the dole. 80% on some sort of
welfare. Even the Caribbean Blacks could integrate and assimilate better. The Mos
were the bottom! The absolute bottom! In everything. And they never bothered to try!
They just wallowed on the dole and complained and complained and complained while
whining and whining and whining while grafting every angle to steal everything they
could steal one way or the other. Shameless! Utterly shameless!
I remember when the Mos attacked the Chinese migrants in Paris. Saying they were
‘too rich’. The Chinese migrants in Paris never touched the dole. No charity. No help
from anyone. They came and worked their butts off. They toiled at every job. They
worked ten hours a day. Seven days a week. They toiled so their children could go to
school and graduate with honors. They pulled themselves up by their metaphorical
bootstraps. The Muslim migrants, all failures who did not even try, did not lift a finger to
even try, robbed them over and over and over. They were ‘too rich’. They were ‘too
successful’. I remember when Big Sis told Americans the Big Lie that Mos were just like
every Nineteenth Century immigrant before them. What a fucking Big Lie! The trouble
was the Muslim migrants invading the West were the exact opposite! Failure was
encoded in their very R genetics!
Only a tiny minority of Muslim migrants appeared to function. ‘Appearing’ being the key
word. Even apparently middle class Mos with some job training in uncreative computer
engineering degrees still turned to jihad with alarming regularity just like the 9/11
bombers. Survey after survey showing that even second generation Mos foundered in
the West. Trapped between the West they could not embrace and Islam the Seventh
Century Dark Age Religion. Unable to bridge the gap. Unable to reconcile fundamental
polar opposites. And no one bothered to ask the implications of that failure when the
Great Displacement led to the Great Replacement and then the Great Erasure. What
the hell did everyone think would happen when the only people who bothered to
educate themselves and train themselves and go to work and produce things and make
things and pay taxes were eradicated. Leaving only the failures, the parasites, the Eloi
behind.
We are the incarnation of the Eloi. Except we are such nutters we even sawed off the
very branch we were sitting on. While befouling and then blowing up our own Eloi
domes. While murdering the Morlocks we expected to run the place and work in the

factories and pay the taxes and toil to enrich us and support us. Too IQ stupid to
connect the dots of parasitic dependancy. What the fuck happens when only the Eloi
are left? When the Morlocks either die out or else run away and hide?”
The fireman suddenly burst into infantile tears as the struggled to keep control. “Am I
going mad? Am I going to die tonight?” The fireman looked up at an apparently deserted
building. He stared at the roof line. But he did not have night goggles. So his eyes could
not see what he fancied might be there. His skin pricked. But then the rat-tat-tat of a
drug gang waging turf warfare caused him to duck behind a burned out car. He waited
for the wild gun fire to pass. Then he resumed his march toward some mysterious
destiny he knew not what.
*** ***
The madwoman struggled to load the mounted machine gun. “I am not going senile. I
have Father’s genes. He died mad but entirely coherent. There is a clinical difference
between madness and senility. I am just flustered. My nerves are brittle. Then I have
senior moments and panic because it feels as if I am going senile. There! See! Loaded.
Trust Browning! The hand held machine guns have so much recoil they would just
knock me off my feet. This one I can handle if worst comes to worst. Excerpt it is
designed for a two person crew. One to feed the ammo belts. So I have only a short
window of opportunity to kill as many firemen as I can. How much time can I buy? The
House can defend itself if I help it. How much time can I buy for the House to fight
back?....”
*** ***
“...Hello Mr. Mole!” the silky voice Oxford Urban Myth Whisperer whispered in velvety
tones of silver tongue melodiousness. The battered door cracked open an inch. Then
there was a chuckle and five massive chains and locks clicked back. Then the door
opened to reveal an aging Whitehall bureaucrat in a tattered old robe and slippers. A
Turkish fez topped his bald head. Thick glasses perched on his nose. The thickness of
the lenses making his small eyes strangely distorted. The thick glasses were held
together with duct tape. He held his tiny dog in both hands. The tall and bone thin exOxford don slipped into the supposedly abandoned Whitehall bastion as if a grey ghost.
Then Mr. Mole scurried into his improvised burrow inside an old office set off the old

lobby which was now cunningly retrofitted to be a deadly fail state booby-trap courtesy
of a carpet which concealed electric wires and a tinkling crystal chandelier rigged to
crash to trigger the electrocution wires. Mr. Mole was a very territorial creature.
Inside the secret bastion the old Edwardian decor was oddly retrofitted with a power
generator to provide back up power as well as a massive underground electricity cable.
All feeding a jerry rigged wall of computers cobbled together from older computers.
Doors to other rooms likewise hummed as cables slithered everywhere to feed a
massive network of computers cobbled together in a demented warren of technology
gone amok. Yet a fire burned in his fireplace and he had kerosene safety lamps to
augment the gyrating energy levels. The old Turkish carpet was threadbare but regal.
The wooden walls still boasted exquisite Edwardian elegance in a strange contrast to
the mass of cobbled electronics. Massive old paintings adore the wooden walls between
improvised machinery. An old wrought iron bed was set up in one corner. And
everywhere there were piles of books. The ex-Oxford Urban Myth Whisperer could
barely maneuver his way through the maze of books and cables.
Before the fire in a cosy Edwardian over stuffed chair much patched sat another man
enjoying tea. The fireplace had been retrofitted to hold a kettle and crude Dutch Oven
which was presently roasting Mr. Mole’s dinner from the delicious smell of it. Mr. Mole
scurried over and found a mismatching cup and saucer and poured out tea for the aging
spy. Then all three men sat down in worn Edwardian chairs before the fire, their
shadows casting dark distorted shapes behind them.
“I smell something delicious cooking!” the slithery voice agent from MI 5 whispered.
“Yes. Fresh rations. Genuine food other than Military Instant Meals!” Mr. Mole explained.
“Dear Mr. Donkey has always been so very thoughtful.”
“My deliveries here are better than Calais any day the ex-lorry driver explained as he
sipped his tea. One hand in an old glove with the fingers cut off petted the rough fur of
his German Shepard dog.
“My dear Mr. Donkey. How goes the lorry business?” the ex-Oxford don asked as he
folded his long frame into a too small chair.

“I can’t complain” the ex-lorry man replied as he petted his German Shepard dog. “My
clients all live in such interesting out of the way sort of places.”
Mr. Mole chuckled. “Yes. We are tucked away in such interesting plague spots.”
“You do know my dear Mr. Mole that come the Chimes toll at Midnight you must electrify
your back door!” the ex-Oxford don told the eccentric high tech expert.
“Oh yes!” the old Whitehall high tech supervisor replied. The irony was unspoken that
he toiled away for Whitehall when Whitehall was all but empty.
“But come tomorrow will Whitehall come back to life?” Mr. Donkey asked.
“May the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse curse our enemies and not us!” the exOxford don turned MI 5 agent replied as Mr. Mole knocked on wood and Mr. Donkey
hugged his German Shepard dog.
“Where will you ride out tonight?” the silky voiced Urban Myth Whisperer whispered to
the ex-lorry man. His tall but bone thin body was uncomfortably compressed into a
somewhat too small chair. Mr. Mole was a rather small man who managed only to
salvage furniture sized for his small form.
“Here” Mr. Donkey replied as he petted his German Shepard dog. His calloused fingers
caressing the rough fur. The fire light reflected off his badly scarred face.
“He has kindly offered his expertise in gunnery to protect me” Mr. Mole explained as he
adjusted the oxygen levels on a wall unit before scurrying back to his warm over stuffed
Edwardian chair before the cosy fire.
“Limited though it is!” the ex-lorry driver replied. “But Max here is a warrior and I will
serve as his back up. I will ride as his shot gun!” The ex-lorry driver gestured to a loaded
shot gun and ten boxes of ammo on a cluttered table piled high with electronics and
computer parts.
“Couldn’t you have set up your computer nest Underground my dear fellow?” the aging
spy asked as the eccentric man’s little dog sniffed his shoes.

“I kept cobbling together computers as everything broke down and the situation
escalated out of control!” the old Whitehall systems supervisor explained. “And suddenly
I realized I was an island. The sole occupant of the island. I have over ten rooms filled
with computers and I also run a radar unit here. The Cockney Cockroaches arranged for
me to tap an underground power lines and sewer lines and water lines as well as
subterranean telephone and computer wires. Even telegraphic lines and pneumatic tube
lines. Anarchists come once a week to do a surveillance sweep and give me the next
set of encryption codes. Hearse delivery courtesy of the Morgue Department. The
Walking Dead are such amusing souls despite their deliciously ghoulish facades. Most
are Goths. Quite fantastical really. The last Goths have just had their baby. And their
baby was decked out in black nappies. And besides. I simply cannot move everything
now. And I have endlessly retrofitted power lines and back up computers. And I have
secreted solar panels. So you see I simply cannot move. It would upset MIMIR. MIMIR
is very highly strung. And anyway. I am a very territorial creature!” the eccentric high
tech expert explained as he sipped his tea. “Aren’t I precious?” he asked his small dog.
“My offices have always been here. I will be damned if I surrender my digs to any
riffraff!”
“Mr. Mole has being saying ‘precious’ to everyone since he was delivered Book Two of
the ‘Lord Of The Rings’ this afternoon!” Mr. Donkey explained.
“But surely the White Van Blokes can disassembled and reassemble your maze of
machines?” the Oxford don asked as he sniffed the delicious smells of the Dutch Oven
set in the fireplace to roast.
“Stay for dinner my dear chap!” Mr. Mole offered.
“No. Alas. I have some rendezvouses before midnight. And I have misplaced one of my
deep op operatives. Wyrd David. But why not move?...”
“....No. It would be terribly disruptive to the programs I run. And my radar simply cannot
be moved!” the aged tech support systems supervisor explained. He heard a buzz and
went over to one of his machines and surveyed the printout. But what he read was not
comforting. ‘To MIMIR. Please confirm if the Golden Rooster has crowed. Is Countdown
To Ragnarok still commencing? Both the Minister of the Right and the Minister of the

Left have confirmed that the Red Rooster Program is predicting a fatal stalemate
resulting in the Gotterdammerung Scenario. Both the Minster of the Right and the
Minister of the Left confirm that their gaming computer scenarios lead to the Countdown
to the Harakiri Option. Please confirm either The Golden Rooster or the Sooty Crow
immediately if sighted. Kyoto Master Computer. The Bridge Of Two Worlds. Supervisor’”
he read to himself.
“Something wrong?” the silky voiced MI 5 spy master asked.
The eccentric man folded up the message and did not reply. Then he puttered back to
his worn chair and hugged his little dog. “I have very nicely surrounded myself with
electrified barb wire. I have five back up generators as well as tapping the subterranean
grid. Solar power. Black out over every fortified window. Oxygen tanks delivered every
week. And the Morgue Department replenish carcasses outside once a month to testify
that this is a deadly plague spot. And plague hearses deliver Whitehall bureaucrats
once a week to study my reports and do on the spot bureaucracy duties. My house
guests sometimes stays as much as a week. There is life above ground you know. At
least in fortified bastions.”
“But this is all so gerry rigged my dear fellow!” the old MI 5 spy whispered. He gestured
to the maze of wires and cables and the purr and hum of generators. A partly open
doors to the inner depths revealed a byzantine maze of computers and generators and
diverse electric machines of every sort cobbled together into byzantine network of gerry
rigged contraptions. In some cases improvised wooden bridges covered the tangle of
endless cables which covered the wooden floor. Old library wall ladders were attacked
to walls to access wall computers. Black out curtains and iron plates covered the
windows. So the fireplace light projected bizarre shadows on the maze of fantastical
contraptions cobbled together. Each room leading to other rooms equally fantastical.
“Well I can’t move it and my programs are very sensitive!” Mr. Mole explained as he
poured out more tea to his guests. “MIMIR is very highly strong! The Odin Master
Computer is very prickly! It must be stroked like a cat until it purrs! The fireplace restricts
the heat to a small area. But I bundle up in layers of old robes. My precious machines
must be kept at the perfect temperature and power level after all. Right my precious?”
His small dog barked in reply.

“We are Morlocks! Not Hobbits!” Marlowe laughed.
“Since the occupation we have been nameless!” Mr. Mole replied as he sipped his tea.
“Our names have been as stripped away from us as have been our identities and our
liberties. Demoted to Najis filth. Demoted to ‘D’s. And though we rebel as Morlocks even
that name is a counterfeit alas. Who first coined it I wonder? Until the enemy is defeated
we cannot become ourselves again. Indeed I scarcely remember my old name
anymore!” The old man sighed. No one asked what happened to his lost family.
Everyone had lost families or else lost careers or else lost prior lives. Everyone lived
under aliases now. Masks. Disguises. Concealment habitual now. Everyone conditioned
by terror and reprisal and pogrom to never reveal anything even if assumed to be alone
among friends.
“I keep dear Mole very well provided for!” Mr. Donkey explained as he patted one hand
of the old tech expert. “Food rations comes every week. Including rations when Mr. Mole
has house guests. And when the Morgue Department comes they entertain Mr. Mole
most delightfully. Goths are very cheery people despite their facades.”
“I am not lonely” the small old man told his house guests. “And every so often your
fireman chap drops off the most delightfully diverse collection of esoteric Jahiliyyah.”
“A telephone book!” Mr. Donkey announced. “Circa some decade or other before Great
Britain was occupied. All we need is an ‘Invasion Novel’ circa 1910. Remember that old
novel by someone or other. ‘When Willy Came’. Imagining if Kaiser Willy had conquered
Great Britain and was lording over the citizens of London as a victory march passed by
Buckingham. Remember that?”
“I only remember the nightmare book imagining if we had been conquered by the Nazi!”
Mr. Mole said as he fussed with his broken glasses.
“I don’t think anyone ever dreamed up a scenario of Stalin conquering London” the exOxford don mused. “But now that I think about it. I do remember. ‘When Willy Came’.
The Londoners were so gutless they were doing a pomp and circumstances march to
entertain Willy. Every quant tog and toggle. Every silly bagpipe. As Kaiser Willy smirked.
So proud of highjacking his Grandmother Victoria’s digs. Everyone selling out. Everyone
kowtowing. Everyone cowering. Everyone groveling. Everyone justifying their

cowardice. We British can be so gutless. So condemnably gutless. The only people who
defied Witless Willy proved to be a small regiment of boy scouts.”
“So Generation Z Identitarian!” Mr. Mole replied. Everyone watched the small fire snap
in the fireplace. “And anyway. You always remember my favorite tea!” Mr. Mole told Mr.
Donkey. “The previous Lorry Man always mistook me for my counterpart in the Whitehall
Foreign Office and delivered coffee. I simply cannot abide coffee.”
“And your counterpart in the Whitehall Foreign Office simply cannot abide tea!” the exlorry driver laughed as he petted his German Shepard.
“So what does the radar say?” the Oxford Urban Myth Whisperer asked softly. Mr. Mole
got up and pressed a fantastical remote control to reveal a computerized map of the
world. “Nukes still in bed. Brussels under systematic attack by the Chocolate
Underground. Two days. Then they can paralyze the NATO nukes.”
“But we might not have two days” the ex-Oxford don whispered softly.
“No. We might not have two days” Mr. Mole agreed. He pushed a toggle on his remote
contraption and the plyboard map of the Victorian Empire slid back over the computer
map of 2025. “Double agents both help and hinder the Chocolate Underground” Mr.
Mole explained. “They did their best to be timely for our Big Push. So many of them
have died trying. But the Swedish Nordic Soldiers of Wotan are resolutely manning the
Resistance Nuclear Defense Grid. Drones poised to knock out the enemy’s missiles.”
“In theory” the aged spy whispered softly.
“Yes. Well. Let us pray” Mr. Mole replied very softly.
“What about the rumors of an Enemy Big Push?” the old spy whispered as Mr. Mole
scurried back to his old overstuffed Edwardian chair and resumed sipping his tea as his
little dog curled up at his slippered feet.
“They think they have time” Mr. Mole replied as he sipped his tea. Stirring it with a tiny
silver spoon as if a covert spy. “They don’t know about Midnight. Our Big Push.”

“We hope!” Mr. Donkey said.
“Double agents tripping over double agents” Mr. Mole agreed.
“And speaking of double agents” the Urban Myth Whisperer whispered. “I fear my
favorite double agent is being ferreted out. A Hunter. A Morality Police Bloodhound is
sniffing a twisting trail which might lead straight to him.” The old spy rubbed his aged
face. “I have quite misplaced Wyrd David!”
“I thought it was a trail to a secret treasure house?” Mr. Mole said as he pushed his
broken glasses back on the bridge of his nose.
“That is an investigator for the Fire Department” the Oxford don explained. “A scent to
the exquisite Madame X. Rumors. Perfumed rumors. And the Caliph has always wanted
Madame X. The Fire Department is racing the Caliph’s Procurer and our Monuments
Men to get to the damsel first.”
“Oh dear. I fear for that poor lady then!” Mr. Mole said. “But when your fellow dropped
off his petit cache of Jahiliyyah today he did not mention any concerns that his cover
was unraveling. Though his voice sounded as if he was unraveling.”
“He does not realize his cover is unraveling” the Oxford Urban Myth Whisper whispered.
“Having never conceived of himself as a double agent to begin with. That was always
the genius of his cover. Our dear duplicitous fireman has never seen himself as a
double agent so his mask is flawless. He lies even to himself!”
“That would make him the ultimate double agent” the ex-lorry man said.
“But he did sound rather unraveling” Mr. Mole said. “He usually is remarkably facile in
his duplicity befitting his name: Wyrd David. Weirdly high functioning in a bizarre sort of
way. As if effortlessly switching hats at will. But he sounded so ...... well.... fraying ...... I
was afraid to open the door to him. He could be oddly segmented at times yet he
always rose to the occasion before. Like the Trident Gambit. But of late he has
appeared to be unsteady. Discombobulated. Talking to himself. Ranting. Snarling.
Unhinged.”

“Jasper Sylvester told me that he all but attacked him last they met. Jack Philips said
much the same” the old spy admitted. “Jasper said he thought the chap was at the end
of this tether. Burned out. The way all double agents ultimately go. And Jack said there
is a morality police Hunter on the chap’s tail.”
“How amazing. I read something about that. Where did I .....” Mr. Mole fussed with his
glasses and then lifted piles of papers as if trying to find something. “Something about
the blackguard at The Tower trying to find an assassin to snuff out a fall guy to pin own
treason on. For.... where was it? Where was .....um..... for allowing ..... allowing.....
Norfolk ....to be rescued from The Tower. That is it! But where is it?” Mr. Mole lifted piles
of paper but could not find the message to give to the spy.
“The Hunter is a tenacious sort” the old spy told Mr. Mole. “As if a dog with a bone. As if
mistaking himself for a star of ‘Les Mes’. The baritone role. I wish you could find
the. ...um..... so the blackguard of The Tower ..... such an odd turn of phase ...... knows
he is being hunted no less than our mole in the Elephant & Castle Fire Department? So
he is looking for a fall guy to pin his treason on? Trying to hire a black-marketeer to
shoot Wyrd David before the Hunter can snare him? Serve him up as it were.... I wish
you could ....um....”
“Oh dear” Mr Mole said as he wondered aimlessly trying to find whatever he misplaced.
“I don’t think our poor chap will be able to raise to the occasion.”
“Not fit for use anymore?” Mr. Donkey asked. “Everyone is at the end of their tether I
think. The Chimes can’t toil fast enough for me! Everyone is antsy before a big push.
Does he know about the Big Push? This Wyrd David? I saw a morality policeman go
berserk only an hour before. Though he was probably going Feral.”
“No he does not. But Wyrd David has been unraveling for some time” the silky
spymaster whispered softly. “I have to use what material I can find and that often means
using vulnerable people. Wyrd David has always been fragile. I have been trying to
extract him before he blows his cover for the last week but he has missed two
rendezvouses and I fear he has missed this rendezvous. I will try at the backup hour but
I fear I have lost him.”

“I am surprised you are bothering considering the poor female spy you have planted in
The Tower” Mr. Mole said softly. His voice hinting of disapproval. He gestured that he
was about to give up looking for what he misplaced.
“She volunteered to do a crucial job of misdirection. We could not do a ‘Man Who Never
Was’ gambit.”
“So you did a ‘Mincemeat gambit’ instead” Mr. Mole said. “The name very appropriate
for what will become of her!”
“Valerie Odette volunteered” the aging spy said with pain in his voice. “Espionage is war
waged ugly. But I am not such a monster as to deliberately abandon my agents. That is
why I am trying to extract Wyrd David intact.”
“He did not sound intact” Mr. Mole said as he returned to his seat to sip his tea.
“Wyrd David always had a fragile soul but he has always rose to the occasion before
and I mean to extract him before the Chimes toil at Midnight” the aged spy said firmly.
“Oh dear!” Mr. Mole said as he sipped his tea. “I hoped he might survive tonight. He did
my Trident Gambit so beautifully after an initial bout of childish hysteria. What he
swaggered out of Ten Downing with! Right under Dhimmi Dave’s nose! Yeah gods! He
even bluffed it by asking to poise for a photograph with Dhimmi Dave! With you know
what inside his cheap fireman backpack! Well.....He dropped off a cook book today
among other things. Oh what history it tells. What sort of foods once existed. I mean.
Who even understands what Chocolate Underground means. No one has had
chocolate for so long the young people don’t know what the word means. Free India
black market racketeers at least sells a ration of tea and coffee and opium for morphine.
But chocolate. Alas. But this cook book. Oh what exotic foodstuffs used to exist.
Fondue. Do you remember fondue?”
“Oh dear. So garish!” the Oxford don replied as he finished his tea and stood up. “I
shudder at the thought of it returning. Do protect dear Mr. Mole my dear Mr. Donkey.”
“Of course!” the ex-lorry driver replied as the small dog jumped up into the vacated
empty chair by the fire to be on eye level with its master.

“Can you save him?” the aging Whitehall tech supervisor asked.
“The fireman?” the Oxford don said as he prepared to slip out into the growing shadows.
“I don’t think he was over the sort of soul who expected to be saved.”
“Oh I forgot!” Mr. Mole exclaimed. Our fireman also left this parcel for you. I certainly
can’t use it.” The eccentric man shook the long parcel. “From some chap from the Dead
Letter Drop Department. Lledrith. Personal delivery via our spelunker.”
“Such loving handwriting” Mr. Donkey said as the package was passed. “So old
fashioned!”
“Oh. I did not notice that. It can’t by Wyrd Davy’s then....”
“No” Mr. Donkey said. “Wait! Look! The old fashioned handwriting! A PS at the bottom!
‘The blackguard of the Tower is looking for someone to take the fall for his knavery over
Norfolk. The Blackguard is conspiring with Black-marketeers. Beware! I am not the only
shadow dogging Wyrd David! There are two hunters on his trail!’” The lorry driver
gestured to the card.
“Oh yes! This is what I was looking for!” Mr. Mole peered through his thick spectacles
and gestured to the spy master.
“Extraordinary!” the spy said as he picked up the long and narrow box.
“Extraordinary.....”
*** ***
“Animals are queuing along the far end of the streets” a Hooligan said as he gestured
with his antiquated field glass circa the Crimea War.
“I have finished jerry-rigging the alley razor wire” the electrician announced. “But it won’t
hold for long!”

“Animals are testing the sealed off doors and windows around the ground level” another
Hooligan announced. “Testing how well The Monster retrofitted his digs against assault.”
“We have hauled the weaponry and ammo crates out of the ballroom and into the lobby”
another Hooligan announced.
“Prepare to barricade the doors to the ballroom! Have we sealed off the lower depths?”
“Already sealed off by The Monster. But not very well” another Hooligan announced.
“The stairwells into the lower depths have potential to lob hand grenades Boss!”
“Great! Set up improvised bombs at the defensive perimeters. Not to bring down the
house! Just to kill animals! Run the wires inside the lobby and wire an ignition box. Set
up Pancras and Tear gas shells which explosives can ignite. In the ballroom. Those
retrofitted barracks rooms over there. The alley defenses. The front defenses. But mix it
with Mustard gas so the symptoms are confused. So it does not appear to be Pancras!
Fifty fifty!”
“Why?” one of the Monuments Men asked, shocked.
“Why would The Monster have Pancras Plague?” the professional soldier replied. “Only
Morlocks have Pancras! We were going to slowly ooze it out! Not wage war with it! It will
be a sure giveaway unless we can mask it!”
“But Mustard is morally indefensible!”
“So is Pancras. Do you want to see dawn?” the professional soldier asked. “We can’t
give away the fact we are Morlocks! We can’t give away the fact Morlocks are surfacing
to wage war! We have to maintain the bluff that we are rogue bodyguards who have
killed our boss! We have to use Mustard to mask the Pancras! Usually we can slither
into the oligarch treasure houses before the authorities realize the rotters have
decamped to re-electrify the razor wire and then ooze out Pancras. But this time the
helicopter crash has alerted everyone the rotter has died while trying to decamp!”
“That increases the danger we might be gassed ourselves Boss!” a Hooligan said.

“We have no choice! We can’t give away the fact the Chimes are tolling at midnight!
Whatever happens we can’t let the Eloi suspect! Even if we have to sacrifice ourselves!
Or the art crates! If worse comes to worse we have to retreat up the stairwell and
sacrifice the art! If the Eloi see us they will know Morlocks are surfacing! They will see
that we are soldiers! Soldiers preparing for battle! They will know a battle is about to
start! We will lose our entire advantage! The entire Battle for London is predicated on
gaslighting the Eloi! Whatever happens we can’t reveal the fact a battle is about to
start!”
“More animals circling outside Boss!” another Hooligan announced.
“Everyone keep their gas masks around their necks. You powder boys. Where are your
masks?”
“They are too big for us to haul around and work Sir.”
“What do you mean they are too big....”
*** ***
Meanwhile the Hunter confronted the commander of the Morality Police of The Tower
Fortress in his lair. His office. An agent for the Elephant & Castle Fire Department stood
to one side, his sinister black leather uniform boasting the picture image of the Elephant
& Castle logo on one sleeve. The image of Fire on the other sleeve. He held his black
helmet under his arm. The Morality Police Hunter was also dressed all in black. A black
logo of crossed swords was sewed to one sleeve. The commander of The Tower
Fortress was antsy behind his desk. As if trying to keep to the shadows. Out of the light
of the single naked light bulb dangling from the ceiling. “I am too busy!”
“I am here to debrief you Sir!” the Hunter barked.
“I thought you were here to finish the torture of the Kafir female?”
“Among other things Sir!” the Hunter retorted. “Among other loose ends!”

“Are you sure there is a double agent?” the commander asked the Hunter. “What do you
mean double agent. As in.....”
“....Oh yes Sir! ” the agent for the Elephant and Castle Fire Department replied. “For
instance. Whenever The Elephant & Castle Fire Department has a lead to an illegal
treasure house or else a particular treasure which has escaped the Jahiliyyah Bon Fires
they always find themselves racing the Monuments Men rushing to snare the Kufr
Jahiliyyah before it can be destroyed.”
“The Caliph’s Procurer you mean!” the commander said.
“Yes. Well. Him too!” the agent for the Elephant and Castle Fire Department explained.
“Buckingham Fortress has a dubious concept of Jahiliyyah. They rush to confiscate the
Jahiliyyah before our Fire Department can find it in order to ......commandeer it before
we can burn it.”
“Confiscate it to adore Buckingham Fortress you mean!” the commander of The Tower
Fortress replied nervy as one hand shook. He realized it and pulled his hand under the
desk to conceal the symptoms. “The Caliph and his cronies have quite a collection of
putrid things” he added as he tried to stay in the shadows. “But if they wish to damn
their souls with such rot then so be it. For such Jahiliyyah is Kufr. And Shirk. And
therefore damnable. It rots out the soul no less than haram music. Only boko haram is
more corrosive.” he pulled his black sleeve down over his festering arm. “They may
appear to escape the Jahiliyyah bon fires but they will burn in hell for eternity.”
“Well the Caliph’s Procurer won’t get Madame X. We mean to burn that whore!” the fire
agent snarled. “And anyway. The black market is applying the screws to the Caliph’s
cronies now. As one by one they flee London. As if rats fleeing a sinking ship. And
almost every single time we get a lead that an oligarch is preparing to flee we arrive to
find Pancras Plague oozing out as if a damp greenish cloud. And corpses around the
perimeters. And the abandoned razor wire fences have again been activated. And we
can’t get in to burn the Kufr Jahiliyyah.”
“Because the oligarches fled their bastions when the plague struck” the commander
replied as he tried to stop his rotting arm from shaking uncontrollably as if a clawed
thing taking on a life of its own.

“No. I think not!” the Hunter retorted.
“But does that prove there is a leak in the Fire Department? And even if so does that
prove there is a leak here?” the head of The Tower Fortress asked as he covertly held
his moldering hand under his desk with his other hand. The black sleeves and black
gloves concealing the terrible evidence from view. As no one bathed anymore the
stench was masked by everyone’s stench. Or at least that is what he was desperately
hoping. “The Tower is not responsible for a leak in the Fire Department. Other than to
execute the traitorous apostate for high treason against Allah and Islam.”
“The Wallace House Fire is the possible smoking gun” the fire agent said as he nodded
to Hunter who nodded back.
“So you are just hunting this fireman because of his betrayal of his duties at the
Elephant And Castle Fire Department?” the commander asked as he resisted brushing
a pus tear out of one inflamed eye. “This is just over ....... Jahiliyyah pollution then?....”
“Among other sins” the Hunter retorted. “If we can nail our suspect with the Wallace
then we have him!” the Hunter added. “The Wallace might prove to be our nefarious
double agent’s undoing. The mystery to me is why did he risk his covert identity by
doing the Wallace? It is not as if he got anything out of it. Saving the Wallace. So why
did he do it?....”

CHAPTER THREE
The fireman remembered the Wallace fire. He gritted his abscessed teeth. “It is not as if
I got anything out of saving the Wallace Treasure House. And I completely risked
myself. Why?” The fireman remembered how that other fireman stood at the far end of
the gallery room jeering him. Tainting him.
“Come on Davy. Shoot the bastard and let’s start stacking up the Jahiliyyah for the
bonfire outside. Timed for dusk. Everyone coming at dusk. We are running out of time.”
“Please! Please! Please don’t burn the Laughing Cavalier! I beg you!”
“Come on Davy! Let’s burn this crap. Or has this infectious Najis Jahiliyyah seduced you
to the dark side? Rotted your brain through the gateway of your eyes? Have you turned
faggot now? Queer?” The fireman standing by the far door smirked. “Mr. Purity!” he
taunted. “Whenever we have whores at the station who finds an excuse to leave?
Offering to do one of your famous walkabouts instead of joining in the whoring as we
rape the war booty of the ‘D’s. To let more of us big boys enjoy the Devshirme. No
stomach for Devshirme? Eh? Family jewels too small? Too much Mr. Purity are we?
Don’t tell me you are still a virgin. Want a joke if you really were. A virgin I mean. No
guts to play Russian Roulette with the whores? Scared of getting the Pox? Or saving
yourself for you mythical sweetheart in 7th Heaven? Eh Virgin Davy. Like that queer
there. On his knees. About to suckle your .....”
Then the fireman remembered how the eyes of the Laughing Cavalier seemed to move
across the room toward the jeering fireman who was taunting everyone. Then the
fireman remembered how his gun moved as if on its on accord toward the taunting man.
Then the fireman remembered with genuine surprise as the gun shot the taunting
fireman straight between the eyes as his brains spattered the far door before the
incredulous corpse dropped to the floor like a bag of flour. Then the fireman stared at
the curator in utter horror. “Inshallah! If Allah wills it!” the fireman said dazed, horrified by
his deed. Murder. As the curator, still on his knees, held both hands over his mouth.
Then the fireman ran like hell into the other room where two other fireman were
dragging old paintings. They looked at him confused. Then he held up his gun and

executed them. Bam. Bam. Then the fireman ran outside where the last fireman was
arranging the bonfire. “Did I just hear a pop pop?” the fireman asked as he arranged
broken frames on the spot for the bonfire to serve as kindling.
Quickly the fireman executed his fellow fireman. Then the fireman dragged the corpse
to the front steps. Frantically he shouted “Dump your expendable oils in that bon fire pile
outside. And frames. Old crates. Papers. Anything. I need a fake bonfire. Then you have
to close the shutters. Any still open. Except for three rooms on different floors. Two front.
One side. Right side. Where you can strip the pictures to empty the rooms so I can
manufacture three fake fires. Carpets? Let me use the carpets and curtains too.” The
fireman dragged the two corpses outside. Then he arranged them as if they had just
opened the doors only to be consumed by fire. “I need to drag the last corpse here.
Fuel. I need more fuel. I need to create the effect that we axed down the front doors and
a spontaneous fire erupted here at the entrance. The miasma of the centuries of
accumulated Jahiliyyah spontaneously combusting when you shot your gun at us. You
have a double entrance lobby with a bad weather foyer. Double set of glassed doors.
Good. So that will contain the fake fire I will create in the bad weather outer foyer.
Shove curtains under the inner lobby glass doors to prevent smoke getting inside. And I
need to burn just the facade of the house. Spraying a delicate layer to just sizzle.”
“That might trigger the fire alarm. Are you really a professional arsonist?”
“I am a fireman. This is what I do moron. I burn things. You damn Kafirs. What weak
knee morons you are. I need to drag the last corpse outside.”
“But the fire alarm!”
To what?” the fireman shouted as he dragged the last corpse outside. “There are no
more fire engines to put out fires. We start the fires moron!”
“Water extinguishers!” the terrified curator said as he gestured to the ceiling. “And wall
chemical extinguishers. Emergency high tech heat extinguishers. We have already
shuttered every window with steel. Against Ghazi Razzia and vandals throwing Molotov
cocktails. We were going to put up razor wire next but then we were told we would be
arrested for defying law and order.”

“Ok. Ok. Ok.” The fireman dumped the last corpse. “Can you shut down the
extinguishers guarding three rooms I pick. And drag out the stuff except for frames?
Carpets? Curtains? So I can build a kindling to feed three small fires to vent out of the
windows? I will use the curtains to direct the flames outward. We brought kerosene to
build the bonfire stack and sodden the pictures outside and also spray the interior in
preparation for the big show at dusk. Prep. Prep. Prep. And I am the expert in Prep.
With so much Pancras plague breaking out from miasma generated from Jahiliyyah
contamination I have become the Elephant & Castle’s biggest hero for always
volunteering to do the Prep. Oh Fuck! And the Caliph’s Procurer might come before the
dusk extravaganza. Oh Goddamn it! Fuck! Fuck! Fuck! If he comes I am screwed. I
need more fuel. Different burning fuel for my special effects. What sort of chemicals do
you have here?”
The terrified curator stared at the fireman with horror. Utterly confused and terrified.
“We.... we.... we.... have a restoration facility in the basement. All sorts of chemicals
and....”
“And I need to manufacture a sort of tear gas. Or else create a monoxide to fake the
first symptoms of Pancras plague generated by the miasma of secreting Najis and
Jahiliyyah which is combustible.”
“Is it combustible?” the curator asked confused. “I have never suffered from Pancras
plague and I have cared for these masterpieces for ....”
“....Fuck no! There is not such fucking thing as Pancras plague. Moron! Only Muslims
think Najis and Jahiliyyah secretes contagion and spiritual pollution and that Kufr is
infectious and not only haram but fatal. And recently apparently spontaneously
combustible. Moron! You are suppose to be the educated guy and I am suppose to be
the member of the superstitious and illiterate brain dead Islamic sheeple. But there is
Pancras gas even if I don’t fucking know what it is. But I know what it smells like. It
usually is vented with a whiff of tear gas. So that is the first symptom. And tear gas I can
concoct if you have any sort of decent supply of chemicals. Paints. Solvents. And I need
to spray a feeder around three windows to manufacture three bogus fires as a special
effect. Delicate fire. So I don’t want to use kerosene.”
“We don’t have time! We won’t get away with it!” the terrified curator cried.

“Do you want to save the Wallace or don’t you?” the fireman shouted as he inspected
the inner lobby doors. Then he checked the outer door. Then he picked up his axe and
bashed the outer door to create the special effects of forced entry.
“I want to save the Wallace! Just tell me how!” the curator declared as he pulled himself
together.
The fireman dragged the curator around the bloody corpses. “I am going to create an
arson effect around the front door. You have an outer foyer against bad weather so we
can contain the special effects in this outer area here where I can arrange the corpses
as if they were hit by fire the moment they — we ---- axed down the door. And I need to
slightly burn my hands to look wounded. And you have to shoot me so I will look
wounded on the steps when the fire engine comes. Use my gun if you don’t have a gun.
No one will tell the difference. As if you accidentally ignited the Pancras when you shot
me while trying to stop us axing down your front door. And the Pancras accidentally
spontaneously combusted and is consuming the whole building. At dusk. So the arriving
fire engine will say fuck. No need for us to fucking bother. Building on fire already.”
“Like what happened at the British Museum?” the curator asked.
“Allah. I am repeating what happened at the British! I can’t repeat myself! Oh fuck! I
have no choice. Shoot me when and where I show you. A nice but not fatal flesh wound
hopefully will throw off suspicion. I will have to artfully arrange to be crawling away from
the fire just before the fire sets me on fire. So my fellow firemen will rescue me so I
won’t burn alive in front of them. And if that damn pimp for the Caliph comes I will have
to shoot him too. Damn it! Goddamn it! Why did I do this? Fuck! Fuck! Fuck! And do you
have a fuel boiler?”
“Yes. In the basement. But nowadays we use the back up power generator. And....”
“Move it! Fast! The Wallace has to be burning by dusk when the fire engine comes.
Move it man! Or both of our heads will adore The Tower......”
*** ***

“.....Oh yes. By the way....” the Hunter said as he paused at the door, about to leave.
The commander sighing a big sigh of relief. “By the way...... How did the enemy find out
where The Prisoner In The Tower was located?” the sinister Hunter asked the
commander of The Tower Fortress. “The Morlocks did a double diversion attack.
Through the sewers into the basements via the under croft in order to surface. First in
Buckingham Fortress Gold Vault. Through the Queen Mum tunnel from Clarence
House. Then in the Tower Gold Vault. Distracting all jihadists into rushing to protect the
gold. All while they actually moved straight to the one deep cell which held the greatest
treasure of all. Norfolk. To liberate him and swept him away at great cost of human life.
Both their men and our men. Pumping out tear gas and Pancras Plague. So mostly in
the loss of lives of our men. Though we told everyone the corpses were the enemies in
order to down play the casualties and the why and wherefore. But the corpses were
mostly ours. Close to five thousand casualties. Pancras Plague does kill. It is mythic
only insofar as how it is generated and who generates it. But lethal it very much is. We
lie so the Faithful won’t stampede in panic because plagues are plagues are plagues
and London is overwhelmed with sewage and garbage and plagues now. But we know
what Pancras Plague really is even if we pretend we don’t.”
“Pancras Plague is the dire effects of centuries of moldering Kufr and Jahiliyyah which
has sodden the depths and saturated the walls of ancient and historic buildings where
Kufr has befouled the air with its noxious Najis miasma” the commander recited by rote.
“And Najis filthy Kafirs have befouled the brick and stone and mortar with their centuries
of depravity. A contamination of Najis. Like the noxious supernatural ectodysplasim and
ectoplasm left by foul genii and evil spirits. A paranormal pus. A spiritual infection. Like
the noxious contamination left from the deliberate slaughter of Najis pigs and dogs so
their carcasses will render Najis the environs that rightfully belong to us. And no amount
of ritual cleaning or exorcism can eradicate its evil. If is paranormal Najis.”
The Hunter stared incredulously at his boss. “Where did all of these absurd ghost
stories get started? Did everyone watch ‘The Exorcist’ one Saturday night? Who filled
your head with this infantile terrorism and things which go bump in the night? Did the
Knockers knock you all silly? Ghosts on the brain? The Morlocks routinely pumps
Pancras plague out of every perimeter of their bastions!” the Hunter retorted. “Oozing
the lethal greenish gas out of Underground train and tube stations. Out of manholes.
Out of old Victorian and Edwardian buildings. Even the Docklands. Lloyds. Out of
sewers. Drains. Out of more and more buildings all of the time. Or else oozing it as if a

foul and toxic mold. Or else oozing it as a green slime!” the Hunter insisted as his eyes
tried to see through the shadows to whatever the commander of The Tower Fortress
was trying to conceal from him. His supposed boss who he clearly did not consider to
be his boss.
“That is Najis ectoplasm!” the head of The Tower insisted as his hidden hand shook
more violently. As if taking on a lifeless life of its own. One black gloved hand
desperately tried to keep the other violently shaking hand still. “And everyone knows
Najis mold is toxic. And the mold is growing. As sewers back up! As the sewage backs
up! And we no longer have bleach or sterilizing cleansers of even soap. The evil Kafirs
have left their befouling presence behind as lingering Najis. And centuries of saturated
Jahiliyyah can kill!” The black arm and hand both flaccid yet claw like. Limp yet
uncontrollable.
“Look at the map of the Pancras Plague spots!” the Hunter pounded the map of London
with blacked out spots. “The black spots have turned London into a checkerboard of
enemy held territories. In fact most of the historic core of London is now blacked out.
Look at the incremental increase! Almost all of the Historic Mile is now controlled by the
Morlocks!”
“Because the Historic Mile is over two thousand years old!” the commander cried as he
struggled to stay in the shadows. “Roman Shirk and Jahiliyyah. Angle Saxon Shirk and
Jahiliyyah. Medieval Christian Kufr and Jahiliyyah. Renaissance Kufr and Jahiliyyah.
Victorian and Edwardian imperial Kufr and Jahiliyyah. Post WW I colonial Kufr and
Jahiliyyah.Post WW II degenerate Kufr and Jahiliyyah. Degenerate 1960sd Kufr and
Jahiliyyah. Millennial Kufrr Jahiliyyah built to celebrate the Great Windsor Whore. Of
course it would be the epicenter of the Pancras Plague! And when we cut down the
trees and plowed up the parks for migrant camps we accidentally unearthed the bones
of plague victims! Because the parks of London are actually ancient plague pits.”
“Urban Myth Whisperers are spreading that. And the Morlocks are pumping Pancras
gas out of buildings which control every traffic circle. Every choke hold. Every crucial
street!” the Hunter protested. “Plagues don’t think strategically! They are indiscriminate
killers!”

“But you have investigated the recent Pancras outbreaks and confirmed most of the
abandoned buildings are still abandoned!” the commander of The Tower Fortress
retorted as that blackened arm and claw like hand squirmed.
“Of course the Morlocks are gassing more buildings to confuse us which buildings they
really plan to occupy. Forcing us to strain our limited resources trying to ferret them out.
Moving in and out of Pancras plague spots as we spin our wheels trying to investigate
every outbreak. It is cheap to spew out Pancras plague. Pancras toxic mold. Pancras
toxic slime. They are even dumping Pancras toxins and algae into the mass pools of
sewage now. Turning the noxious festering sewage and mounds of garbage into toxic
sludge. Turning our Najis toxic. We are the ones who die. We don’t have enough gas
masks. They are inoculated against it. So we are left guessing which buildings they are
really moving into. An incremental take over of the surface. Don’t you see? Look at the
damn map!” The Hunter pounded the map. Then he gestured to the strategical
movement of the black spots marking Pancras plague spots. “The Morlocks are
emerging from their depths and consolidating their control of the surface. And each time
I do a follow up investigation of crucial abandoned buildings which control vital traffic
circles I find them more and more sealed off. With more and more fresh Pancras
corpses. The Morlocks are incrementally securing their hold on not only Underground
London but surface London. They are slowly but relentlessly emerging from their
subterranean lairs. Preparing for a major push. To take London!”
“Morlocks only live underground. Because they have mutated into monsters!” the
commander cried as that claw like hand writhed. “Hidden in the depths! Hidden in the
recesses! Hidden in the darkness! Hidden in the damp and clammy fogs! Warmth and
the light of day kills them! Or else in the rural wildernesses! The freezing and damp
coldness of the wastelands! Because they are cold blooded! Cold blooded monsters!
We control the surface! We control the cities!” the head of The Tower Fortress
protested. “We always have!”
“The Morlocks are preparing a major offensive!” the Hunter protested.
“Not even Pancras plague can kill one half billion of the Faithful!” the commander of The
Tower Fortress declared as he pounded the desk with his one good hand to try to
project a false self confidence before his uppity minion. The Elephant & Castle fire
agent stared at him with a sour expression of a profound lack of awe. “We still control

The Tower despite the jahiliyyah of two thousand years of Shirk and Kufr which oozes
up from every drain and sewer and oozes out of every moldering subterranean wall and
from the dank and foul river!”
“But do you control the lower depths of The Tower anymore Sir?” the fire agent asked
sourly. “Since you lost The Prisoner. The most dangerous of Prisoners.”
The commander grimaced as he held his shaking hand out of view. “We don’t need the
underground cells. We execute in 24 hours of arresting criminals. If not instantaneously.
Execution on mere rumors of heresy or blasphemy or apostasy. It is better to kill fast
than delay to ask questions. We keep to the surface. We keep the windows smashed
open to prevent the accumulation of the miasma of moldering Kufr and Jahiliyyah which
festers into Pancras. And when we find Pancras toxic mold or slime we seal off the
doors! To prevent it spreading!”
“So have you prevent it from spreading? Or are you desperately trying to simply slow its
spread?” the fire department counterpart to the Hunter asked sourly.
The commander grimaced in a non reply. Then he shouted “your Elephant & Castle fire
department is in a Post War 1950s building. You are lucky. Your compatriots in older
historic buildings have all perished of Pancras. So you can hardly accuse me.”
“But to be willing to engage in such a dangerous pincer attack and also be willing to risk
so many of their lives means only one thing!” the Hunter declared.
“A blind old man? What could a blind and crippled old man do to us?” the head of The
Tower Fortress asked nervously as he covertly concealed the evidence of his decay and
also his guilt.
“An illegal coronation!” the Hunter retorted.
“What can that medieval Jahiliyyah mumbo jumbo do?”
“Everything!” the Hunter snapped back. “For that illegal coronation means the enemy
has restored the haram Magna Carta and the haram Common Law. And therefore the
haram Franchise. Restoring the Najis Filth to full citizenship and declaring this island to

be once again Dar ul Kafir. Therefore Dar ul Harb. Abode of War. Ruled by the Kafirs.
Not us. A rebellion of the Kafirs. Against us. A depraved revolution of unspeakable
godless Shirk and the foulest of Kufr. Against us. Denouncing and renouncing the Divine
Sharia and overthrowing Islamic Authority and Domination. Invincible Islam displaced
and replaced. And the Ummah vanquished. Rolling back our victory! Erasing our
triumph! Unraveling our domination! Fraying our rule! Committing nothing less than
demotic treason against Allah!”
“But the Caliph is about to announce that Dar ul Islamic Anglestan has one half billion of
the Ummah here” the commander cried unconvincingly. “We cannot be displaced or
replaced! Islam dominates and rules! Muslims dominate and rule! And Allah is
triumphant! ‘Never will Allah grant to the unbelievers a way to triumph over the
Believers!’. The Koran! 4.141!” the commander of The Tower Fortress bellowed as he
jumped up to salute the black flag of Jihad.
“If Islam dominates and rules then how did the enemy get the Prisoner In The Tower?”
the Hunter asked his supposed boss. The commander sagged back down into his chair.
He held his shaking hand under the desk. “......A ......a.....a......”
“....Leak!” the Hunter snarled to his boss.
“A leak in not only the Fire Department but The Tower Fortress!” the fire agent added.
“So that proves that ..... um ..... this fireman ..... you suspect ..... um .... has infiltrated
The Tower! You must hunt him down and shoot him on sight!” the commander of The
Tower Fortress shouted.
“We must take him alive to torture him into a full confession” the Hunter replied. “To
reveal his links to his duplicitous associates. We must hunt down every secret traitor.”
The Hunter stared at the unraveling man as he squirmed behind his desk.
“Of ..... course!” the commander said “That is what I meant!”
The Hunter saluted his boss and marched out, the fire agent in tow. Then the
commander of The Tower Fortress picked up a jerry rigged old telephone and dialed a
number. “Please be on line. Please work. Please don’t be down yet again. I can’t trust a

runner to contact you and I can’t dare meet you now.” Then were was a click and a
voice replied. Then the terrified commander hunched over and whispered “You said you
would manufacture a fall guy to protect me! The Hunter suspects me! You have to follow
the Hunter and shoot the double agent dead before he can be tortured into implicating
me! Us! And I need more medicine! Damn you! You blood sucking black-marketeer!”
Then he slammed down the decayed telephone.
Then the terrified man pulled off one black glove to see the spreading symptoms of
Feralism rotting his flesh. His decaying hand shook violently. Writhing and clawing. The
nails as if talons because of the exposure of the bones as the flesh rotted away. He
whimpered. Then he pulled up his black leather sleeve to reveal the flesh eating rot
from a mass of heroin injection sites. His whole arm was now not only black but oozing
foul pus. And there were also foul lesions as the rotting flesh turned into ever more
noxious blackness. Gangrene. He whimpered. But the withdrawal symptoms were too
great. So he pulled out a dirty needle and injected himself with more foul black tar
Afghan heroin despite the flesh eating drug to stop the worse symptoms of withdrawal
and Feralism as well as to sedate his fevered brain.
Then he shoved the dirty needle into drawer and slammed it shut. Then he went to his
mirror and stared at his red eyes and gaunt features. He checked the cyst which was
vomiting out foul pus. He checked the noxious red sores. “Scurvy. Not the Pox. Just
scurvy” he insisted as a pus tear dropped from one red eye. The eyeball increasingly
protruding as the flesh withered which held it in place. He checked his dirty hair. A
handful fell out in his hand. He opened his mouth and checked the escalating evidence
of scurvy rotted gums, abscessed black teeth, oozing greenish black pus, and rotting
flesh. His breath as foul as a grave. He whimpered. “It is scurvy. Not the Pox! Not
Feralism!” He wiped away another pus tear oozing down from the red and protruding
eyeball. Then he sat back behind his desk and cowered as one hand shook
uncontrollably, clawing his dirty black uniform compulsively as he fought to resist the
urge to scream ...... or howl......
*** ***
“The masks are for adults Sir” one powder boy explained as he held up an adult’s mask
which clearly did not fix his small face.

“Oh my God!” the nervy head of the Monuments Men whispered. “You can’t use
Mustard gas! We have limited immunity to Pancras! But not to Mustard!”
“I will fix them!” another Monuments Man cried as he rushed forward.
“Fix those masks!” the professional soldier ordered the Monuments Men. Our final line
of defense has to be Pancras Gas fifty fifty with Mustard Gas. Tear Gas. And Smoke
bombs! Everyone else keep working!”
There was a sudden horrific scream. Then a Hooligan ducked his head inside from the
back alley. “We have fried some Animals!”
“Animals moving toward the front wire too!” another Hooligan announced.
“Oh God! Oh God!” the nervy Monuments Man cried.
“Keep fixing those damn masks!” the professional soldier shouted.

*** ***
The fireman stared at the bloody sky oozing into a thinning line on the far horizon. The
livid reds turning muddy with purples and foul greens. “The Wallace will be my undoing”
he said in a soft voice. “The British Museum was an once off which I bluffed my way out
of. A dreadful accidental flirtation with temptation. A momentary damnation. But is it
damnation if one is not caught? Is it a crime if one is not found out? I was not going to
be involved in the Tate. I swore I would not be entangled in any more duplicity with
Jahiliyyah. Pretty things would be the damnation of me. Satan was tempting down a
slippery slope to hell. I am a fence sitting coward. A hero I am not. My entire life has
been one of fence sitting cowardice. Bullied. Dominated. Beaten bloody. Beaten into
submission. The Divine Slavery has me by my balls! Chained and mangled! I can’t
escape even if I try!
I grew up under The Dominator’s boot. I learned to cower. Take the blows. Grovel. Beg.
Lie. Hide under my worn blanket. Duck the blows. Then wipe my bloody nose and watch
those old TV movies when The Dominator used to steal everyone’s Wifi. Cutch the Sock

Monkey Ahmad found in a trash can and huddle under my worn blanket and nurse my
black eyes and split lips and watch those old black and white movies. I would
desperately fantasize myself into those old movies as if they were a haunted house to
be spelunkered into. A magical hiding place. Whatever it took to survive the bullies and
the dominators. The Wahhabi nutters. The fundies. The holier-than-thou rotters and
perverts at the madrassa. Biting the hand with whip. Stabbing the buggering bastard
with my little knife. Then stabbing the imam with my bigger knife. Then burning down the
madrassa with an arson bomb. Then burning down the mosque with the imam still
inside. But I did kill him first so I am not the total murderous monster. Unlike Davy.
Whatever it takes to survive. Let Davy do the ruthless necessities required for us to
survive. Just try to minimize the evil I must do. Keep Ahmad quiet when Davy is doing
whatever it takes for us to survive. We do what we have to do to survive. The
Dominator. The imam. The cleric. The school rapist. The Somalis threatening the Hyde
Park Heroine Davy was so besotted with. The professional informers. The name takers.
The morality police. The Black Bloc. The Army of Darkness. The vigilantes who would
butcher anyone at the merest rumor of treason to Allah. Treason to Islam. And treason
to Mohammad. I don’t know what is treason anymore. I just do what I have to do to
survive. So we butchered them. Davy and me and Wolfey and the Anarchists. So much
for trying to take down the Heroine of Hyde Park! Davy left our calling card carved into
the corpse of the rapist. We learned to survive by any means necessary to protect us. I
tell myself this is a war. And in war you sometimes have to do evil things to survive. I tell
Ahmad he must not be afraid because between Davy and myself we will always protect
him the way we could not protect Mommy. One way or the other we do what we have to
do to survive this terrible war.
Islam is a cult demanding absolute obedience and Mohammad is a jealous prophet. And
while every fundie claims to worship Allah every other word that comes out of their
mouth is either ‘Mohammad’ or else ‘dominate’ or else ‘submit’ or else an accusation
that you are Takfir Kafir. The fundies worship the Koran like a talisman and worship
Mohammad like a demigod. They talk about Mohammad The Demigod more than they
talk about Allah. When such nutters rule the asylum all you can do is duck. Cower. And
run. Survive by any means. Even the most novel of means. Appease. Grovel. Lie.
Cheat. Murder. The only achievement is if the crocodile eats you last. The only escape
is fast death. We will do what it takes to survive. So to survive I made sure I would be on
my tri-night walkabout during the Tate Prep and Torching. I was not going to be tempted.

Let the Morlocks save the pretty things there or not. Let the Caliph’s Procurer steal the
best away or not before the Tate was torched.
But of course I was too entangled. Because of the British Museum Horror. The British
Museum Horror damned us forever. Like Davy’s accidental name. It damned me! It
damned us! But for that name Davy would not have been .....Davy! But for that name
who knows! There might have never been a Davy!” the fireman wept. “Davy damned us
because of my love for pretty things! I would not have done it! It was Davy who did it!
Despite my love for pretty things I would not have done it! The British Museum Horror! It
was Davy! Davy did it! The British Museum Horror! And what Davy did in the British
Museum during that horror will damn us forever! It was a chance event which spiraled
out of control into something terrible! Terrible! Just terrible! I could not believe Davy
could was capable of such ..... !” The fireman struggled to find the word and then gave
up. Instead he wept softly.
“Davy was just trying to save us” the fireman cried in a childish voice as he stared into
the bloody sky as if mesmerized “To protect us! Davy always protects us! Even if that
mean Davy’s damns his soul he damns his soul to protect us! It is to protect us! No
matter how terrible it is! It is to protect us! It is to save us! ”
“The British Museum Horror triggered everything which has gone wrong with my life” the
fireman wept softly. “I was so proud that night. The first week on my brand new job. As a
brand new fireman. I was so proud. And my life went straight downhill from there.
Damned! Damned! The first week of my glorious new life as a fireman. Damned!
Damned! I was so hopeful! Criminal Arson transformed into a noble profession. No
longer alone. No longer a pariah. No longer terrified by The Dominator. Ahmad was
especially happy at that! Sure. Sure. I lost Wolfey but at least I was a new member of
the elite. A fireman of Jahiliyyah. A sterilizer of Najis. Purifying the world of the evils of
Kufr. And the extra money meant for the first time we could have a home instead of
living rough. Seventh Heaven. Just like on one of my favorite moves. Well! Not quite as
good as my beloved fantasy Dickens homes glowing with golden halos and the fade out
music of ‘And they lived and loved happily ever after’ but a close second! It would
be .....as if ....we were.... normal!
My new black leather uniform was so beautiful and my fire badge was so shining bright.
Davy said we were turning the corner into a new life. Seventh Heaven. And her. Davy’s

fiancee. And sooner or later she would understand Ahmad’s need for that decayed old
sock monkey Davy found in a trash can and my needs for my old blankie and nostalgic
old movies and understand ..... us. And .... and ..... Davy was right ..... I guess. I was
wrong about ...... my feelings ..... for ...... Wolfey .... because they were ...... wrong!
I was damning myself whenever I accidentally on purpose wrapped my arms around
Wolfey when we rode his motorcycle together or else sprawled in the warm grass in the
park while listening to Wolfey’s old portable record player. So Davy was right! We were
back on the straight and narrow! And before the night was out I was damned! We were
damned! Damned! Fate ensnaring me like a web. Every seeming random action
predestined. Each happenstance relentlessly triggering the next happenstance leading
me step by step to my foreordained doom. And it was all Davy’s fault. Why do I think I
will die tonight?” The fireman stared into the setting sun. “Am I going mad? Why do I
think I will die tonight? Why do I think we are going to die tonight?”
*** ***
“Why do I think I am going to die tonight?” the madwoman mused as she smoked in the
greenhouse while watching security monitors in one of the command displays which
occupied key strategic spots in the massive treasure house. “The nice thing about
Father becoming a secret criminal after stealing Madame X is that he became so
paranoid he build a redundancy of defenses and security apparatus in anticipation of
every conceivable danger or attack. Especially after The Monster’s appearance. Father
was a ‘prepper’ before the word was coined.” The madwoman surveyed the dead things
in the derelict greenhouse as the curious towering retrofit shoved down the gullet of the
old Edwardian greenhouse turned into a massive dark silhouette against the setting
sun.
The smoke of her cigarette spiraled upward into the bloody sunset as it poured through
broken window panes covered by dirt, whitewash, and masses of dead ivy. Then her
bony fingers tapped the ash off the cigarette. “I have to plan scenarios of attacks so my
nerves won’t be flustered. It depends on the nature of the invasion. Who is going to
break in tonight. The nature of the enemy. How many. If I rehearse then my nerves
won’t unravel and I can do whatever I have to do to survive as long as possible for the
House to mount its defenses. How spooky the sunset is in this dismal dead greenhouse!
As if creepy crawly shadows! As if the long fingers of a dead hand are reaching out to

strangle me! How bloody the sunset is! The shadows all purple and intense blue and
green in the growing blackness. Who is it going to be? My houseguest? My enemy? My
nemesis? Or perhaps simply a robber? A desperado? A lost soul?....”
*** ***
The Hooligans in the back alley were firing furiously as the desperate dredges of
devolving London rushed toward the razor wires. Bodies screaming and frying on the
gerry rigged wire. But as more and more bodies jumped on top of the razor wire the
sheer mass of organic bodies was shorting out the electricity. And the alley ran in both
directions. So the Hooligans were being attacked from both directions. “No gunnery
yet!” one Hooligan shouted. “Just sticks and clubs and knives!”
Bam!
A Hooligan fell wounded. Shot from behind. “Duck down behind the barricades boys!”
the senior Hooligan shouted as everyone ducked behind the crude barricade of furniture
and crates piled on top of the previous barricade of sandbags erected by the old
bodyguards for The Monsters. “Some animals have guns! How are you doing Mack?”
“Only a flesh wound!” the wounded Hooligan replied as he pulled out a sterile bandage
and shoved it awkwardly between his crude armor to stanch the blood. “I can use a
revolver if you can pull it out for me. See! You can’t keep a good Hooligan down! Let me
at them!” Then the wounded Hooligan stood up and resumed firing. “Hand grenades!”
the senior Hooligan shouted. Then the Hooligans lobbed hand grenades at the attacking
animals. More flesh and blood and bone exploded, temporarily driving the attackers off.
Then the senior Hooligan grimaced. “We need more hand gren.....”
“....Courtesy of The Monster Sir!” the small powder boy shouted with pride as the young
boy dragged out a crate of hand grenades while crawling on his hands and knees
“Great! But keep down boyo! Keep down!”
“Yes Sir!” The eleven year old boy replied as he crawled back inside to drag out another
crate of hand grenades.

“What an amazing boy!” the Hooligan exclaimed as he turned around to speak to the
wounded Hooligan. “Mack? Mack!” But Mack was sprawled dead on the ground. His
cobbled armor oozing blood from a nicked artery wound.
*** ***
“What happened that dreadful night during the British Museum Horror damned me
forever!” the fireman whispered in a soft voice as he stroked something concealed
inside his sinister black tunic over his heart. “A Takfir Kafir. A traitor. A murderer. Then
Davy entangled us into the Tate and the National. Treason on top of treason. A chain
reaction of treason. Which in turn entangled us with the Wallace. And that entangled us
in the V&A. Which entangled us with the Monuments Men of the Morlocks. And the
Urban Myth Whisperers from MI 5. Stephan Marlowe. Jasper Sylvester. Jack Phillips.
With Mr. Mole and his Trident Gambit. With mysterious codes and ciphers and illegal
ham radios. With the Harbi Resistance. The Guy Fawkes Night Riots. That mad
Irishman and the Fiendish Machine. The BBC torching. The In & Out Coup. The
Shadows Haunted House where Wolfey and I meet the Survivalist. Lledrith! Damn
Lledrith! The night Dhimmi Dave met his ugly end. A slippery slope to hell. Step by step
on a slippery slope to hell!
And now the Morality Police have a Hunter after us!” the fireman cried harshly as he
stared at the bloody sunset as if mesmerized. “That I am damned I surely know. But to
die under torture at The Tower Fortress. That is worse than dying of Feralism. I am
terrified of torture! A shoot out. Sure! What the hell! I am drowning in such murders and
betrayals one more death pales. Even if it is my own death. It pales for all of the deaths
I have committed. But I will sell out anyone rather than be tortured. All for pretty things.
My damnation started with the sight of pretty things!” The fireman grimaced. His tongue
rubbing his obsessed tooth as if a worry wart. “Madame X!” the fireman snarled in a
harsh voice. “I won’t die for you. I feel it in my bones. That I will die tonight. And die I
might. But not for you!”
*** ***
“I object to dying for you!” the madwoman told her arrogantly silent roommate. “Don’t
turn your face away from me! You conceited hussy!” the madwoman told Madame X. “If
I die tonight it will be to help the House fight off assault! There are others just as worthy

of being saved as you! Oh! Not just that fat old Italian cow you are so jealous of! The
divinely handsome Van Dyke! Delicious eye candy! What Father ever saw in you is
beyond me! Or my boyfriend General Sir Banastre Tarleton for another! Mrs. Oswald
who is a very nice old lady! Unlike you! The charming Coltmans! Unlike you!
Then there is Mr. Audubon! Or at least one of his editions of birds! Mr. Gutenberg! Or at
least his bible! Father’s collection of Playboy! My teenaged collection of Mad Magazine
and Marvel Comics! What might quite possibly be the last entire collection of Puccini
and The Kirov Ballet! The last possible editions of ‘Phantom Of the Opera’ and ‘Sunset
Boulevard’! And don’t even think of comparing Norma to me! Oh do stop being such a
prima donna! You are not the only one facing being incinerated tonight! I am going to
listen to my ham radio and try to pick out the codes! Earlier I recognized ‘Stay calm and
carry on!’. So hold down the fort until I come back! Here is the Adams revolver. I loaded
it for you. I am placing a loaded gun in each room. Oh? You want the Luger! Fine! Fine!
Here is the Luger! Now I am going to listen to the ham radio! Shout out if Jack the
Ripper comes! And remember! I am not dying just for you tonight!”
*** ***
The Hunter studied the picture post card he got from the Captain of the Elephant &
Castle Fire Department. “Madame X. Everyone wants your pretty face. Some to savor.
Some to burn. Everyone is racing toward you. Where are you hiding Madame X? Where
is your secret lair. Will my prey be there? Committing his final treason against Allah?
Trying to save you? Picking your pretty face over his duty to Allah? A traitor to Allah!
Seduced by you! I have interviewed the present Procurer and he told me the previous
Procurer was set up by someone in the fire department. But who? I think I know who.
Oh yes! The hero of the hour! The traitor of the Elephant & Castle Fire Department! My
doppelganger? My fetch of the faith? Will he be there? Will he be there betraying Islam
to save your pretty face?”
*** ***

“Sharia always was medieval! The incarnation of the Arabic Medieval Stone Age. The
only religion which would drag the entire world back into the Arabic Medieval Stone Age”
the fireman snarled as he marched toward the setting sun. “Defiantly so. Proudly so.

Regressive and bigoted and self righteously warmongering. So brutalizing it even bans
sports and amusements and chess and kites and most of all The Humanities! Hear that
Mohammad! So much for your love of pretty things! Banning music and art and theater
and dancing and poetry and fiction and books and every pretty thing which might
humanize humanity! If Sharia could have banned The Renaissance and the
Enlightenment it would have! No less than the Modern World! And don’t you dare try to
contradict me Mohammad! Ahmad? All he knows is his damn sock monkey. I hate to
break it to you Ahmad. But Sharia and Islam bans such things. Aisha was clutching her
dolls when told she was about be bedded by her husband Mohammad. And her dolls
and toys were taken away from her so her virginity could be taken away from her. Dolls
and toys are haram for any but the youngest of children! The Dominator never allowed
us to have any such haram! I always had to hide the toys I found in trash cans so The
Dominator would not take them away from you Ahmad! Risking a beating everything I
found a toy to balm your fears Ahmad!
And that goes for your blankies and movies Mohammad! Haram! The Dominator only
enjoyed the idea of stealing the Kafir’s Wifi. Sharia and The Dominator! Sharia and that
buggering madrassa. Sharia and that damn mosque The Dominator dragged me to. Self
righteously hypocritical. Misogynist. Brutal. Sadistic. Shockingly violent. Oppressive.
Authoritarian. Cursing Democracy and pretty things and everything which made this
country great. Blessing dictators. Raising the mullahs to power crazed thugs. Turning
imams into tintype dictators. And madrassa clerics and imams into sadistic dictators
who used to beat me bloody. Flogging me. Punching me. Kicking me. Fortunately I was
too ugly to be buggered by them. Shut up Ahmad! It did not happen! I killed the bugger
before he could turn his evil on you. So stop whimpering you whiny whelp! But I learned
to hate at that damn madrassa stuck in the dirty basement of that damn mosque. All of
those bastards met a very nasty end. Hah! Never underestimate gas fixtures left on.
Monoxide. A match. My first beautiful fire!
Holier than thou hypocrites. Demanding the 5% Prophet’s cut of the GNP for the holierthan-thou bastards to bless dictators while screwing everyone for their own greedy
ends. While buggering the boys and Devshirme sex slaves. Outlawing pretty things. I so
wanted the pretty things. We all did! We all desperately wanted pretty things. Forbidden
things. Why? Why were all of the pretty things forbidden? One black gloved hand
unconsciously caressed something concealed over his heart.

“Everything this once beau place created was banned unless it could be vandalized and
burned or else turned ugly! Ugly! Spoiled and besmirched and smeared and befouled
and ruined and turned ugly! This whole once bejeweled place turned into a spelunker’s
tragic ruin! All we were left with was creeping into a corner and watching old TV movies
under Mohammad’s old blanket with Ahmad’s old Sock Monkey or else spelunkering in
the old abandoned Victorian or WW II ruins while living rough. To try to ferret out
abandoned pretty things. My own pathetic sort of stealing I guess. I wanted to be a .......
loyal citizen of Great Britain. Admit it! You did too Mohammad! We all wanted to be loyal
to this country. Mommy’s country. Eh Ahmad? But that was haram. Everything we ever
wanted and needed and so desperately longed to have was haram. Including .... her.....”
The fireman grinded his abscessed teeth in the emotional pain.
“I have never seen such hair as yours” the fireman sang softly. “ See! See! Though it
comes from so high it floods me to the depths of my heart! And it is so sweet! Sweet! As
though it is falling from heaven! I can no longer see the sky through your hair. My hands
can no longer hold your intoxicating hair. Your locks and ringlets are like love birds
fluttering in my hands. And they love me more than you love me. And even if you do not
love me your hair loves me. Do you hear my kisses? I am kissing your hair....”
“....The Koran has declared hair to be awrah” the fireman said softly. “The hair of a
woman is awrah. The face of a woman is awrah. The voice of a woman is awrah. The
body of a woman is awrah. Every part of a woman is awrah. Prayers cannot raise up to
heaven if uttered in the presence of a black dog or a Najis Kafir or an awrah woman.”
“Fuck you!” the fireman snarled bitterly. You never loved her! Not the way I so
desperately loved her!”
“She did not love you Davy” the fireman whispered softly. “She never loved you!” Then
the fireman screamed as if in pain.
*** ***
The Battle of the Ritz was waging furiously. Denizens of devolving London were
throwing themselves at the electrified wire. Everyone crazed at the thought of breaking
into an oligarch’s abandoned treasure house. Diseased and starving migrants used old
pipes as if crow bars to try to pry off the retrofitted steel and wooden barricades
covering the old windows of the Ritz when the ground floor used to want to show people

outside what was happening inside. Bullets were flying in every direction. Every so often
Hooligans paused from shooting to hurl hand grenades as the enraged mob threw their
bodies at the wire to break through. Bodies climbing over bodies. Other howling
migrants were using crude battering rams created from decayed street lamps to break
through the electrified wire which was sparking and sputtering. But no matter how may
hand grenades and bullets exploded or impaled the enemy, the enemy kept coming as if
maniacs. Life was so cheap and the lure of the treasure house was so great.
“Are they fighting to get at the art work?” one of the Monuments Men cried as they
struggled to retrofit the adult gas masks to fit small faces.
“God bless Duct Tape! I never leave home without!” another shouted.
“No!” another Monuments Man shouted as he ripped his jacket to tape into crude hoods
to be pulled over each small head. “They are after the caches of food and medicine and
drugs The Monster must have stashed! This art loot only has value to us through our
front of the Black Market and to be used as currency at the Southampton Depot by
Oligarches desperate to escape this damn island!”
*** ***
Meanwhile the Chauffeur and his Trophy Widow were driving furiously toward
Southampton Depot across landscape of utter devastation. Here and there rusting
wreaks of lorries and automobiles littered the sides of the much damaged highway. But
beyond the decaying highway there was no evidence of life whatsoever. Ruins and
wreckage and fire gutted debris but no signs of life.
“It is like something out of Mad Max” the Chauffeur shouted. “I thought part of the rural
countryside was controlled by the Resistance but I guess we are still too close to
London!”
“Oh do stop crying my dear” the Trophy Widow told the younger wife of a dead Oligarch.
The younger girl was hurdled in one corner of the back seat with her Islamic veils
billowing around her as she held her fur as if a blankie. “It is becoming tiresome.”

“Another roadblock!” the Chauffeur shouted as he hit the gas. The Trophy Widow pulled
out her gun and ducked as the Chauffeur hit the pedal to the metal and drove straight at
the crude barricade which blocked the width of the decaying highway. Ghazi Razzia
Robbers started shooting furiously. Bullets ricocheting. Then the massively retrofitted
automobile hurled itself right through the barricade as bodies and bullets went flying.
The veil shrouded girl screamed in terror as bodies hit the reinforced bullet proof glass
and then bounced off leaving great smears of blood and gore. Another body struck the
reinforced window shield in an exploding mass of flesh and bone and blood before
bounding off. “Hell! I can barely see through the blood!” the Chauffeur shouted as gross
blood spatters and human debris oozed down the reinforced glass. He incredulously
turned on his window shield wipers which commenced blandly wiping blood and gore
away ----- which revealed a howling face of a dying Ghazi Razzia Robber half clinging to
the retrofitted window shield as he welded a pipe to bash the glass. Furiously the drug
fueled maniac battered the reinforced window shield as one hand held on to the
massive steel retrofit. His body careening wildly back and forth across the bonnet as the
Chauffeur brutally yanked his driving wheel left and right to try to throw him off.
Then the pipe bashed a crack! The howling Ghazi Razzia Robber screamed
triumphantly as he prepared to wallop the crack to shatter the window! At that moment
the Chauffeur brutally spun around on the abandoned highway, careening over the
damaged divider in an insane 180 degree maneuver. The howling Ghazi Razzi Robber
went flying as the massive automobile resumed hurling itself down the abandoned
highway. Behind the automobile bullets peppered the rear window. Each sound make
the younger girl scream as the Trophy Widow ducked while keeping that gun ready to
start shooting. Then the automobile raced furiously ahead, roaring down the abandoned
highway toward Southampton Depot. “How do you like the drive so far babe?” the
Chauffeur shouted.
“This why I love you baby!” the Trophy Wife shouted back. “I hope our petit natural
treasure is intact in the boot!”
Cocooned and safe and it will buy us escape from England babe!” the Chauffeur
shouted. “We are going to kiss this damn island goodbye!” Then the automobile roared
down the abandoned highway past debris and wreckage which littered the road near
and far.

*** ***
The madwoman turned off the ham radio. “The only code I recognize is the old ‘Stay
calm and carry on’ code. Usually the old codes say ‘Persevere’ or ‘Endeavor’. The
Resistence keeps the old codes for people like me. Cut out of the loop but still
desperate for news. Only familiar with old codes. But still hanging on and persevering,
endeavoring. Tonight all three codes are cycling over and over. If something is
happening of course no one can yell it from the rooftops. It might be nothing at all. It is
getting dreadfully hard to follow the codes through the audio pollution of knocking taps
and bogus static and deliberately bizarre recycling of old commercials and replays of old
sports games and TV shows like ‘Doctor Who’ and ‘Have You Been Served’ to bewilder
and consternate. Though ‘Doctor Who’ is spliced with short messages hidden in plan
sight. I am getting to damn old for this amateur hour espionage!” The madwoman shut
down the ham radio. “Why do I think something is going down tonight? Why do I think I
am going to die tonight?....”
*** ***
“Why do I think I am going to die tonight?” the fireman whispered out loud. “Oh shut up!
Shut up! Shut up! You voices in my head! Drown out their howls and cries! Recite your
haram story of your haram life to Lledrith! If he is inviting himself into our head he
should at least contribute something constructive to us! He could be our biographer!
After all! Spies in deep ops rarely can survive to debrief their handlers. Much less
historians! Where was I? Oh yes! Outlawing everything the West represents. Especially
freedom. Outlawing Economics and Science and even Modern Medicine. Ordering the
total segregation of the sexes. Ordering the segregation of the Najis filthy Untermensch
from their superior masters the Ubermensch Ummah. Segregating everything. Banning
books. Burning books. Banning the Humanities. Burning the Humanities. Blessing
torture and every sort of brutal death.

The Sharia is the oppose of everything those damn fools useful idiots claimed they
believed in. Yet the multi-cultural 68er arseholes and Snowflake sheeple cheered when
the Loki Insider Traitors uncaged Sharia. As if retards cheering the approach of their
own executioners. As if retards gayly digging their own Medina Trench which was their

open grave. Then gayly jumping down into it. And gayly cheering as their executioners
beheaded them and then ordered their children to shove the dirt over their corpses
before they would be auctioned off as war booty sex slaves. I bet the Millennials
Snowflakes loved that part! Take about safe places ---- NOT!
Hell! Actually the older Millennials realized what was happening and rebelled at that
point along with the Leavers who were mostly WW II relics and bitter Generation Xers.
That and the glorious Generation Zers who led the charge! The brainwashing was
breaking down at that point. And being herd creatures the older Millennials found
themselves being led by the younger Generation Zers. But hey! At least they stopped
being led by Cultural Marxists! The Remainers accused them of embracing fascist
rightist racist hate parties. But when is biological or cultural survival a crime? When is
choosing your own identity a crime? When is fighting back against a mono-cultural
steamroller crushing everything you love a crime? When is fighting back against the
Surtr invaders from the South who are determined to annihilate you a crime? When is
fighting back against the treason of the Four Ps and Loki Insider Traitors a crime? When
is fighting back against the Great Displacement and the Great Replacement and the
Great Erasure a crime? When is fighting back against your own genocide a crime?
Isn’t protesting treason against the lawful indigenous citizenry patriotism? Isn’t
protesting the bankrupting and destruction of the country patriotism? Isn’t protesting the
breakdown of law and order patriotism? Isn’t protesting terrorism and totalitarianism and
the loss of democracy patriotism? Isn’t protesting the handing over of a country to
invaders patriotism? Isn’t the Great Displacement political genocide? Isn’t the Great
Replacement biological genocide? Isn’t the Great Erasure cultural genocide? And why
isn’t protesting that patriotism?”
The fireman saw a Pancras plague sign of a skull and crossbones so he made toward
the decayed building festooned with razor wire. It was a gutted out relic of an ornate
Edwardian store. The fireman tried to find a hole to crawl through. The ornate facade
still hinting of its once glorious decor despite the fire. The windows smashed but
boarded over. That delicious whiff of tear gas filling the cold air. For a moment counter
balancing the stench of the Green Park Migrant camp. He looked around and slithered
through a hole in the razor wire. Then he slipped up to a boarded over window. He
tugged. At that moment he heard a gun safety release. Then he felt more than saw the
barrel pointed at his head. He panted. On the other side of the boarded up wood he felt

more than heard the panting of someone on the other side of the plywood. “Let me in”
the fireman whispered. “Just to ride out the night!”
“No” the voice whispered. “I will kill you before you can kill me!”
“I won’t! I won’t!” the fireman whispered. “Please! I am not that type!”
“You are a fireman! You are exactly that type!”
“Please!” the fireman whispered. “Please! I won’t live through the night!”

“If you don’t get the fuck away you won’t live past the next minute!”
The fireman flinched. Then he retreated back through the wire. He paused by the wire.
“I spelunkered inside once” he whispered. “The second floor was not damaged by fire. It
was still gloriously intact. All green decor and plaster demigods. Marble floors. Bronze.
Crystal. And the stairwell spirals up to a stain glass ceiling. It is so beautiful! Or at least
it was when I last spelunkered inside. You must see it! See it with my eyes! Go see the
pretty things! Savor Lost Europa! Christians say the dead come back. Maybe it will
come back! Lost Europa! Cling to the lost beauty! And ....hope!....”
The fireman marched off toward the setting sun as he laughed bitterly. Almost
hysterically. “Wolfey once told me the Nineteenth Century was the glorious cresting of
the Triumph of Western Civilization in all of its amazing Great Divergence economic
super nova success and maddening over achievement in every single field of human
endeavor commingled with the decline and fall of the Old Establishment. Like a phoenix
soaring up into sky from its nest of Nationalism and Christianity.. The most glorious
civilization in the history of mankind. Achieving things never achieved before or since.
The apex of the Old World Order ------ before being devoured by World War One.
The Twentieth Century was the rise of the New World Order, Globalism, and the Military
Industrial Complex. And of course the madness of Ideology in every form. Extremism.
Monomania. Fanaticism. Fundamentalism. Nazism. Communism. Islamism. Islamofascism. This ism. That ism. Cults. Sects. Causes. Fanatics. Beloved Leaders and their
alter egos Tyrants. Big Brother. Social Justice Warriors. Multi-cultural Marxist

indoctrination becoming the ultimate Stockholm Syndrome. The now wounded phoenix
soaring up only to plunge down into a pit of fire. Its own self destruction. Not to be
reborn. Rather, to destroy itself utterly.
The abandonment of every Western idea and value and belief. The abandonment of
everything the West once incarnated. The trashing of everything the West ever
achieved. The total annihilation of everything the West ever represented. The forsaking
of everything which has ever been proven to work for theories which sound good but
don’t work or else utopian dreams as illusive as the dew at dawn after an all night rave
concert by the brainwashed Sheeple of 1984. Everything and everyone careening
crazily between the excesses of the Extreme Right and the Extreme Left. The center
caving in. Moderation and common sense dissolving along with sanity and the biological
urge to survive.
The now boring and guilt riddled dreams of the middle class good life overflowing with
Jeffersonian life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness which took the entire Nineteenth
and Twentieth Centuries to achieve have been tossed as if dross before the sinister
appeal of mullah Jim Jones’ Cool Aid of self sacrifice, suffering, struggle, war, and
spectacular death. Hedonism and Heroism commingled with Madness and Martyrdom
interchangeable with Despair and Suicide. Mutual loathing rivaling mutual loathing. Like
lemmings racing to hurl themselves off the cliffs. Eager to be the first to kill themselves.
What did you say Lledrith? Eh? Eh? What do you know about me? A doomed child of
the Twenty-first Century you have chosen to dog and torment? My second shadow. Eh?
Eh? The Twenty-first Century will be the struggle to rediscover misplaced Identity and
besmirched History. To reclaim what has been taken. The violated Homeland. To restore
lost Rights. To reassert freedom and liberty. To repossess lost Heritage. To salvage
Humanity. To affirm once more the worthiness of Civilization. Western Civilization. And
to reconfirm the best which the West once represented.
To dig through the ruins for needful things to rebuilt the West anew as if the Temple of
Solomon. Seeking out the lost blueprints which helped the West to first become great.
Blueprints which can help the West to become great yet again. The winning genius
which was the West and will always be the West. That which is unique to the West.
While digging out the lost foundation on which to rebuild. The Greco Roman Judaic
Christian Past. The original foundation of our Civilization. Then seeking lost tools like

the Ruler of the Golden Mean. Like the rugged handshake of the Fraternity of
Brotherhood. Like the Compass of self control and self responsibility. Like the Leveler of
Meritocracy. Like the Trowel of the Work Ethic. Like the Mortar of Shared Values. Like
the Square of Morality. Like the Apron of Common Sense. Like the hammer of Work
Skills. Like the Rituals of Learning of the Apprentice. Like the Discipline of the Craft.
Like the Honor of the Lodge. Like the plumb of Principles. Like the All Seeing Eye of the
Great Creator. Like the Sun and Moon which is the harmonious bond of Male and
Female. Husband and Wife. Father and Mother. All while trying to save Western
Civilization from not just its own suicidal loss of self confidence which makes all the
more desperate its life and death struggle with the Surtr who have the West by its
throat. All while being pummeled by a civilization breaking Maunder Little Ice Age.
Everyone fighting to survive even as the Tree of Life, Yggdrasil, shudders and bleeds
and the multi-headed serpent of Calamity, Jormungandr rears up to destroy all life on
earth. Fortunately Iqbad is also a trade mark especially of the British. And Sabitjang.
I did not know you were a Freemason Lledrith” the fireman said to no one. “I had a jolly
adventure in the very first lodge of London you know. With Old Jasper Sylvester. Oh?
You know. You were there. I did not see you. Oh. One of the pictures on the wall. So
what is Iqbad? Crazy Luck? We will need that to survive this night. You and I. And what
is Sabitjang? Desperate Valor. Leading from the front. The very best form of Nang. So
what is Nang? Valor in battle. So you served in India. Like your father. Really? Izzat.
Regimental Honor. Not per say Masonic but very needful. I quite agree...... I will need all
the help I can get to survive this night.....”
*** ***
The animals are breaking through the front wire!” a Hooligan shouted.
“And the alley is giving way!” other Hooligans shouted as they ran inside and then
commenced slamming the retrofitted steel doors closed. Ramming poles through
retrofitted groves to lock the steel doors. Other Hooligans slammed the steel retrofitted
front doors closed and shoved the poles home.
“The Monster’s electricity was shit but his blast doors are pretty damn good!” a Hooligan
shouted.

“The animals are breaking into the ballroom!” another Hooligan shouted. There is only
salvage steel to close off the ballroom!”
“Animals are breaking into the lower depths!” another Hooligan shouted. “The caches of
the food and drugs!”
“That might suck most of the animals down to the lower depths!” the professional soldier
shouted. Reinforce the doors to the ballroom! Shove those curtains over the closed
doors! Then drag the salvage steel over and buttress it! Slam the steel doors to the
‘barracks’ and reinforce the barricade there! Prepare the alley! Throw the torn curtains
round the lower edges of the steel doors. “Gas masks on!”
“The ballroom sounds like a heard of rabid elephants!” a Hooligan shouted as he pulled
on his gas mask.
The Monuments Men shoved their masks on and then carefully slipped the newly
retrofitted gas masks attached to crude hoods over the faces of the powder boys. Then
they secured them with duct tape. The result looked tragically comic. “Don’t worry boys!
These will work!” one Monuments Man told the small boys. The little boys could only
nod and hope.
“Let them have it!” the professional soldier shouted through his mask. A Hooligan
slammed down the detonator. There was a muffled blast followed by a suddenly horrific
mass scream. “Now the ‘barracks!” The muffled explosion on the other side of the lobby
triggered more horrific screams.
“Front doors!” a Hooligan shouted a warning.
“Now!” the professional soldier shouted. A muffled explosion peppered the outside steel
doors and steel reinforced windows. Then a low howling sound devolved into a
cacophony of screams.
“Alley!” a Hooligan shouted.
“Now!” the professional soldier shouted.

Then the detonator ignited ammo stacked under masses of steel salvage, crates, liquor
bottles, barricade junk, and debris throwing tons of improvised shrapnel in every
direction even as the secondary explosion ignited the Pancras Gas canisters along with
tear gas. More horrible screams filled the alley.
“If only we had time to do that everywhere! Any sounds from the depths?” the
professional soldier shouted.
The Hooligan shook his head as he stood by the barricaded door to the lower depths. “It
sounds like the animals are attacking each other to steal the food and drugs Boss!”
“Well! Let’s hope that keeps them occupied” the professional soldier said. “We don’t
have a hell of a lot of bombs and canisters so we need to conserve. Test of the air?”
“Ok!” the Hooligan at the ballroom barricade said as he set up the air monitors. Ok so
far! But playing with Mustard is like playing with Hydrogen while smoking!”
“Right!” the professional soldier said as he pulled off his mask and dangled it from his
neck. “Oh I do love the innovation!” he laughed as everyone looked at the powder boys
in their fantastical hooded gas masks. Everyone applauded. Do they come on and off?”
“Courtesy of a knife” one Monuments Man said as he pulled down his mask and
produced a small pocket knife. “We have lots of duct tape!”
“Well keep working on the masterpieces! Let’s take advantage of the lull in the battle.
Enjoy the air and drink some water and there are a few rations. Pretty soon we will be
back at it and once it really gets going the masks can’t come off!” The professional
soldier took his water canteen and gave the powder boys sips. “That it! Everyone take
turns monitoring the perimeters and the air monitors! Regroup! And prepare for the next
attack!”
“So...” a Monuments Man whispered.
“This is just the beginning of what will be a very long night! The professional soldier
replied softly. “We will need all the Iqbad we can get!...”

*** ***
The greying red hair man finished his pre-battle meeting and then sat exhausted in a
chair as the debriefing room emptied. Then he watched Britannia study the computer as
he stared at her rigid back. “I used to long to comb your long dark hair my love” he
whispered. “I wished you had not cut it off.”
“After what they did to my face there was no point in trying to preserve the dredges of
my defiled beauty” she said without turning around.
*** ***
The fireman stared at the bloody sunset as the sky darkened over the lurid smear of
colors on the far horizon. I just wished I had the guts to join the Identitarians. Why didn’t
I join your brigade Wolfey? Why did we quarrel in the Greenwich Tunnel Wolfey? Over
what? Trifles? Why didn’t I join your brigade Wolfe and fight openly? As an Identitarian?
As an Counter-culture Anarchist? Rebelling against the corrupt Establishment? The
totalitarian Regressive Left? Why did I choose to go to the Isle of Dogs and that fatal
rendezvous with that Urban Myth Whisperer instead?
While the 68ers were suicidal and the Snowflake Millennials were brainwashed the
Identitarians at least recognized that the Medina Trench was their open grave. While the
Remain Baby Boomers and Snowflakes gayly jumped down into their open graves the
Identitarian Millennials ran for the hills to Wales to join the Last Prince of Wales along
with the Generation Xers and Zers. Fuck! I wish I could have. After all. I am a Counter
Culture Millennial. An apostate Identitarian. An apostate Libertarian. I am a man who
only wishes to be let alone to find my own identity. Discover my own free will. Take
responsibility for myself and my actions. Be held accountable. Accountable for every sin
I have committed ---- which are too many to count. But at least defined and measured
and judged against my own standards which I have failed to find the courage to
proclaim. To define my own values and beliefs. To join my own groups. To embrace my
own heritage and history and identity. To express my own beleaguered love of country.
My own frayed cultural nationalism. To escape the Ummah. To escape the treason. To
be a patriot instead of the 50 millions Muslims who embrace the Medina Koran of
fundamentalist totalitarian Islam and who form the support group for Radical Islam and

Islamic Terrorism as well as 5th column of Islamic Treason in the West which Prof. Ruud
Koopmans exposed.
To define myself as I will. Be heretic. Which is to say to pick my own way. To become
my own man. My own individual. My own self. Who I am. What I am. I don’t even hate
the Islamic sheeple. Koopman’s Islamic traitors. Sure. I pathologically hate them as the
treacherous ingrates and nauseating hypocrites they are. Hating everything the West
incarnates except the West’s riches. Hating the fact the West is the best who never had
the balls to leave the West they hated to go back to the Islamic World they always
ranted was so much more moral ---- every dirt poor Third World shit state of it.
Preaching sedition and disloyalty while claiming to be so holier than thou. Dragging
every Third World shit state failure with them into the Advanced World while gibbering
that they wanted to turn the most successful nations on earth into copies of the very
Third World shit states they fled from. Sneering the West as Dar ul Harb and Dar ul Kafir
to justify their sedition and excuse their ingrate disloyalty. But the rank and file Islamic
sheeple. I don’t hate them. I despise them. But I don’t hate them. I just wish to be left
alone to become myself. Be the hero of my own story. To rule my own conscience. To
take control of my own destiny. And not have the goddamn Divine Slavery shoved down
my throat until I want to vomit. Choking on it! Gagging on it! I would let everyone be
themselves and find their own way as long as it does not stampede the place into
anarchy and does not involve sedition or treason or terrorism.
I want to be free to be me. Whatever ‘me’ is. And I don’t even know what ‘me’ is. I have
never been allowed to discover who I am. Perhaps ‘I’ do not even exist? I would let
everyone discover themselves and embrace their differences and define themselves as
they will. And to hell with the Divine Slavery. And any and all Commanding Heights
autocracy and totalitarianism and Nazi right authoritarianism and Commie Regressive
left authoritarianism. And fuck domination. And fuck submission. I don’t want to belong
to any Divine Slavery or Social Justice Warrior collective identity or 1984 group think or
religious cult or sheeple herd or collective mob or Ummah tribe. Either Ubermensch or
Untermensch. I don’t want to be any Master Race. Eloi. Or Morlock. For once in my life I
wish I could simply be me. And maybe I could discover who I am. And if I am a hero. Or
a villain. Or a fence sitter. Or a brave man. Or a cowardly man. Or a talented man. Or a
mediocre man. Or everyman. Or a murderer. Or a cipher. A footnote. A nonentity. But at
least an nonentity with an identity.

But at the same time I reject the multi-cultural relativist non identity. The Nihilistic
rejection of any sort of identity. The idea that we don’t need a historic identity. Or cultural
identity. Or a national identity. Or a religious identity. Or a family identity. Or a locality
identity. Or an ancestral identity. Or a biological identity. Or even a gender. Or any sense
of individualism. And identity politics don’t count! That is not identity! That is being
reduced to a clog. A statistic. An IT. A thing. Judged not on merit but rather on
meaningless categories. And victimhood does not count either! That we can and should
be stripped of all identity. Denied any sense of identity at all. Denied the right to have an
identity. Denied the right to have uniqueness. An unique essence which defines us.
When pummeled with such unitarianism then we are completely alienated. Isolated.
Reduced to meaningless interchangeable parts. Mere clogs and wheels and widgets. To
be displaced or replaced at will. To be exploited and when used up tossed. To be
eradicated. Erased. Exterminated.
Multi-cultural relativists and Islamic mono-cultural fanatics have equally robbed me of
any sense of identity. As if burning my fingerprints off. As if pealing off my face. Carving
out my brain. Ice picking my soul. Ripping out my heart. And unraveling my genetics
and XY chromosomes while sucking out my testosterone along with my self will. The
very determined annihilation of my essence. My core. Everything which enables me to
be me. I am reduced to a zero. What did some old guy say? Hollow crown? I am a
hollow crown. Nothing but emptiness.
So quite rightly the Rebels would have shot me dead. As a spy. A double agent who is a
front covering up a lie who is nought but a zero. At this point the only good Muslim is a
dead Muslim. And I say that as a secret apostate pretending to be a loyal Muslim. Well.
Mohammad is a Muslim but I am not. And I never will be. Poor Ahmad just wants to find
some place to hide which is warm and golden and secret. Some place with some make
believe family like something out of an old Dickens movie where he might be loved or at
least never hurt. But that is as futile as my finding a spelunker abandoned haunted
house which takes house guests.
Fuck! That pervert of a cleric who used to beat me bloody in madrassa and that fanatic
imam who used to beat me bloody in mosque when that pervert of a cleric was not
beating me bloody in madraassa when The Dominator was not beating me bloody all
openly boasted what Sharia was. Sharia is the steamroller coming to totally demolish all
individuality and identity. Not just the West. Not just all non Muslims. Not just all Kufr. It

is the maniacal mission to totally crush anything and anybody other than the all
engulfing totalitarianism of the cult of the Divine Slavery. It is the Morality Police. It is the
gun and the sword and the whip. It is the manifest destiny and divine mission to conquer
and dominate the world. Sharia is the brutal enforcement mechanism of Islam crushing
every unbeliever and exterminating every infidel and eradicating every Kafir and burning
away all Kufr and sterilizing away all Shirk and decimating all Jahiliyyah and annihilating
everybody and everything not the Medieval stone age Koran and all devouring Islam. It
is the all encompassing obsession to decimate free will and extinguish freedom in every
form whatsoever. It is the torturer seeking out every iota of deviancy or defiance. Is the
prison guard coming with chains and manacles to shove everyone into a straitjacket in a
cell in a prison called the Divine Slavery. Including me. A fireman.
What the fuck does everyone think 9/11 is? Why did the terrorists blow up the Twin
Towers on 9/11? Because 9/11 is the date of the defeat of Islamic conquest of Europe at
the Gates of Vienna. 9/11 New York City was the gesture of historic revenge. A
proclamation of the resumption of Islamic conquest of the West. Of the World. Just as
that obscenity of the Poitiers Mosque was built to symbolize the lust for Islamic revenge
for the defeat of Islam at Tours in 732. And what did 732 symbolize? That was the
hundredth anniversary of the declaration of war by Mohammad. 632: ‘.....embrace Islam
and you will be safe.’ Uttered by Mohammad to Christian Rome and Zoroastrian Persia.
In effect a declaration of war uttered upon the entire world. The Shirk Pagans already
having been delivered their ultimatum of conversion or else extermination. And since
9/11 in New York City Islam has waged 28,000 more jihads. And more than 270 million
souls have died. The longest running war in the history of the world. So what the fuck
does the chattering classes of the Four Ps think Islam was? The religion of peace?
Fuck! The very Arabic word used actually means the peace of submission. The peace of
conquest. Islam will bring the ‘peace’ of submission to the world. The peace of conquest
to the world. And until the entire world is conquered by Islam there will never be peace.
Hell! I am trapped in a cell of orthodoxy to the Divine Texts. In chains of heresy and
shackles of blasphemy. Blinded by BID’a. Everything forbidden. My tongue hacked off
by crushing fatwas micro managing every crushing moment of my pathetic life er I even
momentarily experience on nano second of liberty. Driven deaf by endless rote prayers
in meaningless Medieval Arabic gibberish five times a day au nauseam. Rendered deaf
by rote reciting and rote memorization until my brain has turned to mush. Unable to
communicate or reach out to anyone because I am ..... well.... we are all that now aren’t

we? Boko haram. So who dares to commit the ultimate sin now? The greatest haram of
all!” the fireman unconsciously stroked something concealed over his heart. “The cell
door one massive iron plate of Zikr blind faith. No Fikr questioning allowed. All reason
thrown to the dogs. All rationality devoured by the rats. Guarded by holier- than- thou
jailers who are fanatics policing for Jahiliyyah and Shirk and Kufr. And executed when it
is found. Death being the only escape from the monomaniacal Divine Slavery.
Sharia provides the executioners. The exterminators. The erasers. The eradicators. The
sterilizers. The firemen burning away the Najis filthy Jahiliyyah polluted incarnations of
haram Western laws and beliefs and values and ideals as well as Western culture and
Western heritage and Western Humanities and Western genius. The entire Western
legacy which is Kufr. Burning away all Western achievements. Burning away all Western
languages. Burning away all Western history. Burning away all Western everything.
Burning all of the haram. Burning people alive. If it buttresses The Koran then it is
redundant. So burn it. If it contradicts The Koran then it is heretic. Blasphemous. So
burn it. Boko Haram. Western Haram. Great Britain Haram. World Haram. Burn it all.
Fire is the ultimate solution. Allah loves fire. And fire is the only beauty allowed. Fire as it
devours the world. The entire world reduced to Fahrenheit 451.
Sharia blesses brutalizing women and children in the faith no less than brutalizing
anyone outside of the faith. Aisha once told Burkhari that Mohammad struck her so hard
she fell down. Her chest pained. So much for Islamic treasuring of females. Aisha the
child wife and teenage widow. Married at six. Thighed and masturbated on until nine.
Then married with her dolls in tow. Sharia blesses child marriage and spouse rape.
Reducing females to ward property of their mehram masters. First their fathers and
brothers. Then their husbands and sons. Prisoners forever. Not even expected to leave
their master’s home to attend mosque. Education limited to prayers. The incarnation of
Awrah. Temptation. Loathing. Shame. Najis. Preventing prayers from raising up to Allah.
Therefore the most loathsome of all Najis. Only valued for their hymen and their
mutilated genitalia for the gratification of the mehram master while their own gratification
is hacked off with a piece of dirty glass. And to procreate the armies of Allah and to
clean the house. That too of course. The mehram only required to provide a roof, a
room, two meals a day, basic medicine, and two outfits of clothes a year. To be tossed
out when no longer able to procreate or be a pretty sex toy. I divorce you. I divorce you.
I divorce you. Bugger off and starve in the streets.” A vision of a brutalized woman

crying in a corner filled his brain. The fireman flinched with a PTSD flashback nightmare.
He jerked and then shuddered.
“Sharia blesses the brutal beating of children as discipline. Honor killings. Genital
butchery. The ‘Way of the Traveler’ praising the ‘honor’ of female circumcising while
explicatively stating that the female’s entire genitalia MUST be hacked off. I wonder if
those deluded Women Marchers celebrating Big Sis’ election dressed as gigantic
vaginas know what their fanatic Muslim female organizer had in store for them?
Sharia imposes the veil. like that iconic poster during the same Women’s March
portraying all American women in American flag hijabs. Not just on Muslim females to
conceal their black and blue faces. On all females. Any female who does not want to be
assaulted, molested, raped, or kidnaped into sexual slavery or else treated as a whore
MUST VEIL. Koran 33.59. Any unveiled female is uncovered meat automatically
declared to be a whore or else a war booty sex slave who can be raped by any Muslim
who wants to use them to wipe his sins off on. And per Sharia cannot veil. Must be nude
from the chest up. Befitting a whore or war booty sex slave. A veil entirely defines
morality. Who is a whore. Who can be raped. And is moral ie obeying Islamic morality.
And therefore who can be spared. And if a female is raped she must be stoned for
adultery unless four of her gang rapists decide to testify against themselves. As if that is
likely.
And all females in jail are declared war booty and can be raped in prison until they are
either executed or else released — which they never are because a woman’s testimony
is worth half of a man and males run the Sharia courts. And Sharia blesses honor
killings. Forced marriage. And incest. Cousin incest. Niece incest. Sister- in- law incest.
Daughter- in- law incest. Anything other than raping one’s sister or mother. Halal. Do it.
Have fun. And be blessed while doing it. So what if your children in inbred morons with
two heads who drool as they gibber. Incest is halal. Including babies. If you damage
babies while having your kicks you just have to pay their owners a blood debt if Muslim.
If not Muslim do it until your golden penis rips out their entire guts until they die
screaming. Halal. Do it. Have fun. Do it alive and dead. That is per Egyptian Sharia
laws. Halal. Do it with Dancing Boys. That is per Afghan Sharia laws. Do it with any
‘meat’. And so is bestiality as long as you sell the goat one village over. That is Shia.
Halal. Have fun. Isn’t it wonderful to be the ‘Best of Peoples’? Unlike the ‘people of no
morality’ and ‘no intelligence’? Aren’t we the morally superior ‘Best of Peoples’? You

must agree! For it is all halal!” The fireman flinched as the PTSD flashback of a
screaming woman’s blood spattering across a wall tore through his wounded mind.
“Sharia justifies every crime. Blessing Ghazi Razzia Jihad war and arson and pillage
and rapine against all non Muslims. Economic warfare. Biological warfare. Catapulting
corpses infested with diseases into their camps. Biological warfare. Halal. Do it. But
spare the females and children ---- because they can be sex slaves. So much more
profitable. They are Harbi and they can be targeted. Halal. Rape to degrade them and
humiliate them. Halal. The top Egyptian University professor said that. To prove the
triumph of Islam and to punish Kufr and Shirk. Halal. ‘Whatever thy right hand
possesses do with as you will.’ Koran. And in Paradise the war booty continues to be
raped eternally. 70 Kafir sex slaves per jihadist. Isn’t that swell as the Yankees say?
Allowing Slavery of all non Muslims. In this life and the next. They are Harbi and they
can be targeted. Halal. Ordering Dhimmitude and Devshirme culling of the children of
the unbelievers. Halal. Do it. Have fun. Drag any non Muslim girl off the streets and rape
her!” the fireman screamed out loud. Then he flinched and gagged on his tears.
“Turning the Seven Deadly Sins into the Seven Islamic Virtues!
Supremacy arrogance and conceit and pride as the Best of Peoples. It is not a vice. It is
a virtue. We are the Best of Peoples. The Ummah is the Ubermensch. The Master Tribe
with a divine mandate from Allah to rule the world. And everyone else are the
Untermensch inferiors. Kufr. Loathsome. Moronic. As vile as cattle. Dogs. Pigs. On par
with rot and decay and urine and feces. People of no intelligence or morality. Najis filthy.
Jahiliyyah polluted. Shirk depraved. Walaa wa al Baraa. That which Allah hates. Lie to
them. Taqiyya. Cheat them. Terrorize them. Behead them. Torture them. Cut off their
finger tips. Crucify them. Kill them in every way you want. Halal. Even burn them alive.
They are the Harbi. Halal. We are at war. Everything goes. And Allah blesses all of it
and Sharia enforces it.
The covetous, avaricious, jealous envy of the hard work and success and prosperity
and achievements of others. Another Islamic virtue which would be vice to anyone else.
Sharia blessed Muslims as the Best of Peoples to confiscate all of it. It is their
entitlement as the ‘Best of Peoples’. It is their right to take it all. The wealth and property
and hard work and achievements of non believers. As war booty. ‘The spoils of war are
made halal for me.’ As ghazi. As tribute. As jizya. Islamic Marxism. A religiously blessed
transfer of wealth from the people who toil to the parasites who only take. Every Mo an

Eloi lounging under his own paradise pleasure dome. Morlock Slaves and cringing ‘D’s
crawling on their bellies to serve them. The Islamic UN Agenda 21. If you want it? Take
it. ‘Whatever thy right hand possesses do with as you will.’
No wonder the arrogant migrants marching into the West acted as if entitled to take it
all. The ‘gimmefugees’. Take it. Take it all! It was and is their entitlement. Demanding the
best form the stupid Westerners because the stupid Westerners are nought but Najis
filthy Dhimmis. Or Harbis. Or Morlocks. White Slaves. Their function is to toil and hand
over the fruits of their toil to the Eloi. The Best of Peoples. The Ubermensch Ummah.
The Muslims. One way or the other they will be forced to hand over everything to their
MASTERS. The BEST OF PEOPLES. US. Why not march east into Asia? Because the
Asians might be Shirks but they are not idiots. Why not march south into the Oil
Kingdoms. One. The Oil Kingdoms erected electric fences with motion detectors. Not
being idiots. And Two. Muslims might in theory be obligated to provide charity toward
their own but the Oil Kingdoms define what constitutes the right type of Muslims.
Otherwise bugger off.
But the Christian West are either Harbi Kafirs so it is halal to wage Ghazi Razzia upon
them. Or else they are Dhimmi Kafirs so demand Jizya and wage Devshirme. Halal.
They are White Slaves. They are Morlocks. Their entire function is to toil for their
masters. To be slaves. It is assumed the Europeans, all Westerners, are obligated to
hand over the fruit of their hard work to their MASTERS. The ELOI. US. And the excess
of success of the Advance World West has been such an obscenity which must be
foiled. How can the Faithful claim to be the Ubermensch Ummah and live in Third World
shit states of dirt and filth and garbage and failure when Mohammad told them that
‘never will Allah grant to the unbelievers a way to triumph over the Believers’? Clearly.
The Ubermensch Ummah has the divine right to march into the West and take it all.
Take it all! And grind the Untermensch under their dirty trainers!
That is why the indignant indigent Muslim migrants were and still are are so arrogantly
self entitled. They are the Eloi. They are the Ubermensch. They have come to enslave
the Morlocks. As is right and proper. Per the Koran. Per Islam. Their divine right. Their
divine entitlement. Take it. Take it all! Lounge under their Eloi Domes as their White
Slaves the Morlocks toil to maintain them in the style they fully deserve to enjoy as the
Best of Peoples. Nothing quite good enough. Where is the air conditioning? The
luxurious digs? The free TV and free downloading of Hollywood movies? Free video

games? The free house? The free car? The free gourmet halal food? Even free cell
phones and Italian designer shoes. And of course free blond girl friend whore for free
sex. They have the right to march into any Kafir home and take. They have the right to
demand the Kafirs host them and provide for them and give them everything. It is in
Sharia.
The Best of Peoples have the right to rob churches. In is in Sharia. Steal cars. Steal
lorries. Highjack trains. The West is Dar ul Harb. The West is Dar ul Kafir. It is halal to
take it all. War booty. Urinate and defecate in other people’s farm fields or flower
gardens or else urinate on the poor American child which occurred recently. Three
under age migrant kids fresh off the boat raping and then urinating on the Najis filthy
retard of special needs. Burn down a migrant center because it is not good enough.
There were not enough gummy bears. Throw a red cross food box back in the face of
the fool. It is not good enough. Throw back the charity water bottles while befouling the
train stations and the trains. It is not good enough. Don’t you know who we are? We are
the Best of Peoples. Assault the Red Cross workers and burn down the Red Cross
Centers. Stroll into any store and shoplift. Stroll onto any public transportation free. And
then attack the driver or else the passengers. Stroll into any swimming pool and enjoy
free molestation of little children? Hey. It is Devshirme. And there aren’t any dancing
boys in reach. And it is a sexual emergency. You don’t except the Best of Peoples to
actually control his urges do you?
Muslim males expect free sex whenever their urges overwhelm them. It is not
promiscuity or lack of self control. They are entitled to it. ‘Whatever thy right hand
possesses do with as you will.’ They have gigantic sexual organs. Or at least they boast
they do on Youtube. They have golden penises. Their sexual drives are uncontrollable.
Virginity in masculinity is absurdity. Self restraint is an oxymoron.” The fireman snarled
at a syphilis ravished migrant and gestured to shoot him with gun. The pox rotted
migrant decided to attack someone else to fulfill his sexual emergency. “Sex with small
children. Babies. Boys. Girls. Teenagers. Women. Young women. Old women. Even
dead women. Absolutely. Do it. Halal. Uncovered meat asking to be raped. War booty.
‘Whatever thy right hand possesses do with as you will. Unlimited entitlement to all of
the sex they want. It is not promiscuity. It is an entitlement. All while on the dole. In
luxurious digs. Luxury hotels converted for their use. Luxury cruise ships converted to
their use. An entire Swedish village to rape. Celebrate New Year’s Eve by shooting off
guns and raping every female you can grab. Shove your dirty fingers into every organ!

Halal. Sexual depravity and promiscuity is a virtue. At least to us. Don’t you understand?
We are the ‘Best of Peoples’. The Ubermensch. We are the Eloi. Kowtow before us.
Grovel. Appease us. ‘Whatever thy right hand possesses do with as you will. And boy
but we will. Surrender to us. Hand over your pre-adolescent children to us as
Devshirme. We want green fruit. We like moonglow.” The fireman smirked as if enjoying
a secret he considered his private joke.
Then he flinched. “Why do I think I am going to die tonight? Will you be satisfied at last
Lledrith if and when I die tonight?” Then he continued his snarling march, ranting and
raving to no one as he marched toward the setting sun as it filled the bottom third of the
sky with gory reds and purples and horrific smears of vile green such as no sky should
boast of.
*** ***
The madwoman roamed the massive treasure house. She stopped by the closed doors
to her dead father’s office. She paused trembling. Then she thrust open the long closed
doors. Shaking fingers turned on the dimmer to barely illuminate the inner bastion of her
long dead father. In the dim half light she stared at his ghost: to be exact his life sized oil
painting. She flinched and then shuddered. All round the massive room which was lined
with cork boards were maps and projections and newspaper headlines and graphs and
statistics interconnected with red ribbons documenting international commodities and
syndicates and cartels and industries from the Second World War up to The Second
Iraq War — especially oil and weaponry and the stock market and banking. To be exact
the co-joining of oil and weaponry and the stock market and banking.
In the center of this byzantine spider’s web of interconnected intel linked by red ribbons
was pinned a newspaper photograph of the 9/11 Saudi terrorists. Pinned to each
infamous face were faces of various shadowy Saudi Royal Family members along with
key Saudi diplomats and Saudi Embassy personal connected to parties connected
directly to the Saudi terrorists as well as Saudis who Bush allowed to flee America right
after 9/11 without being interrogated. Pinned to this was a hand printed piece of paper
which said: ‘Why did they have Saudi Embassy telephone numbers? Why didn’t anyone
investigate who paid for their flight training? Why was their San Diego Saudi contact
whisked out of the country? Why haven’t 28 pages of the official report been released?

Why hasn’t his role been investigated? Follow the money. His hedge funds anticipated
this!’
Pinned to this was a shadowy face taken by a private photographer of one of the Saudi
Terrorists talking to a mysterious Saudi Embassy liaison. Pinned to this was another
private detective photograph of this mysterious liaison talking to a key person who
worked for the face which formed the center of the entire massive spider’s web which
adored the cork board walls of the private office. This face as if of the great dark spider
in the center of the web of red ribbons was pasted over an All Seeing Eye. Above this
was scribbled the line: ‘The Mastermind of the Illuminati of the New World Order? But
what do the Saudis think they will get out of it?’ Pinned to this was a newspaper clipping
of Bush declaring that ‘Islam is a religion of peace!’
Then more red ribbons radiated out to photographs of Blair and Bush giving speeches
at the UN justifying the Second Iraq War based on claims of weapons of mass
destruction to expand the war around Afghanistan to Iraq despite the fact there was no
direct connection between Iraq and 9/11 ---- unlike the role of the Saudis and their
mysterious embassy liaison as well as their key ally: The Bush family. A red ribbon also
led to another shadowy face at a White House party which was circled. It was the same
face pasted to the all seeing eye. Soros.
Pinned around the now infamous twin faces of the salesmen of the Second Iraq War
were projections of oil exploration and oil sales and the repercussions of Iraq oil falling
under control of this consortium or that cartel or else being destroyed entirely in order to
drive up prices counterbalanced by repercussions on Saudi oil sales and world finance
in general and the global stock market and global banks linked to banks linked to banks
linked to that shadowy face which formed the center of the spider’s web. Soros. A man
who started his financial empire in WW II by betraying his own Jews by working for the
Nazis.
More red ribbons led to projections in sales of weaponry in the Near East. Pinned to this
was the shadowy face of the suspected mastermind of the Illuminati connected to the
New World Order — or at least to the global spider’s web of interconnected stock
markets and world banking which was connected to oil and weaponry and war. Pinned
in an ever radiating circle around the faces of Bush and Blair and also the Saudi
financed Clintons and the mysteriously circled Soros and the Royal Family of Saudi

Arabia were projections of oil and also munitions markets. Armaments sales. The Stock
Market. Global banking. Counterbalanced were newspaper headlines of wars which
were waging or else UN negotiations to stop wars or else peace protests of those wars
or else political debates about the sales of weaponry to the unstable Third World failed
states from the Advanced World resulting in destabilizing wars. More red ribbons linked
Clinton when she was the Secretary of State voting for regime changing wars in every
Islamic Levant state while voting for weapons to terrorists while voting for the Arabic
Spring which turned to not only Arabic Winter but the Syrian Civil War and the start of
the millions and millions and millions and millions of Muslims invading the West. More
red ribbons led to more statistics and graphs and projections of profits on oil and
weaponry and banking and the stock market as well as the money laundering Clinton
Initiative payola scheme.
More red ribbons led to global banks invested in oil and weaponry and wars. More
ribbons led to international bankers like Morgan Stanley or Goldman Sach or Royal
Scottish Bank or Deutsche Bank or Wall Street or The City or the IMF or the DAX. More
red ribbons tied those banks to secret payola schemes masquerading as million dollar
speeches to ex Secretary of State and future Presidential Candidate Clinton. More red
ribbons tied Clinton to the drone taking out Assange when Wikileaks exposed her
massive corruption and links to every criminal enterprise masquerading as the New
World Order, the Saudis behind 9/11, the Bushes. And Soros.
Everywhere one face kept appearing on the cork walls: the mysteriously circled face.
Soros. Photographs and newspaper clippings hinted of shadowy syndicates with
shadowy faces behind the public facades of supposedly benevolent statesmen and
presidents and prime minsters and again and again those faces were pinned next to
Soros or else to red ribbons leading to shadowy contacts leading to agents connected
to Soros. And further radiating around Soros were photographs of New World Order
power players poising with their puppets ----especially UN and EU puppets. Red ribbons
were pinned from this political face to that industrial face to another supposedly
humanitarian face to some other supposedly religious face. Even to the Vatican Bank.
The whole mass of red ribbons forming a terrifying spider’s nest of intel ---- all radiating
out from the face of Soros the suspected mastermind of the Illuminati connected to the
New World Order ---- at least according to the creator of this nightmare of a conspiracy
theory tacked to every wall of this now empty private office.

And this whole mass of spidery red ribbons were further entangled with a secondary
spider’s web of red ribbons radiating out from Adolph Hitler to the secret and not so
secret ex-Nazi founders of the European Union. Walter Funk. Walter Hallstein. Paul
Henri Spaak. Hans Josef Globke. Lady Diana Mosley. Kurt Georg Kiesinger. The Red
House Project. The past and present foundation of the Charlemagne Prize. The past
being Nazis. Including a very old photograph of one particular Nazi: Soros. The present
being ‘friends’ of the EU and advocates of ‘ever closer union’ or else advocates of
diverse disastrous wars in the Near East such as Blair and the Bushes and the Saudis
and the Clintons and their foundation and .....Soros. More red ribbons radiated out to
diverse graphs and charts of profits in oil and weaponry and banking and stock markets
counterbalanced by projections of deaths and poverty and terrorism and displaced
population.
More red ribbons radiated out of a third spider’s web of the Clinton Foundation to
connect with the previous red ribbons of the Bush Family, the Saudi Royal Family, exNazis, and present members of the UN and EU connected to the New World Order,
global banks and consortiums, and Soros. All tied to red ribbons of the out of control
Migrant Crisis. Other red ribbons led to a gigantic mass of newspaper clippings
announcing terrorism attack after terrorism attack after terrorism attack. A gigantic mass
of terrorism attacks which boggled the mind. A graph was pinned beside the mass of
terrorism announcements documenting terrorism’s dramatic raise in a counterpoised
line with the rise of Soros.
Other ribbons radiated outward to advocates of the EU, the UN, the Clinton Foundation,
Blair, the Brushes, the Saudi Royal Family, and New World Order fronts advocating and
agitating for free movement of all peoples from every Hemisphere into the North
Western Hemisphere. Especially the Near East. Especially from Muslim failed states.
No borders, no walls, no prosecution for illegal migrants. No distinctions to be made
between refugees and economic migrants. Proposals to declare economic migrants to
be refugees. Proposals for amnesty for illegal migrants. Proposals to expand the UN
and EU definition of what constituted ‘war refugee’. Proposals to expand human rights
of migrants to bring them on bar with indigenous citizenry. Proposals for national
leaders to place the needs and well being of migrants on bar with the needs and well
being indigenous citizens. Proposals for national leaders to equate migrants with
indigenous citizenry. Proposals for national leaders to even place the needs and well
being of migrants above the needs and well being of the indigenous citizenry. Even

proposals to declare it to be illegal for any nation to close its borders. Everyone having a
‘human right’ to march into any country and declare the right of citizenship forthwith.
Without venting or denial or rejection. Unlimited.
Proposals via fronts like the Clinton Foundation. The 9th Circuit Court of Appeals. The
Supreme Court once all the judges were Democratically appointed once what happened
to Scalia happened to the other conservative justices. Sudden mysterious death sans
autopsy. All overlapping Muslim failed states and Blair and the Saudi Royal Family and
the Clintons and the New World Order and Soros. Proposals for political parties to see
the advantage of migrants as future voters ---- especially the liberal parties who were
finding their membership dwindling because their radically liberal Big Brother Big
Government and Socialistic, Marxist, Communistic ideologies were failing the
indigenous voters of the Rust Belts. The failing resulting in their discredit. The failing
resulting in losing voters who were becoming disillusioned by the economic malaise
afflicting them.
Old time blue collar/labor voters becoming alienated by Rust Belt/Midlands poverty and
under employment and unemployment as the liberal parties which once represented
them now embraced New World Order Globalism and global trade treaties and off
shoring and open borders and green visa holders being imported to replace the
indigenous workers and illegal migrants to replace indigenous workers and massive
immigration and too big to fail banks and stock market financiers and people like Soros.
The indigenous population had been encouraged since the 1960s to under breed for
sustainable environmental restraints combined with encouragement to maintain birth
control and family planning and engage in abortion. But now suddenly it was declared to
be ‘dangerous’. They were ‘too few’ and oh yes. They were becoming naturally more
conservative ---- especially as they were displaced and replaced. Proposals outlined the
solution: migrants from over populated Third World failed states which opposed birth
control and family planning and abortion. Third World failed state migrants who
represented a famously fertile and fast breeding and therefore ever increasing voter
block which would naturally want more open borders and more statism and more
Socialistic, Marxist, and even Communistic Big Brother Big Government. And coming
from corrupt and totalitarian failed states they would not care about the out of control
national debt, corruption, and Big Brother Big Government totalitarianism. Translation:
new voters who would keep the liberal parties in power despite their failure to deliver the

goods to the indigenous voting population. And as the indigenous were now expendable
as well as resentful, they could be easily displaced and replaced and erased.
And being migrants rather than the indigenous population these new voters would
possess no innate love of country or vested interest to preserve the country or loyalty to
the country or concern about the consequences of either gross over population or the
financial impact of the excessively over expanding dole or the hemorrhaging national
debt ---- which was why the free spending, socialistic proposals targeted the liberal
parties of America, Canada, the UK, and Europe. Other proposals pointed out that
migrants and minorities artificially kept on the dole would be captive voters. ‘Plantation
voters’. Beleaguered minorities like American Blacks could be trapped precariously on
the dole if Clinton passed key legal ‘reforms’ to keep most Black Males in prison. And
importing Third World failed state migrants would all but guarantee the migrants would
be mostly diseased, functional or complete illiterates, poorly educated, poorly skilled,
only capable of manual labor, and lacking language skills and therefore unable to be
independently employable except to take jobs away from the poorer indigenous
population and beleaguered minorities underemployed by globalism. Such migrants
would need perpetual dole and therefore Big Brother Big Government. And the lack of
language skills would isolate them and keep them on the ‘plantation’ of one political
party. The party offering them endless payola and endless freebies in return for voting
exclusively for them. A party which also boasted of multi-culturalism and diversity.
Translaton: no need to integrate or assimilate or express one iota of patriotism
whatsoever. And the dwindling indigenous population was expendable anyway. So very,
very, very expendable. Especially when they started to demand the closing of borders
and the stopping of the out of control migrant invasion. Such migrants would be tied
eternally to the apron strings of the liberal parties. Or was it plantation manacles?
But such migrants if they became legal citizens and learned the language and became
educated and bothered to train and took up jobs to become fully employable workers
and even members of the beleaguered middle class might turn into the same
questionable voter block as the indigenous blue collar workers. Angry. Bitter. Frustrated.
Resentful. Unruly. Rebellious. Worried about the collapse of the middle class. Frantic
about the Rust Belt. Realizing how badly the economy was under performing compared
to their parents and grandparents. Shocked by corruption and crony capitalism and
corporatism. Disgusted by too big to fail banks. Focused on jobs which the New World
Order was ravishing. Angry that more migrants meant less and less jobs at lower and

lower wages. Concerned about the out of control national debt which the out of control
dole was fueling. Worried about the loss of national cohesion and identity and heritage
which open borders and unlimited migration caused. Worried how the nations were
being undermined. Worried about the link between Big Government Socialism and
Communism. Between the Regressive Left and Totalitarianism. Between the elite and
ever more gross corruption. Angry that the parties which used to represent them now
represented the New World Order elite and open borders importation of literally millions
and millions and millions and millions of migrants. And worried about the impact of
Radicalizing and increasingly Fascist Islam which was not your typical religion. Quite
the contrary. Clearly raw migrants had to keep being imported at a destabilizing rate to
keep the situation so off balanced and chaotic there could not be a counter cultural
revolution or even a civil war. This chaotic destabilizing would create an erosion of law
and order and terrorism which would result in the need for martial law so the rabble
could never join together to revolt against the elite.
Other proposals advocated the imperative for all moral Christian nations in the North
Western Hemisphere to share their prosperity and their countries by accepting unlimited
numbers of ‘refugees’ displaced by war as well as victims of ‘poverty’. In fact the
definition of human rights should be expanded to include freedom from poverty. To be
exact freedom from Third World failed state poverty. Pinned to this was a graph
documenting the rise of migrants to the collapse of the wages and the collapse of
employment by the indigenous population in a losing competition with over swelling
populations. Pinned to this was another graph of the impact of migrants on the
escalating costs of swelling welfare benefits and unsustainable lavish social welfare
dole schemes and buckling national healthcare and imploding emergency room costs
and crippling education costs and collapsing infrastructure created by out of control
migration ---- counterbalanced with another graph projecting the horrific costs of the
retirement of the 68ers.
Another graph superimposed the impact of both the retirement of the 68ers and the
impact of out of control Third World failed state migration into the North West countries
resulting in a double whammy of horrendous expenditures on the social welfare safety
net with projections of over 50% of the GDP, 60% of the GDP, 70% of the GDP, 80% of
the GDP depending on the millions of Third World failed state migrants allowed to come
into each socialistic addicted country in the North West Hemisphere ----especially if they
were violent Third World Muslim failed states.

Another hand written note said: ‘Why is Soros encouraging every country to bankrupt
itself caring for millions, potentially billions, of migrants which he must know will result in
national bankruptcy and the total collapse of every facet of the entire North West
Hemisphere? He openly says all borders must be opened. This will result in a stampede
of Third World migrants who will be highly diseased, inbred, violent, from cultures
profoundly alien from the West, suffering from poor language skills, poor education, and
no job skills except for manual labor. How many such people does a highly industrial
nation need?
Soros openly says this will result in an existential crisis. He openly says this will result in
Western nations hemorrhaging millions in expenses at the exact time the expensive
68ers will retire. He openly says nations should anticipate having to spend millions,
billions, trillions on this ‘crisis’. He openly says nations should anticipate going into
massive debt — at the very moment the 68ers will retire for which the lavishly spending
socialistic states are not prepared. Yet he keeps goading the elite to open borders. Even
after Merkel’s importation of millions of Mos exposed the fact they were all but
‘unemployable’ and would cost Germany billions and in fact in two years drove Germany
into deficit spending for the first time since WW II. Even after the UN projection that
Sweden would devolve into a Third World failed state because of out of control
migration. Why?
Even after the explosive Chatham House international poll which revealed that 55% of
all Europeans and Britishers want Muslim migration stopped. Totally stopped. 55%.
Even in Sweden and Germany. Some European nations topping 70%. Other topping
47%. Even Baby Boomers and Generation Xers and Generation Yers and Generation
Zers. Everyone. With only a decided minority of delusional radical Leftists and the Four
Ps still embracing open borders. Only some 25-35% supporting open borders. Even a
separate poll in America supporte closing of borders and deportations. 55% wanted
Muslim migration stopped. Even deportations. Still the elite and so-called democratic
leaders in every nation in the West followed Soros and kept the borders wide open
against the democratic will of their own people and despite disastrous budget deficits.
Why?’
Red ribbons led to other graphs documenting the shocking escalation of both legal and
illegal migration into every country of the North West Hemisphere far beyond the

original ‘sustainable levels’ of population created in the 1960s to maintain the
environment and quality of life and the infrastructure. This 1960s policy resulted in the
North West Hemisphere investing in quality of life rather than quantity of life resulting in
prosperity compared to the Third World of failed states which engaged in out of control
over population resulting in poverty and war. Sustainable levels created in the 1960s
were based on the indigenous population reproducing normally plus a small flow from
Europe which had the same cultural heritage plus a small but sustainable infusion from
Mexico for America and Turkey for Germany and a small flow from the Commonwealth
for the UK and Algeria for France. Well within parameters to be sustainable and to
preserve national heritage, national culture, national identity, and social cohesion as
well as infrastructure without impacting the dole or health care or education and without
effecting the statistical percentage of the dominate indigenous population.
But now the chart of migrants entering the North Western Hemisphere exploded into
one million a year. Two million a year. Five million a year. Ten million a year. The red line
exploding off the chart ---- literally. Two more pages had been tapped to the original
chart to document the unsustainable explosion of population by migration from violent
Third World failed states, especially Muslim failed states, onto the North Western
Hemisphere. All of it beyond the 1960s level considered ‘sustainable’ for the
environment and to preserve the quality of life and the shared cultural heritage of the
nation to preserve cultural cohesion as well as infrastructure and the dole and health
care and education and the statistical percentage to keep the indigenous population as
the dominate population. ‘Why?’a hand written card asked. Red ribbons led to the EU
and UN and advocates of the New World Order in all political parties and especially the
liberal and socialistic parties. ‘No one voted for this’ another hand printed card said. ‘No
one voted to be displaced, replaced, and erased. No one voted to drive their nations
into bankruptcy.’
This led to more population charts of the Tropic Zone Third World failed states. Graph
lines crunched the present and future population rates of the out of control gross over
population doubling every twenty years especially the Islamic World where large
families were considered moral and abortion was considered as immoral as the Catholic
Church. The result was graphed in a gigantic spike. The present population in every
Third World failed state was doubling and tripling every twenty years. Billions into more
billions into more billions into more billions was projected in the poorest failed states in
the world. It was a Malthus population bomb which was not only creating gigantic

poverty in the Third World failed states but would, if allowed to flow into the Northern
Hemisphere, turn the Advanced World into a Malthus population bomb as well. A
Malthus population bomb which would bankrupt the North West Hemisphere and turn
the North West Advanced World into a Third World collection of failed states. The first
example of the Advanced World devolving into a Third World of failed states. ‘Why?’
another card asked.
A graph from the 1950s to the Second Iraq War compared the Nordic countries which
kept their population low, around five to seven million each, to Syria. Syria was equal to
the Nordic countries in the 1950s. By the Second Iraq War Syria had 55 million people
and was dissolving into a failed state despite oil. Other Third World failed states were
already in the hundreds of millions. This Soylent Green projection of the Malthus
population bomb in the Tropic Zone Third World failed states was graphed against the
drastically declining population of the North Western Hemisphere. A hand printed note
asked ‘Why is Soros tricking the Liberal Politicians of the West into doing this? Who
asked the indigenous people if they wanted this? Do the indigenous people even realize
what is happening? Do they know where this will end?’
More red ribbons radiated out to Soros fronts advocating anti-nationalistic global
viewpoints, the UN Agenda 21, and the EU global vision for an United States of Europe
or even One United Nation of Europe or even an United Nation of the World. A picture of
Farage and also Christopher Hitchens were pinned to this with their faces crossed out
as if they posed a danger to this vision. More red ribbons led to fronts who agitated
against nationalism. More red ribbons radiated out to fronts which equated nationalism
with defacto Fascism and Nazism as well as xenophobia and Islamophobia. More red
ribbons radiated out to fronts which promoted globalism, multi-cultural relativism, and
‘Diversity is our Strength’.
A red ribbon connected this to a top secret report by Harvard Professor Robert Putnam.
His study on ‘Diversity is our strength’ in fact not only debunked ‘Diversity is our
strength’, it exposed it as a dangerous fallacy. The Putnam report proved that in fact
diversity unless handled very carefully in very limited quantities dangerously
destabilized nations, unraveled a needed shared heritage and identity, destroyed social
cohesion, splintered society into tribes, destroyed a nation’s unifying mission, destroyed
the glue which keeps nations together, eroded good will and mutual trust, and resulted
in alienation, suspicion, hostility, paranoia, and violence. Another hand printed note said:

‘Putnam was so scared he suppressed this report. Why haven’t any political leaders told
their people about this? Why is everyone lying?’
More red ribbons led to more fronts linked to propagandists who promoted anti-patriotic
education to deliberately destroy nationalism by destroying any sense of a shared
history, a shared heritage, a shared identity, a shared desire to be a citizen of a nation.
This campaign featured the besmirching and debunking of national heroes and national
achievements as well as presenting the accomplishments and achievements of the
North Western Hemisphere as immoral, racist, bigoted, and evil. More fronts promoted
the teaching of Colonialism as the catch phrase for racism and bigotry and xenophobia
as well as a way to damn Capitalism and promote discredited Socialism as well as the
Marxist UN Agenda 21 redistribution of wealth from the North West Hemisphere to the
Southern Hemisphere. Another red ribbon linked the UN Panel on Global Warming to
the same Marxist plan to redistribute the wealth of the North West Advanced World to
the Third World failed states while promoting ‘voluntary dis-industrialization’. More red
ribbons radiated out to propagandists in every university who promoted Liberal Social
Warrior agendas to condemn the West as well as condemning every nation’s heritage
and identity and values and history in order to promote multi-cultural globalism, diversity,
the New World Order , and Islam and Cultural Marxist Socialism = Communism along
with ‘Totalitarianism as the new necessity’. Another hand written note warned: ‘If you are
ashamed of being a citizen then you won’t care if your nation is invaded or hijacked or
taken over by the enemy who will destroy it. If you are a Muslim then you will want to
destroy the nation because it is Najis, Jahiliyyah, Dar ul Harb. The Incarnation of Kufr.
That which Allah hates.’
Another face of a BBC propagandist was circled: his TV show documented the
unspeakable evil of British Slavery which resulted in Blair groveling and apologizing and
all but agreeing to pay reparations. But a historian who revealed the truth that the British
were the first to outlaw slavery and the Muslim world was the last to outlaw slavery
resulted in his shunning and finally his termination by Leftist academics. Besides this
was a newspaper headline announcing his death in a traffic accident. This
documentation of the systematic distortion of history by anti Western propaganda by the
Liberal Left led to more red ribbons pointing to campaigns to teach anti-White, antiWest, anti-Nationalism, collective guilt , reparations, pathological self loathing, and the
need for ‘White Genocide’. More red ribbons led to articles and fronts advocating the
moral imperative for the North Western Hemisphere to accept unlimited numbers of

refugees displaced by wars because the West ‘owed’ the Southern Hemisphere and
needed to ‘atone’. Especially the Islamic World. These were the same parties who were
also manufacturing the destabilizing wars. Everything going back to the by power
players of the New World Order..... and Soros. Taped to the decayed face of Soros was
a young face of Soros when he was naming names of Jews to his handlers: the Nazis.
Soros’ face kept appearing time and again with each shadowy photograph of every
suspect impaled to the cork wall by pins and red ribbons. Soros’ face forming the heart
of darkness in the center of the spider’s web. Soros’ face connected to every other face.
Soros face connected to every leftist cause and leftist organization and leftist
‘humanitarian’ New World Order project and every education grant and media grant and
speaking grant and teaching grant and foundation (including the Clinton and Blair
Foundations) and quango and bastion of ‘experts’ as they systematically took control of
the Police, the Press, the Professors, and the Politicians until every major North
Western nation was controlled by advocates of the New World Order of Soros. Ribbon
after ribbon documenting the take over.
This led to another wall festooned with red ribbons documenting Soros’ raise from
Hungarian poverty to Nazi Germany to his suspected role in the black market as well as
turning over of Jews to the Nazis. Likewise his documented role in Nazi Germany
followed by his post war raise to riches through every exploitation and deceit to his
shadowy connections with the EU’s Nazi founders to the exploitation of the EU graft and
gravy train to Soros’ bank raids like the raid which broke the Bank of England. Bank
manipulations. Bank takeovers. Stock market collapses from bank manipulations and
bank takeovers. All co-joined with links to corruption of the EU, the Marshal Plan, the
American Industrial Military Complex, to his riches earned in the Korean War and
Vietnam and the First and Second Iraq Wars. Global wars and banks and stock market
and oil and trade treaties co-joined in a Gorgon’s knot around one face: Soros.
One red ribbon connected Soros to an article documenting the Prime Minster of
Malaysia’s accusations of Soros manufacturing of the East Asian financial meltdown.
The raid on the Bank of England was not the only exception. It was the norm. Other
newspaper clippings exposed the shadowy actions of Soros fronts of the Open Society
Foundation, the CFR, the Black Bloc, and also links to Goldman Sach and the
Biderberg Committee and especially Sutherland who was quoted describing unlimited
migration as a ‘weapon’ to ‘undermine’ the homogeny of sovereign nations. A red ribbon

linked that to Soros’ quote that ‘national borders are the obstacle’. A red ribbon ran to
another Soros article predicting a major world depression coming. Soros brushed aside
accusations that he was manufacturing the world depression such as other world
depressions and financial bubbles he exploited in the past as mere baseless conspiracy
theories. But the article then went on to outline the Soros vision to cure the coming
world depression: open borders, one central bank, one global treasury and currency,
one tax system, one police, one army, one global state, and unlimited migration from the
Islamic failed states into the North West Advanced World nations.
This in turn led to a flurry of red ribbons to more newspaper clippings. These
counterbalanced Soros’ Vision for the future with the present actions of his diverse New
World Order fronts and allies in every liberal party in every Western country. Global
wars in the Near East by oil allies of Soros. Global banks sucking out money from the
middle class and pitting nation against nation resulting in drastic off shoring of taxes
undermining national financial stability. The collapse of unions and the drop in wages
from too many people competing for too few jobs caused by globalism and open
borders.
The collapse of the living wage from bidding by illegal migrants taking jobs away from
legal workers. The collapse of the indigenous workers of the Rust Belts as global trade
treaties destroyed the North Western industrial foundation. The loss of manufacturing
jobs abroad — especially because of outsourcing by allies of Soros and also ‘voluntary
de-industrialization’ to achieve Global Warming CO2 limits of Zero. ‘A total impossibility
unless the North West Hemisphere removes ALL INDUSTRY back to the pre - industrial
revolution’ another card warned. Another card asked ‘Is Global Warming even real? It is
too convenient. The Communists are having a field day destroying the Achilles Heel of
the West which is industry. Capitalism cannot exist without industry. And the middle
class cannot exist without capitalism.’
Other red ribbons led to manufactured real estate bubbles caused by ‘too big to fail’
banks. The Clinton deregulation of banks resulting in dangerous banking practices.
Clinton Foundation monies and Blair Foundation monies from the Saudis and other Oil
Kingdoms who were also spending billions each year to promote Wahhabism which
advocated the overthrow of the West and the destruction of every Western nation
toward the ultimate conquest by Islam, Visions of 2050, the coming Great Displacement
leading to the Great Replacement leading to the Great Erasure of North Western

Civilization by the Southern Hemisphere in general and Islam in particular. The
Koopmans poll was circled.
Promotion by Clinton and Blair and other Soros allies of global world treaties wreaking
national economies. The Clinton promotion of Green Visa Card holders to displace and
replace the indigenous workers in the last occupation not yet devastated: computer
engineering and the Tech Industry. The growing economic malaise of America. The UK.
Per capita GDP for the ordinary worker dropping over twenty years. The economic
malaise of Europe under EU control reducing the EU to the ‘sick man of the world.
Including negative growth stagflation. Including the per capita GDP for the ordinary
worker dropping over twenty years. Swelling unemployment and under employment.
Displacement and replacement of the indigenous workers by migrant workers. Massive
exploitation of the dole and nationalized health care by migrant workers. Massive
corruption in the EU as well as massive corruption in the Military Industrial Complex by
Global Corporatism and Crony Capitalism and Too Big To Fail Banks and Crony
Corporatism. More red ribbons leading to Soros. The only booming industries: the
Military Industrial Complex Merchants of War.
The wreckage of the Southern European countries as Germany prospered because of
the Euro. Another Soros pet project. Socialistic statism by the bloated EU destroying
Capitalism in the original epicenter of Capitalism: the UK and Europe. While Nineteenth
Century Capitalistic Britain and Europe were international power houses of wealth and
industry and expanding prosperity, the socialistic statism of the bloated EU was
reducing Britain and the EU to anemic pygmies. The malfunctioning of the EU controlled
banks and IMF. The struggle of the UK against EU strangling of its industries and raids
on The City. The deliberate undermining by the EU and the UN and Soros allies of every
facet of Nationalism: national heritage, national language, national identity, national
pride, national self worth, national solvency, national sovereignty, national borders,
national coinage, national industry, national productivity, national prosperity.
Red ribbons connected all of this to the complete destabilizing of the Near East by allies
of Soros, the commercializing of wars, the relentless raise of the out of control
population of the Near East and Africa as the population of the North Western
Hemisphere was encouraged to drastically slash its population (with another red ribbon
to Soros), and a Soros speech condemning Australia’ decision to close its borders to
migrants and impose a tough points plan to stop Australia being overwhelmed by

migrants ---- Muslim migrants. This led to a red ribbon speculating who was financing
the increasing deluge of migrants across the Mediterranean to Europe where Soros
Open Borders advocates were encouraging the EU to apply the antiquated ‘Refugee’
policy created after WW II to deal with European refugees to apply to ALL REFUGEES
regardless or origins.
Another red ribbon ran to a series of reports documenting Hitler’s popularity in the Near
East and Muslim supporters of Nazism, books on the ‘Black Nazis’, Islamic Fascism
past and present, as well as Hitler’s regard for Islam as more worthy than Christianity to
be the religion of the West. A dust jacket of ‘Visions of 2050' which envisioned Germany
devoid of Germans and Christians and entirely Islamic was pinned to Merkel’s
photograph.
The final red ribbon led to a photograph of Soros at a prestigious Charlemagne Prize
event. Scribbled over Soro’s face at the Charlemagne Prize shindig was the word
Kalergi Plan. Another red ribbon dangled as if someone stopped abruptly the
investigation. The final photograph on the maze of red ribbons and photographs and
newspaper headlines was the announcement that a key player in the Global Military
Industrial Complex had just been forced out of his corporation by way of a hostile
takeover linked to a consortium linked to a bank linked to the face in the center of the
spider’s web. The face of the victim of a hostile takeover by allies of fronts of banks of
parties linked to Soros was the face on the oil painting. The madwoman whimpered.
“Poor Father!” Then the madwoman turned off the dimmer and closed the door to weep.
*** ***
“There is movement in the ballroom Boss” a Hooligan whispered.
“But there are lots of screams and howls in the depths” another Hooligan whispered.
“The animals are killing each other down!”
“Nothing yet from the ‘barracks’” another Hooligan whispered.
“Animals prowling outside Boss” another Hooligan whispered.

“Testing our perimeters” the professional soldier explained. “So the Animals are in the
lower depths. The morality police are testing our perimeters. If they had a fire engine we
would be on fire now. So at least that is good news. Masks on. Keep them on! Tape
those boys into masks. Prepare for the next attack....”
*** ***
Meanwhile, the Chauffeur drove at a professional pace to conserve the gas. “I can’t
believe how devastated the countryside is!” he said. “Every village and town we have
driven through has been looted and burned to the ground. No signs of life. It is all
devastation! Nothing left!”
“As if the shadow of the Dire Wolf Fenrir!” the Trophy Widow said. She checked her gun.
Then she set it in reach and took out her purse to touch up her lipstick.
“So how do we know if Southampton Depot still exists?” the younger Muslim girl cried
through her veils.
“Oh don’t be a silly!” the Trophy Widow replied as she ruffled her expensive furs before
reapplying her lipstick. “The Black Market is headquartered at Southampton Depot!
Where do you think your dead oligarch got his foods? His medicines? His petrol? Your
clothes and furs and luxuries and finally at last your necessities as everything else dried
up? Nothing else might be standing but Southampton Depot is still standing!”
“Even the hypocritical mullahs send their minions to Southampton Depot to get needful
things” the Chauffeur said. “Everyone uses the Black Market! Even the Caliph! And the
Black Market is Southampton Depot!”
“But where does the Black Market get the stuff?” the terrified girl asked.
“Well! Apparently there are parts of Eurabia or The Americas or South East Asia or Asia
which has not yet been completely devastated by the Caliphate or the Global Jihad” the
Trophy Widow explained blandly. “And the Black Market controls the Scottish Sea Oil
Wells. Each one armed to the teeth as if military islands. The only refinery still standing
is at Southampton. What does it matter as long as the Black Market provides? Howbeit
at escalating prices! And of course it was in their self interest to make sure they had the

monopoly. So the Black Market made sure nobody else had access to stuff to buy and
sell. So while we have no idea what is standing the fact remains the Black Market can
sell whatever diamonds and national treasures can buy one way or the other! That is
the important thing!” The Trophy Widow finished garnishing her lips and then put away
her make up. She snapped her purse shut with self satisfied relish.
“But why couldn’t .... I mean.... if the Caliphate rules ..... then why couldn’t .....”
“But since the very beginning the Arabs and Persians and Mughals and Turks have
always relied on the Shirk and Harbi and the Dhimmi and especially the Jews to provide
the trade for everyone to buy off the shelf” the Trophy Widow explained very manner of
fact. “They take. Or else they buy. They buy if they cannot take. And if it is the Black
Market you do not take! You buy at whatever the price and consider yourself lucky!”
“But how could the Black Market get control of well...... everything?” the younger girl
asked. “They have London by its balls! All Muslims can do is steal what they cannot
buy! This devastation! It is from the Ghazi Razzia Robbers stealing everything down to
the bone of the carcass! Until there was nothing left to steal! It is all devolving! Don’t you
see! We are all devolving! Devolving! Down to...... to ..... to ..... animals!”
“Since 1600" the Chauffeur said. “No. 1500. Maybe 1400. It is a repeat of history. If you
do not learn from history you are destined to repeat it. And the Muhammadans never
learned history. Real history! Not the made up sugary religious propaganda they stuff
into their shriveled brains as if opium! The Morlocks have always pretended to grovel
under the heel of the conquering Mohammedan while securing the monopolies on every
needful thing. By the 1500s the Morlocks were the richest species in the world. Fact!
Not the Muhammadans! The Morlocks! To be exact: Venice! Followed by the Rest of
North West Europe!
By the 1600s the Morlocks completely circumnavigated around the Eloi and highjacked
the Silk Road and the Monsoon Spice Islands. They got control of the oceans. They got
control of the Americas. Then Asia. Then India. Then the Mediterranean. Then Africa.
So bit by bit they took control of the world leaving only the epicenter of the Caliphate.
The Islamic Levant. The Near East. By the 1700s the Eloi Empires were bankrupt. Then
the Morlocks tightened their garrote. Inch by inch by inch. Until by 1918 they got control
of everything. The Caliphate? Then? Now? They were never anything except the Great

Pretender! The Eloi Pretender! It is a repeat of history. The Muhammadans never
learned history. The Morlocks always studied history until the Four Ps banned history to
aid and abet the conquest of the Loki Insider Traitors and the Surtr. But the Morlocks
have obviously caught up with their history and now are replaying history.
The Morlocks always get control. If conquered they pretend to serve the Eloi until they
can regroup. But sooner or later the Morlocks always regain control and keep control of
everything. Starting with the essentials. Foodstuffs to luxury goods to manufacturing
goods to expensive technology to medicine to infrastructure to communications to
science to weaponry to everything. It is the Morlock mind! It is the nature of the species.
That is what makes the Morlock a superior species. The Eloi mind is to lounge under
their Eloi pleasure domes and be waited upon delusional that they are the masters. The
dominators. The best of species — in its own mind. Like the predatory lion pride.
Contemptuous of every other species. But they are obvious in their predatory delusions
because time and again they have always let the Morlocks circumnavigate around them
to achieve the final victory. The Morlocks are like the elephants. They do not have the
pride of the predatory lions but they survive better and with a more complex existence
being a superior species.
‘We love death more than any other species loves life so we will win’ but while the
predatory Eloi can inflict indescribable death on humanity throughout almost 1500 years
they cannot do anything else. And their arrogance as the self proclaimed masters of all
other humanoid species falters on the fatal flaw of arrogance. Arrogance and the total
inability to exercise any sort of self control or self responsibility. Unable to defer
gratification. Unable to plan for the future. Unable to even so much as save for the rainy
day. They fritter their time away under their Eloi pleasure domes as time and power slips
through their fingers. Then one day they snap their fingers and nothing appears. They
are mystified. Power has slipped through their grasp. Their Eloi pleasure domes have
become their cages. They are no longer masters or even pets or else symbiotic
parasites but simply prisoners. The symbiosis has inverted. The master is now the
prisoner. The slave is now the master.
It happened before. Bernard Lewis documented it in ‘What Went Wrong’. The Ottoman
Empire picked up the baton from the Arabs and Persians and waged world war for
centuries upon the West. Yet at the same time the Ottoman Empire needed the West to
do everything for them. Everything! Absolutely everything! Science. Medicine.

Technology. Metallurgy. Infrastructure. Foodstuffs. Trade. Transportation. Weaponry.
Finance. Education. Training. Everything! And despite the nonstop abuses heaped upon
them, the Dhimmis controlled 80% of the Ottoman economy and trade. A stranglehold!
The Ottomans were strutting peacocks before the British. But they required their
Dhimmis to do everything in every encounter with the British! Translation. Negotiations.
Administration. Everything! Even their Ottoman Army and Navy were copycats of the
West, financed by Western bankers, trained by Western mercenaries, using second rate
Western weapons. Then! Now! History repeats! The Eloi boast and strut as they
struggle to wage war to conquer the world while mostly simply lounging under their
decaying Eloi pleasure domes or else kowtowing to Allah with their arses up in the air.
The Morlocks covertly take control behind the scenes and then tighten the garrote until
the Eloi are powerless. Then the Eloi starve unless the Morlocks choose to fatten them
in order to feed upon them of course. Otherwise, the Morlocks simply ignore the Eloi as
they slowly die in the devolving ruins of their one time empires.
You see the fatal flaw of the Eloi is that they NEED the Morlocks to survive. The
Morlocks do not need the Eloi. The Morlocks might tolerate maintaining the Eloi for a
while in cages as pets. But when the pets became a pain in the arse the cages become
prisons. The Morlocks can devour them at any time or else simply let them die out. All
along the power has always been in the hands of the Morlocks. As long as the Morlocks
felt obligated for whatever reason to agree to the symbiotic relationship the Eloi had the
upper hand. But once the Morlocks realized the symbiosis was exploitative they could
and would rebel. And once they rebelled the Eloi would always lose. The Morlocks
would always win. Because all along the power has always rested in the hands of the
Morlocks.”
“As the Eloi devolve into sheeple” the Trophy Widow said. “Isn’t that how the book
ended? The Morlocks captured the time machine and killed the traveler who is of course
a Britisher. Naturally! Then the Morlocks use the time machine to go back in time to stop
the nightmare future from occurring. The anti-utopia no one wants to see happening.
That is the Morlock mind. Be proactive! Stop the nightmare from occurring to begin with.
Meanwhile, Eloi have devolved into sheeple. Literally. Now the new Eloi are devolving
into sheeple. Inbred humanoid tube worms. The devolution is messy of course and as
the Eloi devolve into a more and more malfunctioning species of defective and
devolving humanoid they are becoming bestial. Retarded. Genetically malformed.
Mentally afflicted. Unspeakably violent. But soon if allowed to continue to inbred and

therefore devolve they will simply become sheeple. Another example of the Darwinian
survival of the fittest species of humanoid!”
“Except the Morlocks are moving to the end game” the Chauffeur said as he looked
through the rear view mirror at the younger girl who refused to drop her veils. She
clutched them oddly. “The Morlocks have unleashed their diseases to kill every single
Eloi. Then they will surface and reclaim the earth once more” he added as the girl
shuddered in her billowing Islamic veils.
“And there is always Switzerland!” the Trophy Widow said. “At least if you have the
diamonds!
“The bad news is a lot of the indigenous population have been killed” the Chauffeur
said. “The good news is that a small population can retreat and create Ragnarokkr
survival bastions in remote locations. Even during this little ice age. At least if you are a
Morlock you can. And little ice ages also feature amazing technological leaps.
Revolutions in agriculture. Revolutionary evolutionary transformations. Excessively
unsustainable masses of a species as inbred as a clone who have evolved in a
symbiotic relationship where they are fatally depended upon another species to survive
faces a different fate. The symbiotic species fatally assumed Morlock cities would
continue to host them as if Eloi pleasure domes despite the little ice age, and such
pleasure domes would continue to be maintained by toiling Morlocks despite being
brutalized as food ran out which always occurs in little ice ages.
The dependent parasite could not conceive of the possibility that the host on which they
depended might rebel or else simply retreat to regroup to fight back. The dependent
parasite could not conceive of the possibility that they might actually have to survive by
their own efforts. And being a parasite the Eloi could not survive by their own efforts
because it is a parasite. The Eloi parasite has both evolved and devolved to need a host
to prey upon. And that host cannot be a K genetic predator either. And feral destruction
and mindless violence running amok like some sort of Muslim Mad Max Mayhem is not
the same thing as a focused K genetic predator either. It is simply the crude feralism
of....”
“Don’t keep saying that word!” the girl in her billowing veils cried.

The Chauffeur looked at her through the rearview mirror. “But such a symbiosis cannot
and will not survive when the symbiosis ruptures. Especially during Grand Solar
Minimums which cull dead weights. Only Grand Solar Maximums have the luxury of
weather and foodstuffs to tolerate the useless. If the Morlocks choose to vanish or
withdraw or go underground and refuse to toil anymore to maintain the symbiotic
species which cannot survive on its own then the result is sure death. It all comes down
to R vs K genetics. Especially if their Eloi home niches are now imploding into
ecological hell holes of mass starvation and plagues and war. And rumors say the
Morlocks are reclaiming control of the oceans yet again and are laying mines and
sinking the migrant ships as well as food ships to cut off the Eloi homelands and isolate
them so they will sink under the weight of their own starving over population.”
“Aren’t Ragnarokkr survivalist bastions an urban myth?” the younger girl asked as she
clutched her billowing veils with her black Islamic gloved hands. Every inch of her flesh
covered per Awrah except her two terrified eyes.
“Oh contraire!” the Trophy Widow said as she ruffled her furs.
“The Eloi have always been too uneasy about damp rain and chilling ice and freezing
snow in the remote countryside” the Chauffeur said. “Remember the ado over those
ungrateful Syrian refugees who whined and whined and whined about being settled in a
remote town in the Highlands? It was so cold! Damp! Remote! Lonely! Boring! Without
the luxuries and amusements of an urban landscape! Surrounded only by old people
and unpleasant Scots!”
“Yeah baby!” the Trophy Widow recalled with a laugh. “How they freaked out! They
finally went berserk and tried to kill the villagers one day. A copycat version of what was
happening in France and Germany. Starting by trying to behead the aged Kirk priest
during chapel. Unfortunately for them, the dreary old people were Kirk Protestants
instead of weak knee Anglians or Catholics! And unlike the marshmallow Germans
before they revolted, the Scots were all armed. Rural villagers are a very independent
lot! So they pulled a Bonnie Prince Charlie and killed them. Very unrepentant too! So
unrepentant they dumped their bodies in their pigsties to let the pigs devour them. Hah!
And never apologized! ‘Habeas Corpus! Produce the corpse! Hah! Like the Mos who
were settled in remote Swedish villages or Finnish villages or Norse villages. They
freaked out. Went mad. Homicidal. Or else fled. Returned to their real homes. Ran

away. Ran back to the cities. Some even fled back to their supposed too violent war torn
towns in the Levant. Defeated by the remoteness and the cold. They were physically
and biologically and psychologically incapable of surviving there ---- unlike the
Morlocks!”
“They could not cope with the isolation and hostile Northern climate and environment as
the little ice age intensified” the Chauffeur explained. “Not in the North of Europe. Not in
the Alpine Mountains of Europe. Not in the remote regions of Europe. Remember the
Mos only invaded parts of warm Southern Europe. Not Northern Europe or Russia. Note
that! Not even Islamic Glasgow or Edinburgh survived for long. Even before being
buried in the glaciers. Not even the remote interior of England! Much less Wales!
Certainly not York which was the Birthplace of King Richard III the toughest prick of the
dynasty which conquered Anglo Saxon England. Or Devon or Cornwall. Not even
Norfolk or Suffolk! Hell! Manchester and Birmingham were only able to survive as Mo
strongholds because they were cities and the Morlocks originally maintained them. But
not the cold, damp, dire Midland countryside! Dover revolted and they could not do
anything about it. But that was when Harry came calling! And Dover welcomed Harry as
their liberator! And of course The Resistance had to take Dover to cut off the island from
the mainland. Inch by inch by inch to reconquer the island! First cut Anglestan off! Then
surround Manchester and Birmingham and cut off all access or communications or
supplies from the hostile countryside. Now there is only silence from Manchester and
Birmingham. Then they started doing that to London. Inch by inch by inch to reconquer
the island!
Urban myths say MI 5 used refugees like those ungrateful Syrians as if test rats. They
placed rest rats at that remote Scottish village to test the furthest reaches of their
tolerance. Their natural range as a species. Every species has a natural range. A
biological niche. And unlike the British Morlock species which contrary to the ‘Mad dogs
and Englishmen cliche, has an unusually wide range, the Islamic Eloi species has a
very narrow niche. When removed from their abnormally narrow niche the Eloi freak out.
Have physical and biological and psychological breakdowns. Sustain PTSD. Go
paranoid. Go berserk. Go into cascade failure. The Eloi fail utterly to function unless
placed in urban ghettos where Morlocks could artificially maintain them as if captive
pets of an unpleasant species under pleasure domes isolated from everything and
everyone which overwhelms their brittle little inbred brains.

Hence the Eloi’s inability to integrate or assimilate or roam or explore or adopt to
drastically changing circumstances and environments outside of their original biological
niche. Hence their almost total failure to thrive outsider of Western cities. The Eloi have
always been a very brittle, inflexible, and unpleasant species. Unspeakably violent. But
not in a cunning predator way. Like violent Rs. Only able to live off other species.
Unable to maintain itself if denied parasitic symbiosis. Devolving into failed states of
utter chaos and unspeakable violence directed even against themselves if denied
opportunities to exploit other species. And then only if that species agrees to be
exploited. The Eloi are a species of spoiled egotist who can only live in hothouse
environments created and maintained by diverse Morlocks be they Western Morlocks or
Indian Morlocks or Asian Morlocks. And the especially long dark seasons and nuclear
winters we have been suffering because of the volcanic holocaust in the South
Americas and the Ring of Fire has been especially dire on their fragile psyche! They are
creatures of warmth. Of the Tropic Zone.”
“Look what happened to the Eloi in Ireland!”
“A very nasty ending indeed!”
“No! Don’t say the word Ireland!” the terrified younger wife of a dead oligarch cried.
“Don’t remind me of what the Irish did! What sort of creature would do that?”
“K genetics” the Chauffeur replied dryly. “That sort of creature. Morlocks might not
literally eat Eloi but they devour Eloi!”
“The spoiled Eloi are only capable of being urban dwellers, to be exact ghetto dwellers,
in artificial urban hothouse environments when removed from their own environmental
and biological and cultural niches” the Trophy Widow explained. “All but totally unable to
endure the remote countryside. Especially wet and damp and cold and icy and freezing
biological environments of extreme remoteness” the Trophy Widow added. “The Eloi
should have never left their Tropic Zone Hemisphere. They have no evolutionary or
physical or psychological ability to survive outside of their biological niches. It would be
like expecting a camel to adopt to the Alps! But they were so greedy! Envious! And
lustful to conquer the Morlocks! So the Eloi came to loot the cities! So Morlocks built
urban surface pleasure domes for them to dwell within. Translation: ghettos. Further
translation: cages. Keep the enemy contained! Caged! Then the Morlocks withdrew

underground or else into hostile environments. They built their Ragnarokkr survival
bastions. And they let the Eloi devolve down to their bestial selves. And being a brittle
hothouse symbiotic species unable to care for itself the Eloi devolved very quickly!” She
gestured to the devastated landscape alongside the trashed highway.
“Don’t let this fool you” the Chauffeur said. “There are Ragnarokkr survivalist bastions
out there somewhere!”
“But how do you know Switzerland still exist?” the terrified girl asked.
“Because it is a freezing mountainous place my dear!” the Trophy Widow explained
casually. “The ultimate Ragnarokkr survivalist bastion! And every Swiss is armed my
dear! And the Swiss have never ever been conquered by anyone! And we were never
Eloi my dear! We were always Harbi masquerading as conquered Dhimmi while waiting
for the right moment to rebel and flee! And here we are! Rebelling! And fleeing!
Southampton Depot! Then on to Switzerland!” Then the Trophy Widow winked at the
Chauffeur in the rear view mirror. He winked back. But then he studied the younger girl
as she slumped over in her Islamic veils. Her black gloved hands nervously flustering.
His hard eyes studying her with growing apprehension.
*** ***
The commander of The Tower Fortress stared into the dirty bit of broken glass which
was his mirror. His nervy black gloved hands gestured as if clawing his devolving
features. “When does humanity cease? When does the animal emerge? What is the
thin line between Human and Feral?....”
*** ***
Wolfe counted his men as they slithered into the haunted hotel. “Don’t go into the
ballroom or the bar” he advised them. “The ghosts are territorial. And don’t laugh. Why
else has no Mos crammed their way into this haram place? Because they fear the
ghosts. It is haunted. I only know one Mo who ever enjoyed spending whole nights here.
Davy. But he had a charmed ability to not only spelunker but co-habituate with the
spectral. He had a fey soul. Poor Davy. And he once told me after he spelunkered one
haunted house the ghost within latched onto him as if his second shadow. Lledrith he

called his second shadow. So unless you have a fey soul I advise you to avoid the
ballroom. And now the bar. The ghosts are occupying that as well tonight. I don’t know
why.”
“Should we count our shadows Wolfey?” some of the Anarchists laughed. But then
everyone heart ghostly laughter amidst ghostly echos of a piano from the empty bar.
And the sounds sent fissions through the normally contemptuous Anarchists.
“Better safe than sorry” Wolfe replied dryly. “Ah. Doc is coming to check our booster
shots. Everyone show him your tags....”
*** ***
“Sloth!” the fireman snarled as he marched toward the bloody setting sun. “The Best of
Peoples don’t have to work. Everyone one else is expected to work like Morlocks. The
entire world must toil for the blessed Eloi. The Best of Peoples. Sloth to us is an art
form. Look up any old picture of a migrant center when they used to exist. Eloi lounging.
Bored. Not bothering to lift a finger. There is an infamous Youtube video. Or at least
there was. Showing the Eloi lounging as an old Morlock in a Red Cross outfit struggled
to move a heavy table. Not one Eloi lifting a finger. ‘Don’t you know who we are? We
are the Eloi. We don’t work!’ ‘Mutta Merkel invited us! We don’t have to work!’ Just
whining how nothing the Morlocks ever did was good enough. Always wanting more and
more and more. Yet incapable of so much as cleaning up after their own filth. Throwing
their garbage and feces and urine all over the place. Then burning down their expensive
migrant camps for the most absurd of pretenses like running out of gummy bears and
nutella.
The Eloi is entitled to take the hard work and achievements of everyone else. Take
everything from everyone with a wave of their arrogant hands. Freebies. Forever. It is
jizya. It is Ghazi Razzia war booty. It is Slavery. It is Dhimmitude. It is Devshirme. Just
take it! Take it! Take everything! Sit on the dole and call it jizya. Drop out of school and
go on the dole as welfare cheats. Flash brand new 500 benefit euro notes as free
pocket money while shop lifting. Sport expensive trainers bought on the dole while
taking endless selfies on stolen cell phones. Forever. The Best of Peoples never have
to work. They are the Eloi. Laziness and parasitic sloth incarnate. Entitled. Blessed by
Sharia. Work ethic. Hell no!

Hell! We even steal the achievements of everyone else. Unless we are forced to buy off
the shelf of other people’s genius and hard work we steal off the shelf of the genius and
effort of everyone else. Our entire so-called Golden Age was nought but the Ghazi
Razzia Plunder Machine on overdrive. Looting the entire Hellene Levant. Looting India.
Looting Asia. We even intellectually looted as we looted. We invented the Hindu Zero.
Just slap the word ‘Arabic’ on top of Indian invented Numbers. Voila. We have just
invented the ‘Arabic Numbers’. We invented the Roman Dome. We invented the
Visigoth Horseshoe Arch. We invented agriculture. We invented gardens. We invented
the German fountain pen. We invented the airplane and flying. We invented plumbing
and bathing. Ignore the Roman baths and aqueducts. We invented them. We invented
the banquet. We invented farming. Nothing existed until we invented it. Ignore all
evidence to the contrary. We invented Greco Egyptian Babylonian Algebra. Actually we
just coined the name but hey! Invent the name and you have invented Algebra! We
invented the Jewish Medicine. We invented the libraries of Alexandra as we burned
them to fuel the Roman baths which we also invented. We invented alcohol in order to
ban it. Ditto chess. We invented chess just so we could ban it. We invented Irish
Whiskey. Then banned it.
We invented papyrus paper and Chinese paper. Then we burned it as boko haram. We
invented the printing press so we could ban it for two hundred years as haram. We
invented Western Civilization after looting Greco Roman Hellene Civilization. Then we
destroyed it. We invented Gandhara Buddhist Civilization and Indian Hindu Civilization
and Chinese Civilization. Then we declared all of it to be Shirk and Jahiliyyah barbaric
pollution and turned around and burned it all and did our very best to destroy it. Arabic
Mad Max Mayhem sans the wheel was so much better than such Hellene ‘barbarity’.
We invented the wheel so we could ban it from Arabia so the filthy Kafirs could
reintroduce it. We invented the Indian monsoon boat and the Gandhara Silk Road and
the Greco Roman Mediterranean galley ship. We invented the Chinese compass and
Zheng He navigation maps. We invented the Greco Roman astrolabe. We invented
everything! We did not use any of it! We did not new and improve it! We invented
everything to ban it as BID’a and then destroy it!
We demand jizya of patent copyrights on every invention known to Mankind because
we invented it all despite the fact nothing whatsoever existed in Mohammad’s Arabia
except Mad Max Mayhem. Not even the wheel. We invented everything and then

banned it and burned it before telling anyone about it so that is why the West had to
reinvent it all over again and then mass produce it. Ignore the fact the West invented
and new & improved and manufactured 95% of the inventions and discoveries and
technologies known to Mankind up to 2000. We invented it all. Or at least until Japan
and China and South Korea invented it. We invented everything before Japan or China
or South Korea could invent it. We just kept it all secret and did not tell anyone about it
to force the West and the East to reinvent it and document it and patent it and mass
produce it so we could buy it off the shelf because we did not even have the wheel.
Ignore the fact everything we claimed to have invented existed in Babylon or Ancient
Egypt or Ancient Greece or Byzantine Greece or Greco Rome or the Late Classical
Hellene Levant or else India or China. We invented it. Never mind that we apparently
stopped inventing after we ran out of intellectual looting from everyone else. We
invented it. And ignore the fact we have not invented one a damn thing since. We don’t
have to! We invented everything!
Ignore the fact the West also built our roads and railroads and bridges and dams and
telegraphs and telephones and invented clocks and longitude and the 24 hour day and
modern ships and installed our gaslight and electricity and wired our computers and
invented the internet so we can block it as haram and built our hospitals and built our
airports in order to fly our Western built airplanes and sail our Western built ships while
manufacturing our Western clothes and trainers and manufacturing our Western cell
phones while creating commercial agriculture and inventing canning and freezing and
freeze dried foods while revolutionizing foodstuffs. We invented it all. It does not matter
if we do nothing whatsoever. If our White Slaves have to design and engineer our cities
for our Brown and Black Slaves to build and also run our oil plants and put our IKEA
furniture together for us. They are just White Slaves. But we invented it. We invented
everything! And everyone else has to make everything for us and do everything for us
and invent everything for us and manufacture everything for us. Fuck! We invented it all!
Pay us jizya you goddamn Morlocks! Don’t you know who we are? We are the Eloi. Now
build the fucking Eloi dome so we can lounge on our fat arses while taking endless
selfies as you wait on us on your hands and knees. You fucking White Slaves!
So what if we only boast one dozen so-called Muslim inventors who were mostly
Zoroastrians and Christians and Jews and Apostates who actually cursed Islam for
outlawing science. So what if they based their few genuine inventions on discoveries
based on the Old Knowledge of Greco Roman Egyptian Babylonian discoveries and the

New Knowledge of China and India. If we exported it then we can not only slap a tariff
on it. We invented it. We demand the entire world pay us patents for everything. So
what if we have not invented a goddamn thing before 666 and did not invent a damn
thing since 1200 and burned every book and every library we found and banned the
‘Kafir Sciences’ and our only ‘Science’ is the Islamic Sciences of the Koran, the Sira, the
and the Hadith. Fuck you.
So what if we only have two fucking Nobels, by apostates, both working at Western
research centers. And those fake ‘peace prizes’ don’t count. Bribe us with a fake peace
prize and maybe we won’t wag war on you for a year or two. So what if we have
produced less patents in our entire history than South Korea and have translated or
published less books in our entire history than Spain. Fuck you. We can intellectually
loot the world. We can steal everyone else’s inventions and slap our names on it. Pay
us intellectual jizya everyone! Covetous envy is a virtue to us. Including scientific envy.
Don’t you know who we are? We are the Eloi. We take what the Morlocks create. As is
right and proper. Where is our fucking Eloi dome so we can lounge on our fat arses? I
want an Eloi dome just like that old Hollywood movie I saw once on TV. And so what if
we did not invent TV either. Or Radio. Or the Computer. Or Youtube. Fuck you.
Greed. No less than covetous envy we specialize in greed. Anyone else’s vice is our
virtue. Ghazi Razzia Jihad Holy War For Holy Profit. Mohammed was a Ghazi Razzia
Warlord and blessed it. He got rich off Holy War. It is halal for every Muslim male to
wage Ghazi Razzia and ride out and burn, pillage, rape, steal, loot, destroy. Without
question it is a given that the riches of the entire world belong to us. And every greedy
Ghazi Razzia jihadist who died being greedy got the express to Paradise. Was paradise
given to inventors? No! Discoverers? No! Creators of life saving cures? No! Builders?
No! Artists? Hell no! Composers? Fucking no! Writers? Fucking hell no! The front of the
line to Paradise is given to Ghazi Razzia Holy Jihadists who spend their entire lives
murdering and robbing and raping and stealing and enriching themselves off everyone
else. Engaging in every deadly vice which is to us an Islamic virtue!
And in Paradise there are divine virgins and celestial houris and war booty captured sex
slaves and pearly boys. Paradise is a divine brothel in the sky for every Ghazi Razzia
Jihadist. Better than terrorism. Enjoy the stolen riches in life and a divine brothel in the
afterlife. Why was every migrant in 2015 and 2016 so goddamn entitled? Including the
Bing teenaged would-be Islamic Rapper Gangsters? Expecting the West to bestow its

riches upon them despite being indignant indigent beggars with delusions they were
Rappers? Don’t you know who we are? We are the Eloi. We have a right to take it all.
Everything the West has built up and achieved over two thousands years. It is ours by
right. So fuck you. Hand it over you goddamn Morlock. You fucking White Slave. We
want it all. And we are taking it all. The entire world has to hand over everything to us.
Don’t you know who we are? We are the Eloi!
Intoxication. We claim to be so holier-than-thou. Hell. But the worst drug gangs are
Muslim. I never saw a Muslim in my school who did not boast of being a drug gangster.
Wallowing in the intoxication of hashish and bhang and marijuana and cocaine and
heroin and every other sort of drug. Buying it and selling it and wallowing in it. The idiots
I grew up with could not get enough drugs. And they still got drunk on the side. Vomiting
every morning in school after wallowing in intoxication all night. Only we can manage to
even turn violence into the ultimate intoxication.
Gluttony. During Ramadan in the bad old days of the Socialistic European states when
money was thrown at every illegal migrant and their four wives and twenty children it
was a proven fact the Muslims would gorge after sunset and actually pack on the weight
by the end of the holy month. Fasting only made Muslims more gluttonous while
endangering pregnant women and children and the sick who were encouraged to fast
as well. The fasting and gorging both dangerous to health and promoting poor work
levels and high levels of rage. And that leads me to the final sin which is an Islamic
virtue: Wrath. If there is one thing most non Muslims see on a daily basis it is wrath.
Rage. Fury. Murder.
Only Islam blesses the seven deadly sins as if they are Islamic virtues. Including the
shocking violence and indiscriminate murder. It is the ultimate virtue. It is halal for any
Muslim to not only rape and attack and kill any Harbi Kafir and Harbi Shirk and wage
collective punishments, pogroms, on Dhimmi Kafirs but kill. Kill for Allah. Kill for
Mohammad. Kill for Islam. Wrath and violence and murder is the ultimate act of faith.
The best way of proving your devotion is by attacking and killing anyone based on mere
rumors of insulting Islam or insulting Mohammad. Just a rumor and you can burn
someone alive. Behead them. Chop off their limbs. Anything. Commit the most
unspeakable violence. And torture them first for their riches before beheading them. The
Koran. Halal. The Medina Trench is the incarnation of homicidal Islam.

Have I missed any sins? Fuck! In 2015 the Male Muslim March into Europe climaxed
with the New Year’s Eve Taharrush of hundreds of European girls in a dozen cities by
over two thousand darlings of Merkel. And 2016 featured rapes and molestations and
assaults and murders all over Europe. Nonstop. Fifty percent of the Muslim migrants
committing nonstop crimes. As every European country discovered to their utter horror.
A crime a hour. Nonstop. All over Europe. Swimming pools. Train stations. Bars.
Nightclubs. Migrant camps. Red Cross centers. The streets. The stores. The farms. The
roads. Attacking and robbing churches. Nonstop arson. Village after town after city
declared lawless. Unsafe. Crime out of control. Calais held siege by criminals who
outnumbered the lawful citizens. Homes invaded. Migrants highjacking lorries and
smashing trucks and invading school buses to attack students. Wreaking train
carriages. Derailing trains. Hurling fence poles right through window shields of lorries.
Attacking drivers with chainsaws. Attacking cars. Attacking tourists. Migrants tearing
asylums to pieces to kill each other with improvised weapons. Then attacking the
asylum workers until they had to lock themselves in their offices. Then attacking the
police. Firemen! And even ambulances! And doctors and nurses at the hospitals!
Threatening people to convert or else die. Bullying. Purse stealing. Sexually
threatening. Leering. Dirty hands shoving themselves everywhere. Stalking girls into
bathrooms to assault them. Raping them in bars. Attacking every lawful citizen. Mugging
old people on camera on trains. Beating up young people and old people. Raping small
children. Raping babies. Burning down everything. Smashing everything. Wreaking
everything. Causing millions in criminal damages. Causing so much economic
wreckage it amounted to economic warfare. Causing billions in losses to wreaked
housing and strained health services. Creating such anarchy in schools until education
was impossible. While attacking the doctors and nurses while robbing the pharmacies.
Spreading highly contagious diseases while urinating and defecating and befouling
every street and monument. Rioting. Bankrupting their hosts as they waged Devshirme
and culled their children to rape them. Hell! I remember one Afghani migrant chasing a
screaming woman into her home. The door slamming against him. The screaming
woman frantically calling the police as he masturbated on her front door and front step!
Yelling Allahu Akbar until the police came? The iconic Muslim migrant! What can top
that?
What evil was not committed by Muslim migrants in 2015 and 2016 and 2017 and
2018? Until law and order completely collapsed. Until anarchy erupted. Until civil

government caved in. Until European civilization imploded. And every European country
disintegrated into Muslim Migrant Mad Max Mayhem. I remember. During a big flood in
Bavaria. The indigenous Germans working so hard. For a week. Then as a cheap PR
the lying press poised some lazy Muslim migrants before a back drop of salvage work
done by Bavarians. The buggers pretended to be helping the flood effort. The lie was
exposed of course. The Bavarian people were enraged by the lie. The lazy buggers had
not lifted their fingers once during the crisis. Well. That sums it up doesn’t it?
The Seven Christian Deadly Sins are based on the Greek ideals of self responsibility
and self control and self accountability. Each person is responsible for their thoughts
and inclinations and character flaws and how they can lead to immoral and destructive
actions. Cause and effect. The burden of Christian Ethos is placed on the thinking
individual to correct their flaws and reform their behavior before their God and their
fellow human beings before or after the cause leads to the effect. Ideally before the
cause leads to the effect. It is a bottom up ethics rooted in individuality and self
responsibility and self control. Especially self control. And ignorance is no excuse either!
Nor is victimhood! Every human being is responsible for consequences of their thoughts
and their actions!
In comparison the Islamic Seven Deadly Sins are authoritarian. Top down. Every Mo
totally without self control or self will or self responsibility or guilt or even shame. Pure
evil. But totally without one iota of self control. Rather, they must be controlled as if
animals from without. Courtesy of totalitarian Islam enforced by Sharia and the brute
authority of the Islamic state and various forms of morality police. The individual Mo is
so purely evil he is a rotter of an animal who must be whipped and controlled as if a
beast. Really! It is predicated in Islam that mankind is pure evil. Controllable animalistic
evil. Only the totalitarian authority of the Divine Slavery can ENFORCE MORALITY. But
it is ok to vent that pure animal depravity and homicidal mania on the Kafirs and Shirks
of course! That is halal!

The top sin is Shirk which is related to Kufr. Shirk is the damnable embrace of any non
Islamic and non Koranic gods, laws, values, beliefs, and cultures be they Shirk Pagan
or Kufr Christian or Kufr Jewish as well as anything related to the Kufr of rejecting Islam
and Allah and Mohammad as the only true and legitimate religion and god and prophet
on the face of the earth. Immorality is defined as either not acknowledging or else

betraying ritual Islamic purity from Najis and Jahiliyyah taboos and/or foiling the triumph
and supremacy of Allah Islam and Mohammad and the Ummah or else doubting the
unquestioning triumph and domination and rule of Allah and Islam and Mohammad and
the Ummah. Compare that to the Western concept of Sin or Virtue! No wonder the West
became the Advanced World while the Islamic Levant became Third World shit states!
Proof of the pudding! By their fruits shall ye know them! Or as the scientists use to say:
evidence!
The next most deadly Islamic sin is the concept of halal Zikr blind faith versus haram
Fikr reasoning, objective and factional analysis, and critical thinking. It is also the
concept of ijtiad: the gates of inquiry staying closed, shut, locked, chained, soldered and
barricaded. Likewise BID’a or the forbidding of invention and innovation. Islam is a fiat
accompli as Wolfey explained. It is perfect. It cannot grow or evolve or adopt to change.
It is totalitarian mind control as the brain shrivels. And anything else and everything else
is seen as Shirk and Kufr and Najis or Jahiliyyah. Heretic. Polluting. Contaminating.
Threatening. Compromising. And leading to Apostasy. Treason to Allah. An existential
threat to Allah and Islam and Mohammad and the Ummah. A declaration of war upon
the entire Dar ul Harb Abode of War World. ‘....embrace Islam and you will be safe’ from
Jihad. Convert. Surrender. Or else prepare to fight and die.
The next most deadly sin is Shirk Paganism be it witchcraft or heathen superstition or
the paranormal as in Second Sight. Like for instance ---- me. Islamic superstition of
course is perfectly halal. Pakistan scientists are boasting that any day now they will
have the perfect source to replace Western steam turbines and nuclear power: genii
power. But all Pagans and Witches and Wicca and also magicians and the paranormally
gifted absolutely must burn in this life while also burning in the next life.
Islam is riddled with superstition. The Zikr blindly obeying brain is mired in the irrational
and the magical. Miracles replace the laws of nature. Allah willing, absolutely anything is
possible. There are no laws of nature. Not even gravity or cause or effect. It is all one
gigantic magical madness ---- as long as it is Islamic magical madness. And related to
this is the profoundly irrational and magical thinking Islamic obsession with Kafir
conspiracy theories and crazy paranoia about mythic cabals and Jews and
Freemasons. That in turn leads to Islamic victimization. After every horrific Islamic
massacre or atrocity the Muslims whine au nauseam that they are the victims! It is
always Muslims who are the ONLY VICTIMS! It is always everyone else’s fault! Magic

and conspiracy and paranoia! Also self centered narcissism but that is another vice
confused with an Islamic virtue.
The next deadly Islamic sin is killing the soul of a believer. Please note the clauses.
Believers. Only the Believers have souls and are therefore deemed ‘innocent’. Non
Believers, Infidels, Kafirs, Pagan Shirks, and Apostates are deemed to be not be
‘innocent’ but also Najis and Jahiliyyah as well as the vilest of creatures, people of no
morality or intelligence, as base as cattle, and sub human. No souls. The Islamic
equivalent of the Hindu Untouchable. Both lacking souls. Najis filthy and spiritually
infectious. Oozing Jahiliyyah alien barbaric pollution. An existential threat to the ritual
purity of all Muslims who are obsessive compulsive about ritual cleanliness even if they
throw their garbage and feces all over the place and have absolutely no concept of
scientific hygiene. And therefore it is entirely halal to kill them. If a Muslim does kill a
soulless sub human he need only pay a ½ blood debt ---- but that is entirely optional.
And if the death comes about during jihad then killing is actually a brownie point. A gold
star. The more non Muslims are killed the more gold stars toward paradise! And the
more brutally you kill the soulless non Muslims the more gold stars toward paradise! If
even the ISIS terrorists were officially admitted to be technically Islamic, not nice but
entirely technically Islamic per the official Islamic universities. So hell! I suppose the
Iranians will probably nuke the world to get the ultimate express to paradise!
In fact the Islamic end of the world expects all Muslims to pick up their swords to rush
out to actually kill every Jew hiding behind every tree and rock. All Shirks of course are
killed. That is a given. But the end of the world massacre must start with the Jews
because a Jewess poisoned Mohammad. And then every homicidal maniac must help
‘Jesus’ and his sword to massacre every Christian who refuses to convert to Islam. The
end game: the entire world cleansed of all non Muslims. Thus the cross is ritually
broken and jizya is no longer needed and the world will be at peace ----- because all
non Muslims will be dead. The ultimate genocide!
And note: Muslims must commit this ultimate genocide up close and personal with their
swords and butcher knives and cleavers and every other weapon they can employ to
cause as much fatal carnage and mass slaughter as possible. So much for the sin of
killing the soul. The wrong type of soul can be killed. And oh yes: the wrong type of
Muslim soul can be killed as well. They are heretics and apostates. And that includes
Takfir Kafir Muslims who embrace the Shirk East or Kufr West.

What else? Riba interest is haram. Actually it was only excessive riba but today the
farce applies to all modern finance and banking and capitalism and even credit unions
which are membership owned. This has contributed to over 14 centuries of Islamic
poverty caused by disastrous finance laws which have utterly failed. Riba and Waqf.
Wolfey found a Youtube video of the ‘Long Divergence’ which was brilliant in explaining
this to me. Naturally Muslims expect medieval and irrational finance laws appropriate for
the stone age to still apply today. And look how well it as all turned out!
What else? A guardian betraying the orphan of a believer by squandering or embezzling
his wealth. Deadly sin ..... except. Note the exception. However betraying the orphans
of non Muslims is halal. In fact Devshirme is the culling of the children of non Muslims
as sex slaves and cannon fodder. That is entirely halal. The Ottomans called it the blood
tribute or the blood tax. All of the prettiest girls and boys were confiscated as sex slaves
as well as the best and strongest boys to be converted under the sword to become
slave warriors for Allah. Halal! Halal! Halal! Why are Mos molesting and raping the
children of Europeans and Britishers from the very moment they enter the West? From
the Rotherdam rapes to the Malmo rapes to the Swedish rock concert rapes to the pool
rapes to the Cologne taharrush rapes? Nonstop and indiscriminate. Every week another
molestation or rape in every single country in the UK and Europe when it was Dar ul
Harb and even now when it is Dar ul Islam. Devshirme. Taking the children of the non
Muslims! And it is all halal! In fact the Welsh Muslim Council of Clerics reaffirmed this in
2016!
What else? Fleeing from the battlefield during Ghazi Razzia Holy Jihad. Desertion is
treason and therefore apostasy which is treason. Jihad to advanced Islam is required by
every Muslim. And be that jihad the ‘greater’ or ‘lesser’ it is to advance the triumph and
Islam toward the conquest and subjugation of the world. To refrain from waging jihad is
therefore desertion. Hence the accusations thrown at all moderate Westernized Mos by
our first and last Paki Mayor of London and indeed every Muslim resulting in open
season now. Jihad is the number one duty for all Muslims and desertion from jihad ----from waging battle ---- is one of the most unforgivable of sins. And every established
school of Islam calls the ‘lessor jihad’ of war the primary jihad which must be waged.
Hence desertion being deemed such a deadly sin. If jihad was primarily the ‘greater
jihad’ then why would desertion in war be deemed such a deadly sin? So much for Islam
being the religion of peace–ful submission to the Divine Slavery!

Finally there is libeling or slandering chaste women resulting in their being stoned alive.
This came about when Aisha was called a slut. But only a Muslim female is deemed
moral and chaste and then only if she obeys all Islamic morality laws. Therefore all non
Muslim females by definition are sluts. Whores. Prostitutes. Perspective sex concubine
sex slaves. War booty. ‘Whatever they right hand possesses do with as you will!’ They
are open season in Dar ul Harb Abodes of War or in Dar ul Islamic Abodes if they fail to
obey Islamic morality guarding chastity. And chastity is defined as the exclusive use of
the vagina and sexual organ and reproductive organ by the mehram master guardian
owner of the ward possession either in marriage or sex concubinage or else by Ghazi
Razzia Jihad. The Hymen being the ultimate definition of a moral female. And as the
incarnation of the honor of the clan honor killings is as halal as genital mutilation which
is demanded in both the Koran and the ‘Traveler’. Veil. Stated in the Koran. Absolutely
required. But veiling is open to definition. If the suspect is not veiled enough she is still a
slut and whore and can be raped even if she is a Muslim.
Obeying their mehram master guardian owner explicitly. Never refusing their master’s
sexual advances. Accepting the necessity of beating at the first sign of ‘rebellion’. And
never ceasing to be beautiful. That is absolutely required too. Never leave the house
even to go to school or to mosque without permission and then only if escorted by a
mehram with a sword able and willing to fight off attack. Never speak in public to
strangers or Najis filthy outsiders or anyone outside of the close family. So much for
Muslim females doing business! And a Muslim widow reduced to begging on the street
is a defacto whore too. Ditto a Muslim female prisoner or any non Muslim female
prisoner. War booty. ‘Whatever they right hand possesses do with as you will!’ And any
non Muslim female by definition is a slut. A whore. A prostitute. A person of no morality
as well as no intelligence. And it is halal for any Muslim to scream out sexual abuse on
any street against any non Muslim female as well as sexually assaulting or molesting or
raping them. And it is done all of the time! So much for respecting women!
So my dear imaginary biographer of the imaginary boko haram of my haram life I will
summarize the Seven Islamic Deadly Sins. In total the Islamic Seven Deadly Sins are
totalitarian, to be imposed from above, asinine, not linked whatsoever to personal
morality, and exist only to wage war to achieve and maintain Islamic supremacy as well
as to persecute all non Muslims. Note the military quality of the sins. The Ummah is an
army. The mosque is the barracks. The mosque dome is the helmet. The minaret is the

spear or nowadays the thermonuclear warhead. And the call of the faithful is the call to
arms. Almost half of the Medina Koran and Sira and Hadith is about conquering and
subjugating and slaughtering non Muslims in various ways gruesomely described in
lurid details. And war is open ended. ‘...embrace Islam and you will be safe! Or else
prepare to fight and die until the end of the world when NO NON MUSLIM WILL BE
LEFT ALIVE!
No wonder the Bassingbourn Barracks Horror happened. ‘No one told us right from
wrong’ one apologist for one of the mutinying rapists said. Nor did any of the 240 mostly
rampaging and mutinying Libyans understand or admit they were committing
unspeakable evil ---- including drunkenness, drugs, mutiny, rape, assault, harassment,
threatening, trying to sell a Kafir into sexual slavery, rampaging in nearby hamlets or
Cambridge, arson, vandalizing, burning the Union Jack Flag, attacking British soldiers
or British citizens, refusing to obey commands of non Muslims, or insulting the Kufr
British People. Per the Seven Islamic Deadly Sins they committed no deadly sins!
Name one sin which was not committed by Muslim migrants? Including ingratitude and
hypocrisy. The Gimmegrents. The Rapefugees. Including sedition and treason. Openly
boasting per Sharia they had the divine right to conquer the West and destroy it. The
West was Dar ul Kafir and Dar ul Harb and therefore it was open season. War. Anything
goes. And anything did. And all of it was halal. Per Sharia. Blessing criminality as Ghazi
Razzia. Blessing sedition. Blessing treason. Blessing vigilantism. Blessing mob murder.
Blessing unspeakable violence. Blessing total war. Blessing the Seven Deadly Sins.
And now blessing dictatorship. Sadistic punishments. Asinine stone age business laws
which have failed time and again. Guaranteeing poverty. Outlawing Democracy and
Meritocracy. Outlawing Human Rights. Outlawing BID’a invention and innovation.
Turning hospitals into morgues with insane medieval barbarity replacing rational
sanitation and sterilization until no one dared go there. And now there is no NHS at all.
Not a doctor or nurse to pharmacy to be found. Much less vaccines or inoculations
against diseases which are running out of control.
Rationing has replaced plenty. Criminality has replaced the work ethic. Jizya legalizes
exploitation and enslavement. Crony corruption rules. And the black market has
replaced free market Capitalism. Instead of the Magna Carta and Common Law there is
only draconian heresy and blasphemy laws which have dragged the world back into the
stone age. And despite the so-call divinity of Sharia lawlessness is out of control. And

drug gangs wage open war on the streets. It is all Sharia. Sharia shoved down the
throats of everyone. Turning this country and Europe and the entire North Western
Hemisphere into the ultimate Islamic failed states. And then those twin traitors the Paki
Mayor of London and the Caliph of Anglestan really got started in destroying this
country. Destroying London.....”
*** ***
The Monuments Men ducked behind the crates as they tried to shield the powder boys.
Bullets were flying everywhere! “Trying to break through the Ballroom!”
“Trying to break through the ‘barracks’!”
“Trying to break through the rear!”
“Trying to break through the front!”
“Oh God! Oh God!” the leader of the Monuments Men cried. “Am I going to die? Are we
all going to die?”
*** ***
“I knew my generation had been betrayed when migrants waltzed into my country,
breaking every law, and not only was given asylum but carte blanche” the middle aged
and battle scarred Amazon mused as she loaded her weapon. “Free NHS when we
were told we had to ration it because Muslim migrants and Third World healthcare
tourists and EU migrants had all but bankrupted it. So we legal citizens could only come
into the Emergency if ‘We were dying’. Yeah. If we were dying. Literally. But the
goddamn migrants could waltz right on in. Then EU White migrants were banned no
less than us. And it was just Muslim migrants waltzing right into NHS when everyone
else was banned. We were being taxed for something we could not even access while
those goddamn migrants from every failed state all over the Third World could waltz
right in and enjoy it. Never paying a penny. Have their rotten teeth fixed. Having their
Third World diseases cured. For free. What about my obsessed teeth? What about my
Third World diseases caught from highly infectious Third World migrants who were
walking incubators of highly contagious germs?

I finally had to go to an black market clinic and drink three gins and have a quack use a
pair of pliers to yank out my abscessed tooth. I have lost most of my teeth. From scurvy
and denial of medical care and war. What about my rotten teeth? What about my TB I
caught from THEM? I have only one lung now. And my face is scarred from Smallpox as
well as battle scars. What about me? Free housing for THEM when I was still living with
parents at 30. Forced to live with my parents because all council housing was being
handed over to the damn migrants. And commercial rentals cynically admitted they
made so much more money renting out to migrants because the government payed
them so much more. So all available housing was suddenly entirely closed to people
like me. For THEM. Just for THEM. Not Millennials like me. Not lawful citizens. THEM.
Just THEM.
Damn migrants. Illegals. Total illegals. Who illegally forced their way into my country.
Breaking every law. Economic migrants. Breaking every EU law. Turning the borders
into a farce. Turning legal citizenship into a joke. Who had absolutely no right to be
here. Yet were here nevertheless. Despite breaking every law. And immune from arrest
or deportation. Allowed everything for free which I had to pay for. And taking everything
what was suppose to be going to my generation. The Millennials. Taking the housing
that should have been mine by legal right. Taking the dwindling NHS that should have
been mine by right. Sucking out every penny from my local council and my city.
Sucking every penny out of my country. Leaving nothing for me. Leaving nothing for my
generation: the Millennials. Devouring my country. Devouring my prosperity. Devouring
my future. While besmirching my world with their Third World criminality and rapacity
and sewage and garbage. I mean. It was not as if I was sacrificing my future for people
who were even genuine refugees or grateful refugees or else refugees who aspired to
become lawful and constructive legal citizens. THEY made it very clear they hated us.
THEY made it very clear we were nought but Najis filth under their dirty sandals. THEY
made it very clear THEY were invading us. And the establishment made it very clear
they were letting the invaders stroll right in to take our country away from us.
Every Four P professor and press reporter and social warrior and politician was fawning
over them. It was nauseating. What about me? Every policeman was betraying the
indigenous legal citizenry like me. Covering up for them. Excusing them. Code 291 in
effect not just in Sweden but everywhere. Justifying them. Covering up for them.
Rotherham after Derby after Oxford. The English version of Malmo. The British version

of Cologne. Handing over everything to them on a silver platter even as they stole the
silver platter. All while damning me and my generation. Damning me and condemning
me in collective guilt for historic sins which never existed or else existed centuries ago.
Why was I nailed to the cross for ancient sins when Muslims were forgiven every sin
past and present? Never held accountable when I was damned for the tiniest micro
aggressions? Why was I damned as a ‘born racist’ and castrated for being a presumed
‘bigot’ and damned just because I was born White and Anglo Saxon English?
Condemned not for what I have done but simply for who and what I am? First White
Men were damned. Then White Gays were damned. They White Women were damned!
I was damned! Just for being White and Anglo Saxon English!
Why was I harangued while Muslim migrants were openly racist and religiously bigoted?
When Muslim migrants openly curst all White English People like me as Najis filthy?
Gross pig eaters? As foul as dogs? Without morality or intelligence? The vilest of
creatures? Loathsome Unbelievers and accurst Infidels who should be beheaded and
crucified and tortured and chopped up and thrown down a Medina Trench? Walaa wa al
Baraa? That which Allah hates? Destined to burn in hell or else be raped eternally in the
Great Brothel in the Sky as Harbi war booty? Called whores? Sluts? Christian liars? A
Gross People of Gross Faith from an illegal and defective religion called Christianity
which has been trumped by the most perfect religion on earth? Islam? Harbi Christian
Western drunkards? Degenerates? Perverts because I was Lesbian? Who should be
thrown off roofs? Sub human animals who needed to be dominated and ruled because
we were too defective to be allowed to run amok? Rabble who had to be enslaved into
Dhimmitude because we were too evil to be allowed to rule themselves? Rabble who
absolutely could not be tolerated or allowed to dare to command or rule their superiors?
Muslims? Sub human meat to be molested or raped by the Best of Peoples? Muslims.
Isn’t that supremacy arrogance? Isn’t that mono-cultural racism? Isn’t that religious
bigotry? Isn’t that homophobia? Isn’t that misogyny? Isn’t that Occidentophia?
Pathological hatred of all things Christian and Western? Isn’t that fanatical religious
intolerance?
Why was I condemned by collective guilt while Muslim migrants were petted and
favored as everyone’ victimized darlings? All as they spewed our their hatred for
Christians and for England? Boasting how they planned to conquer and dominate and
rule Great Britain? Waving their disgusting signs? ‘Democracy is the cancer. Islam is the
answer.’ ‘Death to all Crusaders.’ Or else flying their ISIS flags and Hamas Flags while

screaming ‘Death to the Jews’. Yet I could not even fly the Flag of Saint George on
Saint George’s Day. Given carte blanche. Given every privilege based on their collective
identity as the world’s victims ------ despite waging nonstop terrorism all over the world
while exterminating every Christian left in the Near East. If I was damned for so-called
‘White Privilege’ then where the hell was this ‘White Privilege’ because I was being
openly persecuted for being White and English and Christian and Gay!
I was told to go to the back of every queue because Muslim migrants by reason of being
Brown and Muslim had to be given everything. Quotas to deny me everything and give
them everything. Merit thrown out of the window. A level playing field plowed up and
rigged to debase me and advance THEM. Employers ordered by the EU to actively
discriminate against lawful indigenous citizenry like me in favor of Muslim migrants.
Their dignity trumped my legal rights. Muslim migrants were above the law and beyond
the law and outside of the law. While rigged EU laws favored them in everything. And no
matter what crimes they committed they could not be deported. Or more often than not
even persecuted. Yet I was damned and persecuted and discriminated and harassed
and condemned solely because I was born White and English and Christian and Gay.
In fact Social Justice Warriors said my presence was so loathsome I and my foul
kindred should be segregated. Hey your Social Justice Warriors. I thought I belonged to
one of your fashionable victimized minorities? A lesbian of a blue collar working family?
What the hell happened to my place in your totem pole of persecute minorities? Isn’t all
of that racism? Bigotry? Discrimination? Based on color? White? Based on group
identity? English? Based on a persecuted religion which was being exterminated all
over the Islamic World? Christianity? Based on being an increasing persecuted minority
in my own land?
Why could Muslim migrants openly bellow about imposing Sharia by force on everyone?
Open sedition? Open treason? Isn’t conspiring to overthrow the Magna Carta and
Common Law and democratic government sedition and treason? It used to be. Yet
when I campaigned for Brexit to restore the Magna Carta and Common Law and our
democratic Parliament I was spat on. Curst. Trolled on Social Media. Twittered as a
racist. Fired from my miserable job so a Pole could take my job. And I was threatened
by screaming Social Justice Warriors spewing out their rabid hatred for me. I was
punched in face and socially ostracized as a pariah. I guess as a White Lesbian I was
no longer their fashionable definition of a victim. Especially as I was a Libertarian

Millennial instead of a member of their demented Regressive Left. Per the Social
Justice Warriors any Gay who a Conservative or Counter Culture Alt Right was damned!
Just like any woman who refused to vote for Merkel or Big Sis or the demented
Feminists per Albright went to Hell and burned eternally!
History swings in cycles. Incremental evolutionary progress within slow swings from left
to right. Right to left. Like a pendulum. Century by century moving from one extreme to
another extreme. Progress to be sure but progress within the swings of a flattened
spiral. Evolutionary movement so slow it appears to be nothing more than Newtonian
‘for every action there is an equal reaction’. The Twentieth Century was a slow swing
toward the left. The Twenty-first Century will be the Newtonian ‘for every action there is
an equal reaction’ slow swing back toward the right. Half of all aging 68ers and also
Millennials along with most Generation Xers and Zers were slowly swinging back toward
conservative centralist parties and the embrace of old fashion values, mostly traditional
ideals, the lost heritage of their ancestors, the traditional family, old fashion common
sense instead of the excesses of ideology, identity instead of multi-cultural relativism,
locality instead of the global new world order, quiet religious faith, pragmatic capitalism,
and solidly patriotic nationalism. Some Libertarianism in the form of freedom of sexual
identity and family planning and the end to the war on drugs. Not abortion perhaps but
birth control. Libertarian Liberty for everyone to live their private lives as they wish. No
one telling anyone how to live or when to die. No one carving windows into souls as if
peeping toms to judge or condemn. No thought police. But step by step the Left was
destined to lose power as history swung right. And Libertarian Liberty now was
fundamentally opposed by the Regressive Left who were behaving as if tyrants! Not just
nibbling away at freedom and human rights! Out and out ripping the charter to pieces!
Absolute Tyranny in the guise of touchy feely Leftist do-goody Social Crusaders! Well!
Didn’t Orwell warn in ‘1984' that the ultimate dictatorship would be spawn from the
Leftists and Socialist Communists? Poll after poll after poll proved we were voting right.
And election after election our democratically elected leaders ignored our wishes and
ran roughshod over us.
So was it just politics after all? Was the Regressive Left importing millions of voters
stupid enough to vote for a political party waging national betrayal? Muslims? Was that
it? Was that all it ever was? Cheap power politics? The Regressive Left lost the debate
as their pet schemes, Communism, Marxism, Socialism, and anti-Capitalistic EU
socialistic Totalitarianism were debunked. Their other pet schemes, multi-cultural

relativism and the negation of identity to confirm to the globalist blob of the new world
order were exposed as lies. Complete lies. Big lies.
So were their attacks on old fashion values, traditional ideals, the lost heritage of their
ancestors, the traditional family, old fashion common sense instead of the excesses of
ideology, identity instead of multi-cultural relativism, locality instead of the global new
world order, quiet religious faith, pragmatic capitalism, and solidly patriotic nationalism.
So were their libels about conservative or centralist parties in order to prevent history
from naturally swinging back to the center. So were their desperate attempts to
artificially hold the pendulum to the extreme Left by force. The force being the
Regressive Left’s embrace of social censorship, educational brainwashing, the
castration of democracy, the betrayal of Queen and Country, and attacks upon their own
sane citizenry for quietly moving right as they moved ever more crazily left climaxed by
the advocation of intimation, hillbilly threats, then violence, then arrests, and finally
martial law dictatorship.”
The Amazon checked her sniper rifle by targeting a fireman as he shouted wildly.
Waving his gun. Gesturing. Apparently unraveling. “Must be going Feral” she muttered.
Then she pulled back her rifle. It was not yet midnight. “Alienated and ignored and even
libeled, verbally threatened, insulted, jeered the Left’s traditional voters drifted right
toward sanity as they were betrayed by the Left’s ideology of ever more unsustainable
lunges toward the untenable extremes. The Far Left became the Regressive Left: an
ideology so crazily left it became the Demented Left. An increasingly debunked party of
fanatic ideological nutters who sold their souls to the New World Order of the Global
Elite and fashionable Leftist totalitarianism. Ranting and raving about Nazism and
Fascism and Totalitarianism and Dictatorship which was simply the projection of their
own deterioration of ideals into Regressive Left Nazism and Fascism and Totalitarianism
and Dictatorship. Step by step abandoning and then damning everything the Liberal
Progressive Left once claimed to believe in. Then the party of the ideological insane
imported Third World arseholes from failed states who opposed everything every
Progressive Liberal was suppose to believe in to become their new voting stooges? Is
that all this Great Betrayal was?
So I was cast on the altar of political correctness just for demanding my country back.
Just because the EU was destroying my country for THEM. Muslim migrants. Because a
country can only exist if there are laws, a shared heritage, a shared identity, legal

citizenship, love of country, and borders. And the EU and its hatchet men the Four Ps,
the Regressive Left, the Snowflakes, the Useful Idiots, the Luvvies, the deluded 68er
cultists, and the Social Justice Warriors were deliberately destroying it all. Destroying
respect for law, a shared heritage, a shared identity, legal citizenship, love of country,
and borders. My country. Great Britain. All while disenfranchising me and my fellow
Millennials. Stealing my past. Stealing my present. Stealing my future. By plotting the
Great Displacement leading to the Great Replacement leading to the Great Erasure.
The extermination of myself and my fellow Millennials. Sure! We Millennials were stupid.
Brainwashed! Naive! But even we slowly realized we were being screwed!
I remember when it started. The Great Betrayal. At my school. When THEY appeared at
my school. Disrupting my schooling with their illiteracy and thuggery and sexual
harassment. Making my school days hell. Being leered at. Dirty hands groping me
under the desks by so called ‘children’ who were obviously over twenty and sexual
perverts besides. Being chased into the girl’s toilets. Being harassed at gym until I had
to give up gym. Being harassed during cafeteria as the migrants threw ‘meat at the
meat’. Me. My classes so disrupted I could not learn anything.
The teachers either so terrorized they give up or else they spent their entire time and
resources trying ---- and failing ---- to teach illiterates who refused to even learn English
which they openly called Najis filth ---- while openly calling us Najis filth. Making it all but
impossible for me to graduate. Including a bout of TB. Because of their diseases. I was
out sick for six months. Then I had to go to a private school to finish. That took the funds
which were suppose to pay for my university. So I had to get a job to earn the money to
go to university. Except THEY got the quotas unearned and unmerited despite being
illegal migrants. THEY took the apprenticeships that should have been mine by right.
THEY were the front of the queue for employment perks instead of me. THEY were the
front of the queue for hiring. Not me. Front of the queue for everything I was denied.
Illegal ingrates who squandered every opportunity I was struggling to achieve by hard
work without help from anyone. I could have graduated to a good job if I had been given
half the chances given gratias and unmerited and unearned to THEM. Why were THEY
given everything? And I was denied everything?
I would have had a good job. Instead of waiting on tables. Waiting on migrants throwing
around more dole money around than I ever earned legally. Endless dole freebies. All
lavished on them. While I had to wait on tables as my hopes for a future evaporated.

And they laughed in my face and called me whore and slut and meat. Groping me with
their dirty hands. Throwing the dirty plates into my face as their dirty hands groped me.
And to keep my job I had to take it. As they treated me like meat. Lounging there. Day
and night. Like caliphs. Why not? They did not have to work. They had it all. For free.
While I had to work all day to go to night school as I was degraded and humiliated by
them. By THEM. Then sexually terrorized at the Underground and the train stations at
night. So I had to go to school on line. Computer. Trapped in my parent’s home after the
sun went down. Because the streets were now too dangerous for females alone. And
the Four Ps did nothing. And the so-called Feminists did nothing as my life became a
nightmare.
Then the Dhimmi Dave ordered my parents, every Millennial’s parents, to open up their
garages for the migrants. It was a humanitarian crisis. It was a national crisis. Why was
the corruption and incompetence and over breeding of corrupt Middle East countries
ruled by dictators and reactionary mullahs who refused to allow birth control suddenly
our nation’s responsibility? Our nation’s crisis? Then we were told to offer spare
bedrooms. Then I was told to move into my parent’s bedroom as more migrants invaded
our home. Befouling our home. Literally. Turning the best bathroom into a foul urine and
feces smeared pig pen. Stealing everything. Ripping off my clothes and childhood
possessions. Stealing every bit of food in the kitchen. Stealing our TV. Illegally
downloading which my father had to pay for. Stealing my cell phone. Stealing everything
from us. And killing our family dog.
We were all huddled into one room finally. My fathers’ den. It was next to the private
bathroom which we could lock down and secure. Mother. Father. Me. Cowering. Our
home taken over. Completely taken over. We had to put five industrial padlocks on the
door. And hinged bars at the window. To protect the few possessions and our one last
computer from them. Out so-called ‘house guests’. We had to lock ourselves in. To
protect ourselves from assault. It got so bad we used the hinged barred window to go in
and out of our house. Unable to enter any other room. Our home invaded. Our nation
invaded. By THEM.
All as our nation poured every national resource for THEM. Not us. THEM. My parent’s
retirement. It was looted by Dhimmi Dave. For the national emergency he said. He
would restore the funds when the crisis was over. And then suddenly my parents and
every other Baby Boomer realized their retirement accounts had been raided. And there

was no more money. And at the same time Dhimmi Dave ordered every branch of the
government to ration resources to plow every available asset and fund and penny and
pound into the national crisis. The government starving itself to plow all monies toward
one thing. Migrants. As they flooded the city. Until the Body Publick, the national
government, cannibalized every resource and fund intended to buttress the retirees, the
Millennials, the dole, NHS, R & D, infrastructure, bridges, roads, the railroad, the
underground, sewers, aqueducts, education, sports, our nation’s heritage of monuments
and historic treasure houses, and even the parks. For them. For THEM.
The city’s beautiful parks were plowed up as migrant camps. The beautiful green grass
soon a muddy cesspool. And hundreds of thousands of migrants befouled our once
beautiful parks with their urine and feces and garbage and filth. Turning our beautiful
parks into Jungles. Just like the Calais Jungle. Violent and filthy jungles of migrants who
raped everyone. Attacked everyone. And set fires to cars and buses and buildings while
chopping down every tree and befouling every pretty thing we used to have. Then they
took over the sidewalks. The streets. The homes.
Then they attacked our monuments instead of merely urinating on them. Saying they
were Jahiliyyah monuments to colonial butchers and racists. Tearing them down.
Defiling our nation’s heroes. Saying our history was nought but colonial racism.
Everything evil. And tearing down our nation’s heroes. Attacking the Churchill stature.
Attacking Queen Victoria. Attacking The Lionheart. Attacking Peter Pan. And setting fire
to the Albert Memorial. Attacking and besmirching everything which defined us. Our
heritage. Our national identity. Our national values and ideals. While trampling on our
laws. And burning our nation’s flag.
Then suddenly we had a million migrants in the city. Then two million. Five million.
Endless millions. We were outnumbered in our own city. In our own country. Migrants
and their filth and garbage covered every street. Every sidewalk. Filling the train stations
and preventing the trains from running. Filling the underground. Filling more and more
gutted hotels as tourists fled and assets were ‘diverted’ to the ‘greater good’ or else
nationalized. Until there were no more hotels. No more sports venues. No more
museums. No more anything. As cronies looted our city. And indigent migrants suddenly
were living like oligarches. Like robber barons. Driving Roll Royces as every automobile
we ordinary people had was either confiscated or else burned by mobs. And the buses
were burned by mobs. Until all transportation totally broke down. THEY tapped power

for free but we were expected to pay for it. As electricity was rationed because of the
national crisis. What national crisis? The only national crisis was THEM.
Pools turned from places of temporary escape from THEM to exercises of rape by
THEM. Then befouled by their urine and feces, they were taken over entirely by the
migrants who could not even swim. Soccer fields were plowed up for THEM. Sports
stadiums were converted to house THEM. Until there was not a speck of green or
beauty anywhere in the city. Only migrant camps and shanties and slums. As our
beautiful city devolved into something out of the Third World and urine and feces and
raw sewage ran in the streets. And the river became a cesspool. And suddenly London
was not the Capital of the Advanced World. London was a the capital of a Third World
failed state. No different from every backward city in North Africa or Bangladesh.
Sewage and mounds of garbage and millions of migrants covering the entire city with
their squalor and violence and ugliness.
Concert halls. Theaters. The art galleries. Gone. Burned or else gutted by them.
Historical buildings. Burned or else gutted by them. As they urinated on our national
history while sucking away our assets while besmirching our legacy. What happened to
the art inside? Stored? Or looted? Or burned? Arson exploding every night. Riots
exploding every night. And hand grenades lobbed at police. Ambulances and firemen
were attacked so often they give up. Doctors and pharmacies were attacked to often
they give up. Muslim drug gangs waged open war on the streets like something out of
Mad Max. As law and order completely broke down. And no one was safe on the streets
day or night. From THEM. And no could even arrest THEM. Or if arrested they simply
walked free. Every single time. No matter what crime they did against us. Code 291.
The lawful indigenous citizens were victimized yet they walked free. But we could not
even buy mace to protect ourselves from THEM. Much less guns. We were prosecuted.
Suddenly there was rationing as we started to run out of everything. No more toilet
paper. No more pharmacy medicines. No more fresh foodstuffs. No more new
manufacturing. No more luxuries. Then no more necessities. Then commercial buildings
were filled by migrants as business after business when bankrupt. Stores were looted to
the bone and abandoned. The banks were nationalized. My parents lost almost
everything. Then the credit unions were confiscated. My parents lost what little they had
left. Then I was digging in the garbage for anything to eat! Just like Brazil! Just like
Venezuela! As everything, civilization, suddenly imploded!

Then Dhimmi Dave announced that taxes had to be doubled. Tripled. Quadrupled. And
suddenly it was jizya. And any hope of the migrants invading our homes and our lives
and our nation ever being deported vanished. And suddenly we were ordered out of our
home entirely. And we were homeless. And my parents died in an alley. An alley turned
into a refugee camp for Britishers. We had become homeless refugees in our own city.
In our own nation.” The Identitarian looked at the leader of the Amazons. “And I had to
dig a hole in the ground and bury the bodies of my parents, who died of hunger and
exposure, with my own hands.”
Then the Amazons all turned to her. Their leader. Clearly they expected her to deliver a
war speech. Boudica sighed. This was not her forte. So she turned to the Heroine of
Hyde Park who was her lover. The Heroine’s terrible assault and arrest and then
dramatic flight from the hospital made her the face of the Identitarian movement. The
burned and scarred face of the Identitarian Movement. In this case the Millennial
regiment called The Amazons. “We were betrayed” the leader of the Amazons told the
female Millennial soldiers. Her burned and badly scarred face was sympathetic as
everyone prepared to march into battle positions along the roof lines of the occupied
city. Yet at the same time their faces said they needed her or someone to explain why
they were fighting, and why they had been forced to fight for almost all of their lives, and
why they were being forced to fight tonight in this: the one time capital city of London.
“Traitors brought this about. And the worst were the deluded Feminists along with
Quislings and the do-goody Deluded. All colluding intentionally or unintentionally with
secret Reverts. Converts. The Loki Insider Traitors. The Dictator of Berlin and Big Sis
did not want to wait until 2050 for their ‘Visions of 2050' to come true: The liquidation
and the eradication of the North West Hemisphere by the Great Replacement. Islam.
And though a woman I must tell you the truth: Feminism was arm in arm with this foul
treason. Weaponized Feminism. Women who are genetically predisposed to be
emotional were exploded. Their emotions were exploded. Their biology was exploded.
Women were turned into man haters. Women were turned into delusional maniacs
when their wombs were emptied by abortion. Nothing left to nurture or protect. Then
tricked by invading Cuckold species into nursing the alien offspring instead of their own
offspring. Protecting an alien species instead of their own species. Protecting the
interloper invading their empty nest and devouring their own eggs. Their nest
deliberately rendered empty so women could be highjacked and exploited as weapons

of species genocide. Women who were suppose to give birth to their own species to
perpetuate their species were instead tricked into killing their species for in invasive
species.
Women were weaponized when their maternal instincts to protect the biological children
of their species’ future were highjacked into protecting the invading Mos who exploded
their maternal instincts to protect the vulnerable in order to advance their invasion and
then conquest of us. There is nothing more murderous than a female who thinks she is
protecting her young. We were weaponized to fight and kill to protect the invader
masquerading as our vulnerable who needed our protecting. We killed for invasive
Cuckold interlopers. We killed for frauds who invaded our nest and killed our offspring to
trick us into killing and nurturing their vile invasive species. And in return the Cuckold
interlopers replayed our love by devouring our genuine offspring and our males before
finally attacking us.
Every historical study has confirmed that civilization enters decline and fall when
Feminism destroys the moral foundation which is the family. The family is the building
block of society. It is the brick of civilization. It is the nest. And every nation and every
civilization which has fallen was first feminized before it fell. Feminism like every other
extreme ideology ultimately falls down the rabbit hole into first immoderation and then
excess and then extremism and then madness. Feminism abandons the foundation of
the family and the nest for Hedonism and Immorality. Abortion. Pathological hatred for
men. Abandonment of a woman’s biological need for families and for children, for love,
for tenderness, and for domestic roots. Abandonment of a woman’s destiny to give birth
to the future. Once the family, the nest, is destroyed civilization ultimately collapses as if
a house of cards.
A nest can be male-female or female-female or male-male but the nest is the foundation
of civilization. And the nest needs parents and grandparents and great-grandparents
and uncles and aunts and nieces and nephews. All create the nest which births and
nurtures and molds and educates the young. Denied any of these essentials the nest
becomes an empty and lifeless place as the young are either aborted or abandoned or
else neglected to go feral. Civilization either devolving into Darwinian survival of the
fittest killer or else over evolving into rottenness, decadence, and immorality. But always
with the most vulnerable, the future of the species, destroyed as collateral damage.

When Feminism moved beyond the needful of the franchise in democracy and
meritocracy it betrayed the nest. It betrayed its twin role in loving and nurturing and
humanizing the young as well as loving and nurturing and humanizing husbands who
are the primary earners and protectors of the nest. It betrayed its role in society. It
betrayed its role in civilization. It betrayed its role as the guardians of the future.
Childbirth ceased or else children were abandoned to their feral instincts. And a nest
with only one parent, a welfare depended weakling or else a desperate working mother
who is never home can never nurture the young to be well grounded or successful
citizens in society. Much less can such alienated creatures nurture estranged lovers or
ground them to become successful citizens of society instead of irresponsible and feral
outsiders. Even in homes of Lesbians or Gays the children need both a tender feminine
and nurturing presence and a strong masculine and disciplining presence. Each
protects in different ways. Each supports in different ways. Each is needed. It is a
magical symbiosis.
And the Feminists who abandoned marriage and morality for welfare dependency, using
socialistic governments and the dole as the replacement for husbands and
grandparents and great-grandparents and uncles and aunts and nieces and nephews
resulted in mothers and children alienated, isolated, and locked into dead- end poverty.
Such situations cannot raise well nurtured and emotionally strong offspring who can be
good citizens. Government and Socialism cannot replace the family as the nest. In fact
Big Government Socialism is dedicated on destroying the family. Destroying the family
is Goal Number One for Marxism and Socialism to promote the end game of
Communism. That is one of the greatest mistakes the Feminists committed. It was a
profound mistake because besides betraying the nest it encouraged unsustainable and
increasingly abusive Government Overreach and Socialism and ultimately Communism
which are proven failures, ponzi schemes, which ultimately destroy every nation
ensnared by it.
The other mistake Feminists made was becoming pathologically hatful of masculinity in
any form whatsoever. Masculinity is essential. It is the role of the protector and the
disciplinarian. The strong quiet male presence which must be co-mingled with the
strong quiet female presence. The nest needs both no less than the strong quiet
presence of the extended family. Feminists attacked Manhood and Protective
Masculinity which is essential for the survival of the family nest and the nation and
civilization.

Feminists forgot that Males are created by both the X and the Y chromosome. Feminists
drained the testosterone as if something evil and flooded maledom with estrogen to
destroy masculinity as if something to be exterminated. So when WW III came the
protectors needed to fight the invaders found themselves psychologically and even
biologically impotent. Males was so feminized they could not defend themselves. They
were Beta eunuchs in all but name. They could only helplessly appeal to the state to
protect them as chaos and anarchy and war devoured them. And the betrayer was the
state. While Islamic society pathologically hates the Feminine, Western Society under
Feminism pathologically hated Masculinity. Civilization cannot evolve or survive without
both and both must be equally balanced and bonded together in love and devotion and
lawful marriage. Both must be well rooted in the nest.
The final mistake Feminists made which has all but destroyed the West was their
besotted romance with Islam and Muslims. Islam is the antipode of Feminism and the
West. Muslims are raised on hypo Masculinity and Patriarchy and the pathological
hatred of Women which they see the incarnation of Awrah and Haram Feminism and
Kufr Humanism. No prayer raises up to Allah if uttered in the presence of a black dog or
a woman. And they are raised to hate all of it.
Islam brutalizes women and burns away all Feminism and Humanism to render
Masculinity heartless in order to breed and train and unleash jihadists. Soldiers. Cannon
fodder. The Divine Slavery is devoted only to War. The nest is nothing more than the
factory to mass produce martyrs to Allah and killers for jihad. Allah has 99 names but
Love is not one of them. But one of the 99 names for Allah is ‘The Greatest Deceiver’.
That says it all. So the Feminist fatal romance with virile brown and black feministhating Muslims dealt a death blow to everything the Twentieth Century believed in and
achieved.
We the Children of the Twentieth first Century are paying the price for the lies of our
fathers and mothers. The price is war. And there is only the desperate hope of surviving
Ragnarok to see Ragnarokkr: the rebuilding of the Civilization of the New North West
Hemisphere. This desperate life and death Clash of Civilizations would have never
come about if Feminism had not conspired with the Power Mad, Loki Insider Traitors,
Quislings, and the do-goody Deluded in inviting the enemy into the heart of the citadel.

Deluded into protecting the interlopers. Deluded into attacking our own species for the
Cuckold interlopers while killing our own children with abortion and abandonment. 2015
was a parade of deluded Feminists with placard welcoming in millions, now billions, of
invaders into the citadel in the guise of refugees. Almost all of them virile young men.
Mostly women and feminized metro men welcoming in their encroachers. Their
interlopers. The cuckold interlopers exploding them while invading their nest. Mostly
women and girls of empty wombs welcoming in their conquerors. Masculinity exorcized,
the West invited the predators into every nest to feast on the eggs of the future and the
Snowflake chicks while tricking the supposedly protecting mother birds into attacking
their own species to protect the false Cuckold interlopers! And the worst Feminist Traitor
of all Was the Dictator of Berlin! Nurturing the Cuckold interlopers as if the most
precious of eggs while killing the eggs of her own species!
The Dictator of Berlin knew after the close call of Brexit that we had to be utterly
destroyed or else we might try again to stop her. Big Sis and her. So she fast tracked
the EU to the end game: The complete destruction of Great Britain. And the complete
destruction of our very existence. The Dictator of Berlin used the EU to paralyze
everyone as we were invaded. Her solution to millions of Muslim migrants marching into
Europe: to ‘fairly’ distribute the millions into every corner of Europe until Europe and
Great Britain was entirely saturated with THEM. Every village and town and city and
nation filled by THEM. Millions and millions and millions and millions and millions of
THEM. A nonstop invasion entirely manufactured and featuring men of war age. Not
even Syrians by and large. Certainly not women and children who formed a tiny face to
the invasion of mostly males of war age. In violation of EU laws. Despite rational
economies. And in the opposition of the will of the majority of the population who had
been pleading and protesting for years for the borders to be closed and for the invasion
of Islam to stop.
And the Dictator of Berlin opened the borders right after proclaiming that multiculturalism was a total failure while admitting Muslim migrants displayed a penchant for
violence. But the Dictator of Berlin opened the borders to millions anyway. Why? While
lying that the millions and millions and millions and millions were ‘needful’. That they
would work. Assimilate. Integrate. When all of the previous migrants did the exact
opposite. And she knew that just as she knew multi-culturalism failed and Muslim
migrants had a penchant for violence and the Muslim migrants were presently
exterminating the last Christians in the Islamic Levant. And the Dictator of Berlin also

possessed provable evidence that the second and third generations of German Turks
were not only not assimilating or integrating but rather were dangerously radicalizing.
And were pretty much unemployable while slowly bankrupting Germany and Europe
and the UK with their parasitic abuse of the dole. And 50% of the invading Muslims were
fundamentalists of the most conservative sects of Islam which nurtured terrorism and
treason. Yet still the Dictator of Berlin deliberately lied about the wonderful economic
consequences which she used to justify flooding Germany and Europe and the UK with
millions, now billions, of Muslim migrants over the opposition of the indigenous
population who repeated said they wanted borders secured and immigration slowed or
stopped. And beyond a shadow of a doubt what the Dictator of Berlin did in 2015 was
absolutely deliberate.
By January of 2016 every German police and military and security and financial and
educational report confirmed the decision to import millions of Muslim males of war age
was blatantly catastrophic from the get-go. In fact the reality of the second generation
Turkish Germans debunked every BIG LIE the IMF, the EU, German International
Monetary Fund, Deutsche Bank, and the Dictator of Berlin used to justify the invasion in
2015. Frankfurt Security Experts, military experts, education experts, medical experts,
experts in IQ, EU experts, the IMF, the Allgemeiner Zeitung, the top 30 companies in
Germany, the Kiell Basel Institute of World Economics, Prof Ludger Wossmann of the
Centre for Economics of Education in Munich and many, many, many other Germans all
agreed before January of 2016 was out that the 1. 5 million Muslims the Dictator of
Berlin took into Germany alone plus the half million in Sweden and the previous waves
of 4 million Muslim migrants in the EU were ‘unemployable’. And the whole reason for
opening the borders over the protests of the indigenous population was because the EU
countries supposedly absolutely had to import replacement workers for the retiring
68ers as well as importations of people with ‘critical skills’ required by global companies,
industries, and consortiums ---- despite proven statistics this importation was among
other things driving down wages of the indigenous population and feeding the high
unemployment and high underemployment of the indigenous population with the dead
weight of millions of unemployable parasites. So why did the Dictator of Berlin open the
borders? And keep them open?
At best only 2000 of the 2015 Muslim migrants had jobs ----- almost entirely limited to
manual labor and make believe work for two euros an hour for which companies took
tax deductions. Considering the thousands of euros hemorrhaging out each month to

support each migrant, this was a financial disaster. And only 54 well educated migrants
found top professional jobs in Germany in 2015. 54. Only 54 well educated and highly
skilled Muslim migrants were found in the whole of the 1.5 million which Germany took
in 2015. The rest were bleeding Germany as well as Sweden, the UK, and the EU dry.
Two thirds of the Muslim migrants were proven to be diseased, of low IQ, completely
unskilled, and all but totally illiterate. The vast majority were functionally illiterate. Even
by 2016 only 2% were employed — mostly as manual laborers. Few had any language
skills or ability to learn any language except a few phases in TV English. Though many
had cell phones they were mostly using apps and emojis while navigating by following
the garbage trail of previous migrants.
All were openly shopping for countries which offered the best freebies which meant they
were economic migrants and not refugees if they were benefits shopping. Almost all
were openly demanding money whenever a video camera was shoved into their faces
while complaining nonstop that everything was not good enough for their exalted
standards or the lifestyles they expected to enjoy. Almost none said they planned to
work. Some pretended to be attending ‘classes’ yet produced no proof they were
learning anything whatsoever ever. Much less did any appear to have the intelligence to
be capable of attending ‘classes’. Almost none claimed to even pretend to have any sort
of job skill whatsoever which industrial Advanced World nations might need. And how
many millions of manual laborers with IQs in the 80s did any industrial Advanced World
nation need? So what sort of job could any expect ---- beside dole abuser or else
jihadist of course. So why did the Dictator of Berlin open the borders? And keep them
open?
Bernd Raffelhuschen, a top German economist, confirmed the disastrous estimates the
Swedes faced. Throughout 2015 the Swedes were borrowing large sums of money from
the EU plus starving their government to pay for their migrants. Experts of the Swedish
financial crisis said the Swedes faced a ‘Hobson’s Choice’ of either maintaining their
expensive and unemployable migrants or else preserving their army or else maintaining
their lavish socialistic dole which was being fatally strained by the retirement of the
68ers. The Swedes could not have their cake and eat it too. In fact the Swedish
government was bankrupting itself. And unbelievable though it sounded, this also
applied to Germany. The Muslim migrants would cost both countries billions. Trillions.

To be exact: Germany faced 6.2 trillion euros over the lifetime of the ‘unemployable’
migrants ---- not factoring in family reunification or the anticipated three million more
migrants due to arrive in 2016 or the ten million anticipated to arrive in ten years or the
303 million Africans who openly said they wanted to come to Germany and Sweden or
else the UK (despite being mostly illiterate with many diseases and low IQs). 2015's
hemorrhaging of 878 billion was becoming 1.5 trillion and would go up to 6.2 trillion. At
best 5% might get jobs which generated Germany more money than it was laying out in
health care, dole, housing, education, and migrant expenses in arson and criminality
and rioting. Compared side by side, Raffelhuschen said a German worker was a better
investment than any Muslim migrant. Therefore any unemployed European worker
would be a better investment. And this was know by January of 2016 by every previous
expert even if was politically incorrect and ‘racist’ to admit to. A White European simply
out produced more than a Muslim Turk or Arab or African. And it was White Europeans
and White Angle Saxons which built the Advanced Nations of Europe, the UK, Canada,
and America.
And a White European was healthier, better educated, was proven to be more trainable,
was statistically proven to work harder, and had a proven higher IQ ---- politically
incorrect and ‘racist’ though that was. So why not import the many, many, many
unemployed White Europeans from France or Italy or Greece or Spain or Portugal or
the Ukraine or the Balkans instead of opening the borders in 2015? IQ studies were not
politically correct but they were well known. Every military had IQ statistics. Also
statistics about Muslim genetic inbreeding and over-breeding. And there were also
many statistics amassed by the UN as well as the EU documenting Muslim failure rates
in staying in school or university in their own countries. Likewise producing top notch
scientists and doctors and highly skill workers per the percentage of the population
compared to any other people. Likewise producing patents and academic papers and
research and development compared to every other country. Likewise statistics in
productivity rates, work output, industrial output, medical output, or economic output
existed when compared the Islamic Near East and Islamic Africa to Europe, the
Americas, Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, China. India, Hong Kong, or Singapore. If there
is one thing which obsessed Germans it was statistics. And the UN and EU statistics
about Muslims Arabs and Turks and Africans were terrifying. The statistics prove a total
failure in Muslim Arabs and Turks and Africans compared to any other sub species of
Human. So why did the Dictator of Berlin open the borders?

So clearly the Dictator of Berlin’s decision was not based on rational economics and
absolutely would not fix the German problem with highly educated and highly skilled
industrial replacement workers. Quite the contrary. No wonder another German
government bureaucrat in charge of immigration stunned the newspapers by saying
despite bringing in two million migrants in 2015 (less than half being poor White
Europeans from the poor Balkans) Germany desperately needed to recruit 12 million
new workers to keep Germany and its social safety net afloat: White Europeans. Why?
Because now Germany faced a double wallop of the 68ers retiring and the
‘unemployable’ Muslim migrants. Clearly the ponzi scheme was unraveling and the
Dictator of Berlin’s decision to open the borders was not saving it. So why open the
borders? And keep them open?
While so-called EU and German ‘experts’ might have been ignorant until January of
2016, (thus proving they were anything but ‘experts’) the Dictator of Berlin had to have
known about the unspeakable financial disaster because the statistics of the second
generation German Turks were already notorious. 65% were dole abusers or drug
gangsters. 80% took more out of the dole than they put in. Most were not only dropping
out of German schools but dropping out of apprenticeships after less than two years.
German Turks were a net economic loss. And they were absolutely not integrating or
assimilating. They were radicalizing. And 2014's harvest of ‘unemployable’ Muslim
migrants and Sweden’s unfolding financial disaster clearly and beyond a shadow of a
doubt proved the financial disaster and disproved the delusions of the ‘experts’ that
Muslim migrants from the Near East or Muslim Africa could be exported as effective
replacement workers for the retiring 68ers. So why did the Dictator of Berlin deliberately
incite the fatal stampede into the EU in 2015? Visions of 2050. That is why!
As 2016 moved toward 2017 and 2018 the horror was proven beyond a shadow of a
doubt. The millions and millions and millions of Muslim migrants were not only males of
war age but almost entirely illiterate and homicidal. Dangerously diseased. Dangerously
inbred. Afflicted with dangerous mental illnesses. As Europe and Britain found out too
late. Shockingly violent as well as shocking lazy. Arrogantly self entitled. Religiously
fanatic. Pathologically opposed to everything the West represented except loot. Easy
riches. And free blond whores. Not a ‘moderate’ in sight. Moderate Muslims as mythic
as supposed Syrian brain surgeons and engineers. Of proven low IQ. The IQ which was
impossible to educate or train for industrial work. Much less manual labor. But it was the
perfect IQ for homicidal war.

The Dictator of Berlin opened the borders to millions and millions and millions of a sub
species of humanoid whose only job description was Ghazi Razzia Holy War for Holy
Profit. To invade Europe and wage irregular warfare to soften up Europe for formal
invasion by the resurrected Caliphate. All while censoring all initial reports of the horrors
which were being unleashed. Castrating the chattering classes and brainwashing the
Four Ps as if sheeple to brainlessly repeat the BIG LIE. Using the EU Commanding
Heights apparatus to prevented any attempt of rational defense or even rational
discussion. Opposing any attempt to close the borders or build fences. Damning the V8 nations who did desperately build fences and called out their national armies to
protect their people. Portraying the Great Betrayal as a humanitarian crisis when it was
in fact high treason. For any national leaders who place the well-being of outsiders
ahead of the well-being and the safety and the ultimate survival of the indigenous
citizenry are nothing short of traitors.
All while cynically colluding with The Butcher of Istanbul to not only deliver millions and
millions and millions under a phony non-solution but even importing fifty million Turks on
top of millions and millions and millions. Who invaded Greece and then took over
Greece. The historic invasion route the Caliphate always used. While allowing millions
and millions and millions and million of Muslim Africans to invade through the soft under
belly of Italy. The other historic invasion route into Europe. Ditto Spain and Portugal.
The other invasion routes into Europe. Recreating the original invasion and conquest of
Europe by Islam. This time conspiring to prevent any defense against Islamic invasion.
This time conspiring to disarm the victims. This time preventing any defensive crusades
by damning the very right of the indigenous Christian population to fight back against
their conquest. Denying their fundamental right to exist. Portraying the Great
Displacement and the Great Replacement as Fate. A fiat accompli. And the Great
Eradication as moral self suicide. Blessing what amounted to no less than genocide.
Western Genocide. Colluding with Big Sis and a madman who was raving about his
New Caliphate while butchering his own secular citizens. While encouraging gross over
population as a weapon of war.
Anyone who refuses to remember history is condemned to repeat it. What the hell did
the chattering classes of the Four Ps think the declaration of the New Caliphate meant?
What the hell did the original Caliphate mean? The conquest of Europe by Islam. The
conquest of the West by Islam. The conquest of the World by Islam. The conquest of

the World by an imperial empire with a divine mandate bestowed by Allah and a
manifest destiny bestowed by Mohammad blessing world conquest for the triumph of
Islam and the advancement, enrichment, and supremacy of the Ummah with the
religiously blessed goal of the destruction or else the enslavement of all non Muslims
leading ultimately the Great Displacement, the Great Replacement, the Great
Eradication, and ultimately the Great Extermination of all non Muslims. Religious
sanctioned Genocide. The ultimate goal being a world entirely and exclusively inhabited
and ruled by the Divine Slavery.
The fools! The chattering classes of the Four Ps were so obsessed by their own history
of imperial colonialism they opened Europe to the conquest of Islamic imperial
colonialism. The chattering classes of the Four Ps were so obsessed by their own
history of racism and bigotry they opened Europe to the conquest of Islamic racism and
bigotry. The chattering classes of the Four Ps were so obsessed by their doomed
experiment if peaceful multi-cultural co-existence they opened Europe to the conquest
of mono-cultural Islamic totalitarian supremacy. The chattering classes of the Four Ps
were so obsessed by the ghost of Hitler they opened Europe to the conquest of Islamic
Fascism and an Islamic Adolph Hitler. The chattering classes of the Four Ps were so
obsessed by the ghost of Nazism they left themselves wide open to the Divine Slavery.
Nazism and Fascism wore a phony label of ‘National Socialism’ and the EU blessed
Divine Slavery wore a phony label of both ‘national socialism’ and ‘religion’. Peal off
both phony labels and you will see that the EU blessed Divine Slavery is the original
Nazism and Fascism. The original totalitarianism. The original supremacy cult. The
original crazed advocate of the Ubermensch and the Untermensch. The superhuman
and the sub human. The ‘Best of Peoples’ and the ‘Vilest of Creatures’. And the first
practitioner of genocide.
The first great genocides of the world were committed by Islam. The Arabic genocide of
all Pagans and then Christians and Jews. The genocide of 50% of the population of the
Late Classical Hellene Levant. The genocide of the Persian Zoroastrians. The genocide
of almost 50% of the Spanish. The near genocide of Greece. The Hungary and Balkans
genocide. The Gandhara Buddhist Genocide. 100% total extinction. The attempted
Asian Buddhist Genocide. The Kashmiri Genocide. Total ethnic cleansing. The Hindu
Genocide of between 50 and 80 million Hindus. The attempted genocide of the Sikhs.
The attempted genocide of the Jains. The attempted invasion to commit the genocide of

Nepal. The Pakistan Genocide of Hindus and Sikhs and Christians. The ultimate Near
East Christian genocide. The attempted genocide of the Jews of not only in Israel but
the world. The ethnic cleansing of Pagan and Christian Africa. The enforced Arabiization
and Islamicization of the world. The deliberate eradication of all non Arabic and non
Islamic cultures and religions and values and beliefs all over the world. The deliberating
eradication of all religions other than Islam all over the world. The entire history of Islam
is of bloody borders and bloody neighbors and the destruction of whole civilizations and
genocide.
The deliberate declaration of world war in 632 symbolized by the division of the world
into Dar ul Islam abode of peace of submission to the Divine Slavery versus Dar ul Harb
abodes of War allowing the conquest and subjugation and domination and rule of all
non Muslims by Islam. Allowing only the options of conversion to Islam. Surrender to
Islam to be slowly but relentlessly pressured to convert while being brutalized and
exploited ultimately unto either conversion or else extinction. Or else to fight and die ---crushed and exterminated by Islam.
Hell! Hitler got the Jewish star clothe badge of sub humanity from Islam. The very star.
And the very concept. Dhimmitude requires all sub humans to wear their badge of
shame so their Untermensch Najis won’t besmirch the purity of the Ubermensch
Ummah. Hitler got his entire concept of persecution of the Jews and Freemasons and
Gays and Roma from the Caliphate. From Islam. During the 1930s the most
enthusiastic supporters of Hitler were the Islamic Levant. The ‘Black Nazis’. Muslims.
Islam denies the right of all humanity to affirm their right to freedom and liberty and
independence which is the core of Libertarianism. Islam denies the right of all humanity
to affirm their own sense of identity or self worth which is the core of Identitarianism.
Islam is enslaving mono-cultural supremacy. Islam only allows one identity. Islamic. One
family of languages. Islamic. One religion. Islamic. One culture. Islamic. One set of
values and beliefs. Islamic. One heritage. Islamic. One set of laws. Islamic. One
economy. Islamic. One form of government. Islamic One concept of morality. Islamic.
One concept of the nation. Islamic. One global New World Order. The imperial empire of
Islamic conquest the Caliphate. One condition. The Divine Slavery. And the Islamic end
of the world is nothing short than the final extermination of all non Muslims allowing the
ultimate triumph of Islam and the ultimate eradication of everyone and everything else.

‘Behind this tree and this rock. A Jew. Kill him.’ is the world wide call to unleash the final
Islamic genocide of all non Muslims all over the world.
Islam is the ultimate invasive species. Where Islam exists there is no other life form
possible. Islamists call freedom ‘cancer’ and Islam the only ‘answer’ but the Islamists
are projecting the terrible truth that they are the cancer devouring freedom. Including the
freedom of self identity. Islam is a virus. It is ever replicating and replicates out of control
until it devours every host. Islam is a holocaust. It leaves absolutely nothing behind
except devastation. So we Millennial Identitarians are waging this war, this defensive
crusade, for our very survival. Our freedom. Our dignity. Our identity. For the right to
exist as something other than a sub human slave destined to either be brutalized into
submission and ultimately conversion as sub human arwah or else degradation and
torment ultimately to death. Islam only allows conversion or surrender to else the option
to fight and die. That leaves us only one option. To fight! Co-existence is not an option
for the Divine Slavery which defines ‘peace’ as submission to the Divine Slavery.
Appeasement is feeding the crocodile with the hope you are devoured last after living a
lifetime in fear. Today we must fight and if need be die for the future of humanity to be
allowed to exist free! With dignity! With humanity! And with the right for each soul to
reaffirm their own identity!....”
*** ***
The bullets were flying everywhere as the Monuments Men cowered under the crates of
priceless art. The leader of the Monuments Men was paralyzed by fear. “ I don’t want to
die! God! Please! I don’t want to die!” Then he saw a terrified child staring at him
through the pathetically improvised gas mask. He wept as he throw his body over the
child to protect him. “God! Please! I don’t want this child to die!...”
*** ***
The fireman stared up at the roof line of the towering block long abandoned building.
Then he waved his gun. “Whoever you are up there! You are not fooling me! I might die
tonight but I will take everyone with me!” he screamed as he shot his revolver wildly at
shadows on the roof. Then he staggered down the street, a dying man fighting off death.
*** ***

“.....By their fruits shall ye know them” the Heroine of Hyde Park told the Amazons. “Son
of a bitch! A spent bullet just whizzed past! What crazy bastard would try to shoot us
with an old clunker of a pistol? No one should be able to see us from up here! Hell!
Anyway!” the Heroine of Hyde Park paused to find her thoughts distracted by the spent
bullet. “The words of Islam is honey sweet. The Mecca Koran. The taqiyya of course is
that the Mecca Koran is totally abrogated by the Medina Koran. And the final marching
orders of the Medina Koran are the Sword Verses. And instead of the Golden Rule there
is ‘Whatever thy right hand possesses do with as you will.’
By their fruits shall ye know them. Our God is Divine Love. ‘Love one another for love is
of God and he who does not love Humanity cannot love God for God is Love.’ But Islam
proudly boasts that there are 99 names for Allah. But Divine Love is NOT ONE OF
THEM. But ‘Greatest Deceiver’ is one of the 99 names for Allah. By their fruits shall ye
know them. Jesus died on the Cross for Humanity and preached peace and love.
Mohammad was a warlord who lived by the sword and died by the sword. Poisoned by
a Jewess after he butchered her family and village. Dying as he boasted he would never
die: the death iconic of false prophets as Allah watched and chose to do nothing.
A false prophet who was nought but a greedy warlord who was a Ghazi Razzia raider
before he died horribly the way he boasted he would never die. A greedy warlord
waging pillage and rapine and war for all of the last years of his life. Enthusiastically
waging brutal war. Slavery. Even torturing Jews for their wealth while raping their
daughters. While ordering the brutal execution of his critics. Including an aged poet.
Including ordering an assassin to plunge his knife into a sleeping woman holding her
baby at her breast. A warlord who destroyed Arabia with his lust for war and for loot and
then plotted the destruction of the Late Classical Hellene Levant in war for loot.
‘....embrace Islam and you will be safe’ from Ghazi Razzia Holy Jihad and Mohammad’s
lust for gold and power! Conversion under the sword in the madness of total war!
By their fruits shall ye know them. Mohammad broke every treaty and broke every oath
and lied to one and all. Saying Allah was the Great Deceiver. Saying the end justified
every means! Torture! Betrayal! Lying! Cheating! Every form of war! Including the most
brutal forms of war! Genocide! By their fruits shall ye know them. Mohammad fondled
his child bride as the entire Jewish Tribe of Medina was slaughtered in a mass grave
they were forced to dig. Their mass grave which they were forced to dig. And then every

father and brother and son and husband was slaughtered. And the Medina Trench was
filled in by their children who were then auctioned off as war booty sex slaves.
By their fruits shall ye know them. Who still believes in the ‘Protocols of Zion’? Who
loves Hitler’s book? Who still teaches that the Blood Libel is real? Who still spews out
vile and disgusting Jewish hate propaganda that rivals anything Goebbels ever created?
Who believes every Gay should be killed? Who believes that every Apostate should be
killed? Who believes that every heretic and blasphemer should be killed? Who believes
that Islam blesses vigilantes and jihadists and terrorists with Paradise? Who believes
that mob violence is justified? Who believes that even the ‘Greater Jihad’ no less than
the ‘Lessor Jihad’ is ultimately whatever advances the Divine Mission and Manifest
Destiny of Islam to conquer and dominate and rule the world? And the end justifies any
means. Including the most brutal of means.
By their fruits shall ye know them. Who believes in an end of the world which fantasizes
every stone and tree crying out ‘Behind me. A Jew. Kill him’ to unleash the end of the
world where every good Muslim on hearing that call is expected to bring out their
swords to personally join in the slaughter of every Jew in the world? And also every
Shirk Pagan? And who actually thinks ‘Jesus’ will come down with a big bloody sword to
personally help them exterminate every Christian who refuses to convert? Jesus as a
homicidal maniac? Jesus who will then help Muslims to destroy every church and break
every cross and bless the arrival of the Mahdi? All to usher in a world totally dominated
and subjugated and ruled by Islam? No non Muslim allowed to live?
Who? Who? Who believes such foul things? Muslims! Muslims! Muslims! ‘We love
death more than you love life so we will win!’ Their end of the world is the Final
Genocide. At least the Christians just leave the Final Judgement Day up to God.
Muslims are expect to personally exterminate every non Muslim in the world! Genocide!
Divinely mandated Genocide! Up close and personal! So by their fruits shall ye know
them!
So the EU and the UN and the chattering classes and the Four Ps and the bastards
behind Twitter and Facebook colluded with our so-called national leaders, those Loki
Insider traitors, and Big Sis and The Butcher of Istanbul to facilitate the greatest
invasion in the history of the world since the fall of Rome to barbarians. An invasion
from the Southern Third World failed states which did not need weapons. The leaders

aided and abetted the invasion of our nation. We were betrayed by our own leaders and
our own Feminists. We were betrayed by the Loki Insider Traitors. The ultimate treason!
And then there was the Snowflakes! The Millennial Snowflakes who were so
brainwashed they dug their own Medina Trenches as if confusing graves with ‘safe
spaces’. The Luvvies who were so Stockholm Syndrome brainwashed they mistook
treason for touchy feely John Lennon’s ‘Imagine’. The Social Justice Warriors who
warred against their own nation. The Four Ps who aided and abetted the Loki Insider
Traitors in committing treason. The 68ers who were so psychologically obsessed with
suicidal self loathing they conspired to not only commit suicide but national suicide. All
of them becoming our murderers! Our executioners! Our exterminators! And Dhimmi
Dave colluded with the treason. After lying and lying and lying to trick us into staying in
the EU. Instead of waiting for the Baby Boomers to die out naturally to leave us
Millennials and hapless Snowflakes and our younger siblings the Zers an exposed
under population which could be attacked and exterminated quite easily, the traitors
moved to speed up the process of displacing and replacing us. Liquidating you!
Liquidating me! Liquidating us! Murderers! Our murderers!”
“This should have been the prime of my life!” the Identitarian cried. “Instead, my life has
become a battle zone. A war. I remembered when the Four Ps browbeat us Easter of
16. Over and over and over. Showing that damn old deluded fool Pope Francis washing
the feet of migrants who were openly laughing at him. Jeering him. The conquerors
smirking as the Pope of the Catholic Church groveled before them. Groveling. Washing
their feet. The symbol of surrender. The symbol of Dhimmitude. The symbol of
committing religious and cultural suicide. National suicide. Then our own Protestant
leaders allowing Mos to insult us and our religion Jesus the Son of God in our own
churches! Then invading our own churches to vandalize and rob and violate our holy
places! Cowards! Signing off on our Great Displacement and Great Replacement.
Putting their holy seals on our extinction. Our extermination! Because you only had to
see their smirking faces to know they were laughing at the old fool. All the old fools! All
the appeasing and gutless and cowardly holy fools! Laughing. Laughing. Laughing as
he suggested and they suggested that we appease and appease and appease and
meek as doves respond to Islamic conquest and domination by turning the other cheek
while responding to our extermination with flowers and love. He was surrendering to
Islamic conquest. He was surrendering to Islamic domination and rule. The ..... bastard!
The bastards!” The battle scared middle aged woman wept bitterly. Then she wiped

tears away from her scarred face. A ‘smile’ rape scar has been carved into her face. “I
hate every sect of Christianity which cravenly and cowardly signed off on my
displacement and replacement by THEM!”
Another Amazon wept as she cried “Our younger brothers fled with our divorced fathers
to fight in the wild places as our mothers betrayed us to THEM! If only my Father had
taken me as well as my younger brother to the Wilderness Ragnarokkr Camp to learn to
fight! We were betrayed! Abandoned and betrayed! At least my kid sister knew we were
being betrayed! She fled to fight with the other defiant Zers! I held a sign welcoming the
invaders!” she wept bitterly.
Another Amazon wept as she cried “I attended that grotesque Women’s March to
celebrate the election of Big Sis! The iconic pictures of the Western Woman wearing the
American Flag hijab! My mother dressed me as a vagina! In a vagina costume! Two
years later as a fanatic black bag covered Mo she hacked off my genitalia!....”
*** ***
The fireman staggered. Dizzy. Weak from lack of food. He panted. As if unable to catch
his breath. Then he waved his gun at the starving migrants thinking about lunging at his
weakening form. “Don’t even think about it!” he shouted as he shot one between the
eyes. Then he staggered off toward the gory setting sun. “I wanted to be the hero of the
hour to impress the Heroine of Hyde Park! I had such a crush on her! God! I adored her!
But I only got her into more trouble! I couldn’t save her! I couldn’t save anyone! I can’t
even save myself....”
*** ***
“I am not a school educated person” the Heroine of Hyde Park said. She gestured. So
the leader of the Amazons came forward. “Schools as all of us Millennial Identitarians
knows, became battlefields against THEM. So I will let Generation Identity define the
why and wherefore of our battle today. ‘We shall not retreat. We shall not surrender.’ the
founders of Generation Identity proclaimed as they protested at the construction site of
the obscenity called the Poitiers mosque which was being built by Muslims with Saudi
money to proclaim the coming Islamic conquest of France. Of Europe. Of us. Built to
mark the date of the Battle of Tours in 732. Built to proclaim that this time Islam would

triumph and conquer and dominate France and Europe and us. ‘The mosques are our
barracks. The domes are our helmets. The minarets are our bayonets. The faithful are
our army. And the Call of the faithful is the call to battle.’ And all of us would submit to
the domination and rule of Islam one way or the other or else.
‘We shall not retreat. We shall not surrender.’ And bravely the founders of Generation
Identity proclaimed their declaration of war against Islam’s obsession with eradicating
us. Our identity. Our history. Our language. Our religion. Our history. Our heritage. Our
values. Our ideals. Our very right to exist. Generation Identity defied the 68ers and their
suicidal vision for us: death. Our death. Our displacement. Our replacement. Our
eradication. Our extermination. Our genocide. ‘We have stopped believing that Adbul is
our brother, the planet our village, and humanity our family. We have discovered that we
have roots and ancestors — and thus a future. Our only inheritance is our blood, our
soil, and our identity. We are the heirs of our destiny.’
Then the leader of the Amazons held up the book of Generation Identity. “The lambda,
which decorated the shields of the glorious Spartans, is our symbol. It means that we
will not retreat. We will not give up. Weary of your cowardice, we shall not refuse any
battle.” The leader held up the book with the iconic symbol of the Identitarians. “We are
the disinherited children of the careless and deluded 68ers. Sacrificed on the alter of
political correctness. Martyrs of multi-cultural relativism. Forced to co-exist with people
who openly plotted our subjugation. Forced to endure reverse racism while we were
called racists. Forced to endure bigotry while we were called bigots. Forced to swallow
every insult like Najis Filth and Meat and Whore yet muzzled by fears of being called
Islamophobes for protesting our persecution by the invaders stealing our future from us.
Isolated. Atomized. Unmoored. Without anchor or compass or harbor or sanctuary.
Between the 68ers and the Loki Insider Traitors and the Surtr invaders we have had our
very right to identity taken from us. A nation cannot survive without borders and a
person cannot survive without identity. A sense of self. And self worth. And a right to be
one’s self. The 68ers and the invaders have both denied us the right to a nation. To a
church. To a faith. To a family. To a prosperous economy. To the security of peaceful law
and order. To responsible government. To a patriotic love of country. To citizenship. To
human rights. To the right to exist as something other than interchangeable units or else
‘D’s.

Both took our homeland away. Both took our history away. Both took our citizenship
away. The 68ers dissolved everything and everyone in a melting pot of multi-cultural
relativist banality. The invaders dissolved everything and everyone in the fanatic bonfire
of the vanities of jahiliyyah. The 68ers crushed democracy in the name of touchy feelly
totalitarianism. The invaders crushed democracy in the old fashion totalitarianism of
conquest. The Four Ps, police, politicians, professors, and the press, crushed all
opposition while stomping on the popular will of the people. Blinded by their arrogance
of ‘We know what we are doing! Shut up and obey!’ the 68ers destroyed nations in a
reaction to WW II. The invaders destroyed nations to embrace their demented caliphate.
Both denying any obligation to love or treasure or protect the nation’s well being and
preservation.
The 68ers denied the popular will when we the young people challenged them as once
the 68ers challenged their parents. But unlike their parents, the 68ers refused to give up
power. They hollowed out democracy until it became the dictatorship of the autocratic
EU bureaucracy. The invaders crushed all opposition and the popular will of the people
under Sharia blessed Divine Slavery. Each so arrogantly sure they were right and
therefore everyone else was wrong. Especially, that we were wrong. So damn arrogant.
Look around. How well has their arrogance turned out? The 68ers. The Loki Insider
Traitors. And the Surtr invaders.
The 68ers murdered our unborn brothers and sisters. The invaders cynically over bred
to conquer us by gross over population to take advantage of our now too small
population. The 68ers charged their extravagant lifestyles on the socialistic credit card.
And the invaders have enjoyed their extravagant lifestyles as ‘gimmegrants on the
national credit card. And both have bankrupted our country. And the whole of Europe
and the entire West. Destroying the accrued wealth and assets of two thousands years
in one grotesquely self indulgent and over entitled generation. Both out of hatred
howbeit for different reasons. Leaving us to pick up the pieces of their mutual
selfishness and recklessness. The 68ers used too much critical thinking to install
cynicism and a complete contempt for every ideal. The invaders brought their utterly
fanatic mind set that throws reason to the dogs and bans critical thinking and rationality
entirely.
The 68ers debunked all religion. The invaders bought a medieval seventh century cult
to crush us under its insanity of monomania and zealotry. Too little and too much. The

68ers left us alone, baby sat by the computer and the TV set. The invaders brainwashed
their scion in jihad in front of the computer and the TV set. The 68ers castrated
Millennial men and damned the ideals of Baldr and Thor and Freyr and Odin. The 68ers
defemininized Millennial women. All while the invaders spoiled their men with the
‘golden penis mentality’ of over indulged prima donnas as they blessed their
brutalization of women. Their women. Us. The 68ers promoted the myth of diversity to
melt all identity away. The invaders refused to integrate or assimilate. Refusing to dilute
their identity while damning our identity as Najis filth. Jahiliyyah pollution. Walaa wa al
Baraa. That which Allah hates.
How dare you deny us our identity and self worth! How dare you call yourself the ‘Best
of Peoples’ while calling us the ‘vilest of creatures’! A people of ‘no morality’ or
‘intelligence’! Your concept of diversity is a steamroller. That is not diversity. That is
cultural genocide. How dare you! The 68ers gave us the EU. The worse thing on earth.
The invaders gave us the caliphate. The other worse thing on earth. Both are
commanding heights dictatorships. The very essence of fascism which is the belief in
elitist Big Government authority crushing all free will or democracy or the right of human
beings to live free! Denying nationality. Sovereignty. Self identity. Especially North West
self identity. All that was needed was NATO and an economic version of the trade
commonwealth. An united Europe of free fatherlands and motherlands. Both denied us
the rational in favor of the irrational and the impossible. Ideology instead of identity. All
while destroying Capitalism and Prosperity while replacing responsible government in
favor of crony corruption. Corporatism. The Military Industrial Complex. Graft.
Incompetence. Paralyzing ineptitude. And Ghazi Razzia Jihad.
The 68ers gave us free sex and so besmirched sex. Burying love under the vulgar. The
invaders gave us sexual segregation and perversion. The hatred of women. And sexual
sadism. The 68ers used ‘Racism’ and ‘Bigotry’ as clubs to crush all opposition while
engaging in anti-White and anti-European and anti-West pathological hate. And the
invaders just plain engaged in pathological hated. They were enthusiastic racists and
bigots and haters of us. The 68ers said Islam could modernize and be domesticated.
Instead, Islam radicalized. It became ever more fanatic. Zealot. Then the deluded
among the 68ers embraced Islam as the ultimate cult. Other angry 68ers railed against
Islam as the ultimate evil. Islam is Islam. The evil was believing in multi-cultural
relativism. The evil was hoping Islam could or would change. Islam will never change

just as Islam will always hate anyone who refuses to convert or else surrender to its
Divine Slavery.
We Millennials ended up caught in the crossfire of allowing Islam to invade Europe and
Great Britain. A snake will always bite the hand which pets it. Ultimately the fault for WW
III lies not with the snake, Islam, but with the hand of the 68er who thought they could
pet the snake. Feed the snake. Appease the snake. Domesticate the snake. And hope
the snake would not manifest its true nature and bite. Like the snake, Islam is bred to
kill. Its very genetics and ideology programs it to kill. It feeds off victims. But only fools
become a snake’s victim.
Every person needs their space to find their identity. Every person needs privacy and
space and reasonable freedom to discover who they are. And to grow and develop into
what they want to be. Free will and free opportunity. Self responsibility and self reward.
The 68ers were fools to commingle oil and water. The West and Islam. Both are
fundamentally incomparable. ‘He who drives all cultures and peoples together into one
territory will cause the bloodiest wars .....Opposites placed in close proximity to one
another always lead to conflict.’ The 68ers gave us freedom FROM everything. The
invaders shoved their Divine Slavery down our throats. Refusing us any freedom to
deny or reject their fanatic cult. We want Freedom FOR something. But something we
voluntarily choose.
We want our identities back. So call off your rabid dogs. Your fanatic proselytizers. Your
goddamn holier-than-thou obsession with domination and rule of the world. Your
goddamn conceit that you have some divine mission and manifest destiny to rule the
world. And rule us. We don’t fucking want what you are peddling. And in turn you can
tell the 68ers to call off their fucking do-goody proselytizers of democracy and
meritocracy. If you want to live in the stone age do it. But bugger off and leave us alone.
If you don’t want the Killer Applications of Great Divergence Success which begot the
Advanced World then so be it.
Keep playing the Dead Man’s hand of loser cards and wallow in your backward, Third
World failed states. But bugger off back to your Southern Hemisphere Third World
Failed States. And don’t expect to have your cake and eat it too: embracing a stone age
religion of failure while enjoying the fruits of our hard work while leaching off our
Advanced World success. And stop expecting us to pay for your irresponsibility. Or

digging you out of your failure. And stop playing the victim card. Take responsibility for
almost 1500 years of Islam botching up the world. Your world. Our world. Weighted on
the scales of blotching up, Islamic crimes infinitely outweighs any misdemeanor the
West ever committed.
You fucked up your countries and now you have fucked up our countries. Thank you
very much. Go back home. Let’s ignore each other if we cannot find a peaceful way to
coexist at safe distances to one another. We know you fucking hate us. And now we
wholeheartedly hate you. If you cannot give us a mutual respect then bugger off. And
we will bugger off. Each to their respective corners as far away from each other as
possible.
Otherwise. To hell with both 68ers and invaders. And the Snowflakes too except by now
they are all dead. The 68ers abandoned their responsibilities. The invaders also
fatalistically abandoned their responsibilities. Inshallah. As Allah wills. Translation: do
not bother to take reasonable or responsible control of events. Just fatalistically hope
things turn out. Well. They did not. Did they? No one bothered to even guestimate what
the hell would be the consequences of this disaster. Eurabia 2025. Everyone just sailed
the good ship Titanic right into the iceberg called WW III. And we are left to pick up the
pieces of your gross recklessness.
‘Muslims and Africans. Take down your tents and leave this continent. Entire regions of
the world already belong to you. We’ll gladly help you make your homelands better
places..... Return to your home countries, for they belong to you. Europe, however, will
never belong to you. Europe belongs to us. For we are Generation Identity.’ And know
this! If you refuse to leave then we will wage WW III and drive you out! We did not invite
you! You invited yourself! You are invading us! And we have every right to take back
what is ours!
That German Turkish girl said on that notorious Youtube video revealed the ugly truth in
her ugly rant! If one day every single gross pig eating German vanished no one would
miss them. If every single gross pig eating European vanished no one would miss them.
If every single gross pig eating Britisher vanished no one would miss them. If every
gross pig eater Westerner vanished no one would miss them. The Great Displacement
would not be stopped because it was a fiat accomplice. The Great Replacement would
not be stopped because it was the EU and UN mandate. ‘Visions of 2050'. The Dictator

of Berlin’s favorite bedside reading. The displacement, replacement , and eradication of
the entire population of Europe, Britain, The West, blessed and sanctioned. But what is
that except genocide! Our genocide! Murder! Our murder!
Our identities taken from us. Our history taken from us. Our nations taken from us. Our
memories taken from us. Our monuments taken from us. Our culture and our arts and
our humanities taken from us. Our achievements taken from us. Our wealth, the
accrued wealth of two thousand years, taken from us. Our legacy and our inheritance
taken from us. Our freedoms taken from us. Our democracy taken from us. Our pride
taken from us. Our dignity taken from us. Our very right to exist taken from us.
Confiscated. Displaced. Unmoored. Disinherited. Disenfranchised. Assaulted. Molested.
Raped. Degraded.
Enough with submission! Enough with surrender! Enough with kowtowing and badges
of shame! Enough with Islam shoved down our throats! Enough with Sharia brutalizing
us! Enough with the Divine Slavery stealing our freedoms from us! Demoting us to pigs.
Dogs. Najis filth. Jahiliyyah pollution. Shirk perversion. Besmirching our identities.
Denying our right to our individuality. Steam rolling over us with the bulldozer of Islamic
arrogance. Enough with compromise! Enough with appeasing! Enough with the fear of
being politically incorrect! Enough with fear of micro aggressions and safe spaces! We
have a right to our identity. Our values. Our ideals. Our laws. Our heritage. Our faith.
Our nation. Our right to this soil. No one invited THEM here. The Surtr. Let them live as
they will on their own soil. This is our soil! Let them live as they will in their nations. This
is our nation! Let them turn the Southern Hemisphere into hell or paradise as they will
but leave us the Northern Hemisphere to salvage from their Dogs of War of Garmr and
their Dire Wolf Fenrir. Let them find whatever identity they wish. And leave us alone to
affirm our identity as the Children of Odin! The Sons and Daughters of Freyr! The
Warriors of Thor! The Valkyres! The Amazons! The People of Free Will of the Free
World!
We have no right or desire to force our identity on them and they have no right to force
their identity on us. We have no right to tell them how they should live and they have no
right to tell us how we should live. To each their own! Each on their own soil! Each in
their own countries! Apart! Separate! In opposite Hemispheres! Tolerating each other’s
right to exist ----APART! ‘We do not want to become the Indians of Europe.’ And we will
not become Dhimmis! Disenfranchised! Persecuted! Sub human sub citizens in our own

country! The 68ers may have lost their will to live. But we have not! The 68ers may have
embraced suicide. We will not! The 68ers might want to roll over and let the invaders
stomp their faces into the sewage of defeat. We never will! The Snowflakes are all dead.
But today we Millennials will fight the good fight! We will fight a terrible fight! We will fight
in Ragnarok! For the re-conquest of our country! For the re-conquest of Europe! For the
re-conquest of The North West Hemisphere! For the Future! Our Future! For
Ragnarokkr!”
“For Ragnarokkr!....”
*** ***
“.... Oh how the hell did London turn into this Medina Trench of shit and garbage?” the
fireman snarled as he precariously climbed over a plyboard bridge over a pool of
sewage before making his way through a befouled street filled by burned cars and
blown up buses and mountains of garbage and corpses. “Oh let me name the ways.
Lledrich. Are you taking dictation to write my miserable biography? Unlike David in that
movie David Copperfield I cannot even write down my life’s story. I can only narrate it to
my ghostly biographer. First Dhimmi Dave and the Four Ps lied and lied and lied so we
did not vote Brexit. Then Dhimmi Dave and the Four Ps lied and lied and lied so
everyone felt bludgeoned by multi-cultural political correctness to vote for our first
Muslim Mayor. Followed by our first Muslim Prime Minister. The Loki Insider Traitors
worked overtime. Taqiyya became the official language of the BBC. What lie wasn’t
tried. What propaganda and brainwashing wasn’t waged. Anyone who did not want to
be harassed or trolled or socially ostracized or else arrested as a ‘racist’ or ‘bigot’ or
Islamophobe had to vote so. To finally and at last prove that Great Britain had exorcized
its evil past by voting for our first Muslim Mayor and Prime Minster. Hurray. Hurray. And
see how well it has turned out!
Then that traitor of a Mayor, hand in hand with the traitor of a Prime Minister turned
Caliph, Muslims, Muslims recklessly promoted by the Four Ps and recklessly elected by
the naive, the gullible, the too politically correct, and the too delusional, declared Great
Britain to be a Dar ul Islamic abode of peace. Such peace! I am overwhelmed by the
peacefulness of the religion of peaceful - submission to the Divine Slavery!” the fireman
snarled after ducking behind a burned out car as a helicopter flew over the darkening
city. Machine guns peppered the street. “What the fuck has triggered this latest

hysterical hissy fit of The Tower?” More helicopters roared across the bloody sky as if
black hornets as their machine guns rained down metallic hail. Hundreds of thousands
of homeless migrants screamed as they tried to run for cover. Bodies falling
everywhere. The fireman pressed himself deeper into the burned out shell of a car.
Then the fireman stared into the face of a burned out corpse still behind the driver’s
wheel. Then he whispered confidentially to the corpse. “Then the Mayor, hand in hand
with the traitor of a Prime Minster turned Caliph, imposed Sharia law.
How wonderful. Implying live and let live ---- by two totally incompatible laws. So why do
it? Because the vast majority of Muslims point blank refused to obey the Magna Carta
and Common Law. Every fatwa said so. Every official Mo organization said so. Every
Islamic university of higher learning all over the Islamic World said so. Every ranting
Youtube video said so. Every raving and gibbering imam and cleric said so. Only Takfir
Kafirs and Uncle Toms and Oreos and Apostates willingly obeyed Kafir and Jahiliyyah
law. So all but 20% of the Mos were refusing to obey the Kafir and Jahiliyyah laws.
Brazenly refusing to obey the laws of the land as ghettos turned into No Go Zones
which turned into Islamic Strongholds of 5th columns of invaders who openly boasted
how much they pathologically hated this country while boasting “Britain is already
Islamic!’.
Poll after poll openly said all but 20% of Mos wanted some form of Sharia. Either pure
Sharia imposed on everyone. Or else Western law had to be either Islamized. The
Deobandi Army of Darkness and Wahhabi the Muslim Brotherhood and Hamas and
other conservative sects which controlled the vast majority of the mosques and
madrassas in the UK and Europe said so. Prof Ruud Koopmans’ study no less than
Prof. Putnam’s study confirmed every day as my nation unraveled. Half of the billion
plus Mos world wide as well as the 50 million Mos in the West not only confirmed to the
most backward, reactionary, conservative, radical, violently anti-Western sects of Islam
but formed the support groups and apologists for terrorists and jihadists while their
madrassas and mosques brainwashed growing generations of young Mos. It was not
just a 5th column! It was an invasion! These people, the MAJORITY, wanted and plotted
and supported the total overthrow of my country and the total destruction of the West!
Only a minority of heretics and apostates could or would obey British law. Western law.
But doing so would damn their souls. A paper trail a mile wide for anyone to see with
half a brain. Hell! Mos were not even suppose to vote or be patriotic citizens. Hell!

Technically Mos were not suppose to even be living in Dar ul Kafir or Dar ul Harb
countries. But never underestimate a Mos’ hypocrisy in wanting Western prosperity
while hating the West. Anyway!
So it was a total breakdown of law and order. Illegal Sharia courts were exploding like
the pox. Muslims were totally ignoring the Magna Carta and Common Law. Openly
flouting British law. European law. Hell! Western law. Islamic criminality was out of
control because the UK was Dar ul Harb and Kafir law ruled and Mos could not and
would not obey Kufr Jahiliyyah law. It is against their religion. Islam means Sharia.
Period! There is no separation between mosque and state. And only Muslims can only
obey Sharia. Period! It was religious persecution. The poor Mos were alienated!” the
fireman told the burnt corpse as he watched helicopters circle the bloody sky as if
metallic vultures. “Mos felt disrespected. Foreigners in their own land. Strangers in their
own country. Please note how Great Britain became ‘their country’ ---- literally. As if
conquered! Defacto conquered! Because every inch of land a Muslim foot touches is
conquered for Islam! Poor Mos! Poor Mos!They needed to feel welcome! They needed
to feel loved! They needed to be appeased — or else they would turn violent! Except
they were already violent! The crocodile had to be appeased! Keep feeding the
crocodile hoping it would eat you last!
Oh! Remember in Manchester when the Mos started to shove notes into mailbox slits
ordering the Kafirs to kill their dogs. Dogs were Najis. Dogs were polluting. It was
politically incorrect for multi-cultural Manchester to tolerate dogs. It was a question of
purity! It was the purity patrol! Dogs offended the Mos! Dogs were Najis! The arseholes
wept all night as they debated actually killing their dogs to placate the Mos. It made the
Daily Mail which used to love to post such stuff before it was burned down .Someone
should have told the arseholes that all Kafirs were just as Najis filthy and polluting and
offensive to Mos as dogs were! It was the beginning of the end of Great Britain when all
dogs were ordered slain to placate the poor Mos! Then the Muslims demanded Sharia
or else they would declare Great Britain to be Dar ul Harb. Abode of War. Allowing war.
As in sedition. As in treason. Ultimatum number two! And the UK capitulated. Except
Great Britain had always been Dar ul Harb. Abode of War. And almost every fucking Mo
in the country was already committing sedition and treason by even being here!” the
fireman snarled to the burnt to a crisp corpse.

“If your religion prevents you from obeying the laws and government of the country and
compels you to overthrow the laws and the government of the country and compels you
to hate everything the government and the country stands for and compels you to hate,
loath, despise, and ultimately to attack the indigenous people of the country then you
are a defacto traitor. If your religion has a divine mission and manifest destiny to
conquer and subjugate and dominate and rule the world then you are a defacto traitor.
And no country is obligated to tolerate defacto traitors inside their gates who are waging
defacto sedition and treason and war against them. And no responsible government
should be opening the gates of the citadel to such species of traitorous ingrates.
Why the fuck couldn’t you get that teeny tiny concept through your teeny tiny brains you
moron?” The fireman snarled at the burned to a crisp corpse. “So Great Britain was
declared to be Dar ul Islamic and Sharia was fully legalized. Then those twin bastards
revealed the fine print. Sharia by definition forbids all other incompatible laws. Sharia
does not share. Sharia trumps all over laws and overthrows all over laws and replaces
all over laws. And oh yes! Sharia not only rules all Muslims. Sharia rules all non Muslims
too. And oh yes! Democracy. Not Islamic per Sharia. Then those twin traitors outlawed
all future elections by disenfranchising all non Muslims ---- per Sharia Law.. And the
definition of democracy to a Mo is one male vote ONCE!” the fireman snarled to the
corpse. Because of course per Sharia Law democracy is not halal!”
He eyed the receding helicopters and then crept out. “What the fuck caused that techy
fit of homicidal mania?” Then the fireman marched toward the setting sun even though
at this point it seemed remote that he could even make the back up rendezvous.
“Stripping the politically correct arseholes of their right to vote. Removing them from the
voter lists. Per Sharia. Because Sharia per the Koran forbids ‘any Unbelievers a way to
triumph over the Believers’. Because Sharia per the Koran forbids Unbelievers any
position to dominate or rule the Believers. Because Sharia forbids anyone from
dominating and ruling except the Believers. Because ‘We must rule ourselves and we
must rule others!’ as the Muslim Brotherhood always boasted ---- which is why Dhimmi
Dave never banned the Muslim Brotherhood. Or Deobandi fundis. Or Hamas. Or
Wahhabists. Or three quarters of all disloyal Mos who cavalierly plotted treason on the
fucking dole. Fuck! Fuck! Fuck!”
The fireman ran under another burned out bus as the helicopters roared back across
the devastated street. More metallic hail rained down. Bullets peppering the sewage

and garbage as hundreds of thousands of migrants screamed as they were killed or
wounded. The lucky ones huddled inside burned out store fronts cowered deeper
inside. A piece of shrapnel cut the fireman’s face. The fireman ignored the pain and
blood. He pressed himself inside the wreckage as bodies fell all around him. Migrants
screaming. Crawling in sewage and garbage as they left bloody trails behind them.
Migrants writhing in the filth, their bloody hands over their bloody chests and bellies.
Migrants screaming as they bled out. “Fuck! At this rate there is no way I will make even
the secondary rendezvous. What the fuck has woken the morality police? Did someone
poke a stick in their hornet’s nest? Oh! Oh! What movie was that line in? A bee in her
bonnet!” The fireman laughed and cried in an infantile voice as the helicopters spiraled
across the bloody sky as if gigantic buzzing hornets. Then they roared across the city
toward fresh prey. The fireman crawled out of the wreckage and then resumed his
march as he walked over corpses and the dying with callous disregard for life. Life had
long ago become worthless.
“Because Sharia does not grant any non Muslim any legal right whatsoever except to
buy a temporary stay of execution for refusing to convert. As a conquered people. As a
humiliated and conquered people. As a humiliated and degraded sub human conquered
people. Get it. Moron!” the fireman snarled at the dying littering the street. Then the roar
of the morality police helicopter forced the fireman to duck under another burned out
wreckage as the helicopters roared over the burning city to enforce public morality or
else tap down some perceived threat. More bullets peppered the street. The fireman
pressed himself against the burned out car as bullets rained down as if hail. “God! What
has riled those hornets! Jizya is payola extortion. Down to yanking out a Kafir’s gold
teeth!” the fireman checked out the corpse’s teeth. “No gold teeth I see. And oh yes!
Plus culling the Kafir’s children. Devshirme. Did the Four Ps tell you that before you cast
your vote moron? I bet they didn’t. Did they?
And as the Guardian and other Regressive Left Four P papers and the EU bought and
paid for BBC advocated the end to democracy after the near run of Brexit they could not
reverse course as democracy was taken away from them as well. Putting your trust in
the wisdom of the Elite instead of the rabble means if the Elite turns tyrannical then you
have no recourse. Fuck! The arseholes who kept ranting about ‘fascism’ should have
looked up the damn word! It means Big Government, authoritarian rule by the elite over
the rabble who are deemed too moronic or unruly or defiant or evil to be allowed to run
amok. The Regressive Left anyone? 1984 anyone? Guess who Orwell based 1984 on?

Socialists and Communists! In the depths of WW II he said it was the love of the nation
and its heritage and values and especially patriotism which kept the British afloat.
Neither one qualifying as fascist. Fuck! I wish now I had seen the damn movie. I turned
it off because it was boring and turned to my favorite movie: David Copperfield. Maybe I
should have watched 1984 to the end. Wolfey said it ended sadly with the Millennial
Winston Smith brainwashed to love Big Sis. No. Big Brother!
The Millennials no less than the 68ers sold us down the river! No wonder the
Generation Zers knew they would destined to be the Children of War. Like the WW II
generation. The Silent Generation. Except they were the WW III Generation. Born since
2000. Born since 9/11. Born to nonstop Islamic War and the Great Betrayal. Born since
Open Borders. Born to their nations unraveling as they were invaded and overwhelmed
by millions and millions and millions and millions of Mo migrants. Mostly males of War
Age marching unopposed to attack them. Molestation. Rape. Pillage. Rioting. Terrorism.
Bombing. Anarchy. Jihad. Death. War and death. Convert to the peace of submission to
the Divine Slavery. Surrender to groveling conquest by the Divine Slavery. Or else
prepare to fight and die! Born in war. Raised in war as their schools turned into battle
zones as the invading Mos attacked them, bullied them, assaulted them, molested
them, raped them, and burned down their schools and their hopes for a future other
than war. Generation Z. The Children of Ragnarok. Only if they survive to see
Ragnarokkr can Generation Z hope to breed Generation A. The New People of the New
Beginning.
People who advocated the suspension of democracy for the Brexit rabble now found
themselves excluded from democracy no less than the Brexit rabble. The elitists found
themselves kicked out of the Global Elite as the Global Elite promoted Muslims to
Ubermensch and everyone to Untermensch. And with the EU paramilitary police and
Army patrolling everywhere and EU star chamber kangaroo courts and judges in control
who could rebel? Brexit had been the last chance. People who embraced the EU
totalitarianism now found themselves screwed by EU totalitarianism with its Kalergi
Agenda to replace the indigenous peoples with more compliant Mos ----starting by
replacing the rebellious British people in order to make an example of them to terrorize
everyone else.
Per Sharia Islam dominates and rules. Muslims dominate and rule. No one else. And
per Sharia all Najis and Kufr and Shirk and Jahiliyyah is punished and exterminated. So

citizenship for the Najis sub humans was revoked. And the government and all of its
perks and privileges was reserved exclusively for Muslims. No job opening for a non
Muslim in any position of command or authority whatsoever. Period. Civic. Economic.
Financial. Commercial. Educational. Military. Whatever. Except in sewage departments
or morgues or other Najis filthy occupations or else industrially filthy if highly skilled
occupations. In Dar ul Islam Muslims occupy ALL POSITIONS OF AUTHORITY AND
COMMAND IN THE ENTIRE TOTEM POLE OF SOCIETY. What part of Ubermensch vs
Untermensch don’t you understand? Moron!” the fireman snarled. “It was a purge
straight to down to Untermensch for anyone who was not a Muslim and did not
immediately ‘revert’ to Islam. Demotion to sub human sub citizenry. No jobs whatsoever
except as Najis sewer workers. The lowest minions. The most groveling of flunkeys. Or
else toxic industrial occupations. The cowering Kafirs and trembling Shirks and White
Slaves and Pallid Morlocks, now adored with the ‘D’ badge of shame, were expected to
toil behind the scenes as their Ubermensch Islamic masters lounged in their Islamic
power suits in shiny condos confiscated from the ex-haves as the new haves. All as the
new haves pretended to dominate and rule despite mostly being uneducated school
dropouts and under achieving failures and functional illiterates or migrants straight out
of Third World failed states while the Morlock minions did all of the actual work.
Muslims dominate and rule! Muslims give orders! Muslim are The Dominators! Get it!
Dhimmis just exist to ENRICH THE UMMAH — while being expected to do all of the
actual work. Get it moron!” the fireman snarled at the burned corpse. “And oh yes! If you
are female then you are screwed. Jewish. Screwed. Gay. Screwed. Dar ul Islam is
strictly Islamic MALE. Of course they did not say that right off the cricket bat. They
slowly unfurled the horrors. Like boiling a frog to death. Just racket up the temperature
of the water very slowly so the frog does not jump out. Eh? Eh Moron!
God! Who are those morality police hunting? Who are those helicopters after? Shit!”
The fireman ducked under the partly blown off driver’s door as more morality police
helicopters roared over the darkening city. More bullets rained down as if metallic hail.
“It can’t be drug gangs. They are terrified of them. Everyone is terrified of them. The
drug gangs. Only the Ferals are not scared of the drug gangs. All right moron! What did
you do to piss of the morality police?” the fireman asked the burnt corpse ironically.
The fireman crawled into a more defensive position in the burned out car cheek to jowl
with the burned out corpse.“Then that Paki bastard of a mayor ordered London to be

Jew Free while outlawing the Freemasons and Sikhs and Masculinity Survivalist Outlaw
Colonies as terror organizations. Though by definition the Masculinity Survivalist Outlaw
Colonies were all in the wildernesses being outlaws to avoid castration or arrest for
White Male Patriarchy Crimes. Then our beloved Paki Mayor of Londonstan relentlessly
racheted the screws of Sharia.
First he outlawed banks and credit unions as illegal. Then stock exchanges. Investment
firms. That gutted The City In The Mile. Next he ordered Waqfs to replace all
corporations. Then he ordered Sharia to replace all corporate law. And per Sharia only
Muslims can sit on boards of waqfs. And per Sharia no Muslim can do business with a
non Muslim. No non Muslim can command Muslims or dictate to any member of the
Ummah or exercise power in any form whatsoever over any of the Best of Peoples.
Muslims dominate and rule. They are not dominated and ruled. So that was that! No
board of any business could have non Muslims. No business which employed Muslims
could be run by a non Muslim. Not even as a foreman or supervisor. No non Muslim can
occupy a position of authority or give orders to any of the Best of Peoples. In fact the
new Untermensch could not even say hello first and if on a sidewalk they had to move
into the gutter. If in a queue they had to give way to the Best of Peoples. It was like
something under Hitler. Hell! Where do you think Hitler got his ideas? Hitler always
praised Islam as a more worthy religion for the Germany he envisioned than Christianity.
And no business which was not Muslim controlled could qualify for Guildhall business
licenses or city bids or contracts or licenses and tax exemptions and had to pay both
personal and business jizya and kharaj land taxes and other diverse ‘D’ taxes as
punishment for committing Kufr and Jahiliyyah while being Najis. And oh yes! Obeying
rigid segregation and apartheid laws to not ritually pollute the purity of the Ubermensch.
And taxes for not segregating and isolating the sexes! Tax! Tax! Tax! Tax! And oh yes!
Tax!
And while non Muslims could do business among themselves in their own ghettos they
were stripped of all business laws protecting them or their businesses or properties or
assets from confiscation or nationalism. And in Islamic Sharia courts they cannot testify
on their own behalf. They have absolutely no rights whatsoever!” the fireman told the
burnt corpse as more helicopters roared over the darkening city. The sky was now a
churning bloody vortex on the far horizon of the urban wastelands. “Who has roused
those fucking hornets?” the fireman snarled to the burnt corpse. “They are buzzing the
sky as if someone shoved an ice pick up their arses!

Anyway. Where was I? Oh yes! For now on the power of the Guildhall was exclusively
for Muslims. Any business entity which wanted to survive had to be converted into a
waqf and the board would have to be Muslim. And Waqf control by Muslims meant
completely unqualified morons got the key to the kingdoms. Keys to the tills. And every
business created by everyone had to be handed over if it wanted to be deemed ‘legal’.
Otherwise it could be confiscated at any time. And the Waqf directors had absolute
power to do whatever the Waqf tin type dictators wanted to do with the business and its
assets. Pay themselves any amount. No board of directors or corporate guidelines. Not
even minutes. No outsider or watch dog auditor. Stock holders had absolutely no power
whatsoever. What could possibly go wrong? Oh let me count the ways!
Then non Muslim stockholders found their stocks confiscated. Then Insurance was
outlawed. Haram. Haram. Haram. All capitalistic business laws and Western finance
laws were haram. Haram. Haram. Ditto property laws. Corporate law. Paper contracts.
Sharia is all Male Muslim oral testimony. Did you know Muslims are paper-phobic?
Written contracts don’t count in Sharia. I bet the Four Ps did not tell you that did they?
Eh Moron! No city building could be used by non Muslims doing illegal non Sharia
business. All courts were declared Sharia compliant so non Muslims had no rights
whatsoever. Non Muslims you see cannot even testify in a Sharia compliant court. Oh
well! And Sharia courts must be in Arabic. So suddenly all government meetings and
records had to be in Arabic. So you were screwed Moron!” the fireman told the corpse
as more helicopters roared overhead.
“So if you wanted to save your business, or keep in business, or do business, or get a
cut of the city business, you had to either hire a Muslim front man to run it as a Waqf or
else convert. That left non Muslims pretty much fucked as their businesses and
properties and assets were looted and run into the ground. Especially as everything
suddenly had to be in Arabic. Which almost nobody spoke but oh well! No Jahiliyyah
pollution English! Or else the ‘D’s were only able to quality for the worst jobs. The najis
filthy jobs. At the lowest wages. Hired last. Fired first. Or else never hired at all. Like you
Moron! The touchy feely arseholes like you. Moron! You drank the Cool-Aid before
reading the fine print or the ingredients. Equality only exists in the Ummah. And frankly
equality does not even exist in the Ummah. Arabs on top. Then Persians. Then other
Arabic sub continent peoples. Then White converts. Then Indian Muslims. Then Asian
Muslims. Then African Muslims at the dead bottom like the Abeeds they are. The Best of

Peoples don’t allow Meritocracy or equality outside of the Ummah or even frankly in the
Ummah. Fuck meritocracy. There is no meritocracy. Fuck the level playing field. There is
no level playing field.
But by all means remember the graft and payola! Sure as hell the Best of Peoples don’t
allow crumbs to trickle down to the vilest of creatures. But remember to grease the
palm! Supremacy thy name is Ummah! Persecution thy name is Ummah! Corruption thy
name is Ummah! So the Najis filthy Jahiliyyah polluted Kafirs and Shirks were screwed!
Ditto any Mo of a suspected apostate sect! All of the cowardly Mos who played good
cop to the Jihadist bad cops while providing the fake paper face of supposed ‘moderate
Islam’ while being the lying, cowardly, apologists for the 5th column invaders who never
had the guts to warn the West because they were such fucking cowards now were
killed! By everyone! Quite rightly too! Including me! I killed every lying ‘Moderate Mo’ or
Mo Apologist my knife could impale! Wolfey and I hunted them down during nighttime
attacks! And we burned down their mosques too! Preferably with the cowards trapped
inside!
Actually as Shirks the Hindus and Sikhs and Jain and Buddhists and Wicca were
especially screwed because as Pagan Shirks they technically had to either convert or
else die. Dhimmitude was technically only for Christians and Jews. Though I loathed
most of the Urban Luvvie Leftist Jews as deluded Soros cock fucking collaborators who
actually aided and abetted the Mo invasion like the insane deluded Stockholm
Syndrome nutters they were! At least the Orthodox Jews fucking knew the Mos
pathologically hated every Jew’s guts because a Jewess poisoned Mohammad! The
fucking Islamic End of the World is when the trees and rocks shout out ‘Behind me! A
Jew! Kill them!’ What the fuck did the Soros cock sucking Leftist Jews think would
happen when the Mos invaded? God! I hated those Youtube videos of fucking Soros
cock sucking Leftist Jews openly boasting how they were helping the Mos invade the
West in order to give us the joys of Mo ‘Diversity’! I especially wanted to shot that one
Jewess’s smirking face as she boasted how much she and her fellow Jews were
helping the Mos invade the West! What was her name? Barbara Spectre! Fuck! I hope
she died horribly! I hope the Mos she loved so much taharrush gang raped her to death!
I hope she had the cock of Mo diversity she loved so much shoved down her screaming
mouth as she died!

The Wicca were burned as witches immediately. And Gays. Well. So much for trusting
the Regressive Left to guard their backs. Splat. Though the Wicca at least knew what
was happening as the Mos invaded. Having Second Sight myself I hated being ordered
to burn them alive! I feared that they would stare into my soul as I held the fire hoses
spewing out kerosene and doxxed me to the rest of the Elephant & Castle Fire
Department! And all of those Queers for Hamas got really disillusioned really fast. As for
the Feminists and Social Warriors and Snowflakes. Well! Let’s just say they deserved
what happened to them. And what happened to them was not pretty. Fuck! They did not
even have the balls to riot like the Sports Hooligans and Anarchists and Generation
Zers. Such riots! Wolfey. Where are you? Are you still alive Wolfey? Oh hell! But how
the hell could we fight EU armies of fucking Germans and UN blue helmet goons?
Anyway! Where was I moron? Who burned you alive anyway? Fuck! You deserved to
be burned alive for voting for the first Paki Mo Mayor of Londonstan!
Then segregation started to be enforced. Every entrance marked ‘Brothers Of The Faith’
and ‘Sisters Of The Faith’ and ‘Najis ‘D’s. No dogs or ‘D’s allowed. Then segregation
became apartheid. The ‘D’s were ordered into the worst part of every city. Ghettos.
Everyone who owned property in the best part of every city was ordered to decamp.
The Duke of Westminster ‘reverted’ but was executed so his extensive land holdings in
Londonstan could go to the Ummah ie every illiterate Somali or Paki or Afghan or
Bangladeshi or other shit state migrant so they could live like kings!
The Najis filthy cannot be seen as triumphing over the Faithful or living better than the
Best of Peoples. Per Sharia. Didn’t you know that Moron? The Najis filthy is always
segregated in every Islamic state. Didn’t you know that Moron? Even graveyards. Even
that tourist mecca Qatar was actually segregated. Why the hell did the Muslims self
segregate in the West? For the same reason they ordered the Najis filthy to segregate
after they seized power. Najis filth is religiously haram as well as taboo. Like urine and
feces and rot and decay and pigs and dogs and foul blood. Haram and taboo. The ‘D’ is
the Islamic equivalent of the Hindu Untouchable. Religiously contaminated and highly
contagious and unspeakably loathsome as well as sub human.
At the same time sexual segregation started to be enforced. Then Islamic morality.
Enforced with acid. Per the Koran. If any woman does not want to be assaulted or have
acid thrown in her face she had to obey Islamic morality and veil. Koran 33.59. I bet the
Four Ps did not tell you that eh? Eh Moron? Eh? Eh? The politically correct, liberal,

Palestinian loving, Jew hating, social warrior, fax-feminists screwed themselves right
royal as their anti-Semitic Jew tirades while fawning over brown faces backfired against
them. Yeah. Embrace the brown face who hates your guts and attack the Western
White Male Patriarchy! Yeah! That makes a lot of sense! And see how well that has
turned out!” More helicopters roared across the darkening sky as the receding reds
turned to deep reds and purples. The sinister green a lurid smear as if putrid.
The fireman crunched his skinny frame under the partly blown off car door cheek to jowl
with the charcoal corpse as more machine gun bullets filled the air. “And as the nutters
now ran the lunatic asylum no moral female should even be allowed to leave her
Mehram’s master/owner/guardian’s house even if dressed in a black garbage bag with
two holes for eyes. Technically one hole for one eye. So much for even female ‘D’s
having jobs. Must less education. All per Sharia. Why didn’t you investigate how every
single fucking Islamic country was run before you fucking voted? Moron! What the fuck
did you think would happen? Eh? Moron!
Why didn’t you investigate why every single Christian was being exterminated in every
single Mo country before you voted for Mos to rule you? Why didn’t you ask yourself
how well the Mos would treat you if you allowed them into power if they were
exterminating every single Christian all over the world? And exterminating every Hindu
and Sikh and Jain and Buddhist and follower of Confucius. Throughout history! Nonstop
persecution! Throughout history! With 50% of all Christians and Jews and 100% of all
Zoroastrians dying during the original Mo invasion of the Late Classical Levant?
Relentless persecution leading to 100% total genocide! What the fuck did you think
would happen? Moron! If no goddamn Mo in power ever treats non Muslims well in the
entire history of Islam other than a handful of secular socialist dictators then why the
fuck did you think they would treat you well if you gave them power over you? Moron!
God! God! Why are those fucking morality police buzzing all over the city? God!”
Machine gun fire ricocheted all over the filthy streets as the fireman crunched his
starved form in the burned out vehicle all but nose to nose with the charcoal corpse.
“What the fuck pissed off the Morality Police?.....”
*** ***
“.....Who ordered the helicopters out?” the commander of the Tower Fortress asked his
aide de camp through the partly opened door.

“Sir? Sir? I knocked Sir! You said go away Sir! The Hunter demanded we launch more
aerial patrols Sir! After The Monster’s helicopter crashed Sir! His lair is now under attack
Sir! Mobs attacking from every direction Sir! For the loot! The food! The drugs! He
said....”
“... And will he pay for the black market fuel?” the commander snarled. Then he
slammed the door and huddled over his desk. One black gloved hand trying to stop the
other black gloved hand from violently attacking something. Someone.....
*** ***
“........Unleash the Pancras Gas canisters! Mustard Gas! Tear gas! Smoke bombs!” the
professional soldier shouted as the Monuments Men cowered behind the art crates
inside a crude barricade created like a battle square. The deadly chemicals exploded
into the air. Instantaneously horrific screams filled the befouled air. A cacophony
encircling the beleaguered force. Then suddenly there was a deadly silence!
The leader of the Monuments Men wept in fear. A powder boy gently held his shaking
hands. “The Eloi are all dead Mr. Tom! All dead!”
“How can you be so brave when I am such a cowardly wreak?”
“Because you were born in peace Mr. Tom” an eleven year old boy whispered as he
held the man’s shaking hands. “We Zers were born in war. War is all we have ever
known.....”
*** ***
More machine gun bullets rained down. The fireman flinched as he tried to make his
skinny body as small as possible. Bullets peppered the street. One just missed one
black boot. Fortunately it was a steel toe boot. Another ricocheted off the wreaked car
door just inches from his face. “Fuck. Fuck! Fuck! So. Anyway. Where was I in dictating
my miserable’s life story to you Lledrith? My ghostly biographer?

Then valuable assets were confiscated by the Caliph and the Mayor and their cronies. It
was a national emergency. Millions and millions and millions of migrants were pouring
into the city. The UN Agenda 21 declared that the West was morally obligated to grind
itself down into a bloody pulp. Through the Marxist olive press. Make that the Islamic
Marxist olive press. To be squeezed for every last drop of immoral post colonial
imperialistic racist bigoted xenophobic riches. Dhimmitude anyone? All for the migrants
---- who just so happen all were Mos. Chance. I think.... not!” The fireman ducked as
more machine gun bullets peppered the filthy street. “God! Who are they hunting? Fuck!
Fuck! Fuck! I am going to be caught here in no-man’s land if I can’t spelunker a hiding
place before the Ferals come out and all out war is unleashed!....”
*** ***
The mad woman watched the sunset as it darkened in the sky into gory but muddy
colors. The wreckage in the dead garden assuming a darkening silhouette. The crude
barricade of junk garnished by Pancras Plague signs forming jagged delineations in the
growing shadows. Then she heard the distant scream from the infamous Green Park
Jungle as a foul breath of wind carried the stench and screams across the devastated
urban decay. She held her Smith and Wesson to her bony chest. “If only I can ride out
this night! If only I can live to see the dawn....”
*** ***
“....But of course all of the poor Mos could hardly be expected to pay. Eh? Why you
ask?” the fireman asked the burnt to a crisp corpse. “Because they were all on the dole.
That is why? Its jizya! And per Sharia the ‘D’s are always obligated to be screwed. Not
the Believers. Wealth taxes. This tax. That tax. Every sort of D tax. The very definition of
Dhimmi is predicated on the basis of exploitation. Enrichment for the Best of Peoples.
The Islamic Marxist transfer of wealth and assets from the Najis filthy Untermensch to
the morally and ethnically superior Ubermensch Ummah along with rites of humiliation
to feel subdued and conquered and brought utterly low. Tribute and extortion as the
conquered to the conqueror. You don’t fucking expect any of the conquerors to pay do
you? You are only allowed to exist if you pay up. Pay. Pay. Pay. And oh yes! PAY!
Moron! Islamic Extractive Economics for the enrichment of the Ubermensch. Koran. The
Verse before the Sword Verse. To ENRICH THE UMMAH. The Sword Verses were

invented to enrich the Ummah. God. What part of ENRICHMENT don’t you understand?
You are such a moron! Moron! Didn’t the Four Ps tell you that before you voted? Moron!
Why the fuck were all of the millions of male migrants of war age screaming into the
Youtube camera ‘Where is the money. Give me money or I rape!’” the fireman screamed
at the burnt corpse as more bullets peppered the sewage and garbage covered street.
“Islam throughout history has practiced Extractive Economics. Not capitalism. Not
socialism. Extractive Economics. Parasite Economics. Robber Baron Economics. Viking
Economics except with turbans. Ghazi Razzia Holy War for Holy Profit! Didn’t you
bother to watch the Youtube lecture on the ‘Long Divergence’ Moron? Extractive
Economics is not just oil dependency. Extractive Economics is exploitative parasitism.
The opposite of your Western concept of the Work Ethic.
Didn’t you wonder why the Islamic World never developed a work ethic? Clinging to the
longest embrace of slavery in the history of the world? And had the highest
unemployment rates, the highest criminality, and the lowest productivity rates in the
world? Buying off the shelf of other’s hard work and genius if they could not steal it?
Making everyone else work for them? Doing nothing whatsoever except lounging under
the Eloi dome? Expecting to lounge on the dole forever? Screaming out ‘Money. Money.
Money. Where is the Money?’ Robbing? Raping? Looting? Shoplifting? Demanding
more and more EU migrant pocket money and free digs and free food and free designer
clothes and free (as in stolen) cell phones while downloading free (as in stolen) movies?
Why the fuck didn’t you ask why all of those goddamn migrants were acting so
outrageously entitled? Like Eloi. Prima donna welfare fraud and dole abusing Eloi.
Extractive Economics means you don’t have to work! You take it! ‘Whatever thy right
hand possesses do with as you will.’ Islamic Extractive Economics says TAKE IT FROM
EVERYONE ELSE AS LONG AS THE VICTIMS ARE THE SHIRK PAGANS, THE
CHRISTIAN AND JEWISH KAFIRS, UNBELIEVERS, INFIDELS, AND THE WRONG
TYPE OF MUSLIMS. JUST TAKE IT! TAKE IT! TAKE IT! TAKE IT! TAKE IT ALL!” the
fireman screamed as a hail of bullets all but snuffed him.
“Islamic Extractive Economics is a triad of parasitism you fucking Moron! Moron!” he
screamed a bullets rained down. “Number one. Ghazi Razzia Warfare. Jihad Holy War
for Holy Profit. Imagine bandits in turbans. Mohammad became a millionaire by waging
Ghazi Razzia Warfare in Medina where the rich Jews and Christians lived. While
bleeding tourist pilgrim Mecca dry. In fact he bankrupted Mecca and Medina. Then he
totally devastated, demolished, and bankrupted all of Arabia with out of control wars,

pillage, rapine, and criminality. That is why he invented the Sword Verses to ENRICH
EVERYONE because the economy was now totally ruined and Mecca no less than
Medina was a devastated disaster area.
So Mohammad invented the Sword Verses to justify continuing the Holy War for Holy
Profit all over the world. 632: ‘....embrace Islam and you will be safe’.... from my Ghazi
Razzia Holy War for Holy Profit. Ghazi Razzia Warfare. Pillage. Rapine. Arson. Slavery.
Economic warfare. Torture to extract riches? Halal. Kidnaping? Halal? Hostage taking?
Halal. Slavery? Halal. You name it. And oh yes! To pay his soldiers. He needed to keep
waging Ghazi Razzia Holy War for Holy Profit to pay his soldiers. And oh yes! To pay
himself his 5% Prophet’s share of the loot.
Because the damn Arabs only joined Islam when Mohammad said they could wage out
of control Ghazi Razzia Holy War For Holy Profit on damn near everybody everyone
except their fellow Mos. Attack anyone and everyone not in the Ummah club. Go for it.
Get rich. Holy War For Holy Profit. And if you die while waging Holy War For Holy Profit
you get an express ticket to Paradise. What was not to like? Except it destroyed Arabia.
So to keep the ponzi scheme going Mohammad had to march his Plunder Machine into
the rich and prosperous and peaceful and law and order abiding Late Classical Hellene
Levant. Like locusts. Devouring everything down to the bone. Get it Moron! The Plunder
Machine! I got that from an Anarchist who said he got that from David Landes ‘The
Wealth And Poverty Of Nations’. Sweet term. It sums up the entire Medina Koran to a T.
God!
Who roused the wasps at The Tower Fortress? Someone call off the goddamn morality
police helicopters and their damn machine guns!” the fireman screamed as more bullets
rained down as if metallic hail. Another ricochet struck him in the arm. He clutched his
arm as a slight ooze of blood trickled out. “I want my sock monkey! I need my sock
monkey!” he cried. “Shut up! Shut up! Shut up!” he screamed.
“Then there is Extractive Economics. Concentrate! Concentrate! Focus! Shout down the
whinny whelps! Shove them back into their padded rooms! Extractive Economics
Number Two. Slavery. Mohammad became a millionaire through Slavery. Mos can
enslave any and all non Muslims and then convert them under the sword and they stay
slaves. And their kiddies too. So much for the famous moral high ground. Eh Moron!
And don’t fool yourself that the Mos ever gave up Slavery in 1964. Heck! Saudi

diplomats routinely brought slaves to their embassies as late as 2016. The Mos never
stopped embracing Slavery.
Indentured Slavery. Defacto Slavery. Quasi Slavery. Nostalgic longing for Slavery.
Finding every justification to resume Slavery. Nonstop African Slavery. Who the fuck
sold the African slaves to the Western ships? Eh? Eh? Guess? Guess? Guess? Such
much for cultural relativism. Not all cultures and religions are the same. The Christian
British were the first human beings on earth to outlaw slavery. Not the Mos. It took the
British a century. Who were they fighting? Muslims and African war lords. The Mahdi
versus Charley Gordon at Khartoum. Even as late as 2016 more slaves existed in the
Muslim world, Africa, and India than ever existed in the Western world in its total history.
So much for cultural relativism. Islam was the last to pretend to ban slavery and never
did ban slavery. So much for cultural relativism. Eh Moron!
And then there is Sexual Slavery. Sex concubinage. Devshirme culling of non Muslim
children as slaves. Rotherham anyone? And oh yes! Mohammad is the perfect man and
Mohammad was a slaver so Slavery is halal. Sexual slavery is halal. Mohammad in the
Koran had the first pick of the prettiest sex slaves as his 5% Prophet’s share.
Fornication with sex slaves does not count. Unlimited sex slaves is halal. Sex Slavery
anyone? What part of Islamic Slavery don’t you get Moron? Including the castration
fetish and the genitalia mutilation of females fetish. Millions of Slaves. Islam ran the
largest and longest running Slavery network in the history of the world. White. Brown.
Black. Sexual. Child. Under aged Moonglow. Pearly glow dancing boy. You name it.
Millions and millions and millions. In 2015 the Libyan soldiers training at Bassingbourn
Barracks just outside of Cambridge held an auction to sell off a British soldier as a sex
slave. Or at least they tried to. What part of ‘....and take your females as war booty.’
chant from that London Islamic demonstration didn’t you get Moron? Who the fuck did
you think the Mos were chanting about enslaving? When every Mo imam and cleric at
every hoity-toity holy Islamic university of Mo learning preaches on Youtube about the
theory and justification of slavery who the fuck did you think the target for enslaving
were? When the Welsh Muslim Council blessed Imam Ali Hammuda’s declaration of
Devshirme sex slavery who the fuck did you think the target for enslaving were? You!
You! You! And your wife! And your mother! And your aunt! And your sister! And your
kiddies too! Both boys and girls!

Then there is Extractive Economics. Number Three. Penalty tribute from the conquered
to the conqueror. Grinding non Muslims through the Islamic olive press. Tribute from the
conquered. Tribute from Kafir countries to buy off Ghazi Razzia Holy War for Holy Profit.
Tribute from Kafir countries to buy temporary peace and a ceasing of economic warfare.
Tribute to buy client state status and a temporary ceasing of nonstop Islamic war.
Tribute to not be destroyed. Tribute to not be exterminated. Buy another day of your life
until you run out of money! Then die! Die! Die!
Remember the Barbary Jihadi economic warfare of the Mediterranean between 666 and
1800? Literally millions of Europeans were enslaved between 666 and 1800. Slavery
raids as far north into Europe as all of Greece and all of Spain and South France and
the Balkans and Hungary. Up to the Gates of Vienna. Russia. The Crimea. Slavery raids
as far north as Ireland and Kent England. For centuries the coastline of Europe and
South Russia was depopulated because of nonstop Ghazi Razzia and Slavery by Mo
jihadist pirates. Totally depopulated. Rome burned by Ghazi Razzia jihadists. Even as
late as the 1700s hundreds of European and American ships were captured by jihadi
pirates. Sailors were enslaved. It was all Ghazi Razzia Holy War for Holy Profit and
Tribute. Economic warfare as Tribute. Tribute as protection payola. Tribute to buy back
kidnaped victims. Where the hell did ISIS get their ideas from? Ideas which are all
rooted in history and the Koran and are all entirely halal? Tribute to buy back hostages
of the Barbary Pirate Jihadists. Tribute to buy off assaults on ports. Tribute to buy off
slave raids. Tribute to buy back slaves. Tribute to buy off what today would be called
Terrorism.
And oh yes! Every bankrupted country in the Islamic Levant who took billions from the
EU and the Great Satan America told their citizens it was not Kafir charity. It was
Tribute. Tribute. The Palestinians who took billions from the EU and the Great Satan
America always said it was Tribute. Kafir Tribute. Including the 8 million to build the
West Bank PLO palace. Kafir Tribute. Bankrupt Egypt? Tribute. Libya? Tribute. You
name it. It was not Kafir charity. It was Kafir Tribute. The UN Agenda 21 just invented a
fancy name for Islamic redistribution of wealth from the North Western Hemisphere to
the Muslim Southern Hemisphere which used to be called Tribute. And what the fuck did
The Butcher of Istanbul call the billions the EU handed over to him? Guess! Guess!
Guess! Why the hell was every fucking migrant so goddamn arrogant as he held out his
hand for money? It was not to beg. It was Kafir Tribute. Just as the dole was Jizya
Tribute from the conquered to the conqueror!

Which leads us to Dhimmitude my dear moron. Personal Penalty Tribute from the
conquered to the conqueror called jizya. Jizya is the protection racket tribute tax to buy
off Ghazi Razzia Holy War. All non Muslims who surrender to Islamic domination and
rule cease to be Harbi and therefore open targets and become the conquered. To affirm
their status as a conquered and humiliated people they must pay jizya penalty tribute
with rites of humiliation to feel themselves subdued. And jizya was particularly created
to enrich the Best of Peoples as an easy form of Holy War. Domesticated Holy War.
Holy War without the danger. But at its most elementary it is the exploitation for
enrichment of the Untermensch by the Ubermensch Ummah Best of Peoples. And Jizya
is also designed to keep the Untermensch in their place as a conquered and degraded
people.
As the key Islamic thinker Sirhindi explained: ‘The real purpose in levying jizya upon
them [The ‘D’s] is to humiliate them to such an extent that, on account of fear of jizya,
they may not be able to dress well and to live in grandeur. They should constantly
remain terrified and trembling. It is intended to hold them under such contempt and to
uphold the honor and might of Islam .....Kufr and Islam are opposed to each other. The
progress of one is possible only at the expense of the other and co-existence between
these two contradictory faiths is unthinkable....’ And the buggering cleric I knifed to
death said I was incapable of learning anything! Admit it moron! You are awed by my
photographic memory! Maybe I can’t read and write but I have one hell of a demonic
memory for Kufr and Shirk and Jahiliyyah and Blasphemy and Heresy and Hell Bound
Deviancy! Admit it! You are awed by my.....Fuck! Fuck! Fuck!” More helicopters and
bullets rained down as the fireman crunched his starved body tighter into the shell of the
burned out vehicle.
“Other forms of D Tribute also exists my dear moron. Like D property taxes called
Kharaj. And there are pilgrim taxes to charge non Muslims to worship at their very few
surviving churches or synagogues or temples which are not burned down by The
Faithful. The Mughals screwed the Hindus right royal with those. And D wealth taxes.
Those were invented by the Ottoman Turks. And D Devshirme culling of the children of
D’s to be slaves. Both as sex slaves and also as drafted cannon fodder. When a D is
grounded down to the point where they have nothing else to hand over they can be
enslaved or else killed. Jizya is buying a temporary stay from extermination at the cost
of total humiliation until the money runs out! Dhimmitude was officially banned by the

West after WW I but a close study of every Islamic country proves that Jizya and
Dhimmitude has always existed because frankly the Mos are addicted to Extractive
Economics. Fatally addicted to Extractive Economics being the lazy slavers they have
always been! That is why they are the Eloi! Slavery and exploitation is part of their
inbred genetics!
The ‘D’s have always been persecuted. Always. Always. You arsehole! You stupid
Moron!” the fireman snarled to the burned corpse. “Even when a deluded Western
tourist used to go to some Islamic country to enjoy the sun and sea the Mos who
pretended to cater to them always saw them as Najis filthy ‘D’s they lusted to kill. Why
do you think Tourists were always targeted? And why do you think after every terrorism
massacre of tourists the bitter Mos at the luxury hotels would play ‘practical jokes’ on
the tourists and pretend to be terrorists massacring them? A ‘practical joke’ in such bad
taste which always occurred after every tourism massacre is a back of the hand middle
finger gesture of hatred. The tourists were still ‘D’s expected to pay up or else die. They
were never seen as ‘equals’ in any way whatsoever. There is no equality in Islam
between Muslims and non Muslims whatsoever. It gutted the Mos working at those
luxury hotels to see the ‘vilest of creatures’ acting as if Ubermensch which made them
feel like Untermensch!
That is why once this deluded island was declared Dar ul Islamic the Mos attacked
every non Muslim with a vengeance. It was pay back for being made to feel as if
Untermensch by Najis filthy sub human and loathsome Kafirs. Muslims as the Best of
Peoples are always the Ubermesnch even if they are illiterate begging migrants from
Third World failed states. The riches of the North Western Hemisphere was always the
target. The Westerners had no right to be rich or prosperous or act as if Ubermensch. It
was never a question of co-existence. It was always a matter of time when Mos planned
to take what was theirs by right: the riches of the West. The Najis filthy sub humans did
not deserve to enjoy the crown jewel of Europa. Europa belonged to the Best of
Peoples as their right. Promised by Mohammad. Their cut of the tribute owed to them
with all haram back interest accrued since 632!” The fireman clutched his bloody arm.
“The Ferals will smell this blood and track me down once the sun drops below the
horizon! Ahmad can’t take this anymore! Mohammad can’t take this anymore! I can’t
take this anymore! Think of something else or the whining whelps will escape their
padded cells and overwhelm me! Their hated dominator!

When oil was found the damn Mos just invented another name for their Extractive
Economics. Charging the hard working Kafir oil men and builders and contractors and
administrators and investors tariff taxes. Then nationalizing the expensive stuff anyway.
Like the Suez Canal. Who invested and built and maintained it? The Kafirs. Who stole
it? The Mos. Why did the Mos whine so much about the so-called Western colonization,
less than a century compared to 1400 plus years of Islamic imperial empires and
conquests of the West and India and the East? The British especially spent millions, in
today’s currency that would be billions, the British spent millions to modernize the
Islamic Third World failed states they got entangled with. Spending millions building
roads and railroads and bridges and port infrastructure. Spending millions building
aqueducts and sewers and dams and irrigation canals and then airports. Spending
millions installing gaslight and electricity and the telegraph and the telephone and laying
underwater telecommunications. Spending millions on modern schools and hospitals.
Spending millions to install modern technology and building the oil infrastructure and
building cities FOR THE MUSLIMS BECAUSE THEY COULD NOT DO A DAMN THING
FOR THEMSELVES. No gratitude. Just monumental hatred. Pathological monumental
hatred. Why? Because the British were always seen as WHITE SLAVES and
MORLOCKS toiling to give their superiors what was OWED THEM as TRIBUTE. Except
the White Slaves and Morlocks failed to grovel as they toiled.
And oh yes! Between 666 and 1700 the Islamic Levant charged whopping huge tariff
taxes on the Silk Road and Monsoon Trade commodities coming from China and India
and the Spice Islands. Or at least until the West circumnavigated around the Islamic
stranglehold. Why doesn’t that count? Why don’t Islamic imperial empires and world
conquests count? And did the Mos develop any fucking export commodity when they
had imperial empires and colonies and world conquest? Not the fuck! Even ‘Damascus
steel’ is Indian Wootz with an export label on it. Not the fucking anything! The fucking
Mos did not develop a fucking thing except a few raw commodities and carpets and
Turkish delight. ...”
*** ***
“....They are coming again!” a wounded Hooligan shouted.
“No! Wait! One has a dirty white rag on a stick! Powwow!”

“Who?” the professional soldier asked.
“Morality policeman!”
The professional soldier eased up to the blast doors. Then he peered awkwardly
through a piece of salvage iron which formed a crude peek hole. “Powwow? Why?”
The pidgin speaking Hooligan in his fake bodyguard togs came up and stood by the
professional soldier. Then the bloody morality policeman picked his way through the
battlefield, maneuvering over corpses which encircled the old lair of The Monster.
“Parlay!” the morality policeman shouted.
The professional soldier gestured to the air monitor. The reading was ambiguous.
The Hooligan nodded. Then he pulled off his mask anyway. “We ain’t giving up our loot!
Not until we can secure our escape!” the Hooligan shouted in pidgin. Carefully
mimicking the hodgepodge of English and Arabic a lot of riffraff spoke. “We offered you
bastards a deal! We just want the portables to get to Southampton! You bastards can
take the heavy crap! But the Animals are devouring the foodstuffs and medicines and
drugs! You should have taken our deal and seized that!”
“There are too many Animals in the depths!” the morality policeman shouted as he
picked his way through heaps of blackened and mangled and blistered corpses. A dirty
handkerchief over his nose and mouth.
“Your problem! Not ours! We ain’t giving up our loot! We need it to cut a deal at
Southampton!” the Hooligan shouted as he struggled to maintain the facade of a
crooked bodyguard. If the morality police suspected they were Morlocks the gig would
be up! “You greedy bastards!”
“We want the art crates and half of the weaponry!”
The Hooligan looked at the professional soldier. “If they were really interested in the art
crates in order to destroy them as Jahiliyyah they would have brought the Elephant &
Castle fire engine to just burn out the lair” the professional soldier whispered. “They
want the weapons! And the art crates to cut deals with the Black Market themselves!”

“We don’t trust you!” the Hooligan shouted in pidgin. “You could have taken the crap to
begin with! After we left! You want it all! You greedy bastards!”
“How did you get the Pancras and Tear gas?” the morality policeman shouted as he
waved his dirty white rag ---- which was a filthy pair of drawers.
“Our boss bought Mustard off the Black Market. He knew the moment he prepared to
retreat he would be attacked! He bought Mustard gas!”
“This is Pancras!”
“Those corpses don’t look like Pancras! They look like Mustard on Rye! Blistered
corpses over a BBQ! We don’t care shit what it is! We will use whatever the Black
Market sold us! We ain’t going to share our portable loot with you shitholes! If you want
the heavy stuff let us escape at dawn! You can have it!”
“Why dawn?” the morality policeman shouted.
“Because we don’t know how many of you are out there! At dawn you can’t screw us!”
“Your boss is dead! You don’t have the authority to defy us now!”
“Our guns say we do! You never dared to attack us before!”
“The Monster was alive before!”
“We are sitting on a mother lode of weaponry! We have enough to last the night! Why
die? Let’s cut a deal! Let us leave with our loot at dawn and you can have the rest! A ton
of weapons! And art crates! You can have it all! At dawn! After you let us go!”
“I have to report back to ....”
“....Like hell you do! You are cutting your way into our loot! Fuck! Fine! Each greasy
hand in the other’s greasy pocket! Rotter to rotter! Lets cut a mutual deal!

“I have to...”
“....You are here! Don’t pretend you have a boss! We don’t have a boss! We are our
own bosses! Everyone is out for themselves now! Do we have a deal?”
“Will we will get everything except the portables?” the morality policeman shouted.
“Everything except the portables! At dawn!” the Hooligan shouted.
“All right!” the morality policeman shouted as he retreated through the grisly corpses.
Then the Hooligan shoved his mask back over his face. The corpses outside were
unspeakable! Mustard was a horrible way to die! In a way infinitely worse than Pancras!
The Monuments Men silently cheered as they embraced each other and the powder
boys. The professional soldier watched the morality policemen huddle in the far
distance. Then he came over to the Monuments Men.
“We can hold out!” the leader of the Monuments Men whispered with desperate joy.
“Thank God!”
“Maybe!” the professional soldier whispered. “Maybe not!....”

*** ***
“.....Not a fucking anything. The Mos did not develop fuck” the fireman snarled as he
ducked bullets. “Not one fucking commodity. Not one fucking industry. Only raw
agricultural products from Egypt after the Kafirs arrived to finance commercial
agriculture. The Mos could not even develop the fucking Silk Road which they stole
from the Gandhara Buddhists or the Monsoon ships they stole from the Indians or the
Roman Byzantine Mediterranean ships. They did not develop architecture or weapons
or maps or navigation except what they could loot from the Indians and Chinese and
Late Classical Europeans and Greeks. The Mos just drained every place they
conquered dry.

Like Mughal India. 30 to 50% taxes which the Mughals squandered in tombs, palaces,
luxuries, and wars. They did not do fuck for India. No fucking nothing. Not even the
Great Trunk Road which they left in ruins. Like India. Left in ruins. Not one fucking thing
anywhere in any of their fucking conquests. Name one fucking thing the Mos ever
developed without the Kafirs doing it for them? Telecommunications? Kafir. The Suez
Canal? Kafir. Transportation? Kafir. Airplanes? Kafir? Computers? Kafir. Weapons?
Kafir? Modern medicine? Kafir. Modern education? Kafir. Oil. Kafir. Nukes. North Korea.
Otherwise. Not fucking nada. Not one fucking thing. The Zero is Indian! And they only
invented the name ‘algebra’. The least inventions! The least patents! The least
copyrights! The least products! The least everything! The least of any humanoid in the
history of civilization! Only possibly surpassed in failure by Africa! The Destroyers of
Civilizations! What a fucking non achievement! To be the Destroyers of Civilizations!
Everything they touched ended up bankrupt and then a Third World failed state. They
turned the richest part of the then Advanced World Late Classical Levant into Third
World shit states. They turned the richest place, Byzantine Greece, into a shit state.
They turned the once rich Balkans into shit states. They turned the once rich Visigoth
Spain into a shit state until the Spanish liberated themselves. They turned the once rich
Gandhara Empire into shit states. They left India a shit state. They turned Persia into a
shit state. They turned Africa into shit states. They turned their semi modern and
Western built 1950s states back into shit states. ISIS had to buy fucking plumber trucks
from the USA to mount their machine guns on. Qatar? A tourist mecca built by White
Slaves and indentured Brown Slaves while the Qatar bastards lounge under their Eloi
domes and wave their hands airily and say ‘Let it be so.’ That does not count! Especially
as it is a ‘Made in the West’ with a phony Qatar label pasted over the ‘Made in the West’
label.
What the fuck do you think the so called ‘Golden Age’ was so golden? Plunder Machine
Ghazi Razzia. Slavery. Tribute. Jizya. Tariffs. Exploitative Extractive Economics. And if
oil was extracted from the Islamic Levant the total income of the entire camel dung pit
would equal Finland. Or is it Spain? I forget which. It has been a while since I have
chatted with that Anarchist I used to know. Anyway! Moron! All of it is Islamic Extractive
Economics. That is how Mos ruled every place they conquered. Extractive Economics
until they devoured the carcass down to the bone. No investment. No building up. Just
devouring down to the bone.

Why the fuck did every Islamic imperial empire and colony and conquest end up
bankrupt? Devastated? Devoured? Destroyed? Reduced to backward Third World failed
states? And that is how the Mos always expected to rule Eurabia. By Extractive
Economics. Devouring down to the bone of the carcass. Moron! Didn’t the Four Ps tell
you that Islam through its entire history engaged in both exploitive and highly
destructive imperial empire building which was mostly empire destroying and Extractive
Economics? Parasite Economics. Eloi Economics. With the Morlocks doing all of the
work. With the Eloi doing all of the raping and exploiting. All to enrich the Ummah. With
the 5% Prophet’s share enriching the Divine Leaders. And of course with Caliph and his
cronies culling the cream. Pure exploitation. God! Who are those helicopters hunting?
Fuck! Fuck! Fuck! ” More bullets hailed down as the fireman scrunched his skinny body
closer to the puny defense of the burnt out car as blood oozed down his arm and
forehead.
“I want my sock monkey!”
“Shut up Ahmad! There is no fucking sock monkey to console you! And no fucking
blankie and old movies to console you Mohammad! So fucking shut up and stop
screaming in my head! You whining whelps! I am in control! I am in control! And I will
save us! As always! I will save us! So shut up! Stop screaming in my head!
Moron! Moron! Let me explain your burning alive as coherently as possible so even you
can understand it! Moron! And then the twin traitors invented the ultimate tribute tax:
nationalization!” the fireman bellowed to the corpse. “Immediately all of the best
businesses and hotels and properties and businesses not yet owned or else converted
to Waqfs were confiscated. Nationalized. Then distributed as booty to the cronies of the
Caliph and the Mayor. With a 5% Prophet’s Cut to the mullahs of course. Kleptomania
replaced Capitalism. And Kleptomania replaced property rights. Kleptomania as
perfected by the Perfect Man! Mohammad the Ghazi Razzia Warlord and Slaver! Then
the museums and national assets were confiscated. Kafir treasure houses. Kafir farms.
Kafir homes. Kafir everything. Nothing and no one was safe. No even you. Moron! That
was probably why you were burned up in this damn excuse for a car. Moron!” the
fireman screamed over the roar of the helicopters. “Are they shooting at the rooftops? I
can’t see what the fuck they are shooting at! Do the fuckers even know what the fuck
they are shooting at? Fuck! Fuck! Fuck!” More bullets rained down on the filthy street as

migrants screamed as the screeching of the helicopters filled the darkening sunset.
Blood spattered as he screamed. His blood? Migrant blood?
“Then the Mayor of London unleashed the full horrors of the Dhimmtude: The Protocols
of Omar. Officially all non Muslims were now second class non citizens ---- denied all
rights and benefits of citizenship ---- but ordered to pay the highest taxes. Ordered to
the back of the queue of NHS and the dole. Then ordered off the NHS and the dole. And
everything which had not already gone to hell went to hell. An Islamic government’s only
duty is to insure that Islam is triumphant, world jihad is being waged, the Ummah are
enriched and promoted and protected and empowered, and the ‘D’s are being crushed
under the thumb of Dhimmitude while the Harbi and Pagan Shirks are exterminated.
Najis filthy Kafirs being by definition so bestial and brain dead moronic they can not be
allowed to run amok being a people of no morality or intelligence, as vile as urine and
feces and rot and decay and pigs, dogs, monkeys, apes, and the vilest of animals. And
if anything was left over then the migrant emergency could be addressed because
Muslim slavers and smugglers were making a profit off the migrant emergency and
Third World failed state dictators needed to jettison surplus population not devoured as
cannon fodder in the world wide jihad. By now Islamic failed states which deliberately
encouraged gross over population of inbreds now faced ecological calamity and mass
starvation as the warm Grand Solar Maximum turned into the brutal Grand Solar
Minimum Little Ice Age and all surplus foodstuffs, that is to say Western surplus
foodstuffs, vanished!
Translation: you my dear Moron was consigned only to the leftovers. If there even were
leftovers. Except there were no leftovers. Being now a disenfranchised sub citizen. On
account of the national emergency. The humanitarian emergency. As thousands and
thousands and thousands and thousands and thousands of migrants pouring into the
city became millions and millions and millions and millions and millions of migrants. The
priority was migrants. Muslim migrants. The city and then the nation had to prioritize and
the priority was now migrants. Muslim migrants. Everything had to be prioritized for
them. The migrants. The Muslim migrants!
The way Merkel turned every German surplus of billions into money to pay for migrants.
The German Morlocks toiling so all of the money they made and paid in taxes could be
plowed exclusively into one thing: migrants. Mo migrants. Not infrastructure. Not

unraveling education or health care being overwhelmed by migrants. Not paying for
more police or soldiers. Not paying their share of NATO. Struggling to pay their share of
EU costs. Not paying off the Baby Boomer Retirement Crisis. Not bringing down soaring
taxes. Just paying for migrants and more migrants and more migrants and more
migrants and more migrants and more migrants and more migrants! Being the
indigenous people meant absolutely nothing other than being screwed. Exploited.
Grounded down. Displaced. Replaced. Erased. Everything had to be cannibalized to
handle the Muslim migrants! Millions and millions and millions and millions and millions
of Mo migrants!
And the Global Elite and corrupt dictators and insane religious leaders who
manufactured the crisis in order to exploit the crisis to conquer the North Western
Hemisphere and displace and replace and erase you the indigenous suckers now found
out that they could not turn off the spigot. All as the terrible civilization breaking Maunder
Little Ice Age plus the unanticipated Volcanic disasters of the Ring of Fire and the
ecological implosion reared their combined ugly heads as if the multi- headed serpent
Jormungandr. The trouble was because of Islam’s love of inbred over breeding and
Extractive Economics no one planned on millions and millions and millions and millions
of yet more unwanted migrants invading once Eurabia was achieved. No money had
been allotted to deal with the crisis. The kitty was already spent. The cornucopia was
already bottomed. The loot had already been scattered. The riches of two thousand
years of hard work by the Kafirs was already squandered. And with Eurabia and
Anglestan being devoured down to the bone of the carcass there was no one left to deal
with the ecological calamity back in the Surtr Homelands....”
*** ***
“.........The bastards are maneuvering” a Hooligan said through his gas mask.
“They want the diamonds!”
“The Monster’s luggage of portable loot was scattered all over the roof. Part of the
burned out helicopter’s payload. And in the possession of the last bodyguards we killed”
a Hooligan said. Unfortunately just the loot found in the debris of the helicopter is
enough to start a stampede of every Animal here! It is the mother lode!”

“They have gone rogue and they want it all” the professional soldier said. “Prepare for
battle. I want gas canisters and incinerating bombs set up here and here and here....”
“But that will blow up the ....”
“To cover our retreat up the stairs where we can lob explosives down as we retreat.
Hand grenades. Concussion bombs. Smoke bombs. Mustard. Everyone prepare their
machine guns. If I give the signal we must break out! Up the stairs! I will ignite the
biggest bombs and canisters around the lobby to take down as many enemies as
possible. Then I will cover the retreat. And remember! Whatever happens we can’t let
the enemy find out who we are.” The professional soldier gestured to incinerating
bombs. “And we can’t allow ourselves to be taken alive either. Beyond recognition.
Does everyone understand?”
“No! No! Please!” a Monuments Man cried.
“It has just moved from rescue to a possible suicide mission ....”
*** ***
“...........Naturally of course the Mos did not anticipate dealing with the ecological
calamity the same way they never planned how to administer Eurabia and North
America and Anglestan once they conquered the West outside of rebel Australia and
New Zealand” the fireman snarled as he crunched himself into the wreckage as bullets
peppered the sewage drenched street. “As Allah wills. Fatalistic and passive as always.
Kowtowing to Allah. Their rumps to heaven. Their inbred foreheads to the dirty carpet.
Note that I don’t have a fucking callous mark on my forehead despite Mohammad’s
misplaced piety. Hell! If asked even Mohammad would rather just have his blankie and
escapist movies and Ahmad would rather have his sock monkey rather than kowtowing
with their arses in the air and their foreheads shoved into a dirty carpet. Anyway! Where
was I? A place to hide! That is the one thing all three of us agree on! A place to hide! A
hole. Isn’t that what Jasper was trying to tell me? A hole to hide in? Beside trying not to
be killed? Shut up Ahmad! Shut up! Shut up! Shut up! Stop your whinny whimpering!
Fuck you! Fuck everyone! Including you Moron!” More bullets rained down. Another
ricochet struck the fireman as he tried to make his skinny body into as tiny a target
inside that glorified tin can as possible.

“The magic of any ponzi scheme is this: the first people grab all of the riches. Then
everyone else is screwed. The fine art of the ponzi scheme is how to raid the pot of gold
before everyone else finds it empty. And that is what the Caliph and the Mayor now did
for their pals the cronies. And the first in line migrants and welfare cheats who could
reap the remaining loot became Robber Barons and Oligarches. They got some of the
pot of gold. And the crooked consortiums who unleashed all of this to begin with got the
bankers’ share. The biggest share of all. Who is the last corrupt Global Bastard left in
London who has not yet tried to make a run for it? Wasn’t The Monster hanging out at
the Ritz further down the street from here? Fuck! Did he just go fuck? Wasn’t there an
explosion some half hour ago? Fuck! Hurray! Hurray! Hurray!
The corrupt consortiums and corporations and banks claimed they were Reverts.
Converts to you Moron. So for a while they got as rich as Midas because they could rip
everyone off as long as they paid bribes for carte blanche to rape Eurabia. In short: the
deluded and totally insane Kalergi Plan. Such as only Soros who first got rich by selling
Jewish names to the Nazis could think as rationally credible. ” Then the fireman
screamed as machine gun fire peppered the street. Sewage flew into the air. Feces
flying everywhere. Methane flames from the decayed sludge dancing insanely. Garbage
piles exploded. Starving migrants ran as if dirty beetles into the burned out buildings in a
vain attempt to escape the machine gun fire. Freshly riddled corpses exploded and then
rained down as bloody spatters into the garbage heaps and the sewage of the street.
Blood spattered the burned out vehicle the fireman was pressing himself into like a
black bug. The helicopters filled the darkening, bloody sky as is wasps. Bullets pelted
the vehicle. The fireman cringed as shrapnel winged his skinny body. Then the
helicopters zoomed further up the foul street which used to be Piccadilly.
“Housing. NHS. The Dole. The trickle down of loot. Only for the Mos!” the fireman
shouted at the corpse as he all but pressed his thin body into the gapping hole of the
burned out vehicle. Cheek to jowl to the burnt corpse. “But the trickle down was just
that. A trickle. Only the biggest grafters got the real loot. City assets. National assets.
City services. National services. Every government resource. Every national resource.
Every heritage treasure. Two thousand years of riches and prosperity and achievements
by the Europeans and the British were ripped off by greedy hands with only crumbs for
migrants. Muslim migrants. The deluded Ummah. Imagining they would live like kings
only to realize they were being screwed by the corrupt insiders. And boy were they

screwed! The arseholes lived better on the Kafir dole than they have lived in Eurabia or
Americanostan or Anglestan. The fucking arseholes sawed off the very branch they
were sitting on! Stupid parasites! Stupid, stupid, stupid Eloi parasites!....”
*** ***
“....You and your boys can try to hand carry some of the art up the stairs to the roof” the
professional soldier told the leader of the Monuments Men.
“How can I pick what can live and what can die?” the Monuments Man cried.
“I am sorry.”
“Come on Mr. Tom! We powder boys can all carry something!”
“Come on!” another powder boy cried. “Everyone pick up something and carry it
upstairs while the Hooligans prepare for battle!”
“How can we pick what can survive and what will perish?” Mr. Tom cried as if being
gutted alive.
“Because we must!” Then a Monuments Man picked up a priceless Van Dyck painting of
a cavalier. A powder boy picked up a small priceless Greek bronze. Another powder boy
picked up a small but exquisite Renaissance bronze.
“I can’t! I can’t!” the leader of the Monuments Men wept. “I can’t do this!” he screamed in
physical agony.
The professional soldier picked up a fairly portable oil and thrust it into the man’s arms.
“Yes you can!”
“But the Turner! It is priceless! What about the Turner? It is too big! It’s too bloody big!”
The professional soldier brutally hacked it off the frame and rolled it up as the
Monuments Man screamed in pain. The paint cracking. “Here. Save Turner! Later you
can restore it! But at least it might survive!”

“Hurry! The Eloi are grouping to rush us!”
“Now!” the professional soldier shouted. “Save Turner!”
*** ***

“.....Hell! It had been happening for over twenty years!” the fireman told the corpse as he
pressed his skinny body into the steel hole which served as a coffin for the burned
corpse. “A slow motion slide into Dhimmitude. Started by Blair the Traitor and then
further advanced by Dhimmi Dave. Every asset handed over to migrants. Muslim
migrants. Not Sikhs. Oh ! I remember when Mos bombed a Sikh German Temple and
the bombers were arrested for bombing but not for Terrorism or Racism despite the fact
the Mos have been trying to exterminate every Sikh no less than every Jew since about
forever! But hey! Bombing Whities and the unfashionable Jews and Sikhs don’t count!
Eh! Eh! Moron! A slow slide into slavery! Dhimmitude! Everyone sliding down into this!
Hell! Everyone except the Mos! Not the Christians! Not the Jews! Not the Sikhs! Not the
Hindus! Not the Buddhists! Not the Wiccas! Not the Atheists and Agnostics! Just Mos!
Front of the queue! Dole. Free. NHS. Free. Council houses. Free. Everything free.
Million pound townhouses to Somali deadbeats. You name it. But now it was official. All
non Muslims were displaced and then replaced by migrants. Muslim migrants.
Your poor deluded burned out corpse! Neglected. Ignored. Told to bugger off to the back
of the queue. You poor deluded non Mo. Now you really were poor. The government no
longer represented you. Non Mos. Najis filthy ‘D’s. You! Moron! Government only
represents migrants. Muslim migrants. And the Ummah of course. And the Caliph and
his cronies. And the corrupt Global Elite. Admit it Moron! You know what I am saying is
true! All along it was a slow motion slide into slavery. Look back and see the slow
motion slide into slavery you stupid Moron! Remember? Remember? All of those
bastards who committed every crime and walked free. Broke every law and was never
prosecuted. Committed every welfare fraud and was never arrested. Was allowed to
engage in sedition and treason and was never apprehended. Could even rape under
age children with total impunity. Could marry four under aged girlie girls and not only
were not prosecuted! They got the dole for every underage wife! Could hack the
genitalia off poor girls! Prosecuted? Hell no! So much for the fucking Feminists! Could

do anything with total impunity. And never was touched. Above the law. Outside the law.
And beyond the law. Unlike you stupid Moron! Remember? Moron! But now the sleep
walking into the Divine Slavery had a name: Dhimmitude. And now it was official. And
there was no going back because there was not ever going to be another election and
EU armed goons controlled Eurabia and Anglestan. Moron!
Then the bastard of a Paki Mayor tightened the screws. All non Muslims were ordered
to wear the ‘D’ badge at all times. To help in the prioritizing. The rationing. For the
national emergency. Instead of migrants wearing the red wrist bands to indicate what
free services they were eligible for the non Muslims were told to wear the identification
badges. Except the rationing did not even trickle down to you. The Red Cross became
the Red Crescent and it only served Mos. Islamic charity can only go to Mos. Didn’t you
know that? Moron! And the Christian charities were screwed into bankruptcy. And so
was your damn church. Every damn church. As you were screwed down to a bloody
pulp before you ended up burned into charcoal!” the fireman told the corpse as he hid
under the dash board. “Down to dumpster diving. Starving. A letter ‘D’ instead of a red
rubber band. What was the difference ? Hell. It was a hell of a difference!...”
*** ***
“......Up the stairs!” the professional soldier bellowed as the defenses crumbled. “Up the
stairs! Now!” The Hooligans shoved the Monuments Men and powder boys up the
stairs. Some grabbing the boys as if sacks as they retreated in the smoke and Mustard
filled lobby. The enemy breaking down every door. Then the professional soldier
prepared to blow the biggest bombs which were stacked among the art crates filled with
priceless art. At that moment the leader of the Monuments Men grabbed the explosives
detonator.
“Tom! We have to...”
“....I will do it!” the Monuments Man shouted. Go! Cover the retreat! I will blow up the
lobby!” the aging curator cried. “I will do what has to be done! Go!” The professional
soldier retreated up the stairs as the morality police burst through the doors, gagging on
the lethal smoke. Crude gas masks cobbled together to try to fend off Mustard and
Pancras. The Monuments Man stared at the priceless art heaped with incinerating
explosives and loose ammo rigged to blow. Then he saw it. A steel brief case. He knew

what it was. He violently threw it up the stairs. Half crying and half screaming. Then Mr.
Tom ignited the bombs ..... and himself ....
*** ***
“...For now on the Guildhall, and after the election of the Caliph the nation, only existed
to serve Islam and Jihad and Muslims” the fireman snarled. “Non Muslims would only be
tolerated ---- as second class sub humans ---- as long as they paid crippling jizya and
every other crippling tax which could be extracted out of them until they were grounded
down to a bloody pulp. And if they could not pay they were arrested. It was open season
on any ‘D’ who could not produce the protection racket payola on demand. And as the
myriad D taxes were racheted up every one of you damn fools were driven into
ruination. Then arrest. Your property and assets were confiscated. And you children
were confiscated as Devshirme. Sold into indenture. But really just sold into sexual
slavery. Then segregated apartheid really kicked in. You ‘D’s were relentlessly shoved
out into the urban wastage or else driven underground. Vanishing off the surface of
London. As the ‘D’s became either Harbi outlaws or else Indentured Slaves. Then White
Slaves. Then Morlocks. To slave away in hidden depths as the ‘Best of Peoples’
lounged in their stolen wealth under their confiscated Eloi domes on the surface of
London. Of course that bastard of a Paki mayor trickled the horrors in slowly. Like
boiling frogs to death. He just kept racheting up the temperature so you damn fools did
not initially realize you were being boiled to death. Moron! Except you were fried to
charcoal. Moron!
Segregated in third class trains and the rear of buses. Then banned from all Muslim
only trains and buses. And there were no non Muslim trains and buses. On account of
the national emergency. Parking permits only for Muslims. Automobile licenses only for
Muslims. Then taxi permits were restricted to Muslims. Then all city licenses were
restricted to Muslims. On account of the national emergency. Then all council housing
was reserved only for Muslims. Then all NHS was reserved only for Muslims. On
account of the national emergency. Then city assets and city parks were prioritized for
migrants. Muslim migrants. On account of the national emergency. As migrant camps
took over the city. Then unions were outlawed as terror organizations. Then private
clubs were told to ban non Muslims or else be considered terrorism organization fronts.

Stores were ordered to segregate. But that was expensive. So the reality was stores
either served Muslims and therefore employed Muslims or else served non Muslims and
employed non Muslims. But they could not get city licenses or permits. And with banks
nationalized and insurance outlawed it was all but impossible for a non Muslim store or
business to exist. Arson and looting was running amok as the trickle down of the crumbs
dwindled and the dole went belly up. And if the non Muslim could not pay his jizya on
demand, on endless demand, his store or business or home was confiscated or else
looted as Ghazi Razzia. And then he was thrown in debtor prison to be held hostage
until his kin could pay to extract him. All per Sharia! Down to how to hold a Kafir hostage
and how to calculate the ransom and how to chain him and even torture him to extract
every iota of wealth from him. Hell! Paki migrants even remembered when Mos used to
tie non Muslims to cannon to threaten to blow them to pieces like Delhi during the
Mutiny and they tried that! Anything to grind the last iota of riches out of every bloody
‘D’!
After all. Per Sharia no ‘D’ is suppose to be more wealthy or prosperous or more
powerful or more successful or more uppity than his betters. The Best of Peoples. The
Eloi. ‘And never will Allah grant to the Unbelievers a way to triumph over the Believers’
Koran 4.141! You Moron!” The fireman kicked one burnt leg. It promptly fell off as if
charcoal. “Then ‘D’s were ordered to work in basements or underground. In sewers. In
hidden dirty factories. Concealed from sight per segregation and apartheid laws
enforced by Sharia. No longer allowed to besmirch the presence of London with their
Untouchable Najis filth and unforgivable stench. No longer allowed to besmirch the ritual
purity of the Ummah. Eh? Eh?” The fireman kicked the other charcoal leg which
declined to fall away but which did stink horribly.
“And at the same time that bastard of a mayor imposed Sharia on homes. Any non
Muslim who still had a home was ordered to provide garages for migrants. On account
of the emergency. The humanitarian emergency. Then spare rooms. Then all of the
bedrooms. Then living rooms. Then every room except one room had to be handed over
to the migrants. Per Sharia a Muslim can march into any Kafir home and demand to be
housed and fed and clothed and waited upon for three days. But now because of the
national emergency that was extended indefinitely. Soon the stupid ‘D’s found migrants
taking over their homes. Nicking their knickknacks. Stealing everything. Breaking what
they did not want to steal. Even taking their clothes. Their cell phones. Everything. And
smashing what they did not want. Per Sharia no non Muslim can be more wealthy or

more prosperous than a Muslim. Translation: open season! Moron! So any Mo have-not
could correct his indigence by confiscating from any ‘D’. And he did. Get it! Moron!
Then the ‘D’s found themselves homeless. Kicked out of their own homes. And their
automobiles, if they still had them, were confiscated as well. And then the ‘D’s were
ordered to vanish per segregated apartheid while toiling for their masters.
Untouchables. White Slaves in all but name. Morlocks. But too Najis filthy to be
tolerated or endured by the Best of Peoples. The Eloi. The Best of Peoples enjoyed the
surface. So per Sharia the Morlocks were ordered to vanish out of sight and
underground.
At the same time that bastard of a Paki mayor imposed Dhimmi wealth taxes. Per
Sharia no non Muslim can appear to be more wealthy or more powerful or more
prosperous than a Muslim. Per the Koran Allah will not allow non Muslims to triumph
over the Believers. So that was that! Muslims dominate and rule. Non Muslims cower
and kowtow. What did that bastard of a cleric tell me as he flogged me bloody at
madrassa when I was a small boy? Oh yes! Per Sirhindi ‘The honor of Islam lies in
insulting Kufr and Kafirs. One who respects Kafirs dishonors the Muslims. ....They
should be kept at arm’s length like najis filthy dogs.’.And oh yes. ‘Whenever a Jew is
killed it is for the benefit of Islam.’ I bet the Four Ps did not tell you that. Eh! Eh! Barbara
Spectre! You bitch of a Jewess who helped the Mos invade the West! Eh? Eh? Moron!
You too!” The fireman kicked the second leg and this time the charcoal crumbled.
Well. At least I got a good laugh when the Luvvies got screwed. Their homes and their
wealth confiscated along with their pre-adolescent children. How did that feel Luvvie?
Eh? Me? I was living rough until a got my job at the Elephant & Castle Fire Department
which used to offer digs and food until rationing kicked in. Even for us. Now I am
reduced to walking all night, every tri-night, to avoid being mugged and murdered. And
now the Ferals are everywhere. God! Who the fuck are the damn helicopters
hunting?.....”
*** ***
The professional soldier stood by the upper stairs by the roof. “No one is coming.
Mustard and Pancras and lots of smoke oozing up the stairwell from the lobby. The
lobby definitely blew!” He closed the roof access door and incredulously shoved a

corpse to block any gas from oozing through the lower edge of the doors. Then he
yanked off his gas mask and looked around the survivors on the roof which was littered
with corpses of dead bodyguards, The Monster. And the Assassin. The powder boys
were crying. “What do you see Joe?”
A Hooligan carefully stared over the edge of the roof. “Retreating. Nothing left to
scavenge” he said.
“The Animals are trying to dig their way through the debris back into the lower depths.
They don’t give a damn about us. I don’t think they know about us or what happened.”
“I think we can hold off until dawn here” the professional soldier said. “Keep your gas
masks handy. Keep down. Line up the remaining small gas canisters and hand
grenades. Keep your machine guns ready. Cover up the Assassin’s body.” He came
over to the shattered Monuments Men. “Tom’s self sacrifice not only saved us but the
Battle for London. I am sorry about....”
“We save eight things” one Monuments Man said softly. “Two Van Dycks. One is the
Second Earl of Warwick. One is a self portrait. See?”
“What a handsome man this Van Dyck chap was” the professional soldier said softly.
“And here is Captain Robert Orme” another Monuments Man said as he showed his
saved piece of artwork.
“We won’t unroll the Turner. It might keep the cracked and flaking oil together. We are
wrapping it in our jackets to keep the pieces.” The Monuments Man burst into tears.
“Here is ‘The Morning Walk’ by Gainsborough” another weeping Monuments Man cried.
“Here is ‘The Cornfield’ by Constable. And ‘The Cenotaph’.”
“It will be a cenotaph to Mr. Tom” the professional soldier said softly.
“The rest are small bronzes. Greek. Renaissance. .... Oh God!” The Monuments Man
burst into tears as the professional soldier held him. “Oh God! Oh God! If only we could

go back in time and warn Humanity what the future will be! Why did our leaders allow
this happen? And why didn’t the people of the world stop it from happening?”

CHAPTER FOUR
“Who are the helicopters hunting?” one Morlock asked his captain. The Football
Hooligans Brigade crouched under the camouflage festooned steel plates and
sandbags on their advanced rooftop position.
“Us I suspect” the battle scared ex-brawler replied.
“They know?” his men asked frantically.
“They suspect boys. They were bound to suspect something!” the ex-brawler told his
men. The Cockney Cockroaches have been fortifying the advance battle positions for a
month now. Sandbags. Steel plate. Camouflage. Telecommunications. The sunset is
fading into darkness now. Only a low fiery ball on the far horizon. They can’t see us.
They can only sense us. They suspect us. But they don’t know. Not for sure. This
indiscriminate helter-skelter of machine gun fire means the homicidal Dire Wolfe Fenrir
is over reacting out of fear and suspicion. Most of the bullets are hitting the thousands of
starving migrants in the open streets. Not us. Stay calm. Wait for the Chimes to toil at
Midnight.” The Football Hooligans calmed down and kept down as the helicopters
wheeled across the darkening sky before peppering the streets further and further away.
One whispered sang the Cockney song:
‘Oranges and lemons. Says the Bells of Saint Clements.
You owe me five farthings. Says the Bells of Saint Martin.
When will you pay me? Says the Bells of Old Bailey.
When I am become rich. Says the Bells of Shorditch
When will that be? Says the Bells of Stephey.
I don’t know. Says the Bells of Bow.
Here comes a candle to light you to bed.
Here comes a copper to chop off your head.
Chip. Chop. Chip Chop. The last man’s dead.’

The soldiers snickered the wry Cockney humor. Then the captain of the Football
Hooligans Brigade remembered how he came to be this aging ex-brawler turned soldier

here on this fortified rooftop. “I grew up in a rust belt blue collar working town in the
Midlands. The Labor Party betrayed us for the parvenu rich, the Champagne Socialists,
the Luvvies, and the Mos. They did not give a damn as the mines shut down. The mills
shut down. Industries shut down. They did not give a damn as Gore and the UN Panel
on Climate Change promoted the total de-industrialization of the West. Industries
outsourced to the grossly polluted China and third world Asian countries where there
were NO pollution controls and ‘recycling’ was toxic computer dumping. What did that
achieve? Nothing but the deliberate destruction of the West!
Labor sold its soul to the EU and urban nouveau-riche upstarts. Silicon Valley
hypocrites who imported cheap Indians tech workers while dumping toxic computer junk
in Asia or Africa to kill the poor. Consortiums. Crony corporatists sucking the teats of the
corrupt EU and UN. The bankers in The City in The Mile. The Global Elite. The EU
grafters. Corrupt EU and UN bureaucrats. Self serving quangos. Not us. They let the EU
use EU funds from British EU taxes to bribe businesses to their own European pet
states. They passed expensive ‘green’ laws which made British manufacturing too
expensive to complete. They raised energy bills until we could not afford to heat our
homes even in the depths of winter. They prevented us from having fuel to run our
automobiles or lorries or farm tractors. They promoted outsourcing. Shipping jobs
overseas.
They imported cheap White migrants from poor European states to drive wages down.
They imported migrants who never did a hour of work in their lives while we were taxed
into poverty to support them. They let health tourists from every shit state come to the
NHS for free health care while ordering us to the back of the queue. Our aged Mums
and Dads dying of preventable diseases and neglect. They kicked us out of council
houses to give them to migrants. They let the homeless vets starve and freeze to death
on the streets while giving Mos from shit states million pound townhouses to live as if
caliphs. They treated outsiders as if Eloi and they treated us, the indigenous tax payers,
as if Morlocks. They treated us legal citizens as if garbage. Worse than garbage. White
Males. The worse garbage of all! They openly cursed us and hoped we would die out!
Die out! Expendable! Erasable! Garbage! ‘All I want for Christmas is White Genocide!’
They rolled over and let China dump cheap steel in the UK. The Yankees charged tariffs
of 300% but our government? Dhimmi Dave? He rolled right over when the EU farted
and let the Chinese dump shitty steel at below cost to gut us. The stuff was crap but

they let the dumping of crappy steel sold below manufacturing costs into the UK to
destroy us. He said the Germans would not let him do anything to stop it. I wonder why?
Hell’s bells! They let Indian companies buy up our mills and then gut them and strip
them and abandon them. The minister supposedly overseeing it went on vacation. Well.
That told us what Labor’s priorities were! And it sure as hell wasn’t us!
I guess the Indians thought it was payback for ancient grudges. They destroyed the UK
steel mills. And New Labor let them. The Tories let them. Every touchy feeling Luvvie
member of the Left let them. The Four Ps ranted on and on and on about the poor Mos
while we were made redundant ---- in every sense of the word. I remember my
American counterpart telling me some Leftist newspaper laughed at the Rust Belt and
snarled that the sooner the blue collar White workers committed suicide the better
because no one wanted them or needed them or gave a damn about them. They were
appendixes. Relics. Expendable. Obsolete. Redundant. We were all appendixes. Relics.
Expendable. Obsolete. Redundant.
Yeah. We were redundant too. We were obsolete as well. And everyone abandoned us
too. Did any Luvvy bleed over us? Hell no! The bleeding hearts turned to the cause of
the poor Mos. The poor Mos! Everyone scornfully told us to bugger off. Go on the dole.
Limp out our lives as redundant appendixes. As obsolete humans. The future were
robots and the ‘Service Sector’. Not making something with your hands. But while the
damn Mos did not have a work ethic and loved to wallow on the dole we workers of exGreat Britain hated the idea of not having to get up to go to work. Honest work.
Honorable work. We wanted to work! Goddamn it! Not go on the dole! But the goddamn
politicians just wrote us off. And the goddamn Luvvies just ranted and raved about the
goddamn Mos. And the goddamn Feminists just ranted and raved how we were all
hated and loathsome White Males. And if the goddamn Mos did get off their fat arses
and worked they took the cheap jobs away from us. All as migrants drove down wages
and weakened unions.
Top secret Whitehall reports were leaked which proved that migrants, mostly poor
European migrants, were taking three out of every four jobs away from us. The statistics
right there. Sure. Employment was up but the jobs were mostly poor wages and most of
the bastards getting the jobs were migrants. Mostly poor EU White migrants coming
from poor EU countries. All while the Mo migrants went straight onto the dole. Even the
German banker Thilo Sarrazin of Bundesbank admitted the Mos pouring into Germany

and the EU and therefore Britain were ‘masses of uneducated immigrants’ with ‘low
cognitive skills’ and ‘low education standards’ and ‘highly unlikely ever to be employed’
and ‘these people can never be integrated’.
In fact Germany could only find 2000 ‘make work’ jobs for the one million Mos who
poured into Germany in 2015. By 2016 that rose up to a glorious 2%. All in phony make
work jobs. Forget about the Mos who poured into Sweden or France of Britain. They
were nearly all unfit for the purpose — other than being parasites. And the ‘make work’
was basically token pretend jobs as tax write offs for the corporations. And also jobs of
one or two euro per hour to employ migrants with no language skills and IQs of the low
80s. Totally illiterate. The only redeeming thing about them being the fact they competed
against indigenous workers with IQs of the 90s and 100s by undercutting wages and
smashing unions. Plus tax write offs for the corporations. So we British workers were
being cut right out. High end jobs like steel going belly up as low end jobs were taken by
EU whites while Mo migrants went right onto the dole without ever paying a penny into
it.
Ministers waved their hands airily. They said “Tut. Tut. Tut. ‘Migrants do have a
disproportional impact..... sightly damaging society ...... somewhat impacting social
policy objectives helping low skill British workers. ....’ Then they gave us the collective
bird. And worse of all was this: the migrants taking three quarters of all the job openings
were at low wages and they were just working enough to tipper in order to take more in
social benefits than what they earned. So while 60% of Mo migrants and 75% of Mo
females were full time on the dole the rest of the migrants, both Mo migrants and EU
poor workers, were still sucking the dole. 80% sucking the dole. Taking out more than
they put into it. Draining the dole. Draining our dole. And also our NHS. And our council
housing to boot. It was unsustainable. It was bankrupting us. All as we were being
squeezed right out of any of it.
But did that spook Dhimmi Dave? Hell no! Even Helmut Kohl came out and said Merkel
and the EU were committing economic suicide. He said ‘Europe cannot become the
new home for millions of people in need throughout the world.....national politics of the
lone knight variety must be left in the past..... For the most part they have a belief which
is different from the Judea Christian beliefs of us....’ Even Trevor Phillips who first sold
the multi-cultural Luvvies on the word ‘Islamophobic’ admitted everything he ever said
about Muslims in this country was wrong. Dangerously wrong. That Britain ‘was sleep

walking into race catastrophe’ and creating a ‘nation within a nation’ which did not share
any of our values and were absolutely NOT INTEGRATING. And it was setting
community against community. It was unraveling social cohesion. It was endorsing
‘sexual aggression’ as that arsehole described Mo rape, was reversing hard won civil
liberties for Women and Gays, endangering Jews, and undermining liberal democracy.
All as every statistic of every leaked Whitehall report proved that Britain’ infrastructure
was being dangerously overwhelmed. By 2020 Britain would face a Soylent Green crisis
of 80 million people here. And the nation would be not only overwhelmed but bankrupt.
Sure. The big corporations were making a killing and the Global Elite were getting richer
but the workers were just getting poorer and poorer. Per capita GDP was plunging. All
as our infrastructure and social welfare safety nets unraveled as more and more and
more poor workers, mostly EU and Mo migrants, overwhelmed it. All as poor EU
countries and the Third World Mos poured into Britain. Enough to add a new Coventry
or Oxford each year. Dhimmi Dave ‘misplacing’ a million plus workers. How does
anyone ‘misplace’ a million plus workers? Insuring NHS and Dole numbers to missing
people? Then saying ‘Oh golly! We thought they were leaving’. Just tourists you see!
When do tourists get NHS and Dole numbers? And oh yes! The Health Care Tourism by
non British people waltzing into the UK to waltz right into the NHS to have expensive
healthcare before waltzing out of the UK without paying. Some three or four or five or
even ten million a year in losses and growing alarmingly. Front of the queue when the
indigenous people were told to wait for weeks or months for the same thing! Fuck Labor.
It was the dirty secret of Labor that the big corporations used cheap EU migrants to
undercut unions and under cut wages in order to drive wages down to Third World
levels! Don’t deny it! It was a fact! Sweatshop conditions too! A fact! As Labor winked!
Shrugged! And kowtowed to Mos! So we British workers were whacked coming and
going. Shafted by everyone!...”
*** ***
The fireman tried to angle to see if the momentary lull in the machine gun fire was
because the helicopters were leaving. Then more bullets rained down. “Fuck! I am
pinned down! I am too close to the crash site! The Animals must be tearing The Ritz to
pieces! The helicopters are targeting the Animals!....”
*** ***

“...... Keep in the shadows and don’t even use a match!” the professional soldier
ordered his bloody men and boys.
“I was trying to find the crumbles of paint shedding off poor Turner!” the Monuments
Man cried as he put out the match.
“Black out! Black out! The helicopters are targeting the Animals rampaging in the
basement of The Monster’s Lair....”
*** ***
“....I was in Brussels to meet with the Luton counterpart of the Football Hooligans
movement. The Casuals United of Belgium. My job was to interface with all of the
Hooligans in Europe. The movement started in Europe. Poland actually. Under
Communism protesters had to be covert and the best cover was sports hooliganism.
After the fall of Communism the Hooliganism Protests quieted until the reality of the EU
suck in. The reality that the EU was no less dictatorial than the Communists. They
claimed they represented the ‘workers’ but they represented no one by themselves. The
EU just treated everyone like clogs. Numbers. Interchangeable statistical units to be
grounded up into the costs of profits. Imports. Exports. We were just expendable
numbers in grafts of statistics for the enrichment of the Global Elite of the New World
Order. And the New World Order was sure as hell not the workers.
Then the Sports Hooligan Movement started to protest the EU dictatorship. Then the
Sports Hooligan Movement spread from East Europe westward spontaneously as
football ‘tribes’ started protesting the open borders policy of unlimited migration into
Europe and the UK. It was portrayed by the Four Ps as xenophobia but Open Borders
was the cause of the effect of The Great Displacement which would become our Great
Replacement. Our genetic replacement and ultimate extinction. Our cultural and
historical replacement and extinction. The handing over of our nations to a foreign
invader masquerading as migrants. A foreign invasion masquerading as a humanitarian
crisis. The conquest of the West by Islam courtesy of millions and millions and millions
and millions of Mos deliberately grossly over breeding as well as grossly inbreeding to
displace us and replace us. The indigenous species overwhelmed and supplanted by an
invasive species.

Houari Mohammad Boumedienne delivered the speech explaining how Islam planned to
conquer the West at the UN in 1974. So hell. They were not even keeping it a secret.
‘One day millions of men will leave the Southern Hemisphere to go to the Northern
Hemisphere. And they will not go there as friends. Because they will go there to conquer
it with their sons. The wombs of our women will give us victory.’ That and exploiting our
own naivete and human rights laws against us. And considering the 70% Male Mos
leading the invasion and their nonstop rapes of our women and children they obviously
planned to start their breeding of victory here through rapine.
I remember meeting my Polish and German counterparts. It was after the Four Ps
mounted a public televised ridiculing of the ‘We are the People’ protests. That started in
Poland. The ‘We the People Movement’ . It because the big anti-Commie protest banner
for all of the East European workers fighting Commie totalitarianism. And when the EU
totalitarianism reared its ugly head the ‘We the People’ banners reappeared not only in
East Europe but West Europe and the Rust Belt Midlands of the UK. The indigenous
workers who were being shafted. Betrayed. Told they were responsible for global
warming. Told they should pay reparations for mythic historic sins of ancestors. Told
they were redundant. Obsolete. Surplus human relics to be tossed on the ash heap of
history unless we could be flogged and crucified.
All as millions of illiterate Third World ingrates were imported to drive down wages while
the poor White EU Balkan workers were used to also undercut us and drive down
wages. Basically it was divide and conquer to splinter workers to force them to compete
against each other for low wage jobs at sweatshop conditions. The ‘We the People’
campaign ignited as rumors of the Great Displacement lead to even more rumors of the
Great Replacement of us by them. Them. The Mos who were being imported by the
hundreds of thousands. Once it became the millions ‘We the People’ really took off.
The Dictator of Berlin’s grasp on power was unraveling and she was increasingly
revealing her ugly ex-Stasi Commie totalitarian face. She released a public TV
campaign ridiculing the ‘We the People’ movement. ‘You are not the People. You are the
Past.’ This was the same time a big Polish magazine published the ‘Rape of Europe’
after the Cologne rapes and the Die Welt Newspaper published a red hot article on
Enoch Powell (he of the ‘rivers of blood speech’) saying quite bluntly that he was right.
And all of this was after yet another report that contrary to The Dictator of Berlin’s

proclamations during the off year elections that the German budget was balanced that
in fact the German budget was in the red. This was inconceivable. The entire surplus
had been devoured by the Mos. And next’s year possible surplus would be devoured by
the Mos too. Germany was running a deficit! The first rumors had been swatted down
before the off year elections but now more papers reported that the German budget was
in deed in the red despite The Dictator of Berlin’s lies. One economist, I forget his name,
estimated that the economic hemorrhaging was moving toward trillions. Not just
millions. Not just billions. Trillions. Not even Germany could sustain that!
One newspaper said the German welfare and social budgets were a ‘ticking time bomb’
and others revealed that once the German Baby Boomers retired the entire ponzi
scheme would collapse because the German Turks were 65% full time on the dole and
81% of all German Turks were sucking the teats of the German welfare state. And
contrary to The Dictator of Berlin lies about the 2015 Muslim migrants all being brain
surgeons, the bastards were almost without exception all but illiterate, untrained,
untrainable, and incapable of learning German. Now German is admittedly a hard
language to learn. But the damn Mos were not even trying. Hell! Half of all second
generation German Turks could still not speak German properly!

The German education and job training bureaucrats all admitted the damn Mos, almost
all 1.5 million, were untrainable. Even after ten years most would still be totally unable to
work. Like the Dutch Mos and the Mos of every other country, even after five years or
ten years or twenty years they would mostly still be on the dole. At best they might be
able to do token jobs. Make believe work. If subsidized. If the German employers were
literally PAID TO HIRE THEM AND TAKE THE LOSSES FROM THEIR UNPRODUCTIVITY. And one year after the 1.5 million Mos marched into Europe the best
which the massive German Industry could pony up was a mere 2000 low wage and low
skill job openings and only 24 high tech jobs. By 2016 that inched up to 2%. And that
would probably be the grand total! 2%! Goddamn 2%! And because high skill industrial
jobs required German and literacy and job training and discipline and a work ethic that
locked almost all of the Mos out. Nothing whatsoever to do with racism or bigotry. The
Mos simply were unfitted to work in an Advanced World industrial state!
Every time Merkel lied and ordered the German industries to save her dirty hide they
repeated the terrible truth that the Mos were unfit for the purpose of industry. Most of the

Mos were almost all functional illiterates or else complete illiterates as well a boasting
low job skills, poor to nonexistent education, no work ethic, no discipline, and absolutely
no language skills or the ability to learn German. ‘Unemployable’. Unable to integrate or
assimilate. Every industry expert said so over and over and over. Every education
expert said so over and over and over. Every security expert said so over and over and
over. Even EU reports admitted it. Experts projected losses of 15 to 17 billion annually
because of it. Net losses. Forever. The Berlin Journal reported that half of all German
municipalities were going into debt because of the migrants. Other experts admitted the
German healthcare scheme was being wack by migrants. Toward insolvency. Just like
our NHS. And when family reunification kicked in that would increase the parasites to 20
million!
Sir Richard Dearlove Retired of MI 6 warned of it. Dr. Kay Hailbronner warned of it.
Every sort of honest expert warned of it. Gladstone Institute warned of it. Refugee
Integration Challenges for German Municipalities predicted losses into 70 billion. The
Kiel Basel Institute said only some 2% would ever be employable and that was the best
estimate. The Frankfurter Allgemeiner Zeitung said the 2015 lot and the previous lots, 4
million Mo migrants all over Europe, were all but unemployable. Ever. And certainly the
Dutch situation proved it. Most of the Dutch Mo migrants were on the dole after 20
years. The Swedish Mo migrants were just as bad, if not worse. The French Mo
migrants were not much better. The Swiss voted down a scheme to pay everyone a
living wage regardless of work, no questions asked, because they said it would only
encourage the Mo migrants abusing their dole. The Swiss had a work ethic. Their Mo
migrants absolutely did not! So much so the Swiss were already heavily armed and
becoming even more heavily armed in anticipation of the approaching storm.
Bernard Raffelhuschen calculated the hemorrhaging from millions to billions to trillions.
From 878 billion euros up to 1.5 trillion euros projected over ten years. And that did not
factor in family reunification or the harvest of 2016 Mos or the projected ten million more
Mos on the horizon. The 303 million African Mos who wanted to come. Half of Mo North
Africa who said they wanted to come. The Bundebank Thilo Sarrazin estimated losses
of 17 billion a year from ‘....masses of uneducated migrants..... highly unlikely ever to be
employable ..... low education standards .....low cognitive skills .....highly unlikely ever to
be employed .... these people can never be integrated’. The Enzo Weber Institute
computed the migrant long term economic growth and said it showed ‘high negatives ....
high illiteracy ....distinctive lack of qualifications .... long term unemployment ..... dire .....’

It totally debunked the myth of Merkel’s claim of importing large reserves of cheap labor
to solve Germany’s industrial crisis as the 68ers retired. It would absolutely cause a
drop in GDP. It would bankrupt even Germany. And Sweden was already going into
national insolvency because of Mo migrants. And France was not far behind. And once
bankrupt, the Mos would attack each country once the crocodile could not longer be
feed ie appeased by lavish free dole. Absolutely attack each European country once the
burden of the parasites drove them into bankruptcy. The Mos were not escaping from
war or coming for a glorious new life. The Mos were there to grind the West down for
every ounce of riches and then devour it! Once the gimmegees did not have their
freebies they would attack!
Every nation in the EU reported the same thing: most of their Mo migrants, first
generation, second generation, third generation, were between 40 and 65 or even 75
percent on the dole full time. Over 80 percent sucked out some sort of dole. Put in the
least hours. Did the least work. Took the most sick leave. Retired the soonest.
Displayed the least work ethic. Were the most economically under performing or non
performing. Most Mo migrants strained the national health care and housing as well.
Disrupted police the most. Committed the most arson and attacked firemen. Attacked
ambulances. Only twenty percent of Mos, either first or second or third generation, paid
more into their countries than they took out. And a shockingly high percentage of Mo
migrants dropped out of school, dropped out of apprenticeships, dropped into drug
gangs and crime, and ended up in prison. An shockingly high percentage.
Up to seventy percent of all prisoners were Mo migrants, either first generation or
second generation or third generation ---- despite being a small percentage of the
general population. In fact Mo drug gangs and also Mo children and ‘student’s all
displayed the same characteristic of Mo terror cells. Loathing and contempt for the host
country. Contempt for the host country’s laws. Contempt for the indigenous population.
Identifying with the Mo gangs and with Islam over the host country. Unspeakable
violence. Joy in bullying and intimidating and brutalizing the indigenous population. And
a world view of Islam and them against the world. No wonder there was a direct
connection between Mos of every generation and crime and prison and then
radicalization and Islam!
And up to 90% of all ‘stranger rapes and gang rapes’ were done by Mo migrants. Ditto
underage molestation and child grooming. And they also registered very high on the

statistics for anti-social behavior, anti- integration, hatred for the West, hatred for their
host countries, identifying as Muslims first rather than as citizens of their host countries,
the majority demanding Sharia instead of Western Law, and supporting radical sects of
Islam which advocated the overthrow of the West and jihad. Shockingly high
percentages especially of Mo youths supported terrorism and violence and jihad as well
as violent hatred for Gays, Jews, Apostates, Women, and anyone who dared to critique
Islam. Most Mo migrants of every generation self ghettoized. They rarely learned the
language of the country. They behaved in every way as classic 5th columns. Colonizers.
Invaders. Insular. Arrogant. Whining victims while victimizing. And murderous. No less
than any Mo country, non Muslims had only half the worth of a Mo. Literally a Mo could
kill a non Mo and it was only worth half a blood debt ----- if that. Not even that! Kill and
Kafir and go to Paradise!
Most Mos did not display any patriotism or love of country or love of the West. Much
less gratitude. Certainly not tolerance. Quite the contrary. They brought their backward
and violent Islamic cultures and sects and sectarian conflicts and prejudices and
bigotries and Kafirphobia and Occidentophobia with them. They did not believe in
‘When in Rome’ but rather forcing the indigenous populations to surrender to their
domination and rule. And their inclination to threaten people with violence over the most
trivial of things was becoming legendary. If the West represented Tolerance and Due
Process of Law, Muslims and Islam represented vigilantism and the reckless embrace
of intimidation and violence no less than jihad. Terrorism was part of their inbred
genetics....”
*** ***
“......I am pinned down!” the fireman screamed as bullets ricocheted off the burned out
vehicle he was trapped in. “I am pinned down! Oh God! I am pinned down!....”
*** ***
“.....The helicopters are machine gunning the Animals!” the professional soldier hissed.
“Stay down! Black out! Black out! Don’t move! Don’t reveal yourself!” Overhead the
helicopters roared and buzzed as if hornets. Machine guns peppering the street below.
*** ***

“.....So factoring the reality of every generation of Mo already in the UK and the EU the
reality was this: the Mos Merkel was importing by the millions would only want to wallow
on freebies and drink and smoke and take dope and steal and burn and rape and
commit crime and sooner or later worse. Translation: the Mos would all be on some sort
of dole until they ended up in prison or else the terrorism watch list. Either economically
under producing or economically under achieving or else economically unproductive or
economically inactive. Forever. A dead weight on our collective backs forever!”
The commander of the Hooligans Division hunkered down as he watched the
helicopters roar off toward the Ritz as fires erupted. Fires and explosions. “I hope that
bunch of fellow Hooligans and their Monuments Men got out in time! Hell! That is
turning into the Vortex of Hell!...... Further translation: an expensive and violence and
destructive economic negative. A nation within a nation. A 5th column attacking the host
nation from within as if a virus. Like the barbarians who destroyed Ancient Rome. All at
the same time the aging German baby boomers would be retiring leaving only a tiny
generation of Generation Xers and Millennial Yers who presumably would be so
brainwashed by the Four Ps they would just roll over and surrender to their genocide.
Translation: how to do the impossible and bankrupt and destroy forever the German
Economy , the German nation, and the German people! Europe! Great Britain! The
entire North Western Hemisphere!
And other reporters leaked the fact the damn Mos were horribly diseased. Highly
contagious. Their rotting teeth alone was costing the German Health Service millions.
All of their highly infectious diseases were not only straining the German Health Service
to the breaking point, it was endangering the German people. It was endangering all of
the people of the North West Hemisphere. And more and more doctors and nurses and
pharmacies were refusing to treat the Mos unless full time bodyguards with police dogs
could protect them. And they said the Mos refused to follow rules and would stop taking
the expensive antibiotics half way through the treatment. That meant the diseases
would build up dangerous resistence. So soon the diseases would be resistant to
antibiotics altogether. And their uncontrollable breeding was costing the Germans yet
more millions. So the German Health Services was suddenly hemorrhaging red ink no
less than the German dole and every German municipality. Germans were suddenly
paying doubled or triple healthcare insurance to cover the Mos. So what was going to
happen when the aging Generation 68ers retired? The dole and healthcare would go

belly up. That is what. And German municipalities would be bankrupted and the German
prisons would be overflowing. And that was the same scenario occurring in every
country in the North West Hemisphere!...”
“Sir” a soldier said. “Our perimeter scouts in this condemned building have alerted us
that morality police are testing our defenses.”
“The stairwells are suppose to be sealed off along the four upper floors” the ex-sports
Hooligan said. “And the ground floor and first floor is festooned with Pancras Plague
warning signs of skulls and crossbones. There are bones of supposed Pancras victims
strewn everywhere. The Cockney Cockroaches worked for a month on this advanced
position to secure the building.”
“Well someone sent a company of morality police to test our defenses. We have
received a coded message that some top notch hunter in the upper echelon of the
morality police has trumped his boss and sent out a full company of morality police, the
best, to test a likely military position an enemy would occupy if a battle is about to
commence. To be exact: us. We are occupying a crucial traffic circle Sir. The extreme
advanced position. These are not your normal useless riffraff . They are the elite. And
they are probing us.”
“Prepare to unleash Pancras Gas canisters in a slow ooze with a whiff of Tear gas
garnished with foul green fumes throughout pipes hidden inside this building. Prepare
the Toxic Pancras Mold and Slime to commence oozing out of concealed vents. The
Mos have been brainwashed to believe this is fatal Najis Filth and Jahiliyyah Pollution.
Ritually contaminating. Religiously terrifying. Fatally polluting no less than exposure to
pigs or black dogs. Hopefully they are as conditioned as Pavlov’s dogs. But lets start by
unleashing invisible Monoxide now to start to poison the upper floors between us and
the enemy. Prepare to poison the ground floor where thousands of migrants are
huddled despite the Pancras Plague warning signs. But don’t unleash that yet. Start
with Monoxide. Old buildings and Monoxide go together like lox on rye. Everyone
expects old buildings to ooze Monoxide. It is the least suspicious gas we have.
Everyone put on their gas masks. Let’s see how this probe reacts.
And also get the exact number of morality police we are facing. And prepare some
scouts with air guns and silencers if need be if they try to flee to report back to The

Tower. One way or the other they have to die ---- of Pancras and Monoxide. And if shot
we have to retrieve their bodies. They can’t boast bullets in their carcasses! But if
shooting starts we absolutely have to gas the migrants huddled in the wreckage of the
ground floor. This hunter chap clearly suspects a battle is coming and he is going over
the head of his boss. This is not authorized. And we can’t allow him to get enough intel
to spook his boss into actually doing something constructive. And most of all we cannot
allow the enemy to suspect there is a battle about to start!.....”
*** ***
The commander of the Tower Fortress slammed down his all but malfunctioning
telephone. All he got was static. Or else the Black Marketeer was deliberately fobbing
him off. His aide de camp knocked on the locked door. “Go away! Go away!” Then the
desperate man wept as one claw-like gloved hand crawled along his thigh as if a
diseased thing with a will of its own. Claws scratching compulsively. He grabbed the
thing with his other gloved hand as he wept. “Ferals don’t go to Paradise! They go to
Hell! Allah! Please! Please! Why are you making me die this foul way?....”
*** ***
The ex-sports Hooligan grimaced as the soldier marched off. “Hell’s Bells! How did we
end up here? Preparing to wage The Battle of London against an enemy of occupying
our own capital city? Merkel! You damn Judas! And the Germans who allowed her to
use Germany as an invasion jump off point! And the EU Junta! By 2016 the facts were
becoming horribly obvious but the Four Ps muffled all reporting while spewing out Big
Lie propaganda as if monoxide while playing ‘See no evil! Hear no evil! Speak no evil!’
All as Juncker got drunk while metaphorically playing the violin as Rome burned. Or in
this case Europe burned! Blood flowing in every street and gutter and church and park
and home! By 2017 Paris was on fire! Not just Malmo! Paris was on fire!
Brave reporters exposed the latest example of the millions and millions and millions and
millions being squandered by the German government on the Mos: 200 million to retrofit
the Muslim migrant camps to stop Muslim rapists from raping the Muslim women and
children. Of course that just meant the damn Mos would rape more German women and
children instead. The damn Male Mos were 70% of the 2015 invasion. What the hell did
The Dictator of Berlin think would happen? So The Dictator of Berlin was facing a

backlash after the horrible off year elections. Sure. She kept most of the regions but
only because she lied. Now the lies were exposed. The A f D was having a field day as
the German press unraveled and leaked a hemorrhaging of bad news. All on top of the
hemorrhaging of bad news about Mo criminality. The Stasi censorship was suddenly
and unexpectedly unraveling. The result? The ‘You are not the People. You are the Past’
campaign.
The ‘You are not the People. You are the Past’ campaign was one nasty piece of work.
It showed all protesters as Nazis. Fascists. Bigots. Nutters. Skinheads. Vile. Disgusting.
Loathsome. Doing every evil short of murdering babies. Like something out of
Goebbels. Climaxed by their foul attacks being repelled by the ‘Good Germans’ who
were portrayed as this touchy feeling multi-cultural group of Germans chanting ‘You are
not the People. You are the Past.’ Except if you looked closely at this bunch of ‘Good
Germans’ you realized it was really sick. I mean! Really sick!
The so-called ‘good’ Germans were a bunch of Welcome Migrants Open Borders
Anarchists, German Green Faggots, German Tranni Gays, German cripples, German
feminist Lesbians, and German Transvestites. And oh yes! A whole bunch of fertile Mos.
Yeah. Get it? The Germans were freaks. Sterile. Impotent. Not reproducing. And the
fertile procreators were the un-assimilated, unintegrated, Muslims. Including Saudi
dickheads. It was nauseating as well as nasty. It was the incarnation of the Great
Displacement and the Great Replacement. It was screaming out ‘Hurry up and go
extinct you goddamn German perverts and let us take over your goddamn country you
have spent a thousand years building. Hand over everything you have ever achieved to
us on a silver platter. You — the Germans ---- are not the People. You are the Past. We
are the Future. Islamic Krautstan.’
When I met my Polish and German counterparts I literally could not look the poor Kraut
in the eye. He blushed. Then he said ‘The childless Dictator of Berlin’s favorite bedside
reading is ‘Visions of 2050' but clearly she can’t wait for 2050. So she is rushing the end
game to the German Peoples’ annihilation. Our collective genocide. She expects us to
commit mass genocide. Not by gas ovens this time. We will simply edit ourselves out of
existence by not breeding and then committing ---- literally ---- suicide. Germany is
going to handed over to the Muslim invaders gratis.’

‘Who is going to pay for it?’ the aging steelyards Pole asked dryly. ‘Considering the only
saps who are working are you Krauts.’
‘The Dictator of Berlin has not bothered to figure out that little gremlin in the machinery.
That widget of economic illogic. That wingnut of Regressive Left nuttiness. Frankly I
don’t think she gives a damn. She just wants to be the Murderess of Germany.
Remember that Youtube video where she threw away the national flag in undisguised
loathing and disgust? The Dictator of Berlin just wants to usher in the genocide of the
German People. The Destruction of Germany. The Mos? They never connect the dots.
They assume Allah will provide the miracle. Ignore the facts. Eurabia will be utopia.
Krautstan will be paradise on earth.
We Germans obsessively compulsively micro manage every conceivable scenario. It is
our fetish. Like our work ethic. We are an obsessive compulsive people obsessed by
industrial perfection and music. Not necessarily Wagner. I prefer Schubert myself. But
music. There is nothing quite so nice after ending a day obsessing about producing the
perfectly minted collectible art silver coin, perfection in miniature in one troy ounce of
exquisite silver, with an evening of German music. Singing. Beer. But the Mos? The
Mos fatalistically assume that Allah will provide. Or not. They just sit on their fat arses
and kowtow over and over and over and over while cursing us gross pig eating
Germans as ‘people of gross error’ and/ or ‘donkeys laden with books’. Another passion
we Germans have. Books. Goethe. Shakespeare in translation. That is my particular
weakness. Anyway.
Personally I think the damn Mos will drive Islamic Germany right off the cliffs. Who
needs Hitler when we have The Dictator of Berlin? Who needs the delusional Third
Reich Ubermensch doctrine when you have the delusional Muslim Supremacy doctrine?
Who needs glaciers to destroy you in the future when the Surtr Invaders from the South
can destroy you immediately? Did you watch that one nasty Youtube video of that nasty
German Turkish girl gloating? ‘If every single German vanished overnight no one would
miss them.’ Yaah. And we are accused of hate speech. Ubermensch Ummah and all.
Nazis and Islamists. Co-walkers down the same hell bound lane. Down to hating the
same Untermensch vilest of creatures: the Kufr in general and the ordinary Germans in
particular with a special place in hell for the Jews, the Freemasons, the Unionists, the
Gays, the Agnostics, and the Atheists.

Even to the hating of genuine Feminists. Which is to say the old Suffragettes
campaigning for women’s quality. Not the Feminist Lesbian nutters of today or that
nutter female Mayor of Cologne who backed her precious raping Mos over her own
female citizens. It is the same hatred. The same fanaticism. The same ideology
obsessed with war and domination. Supremacy and subjugation. And The Dictator of
Berlin’s nasty bunch calls us Nazis. What can I say? The world has gone mad. Europe
has lost its balls. We Germans have castrated ourselves over our guilt for WW II. And in
the name of atonement for Adolph Hitler we are suppose to hand Germany over to the
Islamic version of Adolph Hitler. Islamo-fascism.’ The poor Kraut was all but weeping.
‘Don’t drink the Cool-Aid.’ I told the poor Kraut.
‘When you ask us why we died it is because our fathers lied.’ the poor Kraut replied....”
*** ***
The professional soldier peered over the edge of the roof as the fires and explosions
and the screams of the incinerating Animals filled the darkening air. The fire is out of
control.....”
*** ***
“....Sir. We are oozing out Monoxide through pipes retrofitted throughout the old
building. And the Cockney Cockroaches who prepared our advanced position found old
gaslight pipes. Here is the blueprint of the building. Here. Here. Here. And here. Here.
Here. And here. Naturally they took advantage of a godsend. We can turn on gaslight
fixtures they restored and start venting noxious gas. It is the best form of Monoxide
there is. And it is a logical form of death in an old building such as this.”
“Prepare to do both” the ex-sports Hooligan said. “Sammy! Make sure everyone has
their gas masks on! Right!”
“......Yeah. Well. Anyway” the ex-sports Hooligan mused as his officers went off to
defuse deadly gas throughout the old building’s lower floors. “The East European
Hooligans knew totalitarianism from their dire years under Communism. So they knew
EU totalitarianism when they smelled it. God! That Ritz is on fire! I hope those
Hooligans got out! No damn art is worth burning alive! Anyway! And they knew Islamic

totalitarianism the moment they smelled it. Just as they knew censorship the moment
they were slapped with their first bogus Facebook red flag. Long before the founder of
Facebook got chummy with the East Commie Stasi bastards and the Chinese
censorship bastards. Facebook. Kissy kissy with censors and dictators. Ditto Twitter.
Cohabiting with the Stasi. Cohabiting with the Islamic fanatics spewing out homicidal
hatred which Twitter and Facebook never bothered to censor because they were too
busy censoring Right Wing Conservatives and Libertarians and ‘Dangerous Faggots’
like that Milo Whats-his-name guy who died so brutally at the hands of Mos. But he died
fighting! More than most of the Gays who were betrayed by the Regressive Left.
Anyway! We knew who the enemy was. The Four Ps. The traitors in Parliament. In
Brussels. In Berlin. The Loki Insider Traitors. So the Sports Hooligans were born. And
the first Sports Hooligan Movement in the UK was Luton. From there it spread to every
blue collar town and city in the UK and Europe.
No one else was protesting EU dictatorship or censorship or Open Borders
uncontrollable migration and the resulting Islamism and Islamization of Europe and the
UK. The Great Displacement. The Great Replacement. The Great Erasure of Europe.
The Great Eradication of Great Britain. By the Four Ps in collusion with the Loki Insider
Traitors and their suicidal romance with Islam. The Four Ps had shut down all public
protests. All legal protests. Anyone who dared to break the ‘See no evil — hear no evil
---- speak no evil’ censorship stonewall was bullied, intimidated, shunned, blacklisted,
threatened, attacked by the Black Bloc, arrested, and often jailed.
It was just like Poland and the other East Bloc European countries under Communism.
It was like the 1984 Thought Police. It was like the Chinese Red Revolution. All legal
protests or attempts to discuss or report what was happening were crushed. The liberal
media refused to deviate from the BIG LIE and damned anyone who dared to refute
their propaganda. And if the official spiel peddled by the Elite Establishment and those
in power is not based on statistics or facts, or worse even contradicts statistics and
facts, then by definition it is propaganda. The real fake news. The BIG LIE. No matter
who the Elite Establishment and those in power are who peddles such dribble and lies
and fake news. And Twitter and Facebook and Google were imposing censorship. Red
flagging any protests. Digitally erasing. Black listing. Banning. Digitally shunning. Editing
all opposing voices off social media entirely. Casting all dissent into the digital void.
Consigning all protests of EU dictatorship and open borders unlimited Muslim migration
and Islamism to the digital valley of death. Only the Youtube reporters were left to tell

the truth to the world as they desperately tried to elude the computer censors. And new
Ham Radio reporters as the computer social media was hamstrung by lies and lies and
yet more lies. Soon only the Radio Waves were free to tell the whole truth and nothing
but the truth. And that also left us. The Sports Hooligans.
In country after country if you twittered any fears of open borders or expressed any
public concern about the Islamism and Islamization of your country you would either get
trolled or doxxed or else digitally blacklisted. If your Facebook posted any concerns
about the implications of the Great Displacement of the indigenous peoples and their
coming Great Replacement by Muslims you would either get trolled or else doxxed or
digitally blacklisted. If you Youtube posted any concerns that Europe was being buried
under Muslim migration you would either get trolled or doxxed else digitally blacklisted.
If you demonstrated that the Four Ps were ignoring public concerns and ridiculing public
opinion in order to represent only one side: the Muslim side, then you would either get
trolled or else doxxed or digitally blacklisted. If you questioned the wisdom of unlimited
and unsustainable Muslim migration despite all economic and cultural and social and
security consequences you would either get trolled or doxxed else digitally blacklisted.
And if you protested that the government of your country was no longer representing
you in order to represent Muslim migrants, and the government was now ignoring your
needs and rights and concerns and safety and prosperity in favor of Muslim migrants,
and the government was now shafting you, treating you as if second class citizens, in
favor of Muslim migrants, and the government was now ordering you to the back of the
queue as national resources were prioritized for Muslim migrants, and the government
was now squandering all of the nation’s funds and monies and resources on Muslim
migrants, and the government was bankrupting itself for Muslim migrants who were not
even legal citizens, and the government was cannibalizing the future and betraying the
next generation, the Millennials and Generation Z, in favor of Muslim migrants, and the
government was demoting the lawful indigenous citizenry to Untermensch in favor of
Muslim migrants who were not even legal citizens and never paid one penny toward the
nation yet were now being the keys to the kingdom as if the Ubermensch, then you
were arrested and thrown in jail.
Or else government police suddenly appeared at your front door warning you to stop
saying anything. That was interesting. It did not just happen in Denmark or the
Netherlands which used to be the world’s epicenter of free speech before it became the

epicenter of politically correct censorship. No! In Glasgow the police told twitters ‘Think
before you post or you may receive a visit by us.’. Charming eh? This by the same Four
Ps who praised that Glasgow Mosque imam who praised the Paki murderers of that
brave man who protested the draconian Paki heresy and blasphemy laws resulting in
the murder of Christians all over Pakistan. The fanatic who twittered that Mos should kill
for Allah and kill anyone who defames Islam or Mohammad. That Qadri chap. That was
ok. That was more than ok. That was multi-cultural relativism to a T. But if you twittered
any disgust with what that chap twittered then you got a visit from the Glasgow Police.
Or else you were hauled into police headquarters to explain why you should not be
arrested for inciting hate. Which pretty much scared everyone away. Except us. The
Sports Hooligans.
Suddenly freedom of expression was illegal. Freedom of association, the digital
association, was forbidden. Public speech on the digital internet was suddenly off limits.
Digital newspapers took down their comments section or else censored comments with
a heavy hand. And freedom of even the digital press was verboten. If the topic was EU
dictatorship, the increasing treason of politicians refusing to listen to their legal
constituents in order to promote and advance Muslim migrants, the obvious and
relentless Islamism and Islamization of the country, open borders, unlimited Muslim
immigration, or the escalating deluge of Muslim migrants behaving badly, then a ton of
bricks came down on you.
It was like the 1950s except now the witch hunts were being done by the Leftists. You
were threatened. You were intimidated. You were accused of every evil. Racism.
Bigotry. Nazism. Fascism. Xenophobia. Islamophobia. It was red baiting except in
reverse. Just being Rightist or Nationalist or Libertarian or Populist or Pro Indigenous
Worker Rights suddenly translated into being a skinhead ultra rightest nutter. Just for
opposing the Regressive Left you were defacto declared a Nazi. Just for asking why
suddenly millions of Muslim migrants were being waved into country after country
without venting or investigation of the consequences as the indigenous blue collar
workers were screwed got you arrested for hate speech. Just asking about rape spikes
or the escalation of Islamic terrorism got you arrested. Just commenting on the social
unraveling of countries facing the deluges of Muslim migrants got you arrested. Just
saying the two words of Islamic Terrorism conjoined by a hyphen got you a stretch in
jail.

Suddenly whole issues were declared verboten. The gripe on power by the global elite.
The New World Order. EU. Open borders. South Hemisphere immigration. Islam. The
failure of multi-culturalism. The dangerous Cultural relativism bullshit. ‘Diversity is our
strength’ debunking reports dangerously ignored. The disastrous unraveling of social
cohesion. All references to the Couldenhove Kalergi Plan. Reverse racism against
Whites. Reverse bigotry against Christians. Reverse xenophobia against anyone or
anything indigenous. Occidentophia. The pathological hatred of anything Western. The
nonstop besmirchment of the values and ideals and heritage of the West by Regressive
Lefties co-joined at the hip with hate spewing Muslims.
The nonstop attacks on the very concept of the nation. National culture. National history.
National values. The drip drip drip of the acid of loathing for national patriotism. The
undermining of national citizenship. National duty. National responsibility. Love of nation.
The nonstop libeling of British identity and European identity. The nonstop hate speech
against being British or French or German or Dutch or Hungarian instead of ‘Multicultural’ or ‘International’. What the hell did those words mean? They meant nothing.
Like the Commie word for ‘The Workers’. That meant nothing. Like the word
‘proletarian’. What the hell did that mean? Nothing. ‘Multi-cultural’ and ‘International’
simply edited ‘British’ out of existence. It edited us out of existence. The damn Ps were
simply editing us out of existence. Erasing us. Like the word ‘Redundant’.
Or ‘Citizenship’. The damn Ps made citizenship sound like a meaningless concept. As if
migrants were equal to citizens. As if outsiders had the same rights in the UK as lawful
citizens. As if someone fresh off the boat, here illegally, not invited, forcing themselves
into our country, who did not have a clue what the UK meant or what the UK stood for or
what the UK experienced over two thousand years was suddenly as entitled to the full
representation of the government as lawful citizens. Even more entitled. As if they were
suddenly the darlings of the Four Ps when people like me, the indigenous legal citizens
with the genetics and history of two thousand years who used to work in the mills and
the mines and helped to build the country and the world and gave our life’s blood for this
country were redundant. Expendable. Obsolete. To be erased and displaced and
replaced. By Them.
The damn Ps made being British sound like the biggest crime on earth. How they
spewed out the insult ‘Little Englanders’ as if vomit. That Great Britain was the
incarnation of all evil. That Europe was the incarnation of all evil. That the West was the

incarnation of all evil. That the best thing would be for every single Britisher or European
or Westerner to simply vanish off the face of the earth. The nonstop hate toward
Christianity. And it was nonstop. Until you felt like a criminal to even wear a cross. Much
less openly enjoy a Christian holiday. Instead of Christmas it was the Winter Holiday.
Instead of the Easter Egg it was the Egg. Instead of Halloween it was the Harvest
Festival. We could not even do Guy Fawkes Bon Fires anymore. May Day. The Flag of
Saint George. Everything suddenly disrespected the migrants. The Muslim migrants.
Even the flag of Saint George was not multi-cultural. It was not international. We made
Them feel disrespected. Alienated. Everything that represented us made Them feel
disrespected. Alienated. So the Four Ps made us feel disrespected. Alienated. In our
own country.
We were told we could not even ring church bells. Have the manger pageant. Then
suddenly we were being forced to eat Halal. And told pork was politically incorrect.
‘Charlotte’s Web’ was suddenly banned. A pig. You could not say ‘God bless you’ if
someone sneezed. Our children were ordered to go to multi-cultural events and
especially mosques on school trips to be brainwashed. But did the Mo children have to
take school trips to churches? Hell no! Did the Mo children have to experience multicultural British customs or traditions? Hell no! Absolutely not. It would offend their
precious religious sensibilities. Suddenly the Union Jack was called racist hate speech.
And we could not even put up patriotic bunting to celebrate the 90th birthday of our
Queen.
After all. What was the word the Mos use? Oh yes! After all! Great Britain was Dar ul
Harb. Kufr. Najis filth. Jahiliyyah. The incarnation of all evil. Depravity. Walaa wa al
Baraa. What Allah hates! Tolerance suddenly was being defined as an one way street to
total appeasement. Not integration! Not assimilation! An one way street to surrender. To
Them! And every time a Mo was attacked we were accused. Even if later it was proved
it was a Mo on Mo murder. And every time we were accused of vandalizing a Mo
mosque it was later proven the Mos did it to smear us and play the victim. One Mo cow
was exposed for actually sending a year’s worth of hate emails to herself in order to
become a famous victim of Islamophobia. Talk about Taqiyya!
I remember a notorious Mo divorce. The man was assimilating and integrating into a
British village. So I guess he was being accused of betraying Islam by becoming an
apostate because he choose to be a patriotic British citizen. Any Mo who embraces the

West or the UK apparently by definition was committing apostasy. What was the word?
Takfir. To become a Takfir Kafir. A traitor to Allah and Islam. His ex-wife was a Mo
fundamentalist. The damn divorce judge, a British member of the goddamn Four Ps no
less, ordered the Mo to either lose all his rights to his son or else he had to obey the
conditions imposed by his fundamentalist nutter of a fanatic ex-wife. He could not take
his son to any Christian church or village cultural event or British holiday event. He
could not talk to the boy about anything except Islam. Not anything native British.
Heaven forbid! Or Christian. And at all times he was suppose to assure the boy that he
was a good Muslim by preventing him from integrating or assimilating into Great Britain.
Or else he would lose any right to see his son. While his ex-wife, a fundamentalist who
hated this country, turned his son into a fanatic Mo nut job. That pretty much summed
up the reality of the future of this country. The little nutter later blow up a bomb and killed
over eighty people at a church in his father’s village at Christmas.
Some years later I was surprised to find that Mo when I was initiated into my lodge. He
was a secret Freemason. I got to know him. He sadly told me that only the Freemasons
saved his faith in God because Islam killed his faith in Allah. He was the most bitter Four
P hater by that point. He called Dhimmi Dave the biggest traitor. He was arrested shortly
thereafter for protesting the high treason of Dhimmi Dave. He was bailed out just before
he could be murdered by Mo nutters in prison. But he was badly beaten before we could
extricate him. The Mo radicals ruled the prisons. If we brothers of the lodge had no
bailed him out he would have died in that prison. Then he was arrested during the Brexit
Demonstrations. Thrown back in jail. Knifed by a Mo fanatic in that jail. The prisons and
jails were hotbeds of Islamic fanatics by then. He was bailed out again by us. His
brothers of the lodge. Prosecuted for ‘racism’ as if how? How could that be? Him being
an Iraqi? Then he was sentenced to two years in one of the worst Islamic fundie jihadi
prisons in the country.
The reality was he would have been murdered in prison. So he met with us. His lodge
brothers. We has posted his bail for him to appeal because he was about to be sent to
prison. He would not have lasted a week. So we told him to flee to Wales. We would
lose the bail. It wiped out the lodge’s savings account but he was a brother of the lodge.
He would have been murdered in that prison. Later he was killed during the first battle
what launched WW III in this country. The Battle Of The Embankment. He died waving
the flag of Saint George. I know that a lot of us can’t trust no Mos now but Emmet was
as patriotic a citizen of this country as any I ever knew.

I don’t hate Mos because they are Brown. I hate Mos because their religion trumps their
citizenship to this country and its laws and values and traditions and ideals. I hate Mos
because they hate this country and its laws and values and traditions and ideals. But
hell! The Four Ps hated this country and its laws and values and traditions and ideals!
The Cultural Marxists hated his country and its laws and values and traditions and
ideals. The Loki Insider Traitors hated this country and its laws and values and traditions
and ideals. The Loki Insider Traitors were working overtime and the Four Ps were
gagging all news media and social media!”
“Sir! Sir! Everyone has don their masks” Sammy told his boss. “Pain in the neck!” he
growled through his mask.
“Yeah” the ex-sports Hooligan said through his mask. Make sure everyone keeps their
masks on! Playing with deadly gas is like playing with fire ---- literally! Gaslight fumes
are as genuinely spontaneous in combusting as Pancras is not! Prepare the incinerating
canisters with detonators along the areas were we are unleashing old Victorian gas
pipes. Get Jacobi. He is the expert. We don’t want to blow up the whole building. But we
might have to create an incinerating flash fire. Delicate arson! Get it?”
Then the aging Hooligan watched the Ritz burn. “I hope the Hooligans escaped from
that place!” he waited for the chimes to toll as he mused how he got here. “The nonstop
whitewashing glorification of Islam by Leftist apologists. That got me here. And it was
nonstop. Our writers were declared ‘optional’. Our poets were declared ‘optional. Our
playwrights were declared ‘optional’ our artists and composers were declared ‘optional’.
Literally, nothing British was taught to any student here in Great Britain! Whole chapters
of our history were ripped out. And whole chapters glorifying Islam were inserted.
National values were thrown out by the Leftist teachers. By Cultural Marxists.
Teaching love of country was now racist. Our national heroes were called racists or
bigots or murderers or else fools or failures. Our kings were damned. Our saints were
cursed. Our wars were belittled. Our heroism was smeared. Churchill was suddenly
banned. The Magna Carta was tossed aside as totally unimportant. Our nation’s heroic
century long pursuit to ban slavery around the world was edited into a sin. A crime. Our
moral failure for which we were told to apologize and atone and even pay reparations!
Yet Islam’s 1400 years of slavery was whitewashed.

I remember in 2016 when Saudis allowed the ultimate evil to happen. The Saudi oil
kingdom was rumored to be close to bankruptcy from the collapse of oil prices. They
had squandered recklessly and now were facing a down turn. They had not diversified.
Most of the spoiled Saudis refused to work. Their women were captives. They could not
pay their indentured workers. I mean! You are talking about a species who had to have
their indentured workers assemble their Ikea furniture! And if they failed they tortured
them! Literally! Tortured them! Even murdered them!
The poor bastards, mostly Indians and Nepalese, were toiling in brutal heat while living
in conditions so shocking not even cattle would be expected to endure what they were
being forced to endue. But hey! As the Mos say! We Kaffirs and Shirks are all nought
but the vilest of beasts! Cattle! Hell’s Bells! Their passports were being held hostage. So
they were trapped. Not paid for six months but still abused if they refused to work. And
now the poor bastards were starving. The Saudi refused to release them. Instead they
cavalierly ordered India to deliver free foodstuffs because per Sharia no Muslim charity
can offer solace to non Muslims. Not even food to the starving! Not if they were Kaffirs
or Shirks! Hell no! Let them starve! Islamic charity and good will only goes to their own
in the Ubermensch Ummah! Yeah! Brutal eh? So much for cultural relativism! The
Saudis were allowing their defacto indentured slaves to starve to death! And did the
Four Ps report the shocking story? Hell no! They were too busy falling over themselves
fawning over some Khizr Khan guy who was politicizing his soldier son’s death to bother
to report the deaths of thousands of starving Indians and Nepalese!
Hell’s Bells! Khizr Khan was proven by Breitbart to be working in the company who did
Hillary Clinton’s fraudulent tax returns from her fraudulent foundation which gave squat
to charities while turning the Clintons into billionaires. How do ‘honest’ self made
politicians become billionaires? Explain that to me or any honest working sod! Complete
with ‘donations’ from every loathsome totalitarian regime and especially the Saudis! And
Soros! And this Khan knew every dirty secret of that!
And this Khan was also up to his neck in secret fronts who manufactured the Open
Borders Big Lie and also Saudi fronts agitating for unlimited Mo Migration! Hogan &
Hartson! And also his own company which he scrubbed off Facebook which specialized
in Mo migration. A firm listed on Senator Grassley’s list of ‘national security risks’. ‘Pay
to play’ payola. A firm specializing in the mass importation of Mos into this country!

Clinton was campaigning on the Merkel platform to bring millions of Mos from every
Third World failed state into America! And his company would be paid per head! He
would make a killing when Clinton opened the borders! But if Trump won he would lose
money!
And even worse this Khizr Khan was a known member of the Muslim Brotherhood. The
Muslim Brotherhood advocated the overthrow of every government of every Western
country including America! Sedition and treason! Howbeit sedition and treason
embraced by Obama because he was in bed with the Muslim Brotherhood! Obama was
actually implicated with members and openly allowing Muslim Brotherhood members to
even help draft U.S. policy! While allowing the Muslim Brotherhood free rein to infiltrate
damn near half of the mosques in America!
And this Khan had a paper trail advocating the imposing of Sharia Law. He was a self
proclaimed ‘expert’ in Sharia. He wrote no end of articles advocating Sharia. He was on
record saying Sharia trumped the U S Constitution and every ‘man made’ law not of the
Divine Sharia! A paper trail of sedition and treason any reporter should have easily
found! Openly saying the U S Constitution was subordinated to Sharia! Including
writings advocating that men could beat their wives and women accused of rape
committed adultery and should be punished according. And the Sharia punishment was
to be stoned to death!
Clinton’s goddamn campaign was planning to do to America what Merkel was doing to
Germany! To do the exact same thing to America that Merkel was doing to Germany
and Trudeau was doing to Canada! And that guy Khan was up to his next in it! ‘We love
death more than you love life so we will win!’ That bastard was exploiting his son’s
death at the hands of Islamo terrorism and foolish wars in the Near East done on
Clinton’s watch while aiding and abetting the Islamic invasion of the entire North West
Hemisphere! Including companies with direct links to the Saudis who were allowing their
indentured slaves to starve to death while exporting Wahhabi fanaticism which was the
proven foundation for the ideology for every terrorism organization including ISIS! Well!
That and the Deobandi Army of Darkness and the Muslim Brotherhood! And what did
the Four Ps report? Fuck! You know exactly what the Four Ps reported! Even after
Breitbart exposed the hypocrite! So America! How well did President’s Clinton’s Merkel
Madness work out for you? How well did you enjoy the Clinton reinterpretation of
Merkel’s Taharrush?

Instead of British values the Leftists teachers taught international values of the EU and
the New World Order. Instead of teaching love of country they taught children to hate
their country and everything it stood for. To hate their flag. To hate Christianity. They
said they should not report obvious Mo radicals. They said they would not teach British
values or prevent Islamic radicalization. This was part of the same lot who allowed 27
Islamic radicals to come to British universities to speak in only three months yet banned
everyone who wanted to come to expose Muslim radicalization. The same lot who along
with Facebook damned an organizer of survivors of Mo migrant sexual abuse,
molestations, and rapes as an Islamophobe. The same lot who backed Mos ordering
sexual segregation of schools. The NUT organization deserved its name. It was a bunch
of disloyal nutters!
The naked antisemitic hatred of the Labor Party for Jews and for Israel. That was
nonstop as well. Statistics after statistics proved that anti-Semitism was sky rocketing.
But not in English villages. No! In multi-cultural cities where the Mos outnumbered the
English and also at Oxbridge which was the bastion of the Four Ps and Cultural
Marxists. And the worst Jew haters were Mos. Twitter after Facebook after Youtube
proved it. Mos pathologically spewed out hated for the Jews which rivaled the Nazis.
Hated even more than Gays. And we were called fascists! All the damn Labor Party
fawned over were Palestinians and Hamas and the Muslim Brotherhood. ‘Red’
Livingstone exposed as a Hitler apologist. You name it. Labor comparing Israel to ISIS.
University Labor groups spewing out the Jew hatred as if darlings of Hitler. And we were
called fascist!
Tommy Robinson deliberately recruited Jews and Hindus and especially Sikhs. And we
were called racists! Breitbart’s lead spokesman was a Gay. That Milo guy. But we were
called bigots! Hell! Breitbart himself was a Jew! But he was called racist and a Nazi. But
did any Four P criticize the Mos as they spewed out their hatred? Their ‘Death to the
Jews’? Their embrace of the Blood Libel? Their nonstop attacks on Europe’s Jews?
Their propaganda calling for the extermination of the Jews? Hell no! Their hatred for the
Jews was so disgusting it rivaled Hitler. Yet they called us Nazis! All as the Labor Party
betrayed the British blue collar working class while fawning to Muslims until it all but
turned into the Muslim 5th Column Party of the UK.

Then Labor betrayed the pink collar British female workers by importing cheap migrant
nurses who could not even speak English. Or read or write English for pharmacy scrips.
Unemploying British nurses. And needless to say Brits died accordingly! Including my
Mum! Died over a functional illiterate in an unsanitary hijab who refused to sanitize who
could not read the doctor’s notes! And my Mum died horribly! Labor allowed companies
to fire us British workers and advertise overseas or in the EU for cheap replacement
workers. To displace us! Replace us! They allowed companies to openly announce they
would not hire British because the cheap EU workers invading us could not ‘speak
English’ so they needed to import their own kind to make communication easier.
And if a rare Mo actually appeared at a business to ‘work’ all they did was deliberately
make trouble. Disrupting the factory assembly line with nonstop stoppages to ‘pray’ for
which they required expensive prayer rooms with bathing facilities. Half an hour at a
time. To pray five times during the working day. How can anyone pray five times a day
while at work? And British workers were expected to pick up the slack. Or else they
complained that the sterilization and cleanliness protocols violated their religion
because the sterilizers used alcohol. And the stupid veil covered bitches refused to roll
up their goddamn sleeves and sterilize while their goddamn billowing veils got into every
machine gear. And during Ramadan it was a farce. The Mos did not bother to even
pretend to work yet expected to be paid while we had to pick up the slack for the
slackers.
All as the damn Mo cashiers at shops openly refused to serve us. Refused to serve us.
It even happened to me. There I was. My purchases lined up. And the goddamn Mo
bitch in her veils refused to serve me. She told me to bugger off to the other line which
‘served my kind’. All because I refused to buy Halal meat. And had a damn bottle of ale.
I refused to budge. I demanded the manager. I said ‘Do your job lady. If your job is to
cashier then cashier. I am a customer. Respect the money if not the man. Here is my
money. Do you damn job!’ And she spat in my face. And guess what? The manager
ordered me out. I never shopped at M & S again.....”
*** ***
The professional soldier watched the fires blaze three stories down. “God. We are going
to burn to death....”

*** ***
“.....Sir. The enemy are wearing salvage gas masks circa WW II. Someone told them
Pancras might be a gas. And we might use Monoxide. They are exploring the first floor.”
“Have you turned on those gaslight vents yet?”
“Not yet...”
“Good! Prepare an ambush for them on the Third Floor. Make sure every single one is
there. Every single one! Once they are all on the Third Floor I want men positioned to
seal off their escape so they will be trapped. Then we will kill them with incinerating
bombs. But this is how I want the game to go down! I want the newly retrofitted gaslight
fixtures to flare up. I want the gaslight to turn on! Flaring up! Bright! A bright flash! As if
the whole third floor is suddenly bright with gaslight! As if the third floor is haunted! Then
I want that recording special effect Jacobi has! That spooky nails-on-the-blackboard
sound! Have Jacobi play that! Then boom! We will incinerate them! As if spontaneous
combustion of built up Jahiliyyah! Just like the British Museum Horror!
At the same moment I want Pancras toxic mold and slime to spew out! Both inside and
outside! Pour it out through the gutted out windows along the outside walls! Ooze it
everywhere! I want anyone following up on this ‘tragedy’ to see a replay of the British
Museum Horror! Then we will ooze the Pancras gas mixed with Tear gas and foul green
fumes into the first floor and ground floor through hidden vents to kill and panic and kill
and stampede the migrants hurdled there! Then spew it out onto the street to panic and
kill and stampede the migrants huddled on the open street. No voices! And God! No
bullets! No sounds other than that creepy crawly special effect screeching sound! I want
to manufacture a nice repeat of the British Museum Horror to scare the buggers! Got it?
Right! I will preside over the unveiling. Ok?”
“Yes Sir!”
“Hell’s Bells! How did we get to this? God! Let me name the ways! Leftist nonstop
apologizing for nonexistent crimes supposedly committed by the country while denying
the historic reality of horrific crimes and even genocide by the Islamic imperial empires.
Leftist bias in rewriting history. Leftist damnation of public speech in universities and the

banning of any speaker except the Left. Leftist demanding ‘safety zones’ so they would
not be confronted by unpleasant historic realities. Bronze roosters ordered down. Why
is some damn rooster so offensive? History books edited because suddenly every damn
thing our country ever did was suddenly so damn evil. My kids got ‘F’s for writing about
WW II and Churchill and were told unless they wrote ‘properly’ without ‘racism’ they
would failed their classes. Translation: write essays cursing British heroes. My son got a
‘F’ on his essay on Scott of The Antarctic. He was told he had to rewrite his essay and
say Scott died an arsehole. An imbecile. An incompetent fool. My son refused. That F
stayed as if a black mark. And the worse part was it was all so one sided. Biased.
Against us. Mollycoddling them. The Mos. My children were made to feel as if they had
to hate their country. Hate their heroes. Hate themselves.
Victims of brutal Islamic regimes who wanted to give lectures about their experiences
were called racists or Islamophobes. Talking about Islamic persecution of Christians and
Jews got you red flagged for hate speech. A Sikh in my lodge said his son was red
flagged for hate speech for writing an essay about Sikh persecution in Mughal India
where Muslims openly tried to exterminate every single Sikh. No wonder the Sikhs in
my lodge always said they felt like the ‘Jews of India’. They knew genocide. Another
chap of mine, a Hindu, said his child was failed for writing about the Mughal genocide of
Indian Hindus. His son was red flagged for hate speech for writing that the Muslim
invaders killed or enslaved between 50 and 80 million Hindus. His son was ordered to
revise his essay to say it was the British who killed between 50 and 80 million Hindus.
His son asked the teacher if the British were responsible for the Hindu Kush Mountain
Pass getting its name. She was nonplused. So the clever boy then wrote his essay
about how that mountain pass into the Islamic Levant got its curious name ‘Slaughter Of
The Hindus’. It was the pass through which Hindu slaves were forced marched into
Islamic slavery. In winter millions died during those forced marches. Hence the name:
‘Slaughter Of The Hindus’. The clever boy got a ‘F’ for his cleverness.
The firing of teachers and professors who were not Leftists. Ludicrous rants about
supposed micro aggression when Islamic fundamentalists were protesting in the streets
against every value the nation held dear while demanding the overthrow of the country.
‘Democracy is the cancer. Islam is the answer’ was ok. Protesting against that was
hated speech. That was micro aggression. Treason! Treason! Treason all of it! Treason
by the Four Ps! All while the Left ranted about micro aggressions for saying ‘God bless
you’ to someone for sneezing. Ludicrous obsessions at universities against statues of

old historical figures and even Queen Victoria when Islamists were howling for the
murder of writers and the beheading of critics of Islam. Ludicrous rants by so-called
feminists about males hogging space on seats when Islamists were imposing Sharia
Law Zones in London and advocating the rape of Kafirs as ‘war booty’ because the UK
was Dar ul Harb Abode of War. All as female castrations soared upward as Mos
invaded. Their hacking out of girl’s genitalia brought into this country. When my
daughter showed one of those so-called feminists the fatwa by a professor at the top
Cairo University for mullahs explaining why rape of Kafir war booty, ie female Kafirs,
was Halal she was flagged for Islamophobia.
Ludicrous rants against scientists discussing proven statistics of low IQ in inbred
Muslims while the Trojan Horse Scandal revealed the wholesale Islamization of British
schools including teaching that all Christians were liars and all Christian girls were
whores. An honorary mayor in Birmingham saying Islam had no spouse abuse (despite
that Koran quote about men being able to beat their wives) but Christians had horrible
spouse abuse because Christians were all drunkards. Funny but he was not red flagged
for saying that. Or the Mos who taught that all Christians were liars and all Christian
girls were whores. That was not racism! That was not bigotry!
The refusal to acknowledge the horrors of the Rotherham rapes. When a mate of mine
attempted to organize a protest there the Mos attacked them for even attempting to
protest the Rotherham rapes against the under age daughters of blue collar working
blokes. Both White and Brown and Black. The harassment of people to the point where
they were fired from their jobs. That happened to a mate of mine. The tearing up of the
Bill of Rights and UN and EU Charter of Human Rights excerpt for the endless
mollycoddling of the human rights of Mo terrorists. Forgetting about the human rights of
their victims.
Hell’s Bells! The victims had no human rights! Only Mos had human rights! Just for
pointing out that a notorious Somali pedophile was freed from jail time and again to
molest indigenous children and was never deported because it was against his human
rights got you flagged. Then bam. You were arrested. Just for questioning. Just for
commenting. Just for complaining. Bam. Heaven forbid if you publicly protested. A
stretch in the gaol with a terrier haircut. So everyone was scared. Only the Sports
Hooligans had the guts to defy the Four Ps and the traitors betraying this country.

Sidney! Where is your goddamn mask? Put it on moron! I will whip anyone bloody who
refuses to wear their goddamn mask! Hell’s Bells!
After every Jihad attack, and they were escalating from one every decade to one every
few years to one every year to one every few months, the Four Ps bent over backwards
to tell everyone how peaceful Islam was, despite the proven statistics of Muslims
supporting terror, supporting jihad, supporting violence, and rejecting the West and
everything it stood for. Every TV speaker slobbering over themselves to kiss some
fanatic’s arse in groveling appeasement. Everyone marching right off to some mosque
and groveling how touchy feely peaceful the Mos were ---- only to have someone reveal
the embarrassing fact that the mosque and imam before which they cowered like
bootlicking, fawning sycophants actually had a track record of supporting terrorists,
supporting jihad, supporting Sharia instead of Western law, supporting known killers,
and generally supporting terror and murder. Jihad John had such a beautiful soul. Yeah.
Right. Sure.
I remember it was about this time when yet again reporters outside of the Four Ps
exposed yet again, the ten year old scandal of the Deobandi madrassas of the UK. The
Deobandi Sect was the largest sect even then. 600 of the 1500 known mosques in the
UK were Deobandi. 80% of all so-called Islamic ‘scholars’ as imams and clerics were
called, were mass produced by the Deobandi. 50% of all Mo private schools for Mos,
the madrassas, were controlled by the Deobandi who were Indian Paki Wahhabists. The
Army of Darkness! So the Deobandi pretty much controlled the UK mosques and
madrassas. The Deobandi started after 1857 to stop the Westernization and
modernization of India. And now the damn things were in the UK. All over the UK. No
less than Pakistan and Afghanistan.
The exposé ‘Music, Chess, And Other Sins’ revealed the horrors of the UK Deobandi to
the world. The self proclaimed Army of Darkness. Yet the Regressive Left did nothing.
They stonewalled it. All as the Deobandi fanatics cemented their control of the Muslims
of the UK and brainwashed the second and third generations of British Muslims.
Brainwashing. There is no other way to describe it except that. Brainwashing and
radicalizing the future Muslims of the UK. That arsehole Trevor Philips called it Second
Generation Radicalizing. And Blair The Traitor and Dhimmi Dave did nothing. Nothing!
Nothing!

In fact the Deobandi was the mother ship of the Taliban Movement. Yeah. Proven fact.
One Eye Omar even gave a speech at the Deobandi Indian Headquarters. Honorary
speaker at the Deobandi headquarters in India. Yeah. Time and again a few brave
reporters exposed the shocking underpinning of the Deobandi. That they paraded hate
preachers like Masood Azhar through 42 of their best mosques for him to teach the
youth of tomorrow how to ‘prepare for jihad’. Teaching the young of tomorrow to hate
the West and to hate Britain which they called ‘oppressive infidel rule’. Direct links
between the Deobandi and Osama bin Laden. Direct links to the Kashmiri Terrorists.
Direct links to the Taliban. Direct links to the Orlando killings. The Army of Darkness!
Given carte blanche! And some of the ‘graduates’ were directly linked to the 7/7
Underground bombers. Direct links to the murderers of David Pearl. Direct links to the
fanatics which Sadiq Khan championed. The Army of Darkness blessed by the
Regressive Left! If that is not treason then what is? Only the Regressive Left’s arse
kissing of the Muslim Brotherhood was worse!
Caught teaching that total sexual segregation was absolutely required. There is a
reason why the Army of Darkness earned its name! Hell’s Bells! Also segregation from
the filthy Kufr Kafirs. Demanding total segregation of both sexes and the Ummah from
the Najis filthy infidels and unbelievers. Caught teaching that ‘Oh my dear Prophet. Do
Murders!’ was the marching orders of the Koran. Teaching that all ex-Muslims were
apostates. Blessing jihad. Saying all jihadists got divine Houris Virgins in Paradise for
waging Jihad. That all non Muslims were Najis filthy. That anyone who dared to criticize
or challenge the radical and violent Deobandi ideology were Islamophobes. As if
exposing radical and violent fundamentalism and terrorism was the danger! Arseholes!
The Army of Darkness WAS the danger!
That anyone who exposed terrorism indoctrination was a villainous Islamophobe. Hell!
How twisted is that? And the Four Ps embraced it just as they fawned and slobbered
over the Deobandi fanatics while calling them ‘moderates’ and ‘good British Muslims’.
Yeah. The Army of Darkness. Yeah. And anyone who dared to expose these ‘good
Muslims’ were the villains. That filled hate preachers like Masood Azhar were not the
enemies. His enemies were the hate filled racists and bigots trying to expose him!
His enemies were Islamophobes. His enemies were the Najis filthy British People. Even
when he was caught preaching the ‘Elimination of the oppressive and infidel system by
the blessing of waging jihad’ the Four Ps slobbered over him. But we were the hate filled

enemies. Yeah. Sure. And the Deobandi was now all over the UK and controlled 50% of
all Mo private schools. And what madrassas were not controlled by the Deobandi
Wahhabist Army of Darkness were controlled by the Saudi Wahhabists or else the
Brotherhood. All teaching the same disgusting hate. And they were untouchable while
teaching that we were Najis filthy religious Untouchables!
Sidney! I am going to wallop you if you don’t but on your goddamn gas mask!
Hell’s Bells! Well! After Dhimmi Dave pretended he was developing an antiradicalization program after the Paris terrorism attacks he was exposed. The Deobandi
stranglehold on all Mo private education was brought up yet again. Ten years and still
teaching hated. With impunity. Not just the Saudi Regent Street Madrassa rant that all
Kafirs were pigs and dogs and apes and monkeys and were going to burn eternally in
hell. Worse. Teaching sedition and treason and jihad. The Tarbiyah Academy was
brought up to give the face to the reality of the Deobandi brainwashing of the Mos in this
country. The Deobandi who even the Taliban acknowledged as their spiritual leaders.
And the Army of Darkness was brainwashing almost 50% of all little Mo tykes in big and
little madrassas connected to damn near every mosque in this country!
The Tarbiyah Academy was brainwashing their nasty little Mos with charming stuff. The
academy was established for the development of the spiritual, mental, moral, and
physical discipline (beating?) of good Muslim boys to make them into good Muslim
males in accordance with Islamic Sharia. How? Like teaching hate for Great Britain
because of 1857. Hate for British laws. Hate for the Magna Carta and Common Law.
Hate for Democracy and Meritocracy. Hate for British customs. Hate for British values.
Hate for British history. Hate for the English language. Hate for the British nation. Hate
for the British people. Hate for Gays. Hate for unveiled Kafir females. Saying the
‘Protocols of Zion’ and the blood libel were real to justify hating Jews. Hating
Freemasons.
Cursing the ‘Evils’ of the West in general and British ‘Evils’ in particular. Teaching that
the West and the UK were Dar ul Harb abodes of war justifying jihad. So ‘good’ Mos
could not integrate or assimilate unless they committed apostasy. Calling gender
equality and the sexual mixing of the sexes ‘unspeakable immorality’. Blessing jihad
against the ‘enemies of Allah’. Us. Jihad against evils of the West. Jihad against the
deviant decadent West. Jihad against the evils of Western music and art and dancing

and opera and poetry and literature and culture and the whole of Western Humanities.
Especially British music and art and dancing and opera and poetry and literature and
culture. Allah save the Mos from the Morris dancers! Mozart drives a ‘good’ Mo insane!
Jihad against any sport except war. Jihad against chess. Jihad to ‘annihilate all
opponents of Islam’. Charming eh? And this was just the tip of the iceberg.
For ten years people had been warning of the Deobandi Army of Darkness. And Blair
the Traitor and Dhimmi Dave did nothing. Nothing! Nothing! Including now! Nothing
done! And the worse part was this was not just one rotten apple. It was a rotten example
of the whole rotten Deobandi brainwashing madrassa complex in the UK. Brainwashing
Mos by the hundreds of thousands. Radicalizing the second and third generations of
Mos in the UK. Most of the mosques of the UK had this crap. And there were waiting
lists to get in. With little girly Mos in long flowing garbage bags. Taught only to clean the
houses of their future master/owners and say their prayers. Nothing else. The Mos
wanted their nasty little tykes to be brainwashed by this crap. The majority of the Mos in
this country wanted this crap. And they were supporting this crap. This was not just one
rotten apple. It was the whole rotten orchard! And did the Four Ps do anything? No! No!
No! No! No! And did Dhimmi Dave do anything? No! No! No! No! No! No he did not!
And oh yes! The Mos also protested that the Trojan Horse Scandal was just a storm in a
tea cup. They wanted the scandal censored. Edited. Erased. As if it never happened.
Islamic education was wonderful. Especially when fanatics were using grammar schools
to radicalize the little Mos into homicidal maniacs! Telling them all Christians were liars
and whores. Not teaching anything which was British. Leading chants of ‘Down with
Christmas’ and telling the few terrified Christian boys and girls to bugger off and teach
themselves as the loathsome Najis filthy Kafirs they were. While teaching in Arabic. Not
English. Arabic. Oh yeah. Islamic education was wonderful! Hell’s Bells! Hand over the
entire UK school system to Mo control while you are at it! Hand over Oxford and
Cambridge while you are at it! The Mos were wonderful! They could do no wrong! That
is what got me here!
Sidney! I will strangle you to save me the trouble of watching you die of monoxide!”
Then the ex-sports Hooligan marched through his advance guard position to make sure
every soldier was wearing their gas masks. “Jacobi? How is the special effects doing?”
“Swell! Preparing the spooky recording Boss!”

“Ah! You Itai American Yankees!” the aging Hooligan laughed through his mask.
“But we loved Jahiliyyah Halloween! See! How is my mask? How Halloween freaked out
the Mos! Then! Now! They hate the Devil’s own! Me! I want them Mos to piss in their
drawers just before they die Boss!”
“Do it! Someday you might even help liberate occupied America!”
“Hey Boss! New York is a Free City! No other place except the Wild West and the Inbred
South is free! But Wop New York is free! And soon the every nation in the North West
Hemisphere will be free too!” The misplaced Italian American gave a ‘hi five’ and then
marched off to prepare the special effect.
“Sammy? Where is the dead meat walking now?”
“Just entering the Second floor now! Taking their time Sir!”
“Then me when they are about to stroll up to the Third!”
“Yes Sir!”
“Hell’s Bells!” Then the aging Hooligan resumed musing how he came to be on this roof
preparing to wage war. “Every P from the Politicians to the Professors to the Press to
the Police shamelessly kowtowed and groveled and appeased the Mos despite the
escalating bloodbaths. Beheadings on public streets. Airplanes blown up. Soccer games
blown up. Rock concerts blown up. Everyone being blown up. It was nonstop
appeasement. Groveling. Fawning. Cowering. Bootlicking. Arse kissing. Blow up
someone and the Four Ps groveled and kissed the arses of the Mos. Groveling before
their bloody boots. In the case of that jackass Pope, literally. Kissing their bloody boots.
Jesus! I remember how two Catholic priests were attacked in one month! No! Scarcely
two weeks apart! One beheaded in his parish church as he was giving mass! 70 some
years old! Murdered as he refused to knee at the altar to beg for mercy! The other
arsehole gave a Mo migrant a place to stay and shower and eat! The bastard
demanded money! That bastard tried to rob that arsehole! That arsehole ended up in

hospital! And the Pope said nothing! Nothing! Then the delusional bastard said ‘Islam is
a religion of peace! I can’t condemn Islam unless I condemn Christianity!’ Hell’s Bells!
Tell me how many massacres and beheadings and rapes and molestations the
Christians were engaging in! Well! Molestations! Ok! But how many massacres and
bombings and jihads were Christians waging in the last two centuries? Hell’s Bells! The
same holy bastard who refused to comment on the slaughter of the last Christians in the
Near East! Hell’s Bells! The more people were blown up, the more the Four Ps
slobbered in adoration of Islam the Religion of Peace---ful Submission to the Divine
Slavery. Especially that arsehole of a pope! Slobbering over his conquerors! Slobbering
over his surrender to Islam! Even Pope Benedict The Fairy had more balls! And our holy
arsehole was no better! Calling us fascists while allowing Mos to insult the basic tenets
of Christianity in the very churches of the Church of England! Everyone slobbering as
they kissed the fat arses of the all conquering Mos! And the EU dictatorship which was
aiding and abetting it! And so were our nation’s leaders! Get used to terrorism! Our
Goddamn Paki Mayor and the French Prime Minister said! Get use to it said Merkel and
Big Sis! Get use to living in fear! And oh yes! The borders and free movement must
continued! Islam is a religion of peace!
Oh how often I heard the Four Ps slobbering on and on and on how we ‘racist’ ‘bigoted’
‘Xenophobic’ ‘Islamophobic’ ultra right wingnut ‘Nazis’ were damning 1.6 billion touchy
feeling Mos for the sins of a tiny minority. Dhimmi Dave repeating Dhimmi Obama’s
claim that 99.999% of all Mos were just the most wonderful people on the planet and
everyone in the West should just grovel and kiss their arses. And to hell with facts and
statistics or Prof Ruud Koopman’s exposure. The truth to the contrary. The BIG LIE.
Ignore what the Medina Koran actually says! Ignore the actual history of Islam! Ignore
how Muslims actually treat non Muslims in every country they dominate and rule! Ignore
what Muslims actually say on Youtube and in their chat rooms on the internet! Ignore
polls which said the majority of Muslims embrace things which are absolutely radical
and completely opposed to the West and what the West represented including
advocating murder and violence while teaching hatred for the West and everything it
represents! The majority of Muslims embraced things which were the antipode to
Western ideals and values! The majority! There was even a Youtube video of ‘moderate’
Mos standing up and cheering as a ‘moderate’ UK imam and his fellow ‘moderate’ UK
imams ranted how radical Islam really was and how fundamentally opposed to the West
Islam really was. A total- on- camera rejection of the values and ideals and laws of the
UK! In English! For all to see!

Ignore reality. See no evil. Hear no evil. Speak no evil. And if you dared to bring up
reality then guess what. You were guilty of hate speech. A fact was now considered hate
speech. A statistic was now bigotry. Reporting an event like the Cologne Rapes and
Molestations was now feeding the fascists. A rape victim filing a police report was now
racist if she was raped by a Muslim. Reporting what the Koran really said was
Islamophobic. Reporting what popular hate preachers were actually saying on Islamic
TV was Islamophobic. Even reporting that the actual name of Islam does not mean
‘peace’ but rather ‘submission’ and Muslims also call Islam the ‘Divine Slavery’ was
Islamophobic.
Sidney! I see you!”
“I can’t breathe in this!”
“So die of gas! You moron! Hell’s Bells!
Like the fact if you crunched all of the statistics of criminals in UK and EU jails and
prisons the single most shared name would be various spellings of Mohammad. Or that
prisons are hotbeds of Islamic radicalism. Or the fact that 77% of all Nordic rapes were
being committed by between 2% and 5% of the population: Muslim migrants. Or that
99% of all Swedish stranger rapes and gang rapes were being committed by Muslim
migrants. Or that Sweden was the rape capital of Europe and the second worse rape
capital of the world courtesy of rape statistics by Muslim migrants. That one in four
Swedish girls would be raped in their lifetime by Muslim migrants. That Swedish females
were openly saying they lived in fear after dusk. That was now ‘hate speech’ and
‘racism’. Code 291. Swedish girls were told not to report their rapes. And indeed why
bother? Every time a Muslim rapist did walk into court they left in triumph. Smirking.
That German girls were suddenly openly saying they lived in fear after dusk. From
Muslim migrants. And Germany had to spend millions to install security in migrant
camps to protect even Mo females and children from raping by Mo migrants. That
migrants were raping and molesting in swimming pools and bars and schools all over
Germany. An explosion of rapes and molestations. That the Viennese were reporting
that every train station was turning into Taharrush Central. That every train station all
over Europe was Taharrush Central. That you could not go to a rock concert and be

safe. That you could not walk a street and be safe. You could not go to church and be
safe! And in the Calais Jungle the Mo rapists were raping children, both boys and girls,
so horribly they were mangled. But because of fear of honor killing the mangled victims
refused to go to hospital and chose to die rather than be shamed by acknowledging
they were being raped by Mo rapists. I mean! The Mos even raped their own children!
But the Four Ps refused to report it and everyone who dared to report it was called a
‘racist’ or ‘bigot’ or Islamophobe. Even victims of Muslim migrant criminals were damned
if they dared to report their assaults or molestations or rapes on camera. And Red Cross
workers were ordered to be silent even if they were raped by migrants. A damn fool
German female politician even refused to report her own rape because she did not want
to be called ‘racist’.
At every trial of a Muslim migrant rapist the pervert tried to excuse his rapes on such
charming excuses as ‘it was a cultural misunderstanding.’ or else ‘I did not know I could
not rape a 13 year old girl’ or else ‘in my country I could always drag any girl off the
street I wanted and no one protested except her family and everyone knows the girls
here are already fucked up so it does not matter because they have no honor’ or else
‘all Western girls are just lollipops dropped into the dirt.’ or else ‘she was just meat for
me to whip my sins off on’ or else ‘all Christian girls are whores’ or else ‘she provoked
me by wearing a T shirt and jeans’ or else ‘she was just uncovered meat asking to be
raped’ or else ‘she was not wearing a hijab. She was not veiled. Only whores refuse to
veil’ or else ‘you did not tell me the difference between right and wrong’ or else ‘it was
an sexual emergency.’ Never one iota of shame or regret! Much less guilt! And every
single disgusting Mo rapist or molester was protected by his fellow Mos! Every single
one! Not once did any Mo in authority ever express one iota of shame or regret! Much
less guilt! Even female Mos would cavalierly twit that rapes and molestations and
terrorism was not anything they had to apologize for! Not one iota of shame or regret!
Much less guilt!
And most of the time the Mo rapists got off. The victims paid the price. The victims were
asking for it. It was entirely ok for White girls to be raped by Mos. Or Hindu girls. Or Sikh
girls. In fact one British judge at a rape case said the White victim did not suffer in
comparison to the Muslim victim of the Muslim rapist because White girls are ..... well....
expected to be fucked up. So raping them did not count as rape. And when Hindus and
Sikhs protested the Muslim raping of their girls and demanded that it be called racial
targeting guess who was called racist. Yeah! The Hindus and the Sikhs!

And after the New Year’s Eve taharrush mob rapes and molestation in over a dozen
European cities what happened? The Four Ps first tried to cover it up. They denied it
happened. They denied that some 1000 to 2000 Mos with revolvers firing in the air and
rockets used as missiles and beer bottles used as weapons while drugged and drunk
and vomiting in front of the sacred Cologne Cathedral even happened. They denied that
Mo sexual perverts brutally degraded German citizens. Molesting and raping. Stomping
on human skulls. While robbing. Using the stolen cell phones to record the horrors as
souvenirs. They said the criminals were Germans. Then they denied it was done by
recent migrants. Then they said the victims were to blame. They should not have
provoked Muslims. They should have covered up ----- despite being covered up by
winter clothes mind you ----- and they should have kept an arm’s length from their
molesters and rapists. They were asking for it. Out at midnight. In front of Cologne
Cathedral. They were asking for it. Over a thousand rape and molestation victims were
asking for it.
Only after the Social Media and Youtube reporters broke the story did the Four Ps
slowly admit it happened. But they did their best to bury the story. Then they ordered
Twitter and Facebook and Youtube to censor it. Then they excused the Mos. They said
it was racist to accuse the Mos. They said it was xenophobic to accuse the Mos. They
concealed the total for six months. Over 1200 victims in a dozen German cities. And
over two thousand Muslim migrant perpetrators. Concealed for six months.
Poor Mos. Poor Mos. It was everyone else’s fault excerpt the poor Mos. Not one Mo
was arrested and successfully prosecuted despite evidence of stolen cell phones found
in their possessions. With videos of the taharrush mob sexual assaults. Despite security
cameras everywhere the police said there was not enough evidence to convict one Mo.
Less than 50 police there that night. But when the German citizens protested a few days
later the police were out in force. Over a thousand. With horses and dogs and water
cannon and pepper spray. And when some protestors were brutally shoved down the
Cologne Cathedral steps by veiled Mo females guess who was not arrested? Not
enough evidence. You can’t ID veiled Mos wearing garbage bags can you?
Then it was revealed that the Four Ps had ordered the Red Cross and Migrant Welcome
Centers to cover up evidence of Mos raping everyone in the migrant camps. Raping
everyone outside the migrant camps. Even raping Red Cross workers and Welcome

Center workers running the camps. The first rape in Germany of a small child. And
some of those rapists later went on to rape on New Year’s Eve. And still the Four Ps lied
and lied and lied and lied. And no one was arrested. Or prosecuted. ‘No evidence’.
Yeah! As the damn cowards abjectly surrendered to Islamic rape culture. Putting Muslim
migrants first. Ahead of legal indigenous citizenry’s safety and well being. And by 2016
the EU experts announced that three million more Mos were on their way. And within
ten years ten million more were coming. And once Turkey was accepted then up to
twenty, thirty, forty, fifty million Turkish Mos were anticipated. And nothing whatsoever
could be done to stop it. And with family reunification there would be another 20 million
Mos anticipated.
Sammy? What is going on?”
“The Eloi are afraid of going any further into the second floor boss. Our third floor trap is
being set up beautiful but the prey is quaking in their dirty drawers about going up.”
“Keep me posted!”
“Yes Sir!”
“Hell’s Bells! Then a cell phone video recorded five Afghan migrants assaulting people
on a German underground carriage. An elderly woman. Others. When an elderly
German gentleman protested the illegal Afghan migrants assaulted him. One Mo even
had the old man in a head lock. A window smashed. Others terrorized. All caught on cell
phone. But were the five illegal Afghan migrants arrested? Nope. The police knew them.
They were notorious. Illegal. Yet immune to prosecution. All got off. Only one was fined.
A pittance. And they walked free. Laughing. Smirking. Jeering. The message was clear.
Don’t bother to expect justice. You won’t get it. Even if recorded and posted on every
internet newspaper. You won’t get justice. The Mos will walk. Scot free. Immune to
prosecution. Free to attack anyone. Anywhere. Above the law. Beyond the law. Outside
of the law....”
*** ***
The professional soldier watched the fire spread through the abandoned Ritz. “God. We
are going to burn to death....”

*** ***
The ex Hooligan stared at the bloody sky. He watched the Ritz burn. The fires growing
larger and larger in the abandoned building. “Mayors of city after city were forced to
admit their cities were no longer safe for their citizenry from Muslim migrant assault. Not
after dark. After dark the Mos ruled. After dark it was Mo Anarchy. Mo arson. Mo murder.
Mo raped. Mo riots. Mo automobile arson. Mo gang wars. Mos blowing up everything
and everyone as if a war zone. No Mo was arrested. Much less prosecuted.
Then the German police were accused of refusing to report the statistics of Mos raping
and molesting. Pulling a 291.And they fully admitted they were refusing to release the
statistics because that would be hate speech. It would be feeding the fascists. But the
German police did finally admit that German crime jumped 47% in one year ---- courtesy
of Muslim migrants. Muslim burglaries of German homes and businesses jumped 10%.
Muslim purse snatching was out of control. Muslim cell phone thefts were out of control.
911,864 Muslim criminal events occurred in 2015. And 56% of all German crimes now
could not be solved because the criminals were Muslim migrants and they were
untouchable. And even if they could be arrested and prosecuted, a big if, they could not
be deported for anything other than murder. And the German police said the Mos openly
despised them. I wonder why!
Then the swimming pool rapes started. Again. No one was arrested. No one was
prosecuted. The damn Mo rapists and molesters were above the law. Beyond the law.
Outside of the law. And the only solution offered by the Four Ps was to ‘keep an arm’s
length’ or else to segregate the train carriages. Don’t enjoy swimming pools. Don’t go
out after dark. Don’t expect to be safe anywhere. Soon the train stations were Taharrush
Centrals for rape and assault and criminality. By Mos. With total impunity. Including
underage feral Mo adolescents. Some of the worse of the worse were Mo children. And
oh yes! If a girl fought off her Mo rapist with pepper stray she would be the one arrested.
Not the Mo! The only solution offered? Segregating the trains to protect the female sex
from Mo rapists. Oh yes! And handing out plastic wrist bracelets with the words ‘Don’t
touch me.’. Yeah. That would really help!
Jacobi? Is the trap set?”

“Yeah! Want to see it?”
“Sure!”
“Beware the bear traps set on the Fourth Floor!”
The ex-sports Hooligan slipped quietly down to the Third Floor artfully heaped with
debris garnished with human and dog bones on stinking old Pancras slime. The
misplaced Italian American showed the Hooligan the retrofitted gaslight fixtures which
he cleverly rigged with wire to turn on. Then he gestured to show where he hid the
incinerating bombs hidden in debris. “Wires to detonators” he whispered very softly as
he showed the concealed wires radiating to his concealed position in the stairwell. “Ditto
the eruption of Pancras Toxic mold and slime to vomit out of the windows. It will be a
nifty vomit effect!” he whispered very softly. “I love detonator wires!”
The ex-sports Hooligan gestured how far apart the incineration bombs were from the
gaslight fixtures.
“Too big an explosion” Jacobi whispered. “The sound effect will be triggered manually in
the stairwell hiding place by me before I detonate. The explosion will blow the Pancras
Gas and Tear Gas canisters open to fill this floor and then ooze up and down the other
floors creating a dead zone. Other canisters are prepared to flood the ground floor
through concealed vents. But we will be whiffing lethal gas no less than the dead meat
walking. The incinerators will take out the morality police.”
“Sidney won’t wear his gas mask.” the burly ex-sports Hooligan whispered.
“Sidney gets claustrophobic Boss!” Jacobi whispered.
“Hell’s Bells!” the ex-sports Hooligan mimed.
“Now I want you upstairs Boss! I want to weave my Devil’s magic alone!”
“The guys to seal off escape?”

Jacobi led the ex-sports Hooligan to a concealed hallway door heaped with cleverly
heaped debris. “Inner perimeter position created by the Cockney Cockroaches” Jacobi
whispered. “It runs into a concealed hallway which leads to the back door to our lovely
rooftop digs! This latch unleashes all of the debris to completely cover our retreat and
block the door.”
“We need to make sure all of the Eloi are trapped inside!” the ex-sports Hooligan
whispered to the two men and one woman huddled inside the cunningly concealed
debris hiding the secret exit.
“We have a manual detonator to blow that ceiling down as if a cave in to bury the
stairway Sir” the soldiers whispered. “Just before Jacobi does the Devil’s magic” woman
whispered. “Then we will beat a retreat through the concealed door while pulling this
latch to bury it. Then bolt the door on the other side and run down the hallway to the
back door to the roof as well as other secret exits.”
“I will join you” the aging Hooligan whispered as he gestured for the small soldiers to
make room for his burly form.
“Not safe Boss!” Jacobi mimed.
“Enough space for even an ex-Hooligan!” the ex-sports Hooligan whispered. “Everyone
to their stations! How many are our prospective victims?”
“Jack is coming with that intel!”
“Right!”
Everyone concealed themselves in the now baited trap of the third floor. Now they just
had to wait for their prey. The ex-sports Hooligan grimaced as he hunched inside the
cunning debris concealed hole. “Hell’s Bells! How did it come to this? That over 70% of
Mos supported the concept of Jihad. Did the Four Ps report that? Nay. Armed Jihad. Did
the Four Ps report that? Nay. That pretty much 30% of Mos were second and third
generation radicals. That ass Trevor Phillips admitted that. Not integrating and not
assimilating. That the majority of Mos wanted to criminalize homosexuality or even
execute Gays and believed that women MUST OBEY their mehram master husbands.

And did the Four Ps report that? Hell no! Until it was leaked. Then the Four Ps and the
Mos just played the ‘racism’ card and the ‘victimization’ card. Bringing the worse Third
World diseases into the country. Highly contagious diseases like smallpox and typus
and cholera and typhoid and tuberculosis and even the plague. And were proven,
proven, proven to be grossly genetically inbred. With proven low IQs and mental
illnesses from inbreeding. The Swedes even admitted their statistics proved that their
Mos were suffering the worse mental illnesses of anyone. British doctors documented
gross genetic deformities from Mo inbreeding. All ignored! But we were expected to pick
up the tab!
That even the USA Mos were dole abusers. By 95%. Hell! That is worse than here. That
in the UK the Mos were 44% of the prison population despite being only 5% of the
population. That was worse than France. And then Austria admitted that 50% of all
Muslim migrants were criminals. Robbers. Shop lifters. Purse and cell phone thieves.
Molesters. Rapists. And murderers. And then the German police had to admit they were
running out of jail cells for the Mos. And law and order was breaking down even in
Germany. Because of the Mos. And the Swedes said their understaffed police were
telling them they could not protect them from the Mos. They had to go to their local
vigilantes to protect them. And it got worse. But when police officers leaked crime
statistics they were fired. When veteran police quit the departments over Code 291 and
the utter lawlessness of the devolving cities the authorities covered it up. And when the
lawlessness totally took over the cities the Swedes found out how few police were left
and how much their army had been underfinanced and cut to pay for migrants ---leaving Sweden all but literally defenseless when the Mos unleashed their reign of
terror.
Of the 1.6 billion Mos in the world some 800 million were total illiterates. That almost
50% of all female Mos were illiterate. German employment experts admitted that of the
1.5 million Mos Germany took in that the vast majority were illiterate, unskilled,
uneducated, and untrainable. That 65% of even Syrian Mos were illiterate and unskilled
in anything but criminality and dole abuse. 80% had absolutely no qualifications
whatsoever in anything except whining. And the Mos were so grossly entitled and
conceited they actually expected the Europeans to give them free apartments, free cars,
and unlimited dole ------ forever.

And they would only live in rich cities. In Germany or Sweden. Shopping for the best
freebies. Gimmegrants. They expected at least a thousand euros a month just in pocket
money. And forget learning German. Or Swedish. Or any language. Forget the
countryside. They hated the cold. Forget winter. And they wanted air conditioning in
summer. TV sets with video games. Unlimited free Hollywood movies. Free cell phones.
Designer clothes. The best foods. And free blond girl friends because everyone said all
Christian girls were such whores they gave sex away for free. And it got worse. As if that
is possible. It got worse.
And the pressure of trying to educate the Mos were dangerously disrupting German
schools. The Mos were threatening German kids. Beating them up. The Mos were
forcing German educators to water down education standards because they were not
only illiterate. They were pretty much retarded. IQs in the 80s. So the Mos were
disrupting education for other students. Bullying teachers. Threatening female teachers.
Threatening school girls. Chasing them into the girls’ toilets to assault them. Groping
them. Preventing students from learning or graduating. Leeching education money
away from hard working students, indigenous German students, toward deadbeat Mos
who then wasted the monies by dropping out of school. That the schools were being
forced to dumb down standards. The Mos were not even bothering to pretend to learn. It
was all wreaking future generations of German workers. It was wreaking the future of
Generation Z. It was wreaking the future of Germany. I mean! Hell’s Bells! What the hell
was going to happen when the German Morlocks were exterminated? What the hell was
going to happen when Germany was Krautstan?
And then Sweden admitted their education system was being destroyed by the Mos.
And then Dhimmi Dave was forced to admit the same thing was happening in the UK.
The Mos were overwhelming and bankrupting our schools too. Our future was being
destroyed by the Mos because education is the future. And the Mos were destroying
education. All while holding education in utter contempt. No wonder the working class
Millennials and Generation Zers were the fiercest haters of Mos. Their entire school
experience was nought but Mos tormenting them while destroying education. School
days were suppose to be that special golden time. It was becoming hell on earth.
Schools were becoming battle zones where the indigenous learned to hate the Mos
because the Mos hated them. And it was not as if the Mos were even saying ‘Golly
Jolly! A second chance! Lets make the most of it!’ Hell no!

And even the Mos fleeing Syria, presumably fleeing ISIS, expressed some support for
ISIS. In fact nearly 20% expressed support. And one in four Mos supported some sort of
support for ISIS. And experts buttressed Interpol warnings and German Security
Warnings that the arriving Mos would be unable to assimilate and would therefore
radicalize or else criminalize when they were disillusioned that the streets were not
paved in gold. And the second generation Mos would also become vulnerable to
radicalism because of alienation and bitterness at being the bottom of the barrel when
their religion said they were the ‘Best of Peoples’. The Ubermensch Ummah! The Eloi!
So they would also radicalize or criminalize or else become terrorists or else terrorist
supporters. Easily alienated and easily radicalized. Bound to be disappointed that they
would not live luxurious lifestyles on the dole which they saw as jizya. Gross failure
wedded to gross entitlement. The Mos would become the ‘Lost Generation’ as some
German educator labeled it.
They hated the West. They hated us. They were not grateful. They hated our guts. And
sooner or later they would kill us the way that 17 year old Afghani axed Germans on a
train as if a slaughter house after being not only granted asylum but welcomed into a
naive German liberal foster family’s home. It was lucky they were not axed! I am sure he
planned to axe them too! Like the fool of a Catholic priest who invited a Mo into his
home and got knifed as thanks! Or Cologne. A year after the Cologne rapes the very
cathedral before which the carnage was enacted had to put up security perimeters to
protect its worshipers. By the time WW III started Cologne Cathedral itself was on fire!
Politico broke the censorship shield wall and reported a study by Prof. R Koopmans
which proved that Muslims in Europe HATED THE WEST. Hated. His word. Hated the
West. He documented that the Mos were dangerously radicalizing. 60% of European
Muslims were rejecting moderate secular Islam in favor of fundamentalist sects like the
Wahhabists as the ‘return to the real Islam’. And Wahhabism rejected secularism and
Western values and beliefs and openly advocated the overthrow to the West and the
conquest of the world by Islam. So much for only a ‘tiny minority’ of Mos hating the
West! 75% only acknowledged one interpretation of Islam: the violent and hate spewing
fundamentalist version financed by petrol dollars. Every other version, including
moderate versions, were considered apostate. 65% believed that Islam and Sharia
trumped Western values or Western law or Western government or the law of the land.
60% violently hated Gays to the point of murder. 45% violently hated Jews. In fact
European Muslims saw the Jews of Europe as ‘open season’. In all over 50 million Mos

pathologically the West and supported radical Islam and terrorism. The bedrock support
for radical Islam and terrorism. Even in the West. Especially in the West.
Koopmans noted that Christian fundamentalists in Europe were only some 2-4% of the
population. And they were not bombing or axe murdering anyone. The worst they did
was refuse to bake a Gay cake ----- for which they were prosecuted ----- while Mos who
refused to bake Gay cakes were NOT prosecuted. So radical fundamentalism was not a
Christian problem. It was not a Hindu or Sikh or Buddhist problem either. It was not a
Jewish or Wicca problem. It was an Islamic problem. An it was a growing problem.
Radicalism was becoming the norm. The mainstream of Islam. And it was becoming a
dangerous problem.
54% of the European Muslims openly hated the West and everything it represented.
And that rose with each generation of Muslims living in the West. The longer Muslims
lived in the West the more they radical they became and the more they hated the West.
And their hatred of the West was pathological. Koopmans called the Islamic
pathological hatred of the West as Occidentophobia. And he noted that while the Leftists
obsessed themselves with Islamophobia they were dangerously ignoring
Occidentophobia. Both first generation and second generation. Every generation. The
more the Mos lived in the West the more the Mos hated the West. Both tragically
indicative of the Clash of Civilizations which no amount of money or spoiling or
counseling could cure as killer after killer after killer attested as 2016 became a monthly
or even weakly blood bath of homicidal Mos using every weapon they could get their
hands on to kill their hosts.
He further explained that European Muslims were enraged because they were second
class citizens, dropping out of school the most, working the least, occupying second
rate jobs or else jobs of manual labor, doing the bare minimum to tap the dole, going in
and out of prison, joining drug gangs, all resulting in bottom of the barrel incomes
despite every dole freebie the indigenous citizenry could not enjoy. Everyone else in
Europe were obviously more successful in education, income, skills, wealth, prosperity,
and symbols of success —especially Kafir women. This violated the Islamic mind Eloi
set and world view of Male Muslims as the Best of Peoples who expected to dominate
and rule the inferiors and especially women. Instead, the inferiors were dominating and
ruling them. Muslims were suppose to dominate and rule the world. Instead, the Kafir
West and Shirk East was dominating and ruling the Islamic World. Instead of ruling the

world as the Eloi, the Morlocks were ruling the world and merely tolerating the parasitic
Eloi. This was a fundamental violation of the Muslim view of the world. Of themselves.
Of Islam. It was an affront to their egos. It was an affront to their masculinity. It was a
loss of Islamic face. It was an unforgivable obscenity. And it simply could not be
endured. much as they tried. And there were so few Mo success stories other than
terrorists. So few heroes other than terrorists. So few achievements other than
terrorists. So Muslims had a raging inferiority complex which they covered up with a
pathetically brittle ego and even more pathetic ‘golden penis’ mentality....”

*** ***
The professional soldier knelt down and felt the roof. He could feel the heat of the fire as
it reached another floor. Then he looked at his trapped men and boys. “I wished we
could of at least saved Turner....”
*** ***
The fireman flinched more bullets ricocheted off the streets as if metallic hail. He
tightened himself into a fetal position in the burned out carcass of the vehicle as he
cried. Infantile. As if devolving. As if psychologically imploding. “Davy can’t save us!
Davy can’t save us! Davy can’t save us! No! No! Please don’t attack me! Attack the
other boy! Please don’t! Please don’t! Please! Please! I want a hole to hide in! I want my
sock monkey!....”
*** ***

The Hooligan watched the sun set through one of the gutted windows of the sham
gutted building. “Where is Jack? Where are the Mos? The trap is all set! Where the hell
is Jack?
Oh how the hell did I end up here? Like this? Even the migrant crisis was galling
because the psychologically brittle Muslims were being forced to finally flee their failed
states to beg for charity at the hands of the Kafirs they so violently hated and loathed.
The charity was so galling it explained why Muslim migrants were compelled to bite the

hand which was feeding them by throwing the Red Cross food boxes and free water
bottles back into the faces of the Kafirs and setting fire to their migrant camps and
vandalizing and befouling their migrant centers and hurling feces and garbage around
and attacking the Red Cross workers and doctors and nurses and Welcome Workers.
Even attacking doctors and nurses. Their hated was so uncontrollable and the charity
was so galling to their brittle egos they simply could not control their Occidentophobia.
Their pathological hatred of the West.
And Western Kafirs and the Shirk Asians were winning on every front. They were
crushing Muslims under an avalanche of achievements and productivity and inventions
---- none of which had a Muslim name attached to it. Even in Asia look who were the
emerging super states? China. South Korea. Japan. India. Hong Kong. Singapore.
Maylaydonesia was a pigmy in comparison. And emerging India put the failed states of
Pakistan and Bangladesh in the shade. Turkey was still the sick man of Europe. The
Islamic Levant was nought but failed states. Even Saudi Arabia was secretly bankrupt.
The Oil Kingdoms needed Westerners to do everything for them.
No inventions. No achievements. Few patents. Fewer copyrights. Universities and
hospitals which were bottom of the barrel. Decaying infrastructure. No sanitation or
garbage control. Christian Lebanon devolving from a second rate resort state to an
Islamic failed state where garbage was higher than the decaying and falling down highrises. Qatar nought but a ‘Made by the West’ fraud. A dozen inventors in the mythic
‘Golden Age’ of intellectual looting and they were Christians and Jews and Persian and
Apostates who openly denounced Islam. Two Nobels from Apostates working in the
West. The entire Islamic Levant in total even with oil could not keep up with Finland or
Spain or Italy. Much less South Korea. How could brittle egos cope with such a litany of
failure when Allah and Mohammad promised them that they would the Best of Peoples
destined to conquer and rule the world?
And in Europe the majority of Muslims simply could not compete one on one with
anyone. Not with the indigenous people. Not with the Asian migrants. Not with the Hindu
migrants. Not with the Sikh migrants. Not with Buddhists. Not with anyone. Much less
the much hated Jews. The frustrated and enraged Mos could not explain their obvious
failure other than a monstrous and fantastical Jewish Freemason conspiracy against
them. It was an insult to their brittle egos. It defied Islam. And it simply could not be
endured. Where the hell is Jack?

It was no good pointing to IQ tests or explaining the concept of incest from over 1400
years of gross inbreeding. It was no good pointing to illiteracy scores or the Islamic
contempt for education or books. It was no good pointing to the ‘golden penis’ Eloi
entitlement complex. It was no good pointing out that Islam did not enshrine a work
ethic in Muslims or a sense of self responsibility or self control or self discipline. It was
no good pointing out the winning ingredients of Western Great Divergence or Asian
Great Convergence compared to the losing hand of cards which the Muslim World
embraced. It was no good pointing out what they did wrong to bring about their Third
World failures or their own personal failures or to seize second or third chances when
offered to them. Where the hell is Jack?
It was no good pointing out that if Japan could copy the ingredients of Western success
in the Nineteenth Century and South Korea and Taiwan and Hong Kong and Singapore
and China could copy the ingredients of Western success in the Twentieth Century then
the Islamic World could copy the ingredients of Western success in the Millennium. The
West was Kafir. The West was Kufr. The West was Walaa wa al Baraa. That which Allah
hates. The West was something that no Muslim could copy or embrace unless he was
an apostate. The West was haram. The West was Najis filthy and Jahiliyyah polluted.
The West was Occidentophobia and Asia as Shirkphobia. So even the European
Muslims had a terrible inferiority complex. And they believed that integrating or
assimilating into the hated West simply made them apostates while not guaranteeing
them any chance at spectacular success which their brittle little egos so desperately
needed. So the European Muslims simply pathologically HATED THE WEST. Hated!
Hated! Hated! Hated! Hated! And the Asian Muslims pathologically HATED THE EAST.
The trouble was most Mos had no intellectual ability to graduate from school. Or trade
school. Or to acquire any skill or trade to get a well paying job. It was brutal to say the
Mos were retarded but scientific tests prove most Mos were retarded. IQs in the 80s.
Genetic defeats. Mental illness from inbreeding. Paranoia. Depression. Brittle egos.
Obsessive compulsion positively galloped through them. They were biologically
screwed and they screwed themselves by grossly inbreeding as well as grossly over
breeding. It was their fault. But what could be done now? If the Mos stayed in their own
messed up countries they would not be so humiliated by their failure and their low IQs.
But removed to the West or India or Asia their competition against people with superior
genetics and higher IQs untainted by inbreeding could only end one way: as failure.

So most Mos lounged on the dole which they called jizya to justify their failures. ‘We
have not failed! We don’t have to achieve because we are Eloi! We are the Masters!
Our White Slaves and Brown Slaves and Yellow Slaves are expected to work FOR US.
So most Mos displayed no work ethic or ambition to succeed in anything except
showing off the status riches of success ---- invented and manufactured in the West or
else Shirk Asia. Not in the Islamic world. Claiming to be rich. Claiming to be successful.
Claiming to be the Best of Peoples —unlike the Najis filthy, Jahiliyyah polluted, Shirk
contaminated, Kufr damned, vilest of creatures without morality or intelligence destined
by Allah only to toil away to serve their masters: the Eloi.
Youtube videos abounded of Muslim migrants of the Calais Jungle boasting into
Youtube cameras how rich and successful they were ----showing off stolen cell phones
and knock off watches ---- while living in trees or in The Jungle---- while trying to force
their way into El Dorado ie the UK ---- where they boasted of getting rich jobs ----despite being illiterate ----- obviously diseased and featuring rotten teeth ---- while
speaking poor English ---- with no job skills whatsoever ---- which simply nailed their
pathetic tragedy for the whole world to see. And most Mos could not find the
wherewithal to get off the dole. To work. To try. Except for crime of course. Especially
drug gangs. And of course terrorism. From failure to paradise! Where the hell is Jack?
And they were big time drug abusers and frankly even alcoholics. And despite tobacco
being haram, heavy smokers too. Their egos were so brittle they needed every artificial
lift while displaying absolutely no will power or sense of self control or discipline. They
were spoiled by their parents as the ‘golden penis’ darlings. David Landes. What a
politically incorrect term which nevertheless summed up the Mos! The darling, precious,
golden boys who did no wrong and were never disciplined. They were praised solely for
being the sons. They were praised for memorizing some meaningless garbles of
Medieval Koran but not for bothering to stay in school. They were praised for breeding
grandsons by the baker’s dozen ----- with inbred kindred ---- hopefully without two heads
or else cyclops features ----- but ever lower and lower in IQ as they inbred ----- with preadolescent kindred with their genitalia hacked off ----- because they could not raise to
the occasion unless their property could be debased and beaten and raped — even if
they could not support their inbred baker’s dozen of bastards or their aged parents ---all on the dole.

Everyone on the dole. It is jizya! They were praised despite not doing anything
whatsoever. They were never expected to work. To go out and get a job. Their mere
existence as breeding Male Mos was justification to expect every perk and privilege to
be bestowed upon them on a silver platter. When they marched into every naive country
in 2015 and saw the signs welcoming them they actually assumed the signs said
Welcome oh great and mighty masters coming to rule us craven inferiors! We are your
White Slaves! Do whatever you want! They were the Eloi! They had that Eloi mindset of
gross self entitlement as the Best of Peoples. Based on mere biological existence. The
Eloi Mo leeches. Yet they displayed no ability whatsoever in anything whatsoever
including any ability to connect the dots of their unfolding disaster.
When confronted with the genetics of inbreeding they absolutely refused to stop
inbreeding. Mass producing a dozen children each ---- while inbreeding. While the smart
West and smarter East cut back their smart population the Muslims and Mo Africans
mass produced inbred retards by the millions. Then billions. A half a billion swelling into
a billion selling into two billion swelling into thee billion swelling into four billion swelling
up to five billion. Nonstop. To take over the world with retards with glaring genetic
deformities. Conquest by Soylent Green over population of retards. The exact opposite
of Darwinian Evolution! It was Mo Devolution!
And the Mos showed neither ability or desire to learn German. Or Swedish. Or English.
Much less a job. Anything other than taking endless selfies or posing for endless selfies
as if American Black Rappers. And working at a 9-5 job was not considered honorable.
Bringing home a paycheck was not worthy a demigod Eloi. Just saying you were a good
hard worker and a good father and a good husband was not worthy a demigod Eloi. The
Eloi Best of Peoples were above work. That left only the dole or crime. But calling the
dole jizya or else celebrating their drug gang lifestyles did not gild over the reality that
they were parasites. Deadbeats. Leeches. And self delusional lies could not paper over
the truth that everyone other than the delusional Leftist apologists despised them.
Where the hell is Jack?
Secretly they despised themselves. So that trapped the Mos in a cycle of failure in
school. Dropping out of school. Dole. Crime. Prison. Radicalization in prison. Jihad
terrorism. Messy death. Martyrdom. Either that or else drug abuse and alcoholism. For
the majority of Mos there were no other viable options. We blue collar British workers
were redundant by betrayal. The Mos were biologically redundant by inbreeding and

over breeding. And the Mos were also failures because Islam betrayed them by making
them believe they were the Eloi Ubermensch Best of Peoples destined to dominate and
rule the Untermensch world solely because they were Male Mos with ‘golden penises’.
They genuinely expected the West to had over everything to them on a silver platter.
They were the Eloi. Where is the luxurious dome for them to lounge in while taking
endless selfies? Or in Sweden a luxurious cruise ship for them to lounge in while taking
endless selfies?
Yet these precious failures genuinely expected Europe and the UK to hand over
everything to them. Including their children to molest and rape. Surrender to them.
Kowtow to them. Grovel to them. Appease them. Jizya. Tribute. Entitlement. They were
the Eloi. We were the filthy Kafir Morlocks. The world owed them everything. We owed
them everything. Yet Every P of the Four Ps flogged us bloody for judging the poor Mos
by the actions of a few. A few. Hell! It was the majority of Mos! The majority of Mos! The
majority of Mos were problematic. If not disastrous. And they were bankrupting us!
Terrorizing us! Not like ISIS maybe. But worse in a way.
With a nonstop drip drip drip of sheer overwhelming parasitism and destabilizing
criminality. Social unraveling. The social cohesion glue that holes any nation together
being torn to shreds. Finally Tribalism. Them against us! Us against them! Everyone
against everyone else! Until WW III! Like a cancer slowly but relentlessly devouring us
from within. The enemy was already inside the citadel. Funny. Most Mos gibber about
mythic Jewish and Freemason conspiracy theories. The Labor traitors joined the Mos in
gibbering about mythic Jewish — Israel ----- Freemason ---- ultra rightist fascist
conspiracy theories. But the real enemy conspiring inside the citadel were the
Occidentalphobic Mos. And the Loki Insider Traitors of course..... Where the hell is
Jack?....”
*** ***
The professional soldier watched the Mo helicopters spiral away, their ammo
temporarily exhausted. He gasped. One good thing! Except then he realized one dark
silhouette of an especially large helicopter was still spiraling from very high up in the
darkening sky as if a vulture carried on the wind currents. A black shape spiraling,
spiraling, spiraling.....

*** ***
Meanwhile, Jack was trailing the morality police as they investigated the second floor.
But he could not maneuver around them to get ahead to report the magic number: 13.
And the morality police were quarreling about the assignment. Some wanted to
investigate the building if only to appease the Hunter who was agitating that something
might be about to go down. Others were worried that the Hunter had exceeded his
authority. Their technical boss, the commander of The Tower Fortress, had not pressed
his thumb print on the order. Others were scared of the building itself.
The decayed and disintegrating building was festooned by Pancras Plague signs. Sure.
There had not been an outbreak for a while. Some migrants were even huddled in the
wreaked ground floor. But the grossly decayed building had a sinister aura. Great
smears of foul mold begrimed the walls. Spidery decay shrouded parts of it. What
looked like paranormal vomit reeked here and there and everywhere. Some hallways
appeared to be caved in. Some ceilings had caved in or else appeared about to cave in.
And the second floor was littered by bones of Pancras victims still stinky with Pancras
muck which never entirely decayed. It stank vilely. And many of the morality police were
afraid the old gas masks would not protect them from the notorious plague. So the 13
frightened souls were bickering whether to retreat or else persevere. And they were
bickering in exactly the worse place so Jack could not maneuver ahead of them to
report the magic number: 13.
The aging Hooligan waited for Jack as his legs cramped up. “Where the hell is Jack to
tell us how many Mos we have to take down? And then there was the problematic EU.
Hell! Problematic was an understatement. The EU openly admitted its ultimate goal is
dictatorship. The European Commission was 100% not elected yet dominate every
country and trumped every democratic institution. A Bureaucracy dictatorship of
unelected bureaucratic tintype dictators running roughshod over everyone. They openly
admitted their ultimate aim was to destroy every nation entirely. To impose a Super EU
authoritarian super state complete with a paramilitary police and military army to enforce
their commands and forcibly subjugate any rebellious citizenry. After all! NATO was to
defend Europe from without! Not within! So what the hell was this new paramilitary
police and army suppose to do from within? Attack Europeans and us of course! Hell!
They even resurrected the Stasi and were turning not only the lying press but social

media into BIG BROTHER’s Ministry of Truth ---- garnished by spies burrowing into
every thought of every citizen as if the Thought Police.
Even Dhimmi Dave had to admit the Parliament was nought but a rubber stamp. We
had but ‘the illusion of sovereignty’. The EU dictatorship governed this country. Not the
Parliament. Every Common Law was trumped by the EU. And the EU was openly and
deliberating undermining national sovereignty. Deliberating conspiring to erase national
identity. National culture. National democracy. National laws. National values. National
institutions. National accountability by our so-called elected leaders. Therefore national
elections. And especially the thing that defined nationality: borders.
Through open borders the EU junta deliberately poured millions and millions and
millions and millions of Muslim migrants into every country to destabilize every country.
Deliberately. To overwhelm the indigenous citizenry. To unravel law and order. To justify
martial law. Deliberately. And to overthrow national institutions by importing 5th columns
who would vote for the EU in exchange for a lifetime on the dole. In short: importing
their own Black Bloc goons to terrorize us. Importing their own terrorists and storm
troopers to brutalize us.
In ten years alone the EU forced the UK to accept almost two million migrants. Migration
Watch was lambasted by the Four Ps for their statistics but then the Office of National
Statistics and the EU Euro-statistical Office admitted that the UK faced 80 million people
being shoved cheek to jowl in the UK in 25 years unless something drastic was done.
600,000 a year were coming in. Not vetted. Not investigated. Their identities totally
unknown. Often their fingerprints burned off. Robbers. Rapists. Molesters. ISIS
supporters. Chancers. Manual laborers. Deadbeats. Cripples. Vagrants. The diseased.
The retarded. The fanatic. Failures. Desperados. Every sort of criminal. Scum. The
worst of the worst. Turkey openly admitted they were keeping the best for themselves
and dumping the worst on us. Every Third World failed state was openly dumping their
worst on us ----- and refusing to take the scum back!
Dhimmi Dave was lying. And caught lying. London was facing having 410 people per km
and doubling and tripling and quadrupling that. We were already the 8th most over
populated country in the world. Rivaling India. Twice the population of Germany and
three times the population of France. Tied with The Soylent Green Netherlands. Dhimmi
Dave was lying through his teeth. Yet Dhimmi Dave and the Four Ps and the EU were

preventing us from closing our borders to anyone and everyone forcing their way into
our island. Flooding our municipalities. Over whelming our indigenous citizenry.
Bankrupting our NHS. Straining our infrastructure. Taking 50% of our housing. And
straining our Dole to insolvency. Turning our cities into some Soylent Green Third World
nightmare. Forcing us legal citizens to the back of every queue. While Somali
deadbeats waltzed into London to be given one million pound council townhouses for
free. Dole for free. NHS for free. Everything for free. All which we were expected to pay
for with our taxes while we were ordered to the back of every queue. Dhimmi Dave let
slip the reality. We only had the ‘Illusion of sovereignty’.
And the EU was also destroying every nation’s economy. Since the EU dictatorship
started the economies of the EU went straight down. Except for Germany of course.
Straight down. Economic devastation. Our economy was not as bad as some of the
other EU countries but the EU octopus was strangling our economy as well. With
byzantine bureaucratic red tape. 50% corruption. Gross incompetence. How do you lose
billions in one year on illegal Muslim migrants while claiming you were so paralyzed by
EU laws you could not close the borders to two million illegal migrants in one year?
Another three to five million hot on their heels. Ten million coming after that. Even the
EU bureaucrats admitted that. Ten million! Potentially millions saying they planned to
come? 303 million Africans along said they wanted to come as well as half of the entire
Islamic World. If not all of it! Half a billion. Potentially a billion. Even billions! There would
be 80 million in this country alone unless something was done. How could our leaders
say they were paralyzed? Paralyzed? Unable to do an ‘Australian’? Unable to do
anything? While refusing to close borders? While damning countries which at least tried
to close borders? While misplacing millions in monies? Hemorrhaging billions? Soon
projected to be trillions? While demanding 55 million per day from us as if the EU cash
cow?
Every small Brit business and a lot of big Brit businesses openly said the EU was killing
them. The Commanding Heights EU Socialism was strangling them. Strangling
Capitalism. Breaking every law of Capitalism. Destroying competition and innovation.
Drowning small businesses in crushing red tap. Byzantine requirements of utter insanity.
All combined with gross corruption and bribery and crony corporatism. All as global big
banks screwed us. Yet the EU allowed British Steel to be destroyed. 40,000 workers laid
off. All while undercutting British jobs with cheap EU workers. While ordering us to
accept millions of Mos who went right onto the dole. Never working a day in their lives.

Preventing us from deporting Mo criminals and terrorists. The EU ‘Human Rights’ crap
only protected Mo criminals and terrorists. A cold day in hell the EU protected victims of
Mos. We could not even deport Mo criminals back to Italy or France. Even notorious Mo
terrorists had more human rights than we enjoyed. Where the hell is Jack?....”
Jack was stymied by the morality police as they bickered on the devastated second
floor. Even Jack admitted the Cockney Cockroaches had worked over time on the
nightmare to scare away intruders to protect the rooftop military observation post.
Noxious slime oozed down the walls. Foul mold blotted the decaying and partly burned
walls so densely it seemed to form sinister faces of loathsomeness. Spidery webs
tangled from the decayed ceiling. Much of the ceiling had collapsed revealing great
gapping holes which breathed out foul stench. Most of the windows were shattered
creating jagged shards as if teeth. Heaps of debris was moldering into masses of putrid
decay. Here and there noxious filth oozed. Great mounds of decayed feces were
heaped in places. Other places still stank of urine. Some feces were smeared over a
decayed sign in a shattered office which announced ‘Welcome Refugees’. The
incredulous sign adorned with what once were pretty colors and butterflies and flowers.
That was decidedly ironical considering the original fate of the building: nationalized to
become first a politically correct Red Cross asylum center run by deluded do goody
Snowflakes and then an over stuffed migrant camp jammed cheek to jowl with
thousands of migrants until they torched part of the place after rioting. Something
nagged Jack’s memory. “Something bad went down here. But what?....”
“.....Sigmar Gabriel of the German Economy Ministry and the EU Central Bank openly
admitted that the EU was depressing the wages and income of low paid workers and
pensioners. The ‘little people’ as he called them” the ex-sports Hooligan remembered.
“Wasn’t this building nationalized to be a refugee center? What happened? Something
happened? I can’t remember. Where the hell is Jack? Gabriel admitted there was
collateral damage of stagflation which the EU has created over 20 years. ‘Collateral
damage’? Hell’s Bells! It was a proven 20% drop in 20 years as the Commanding
Heights dictatorship of Brussels wreaked rather than prospered Europe. Insolvent EU
banks were starting to charge negative interest!
The EU economy and productivity was dropping like a rock every single year compared
to the rest of the world. The economies of Europe and the UK were going down! Down!
Down! And interest rates going down to .04% and then into the negatives!

‘Expropriation’ the German admitted. Devouring the nest eggs of poor people and
retirees alike. ‘Devaluing’ the German admitted. Crippling the economies of every
economy except Germany and especially the southern European economies. All to
keep Germany’s economy on top. He admitted that. Wreaking the economies of
everyone else to keep Germany on top. The totally incomparable economics directly
causing the bankruptcy of Greece, Spain, Italy, Portugal. Even France. The
Netherlands. Belgium. Even the Nordic countries were struggling. It was sure as hell
wreaking our economy. All to keep Germany on top.
Every businessman and farmer not sucking the teats of the EU openly said the EU was
killing our economy. Killing business everywhere in the EU. With dictatorship. With
insanely over the top Commanding Heights bureaucracy. With pettifogged over
regulations which amounted to insanity. With corruption. Forcing every country to
conform to one insanely rigid cookie cutter model when every country and every
business was different. Inflexible. Rigid. Commanding Heights socialism that pretty
much counterfeited Communism. With the same result: ruination. As Free Market
Capitalism was strangled. Even the top business firms and City investment firms and
Commonwealth consortiums said only a jackass would not want to do Brexit. The Swiss
withdrew their application while saying ‘Only lunatics would want to join the EU now.’
Where the hell is Jack?”
Jack was trapped. As the morality police bickered Jack explored the carnage of this part
of the second floor with his eyes from his hiding place. The decay was so shocking. This
was not Cockney Cockroach just window dressing. Something very bad happened here.
He could feel it. Something evil. Rot as if blood was oozing down one wall where the
destroyed office used to be. The ‘Welcome Refugees’ sign was somehow creepy in its
naivete. As if sardonic. As if jeering almost. Weren’t there marks as if bloody hand prints
on that grotesquely defaced sign? “What happened here? I know something really bad
went down...”
“.....Expose after expose revealed shocking EU corruption” the ex-sports Hooligan
remembered. “Massive corruption. Corruption and squandering of 50% of the monies
every nation had to hand over to Brussels. Gross corruption documented time and
again. Our 55 million a day got us nothing except castration when the EU deliberately
destroyed our Steel to toady to China ---- and to deliberately weaken us. While signing
the disastrous TTP treaty to further destroy us. Even as the EU openly announced they

planned to confiscate each nation’s army and navy and coast guard to become the new
EU military---- while holding training exercises of the German paramilitary in anticipation
of future ‘riots’ or ‘civil war’. Translation: to order soldiers to shoot on civilians. While
ordering the coast guards to NOT STOP MIGRANTS who were brazenly invading our
borders. All while threatening to prosecute the Poles and Swiss and Austrians and
Hungarians and Czechs and Slovaks for daring to erect border controls. Prosecuting
them for saying a government was first and foremost responsible for the safety and well
being and prosperity of its own citizens. Where the hell is Jack?”
Jack stared at that tattered sign. There definitely were stains of blood! Bloody hand
prints! As if some dying person had desperately reached for that sign as she died. “Why
did I think that?....”
“....Someone once defined totalitarianism as a political system where the state
recognizes no limits to its authority and strives to regulate every aspect of public and
private lives to the nano degree. Hell’s Bells! That describes the Divine Slavery. But it
certainly describes the EU. As everything malfunctioned and derailed and Europe
imploded all The Drunkard and The Dictator of Berlin did was rachet up the
Commanding Heights dictatorship. When the Dutch voted a No Confidence referendum
our so-called national leaders, those Loki Insider traitors, openly ordered the Dutch
Prime Minister to ignore the public will. When country after country tried to hold
referendums those traitors openly ordered the public will of people to be ignored or
overridden. Then popularism was outlawed. But isn’t popularism simply the desire of the
citizenry to have their democratic will heard by their leaders? To have their leaders
represent them instead of monsters like Soros? When did democracy become illegal.
Then democracy became illegal....”
Jack stared at that creepy sign. “It is as if the bloody finger prints are still wet..... oozing
blood..... as if a fresh crime scene....”
“.....But did the Four Ps report any of this? Hell no!” the Hooligan snarled to himself as
his legs cramped up. “And they crushed anyone who did report it. Like a ton of bricks.
The same way they concealed rapes committed by migrants. Molestations. Brutal
assaults. Especially of Red Cross workers at refugee asylum centers. In fact the Red
Cross Center workers were some of the first to be brutally assaulted and raped. In Italy.
In Austria. In Germany. In Sweden. Step by step by step as the Surtr invaded us! Rape

by rape by rape! Assault by assault by assault! Brutalization by brutalization by
brutalization! But the Regressive Left Establishment covered up that evil summer as the
invaders marched into the heart of Europe! So as not to scare everyone! So as not to
offer warning!
If even one Red Cross victim had told the world before one and a half million Mos
invaded then maybe the people would have protested to Merkel to close the borders
before it was too late! But the Red Cross victims were ordered to be silent! And they
stayed silent! They stayed silent! Despite being assaulted, molested, insulted, harassed,
threatened, and raped! So do goody fools held up welcome signs ignorant of what was
already starting! Unspeakable evil! But evil which would not be exposed until New
Year’s Eve and the infamous explosions of taharrushes which occurred in over a dozen
cities all over Europe! Half a dozen in Germany alone! Cologne only being the most
notorious! Naive young Snowflakes and middle age 68ers suffering from menopause
and empty nests holding up signs gushing their welcome to the hundreds of thousands
of Muslim male migrants marching to conquer us! Invading us without firing as shot! As
their future victims gave out teddy bears and roses while holding up signs welcoming
their rapists and murderers....”
“....Something bad happened here!” Jack mused. “This nationalized building held a
huge migrant center. The ground floor was the reception area for toadying BBC TV
cameras and newspaper propagandists doing dog and pony shows how wonderful the
migrants were. The first floor was the administration area. The second floor through the
fifth floor was where the migrants were housed in crammed quarters. Moving crates
crafted into ‘private rooms’ with mattresses. Being a commercial building the few
bathrooms were quickly overwhelmed and befouled by the migrants who even at the
best of times rarely bothered to use a toilet. Soon the building was grossly defiled.
Reeking. No proper bathing facilities. This building was never intended to house
thousands. And thousands of diseased and filthy migrants were shoved in by people
eager to manufacture a cause. Why? The same amount of money this place spent
badly could have maintained ten times as many migrants back in their home camps
which were better established and fronted by the Red Crescent with the Red Cross
staying discreetly behind the scenes. So why bring thousands here and shove them into
this building unfit for the purpose? Besides the propaganda of course!

No one identified. No one knowing who the hell they were! Mostly men of course. Men
and teenagers of war age. A few woman. Some children. Juvenile. But mostly single
men and teenagers and boys of obscure age. And contrary to the official bullshit they
were from every Islamic failed state. Not just Syria. And most were not families and
most were not obvious refugees and most were economic migrants. Rumors soon
peculated despite the censorship that terrible things were happening to the few women
and obvious children. Rumors of molestations and rapes.
Then a female refugee was found dead. Rumors whispered she died during a gang
rape. Her body was horribly mutilated. Her insides all but ripped out. But the authorities
hushed it up. When it leaked they said she hanged herself. Then rumors peculated that
the children were being raped. One was found horribly mangled by a brutal sexual
assault. It was just like Calais! What sort of Animals even rape their own children? Hell’s
Bells! It was turning into our own Calais Jungle! But that bastard of a Paki mayor was
determined to score his propaganda! So it was covered up. The other victims refuse to
snitch. They were too ashamed to admit what was happening.
It was becoming a conspiracy of silence as evil happened night after night. And the
authorities hushed everything up. The evil. Their lack of preparation. Their crude
facilities. Their over crowding. Their unseemly haste to bring too many migrants into a
country. Their terror as those migrants started to molest and rape and worse. All to
prove what? They said they did not want to feed the Kippers. They did not want to
appear to be racist. They did not want to besmirch the glorious narrative being
orchestrated. The noble cause. So the ‘children’ were isolated on a floor. Which was it?
Then a few secret Syrian Christians were found. But not in time. They were found
brutally murdered. But of course no one claimed to have seen anything! So that was
covered up too. See no evil! Hear no evil! Speak no evil!
Wasn’t this floor where the ‘child migrants’ were kept. Yeah! Yeah! That sign with its
childish lettering! This was where the ‘child migrants’ were housed! This part of the
second floor. See that rotting teddy bear over there. And over there are decayed toys.
God! The mold and rot oozing everywhere! As if this part of the second floor is still
somehow decomposing horribly! As if organic! But how can that be? But the other part
of the second floor is not like this! No wonder the morality police are scared to move
further on! I swear that creepy sign appears to be oozing fresh blood! This part of the

second floor is truly noxious! Disgustingly noxious? But why? How? As if it is seeping
foulness! As if something is eternally rotting ....”
“....Well! Someone had to fight back! Hell’s Bells! And that someone were the Sport
Hooligans! Inspired by the ex-Commie East Bloc countries the Sport Hooligans earned
their battle scars fighting Commies. The Casuals they were called. And while the Four
Ps lied to the people and conspired to conceal the truth we were determined to tell the
truth to the world. Even if the Four Ps called us ‘racists’ and ‘bigots’ and ‘xenophobes’
and ‘Islamophobes’ and ‘skinheads’ and ‘Nazis’ for revealing the BIG LIES of the Four
Ps. But how? Censorship was kicking in big time. Even on social media and twitter
which used to allow people to contact each other and organize. And the Thought Police
were throwing us in jail.....”
Jack stared at that grotesque welcome sign. The foul smears of feces. The bloody hand
prints remarkably fresh in their gory redness. The ripping of one corner as if some
desperate hand had grabbed at it frantically. “The Red Cross was hopelessly
outnumbered by their .....clients” he remembered. “Dangerously hopelessly
outnumbered. Especially at night. The horde was mostly male. Mostly between the age
of twelve and thirty. Testosterone on over drive. Even the so-called ‘children’ were
violent ---- despite rumors in every country that they were unbelievably violent ---- and
anything but ‘children’. But the BBC kept churning out the propaganda how wonderful
these ..... refugees ..... were. How morally correct it was for us to help them. What dear
children they were and how we were morally compelled to take them in. How we should
open our borders to them. All of them. ‘We can do this!’
But rumors whispered otherwise. The migrants were shockingly aggressive.
Contemptuous. Smashing the windows and throw garbage out of the windows.
Complaining about everything. Throwing food back at the workers. Saying it was not fit
for dogs or women. Bullying and intimidating the workers. Throwing their feces and
garbage everywhere. Urinating all over the place. Defiling and destroying everything.
Snarling. Demanding. Threatening. Especially demanding money ----- while boasting
how huge their genitalia was. Complaining where their free condos were. Where their
free automobiles were. Where all of the free money was. ‘Where is our money?’ Where
their free blond girl friends were. The free whores.....

The Red Cross workers were mostly drafted from gullible places. Churches.
Universities. Snowflakes were especially targeted because they were so naive. Us exBrexiters knew right off the bat this was a prescription for tragedy. It was a big
propaganda show that could only end badly. Like our poor island after the defeat of
Brexit. So the Four Ps recruited delusional empty nest 68er and Snowflakes. Especially
Snowflakes. Snowflakes and young under aged girls. The Four Ps actually suggested
that families should offer their children to help out. Sorta like servants. To come and
volunteer to clean for the migrants. To clean up their garbage and feces and urine
smeared najis which was reeking everywhere. You know! Najis cleans up Najis! That
sort of thing! Except at the time no one knew what ‘Najis’ meant or that we were Najis
filth. That bastard of a Paki was enjoying his practical joke on us clearly! Of course the
Luvvies promoted the scheme but declined to offer their own golden children or their
money. But Snowflakes from the politically correct universities especially rushed to join.
Young. Gullible. Pretty. Mostly females. Girls. Young girls. God! I think I remember what
happened.....”
The Hooligan grimaced as he remembered the bitter past. “So as Twitter and Facebook
imposed censorship no less then the Lying Press human interfaces had to go from city
to city and meet the various organizations spontaneously picking up the mantle of
protesting. Because ordinary people feared losing their jobs. Feared being shunned.
Feared the digital equivalent of being burned at the stake. And frankly, until the middle
class Pegida Protests and A of D started, the only people who had the guts to risk being
shunned or blacklisted or threatened were the skinheads. The motorcycle gangs. And
yes! The Football Hooligans. And the hipster Millennial Generation Identity Identitarians.
But they were a squirrelly lot.
The most enthusiastic brawlers were the Casuals as the Football tribes were called in
Europe. The hipster Millennial Identitarians were smarter and more savvy and their
propaganda was great. But it was hard to pin them down. Squirrelly. Smart. But
squirrelly. It was part generational. It was part class. But we had to get those squirrelly
hipsters connected to the middle class and middle age Pegida movement and the A f D
movement. The linchpin being the Casuals. And the Le Pens and Kippers were having
problems. The police were arresting their leaders for every sort of bogus nonsense. In
and out of jail. In and out of court. The cases were always thrown out sooner or later.
The point was to bankrupt them and isolate them. Make them sound so scary no middle
class person would dare listen to them. To cut off the head of the opposition. So the

opposition could not unite. So ordinary people would be too scared to join any
Resistence. And that is what we were building. The Resistence!
I remembered reading a translation of a Der Spiegel newspaper interview with the
Millennial head of A f D. The young girl. The Four P reporter kept trying to pin her as a
fascist Nazi skin head. She kept point blank throwing the accusations back at him.
Daring him to find one fact which supported his ideological accusations. He couldn’t. But
he kept trying to throw dirt. Baseless accusations at her pretty, valiant, and oh so young
head. At no point could he prove any accusation. And he failed to ask the single most
obvious question: why did a young Millennial girl join the Identitarian Movement? Why
did a young middle class and well educated German girl with a scientific degree come
out against The Dictator of Berlin and the EU New World Order and unlimited Muslim
migration? That was the single question everyone wanted asked. And he could not ask
her that question er she would give him the terrible answer he could not admit!
It was stupid really. The Left was so holier- than- thou but they were the ones using
threats, bogus law suits, false jail charges, censorship, blacklisting, the Black Bloc, and
endless threats to silence all opposition. Heavy handed repression. Crushing public
dissent. Crushing democratic concern. Basically telling everyone to bugger off and shut
up and let them behave like dictators. How hippy leftist touchy groovy flower child is
that? The Regressive Left were using all of the techniques of the Nazis and the Fascists
they accuse everyone else of being. Crushing democratic dissent. Denouncing
democracy and popularism. Behaving like the Elite. Scorning the Blue Collar Workers.
Employing BIG LIES. Propaganda. Suppressing facts. Censoring the truth. Creating
phony straw man villains. papier-mâché bad guys. Brawling. Physically attacking. Some
of the Leftist Anarchists were unbelievably violent. Especially the Black Bloc. Arresting
anyone for reporting facts. Like arresting the statistical Swedish guy who revealed the
Malmo rapes. Arresting the UK guy who proved that the spike of antisemitic crimes were
directly linked to Mos and to Liberals and Leftists. That the worse antisemitics were
Leftists. Especially the Labor Party — who also routinely bullied Mos into voting for
them with the threat that otherwise they would all go to hell. Literally! And guess who
was always arrested? Not the Four Ps!
Censoring statistics which disproved their fanatic beliefs that Islam was the ultimate
touchy feelly love child cult. Censoring facts which disproved their fanatic beliefs that
multi-culturalism and diversity which every factual study debunked. I still remember the

late great Black Pigeon Speaks and his amazing 45 minute expose of the utter failure of
‘Diversity is our Strength’! It was so terrible how he died! A millennial dying for the lies of
his fathers which he exposed time and again! Censoring the economic suicide every
Western nation was committing.l censoring the parasitism of the Mos. Censoring history,
reality, to prove that economics and culture and religion all over the world were all the
same wonderful touchy feeling flower child equivalents of the West. When they were
not. ....”
“.....The BBC showed the young volunteers” Jack remembered. “It was like something
out of a 1960s movie about some cult. Their naivete was chilling. Gushing how
wonderful Merkel was. Gushing how wonderful the EU was. Gushing how wonderful
their politically correct Paki mayor was. Gushing how wonderful the Red Cross Asylum
center was. Gushing how wonderful the humanitarian experience would be.....”
“.....Is a Third World failed state the equivalent of Europe?” the Hooligan mused a his
legs cramped up. “Is a religious dictatorship the equivalent of America? Is genital
mutilation and breast ironing and forced child marriages to cousins and dirty old men
marrying their pre-adolescent nieces and considering women to be ward-property of a
mehram master-guardian-owners and medieval heresy and blasphemy laws and mob
vigilante justice for insulting a stone age pedophile the equivalent of the Age of the
Enlightenment or Human Rights or Democracy or Meritocracy? Is Islamic theocracy the
same as the Jeffersonian Wall of secularism? Is stone age Sharia the same as the
Magna Carta or Common Law? Is the belief a husband can rape and beat his wife the
equivalent of the suffragette Movement? Is the burka the equivalent of a female power
suit? Is the British Abolishment of World Slavery the equivalent of Islamic Present Day
Slavery? Is the British Empire which left most of its colonies as Advanced World
superpowers the equivalent of the Ottoman Imperial Empire which left most of it real
estate as present day Third World failed states while leaving Turkey still the Sick Man of
Europe? Is almost seven hundred Nobels the equivalent of two Nobels? Not counting
those phony ‘peace prizes to butchers and dictators!
Is the Hamas controlled failed State of Gaza the equivalent of Israel? Is the Jewish right
to not be exterminated the equivalent of the Hamas Charter advocating the genocide of
Jews? Is the only functional democracy in the Near East, Israel, the equivalent of the
PLO dictatorship complete with a palace for a non-elected incompetent built by British
charity funds? Or as Labor said, the equivalent of ISIS? Is Buckingham Palace of

Queen Elizabeth the equivalent of The Butcher of Istanbul’s gigantic palace built by
corruption as the self proclaimed caliph of the New Caliphate? Are the failed states of
the Islamic Levant the equivalent of Europe? Are the failed states of Pakistan and
Bangladesh the equivalent of India? Are the sputtering states of Malaysia and Indonesia
the equivalent of Japan and South Korea and China? Is Islamic dictatorship the
equivalent of Western functional democracy? Is Arabic taharrush gang molestation the
equivalent of the micro aggression of a man hogging a train seat by man spreading?
Is the invention of almost 95% of all of the inventions in the history of mankind the
equivalent of an Islamic baker’s dozen — most of which were Christians and Jews and
Zoroastrians or else Agnostics and Apostates plus two Nobels by Apostates? Is the
British Industrial Revolution the equivalent of an UN report documenting the Islamic
failure in the entire Islamic world in industry or the production of genuine patents or R &
D compared to just South Korea? Much less the West? Or the East? Is the invention of
the printing press and the mass production of millions of books in the West the
equivalent of the Islamic banning of the printing press for two centuries ? Is the entire
production and translation of all of the known books by the entire Islamic World the
worthy equivalent of Spain’s production and translation of books in just one year? Or the
equivalent of the UK or the USA in one month? Is Oxford and Cambridge the
equivalents of the University of Cairo which teaches that mullahs are still nutters and the
earth is still flat — or at least that miracles are the norm because Cause and Effect does
not exist and genii power is a viable alternative to the turbine? Is Mohammad the War
Lord and Mass Butcher the equivalent of The Buddha or Jesus The Savor? Really?
Really? ....”
Jack stared at that terrible ‘Welcome Refugees’ sign as the morality police debated. Half
wanted to flee. Half were so afraid of the Hunter they felt compelled to move up to the
third floor. That partly torn welcome sign fluttered spookily. As if those bloody hand
prints were still fresh even if the najis feces were petrified “At night this floor was packed
with ‘under age’ migrant boys but some of those boys were obviously eighteen,
nineteen, twenty years old. It was a grotesque farce really. But the politically correct
social warriors insisted it would be wrong to test them. The social warriors insisted they
were all vulnerable ‘children’ and we morally were obligated to rescue them. But even
the so-called ‘children’ were all but feral. No one knew who they were or where they
came from. At night when the PR show was over the social justice warriors went home
to their comfortable beds there often was only one worker on duty per floor.....”

The aging Hooligan sighed. “So anyway. I was in Brussels to interface with the Casuals.
The European Hooligans. It was after The Dictator of Berlin opened Europe to almost
two million migrants while trying to prevent countries like Poland or Hungary or
Czechoslovakia or Austria from putting up fences. All while insisting that Europe
ABSOLUTELY HAD TO ACCEPT ANY AND ALL MIGRANTS NO MATTER WHAT AND
NO MATTER HOW MANY. So the Casuals were having lots of demonstrations. Interpol
announced that ISIS had indeed lived up to its claim: they had 5000 sleeper cells in
Europe. German security admitted there were over two thousand terror cells in
Germany now. Just as the ‘Army of Darkness’ controlled most of our mosques and
madrassas, The Butcher of Istanbul’s religious fanatics controlled most of Germany’s
mosques and madrassas. And nutters were returning to Europe and the UK from Syria
in droves. ISIS sleepers. And after Paris Friday The Thirteenth terrorism attack
everyone knew the question was not IF but rather WHEN the next terrorism would
occur. Of course this was before the Nice attack and the German axe fanatic’s attack
and the Munich attack and all of the other attacks. So many attacks! By now all of the
Islamic terrorism attacks have blurred into one gigantic wound in my brain....”
Jack stared at that creepy sign. “It is as if those bloody finger prints are still
fresh.....oozing..... as if I can still hear the ......screams.....”
“.....The Casuals were the best fighters. Pegida, despite the lies of the Four Ps about it
being a fascist skinhead ultra right nut job, was actually just a bunch of scared middle
class Baby Boomers and Generation Xers and their children. Mostly Generation Zers.
Embarrassingly law abiding. Waging flags. Holding up patriotic signs. Legitimately
scared. Not a skinhead in sight. Much less a brawler. The Four Ps and the Lying Press
were labeling every single opposition organization who opposed the EU, the New World
Order, the Global Elite, Champagne Socialists, Merkel, Big Sis, and Soros as ‘Far Right’
when they were simply Right. Not just Right of center. Right of the Left and in the center.
Why is someone who is simply on the Right of extreme and delusional Far Left nut jobs
engaging in recklessly destructive and suicidal politics evil? Being Right of extreme
Regressive Left ideological fanatics is by definition a return to the center. To sanity.
Moderation. Common sense. To self survival. A course correction away from the Titanic
icebergs of political disaster. Careful, frugal conservatism. First do no harm. The
rejection of Stockholm Syndrome cults and ideologies which have failed. The embrace
of self preservation and responsible government. A return of local cultural identity and

proven values which have stood the test of time. A restoration of traditional ideals and
heritage and what has been proven to work throughout history. A embrace of morality
and the family. The jettisoning of ideologies which might sound good in theory but have
been proven to be failures when put into practice. And the rejection of increasingly
depraved perversions.
Then there was the A f D which was a revolutionary Millennial Identitarian movement.
Close to Libertarianism really. European Libertarianism. It had just scored in the off
election and was scaring the knickers right off The Dictator of Berlin. But they were also
mostly hipster Millennials. Every European country bleeding under the EU and the New
World Order was producing bumper crops of hipster Millennial Identitarians. This was
the first generation which saw the full impact of the Regressive Left’s failed ideologies
and unsustainable extremism up close and personal as they let the brainwashing
bastions of higher education to see the real world for what it really was. But they were
the Generation Z which saw themselves as the soldiers of the coming WW III. I think
they still hoped WW III could be avoided.
The Millennial Xers and the Generation Zers were the first generations to be sacrificed
on the alter of political correctness. The first victims of the object failure of multi-cultural
relativism. The first casualties of ‘Diversity is our strength’. The first causalities of the
Global New World Order steamroller. The first dupes to realize their past had been
stolen from them and their future was being stolen from them. The first to see terrorism
and violence and assault as the ‘new norm’. Everyone suddenly turning around and
realizing they were facing the machine guns of an authoritarian dictatorship merely
masquerading as a democracy. Surrender and submit. Obey blindly or die. Everyone
standing in a Medina Trench instead of the promised EU Utopia or 1960s touchy groovy
Socialistic Lalaland.
But unlike the brainwashed still cocooned at the brainwashing centers of indoctrination
otherwise known as schools and universities run by Big Brother’s Thought Police, they
realized they were standing in the Medina Trench and it was their mass grave. And the
deluded 68ers and power crazed Loki Insider Traitors and the Social Justice Warriors
and the Snowflakes were determined to bury them alive in that mass grave. For what
else is the Great Replacement than manufactured genocide of an entire ethnicity in a
Medina Trench? The original time line for the Great Replacement implied letting the
68ers die off naturally and then exterminating the much smaller population of Millennials

knowing the even smaller population of Snowflakes at the brainwashing centers of
indoctrination would be effortlessly dispatched as if an after thought. Everyone as usual
forgetting about the ignored Generation X and Z. So at least some of the Millennials
recognized that the New World Order was digging their mass graves while plotting their
mass liquidation and erasure. To be eradicated from the surface of the earth as if they
never existed as Europe was sterilized to become a tableau rosa for their replacements:
The New Eurabians from the South. The Surtr.
This toxic cocktail of Regressive Left Stockholm Syndrome Jim Jones and his Cool Aid
brainwashing indoctrination was producing beautifully brainwashed Snowflakes and
Millennials in the UK. But the European Millennials and Snowflakes were split. The
brainwashed European Snowflakes and Millennials, the Greens, were eager to drink the
Cool Aid of their mass death. Genocide never tasted so good! So nauseatingly sweet to
hide the poison laced within! And in such an array of bright feel good colors to appeal to
infantile brains! Even the paper cups of ideology were brightly colored for infantile
consumption! Only the most determined would be able to resist the Big Brother
brainwashing or the Jim Jones charisma! Bring on the Cool Aid! Love that poison! But
the bleeding and rebelling Identitarians and Libertarians were desperate to escape the
open grave of the death cult co-joined with the death ideology plotting their genocide.
Only the Austrian Freedom Party was more hipster or more unexpectedly determined to
avoid their preordained and deviously manufactured demise....”
Jack stared at that grotesque sign. “The air is foul but there should not be draft over
there so why is that sign fluttering? That one torn corner fluttering like that? That is the
office where the one Red Cross worker would have stayed during the night shift. It was
nothing more than a cubbyhole. The door flimsy. See how the door is torn off? The
windows smashed? That one wall caved in? The whole cubbyhole stomped and have
caved in? If she hide in there it would have offered no defense at all. Where is the
internal telephone? I can’t see it? The table. How dreadfully strange it looks. Why does
it make my skin crawl? Why does it remind me of a cross? A torture instrument where a
body is held by force until it dies? Like a butterfly pinned to a piece of board to be
violated before being impaled by a pin?....”
“....What a charmingly handsome and elegant man Norbert Hofer used to be. As a lower
class Hooligan he should have been too posh for me to stomach. So Millennial and so
upper class and so posh Austrian. As if the Habsburg Empire had not been

disemboweled limb by limb. As if channeling Inspector General Crown Prince Rudolph
before he was assassinated by Roll Commandos for his role in exposing Bismark’s
gunnery incompetence. Small and fragile with a sly Viennese smile. But the guts he
proved to have! Hofer! A posh with the guts of a Hooligan!
His first election was rigged by the Greens. Fraud. What a surprise ---- Not! His second
election resulted in Hofer winning the presidency. Then it was nullified as more
miraculous votes were ‘found’. This time he refused to surrender to the head of the
radical Greens who literally said patriotism was shit and Austria was nothing but shit.
Instead, he declared the Brenner Pass would be kept closed no matter what! The Prime
Minister, another young Identitarian, backed him. Austria was on the ropes. Crime was
out of control. Almost every mosque was a radical breeding ground. And the Greens
were inciting the Mos to burn everything. And then the cascade of what became open
warfare an armed invasion commenced!
The historic pass which saw invasion after invasion was besieged. Hundreds of North
African Mos attacked. Then thousands. Then hundreds of thousands. All demanding
entry. Why? Wasn’t it enough to destroy Italy? What right did they have to ‘demand’
entry to Austria? Switzerland? Hungary? Poland? The fragmented nations of the old
Habsburg Empire? At one point only the Swiss were fighting beside the Austrians.
Hundreds of thousands of Calais style North African and East African Mos were
attacking with escalating violence quickly becoming a full fledge battle. Where did they
get the gunnery? Heavy gunnery? Inquiring minds still want to know. Fuck! The
Brussels Junta kept trying to disarm us lawful citizens despite already ridiculous gun
control laws but the Mos never had a problem getting hand grenades and machine guns
and then rocket launchers! Soros you monster!
Then Como burned to the ground. By then Como’s rich had become outnumbered by
the out of control masses of migrants who were attacking every rich mansion along the
water front. As if the Somali Pirates. As if the Barbary Pirates. As if Calais except it was
as if Hollywood had become the Calais Jungle. The richest people in the world were
now feeling the suffering felt by the more humble working class of people of Calais and
the blue collar British lorry drivers. Luvvies fleeing as homeless refugees with just the
clothes on their backs as their status symbols, their mansions, burned. What irony!

Then Youtube videos showed Hofer on the barricades of the Brenner Pass with just his
cane to inspire his fighters. He had to be helped onto the barricades because of his
crippled leg. But then what guts! Bullets and Molotov Cocktails flying! Not flinching! That
stupid flower in his buttonhole which he always wore as an Austrian. The situation
hopeless but not serious as Austrians say. What panache! In hindsight that was when
everyone really, really, really knew that WW III was erupting all over Europe. It was not
just Paris burning or Malmo burning. It was Europe burning. Our own entry into WW III
was waged later along the Embankment when the traitor of a Paki Mayor called out the
tanks. And Bojo was ridiculed for asking for water cannon. Tanks to crush British
democracy! Bojo the Clown Prince dying along the Embankment! His famously rumbled
blond hair sodden with blood!
Then the EU deposed Hofer in a paramilitary coup along with the Prime Minster and the
entire Austrian government. The Drunkard of Brussels had been threatening that of
course. Hell! He even threatened us with a coup if we dared to do Brexit. He was
threatening to impose coups on anyone who opposed the EU and the New World Order.
The Poles. The Hungarians. The Czechs. The Slovaks. The Romanians. The
Bulgarians. The Dutch. The Fins. The Danes. But now the Drunkard and the Dictator of
Berlin had the power to deliver on their threats! New German Paramilitary Police raided
the entire Austrian Government, president, prime minister, and parliament. EU martial
law was declared in Austria. Vienna was occupied as if something out of Hitler. But this
time the Viennese were on the right side as they faced German Paramilitary jackboots
on every street and German tanks at every interception. Well! Now we know why the
Drunkard of Brussels and the Dictator of Berlin were so desperate to get that EU army
while creating that Paramilitary Police Force!
At the same time Le Pen was arrested along with the top echelon of the Dutch
government. The backsliding waffling Dutch Prime Minister who betrayed the Dutch for
his EU masters after the aborted Dutch referendum was shot. By who? Who knows!
Wilders? Who knows! Being the incarnation of a waffle it could have been either side!
Every hope was dashed! Everyone was cowering. Especially us after the defeat of
Brexit. Dhimmi Dave selling us out ---- aided and abetted by the Labor 5th Column
Muslim Party and the delusional Scots. Those SNP snipes! Those Judases! The threat
was blatant that anyone who dared to rebel would be the next to get the Viennese
Treatment and the Dutch Treatment. As Le Pen the Older and The Younger were
dragged off by their blond hair as they cursed and fought despite pistols pummeling

their faces the cowardly French Socialists pulled a Vichy. It was hopeless! But then
something amazing happened!
Hofer’s dramatic escape right after being tortured and right before his execution by firing
squad in Berlin! That is what happened! Boy did that piss off the Dictator of Berlin.
Despite the Four P censorship everyone knew and waited with baited breath. It became
the ultimate manhunt. Every German Paramilitary thug hunting down a cripple. The
lying press gloating. The social media strangle Ham radios trying to tell the truth. Then
renegade Youtube showing illegal videos. Then suddenly there he was! God! I was
cheering like a maniac in that pub with everyone else. To hell with the spies reporting
us! We were all cheering like maniacs in that cheap pub. There he was! On Pirate
Youtube! His heroic escape to Bavaria by an ultra light mechanical glider chronicled for
the whole world to see! On one of those flimsy contraptions despite earlier sustaining a
terribly crippling injury on one of those contraptions. To angry and semi-occupied
Bavaria where The Music Riots were happening.
Then Hofer’s dramatic arrival back in Austria. His call for revolution on Pirate Youtube
and Pirate Radio! His call for Austria and Europe and us to raise up! Raise up! Raise up!
Get up off our knees and fight back! Austria succeeding where Le Pen failed and the
Dutch and we failed! Le Pen was being tried for treason in Berlin. But that frumpy, upper
middle class, boozy, bottle blond’s execution by firing squad ignited the Second French
Revolution. How could it not? She died cursing and spitting on her executioners side by
side her younger kindred. Matching hellions! The Dictator of Berlin really should have
resisted her lust by ordering the execution to be televised live. The Le Pens died
cursing! But the Second French Revolution only happened because of Hofer! The
French only found their balls because of Hofer. The Austrian Revolution was a glorious
inspiration for every demoralized EU occupied country after the defeat of Brexit.
The EU mask gone at last! Every German occupied country after the defeat of Brexit!
The Drunkard of Brussels’ tattered and pealing mask revealing the real master of
Europe and the UK: the Dictator of Berlin. WW III! But this time the monomaniacal
German tyrant was winning. A Stasi bitch in Nazi clothing. And only Bavaria was
apparently defying the latest suicidal German march toward conquest. So every eye
turned to Vienna even as every Four P and member of the Lying Press castrated the
Viennese for daring to rebel. All as the outnumbered Swiss continued to fight at the
Brenner Pass. Attacked on both sides! Fighting both the EU Army, translation the

German Army, and the armed Muslim Invaders! The last desperate stand of Europe!
The last desperate shield wall holding off the Surtr determined to invade and destroy the
West! A second desperate 732 Tours! As if the 300 Spartans at Thermopylae! As
hundreds of thousands of Mos invading Europe through the soft under belly of Italy
were turning into a million Mos. And the only hope the heavily armed and determined
Swiss had was if Hofer and the Viennese could rebel and then come to their rescue!
Because without doubt if the Brenner Pass fall to the Surtr then not even Switzerland
could be saved!
Every Austrian except the Greens and 5th column Mos turned out to wage war on the
beautiful streets of every Austrian city and town and village and hamlet despite being
hopelessly outnumbered by the hated EU Army, translation the German Army. And the
even more hated German Paramilitary Police. And the even more hated Resurrected
Stasi! The Greens betraying by fighting alongside the German occupiers. The Austrian
Mos betraying by fighting alongside the German occupiers. Even as desperate
barricades were hastily erected on every cobbled street. Less than eight million heroic
souls fighting off the occupying German Army. Everyone else digging up their secret
cache of guns to wage war against tanks and machine guns and traitors and invaders.
Like something out of Les Mis! The charming Austrians proving to be positively Texan
when riled. And armed to the teeth. Ragnarok weapon caches no less! Who would have
thought. Rumors had peculated that the Austrians were secreting arming but what arms!
Then the tiny Austrian Army refusing to fire. Then defecting to the right side. But still
hopelessly outnumbered as always by the hated Huns!
The Mo 5th column Judases fouling betraying the Austrians. The Austrian inability to win
against the Huns was notorious at the best of times and with the Mo 5th column
Judases betraying and the Greens just as betraying what hope was there? So it was
hopeless. All as the Swiss held off attacks at the Brenner Pass while outnumbered
twenty or thirty to one! Then fifty, sixty, one hundred to one when UN blue helmets and
their tanks and raping mercenaries aided and abetted hundreds of thousands of raving
Muslim migrants determined to breach the desperate European defenses. Everyone
screaming Allahu Akbar! And where the hell did they get the heavy weapons! Damn you
Soros! The Swiss attacked on all sides. Hell! I guess the Caliphate was screwing
everyone overtime. The Second Ottoman Invasion! But the EU Army, translation the
German Army, had to withdraw to crush the Viennese Revolt and also occupy Bavaria. It
was the only desperate sliver of hope for the Swiss!

Then more hated UN blue helmet goons threatened to invade Bavaria to buttress the
German Army who was finding it hard to shoot on their own. Bavarian Germans. But to
bring in Blue Helmet African Mercenaries to slaughter German Bavarians! Especially
when the Blue Helmets were notorious for raping! How could even the Dictator of Berlin
do that? It was so shocking. At the same time Martial Law was declared. The farce of
democracy was suspended forever. Even some of the Apologists gagged. Even some of
the Remainers gagged. Of course The Guardian had been campaigning to suspend
democracy since the threat of Brexit. But now it was official! The Four Ps were tying
themselves into verbal pretzels trying to explain it! I remember the disgust we all felt
when the American President backed the Dictator of Berlin! That bitch Big Sis! Both
bitches! But the Dictator of Berlin wanted her revenge. Bavaria had been a thorn in her
side for the entire crisis. Since the beginning. Since the first month the Surtr marched
into Bavaria as if an invasion. The invasion of the Surtr in all but name. And the
notorious African Blue Helmets would not hesitate to shoot the Bavarians! And the other
West German states were sitting on their hands. Then a miracle happened!
Then the UN military plane flying in the infamous Blue Helmets blew up midair! And
some East Germans rebelled to draw off the brunt of the German Army. Then Bavaria
rose up against the EU Army, translation the Germany Army, and Berlin Paramilitary
Police! Germans facing Germans mano y mano and gun to gun! Half of the German
army fired. Half of the German Army deserted. It became the Munich Music Massacre.
Hell! The original brouhaha started way back when the Dictator of Berlin ordered music
to be formally buried because it offended the Mos! Like crosses and Christmas and beer
and sausages and Oktoberfest and blonds without burkas! One by one everything the
Germans loved had been surrendered. Crosses. Christmas. Beer. Sausages.
Oktoberfest. Blonds without burkas defying Taharuush rape. But this time the German
sheeple refused to obey orders! Well! At least some did!
Only Bavarians would revolt over the Dictator of Berlin and Islam’s banning of music!
Not fighting for Jesus! Fighting for Wagner and Mozart and Beethoven and Schubert!
Burying music turned to massacring Bavarians. Blood flowing in every street and every
gutter! Bodies all over the place as if the Bavarian Medina Trench! Men! Women!
Children! Caches of guns coming out. But how could caches of handguns and hunting
rifles withstand the fragmenting German Army and Paramilitary Police as the Mos
traitorously betrayed the Bavarians? Because of course no Mos were fighting for

Bavaria. They were fighting against Bavaria! Judases the lot of them! So it was
hopeless! Despite the EU Army, translation the German Army, being forced to divide to
conquer rebelling East Germans and Bavarians and Austrians while occupying the
Dutch. It was hopeless. No one could ever stand down the German Army.....”
“.....It would have been so hopeless” Jack shuddered. “All of those phony ‘under age’
‘child’ migrants breaking down that flimsy cubbyhole office as they rushed her. Yanking
the internal telephone out of her shaking hands. Sweeping the paper work off the desk
before shoving her screaming body on top. Pinning her arms down as if a butterfly....”
“.....Then suddenly rescue! Rescue by Hofer’s Austrians and the Swiss. Vienna liberated
and now coming to their rescue! Then Bavaria revolting against the Dictator of Berlin
again! Revolting in mass! Refusing to surrender! Banned flags of Bavaria flying!
Pictures of banned Ludwig flying! Music by that nutter Wagner playing on every radio
and TV set as the Second Battle of Munich was waged! And some Baritone from
Bavaria I never heard of. A ‘living national treasure’. He was shot by firing squad. So
much for being a living national treasure. Or was he shot because he was Bavaria’s
living national treasure? He was leading the Musical Protests on Pirate TV and Pirate
Radio when he was captured with his pal and long time pianist. It was the only time he
apparently compromised his ideals of Lieder. He volunteered to sing every song as it
was banned. And all over The North Western Hemisphere music and songs were being
banned.
Music was dying the way freedom of the press died, and freedom of expression died,
and freedom of assembly died, and freedom of conscience died. Now it was music
dying. Funny. Inch by inch we had been pressured to surrender our human rights. No
one fought it! No one defied it! We all just slow walked into slavery. Funny. No one
fought for those human rights. Almost no one was fighting for Christianity either. But
music! Funny! It was so tragic who was willing to die for music! For Theater! Art! For
Ballet! Literature! Books! For The Humanities as one by one they were banned and
buried. Literally as well as metaphorically. Bodies of defiant Artists dying for music.
Theater. At. Ballet. Literature. Books. The Humanities. For all of that Jahiliyyah alien
barbaric pollution. So many Najis filthy sub humans willing to die for their Jahiliyyah
alien barbaric pollution Humanities....”

“Why do I somehow ..... hear her screaming..... as one bloody hand tears at that
obscene welcome sign?” Jack whispered as he stared at the creepy sign. “Why do
I .....hear ..... her...... screaming?.....”
“......He had the most extraordinary voice though I normally don’t cotton to German stuff.
But when he sang the banned English and French songs and even Porter and Irving
Berlin and the banned Jewish Hollywood songwriters and even some banned Rock &
Roll I had to admit it was amazing. Up to this point he had been the most apolitical man
there was. Now every banned song he sang to prevent Music from being ‘buried’ was
the ultimate act of rebellion! All over Pirate Radio and Pirate Youtube!....”
Jack pressed both hands over his mouth to keep himself from screaming. “God! God! I
can hear her screaming!....”
“......They were executed on live TV. Standing there in the snow. Bloody. Battered and
bloody. His pal’s beautiful pianist hands had been brutally crushed. They just stood
there battered and bloody. They just stared into the camera as the machine guns
prepared to kill them. Well.... what he did next will haunt me forever. Anyway. Everyone
thought that was it. Music really was going to be buried because the living national
treasure of Bavaria had just been shot and dumped into the city garbage dump so his
grave could not become a monument to The Resistance. The poor man’s family
desperately trying to flee across the Alps to Switzerland in a terrible winter’s storm.
Then silence. All of Social Media and TV and Radio and Youtube shut down. Silence!
Islam silencing the Humanities of Europe forever! The Arts! The Theater! The Ballet!
The Poetry! The Literature! The Music! It would all be burned. Buried. Forever.....
But not for long! Because then Hofer and the Swiss were televised on Pirate Youtube
coming to the rescue of Bavaria! Helping desperate and bleeding Bavarians to hold on
until the Poles and Slovaks and Czechs and Hungarians rode to the rescue like
something out of the Gates of Vienna! And for a few days it seemed as if a miracle
would happen and we would ...... well......
....But the Loki Insider Traitors were too entrenched and the Four Ps were Judases. And
now..... what is it? The Eighth year of the Siege of Vienna by the Caliphate? Hungary
barely able to help Vienna in summer. In winter Vienna was completely cut off. Bavaria
in a terrible dug in war as if something out of WW I. Trenches along the entire battle

line. Frozen into mud in summer and snow in winter. Dresden as if something out of
WW II. Cut off and only helped by the rebelling Poles during the summer months. But
again. Cut off every winter by the deep freezing snows. What they must be suffering in
their deep WW II underground warren! Beyond conception!
But this time the enemy is the Dictator of Berlin and the Brussels Junta and the 5h
column Mos and Greens marching alongside the invading Surtr. Only one heretic sect
joining the right side! The Kurds! The Resistance! Just the Kurds! Just the fucking
Kurds! How terrible! And how tragic! And how heroic! It was the first rebellion which
succeeded. The Double Headed Eagle Confederation. And it is just clinging by its
bloody fingertips! And what happened to the occupied Dutch and Danes! God! No
wonder the Koran orders Mos to chop off the fingertips of Infidels! We are just clinging
by our bloody fingertips! Many without their fingertips!
Occupation is so brutalizing you give up hope. Any hope! All hope! And the worse thing
was we did not realize we were at war before the war was over! The siege was over!
The citadel’s walls had been breached! And the enemy was inside the gates and
slaughtering us! And our national leaders who were suppose to be guarding our backs
were betraying us! Betraying their nations and betraying us for the Brussels Junta! For
the Dictator of Berlin! For the Butcher of Istanbul! For the Global Elite! For Crony
Corporation Insiders! For the New World Order! For Soros! For most of us the war was
over before we even had a chance to fight!
Step by step it was a slow motion walk into slavery. I can see it now. Conquest,
occupation, and slavery. Hofer’s scarred face on Pirate Youtube encouraging the
Double Headed Eagle Confederation to hold on despite every horror was the only
desperate hope we had that maybe some day we could rebel too. Every conquered
nation occupied by the Traitors and the Surtr. That and desperate haram music playing
on Pirate Radio from Israel where the last Rock and Rollers and Rap Stars and old
Broadway Gay Singers are hiding out. A desperate last hurrah in the face of
hopelessness. A last in- your- face gesture of defiance to prove at least some in Europe
still refuse to surrender!” The aging Hooligan looked around occupied London as he
held his gun to his chest. “God! How did it come to this! London occupied! Our nation
occupied! Europe occupied! The Americas Occupied! The entire North West
Hemisphere occupied! How did it come to this?....”

Jack stared at the caved in cubbyhole office as if mesmerized. As if he could hear her
scream. Her body writhing as she was gang raped. One hand breaking loose to wildly
yank at that ‘Welcome Refugees’ sign. One upper corner ripping as her tiny hand
grabbed the bottom corner as migrant after migrant took turns taharrushing her.
‘Training’ migrants called it. Gang rape. The Malmo speciality played out here in
London. Jack stared as if he could hear her pathetic screams as roving hands and
penises shoved themselves into every orifice. As every ‘child’ refugee including genuine
juveniles shoved their golden penises and dirty fingers into every orifice simultaneously.
Everyone jostling to get a piece of the ‘meat’.
“Didn’t a 13 year old and 9 year old and 8 year old ‘train’ of Syrian migrants fresh off the
boat repay their American hosts by raping a 5 year old child of special needs in Idaho
America?” Jack whispered to his soul. “Then Obama’s gift to America urinated on her as
Najis before trying to slash her throat. Then they threw her tiny body into a dumpster as
garbage. Najis! Just najis! God! And those were ‘under age’ children! Think where they
learned it from! Obviously from watching adults rape Kafirs! Even genuine ‘child
migrants’ probably raped that poor Snowflake. Copying the adults. Copying their
relatives. Copying their fathers and brothers and uncles. Joining in the ‘train wreak’. And
just like that poor little Idaho child, the authorities covered it up! The evil! Where do such
Animals learn their evil?....”
*** ***
The professional soldier watched that dark silhouette of a large helicopter slowly spiral
as it descended toward the roof. He gestured to his terrified men and boys to stay totally
quiet. Then he gripped his gun in his hand. All as smoke started to ebb out of the
windows of the floor next to the roof as the asphalt started to melt....
*** ***
“.....Where was I?” the Hooligan mused as his legs cramped up. The jagged glass in the
shattered window showing a darkening sky. “Paris the Friday The Thirteen had just
occurred. Brexit was being debated and sabotaged. But the Regressive Left was
fighting back and they were fighting nasty. The Regressive Left and some of the
Anarchists were brawling hard. Forget the flower child hippy crap. They were brawling
with the best. Us. Riots after riots. Attacking A f D. Attacking Pegida. Attacking the

Identitarians. The Open Border Anarchists were the notorious brawlers. Most were
Black Bloc. Their riots in Dover were terrifying. The lying press never covered the
Leftists attacking. Only the Right being attacked and fighting back. The Casuals were
the ones fighting back and the Regressive Left Open Borders Anarchists were the ones
attacking. And increasingly the Casuals were the front line brawlers protecting the
bloody Pegida and A f D and Identitarian peoples who did not know how to brawl. And
boy were the Leftist Open Borders Anarchists brawlers despite their so-called hippy
touchy groovy flower child claims. Nasty brawlers. Especially when buttressed by the
infamous Black Bloc Antifa Anarchists. After they brawled even we Hooligans were in
the hospitals. My last encounter with the Open Borders Anarchists at Dover left me in
hospital. They would bash your skull in with an iron pipe without hesitation. Hell! Not
even the Calais Animals could rival their ability to crush a man’s skull!
And the migrants were attacking everyone. And openly holding pro ISIS demonstrations
with pipes and clubs and black flags while beating and terrorizing everyone. In Calais
the migrants and Open Border Anarchists beat a famous old French general during a
brutal series of riots around Calais which left the indigenous French bloody and terrified
and UK lorry drivers even more bloody and terrified. Throwing bricks and steel fence
poles through the window shields of lorry trucks. Welding chainsaws. Bombs. You name
it! Calais was a bloody mess. Hell! They were even beating up Luvvies at the Jungle
who supported them. I mean beat up! To the ground. Blood everywhere. Knifings.
Bludgeoning. Rapes. Assaults. Arsons. Riots. But to even beat up that old French
National War Hero! Hell. That was vicious. And the police of course did nothing except
arrest the bloody old coot. Dragging him away. Literally. Blood tailing after him. Typical.
The police always let the Left riot and then they just arrest the targets. Us. And the lying
press always reported the bloody fracas as fascists and Nazi skinheads. The photos
only of us. Bloody. But no one ever asked how we got so bloody......”
Jack remembered how the BBC reported the Snowflake’s death as tragic appendicitis.
Her entire insides rupturing horribly. A tragic event while she was so nobly helping all of
those wonderful Muslim migrants. And everyone believed it ---- initially. But then rumors
circulated that the Red Cross centers all over the migrant routes into Europe were
concealing rapes. Rapes of migrants by migrants in the centers. Rapes of the Red
Cross workers by migrants. Rapes by migrants of the indigenous population near the
centers. Rapes at swimming pools by migrants. Rapes at rock concerts by migrants.
Rapes in parks by migrants. Rapes on trains by migrants. Rapes on ferries by migrants.

Rapes all along the migration route by migrants. The march of the ‘Best of Peoples’
marked by mounds of garbage and feces and rapes which the authorities and even the
Red Cross deliberately concealed.
So the family asked to see the autopsy. The authorities refused. And the morgue
refused to give them the body of their child. And when they finally forced them to give
their child’s body to them they could not believe what they saw. The horrible destruction.
Her whole body had been..... well..... It could not have been appendicitis! So they kept
demanding the autopsy results. All as the BBC and the social justice warriors and the
authorities stonewalled the unspeakable evil. But then somehow, no one knew how, a
cell phone video one of the migrants took of the taharrush ‘train wreak’ surfaced. Filming
taharrush ‘train wreaks’ served as trophies for the perverts. It was done all of the time
---- usually with the cell phones of the victims as the ultimate trophy. And the evil
exposed on that misplace cell phone was unspeakable!
The authorities and the bastard of a Paki mayor told the family they could not report it.
The social justice warriors said they would crucify them if they dared. It would confuse
the narrative. It would be racist and bigoted. And so soon after Brexit failed. It might
reignite false hopes. It might reignite the xenophobic, racist, Islamophobic bigots. Her
child would not have wanted the poor ‘child’ migrants to suffer because of the evil of one
.... or two..... or thirty eight..... victims who probably suffered PTSD and anyway! Their
child would not have wanted the evil revealed. She believed in the Greater Cause! She
died a martyr believing in Open Borders. She believed that Islam was a religion of
peace. So her parents covered it up. Breitbart exposed it. But her parents stonewalled
it. And so did the Red Cross. So the evil was concealed. That Christmas over three
hundred girls and women were taharrushed in London as they left midnight mass
celebrating Christmas. The last Christmas mass ever celebrated at Saint Pauls. If the
Red Cross had not covered up the evil which occurred here those poor victims would
not have suffered. It was our Cologne. And the same lies allowed it to happen and
concealed it afterwards. Just like Cologne. It was our Cologne.”
Jack stared at that strangely fluttering sign. As if an invisible hand was still desperately
tugging at it. “People say most ghosts are women and girls because they are the most
powerless. So they are the most abused. The most victimized. The most mangled. The
most murdered. And the most denied justice. And the psychic pain of their betrayal
because of their utter powerlessness causes them to haunt the scene of their violation.”

Jack stared at the strangely fluttering sign. “Ghosts some say are tortured souls who are
denied solace. Healing. Closure. They relieve the evil done to them over and over and
over. They recycle their pain forever. Unable to escape. To pass over. A month after her
cremation and private funeral a fire erupted on a floor of this hell hole. It burned every
soul on one of the floors. The fire doors mysteriously locking.....” Jack surveyed the
evidence of arson. “God. Why did we aid and abet such evil?......”
*** ***
The professional soldier watched the sinister black shape of the large helicopter slowly
descend toward The Monster’s landing pad. The iridescent paint and red reflector
triangles luring the sinister shape down toward the melting asphalt. Through his military
boots the professional soldier could feel the approaching heat of the fire which would
soon devour the under supports of the roof and trigger a fatal cave in taking everyone
and everything down into that fiery hell inside the burning Ritz. He gripped his hand gun
as that sinister dark helicopter descended onto that launching pad. Its blades still
whirling. Its landing wheels just touching the melting asphalt......
*** ***
“.......So I was trying to interface with the Brussels Casuals to coordinate demonstrations
to protest the Friday the Thirteenth Paris terrorism attack. I had just got of the plane and
was on the underground train to a cheap hotel when the bomb went off. Our carriage
crashed to a violent halt. Everyone following forward in a pile of screaming bodies. All
as the Underground went dark. Huge explosions. Then screams. Everyone screaming
in the darkness. People falling over people fallen on the floor of the carriage which
suddenly felt as if our tomb. Then the emergency lights flickered eerily. Ghostly. Not
bright enough to see. Just flickering as if to further terrorize us.
Then I remember everyone screaming as they tried to use their cell phones like lights.
To see who was dead. Who was injured. Everyone crashed into the seats or else
crashed into the floor. Blood and broken glass everywhere. And the darkness and
flickering lights made the terror all the worse. Feeding the imaginations with flickering
shadows and spooky shapes in a tunnel now filled by dense smoke and burning stench
and echoing screams. Oh the echoing screams! Screams echoing down that long dark
tunnel!

Well! It proved to be the train ahead of us. It was blasted open like a tin can. But the
force of the bomb and the crashing of our carriage left passengers thrown about like rag
dolls. Broken bones. Blood. Screams. No one knowing what the hell was happening. If
terrorists were going from carriage to carriage to shoot everyone. If a bomber was on
our train. Was in our carriage. No one knew what the hell was happening. So everyone
was screaming. Scared. Hell! I frankly admit I was scared. I damn near pissed in my
drawers!
After half an hour police helped us to inch our way to the surface. Stumbling over rails.
Stumbling up steps. All in the darkness or else flickering lights or glowing cell phones.
Everyone crying. Lots of people bloody. Broken bones. People being carried. Bodies
like rag dolls. The worse was the sight of the carnage of the carriage where the bomb
went off. It was horrible! Horrible! The stench of burned flesh! The rancid smell of the
bomb material. I have never seen such carnage before! Flesh and blood spattered
everywhere! I mean! Everywhere! Pics! Sure! Newspapers. TV video. But to see the
horror first hand. The mangled corpses. I threw up. A lot of people did. The sight of all of
that blood and gore. Some fainted from the shock. I had to carry a poor old lady who
fainted in my arms. And as we staggered to the surface we heard that the airport had
been hit. The dead were all over the place. Burns. Limbs blown off. Mostly legs. Feet.
But horrible burns too. The stench. The streets outside were like a battle zone. Like WW
II. No one knew it but it was the start of WW III.....”
*** ***
The professional soldier silently crept up toward the dark shape of the massive
helicopter. Its huge blades will whirling. Then a sliding door opened! A dark silhouette
jumped out onto the melting asphalt.....
*** ***
At that moment Jack heard something incredible! Something not heard for a very long
time! A cell phone!” He all but jumped where he was concealed! A cell phone! What cell
phone still worked? And half of the satellites had been shot down! Who still had cell
phones in this decayed time? The morality police jumped too. Then they warily moved
toward the sound. That desk in that all but demolished office! There was a cell phone on

the desk! Ringing a gay bell tone! A sort of juvenile bell tone a Snowflake might have on
her cell phone. Jack flinched. “I did not see that there before! I swear!
Oh God! Didn’t the parents say no one ever found their daughter’s cell phone? The cell
phone which exposed her ‘train wreak’ was confiscated from one of the ‘child’ migrant
rapists. Other ‘child’ rapists were later found to have recorded the ‘train wreak’ on their
stolen cell phones too. But her cell phone was never found. Nor were all of the cell
phones which recorded that ‘train wreak’ found. And apparently some of the ‘child’
migrants gayly shared videos of the ‘train wreak’ with other migrants and their families
back home. And some of the ‘child’ migrants even posted the ‘train wreak’ on Facebook.
Youtube. Sharing the taharrush which killed her with Arabs everywhere. Sharing her
horrible death with the world. What did one twitter? ‘Whatever thy right hand possesses
do with as you will!’Was that why she was desperately trying to call on the internal
phone? Did one of the migrants grab her cell phone to start recording the taharrush
while leaving her defenseless and unable to call for help? Then did everyone with a cell
phone gayly commence recording her horrible, brutal, unspeakable death in order to
share her violated body with the whole Ummah? Digital meat for every Mo to wipe his
sins off on and then relish! Islamic snuff porn!
Jack watched mesmerized as the morality policeman laughed and then gayly picked up
the trophy. A still working cell phone! They were about to start fighting over possession
of it when the cell phone suddenly turned on! Playing on the screen was an image of a
taharrush. A ‘train wreak’. They took turns laughing as they watched it as voyeurs.
Laughing! Celebrating! Reveling in it! Until the cell phone suddenly exploded! Bursting
into fire! The morality policeman holding the cell phone also bursting into fire!
The other morality police screamed in horror as they backed away. Some frantically
tried to help but they had nothing to put out the fire. Helplessly they watched the their
comrade stagger about the rot and decay as he turned into a human torch! And then the
foul decay erupted into fire! All of the repulsively rotting decay and debris and garbage
and filth suddenly bursting into flames as if feeding off decomposing methane! Dancing
blue flames fluttering here and there and everywhere! Then erupting into flames! “God! I
am trapped!” Jack gestured to try to flee to the rear exit! But then he heard it! The
decayed fire door slamming shut and locking! ....

“.....Brussels was placed on lock down” the Hooligan remembered as his legs cramped.
“Police and army units all over the place. The paramilitary wore the weirdest harlequin
camouflage. Congo colors apparently. At least the French paramilitary look intimidating.
All black. The Belgium paramilitary looked like a joke. Day after day the news leaked out
that Belgium was so unprepared for a terrorism attack it was pathetic. It was like the
Marx Brothers. Pathetic. Gross incompetence on a scale approaching treason. Almost
forty people killed and hundreds wounded. All because Belgium in general and Brussels
in particular had been so grossly arrogantly delusional in its elitist EU arrogance. The
capital of the EU could never be hit by a terrorist bomb. Of course not! Monomania was
dethroned. Commanding Heights arrogance was reduced to a grotesque farce. A street
filled by bloody rag dolls. Severed limbs thrown into the air like confetti. Blood flowing
down the gutters. Blood smears all over the sidewalks and floors. The stench of burned
flesh filling the chocolate scented air. All preventable!
Never mind that the police were overwhelmed by hundreds of jiahdists coming back
from Syria. Hundreds of open ISIS supporters. The military under financed. Police
understaffed. Politicians so appeasing to the Mos they allowed the most outrageously
fanatic nutters to openly rant and rave. Radical mullahs in mosque after mosque.
Madrassas turning out little radical wingnuts as if assembly lines. No go zones complete
with Sharia law complete with Loki Insider Traitors elected by popular vote and not even
bothering to hide their treasonous intentions. The nation so unraveling the Flanders and
the French hated each other. The French trying to secede. The nation so unpatriotic no
one even knew the words to their own national anthem.
The EU had succeeded in selling its poison pill of nationalistic loathing so successfully
Brussels was the capital of a dissolving nation. Literally. A nation dissolving into anarchy
and civil war. And worse. Brussels was almost 50% Muslim. And that 50% openly
proclaimed that when they were the majority they planned to vote in Sharia law. After all.
Isn’t that what ‘democracy’ was for? One vote once for Islamic dictatorship? And the EU
and The Drunkard, were still so delusional they proclaimed that only a commanding
heights EU dictatorship could save Europe from ..... get this ..... the big bad Nazis and
Fascists and Xenophobes and Islamophobes. Us! Yeah! There is no such thing as
Islamic Terrorism. The enemy were the Casuals. Talk about brainwashing. And oh yes!
Unlimited open borders was not the problem. Ignore all Interpol warnings to the
contrary. The danger was Pegida. A f D. The Millennial Identitarians. Sports Hooligans.
Kippers. The rumors of Brexit. Yeah! Tell that to the dead and dying! Tell that to the dead

of Brussels! Tell that to the dead of Paris! Tell that to the dead of Nice! Tell that to the
dead of Orlando and California and Boston! Tell that to the dead of Munich! Tell that to
the dead in every village and town and city and nation of Europe and the UK! Tell that to
the dead of the world! And where the hell is Jack?.....”
Jack backed his way into a corner as the second floor erupted into flames. “It was
suppose to happen on the third floor! Oh God! My God! I don’t want to burn! Why kill
me? Why kill me?” All the while the decayed second floor erupted into fire! Dancing blue
flames erupting everywhere! Then exploding! The morality police running pell mell to
toward the third floor to escape, that being the closest stairwell. Jack slumped to the
floor as smoke overwhelmed him despite his gas mask as the morality police ran
screaming up to the fire door guarding the upper stairwell.....
*** ***
The professional soldier stared at the black silhouette as his hands held that hand gun
so tightly the fingers turned white. The bottoms of his military boots starting to burn. The
timbers of the under supports of the roof staring to crash. Then he hears a metallic
cricket sound.....
*** ***
“.....Well! Anyways! The Place de la Bourse became a sort of shrine” the Hooligan
remembered as his legs cramped. Where the hell is Jack? Where the hell are those lost
Mos? Are they playing hide and seek on the damn second floor? Anyways!. Like Paris
on Friday The Thirteenth. A terrible rerun. The usual excuses. The usual bullshit. The
usual ‘Islam is a religion of peace.’ The usual Regressive Left self delusional ravings.
The usual virtue signaling and emotional prayers and flowers and other useless rituals
to balm the terror with pointless feel good emotionalism.
The usual useful idiot apologists excusing the poor Mo Snowflakes and their fragile
feelings. The usual liberal media lying. Desperately trying to find any excuse not to use
the most forbidden words in the lexicon: Islamic - Terrorism. Youtube reporters caught a
Palestinian hijab wearing nutter tearing up Jewish condolences and the Israel Embassy
condolences. Stomping on top of them. Tearing up the Israel flag and spitting. Trashing
the altar with her hatred. Other Palestine nutters joined in. And other Mo nutters were

caught on Youtube cameras chanting anti Jewish insults and stuff which of course the
liberal media declined to report. Nationally the apologists said it was all the fault of the
Belgium People. It was the fault of the victims. For making the Mos feel alienated and
disrespected!
For not being lavish enough with the dole deadbeats. For giving millions and millions
and millions of migrants sanctuary but not giving them free luxury apartments and free
luxury condos and free TV sets and free cars and free Wifi and free pocket money and
free Belgium girl friends to rape. For not enabling the Mos to live the lifestyle they
expected to enjoy on the Belgium dole as the New Eloi. For not treating them as the
‘Best of Peoples’. For not acknowledging their unlimited entitlement as our New
Masters. For not giving them their ‘safe space’ by outlawing everything which was
upsetting to their poor fragile souls like banning pork and dogs and church bells and
crosses and music and art and theater and ballet and dancing and holding hands in
public and kissing in public too. For refusing to force all females to wear garbage bags.
For refusing to allow them to molest every child as Devshirme whenever they had a
sexual emergency. For refusing to kowtow and kiss the arses of the New Rulers of
Eurabia. And oh yes! For not immediately overthrowing every democratic government
and imposing Sharia law and Dhimitude on everyone!
Because Europe and the UK were Advanced World super states when their own nations
were shitholes which appeared to prove that there had to be some reason why Mos
have been failing since 1200 other than gross inbreeding. Oh wait! Oh yes! Colonialism!
But when was the Congo ever a Mo nation? And were the Congo Africans blowing up
Belgium? At least the Congo Africans had a reason. But the Mos? When was any
Belgium anything anywhere near the Mo Levant? When did a Belgium anybody or other
anywhere do anything near any Mo country like Iraq or Syria? Belgium was notorious
for being so groveling to Mos they kissed the arse of any Mo who so much as pulled up
his dress to shake his fat arse at the bootlicking Belgians. Poor Mo Snowflakes! Poor
Mo Snowflakes! So fragile! Just looking cross eye at them is enough for them to
crumble! Then they have to scream ‘Allah u Akbar’ and kill someone! It is all our faults!
No wonder they find every novel weapon to kill us! It is all our faults!....”
The morality police stampeded toward the fire door guarding the stairwell leading to the
third floor. At that moment the massive fire door locked! Jack crawled to a corner by the
other locked fire door. He struggled but it refused to open. The smoke was bellowing

out! Filling the gutted second floor! Bellowing out of the jagged windows! What was
fueling it? The smoke was everywhere! The morality police pounded the other fire door.
Everyone cursing! Howling! Screaming! “Why kill me? The trap was set to kill the Mos
on the third floor!” Jack whispered as he gasped for air despite his gas mask.
*** ***
Captain Mack I presume?” the marine whispered. “What the fuck?”
“The roof is about to cave in!” the professional soldier whispered.
“Get your boys into the helicopter fast! I am here to extract you! Our little drone showed
us you were in trouble! We had to counterfeit being one of Mo copters and then spiral
down after they left! Come on! Come on!”
The professional soldier ran back. “Come on! Rescue! Come on! Run for the copter!
Pick up the art! Turner first! Monuments Men next! Then boys! Then Hooligans! Come
on! Run for it! The roof is about to cave in!....”
*** ***
“....Oh where the hell is Jack? Hell’s Bells! Anyway! So the Casuals said they wanted to
come and do a silent protest and lay a wreath on the altar. I took my camera to record it.
But rumors said the Leftists and Open Borders Anarchists would be there. The day was
overcast. We were marching toward the Place de la Bourse with our flags and signs.
‘Defend Europe.’ ‘Casuals United Belgium’ ‘Stop the Islamism of Europe’. ‘FCK ISIS’ ‘No
Surrender.’ ‘Freedom From The EU.’ The police who could not find the wherewithal to
find one of the Paris Terrorists for over a month who was hiding in plain sight in a Mo no
go zone and then failed to debrief him because he had a booboo on his poor wee leg
now prepared to meet us with hundreds of police, mounted police, riot police, pepper
spray by the half gallon, and water cannon. It was clearly going to be a repeat of
Cologne after the Taharrush rapes. Less than fifty police watched German girls being
raped and molested with total impunity. Unable to even save their own undercover
German policewomen. Not one Mo arrested. But over one thousand mounted German
police attacked middle class Pegida protestors and Millennials. And Brussels police

were going to do a rerun. Hells’ Bells! As far as I was concerned the Brussels police
were not fit for the purpose!
We were a block away when Youtube reporters ran to us and said Palestine supporters
and Anti-Israel nutters and Regressive Left wingnuts and Open Border Anarchists and
Black Bloc Anarchists were trashing the altar. Tearing up flags and cards left by Jews
and chanting ‘Free Palestine. Death to the Jews’ and stuff like that. Ripping up flags.
Waving their flag of Hamas. Open Border Anarchists were protesting the V 8 countries
erecting borders against the migrants and were chanting ‘Tear Down The Fences! Tear
Down The Walls! Open The Borders! Racists! We won’t have it! Racists! Racists!’ That
sort of garbage. The Prime Minister of the Netherlands had just temporarily found his
balls and overruled The Dictator of Berlin and was trying to close the Balkans Route
while siding with the V 8 countries which were morphing into the Double Eagle
Confideration. Ditto Tusk who was Polish. But such a Polish wingnut even the Poles
were about to ban him from Poland. The Dictator of Berlin and The Drunkard were
totally opposed to closed borders of course because their real masters the Butcher of
Istanbul and Soros were opposed to open borders. The question any sane person
should have been asking was why?
And the Open Border Anarchists were becoming notorious in this obsession to tear
down all borders to allow millions and millions and millions and millions of violent Third
World failed state Muslims and Muslim Africans into Europe. Why? In Calais they were
leading violent riots to tear down the razor wire to allow thousands of violent migrants to
charge down the Chunnel into Kent. They were organizing violent migrant riots in The
Jungle. They were attacking ferries to allow migrants to rush on board. They were
inciting the migrants to violently attack lorries. The terrified people of Calais lived in fear
of these Open Border Anarchists who were inciting the already violent migrants to
become an army. An armed army. They held violent protests in Dover and Kent too.
Blood everywhere when they appeared. And in Greece the Open Border Anarchists
were leading violent demonstrations in Athens. Smashing their way into buildings to
nationalize them for the migrants. Smashing their way into businesses and private
homes to force the terrified and bankrupt Greeks to allow the migrants to take over
Athens. Take over their country. Take their country away from them. So the Open Border
Anarchists were already notorious.

They had attacked peaceful protestors in many cities and many countries. They had
attacked Pegida supporters. A f D supporters. Identitarians. They had incited riots and
violent attacks against police. They were such wingnuts they wanted every single
Western country to open their borders to millions and millions and millions and millions
of Muslims. House them. Feed them. Clothe them. Bankrupt their countries for them.
Hand over their countries to them. In Athens they were holding famous historical
buildings hostage. Demanding the bankrupt Greek government give the migrant
squatters lavish Halal foods and cigarettes. Free TV. Complete with free downloading of
Hollywood movies and video games. Mind you the Greek people were starving. Scurvy
rotting teeth. You name it. But as far as the Open Borders Anarchists were concerned
the bankrupt Greek Government was suppose to hand over what little money it had left
to allow the illegal migrants to wallow in the lap of luxury. By the millions. As Greece was
invaded. By the millions. As tourism was destroyed. Tourism being the only money
making enterprise left in Greece.
The Open Border Anarchists were total wingnuts. The Open Borders Anarchists were
like pouring hot oil on the fire of millions of Mo migrants in Europe and two thousand,
three thousand, four thousand, seven thousand, ten thousand more Mos coming every
single week. Greece was being destroyed by not only the illegal migrants but the Open
Borders Anarchists who were encouraging the half a million migrants arriving just since
January to riot. To tear Greece to pieces. All because the Balkans was closed. The V 8
nations were desperately erecting fences. And the Swiss and Austrians were
desperately trying to close the Alps passes. And the migrants were more than willing to
tear Greece to pieces. And violently attack the V 8 fences. And violently attack the
Swiss and Austrians. And violently attack Calais. Violently attack Kent. Violently attack
everyone. For what? For who? For Mos who hated everything Europe represented. Mos
from every violent failed state. Mos who were mostly illegals. Economic migrants.
Gimmegees. Rapugees. Males of war age. IQs in the low 80s, The sweet spot for
mentally retarded violence.
So the news the Open Border Anarchists were waiting at the altar to attack us was not
good. Well! We kept marching forward. About half a block away we could see them and
they could see us. And among them were the Black Bloc. The most violent anarchists of
all. All dressed in black. Their faces concealed. Moving in mass like black humanoid
Army Ants. Starved Betas with spindly limbs but armed with steel flag poles and clubs

and Molotov Cocktails and bottles of urine to be used as biological warfare and
slingshots to hurl batteries as if bullets and self crafted tear gas.
We were not chanting or waving weapons or anything. It was a silent march of mourning
and quiet protest. That is what we were trying to do. No Nazi signs. No fascist signs. No
skinheads. Trying to keep it cool. We did not even have a ‘Mohammad Was A
Pedophile.’ sign. Then the Leftists and Open Border Anarchists and Palestine Hamas
Supporters saw us as we saw them. And boom. Like gunpowder and a Molotov cocktail.
Suddenly bottles were flying at us. Stones. Hurled batteries. Molotov Cocktails. Iron
pipes. Steel flag poles welded like spears. Clubs with nails. Bottles of urine or nails. You
name it. The Black Bloc were throwing it! The Leftists, the Open Border Anarchists, and
the Jew hating Palestine Hamas nutters hurled everything, including themselves, right
at us. To be exact: right at our flags. Bam! Well! Fists met fists. And skulls met skulls.
And it was a riot. They came at us. And we fought back. And pretty soon that altar was
being trampled. Mostly by people with cameras and cell phones and TV crews and
Youtube reporters. Everyone trying to take pictures of the riot. So much for an memorial
altar. Where the hell is Jack?”
*** ***
“....Come on! Last one in! Take off!” the professional soldier shouted as he ran across
the melting asphalt! Then the roof collapsed under him! He felt himself falling into the
roaring fire! At the same moment he felt something, someone, push one boot back up to
the roof as Captain Mack struggled to claw his way across the melting asphalt toward
the helicopter as it started to soar upwards! Smoke billowing out! Obscuring his fallen
form! Then a .....hand..... pushed Mack forward. Mack staggered to his feet. He felt
something shoved into his hand. He grabbed it and ran across the roof as it started to
erupt into fire! The helicopter soaring up! A rope dangling! He desperately grabbed it
with his other hand....
*** ***
At that moment the fire door by Jack suddenly opened! Jack ran out. At the same
moment the other fire door suddenly opened! The morality police ran up the stairwell
except for one morality policeman staggering in the smoke! Disoriented and hopelessly
lost! His mates were not going to help him obviously! Meanwhile, the fallen morality

policeman was burning like charcoal. The ghostly cell phone still playing that gay bell
tone in one charcoal hand.....
*** ***
Captain Mack grabbed hold of the dangling rope as strong hands hauled him up into the
belly of the military copter as the entire roof caved in! Fire erupting as the dark copter
roared up into the sky. Hands dragging Captain Mack into the interior of the copter
where his men and boys sat huddled. A few precious pieces of art in their shaking
hands. The marine officer helped Captain Mack to a seat as other Royal Marines
slammed the sliding door shut. The Ritz caving in as if an imploding house of cards. A
fiery inferno! Then Captain Mack looked down at his melting boots. Marines were
slashing the smoldering leather off his burned feet.
“We barely got you in time!” a Royal Marine shouted. “Your feet will probably lose their
toes you know!”
“Yeah!” Captain Mack panted. “It was a miracle!”
“So what the hell are you clutching?”
“What am I clutching?” the professional soldier asked.
“Yeah! In your hands!”
Captain Mack looked down to see something . A security briefcase in his burned hands.
A fireproof steel case to transport something precious. With burned fingers he opened it
to discover a priceless volume. The first folio of Shakespeare. “Jesus! You saved the
best for last!” the Monuments Men cried. “How did you find it? I thought Mr. Tom said he
was still looking for it. The most precious post card in his file of missing national
treasures. He was so desperate to find it! Mr. Tom! Hoping against hope! But he ran out
of time ....”
Captain Mack shook as hands gently relieved him of the priceless treasure so his
burned hands could be bandaged. “Mr. Tom found it in time” he said softly. “Mr. Tom

would never pass over without first finishing the job he was assigned to do. No
matter ..... how .....”
*** ***
“....Well!” the Hooligan mused as the police waited until blood was spattering and then
they moved in. And guess who they arrested? And guess who they let off scot free.
Yeah. Us. We were arrested. And the nutters who threw the first bottles and threw the
first fists and started the riot by attacking us after trashing the altar walked. Scot free. I
got both eyes punched by a ‘Welcome Refugees’ hippy. My nose was broken by a
Leftist flower child snowflake. And my front tooth was kicked out by a Regressive Leftist
girly girl nutter wearing a Hamas rag hat. Go figure. The TV news damned us as Nazis
and Fascists and Skinheads all night long. But funny but the Hamas loving, Jew hating,
Regressive Left nutters and the Open Borders Anarchists were not even mentioned.
Funny that. I guess anti-Semitic Palestinian Hamas supporters stomping on Jewish
condolences and ripping up Jewish flags was not considered news worthy. I wonder
why?”
The brawler watched the bloody sun set into a darkening city from the jagged shards of
the smashed windows. “The Four Ps spewed out their propaganda about Brussels
without a counter argument except by that nutter called Trump. Brussels terrorism and
hundreds of dead or dying or wounded people were all entirely the fault of the West.
Islam is a religion of peace. The poor Mos were misunderstood. Unhappy. Alienated. If
only the West had reached out to them. If only the Christians would have reached out to
them. That line was from Dhimmi Dave. On Easter. As Pakistan Terrorists blew up a
Christian Church and ISIS tried to crucify a kidnaped priest.
Poor Mos. Poor Mos. Alienated. Disrespected. Poor Mos. Muslims were the victims.
Mos are always the victims. Howbeit not one Mo died that day. Curious that. Not one Mo
died that day when Brussels bled. Funny that. But the Mos of those notorious no go
zones passed out sweets that day. Yeah! Yeah! Top Brussels politician saw it! Funny
that! To celebrate the day Brussels bled. And to protest the arrest of their hero the Paris
Terrorist. Poor Mos. Poor Mos. And everyone was so brainwashed they believed it. And
now look how it has all turned out...!”
The ex-brawler looked around the darkening, devastated city. “Do I smell smoke? It
must be the arson fires erupting. The stench of the sewage and garbage and arson fires

stink all the way up to the roof fortress! Hell’s Bells! Every Mo is going down tonight. I
don’t hate the Mos because they are Brown. I hate the Mos because they are traitors.
They forced their way into my country uninvited. As if entitled. As if they were
Ubermensch and I was just some Untermensch Morlock who was suppose to toil for
them and serve them on bent knee. Their White Slave. They came to conquer. They
came because they hated us. They came because it was war. A 1400 plus year war
they were still waging and are still waging and will always waves. The Sword Verses are
Mohammad’s declaration of war upon the entire world until the end of time. They came
because it was an invasion disguised as an humanitarian crisis. A humanitarian crisis
they caused. A humanitarian crisis they caused with their third world failed state poverty
and their sectarian wars and their terrorism and their dictatorships and their corruption
and their gross over breeding and their gross inbreeding. That is why I hate the Mos.
And they came to not only conquer my country but to destroy my ..... do I hear
something? In the stairwell?.....”
Jack staggered down the stairwell. Smoke pouring out. “Oh God! If this derelict building
goes up in fire our whole unit will be killed! Jack gasped on the landing. His gas mask all
but useless. “This is not normal! This is not rational! This is ...... her! This is what she did
to the ‘child’ rapists who taharrushed her! This is how she killed them! And now she is
killing again! Oh my poor soul! If you can understand me then stop this fire! The enemy
are stampeding into a trap we have set for them! They will die badly! But stop this fire! I
pray! For the sake of the battle to come! The Chimes will toll at Midnight to usher in the
Battle of London! You will have your revenge! Please my poor child! We are soldiers
waging war for every victim like you!” At that moment he heard with utter horror the
sound of a cell phone at his feet! A gay bell tone playing merrily...
“..... In the stairwell! The Mos are in the stairwell! Heading this way!....”
*** ***
Captain Mack watched the Ritz collapse into flames as the military helicopter soared up
into the darkening sky. “Thank you Mr. Tom” he whispered. “Thank you. What did
Hamlet tell Horatio? There are some things which cannot be found any volume of
philosophy or military tactics. Beyond human understanding. The stuff of dreams.
Miracles. Thank you Mr. Tom.....”

*** ***
Jack stared with horror at the cell phone playing gayly on the landing. He cringed and
knelt down. One shaking hand hovered over the surface of the paranormal as the bell
tone played gayly. Then the cell phone turned on as if by itself. The video of a girl being
gang raped to death started playing....

Jack whimpered as the cell phone suddenly projected a poor girl’s terrorized face
staring out at him. Bloody. Crying. And obviously ..... dead....
“The Mos are stampeding up the stairwell toward us! Get ready! Where the hell is
Jack?....”
Jack whimpered as he knelt down to stare into the face of a dead girl. I am so sorry my
poor child for how you died! What can I do? You have been dead for decades! It is
2025! It is hell on earth! And we are about to fight the Battle for London!” he whispered
into the cell phone.
“Help me!” the dead face cried. “Help me! Help me! Help me! Please!” the dead face
cried.
“What can I do?” Jack whispered as he knelt down over the cell phone. He pulled off his
gas mask to whisper to the dead girl on the ghostly cell phone. “You are dead! You have
been dead for a very long time!”
“As long as this stolen cell phone contains the scene of my death I cannot escape the
torment as it plays over and over and over! They amused themselves replaying my
death! Over and over and over....”
“.....Yeah!” the others nodded. Then they heard the stampede of eleven morality police
running up the stairs and exploding out of the stairwell into the third floor! As they ran
into the third floor the ex-sports Hooligan slipped out as the other soldiers locked the fire
door and then slithered through the secret door while triggering the debris to collapse as
if a cave in. Then they ran down the sealed corridor. At the same moment Jacobi pulled

his wires as if a puppet master. And the gaslight fixtures erupted into magical dancing
flames....
Meanwhile Jack wept as he knelt before the flickering cell phone. “What do you need
me to do my poor child?”
“Help me!” the dead face cried in the cell phone. “Help me! Destroy it! Destroy their
recording of my death scene! Their cell phones are dying. Dead. This is the last one still
tormenting me! Help me! Please!”
Jack stood up and hesitated. Then he stomped down on the cell phone with his military
boot. The cell phone erupted into blue flames.....
....As the gaslight erupted into dancing flames as weird creepy crawling sounds
suddenly erupted around the gutted third floor. The morality police stared transformed at
the sight of the dancing gaslight and creepy music. Unable to move. As is hypnotized by
the ghostly spectacle. Then Jacobi pulled more wires and the incinerating bombs
exploded.....
.....as Jack suddenly looked up the stairwell at the visage of the twelfth morality
policeman standing at the upper landing. “Battle for London?” the morality policeman
chuckled as he held his revolver at Jack. “Well! Well! Well! The Hunter was right!....”
....as the other eleven morality police danced in the petit fiery inferno. At the same
moment the Pancras gas and Tear gas canisters exploded! Pouring out their deadly
contents in a haze of noxious green fumes. At the same moment exploding toxic
Pancras mold and slime vomited out of the gutted windows in an obscene geyser of
loathsome disgusting death. Then Jacobi clutched his gas mask as he ran up the stairs
and slammed the fire door behind him. He shoved his jacket under the fire door to stop
the foul poison oozing out. Then he signaled for others to ignite the hidden pipes
throughout the building to gas any inhabitants not wearing gas masks....
..... as Jack stared at the gun pointed at him as he started to gasp. Then blood erupted
from his nose as he staggered. The morality policeman watched as Jack suddenly
gasped before hemorrhaging blood. The seepage of greenish fumes mixed with smoke
oozing down the stairwell. Then Jack keeled over by the shattered cell phone, his body

hitting the landing hard.The morality policeman gasped in his gas mask. Then he ran
down the stairs to escape the Pancras gas! Right on his heels the ex-sports Hooligan
ran out! Barely missing his prey! The Hooligan knelt by the dying Jack. Gagging on
blood Jack gestured to the face in the gas mask. ‘One more!’
Then Jack choked on his blood as the Hooligan ran down the stairs in hot pursuit!
Jack’s life blood poured out, flooding the landing, as his eyes glazed over. The blood
pooling around shards of the ghostly cell phone. One hand reached down and picked up
a gas mask. Then the ghost of the poor violated girl gestured helplessly to the dying
man. But Jack was beyond saving. So the ghostly specter knelt down by his side as his
eyes glazed over. So the ghost reclined so she could look face to face into his glazed
over eyes. “We can pass over together Jack. Hand in hand. I am not afraid anymore. I
am not in pain anymore. When the world is hell any place must be better! Even death!
Any place must be better than this city of death.”
Meanwhile the sports Hooligan ran furiously down the stairs as Pancras gas filled the
gutted building. Then oozing out. His quarry fleeing through the screaming migrants as
they staggered out. Blinded. Bleeding. Vomiting. Dying. The Hooligan ducked around
them in the foul greenish gas and ran after his prey. His stout body wheezing as the
lighter footed morality policeman ran toward The Tower. Each man holding his gun in
one hand and holding his gas mask to his face with the other hand. Then the morality
policeman suddenly disappeared in the growing shadows of the gory sunset. The
Hooligan curst. “Hell’s Bells! Where is the bastard!”
“Right behind you!”
“Fuck!” the Hooligan said.
“Drop the gun!” the morality policeman said. “The Hunter will be very pleased to ‘debrief’
you back at The Tower! The Hunter will be very interested in the plans for tonight’s
battle!”
“Fuck! The Hooligan said, resigned. “Fuck! Fuck! Fuck!” The Hooligan placed the gun to
his gas mask obscured head. But then he realized something! Silence! He spun around
to see the morality policeman sprawled on the ground! Blood oozing out of the gas
mask to pool on the dirty sidewalk. The old WW II gas mask fatally leaking. The

Hooligan checked his pulse. The man was dead. “Hell’s Bells! I am on the surface! I
need to get the hell back inside the gutted building before anyone sees me!” So the
Morlock ran through the darkening shadows. Running back into that noxious green
cloud of deadly gas. Running back inside the building. Slipping inside in the gas cloud
as the last dying migrants staggered out. Death unfolding everywhere around the
building. Migrants fleeing desperately to get as far away as possible from the all too
familiar horrors of a Pancras Plague eruption. Fleeing so rapidly they were abandoning
their compatriots to die alone. The sidewalks and street and filthy lobby covered by the
dead and dying. Then the ex-sports Hooligan climbed up the secured back stairs to the
rear door to the roof. “Jack is dead and so is the final morality policeman” he said
through his gas mask to his men. Sidney! You had better be wearing you goddamn
mask so you won’t end up like Jack!”
“I am right beside you Boss!” Sidney exclaimed.
“Hell’s Bells! We all are look alike in gas masks!”
“Like reinactors of some WW I trench scene! Eh Boss!” Jacobi said through his mask.
“How did Jack die?”
“I don’t know! He was not wearing his mask! Everyone keep checking your masks! Ok!
Right! Prepare and hold your positions! We have a long time yet to midnight!” Then the
ex- sports Hooligan checked his gas mask and weapons again. More helicopters roared
across the darkening sky. Reloaded with ammo. They blasted away at everything
crawling along the street. Then they vanished across the far horizon as if buzzing
hornets into the bloody sunset.
*** ***
The Oxford Urban Myth Whisperer emerged from his hole as the helicopters finally flew
away. Then he slithered in the growing darkness toward his rendezvous. He slithered
into a derelict plague spot, picking his way around bones of plague victims. Then he
slithered into the secret bastion. A derelict tube station. Then he looked up into a
decayed security camera dangling in a wreckage of artful decor of counterfeit urban riot
destruction, genuine long ago looting by Urban Rat Scavengers, and decayed exposed
electric wiring which occasionally still sparked lethally. Marlowe counted to ten. Then he

moved down a dark tunnel using his torch. He arrived at the Underground chart
directing traffic to the now abandoned tube platforms. The graffiti spewed out
obscenities. Layers over layers. But the aging Oxford ex-don could read the secret
language of ‘Graffiti’ and now he moved down one dark tunnel toward an obscure
emergency exit. Then he searched for a secret sign. Chalk. Then he nodded and
touched the door nob. And nothing fried his hand. So he opened the door and slipped
inside.
Inside the underground bastion were over eighteen painfully young telecommunication
experts among the cobbled together contraptions which formed the wireless telegraphic
and radio communications relay station. Security screens crafted out of old TV sets
flickered overhead. Radios monitors listened with WW II headphones. Young people,
some only eleven or thirteen years old, wore old WW II headphones as they listened to
the dots and dashes of encrypted Morse Code in retrofitted telegraphic receivers.
Pencils taking down messages and spearing them on spikes to be collected. Others
tapped away at the aged contraptions with nimble fingers. The encrypted Morse Code
was amazingly hard to break and could not be hacked. So what was old was now new
again.
“Greetings my Bonus Boys and Girls” the melodious tongued agent told the Children of
War. The Generation Zers who grew up only knowing war. A generation robbed of their
youth as well as their rights and place in the world. A generation reduced to lurking
underground for so long they now possessed no memories of the surface and indeed
feared the very idea of surfacing. “Oh what a novelty. Even pneumatic tube systems.”
As the aged spy spoke the seventeen year old supervisor of the Bonus Boys and Girls
inserted coded intel into an antiquated gutta percha cylindrical tube and shot it off
through a complex brass contraption into the great beyond: an underground maze of
compression air tubes and wires dating from the Victorian Era and maintained by
Steampunkers and now reactivated to elude the occasional half way competent
computer hack still working for the enemy.
The pneumatic tubes ran on compressed air and were secure from all but bulldozing
interception. And the system automatically shut down if pierced from without courtesy of
the simple decompression of compressed air. And the maze of subterranean
compression tubes could rush across the city almost as fast as the internet. With the
surface now dangerous this was now a needful way for Morlock London to

communicate with itself. The cunning Victorian version of the internet was more
laborious to maintain and required more skills than the internet and social media. That is
what first condemned it and now reactivated it. Its very nature made interception by the
enemy extraordinarily difficult. Chalk boards indicated the encryption codes which
changed every two hours. Encryption coding also being something at once so
antiquated and also so requiring of archine skill the enemy simply could not cope with it.
In the secured area were Enigma Machines.
“Chatter says you are about to loose an agent tonight!” one Bonus Girl said. The
thirteen year old girl held on part of her WW II earphones away to communicate. Then
she munched another pumpkin seed. “Our tap of the telephone of the Commander of
The Tower Fortress has just put out a hit.” Then she nibbled away to vent her nerves as
if a human squirrel.
“To conceal his own role in the escape of Norfolk?” the aged Oxford agent asked as he
admired the amazingly adolescent world of dots and dashes and pneumatic tubes and
also telephone taps. Old tape recorders recorded intel and in one corner an antiquated
ham radio contraption received and generated mysterious messages. The old utility
room of the Underground was abuzz with intel flickering across diverse airways. “Do we
have a tail following the Hunter?”
“Yes but we can’t be sure if we can move fast enough. We have to keep a distance or
the Hunter will know he is being tailed.”
“Will he shoot first or try to capture my double agent?” the Urban Myth Whisperer asked
softly.
The young girl pulled off her WW II headphones and nibbled more seeds. “The Hunter
wants to secure your man but the Assassin wants to kill your man.”
“Hopefully my man is going to the prearranged rendezvous where I can warn him and
hopefully extract him” the aged Oxford don replied. “But he does not always meets me
at the rendezvous. He has already missed the first rendezvous. Because of the Ferals
his tri-night walkabouts are increasingly erratic. He is becoming increasingly erratic.”

“If he doesn’t meet you tonight he will die tonight!” a twelve year old Bonus Boy replied
as he sucked a vitamin lollipop. “We are harvesting intel but most of it does not appear
to be worthwhile. The enemy does not appear to be aware that the Chimes will toil at
Midnight. The Hunter appears to be the only savvy Eloi with antenna which are
quivering. But right now everyone else appears to be ignoring his paranoia.”
“It is not paranoia if someone really wants to kill you” a Bonus Girl quipped. “And we
really, really, really want to kill the Eloi!”
“Or at least that chap” another Bonus Boy said as he sucked a green tea lollipop. “If the
powers to be actually started to listen to him he might alert the enemy. Right now
everything is moving smoothly but it is still a long time to midnight. Mr Mole has cut
communications with Brussels but the Eloi might suspect it is not just a symptom of their
decaying communications. The enemy might get wind and head us off at the pass to
use the old cliche. Does anyone understand what that old cliche means?”
“I think it is something to do with old Hollywood movies” a Bonus Girl replied.
“Gangsters.”
“Cowboys.”
“What is a cowboy?”
“The Buckingham Fortress was roused by panic because of the Ritz crash and ordered
out helicopters. If the Animals can try to attack the lair of The Monster then they might
attack the lair of the Caliph. But it appears to have been a hysterical hissy fit rather than
a coherent response to us” another Bonus Boy said. The twelve year old speared his
spike with a message from the front lines. “And the Caliph is ranting about Madame X.
So he is not ranting about us.”
“Everyone is hunting Madame X!” a Bonus Girl said. “War is about to start and everyone
is obsessed with hunting down Madame X.”
“But the Caliph’s escape copter is on high alert!” a Bonus Boy added.

“The Ritz is burning down” another Bonus Girl declared. “Extraction successful. At least
in part.”
“I want to extract my agent before midnight if possible” the Oxford ex-don said.
“Why?” the young Bonus Boy replied as he counterbalanced monitoring intel and
sucking his lollipop while talking to the old MI 5 agent. “He is a fireman. At midnight
every Mo is going down. He is probably already a dead man walking anyway. If the flesh
eating germs of black tar heroin are not eating him up then Feralism from contaminated
Halal R is eating him up. Or else antibiotic resistant syphilis is devouring him. Or else
TB. Or any number of other highly contagious diseases are devouring him. Either way
he is being devoured. Surface London is a city of the dead. The dead just don’t know it
yet.”
“And the squirrelly copters have been hailing the roads to and from the burning Ritz with
machine gun fire” a Bonus Boy added.
“No. Actually he might still be precariously healthy” the Urban Myth Whisperer
whispered as he surveyed the airways chatter. “I he can escape the machine gun fire as
collateral damage.” Then he pulled out a sheet of paper filled with carefully crafted
paranoia for the Bonus Boys and Girls to spew out into the decaying airways as urban
myths and conspiracy theories and inflammatory paranoia. “Any other leaks to the
whereabouts of Madame X?”
“It is becoming a race. Everyone wants that Harbi damsel!” one fourteen year old Bonus
Boy said as he pulled down his old headphones while blowing chewing gum into a
bubble. It burst and he sucked it back into his mouth. “The Elephant & Castle want to
burn her. The Caliph’s Procurer wants to pimp her. The Monuments Men are giving
chase. And they are tailing the Elephant & Castle fire engines.”
“But that gives the firemen time to set fire to our mysterious missing treasure house!”
another eleven year old Bonus Girl said as she blew a huge bubble gum bubble.
“No one knows where this lost treasure house is!” the fourteen year old Bonus Boy
explained as he competed to blow bigger bubble gum bubble. “That is the trouble.”

The head of the Knockers came up. The young adolescent was frazzled as he showed
the aging spy the mass of time shift messages in his tiny office just off the Enigma
Machines. ‘Kilroy was here!’ or else ‘Are you satisfied at last Lledrith?’ he said as he
show the strange messages to the aging spymaster. “They are driving my Knockers
crazy. And look! This Petit Bleu message came back. From the Dead Drop Department.
Signed Lledrith.”
“We don’t have any such Dead Mail Drop or anyone named Llderith!” the old Oxford don
replied. “Though I can’t remember. I can’t place it. But someone once told me the name.
Lledirth. Just recently!”
“Co walker. Fetch. Double. Doppelganger!” the young supervisor told the spymaster.
“Who told me the name? Long ago. Recently. I can’t place who told me the name. Look
my dear chap. I know this time slip hiccup is disconcerting my dear boy. But London is a
very haunted city. And during WW II half a million died or else were wounded or
terrorized to such an extent their trauma bled into the very depths of Underground
London. Saturating the bricks and mortar and clay with pure fear. The Underground was
where everyone hid during the Blitz. Bombs raining down. People cowering. Hiding.
Dying. Burned alive sometimes. Buried alive sometimes. One tube station was flooded
and hundreds drowned. You name it. And the psychic vibrations of such horrors are
bound to remain as if echos. The echos of psychic screams. And WW III has stirred up
the horrors of WW II. The ghosts have been awaken precisely because this is another
such terrible war. So stay calm and carry on!”
“I will Sir. It is just so difficult because we are a semi-isolated outpost Sir. This is part of
the old Victorian/Edwardian Telegraphic bastion Sir. The ancient Grid. Long ago
abandoned except for Steampunkers. Partly built over. But still mostly intact. It is crucial
infrastructure. But the Underground is blocked here so we have only a tiny access
tunnel to the Morlock Depths Sir. And as you know....” His voice trailed off nervously.
“We are very near the ..... surface ..... if you get my drift....”
“....That blockage was where hundreds died when part of the Underground was
breeched and flooded during the Blitz” the old spy said. “The ghosts haunt it still. I do
realize it leaves you precariously vulnerable. If worst comes to worst you and your
valiant crew would have to slither in and out via the surface. The idea of that must be

just as terrifying as having to slither through a tiny access tunnel which is haunted. And
with the Thames Barrier so precarious flooding is a renewed danger. I do understand
your drift.”
“Yes Sir” the young supervisor whispered. “Most of my Bonus Boys and Girls have
never ever seen the surface of London. The ghosts of the drowned wail sometimes in
the depths where they drowned so horribly. And despite the motion sensors and the
water detectors installed to alert us to any such ...... repeat .... of such a .... tragedy .....
we can’t help but ..... be .....”
“Scared” the old spy said softly. “I would be too. My dear chap. We all know how
dreadful this place is for you and your Knockers to work in. But the Chimes toil at
Midnight. So hang on. And stay calm.”
“We will Sir!”
“What an extraordinary generation you are my dear chaps” the old spy said. “So
different from the Generation Snowflake. So extraordinarily brave and resourceful. Have
you thought about what it will mean if ..... when ..... we surface when the Chimes toll at
Midnight?”
“Sir?”
“When we take back London and there is peace again. When war is over.”
“The Great Restoration? I just focus on a day at a time Sir” the young Child of WW III
replied.
“Well I will hope my man is at the rendezvous!” the Oxford Urban Myth Whisperer said
as he gestured to leave. He waved to the young Knockers. “Help the outposts. Speed
the intel to the Command Center. And have fun filling the airways with mysterious dots
and dashes and codes and tantalizing messages to bedazzle and confuse. While
obscuring our incoming messages. Feed the enemy paranoia and diversionary bunkum.
Incite their fevered brains with absurdities such as they cannot resist. And torment them
with teasing twaddle. How are the secret camera honeypots working?”

“For the enemies who creep up to the honey pots of mysterious dots and dashes and
enigmatic messages? Hooked by the mysterious? We caught your man at one a while
ago.”
“He was depositing some Jahiliyyah with Mr. Mole” the Oxford don replied. “Among
other things a cook book. Does anyone remember fondue?” The collective hive of
Bonus Boys and Girls gave the old man a collective look of ‘Eh?” He laughed. “Oh
good. Let fondue die a merciful death. Some things do not need to be resurrected. I am
off to the rendezvous. Oh. I forgot. This parcel came by mysterious round about means
from... what does the parcel say.... odd..... whose handwriting is it? It can’t be Wyrd
Davy. How strange. From a ...... Lledrith of the Dead Letter Drop Department. Oh
dear..... That is where I heard the name. To be delivered to the Churchill War Rooms.”
“Sir?” the young supervisor all but cried as the spy gave the long parcel to the head of
the Knockers as if a bomb. “Sir!”
“Oh look! Such pretty old style handwriting” another telegrapher exclaimed. “Lledrith.
The Assassin. Some Blackguard. Such pretty writing!”
“Yes. Well. This ghostly Lledrith of the mythic Dead Letter Drop Department appears to
be tenacious. Where did Wyrd Davy find it? Perhaps from one of his many haunted
houses he so loves to spelunder. I can’t imagine what it can be! But arrange to deliver it.
Whatever it is. After all! If it is from a ghost then it can’t be a bomb can it?”
“Sir!” the teenaged supervisor all but wailed as he held the ghostly parcel as if a dead
thing. “Sir!”
“Just pass it on. Wyrd Davy is a soul who is a sort of human magnet for the weird and
paranormal so just ..... pass this on. As for this Assassin. He must work for a rogue wing
of the Black Market. I have Jasper trying to contact them to revoke the hit.” Then the
aging spymaster checked the security camera and slithered out. The teenaged
supervisor eased the ghostly parcel onto his desk with barely controlled fear. All the
while the Bonus Boys and Girls of often painful youth continued their high tech game of
monitoring the non internet airways.
*** ***

The helicopters roared off toward the blazing Ritz. So the fireman emerged from his
improvised bullet shelter shaking. Bloody. Gasping for breath. “Pull yourself together!
Lock the whining whelps in their patted cells! We might still be able to get to the second
and last rendezvous! Maybe even be extracted! Pull yourself together! Ahmad and
Mohammad depends on you to save us! That is what you are for Davy. To do the
necessary evil to save the more innocent. There is no hole to hide in! So just keep
marching!”
Then the bloody, shaken, starving man resumed his desperate march toward the now
bloody but slowly dimming sunset. Staggering. Weakening. The sky was darkening
toward a lurid purple and green. As the fireman staggered he resumed his strange
dictation to nobody as if reciting his boko haram to some ghostly biographer. Perhaps
Lledrith. Or perhaps it was to keep the voices in his head quiet by focusing on
something else besides his fear. “......So the Guildhall which once allowed the Cockneys
of London to weld power over even kings now enforced Dhimmitude on the
disenfranchised. And the Cockneys of London were reduced to the Cockney
Cockroaches!” the fireman mused to his troubled soul as he marched across the
devastated urban carnage.
“Too bad that Somali bastard in that million pound townhouse tried to burn out his
uninvited house guests on night. He had just been ordered to share his loot with fifty
migrants who were slated to move in. Apparently it was beyond the pale for him to be
forced to share his Labor bestowed million pound townhouse with more and more
suckers coming with their hands out looking for the freebies. The slices of the freebie
pie growing ever smaller and pawed over and trashed as more and more greedy
gimmegrants shoved their way into the city. Hah! Selfish bastard. Too bad the kerosene
can was found in the back yard with a receipt with his mark on it. That bastard who
joined the other Somali bastards tormenting that poor kid. The Hyde Park Heroine. Well!
What goes around comes around! Hah!
That bastard of a Somali was beheaded to punish other migrant deadbeats already on
the unraveling and overwhelmed dole so they would not be so tempted to try to keep
their Kafir bestowed spoils for themselves. Now as Dar ul Islam it was all share and
share alike ---- with fifty or sixty or seventy or a hundred or a thousand of your new
migrant friends. Hah! Beheaded! And then his headless corpse was hung from a light

post by a person in authority and set on fire to warn other deadbeats not to conspire to
horde their looted spoils from the stampede of greedy latecomers who were still
irrationally rushing toward the mythic streets of gold even as the gold vanished and the
dole went bankrupt and the streets become Third World shit holes. Hah!
Well that is the nature of ponzi schemes. In this case the accrued riches of two
thousand years of over achieving history formally known as Britannia. Sure! The first
gimmes get some of the loot. The first to join the ponzi scheme always gets some of the
loot. Oh! Oh! What Dickens movie was about ponzi schemes! Little Dorrit I think! That
was a good one! When there was still happy endings! I like the Dickens happy endings!
Ponzi schemes draw every sort of sucker toward the honeypot. Enough to trigger a
stampede of the crazed and greedy. But as the latecomers rush to join the scheme their
stampede both overwhelms and destabilizes the scheme even as their greedy hysteria
feeds the deceit. The ponzi scheme swells up like a balloon even as it becomes
increasingly precarious. The illusion of riches swelling up as if a bottomless cornucopia
anyone and everyone can wallow in. Then suddenly the whole unsustainable scheme
simply blows up! Bam! All of the riches vanishing overnight as if a mass delusion! A
group think mirage! And then everyone is left ruined except for the first who are fleeing
to Switzerland. The ponzi schemer himself is arrested if he does not shoot himself first.
Oh! Oh! Or slash his wrists in his bath! But his disgrace is no balm for the ruination
which his scheme inflicts on the suckers. The illusion of riches leaving behind only
poverty and devastation.
In this case the ponzi schemers were the politicians who crafted the unsustainable
socialistic edifice which besotted the Industrial West from the 1950s onward while
mesmerizing the desperately poor and bitterly envious all over the Third World.
Apparently bottomless riches. Unlimited freebies. Luxuries becoming Necessities. A
bottomless cornucopia of wishes come true. Free health care and free dole and free
housing and free infrastructure for everyone. Free TV. Free everything! The bills never
coming due. The national debt swelling up larger and larger like a balloon but so gaudy
no one believed it could or would ever blow up.
No one needing to work 40 hours a week. Work was now entirely optional. A month’s
free vacation every summer. Everyone retiring from the rat race at whatever age they
wished. The 68ers effortlessly enjoying their golden years despite outnumbering the
dwindling people who still chose to work. But why work? Who needed to work? Hell!

Only a sucker would want to work! The dole expanding effortlessly as a balloon as
everyone rushed to join it. Health care no longer just providing necessities but luxuries.
Designer teeth. Face lifts. Boob jobs. Healthcare tourist abusers coming from all over
the world to casually waltz into any NHS hospital not only for free emergency care but
free luxury medical care. Healthcare and Benefits abusers no longer even a stigma as
they flaunted their Mercedes while never working a day in their lives. When a person
can make more money on the dole than a job then only a fool would work. The magical
perpetual motion Socialistic Safety Net would effortlessly expand to embrace the whole
world! And the bill would never come due! And every governmental luxury would shower
down on everyone! Unlimited electricity. Fantastic transpiration. Immaculate streets.
Free water and garbage pick up. Beautiful digs. The best infrastructure money can buy
and no bill ever coming due! A government so overflowing with riches it could not only
serve its legal citizens but the entire world!
And every poor person all over the world, all seven or eight or ten billion or fifty billion of
them, could come and enjoy the outpouring of bottomless riches. Free! Free! All free! A
bottomless, magical, socialistic, perpetual motion machine! Free dole! Free health care!
Free digs! Free car! Free pocket money! Free everything! Even a free blond whore girl
friend! Live like kings! And never ever work! So was it really such a surprise when the
gimmegrants came? Everyone holding out their hand for the freebies while whining that
no matter how much was showered down on them it was never quite good enough?
One million! Five million! Ten million! Fifty million! One hundred million! Half a billion!
One billion! Two billion! No problem! Open the borders to everyone! The UK can expand
like a balloon forever while showering down its bottomless riches! Fuck! And Germany!
And Sweden! And the EU! And Canada! And America! The entire North Western
Hemisphere! It was the ultimate ponzi scheme! And now...... look around! The ponzi
bubble has blown up leaving both Britannia and every deluded sucker bankrupt and
ruined!
And still the suckers come! Hundreds of thousands of migrants pouring into London
each week! The share of the free loot shrinking with each boat load of hundreds of
thousands more migrants shoving themselves uninvited into London to suck the teats of
apparently bottomless riches only to realize they are sucking the fumes of the dregs.
Everything already looted! Devoured! Bottomed! Gone! Well! At least that smirking
bastard got his reward for thinking he could waltz into London and score bottomless
dole and a million pound council townhouse! Hah! Beheaded. His body torched and left

to dangle. And in Islam widows and children without mehrams are dead meat on the
streets. Hah! That bitch and her eight puppies got it right royal then. She stopped
smirking and started screaming as the bitter gimmegrants just off the boat and shoved
into the now increasingly trashed townhouse raped her. Three hundred gimmegrants
shoved into that now foul rockery assaulting and raping her for supposedly trying to
conceal the riches everyone said she had. Hah! Hah! Hah! Then the whole place went
up in flames one night. Hah! Hah! Hah!
Of course the joke was that by now no one was concealing any riches. All of spoils had
been scattered already or else trampled underfoot in the furious initial looting. Only the
first robber barons and gangsters and corrupt CEO ‘reverts’ got the genuine spoils of
conquest. Of course the rich elite ‘Reverts’ and the robber baron migrants turned
oligarches were not required to pay wealth taxes or jizya or any tax. Much less share
their digs they enjoyed through nationalization. They kept their ill-gotten freebies. And
such freebies! Such stolen war booty! It might be a ponzi scheme as the Anarchists say
but the first do get the riches. The late comers only get the ruination.
But as millions and millions and millions of migrants poured into the city to become
bottom feeders scrounging for the dredges the oligarches and CEOs were forced to hire
private body guards and erect electrified fences to keep out the angry and bitter hordes
of gimmegrants. As the Advanced World Britannia devolved into a Third World failed
state the ‘Best of Peoples’ devolved into Ghazi Razzia Robbers and Calais Animals and
the Scavenger Rats and the Drug Gangsters and the Wild Children. Everyone devolving
as they devoured London down to the bones of the carcass. Like the Dire Wolf. Then
they started to attack anyone with money. ‘D’ or Muslim oligarch or CEO revert alike.
Gimmegrants never change their spots. Chancers and criminals and deadbeats and
leeches who never expected to work won’t work even if the regime changes. They just
turn ever more criminal. Dole abusers who never worked will not work regardless. No go
zone anarchists who trashed their ghettos for fun to piss off the Kafirs won’t turn around
and stop burning or destroying the place even if the Kafirs are replaced by pompous
hoity-toity holies. Lazy gimmegrants who did absolutely nothing whatsoever in their
asylum centers besides whining while trashing the places while raping the Red Cross
Workers while smoking and drugging and drinking won’t get up off their fat arses when
the enablers spoiling them rotten are all killed. People too conditioned to see
themselves as victims and too brainwashed to believe the world owes them never find

the wherewithal to get up off their whining arses to take control of their miserable, whiny
lives.
Functional or else complete illiterates with absolutely no job skills whatsoever beside
manual labor never turn into productive citizens who are capable of maintaining an
industrial nation. Highly diseased retards with IQs in the 80s who are paranoid as well
as genetically malformed from inbreeding never replace indigenous citizens who have
IQs in the 90s or 100s who are educated and trained to maintain an Advanced World
country. Gimmegrants from Third World failed states do not have the first idea what is
required to maintain an Advanced Industrial state. Criminals never go straight ---especially if they have done nothing except drug gangsterism for their entire lives. Lazy
sots who dropped out of school and turned down apprenticeships when they had the
chance won’t turn around 180 degrees even when work becomes a necessity. And the
majority of First and Second and Third Generation Mos dropped out of school and
dropped out of apprenticeships. Between 40% and 75% on the dole full time and 80%
on some sort of dole. Such people never change for the better. People who never
worked never learn to want to work. People who never were patriots and always saw
Britannia as simply something to loot before conquering it will never bother to invest
their time constructively with any belated twinge of patriotism if the regime changes.
They just continue to devour while assuming they can move on to richer loot elsewhere
when they bottom the trough.
Being told they were the ‘Best of Peoples’ by Mohammad really did rot out the soul of
the Faithful. Unwarranted entitlement leads to irrational egotism, self absorbed
narcissism, and fatal sloth. Supremacy doctrines can become fatally delusional when
1400 years of inbreeding results in fifty percent of the ‘Best of Peoples’ crossing the
Rubicon into fatal retardation garnished by mental illness and genetic deformities. And a
thousand years wallowing in the trough of Slavery and Dhimmitude as exploiters fatally
conditioned the ‘Best of Peoples’ to think like an Eloi. Never a Morlock.
Only Fools and Slaves and Dhimmis and Morlocks work! So the gimmegrants are stuck
here gnawing on the bones of the carcass formally known as Britannia because now
everyone is trapped here as the entire North Western Hemisphere devolves while the
Surtr Homelands implodes. All as food runs out. Medicine runs out. Everything runs out.
All as the Great Jihad World War turns ghastly. Everything and everyone bleeding out.
No money even to wage victorious war. Much less maintain. Much less rebuild. The very

idea of the Restoration of Britannia is ludicrous. There is nothing to salvage, much less
restore. There is no future. All there is the desperate fight to survive day by day as the
world devolves down into one gigantic Medina Trench. An open grave. So Britannia has
become hell and everyone is stuck in hell!”
The fireman stared at the gory sunset. “ At the same time the poor ‘D’s had to surrender
every token that implied they were better than the ‘Best of Peoples’. Us. They had to
wear their badges of shame. They could not speak first. They had to gesture to their
forehead in that olden gesture of peasant lower class inferiority to their betters. Us.
They could not eat at the same restaurants or go to the same bathrooms or clubs or
baths or sports venues unless they sat in the worse seats. Down wind of course. They
had no right to speech. Or right of the press. Or the right to public assembly. They had
no human rights at all. They could not walk hand in hand in the parks or on the
sidewalks. Not that there were any more parks. The parks had all be converted to
migrant camps anyway. And any Kafir female who did not want to be raped or molested
or else become the victim of an acid attack were expected to obey Islamic morality and
veil. And no female dared to walk the streets alone without her mehram even in a black
garbage bag.
So bit by bit the ‘D’s were stripped of every dignity. The ‘D’ badge meant open season.
Jizya extortion on demand quickly turning to robbery and rape regardless. They were
stripped of every human right. Including the right to be considered fully human. And any
Muslim could attack them at will. Just the accusation of being uppity was enough. The
entire history of Islamic countries and the last brutal extermination of every Christian in
the Levant outside of Rebel Israel proves that. Islam gives the ‘Best of Peoples’ the
absolute right to degrade the vilest of creatures however they want. And they did. It is in
every politically incorrect history book I ever burned as a fireman. So the ‘D’s were
driven into the urban wastelands. Driven into the basements. Driven into the abandoned
hunks of gutted buildings. Driven into their burned out churches. Driven underground.
The Cockneys became the Cockney Cockroaches. The Luvvies became homeless
beggars hiding from the morality police for failing to pay jizya. Everything taken from
them. Down to their gold teeth. And their children. Even their children were taken from
them as Devshirme.

So the Guildhall commenced grounding the non Muslims of London down to even their
gold teeth as if through an olive press. And the Muslims cheered. The arseholes. The
Triumph of Islam. They thought it was swell as the Yanks used to say. They thought they
could get rich. Live like kings if not caliphs. Live like movie stars. Live like Luvvies. Live
like Bing rappers. Live like rich Gangsters. Loot Kafir London to the bone. Loot Shirk
Hindu and Sikh London to the bone. And wage Ghazi Razzia to their criminal heart’s
content. Steal. Rape. Torch. Vandalize. Rampage. With impunity. As long as they were
attacking non Muslims. Or the wrong Muslims suspected of being Apostates. Sure. They
gave up democracy. But democracy was haram. It was always haram. But everything
was going to swell when Islam dominated and ruled London. But see how swell it has
turned out!”
The fireman stared at the ruins which once was one of the richest cities of the World as
the bloody sun set tinged the far horizon a thin blood red line between swatches of gory
purple and putrid green. Deepening shadows covered the streets befouled by sewage
and mounds of garbage among which starving migrants hurdled as they listlessly picked
through garbage for something to eat among the rot and corpses. The fireman paused
and quickly looked backwards as if trying to see his shadow. And indeed for a fleeting
moment he swore he could see two shadows. Not one. “Lledrith? Are you only going to
be satisfied at last when I am dead? Am I going mad Lledrith? Am I going to die
tonight?”

*** ***
One by one the fortresses guarding the subterranean depths built into the massive old
Victorian railroad/tube stations slowly and silently unleashed their regiments. Each
regiment slithering out at sealed off tube stations along the Underground. Others
climbing up into the secured upper stories of the old sealed off Victorian buildings
adored with bits and pieces of still surviving Victorian and Edwardian extravagance in
their dirty facades further garnished by sinister Pancras Plague warnings and further
adored with corpses and mounds of bones to scare away anyone desperate to get off
the streets. Desperate with good reason. The Ferals were also starting to slither out of
their dark holes in the growing darkness to feed. Now shadowy soldiers took control of
pre-constructed battle stations on the upper floors and also the roofs. Machine gun

nests. Sniper posts. Drone launching platforms. Colonel Goldsmith shook hands with
Colonel Fawkes Hyde and Captain Knoll Sterling. “Good luck everyone!”
“Good luck!”
“Good luck!”
“Tonight we will have our revenge for the death of my pater!” she said.
“Yes we will! We will have our revenge! For our ancient ancestors! For our ancient titles!
For our ancient lineage! For our late Queen! For our New Liege Lord! For King and
Country! For Saint George! And for Britannia!”
“And for the Ghosts of The Guildhall! For the twelve honorary guilds of the Guildhall
from whence our ancient Cockney families earned their place of honor as equals
besides every Aristocrat and Royal! We Cockney Aristocrats! All of which has been
stolen from us! The Mercers! The Drapers! The Fishmongers! The Goldsmiths! The
Skinners! The Tailors! The Haberdashers! The Ironmongers! The Vinters! And the
Builders!”
“Especially the Builders! The Masons! The Freemasons!”
“Remember when we slithered into the Guildhall to liberate Gog and Magog and made
that damn traitor of a Paki Mayor’s celebration banquet his last meal on earth?”
“Yes. I wonder what happened to that fireman who helped us?”
“Yes! Remember! Extraordinary! He invited himself to our vendetta!”
“Old Jasper’s pet!”
“He wanted to rescue Gog and Magog and was surprised we were there doing the
same thing!”
“Extraordinary! He was so tenacious Jasper Sylvester routed his name to Stephan
Marlowe.”

“Except Jack Phillips already had routed his name to Stephan Marlowe from the British
Museum Horror!”
“What an unexpectedly tenacious Apostate!”
“The Monuments Men call him their lucky charm!”
“A born spy. I wonder if he is still alive?”
“Dead by now probably.”
“Pity. I guess he was not destined to see it.”
“See what?”
“The hope for The Restoration. For Ragnarokkr.”
“He was never the type to have hope I think. He always struck me as a strange,
fractured soul.”
“He was always doomed.”
“Tonight we will have our revenge! Against everyone! Every Mo! Every traitor!”
“Yes we will!....”
*** ***
The commander of The Tower Fortress dialed frantically but the decaying telephone
sputtered in static. “Pick up! Pick up damn you! I sold my soul to you! You blood sucking
Black Marketeer! You promised me an Assassin to fix my sin on that fireman! You have
to kill him! My scapegoat! You have to kill him! My fall guy! Please Allah! Kill him! You
have to kill him....”
*** ***

The madwoman stared up at Madame X. “The sky is darkening. Like hope. Only a
bloody thin red line on the far horizon now.” She held her hand gun to her thin chest. “I
think my dear we are going to die tonight....”
*** ***
Wolfe checked his watch. He grimaced at Guy. “Time is crawling toward midnight!”
“Oh Wolfey The Great and Terrible! I will always guard your back!”
“I hope you will do a better job of guarding my back than I did trying to guard the back of
poor Davy....”
*** ***

The fireman stared at the bloody sky. I would not have joined Stephan Marlowe’s dirty
war but for my guilt over her death. I would not have fought with Wolfey in the
Greenwich Tunnel but for her secret grave. I would not have done what I did to her but
for watching that last opera on Wolfey’s lap top in the park. Melisande. Melisande.
Melisande. And but for the moment’s sighting of her sensuously beautiful hair falling
long and dark and wet over that fire escape I would still be with Wolfey wherever Wolfey
is now. Alive or dead. But fighting a clean war as a honorable soldier instead of a dirty
spy. Will you be satisfied at last my Melisande if I die tonight?
How much time I have lost in loving you” the fireman whispered sung as he
remembered some lost banned song.
Had I but loved God all the while
a place in paradise would be mine.
A saint would sit beside me.
But because I loved your lovely face
I forfeited the light of paradise.
And because I loved you, my Melisande,
I now cannot enter paradise.

*** ***
In the underground depths of the Fortress Waterloo the prematurely aged red haired
man and his Hindu consort Britannia helped a broken man into his wheel chair. The
aged man was so broken by torture he was all but paralyzed. His aged eyes gorged out.
His ears hacked off. His teeth smashed out. His tongue hacked off. His face horribly
tortured. Burned. Scarred. Hunched over because of spine damage. Both legs
amputated from gangrene from shackles which had rotted his flesh. His fingers horribly
mangled. Many fingers missing. All fingernails missing. Many tips of his surviving fingers
missing. Very gently the prematurely aged red haired man eased the Duke of Norfolk
into the wheel chair. Then he very gently pressed one mangled hand.
“We are the People!” the prematurely grey man whispered softly to Norfolk. One
mangled hand tried to gesture. A crude signal of ‘yes’. Norfolk looked up with gorged out
eyes. Then he nodded in a sort of jerking flinch.
“We are the People!” Britannia whispered in a soft Anglo Hindu lilt. Then Britannia stood
on one side of the wheel chair and held up a tattered relic: the last surviving Magna
Carta. Another man appeared from the shadows. The Archbishop of York of the
outlawed Church of England. The Anglo Indian cleric wore battle camouflage. He then
stood on the other side of the wheel chair and held up the outlawed King James Holy
Bible. Then he nodded as a Jewish Rabbi held up the outlawed Torah. A Buddhist priest
held up her outlawed prayer wheel from Tibet. And a Sikh soldier held up his outlawed
holy book. Then a Hindu warrior held up the outlawed symbol of Shiva The Destroyer. A
Witch held up her pagan totem. Then a Freemason held up the All Seeing Eye. Last of
all an ironical soldier grinned and held up a book written by Charles Darwin with a
preface by Christopher Hitchens.
Then the newly crowned King Harry of Great Britain slowly wheeled the Duke of Norfolk
forward as Britannia in her industrial armor held her relic and York and his fellow clerics
held their relics. The book of Darwin following behind with ironical bemusement. Thus
they marched side by side. Then the Prisoner of The Tower slowly paraded through
lines of commanders of the coming battle. The Battle For London. King Harry whispered
each name as he wheeled the blind man past so he could acknowledge them with a
shaking jerk.

Many commanders were Millennial Identitarians of every race and religion except
tragically one. Some commanders were Mutineers of the discredited Imperial Army
which shattered in divided loyalty. Now they wore their outlawed uniforms with every
historic insignia once again restored even if their uniforms were camouflage and
industrial armor cobbled together from whatever salvage they could find. Some were
aging Generation Xers. Some were battle hardened Generation Zers. Some
commanders rose from the ranks. Originally White Van Blokes or industrial Blue Collar
or Pink Collar Workers or Industrial Workers turned into soldiers. There was a son of a
movie director. Now he was a battle scarred soldier. There was a daughter of a Luvvie.
She ignored her pedigree but wore her battle scars and rank proudly. A misplaced
Swede called Narcissi stood at attention next to a misplaced German soldier who came
to impose the will of the Dictator of Berlin but stayed to help Great Britain liberate itself.
One embarrassed soldier blushed. His uniform wore the logo A for Anarchy. The one
time Anarchist blushed at the irony of his situation. A professional soldier fighting for his
kingdom alongside the establishment he once loathed. One grimy commander was a
Cockney. The name Knoll Sterling was printed on one pocket. Other commanders wore
the All Seeing Eye including a woman with the name ‘Goldsmith’ printed on her pocket.
She stood by another commander with the name Fawkes Hyde on his pocket. They
represented the Guildhall in Exile.
One badly scarred commander wore a tiny pin with the name of Christopher Hitchens
and Stephen Fry pinned to his pocket next to his printed name. The long ago young
lover of Hitchens’ close friend now was a grizzled and battle scarred warrior fighting for
two dead men and many dead Gays executed over the occupation. Many commanders
were Sikhs in their distinctive turbans or else Hindus in their flamboyant turbans. Two
commanders were Buddhists. Some were atheists. Others were agnostics. One was an
agnostic apostate. He wore the All Seeing Eye. There were Anglo Chinese and Anglo
South Korean commanders too. One commander was of a Free Japan Regiment who
volunteered to help in the fight. “This time we fight side by side!” he said. He was the
grandson of an infamous dead WW II Japanese butcher.
“If you ask us why we died it is because our fathers lied!” a Free Germany descendant
of a Prussian general added. “This time we fight side by side.”

“We are the People!” an Australian commander shouted.
“We are the People!” a Free Canada commander shouted.
“We are the People!” a Free Hong Kong commander shouted.
Then the senior General, a Sikh, saluted and then gestured as a solitary Scottish piper
wailed the outlawed ‘Flowers Of The Forest’. Every commander stood at attention as
the tragic lament for the war dead filled the subterranean fortress. The face of the
horribly scarred Duke of Norfolk distorted. He was trying to cry. King Harry wiped a tear
from his own eye and stroked the face of Norfolk as a symbolic tear. Then one mangled
hand tried to salute — in vain.
Then Norfolk was wheeled past commanders with arm bands of historic arms of ancient
clans. Some wore small roses pinned to their pockets. Some wore leeks. Others wore
thistles. One wore The Green. Each wore an arm band of their ancient titles. Now one
by one the ancient families of Great Britain bowed their heads as the King Harry
whispered each name for the Duke of Norfolk to recognize and acknowledge. Every
ancient name was there. Men. Women. Some were Millennials. Some were aged Baby
Boomers who had lost everything including their scion. Some were painfully young. The
only survivors of their ancient clans. Some were only fifteen or sixteen. The sole
survivors of Great Britain’s ancient Blue Bloods. The toil of war so great. And many
knew this battle might be their very last and their ancient pedigree might die when the
Chimes tolled at Midnight tonight. Then a young female soldier brought up a ragged
flag, the standard of Norfolk. She placed it in the mangled hands of Norfolk as King
Harry whispered. The aged man awkwardly embraced the relic in his mangled hands.
Then his sole surviving granddaughter kissed his scarred cheek ---- perhaps for the very
last time.
“I would recite the War Speech from ‘Henry The Fifth’ but I have not the skill” King Harry
said. “We carry the weight of history on our shoulders. We fight for every soul who ever
strode this blessed isle and gave their lives for it. Albion will raise again. Tonight the
Chimes will toll for this poor bleeding island to raise up and throw off the yoke of slavery
to again reclaim its ancient talismans and relics and rights and privileges and most of all
its rightful and treasured heritage and freedoms as the lawful citizens of Great Britain.
Now report to your battle stations. The signal is Midnight!”

*** ***

The story continues in Fahrenheit Postdate 2025 Part Three and Part Four. Will London
be liberated from the Eloi? Will the NATO thermonuclear warheads be unleashed upon
the world? Who is the mysterious Commander who has the codes controlling the
thermonuclear warheads of NATO? How did the fireman help Stephan Marlowe, Jasper
Sylvester, and Jack Philips steal control of the British Tridents? Will Australia and Japan
fend off the desperate invaders hurling themselves by the hundreds of thousands
against their defenses? And will the mysterious Robots of Japan save their beleaguered
island? Will Madame X be saved? Will the mysterious lost treasure house be burned?
Will the mystery of Lledrith be solved? What is the back story of the In & Out Coup?
Who is the mysterious agent Valerie Odette? What is the mystery behind the Shadows
House and the British Museum Horror? Who is the ghost of Moon Street? Who is the
mysterious survivalist the fireman meets? What happens to Wolfe? Will the Hunter stop
the Battle for London? What is the mystery behind the Plot to kidnap the first and last
Pakistani Mayor of London? What really happened at the Guildhall? And who are the
mysterious Freemasons Goldsmith, Fawkes Hyde, and Knoll Sterling and how did they
get involved with the fireman’s rescue Gog and Magog the petit giants? And what does
the fireman find under the Guildhall in the primeval depths?
Will the ‘Sooty Crow’ warn MIMIR and force Mr. Mole to stop the Battle? Who is the
mysterious Japanese woman in the strange dome ‘between two worlds’? What is the
back story of Orpheo? Who is Brigadier General Narcissi? Who is ‘Britannia’ the consort
of King Harry? And how did the fireman’s ‘fiancee’ really die? Was she murdered? Did
the fireman kill the thing he loved? Who are the ghosts in the haunted hotel? And will
the fireman be rescued before the Chimes toll at Midnight when Ragnarok is
unleashed?
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